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ABOUTUS
VOLUME 103, ISSUE 1
The Whitworthian has served as the main source
of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely by students which
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innovative
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while inform
ing, entertaining and providing a forum for express
ing the interests of the Whitworth
community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vaca
tions. The content is generated entirely by students.
The college administration does not review the
newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas expressed
in The Whitworthian are those of the individual art
ists, writers and student editors, and do not neces
sarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university,
its administration, faculty/staff or advertisers. The
Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and
subscription revenue and in part by student activity
fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not neces
sarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or
its staff.

CL-

PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
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CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
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ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
croachl4@my.whitworth.edu

NEWS
A |Unite program brings events, awareness
Students involved with Unite, a community
alliance focused on edcuating people on
human trafficking and taking action, step up.

7|New leadership in campus security brings
changes
Security supervisor lacquelyn Christensen
starts the year with new equipment and
additional staff.

91 Act Six celebrates a decade of developing

ARTS & CULTURE
11| New places to eat in Spokane

Revive Coffee and McClain's Pizzeria are two
new shops to hang out and chow down in.

12 |Want to find a church to attend?

Look through the church guide to see what
churches are near Whitworth and around
Spokane.

The Muse and the Mode is a new local
magazine that zeroes in on what's going on
in Spokane's art community.
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The Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate
information possible. The Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you have
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
email to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu

16

I Being politically correct has gone too far
Exploring how striving to be politically
correct can hinder free speech.

17 | Profits are key to economic success

Discussing how corporate profits enhance
the economy and do more good than harm.

18 |The Smudge: Whitworth friendships

Exploring Whitworth's friendship culture and
ways to get acquainted with people on
campus.

leadership
Reflecting on 10 years of growth

13|Magazine focuses on Spokane's art scene
3

OPINIONS

SPORTS
19 | Football improves to 3-0 in California'

Pirate football led by defense and special
teams in victory over University of La Verne.

2 1 1 Men's soccer earns a pair of shutouts

Will Wren scores three times in two victories
over NWC opponents to open conference
play.

23 1 Spotted from the crow's nest: Bryan

Peterson
Whitworth's sophomore starting
quarteback arrived at Whitworth after
playing several seasons in the Boston Red
Sox farm system.

Hannah Charlton | Cover Artist

EDITORIAL: IN TVi'. LOOP *
Concerns about parking remain as
Whitworth continues its expansion
As Whitworth University continues to expand, with
the recent completion of the Bill Robinson Science
Building and Hixson Union Building expansion, the
issue of con venient parking in high-traffic areas on
campus is becoming increasingly apparent. Not only
is the university growing larger, but adding a new rec
center behind Westminster will likely add to the prob
lem.
At thi s time there is enough parking for cars on
campus; however, that parking is not evenly distrib
uted. Commuters often have trouble finding parking
near their class locations, and designated areas for
visitor parking are not well-known.
With po pular areas sharing the same parking lot,
there seems to be a problem with accommodation
— if studen ts only need to go to the HUB, yet ca n't
find parking, is it really fair for them to have to park
as far as the Baldwin-Jenkins parking lot? This poses
a problem for commuters as the campus continues to
expand.
.>
Although the campus issmall in sizein comparison
to other universities, making a quick stop at bui
ldings
isn't an easy taskbecause there aren't enough parking
spots in the areas that are used most, as the major
ity of buildings on campus share parking lots that are
quickly filled up.
With the recent HUB expansion, three 10-minute
parking spots were taken away, leaving those quick
stops at the HUBinconvenient, since parking spots in
the main lot are a rarity.
Parking is already a substantial problem on cam
pus; however, it seems apparent that the problem
could potentially increase over time.
Whitworth's 2021 plan includes a vision to move
parking outside of the pedestrian campus param
eters. Although this plan is safer for those who walk
across campus, this editorial board questions if there
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will be enough parking spots, and if those spots will
be convenient in terms of location.
The idea of moving parking off campus is good in
theory because it will help minimize the dangers of
possible car-versus-pedestrian collisions; however,
parking lots outside the campus invite car theft, since
few people will be around those areas. These parking
lots will also take away the prospect of having conve
nient parking.
This board believes that there should be more or
ganization in terms of parking. Instead of a free-forall parking system, designated spots should be given
based on place of residence. Those who live on cam
pus should be assigned specific places to park, leav
ing clearly-marked spaces for commuters.
There should also be commuter-only parking since
they are the ones who are most affected by the diffi
cult parking situations.
Visitor parking should also be clearly marked and
accessible to free up the spaces used at different
points in the day. Withan organized system, the park
ing spots that Whitworth does have would be utilized
effectively an d commuters would not be forced to
park long distances from their destination.
For future buildings, Whitworth could even con
sider copying the style of G onzaga University's Ken
nedy dorm by constructing a parking garage under
neath the building, which would eliminate the need
for dorm parking. There are many options for ways to
improve this situation.
Instead of focus ing simply on constructing more
buildings, this board believes that it is essential to
look at the bigger p icture, which includes adequate
parking for all ofthe new construction.
With new buildings should come more parking
spaces and an efficient way for students to utilize
them.

2012-2013 SUBSCRIPTIONS
Please send me a one
semester (1/2 a year)
subscription. Enclosed is a
check for $16.

Please send to:
Name:
Address:

Please send me a one year
subscription. Enclosed is a
check for $30.

City:
Zip:
Phone:.

Please make checks payable
to Whitworth University c/o
The Whitworthian.

Questions? Call Chrissy Roach,
editor-in-chief, at
(509)777-3248

_State:
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The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articlesor issues of interest to the Whitworth community. Send
letters to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200 words.
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Unite program brings events, awareness t@ Whitworth
Rebekah Bresee
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Unite advocate.
"Human trafficking is the second
largest criminal industry in the world.
Whitworth University has the mis It is affecting so many people," Solis
sion of p roviding its students an edu said.
Molly Hough and Audrey Evans
cation of m ind and heart. As a part of
that mission, the faculty and staff hope brought the idea of Unite to Whitworth
and started con
to equip their stu
tacting community
dents to honor God,
"What truly inspired
organizations, Solis
follow
Christ,and
said.
serve • humanity.
us was that human
"What truly in
One of th e most re
trafficking affects our spired us was that
cent ways in which
Whitworth students
daily lives; the food we human trafficking
affects our daily
and administration
eat and the clothes we lives: the food we eat
plan to abide by this
charge is through
wear. There could be a and the clothes we
wear. There could be
the Unite program.
Unite is a com brothel across the street.' a brothel across the
street," Solis said.
munity alliance de
— ANGELES SOLIS
Human
traf
signed to eliminate
human trafficking International Justice Mission ficking not only
includes sex traf
as well as educate
club president
ficking, but labor
young people about
the problem and empower them to trafficking as well. It is common for
make a difference. The issue of hu victims to be forced to work in domes
man trafficking may seem foreign and tic'homes, farms or factories that have
far away, but in reality this injustice is inhumane conditions while receiving
little to no pay.
present in Whitworth's own backyard.
After being informed of th e human
Last July, Spokane police raided
' a nd shut down eight brothels, one of trafficking crisis by Hough, Whitworth
which was only five miles away from University President Beck Taylor de
cided to do some research of his own.
the Whitworth campus.
"I was quite alarmed at what I d is
Angeles Solis is president of the In
ternational Justice Mission club and a covered — tha t Spokane is a popular
'way-station' for human trafficking,"
Taylor said.
Freshmen, along with other stu
dents and community members, were
given a look at the real horror of s ex
trafficking during Convocation. Guest
speaker Minh Dang shared her per
sonal experience of being sold as a sex
slave by her parents.
Dang was chosen to speak at Con
vocation by Taylor and Chief of Staff
Rhosetta Rhodes.
Taylor said they chose Dang be
cause they knew she would be able to
articulate the human trafficking crisis
and put a face to the horror through
her personal experience. Dang's ex
perience was a transformational story
that also provided hope, he said.
Freshman Brianna Almaden is in
terested in the program.
Tanner Scholten | Phot
ographer
"It was crazy to hear Minh's story.
Convocation speaker Minh Dang
This stuff just doesn't seem real until
recounts her personal experience
you hear it from someone who has ac
with human trafficking.

StaffWriter

tually experienced it. I thi nk it is cool
the school is taking part in this big
problem. I w ant to be involved how
ever I can," Almaden said.
Unite is wasting no time before im
pacting the community. It has already
reached out to universities and orga
nizations in Spokane, Seattle, Vancou
ver and Portland.
"Unite is a movement utilizing and
providing a platform for diverse orga
nizations to collectively raise aware
ness and join activists with other ac
tivists. We want to shed light on the
structural inequities and social forces
that allow injustices to exist," Solis
said.
The main goal of the Unite move
ment is to enhance opportunities for
students to engage in their community
and live out the Whitworth mission

statement, Solis said.
"The wonderful thing is if we can
rally our whole community, we may
be able to actually move the needle
on this issue and not just raise aware
ness," Taylor said.
Unite had its kick-off event on
Thursday, Sept.13. It featured Mark
Kadel, director of World Relief Servic
es in Spokane.
The next big event for the Unite
project is the Not for Sale Academy
World Tour that will be hosted in the
Hixson Union Building Saturday, Sept.
22. The event will include workshops,
speakers who have had personal expe
riences with human trafficking and a
performance by The Wrecking.
Contact Rebekah Bresee at
rbreseel 6@my.whitworth.edu

Upcoming Unite Events
SEPTEMBER
22
Not for Sale Academy World Tour
Workshops, speakers and a performance by The
Wrecking
Hixson Union Building, Whitworth University

OCTOBER
6
Fair Trade Exposition
Gonzaga University

OCTOBER
9
Presentation by Mark Kadel
Mark Kadel is the director of World Relief
Spokane
Gonzaga University

OCTOBER
IS
Pornography panel
Led by Jason Soucinek of Project 619
Whitworth University
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CALIFORNIA

SPOKANE
LOCATION S TARGETED DURING OPERATION REOLIGHT

FLORIDA

FROM SPOKESMAN-REVIEW

Number of suspected brothels raided by police
during Operation Red Light in July, according
to the Spokesman Review.

5

Miles between Whitworth University and the
nearest brothel raided.

THEWORLD

CASESOFFORCEDLABOR
FROM THE INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGANIZATION

1.800,1

SOUTH/CENTRAL Al

Hannah Charlton | Graphic Artist

Campus 'Unites' through
the convocation ceremony

The issue of human trafficking is not only an interna
tional issue, she said. "Operation Red Light," an effort
Staff Writer
by Spokane police, busted several brothels in Spokane
Convocation started fall semester with a strong vi earlier this summer. Airway Heights police, in conjunc
tion with the Spokane police department, raided eight
sion and call to action.
On Sept. 6, students, faculty, staff and members of suspected brothels. The locations masqueraded as
the community gathered in the Fieldhouse to mark the health or day spas.
"We don't believe that anyone is going for a legiti
beginning of Whitworth's 123rd year.
Starting with a bit of hu mor, President Beck Taylor mate massage. We have not found any typical massagetype equipment in these spas," Lee Bennet, Airway
poked fun at his recent surgery.
Referring to vice president for student life Dick Heights police chief, told the Spokesman-Review.
Dang encouraged students to take action and to
Mandeville's role, Taylor sa id, "He has one job today,
if I fall he is supposed to catch me. So be ready." Taylor speak up.
"Educate yourself on the stuff no one wants to hear
recently had surgery on his achilles tendon and was on
about.
Social justice work is down and dirty," she said.
crutches.
She also shared the National Human Trafficking Ho
President Beck Taylor spoke from James 2, stressing
that good intention and a clear mission are worthless tline (1-888-373-7888) with students to use if they sus
pected someone of being trafficked or had questions.
without action.
Hough continued with the theme of James 2 and re
"Whitworth's mission is alive a nd well b ut there is
stated that without action words are pointless.
still more to do," Taylor said.
"Conversation and dreams and visions without ac
Speakers Minh Dang and Associated Students of
Whitworth University President Molly Hough expand tion is nothing," Hough said. "Change does not happen
ed on the theme of service, connecting it toWhitworth's individually but collectively. There is power in num
bers and there is power in passion."
new campus initiative Unite.
After H ough's speech, Mandeville announced two
Dang is currently a doctoral student at University of
California Berkley and a prominent voice on the topic memorial awards. The Jef Olsen Memorial Award was
of human trafficking. The MSNBC documentary Sex given to Angeles Solis, Jack D unbar and Hough. The
Slaves in America details her experience as a sex slave, Daniel Burtness Memorial Leadership Award was giv
being trafficked by her parents until she was 20 years en to Samuel Abbott and Kayla Anderson.
old. She now travels around the country speaking on
Contact Caitlyn Starkey at
the topic of human trafficking.
cstarkeyl 4@my.whitworth.edu
"Today I amnot voiceless," Dang said.

27,000,000

Nearly 27 million people are enslaved world
wide due to human trafficking, according to
World Relief.
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The average cost in dollars of a human slave
around the world, according to Free the Slaves.

Caitlyn Starkey

98

Percentage of sex trafficking victims who are
women or girls, according to the International
Labor Organization's 2012 estimates.

45

Percentage of forced labor victims who
are men or boys, according to the 2012
International Labor Organization estimates.
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1-888-373-7888
Toll-free hodine number of the National .
Human Trafficking Resource Center, where
callers can report a tip, ask questions or
request information about anti-trafficking
services in their area.
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It has been an incredible start to the year! We
have
made it through our first full week of c lasses and
ASWU has been working away. We have been able
to experience Mat Kearney, Yell off, Bingo, Mock
Rock, and much more. Our sports teams have had
an amazing start to the year as well. Let's go Bucs!
Our sports events coordinator, Jonny Whitmore,
has big things planned for the year. For instance,
on Sept. 22 we have our first home football game
and there will b e several prize giveaways and the
locations of prizes will be announced via twitter.
Follow @gobucs to learn more!
This past week Pam Oswalt and Emily Soucinek
came to present on Green Dot. Green Dot is a
bystander initiative that encourages people to
reduce violent situations. A red dot is an individual
choice to not act in a dangerous situation. For
example, when someone puts a drug in someone's
drinkyou could step up and inform that person what
occurred. It is the idea that no one person should
have to do everything, but that everyone should
do something. In so doing, you are creating green
dots and ultimately creating a safer community for
everyone. Training for the green dot initiative will
be announced at a later date.
This Friday, Noah Gundersen will be performing
in Pirate's Cove. Caleb Kruse has been working hard
to make sine this happens, so thank him when you
see him around campus. This Saturday, the Not For
Sale Academy World Tour is coming and we are so
excited for them to be here! Latina Confessions will
be held on Thursday and this is an event you do not
want to miss. Make sure to check out Pirate Port for
all of the events coming up this week.
Community Building Day will be held on
Tuesday and is an incredible opportunity for us, as
Whitworth University, to go beyond our four walls
and serve the community. I am eager to hear all
about all that will be done.
Did you know that you can come to ASWU
meetings and get a free meal as well? All you have
to do is email Tim Gjefle and let him know that you
would like to come that week. Then, you get
free food
and the opportunity to hear about what is going on
inside ASWU and the University. We would love to
have you in the chambers with us Wednesdays at 5
p.m. I will see you there!
Enjoy the sunshine and remember to live bold
and be fierce,

to
Molly Beth.
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Contact Molly Hough at
mhoughl 3@my.whitworth.edu

Road repair reroutes students
Jennifer Ingram
Staff Writer
Last spring, thousands
of drivers in North Spokane
had to find different routes to get
from one end ofWaikiki Road to the
other. Since May, the road hugging
the Whitworth University campus has
been blocked off, to rn up and lined with
detour signs.
Spokane County construction engineer
Paul Lennemann said the original goals of
the project were to put in storm water retention
wells, build a roundabout at the Waikiki and Mill
intersection and do some pavement preservation.
According to a public meeting notice held in
January, the Spokane County Engineer and Roads
committee determined the construction on Waikiki
needed to begin immediately due to the physical de
terioration of the road.
Lennemann told the Spokesman-Review that
Waikiki had an extremely high risk of roadway col
lapse if storm wells were not put in as soon sa possible.
With an average of 15,000 vehicles traveling this route
daily, there was a profound need for reconstruction.
Lennemann's construction project began at the
Waikiki and Five Mile intersection, depositing a 17-20
footdeep storm water retention well. This section of
the road is nearing completion, as the road north of
the gas station is being sprayed with asphalt.
The project was also designed to reconfigure the
Waikiki roadway from four lanes to three from Whit
worth to Hastings Road. This will
include one way for each direc
tion, a turn lane in the center,
and bike lanes on both sides for
safer transitions.
Lennemann said the round
about was included in the initial
bid.
The January public meeting noted that the recon
struction of the Waikiki-Mill road intersection should
reduce the high volume of c ollisions that take place
there.
"The T-intersection only had one stop sign, so the
north-south traffic didn't have to stop — drivers were
waiting for what they thought was too long and started
to take risks jumping out into traffic," Lennemann said.
The fact that drivers were taking risks in short gaps
led the road committee to build the roundabout to en
sure a safer way to keep traffic moving continuously.
"The roundabout forces people to play nice with
each other," Lennemann said.
The $1.78 million construction plan is nearing an
end with the grand opening of the new roundabout.
"Most of the heavy construction is done, and in
most places we are just prepping for the asphalt,"
Lennemann said. "As far as hazards go, we are in the
home stretch."
Lennemann recommended pedestrians living on
the opposite side of Wall stay on the sidewalks around
construction zones. For those who drive in the area,
Lennemann said they are free to use the new round
about, as it provides a major north-south link for the
northwest part of Spokane.

Whitworth University

.
.

Jtiji

Hannah Charlton \ Graphic Artist

"We will be doing some pavement preservation all
the way to Country Homes, and will b e closing the
road while we pave. During those few days we will be
asking people to use Division," Lennemann said.
Construction south of the gas station will be the
final piece of the Waikiki road work, expected to be
done in October.

Contact Jennifer Ingram at
jingram!3@my. whitworth.edu
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Hannah Charlton | Graphic Artist

Whitworth's campus security force: Ready to serve
Kendra Stubbs

StaffWriter
This fall changes have occured in the
security department on campus, in
cluding the installation of ne w equip
ment, reorganization of staff and the
addition of a student officer.
Leading changes to Whitworth's se
curity team is Jacquelyn Christensen,
who was hired in July as security super
visor. Christensen is from California
and has a background in law enforce
ment and security at other institutions.
Christensen expressed her excite
ment at being at Whitworth, and spoke
about some security advancements
that are taking place on campus.
The size of the security staff has in
creased with three new hires. There
are two new full-time officers as well
as one student who has been hired
for part-time duty. Junior Joel Diaz,
MarkHogquist, and Leroy McCall, also
known as Mac, are the new officers.
Christensen stressed the compe
tence of h er staff, many of whom have
backgrounds in law enforcement or the
military. The new student hire, Diaz, is
an important part of the staff who will
add a student's perspective and insight
to the team, she said.
"Security wants to hear the voice of a
student. They want to know what the
campus feels," Diaz said.
One of the benefits of b eing a stu
dent as well as an officer is the ability to
recognize those who are students and
those who are not, Diaz said.

"I'm glad to help keep
the campus safe for
faculty, staff, and
students. We create a lot
of memories here and
we want them to be good
ones."
— JOEL DIAZ

student security officer
Greg Moser \ Photographer

Some of the criteria for student hires
is that they are students who have an
interest in the law enforcement field
and also have the right attitude, Chris
tensen said. She said that this attitude
includes the mindset that they are here
to serve the students, not to police the
campus.
"I'm glad to help keep the campus
safe for faculty, staff and students. We
create a lot of m emories here and we
want them to be good ones," Diaz said.
Christensen described the duties of
the officers.
"The officers' main functions are
crime prevention and serving the
needs of t he students. Crime preven
tion is being proactive by looking for
people who do not belong on campus,

maintaining high visibility, patrolling
trouble spots such as bike racks or the
HUB area," Christensen said.
Beyond additions to staff, Whitworth
will be installing three emergency
phones around campus. These phones
will be available to students to use if
they have an emergency or are feeling
unsafe, uneasy or in need of assistance.
The need for additional lighting
in the Cornerstone area was brought
to Christensen's attention when two
female students mentioned that the
lighting is insufficient. Facilities Ser
vices' and Safety are now examining
this request. Whether or not the uni
versity will decide to make changes is
unknown at this time.
While Christensen said that Whit

worth is an especially safe place to'be,
she still said that students should take
precautions.
"Be aware of your surroundings.
Don't walk alone and don't walk in
the dark. Don't hesitate to call for safe
walks," Christensen said.
Safe walks are an escort service that
security staff provides to students so
that theynever have to feel endangered
while traveling across campus. Theme
houses are also included in all services
that security provides. The number to
call is 509-777-4444.
"When I'm running in the Back 40 I
see them [security officers] patrolling
back there which makes me feel safe,"
sophomore Heather Lenhardt said.
She takes precautions like locking
her door and computer, and not walk
ing alone in the dark, she said.
A final tip from Christensen was to
use U-locks when locking bikes. Cable
locks do not work; five bikes locked
with cable locks had been stolen in the
past 36 hours, she said. Tuesday eve
ning officers chased a suspected bike
thief carrying bolt cutters off ca mpus.
U-locks are essential in preventing sto
len bikes.
ChTistensen said the security staff
are a great resource, and students
should not hesitate to use them when
needed.
"They are here to ensure safety and
to serve," she said.

Contact Kendra Stubbs at
kstubbsl 5@my.whitworth.edu
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Changing traditions to maintain dfeeper missions

"Hall-ing" replaces wooing in leadership's efforts to welcome new students
Jolie Baldwin
StajfWriter

It's September once again on the Whitworth cam
pus, and the air is abuzz with the sound of excited
freshmen. They have come with their pencils sharp
ened, their class schedules in hand and their person
al renditions of classic love songs prepared.
However, as of this school year, one of these things
is undergoing a change. For the first time, the prac
tice known as "wooing" was not included as a part
of th e elaborate traditiation rituals for freshmen in
Whitworth dorms.
Instead, the dorms have a new tradition: "hail
ing". Bo th wooing and "hall-ing" involve giggling,
self-conscious freshmen singing their hearts out all
over campus, but there is a definite difference.
Whitworth was founded in 1890, during a time
when the dual purpose of at tending college was to
acquire a degree and also a spouse. According to the
US Census Bureau, up until the 1980s, the median
age men and women were getting married hovered
between 20 and 24.
East Hall resident assistant and junior Mackenzie
Young said the marriage-related legends specific to
Whitworth are numerous; catch one of the falling
pinecones and you'll be married within the year, get
beaned in the head by a Frisbee and the thrower is
your soul mate.
Wooing was born out of a similar notion, wherein
young Whitworth men sing songs to young Whit
worth women, all with an air of flirtatious teasing.
"It's a chance for the women from every dorm to

Black and white photos from Whitworthian Archives

meet men from every dorm," Young said.
At its heart, this is true; however, Young is the first
to acknowledge that there are aspects of the tradition
that are not as pleasant for many. The wooing ritual
often involved couples who are relative strangers
dancing with one another, or sitting on each other's
laps. For freshman students who are still unsure of
themselves, that can be intimidating or downright
uncomfortable.
"I was uncomfortable my freshman year, because
I wanted to meet a man as a friend, instead of imme
diately trying to win him over," Young said.
As an RA, thi s year is her second overseeing tra
ditiation, and she said she approves of the changes
being made.
"Now it's more, 'I want to meet you! instead of 'I
want to woo you," Young said.
"Hall-ing" the reworked version of " wooing" in
volves entire dorms singing as a group, emphasizing
a sense of community and connection that is one of
the hallmarks of Whitworth. Jolyn Dahlvig, associate
dean of students, affirms the new emphasis. "Hail
ing" is now an opportunity to show dorm pride, rath
er than an encouragement to find a potential mate,
she said.
"There's less pressure to hook up, with more of an
emphasis on community," Young said.
Young added that thus far she hasn't heard any
negative feedback from students or faculty regarding
the changes.
While the idea of changing such long-held and
cherished traditions can be unpleasant for some,
Whitworth President Dr. Beck Taylor said that it is

important for students and faculty both to remem
ber that such rituals are not a rigid set of rules.
Taylor has fond memories of serenading his wife
of 20 years when he was attending Baylor University
in Texas. His song of choice was the Righteous Broth
ers' 1988 hit, "You've Lost That Loving Feeling." But
Taylor added that campus traditions, while impor
tant, are prone to change.
"Contrary to popular belief, traditions that are a
part of Traditiation are not age-old. They evolve and
they change over time," he said.
Indeed, wooing is not the only aspect of Whit
worth traditiation that has changed over the years.
Gone are the military-esque physical tests of push
ups and sprinting, as well as the particularly un
pleasant ritual known as "sliming the freshmen." In
that ritual, new students were covered with garbage
from the cafeteria and required to run across cam
pus, Taylor said. The sliming tradition has not been
practiced since 1997, according to a SpokesmanReview article from that year, when complaints from
uncomfortable students prompted a change of the
rituals.
Similarly, it was the changing needs and desires of
a new generation of students that spurred this latest
adjustment, and it is the same thing that will likely
prompt changes in the future.
"Traditiation has one goal; to introduce and wel
come Whitworth's new citizens to their new homes,"
Taylor said.
Contact Jolie Baldwin at
jbaldwinl 5@my. whitworth.edu

David Rurik | Photographer

GregMoser \ Photographer

Act Six celebrates 10
years of scholarships and
developing new leaders
Six scholars), including five of the 12 gradu
ating members of Cadre One. Esther Louie
Staff Writer
said that it was great to see so many alumni
The Act Six Scholarship and Leadership travel back because it meant so much to
Initiative, founded in 2002 by Tim H erron, them.
"I feel so much love when I see all the Act
now celebrates its 10th year.
In what Esther Louie, Act Six dev eloping Six people together. We call it 'Cadre Love.'
member and assistant dean of intercultural As an Act Sixstudent at Whitworth, it means
student affairs at Whitworth University, I really love you, andI care about you," Pow
calls "a decade of achievement," the Act Six ell said.
Whitworth President Beck Taylor pre
Initiative has assisted in providing college
opportunities for hard-working students sented a speech welcoming the Act Six
for whom university education may have community.
"Beck greeted us with big, huge, open
seemed out of reach.
Many of th e program's scholars — close arms. I didn't expect to be greeted with so
much love. He sees so much potential in
to three-fourths of them — are first-genera
tion college students, gnd the same propor us," Powell said.
An address was also presented by Gov
tion hail from low-income families. For this
reason, Act Six is often mislabeled, Louie ernor Christine Gregoire via video at the
ceremony. In the video, she acknowledged
said.
Taylor Powell, Whitworth senior and Act the admirable work of th e Act Six commu
nity and the need for strong,
Six scholar, said some
intelligent leaders in Wash
assume the scholar
"It was a good
ington.
ship is free money for
Whitworth and Act Six
opportunity for me to
those of a minority
alumnus Jeremiah Sataraka
race.
reflect on how much
attended the ceremony.
"That's the miscom"It was great to see the
Act Six has grown and
munication: 'You got
recognition that Act Six re
[the scholarship] be
how much impact the ceived from government
cause you're black.'
students
have had on the leaders," Sataraka said.
No, I went above and
Sataraka graduated as
beyond to get to col
community,"
a part of Cadre Three with
lege. And if you're of
a major in sociology, and
— JEREMIAH SATA RAKA
color a lot of times you
since has worked with both
aren't expected to go
resident director
AmeriCorps and The Posse
to higher education,"
Foundation before return
Powell said.
Students selected for the program un ing to Whitworth to be a resident director.
"It was a good opportunity for me to re
dergo intensive training over the course of
several months prior to their time on cam flect on how much Act Six has grown and
pus. During this time, they study and ready how much impact the students have had on
themselves in the seven core themes of the the community," Sataraka said.
And indeed, the Act Six Initiative has
program: vision, diversity, leadership, ser
vice, community, preparation and transfor seen true expansion since its beginning.
"The people here at Whitworth, we built
mation.
Once in college, they continue to study it," Esther Louie said. "We became the mod
el that people came to look at."
and build on these themes.
Though the entire program began here
"It is about developing leadership; invig
orating the inner-city, or any city, t o bring at Whitworth University, it has now spread
throughout the Northwest region, including
forth future leaders," Louie said.
This summer the Act Six Initiative recog colleges in Tacoma, Seattle, Yakima Valley,
nized its first decade. The four-day celebra Spokane and Portland.
"That's a major change, just the sheer
tion and convention kicked off Aug. 1 with
dinner at Gonzaga University for past and number who are making a difference. The
current Act Six scholars, faculty and affili alumni network is growing; students are go
ates. Events included a career fair, profes ing abroad to study, work. We're just now
sional headshots and the opportunity to starting to see the impact on colleges and
network with companies and organizations on communities," Sataraka said.
in the region.
Many attendees were members of cadres Contact Katerine Knoll at
kknolll 6@my.whitworth.edu
past, (cadre meaning a small group of Act

Katherine Knoll

NEWSINBRIEF

Whitworth to break ground on
Recreation Center Friday

The groundbreaking ceremony will take place behind
Westminster Hall at 12:30 p.m. Friday, Sept. 21. The center
is scheduled to open in fall 2013.

Area fires cause smoke,
polluted air
Smoke is expected in tire Spokane area through at least
Friday due to fires in the area. The Barker Canyon fire
•was almost 90 percent contained Sunday, after burning
92,000 acres. Nearly 32,000 acres have been burned in
the Wenatchee River Complex Fire, which was 17 percent
contained Sunday. Rural areas near the Table Mountain
fire have recieved evacuation orders, and other small fires
continue to burn. Because of the higher air pressure cur
rently in the region, smoke is staying lower. Officials have
advised those with respiratory and other chronic health
problems to limit their activity and avoid spending too
much time outside.

Occupy Wall Street
movement one year old
Groups planned demonstrations and events to mark the
one year anniversery of the Occupy Wall Street movement.
Protesters aimed to take over Wall Street last September,
and ended up setting up camp in Zuccotti Park. In midNovember police officers cleared the park, leading to less
visibility for the movement. Protesters plan to take ad
vantage of the anniversary to increase their visibilty once
again.

Earthquake hitsWhitworth''s
Costa Rica Campus
Most of Costa Rica was hit by a 7.6-magnitude earth
quake Sept. 5. While the power went off temporarily, back
up generators provided limited power, and the students,
faculty and staff were unharmed. The quake killed two
people, and triggered a Tsunami warning, but little serious
structural damage occurred.

Video prompts attacks on U.S.
Embassies in Egypt, Libya
On Sept. 11, riots in response to an anti-Islamic video re
sulted in violence at the U.S. Embassies in Egypt and soon
after in Libya. Four Americans died in Benghazi, Libya, in
cluding U.S. Ambassador Chris Stephens. As of Sunday, ap
proximately 50 people had been arrested in connection to
the attacks, the president of Libya's interim assembly said.
These events were followed by similar violence toward U.S.
consulates, embassies, and business interests accross the
Middle East and North Africa. The British, Swiss, German
and Dutch have also been targets. The video in question,
"The Iftnocence of Muslims," was uploaded to YouTube by
Sam Bacile.
Sources | Whitworth Website, Spokesman Review,The New York Times, BBC
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Falling into 'mythical landscapes' with

Moss

Luke Eldredge
Staff Writer

tains and valleys, or of p ostcards on
the refrigerator. Moss' exhibit is much
more than that. The works are not
Whitworth's Bryan Oliver gallery is representations of a world we already
hosting a new art exhibit by Ben Frank know.
When asked where his works were
Moss titled "Mythical Landscapes."
Moss, a Whitworth alumnus, has painted Moss said, "This business of
mythical, that is very inten
been working in
art since 1956.
"He was abstract tional."
Moss has received the Dis
Throughout his
but recognizable tinguished Alumni Award from
career he has
both Whitworth University
seen brutality in
to everyone's
and Boston University, along
the world and
drastic changes experience; he lets with the Charles Loring Elliott
in the art com the viewer do a lot Award and Medal for Drawing.
He has also received member
munity.
"Beauty is a of the imagining." ship in the National Academy
of Design and Christians in the
bad word today,"
— ASHTON SKINNER
Visual Arts.
said Moss on
sophomore
Besides -being an accom
these changes.
plished artist, Moss was also
"Violence
is
a professor in the art depart
shocking
and
ment at Dartmouth College, retiring
gets your attention."
Moss' work in "Mythical Land in 2008. During his teaching career, he
scapes" is a return to beauty and in instructed Whitworth art department
vention. Those whose focus is not in chair Gordon Wilson.
"We had as much of his time as we
an artistic area might hear "landscape
painting" and think of pretty moun wanted," Wilson said. "Less, not more,

Gabrielle Perez | Photographer

Sophomore Jasmine Pallwitz observes some black and white work
from Ben Moss' "Mythical Landscapes" exhibit. Moss graduated from
Whitworth and has received the Distinguised Alumni Award.
he was very good at pointing that out."
With some of Moss' paintings being
the size of a postcard, he is certainly
able to fit more into less.
"He was abstract but recognizable
to everyone's experience; he lets the
viewer do a lot of the imagining," said

sophomore Ashton Skinner.
The exhibit willbe open until Nov.2.

Contact Luke Eldredge at
leldredgel 6@my.whitworth.edu

Whitworth.fm makes changes for new year
Peter Duell
StaffWriter

and sound editing room sit where a seemingly an
cient broadcasting station was before.
Innovation did not just consist of new computers,
When Aaron Kilfoyle, a junior and general manag amplifiers, a new soundboard, IP codexes and the
er of Whitworth.fm, came to Whitworth three years like. Whitworth.fm now has the capability to broad
ago with an intended major in Athletic Training, and cast from anywhere on campus, allowing for the re
Kinesiology, he had no idea the potential that lay at cording and transmitting of concerts, student events
his fingertips with Whitworth.fm.
and athletic games.
What began as a small, out-of-date studio with old
Max Carter and John Lobaugh, both freshmen, are
equipment, peeling laminate and exposed wires, has two of Whi tworth's first sports broadcasters. While
now evolved into a state-of-the-art broadcasting stu neither are majoring in journalism or mass commu
dio. It is fit to provide not only an up to date sound nications, they both express excitement in being a
and recording experience, but one that will last well part of the new sports broadcasting team.
into the future.
Kilfoyle has three sports broadcasting teams, each
David Dennis, a Whitworth alumnus and former with two students. He wants students to have fun
general manager of Whitworth.fm, now works along while gaining knowledge about the field.
side Kilfoyle wi th the production. The two poured
"I w ant to teach students how to be creative —
work into the completion of the renovation this sum especially in a professional environment," Kilfoyle
mer — completing it all in just over a month.
said. "Experience is so important, and allowing stu
"When I came here three years ago, a lot of t he dents to have that with Whitworth.fm gives them a
equipment didn't work," Dennis said. "There was a chance to develop in their professional creativity."
lot of feedback with the sound and a bunch of other
GregMoser | Photographer
little problems that needed to be fixed. At that point
Whitworth.fm's broadcasting studio gota facelift
we said, 'Let's raise the bar.'"
Contact Peter Duell at
this summer and now has the
ability tobroadcast
And they did. Now a completely renovated studio pduelll 6@my.whitworth.edu
from anywhere on campus.
+

OSNOW OPENbo : New places to grab a bite
McClain's
J.

Pizzeria
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Elise Van Dam

StaffWriter
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Hope Barnes | Photographer

Revive Coffee currently features portraits of roller derby girls by Pullman
artist Henry Stinson. Tonya Wollschleger and her husband, Jason, a
Whitworth professor, opened the shop in June.

Revive Coffee shop
Juliette Torres

will include a bar where students will be
able to come and plug in electronics as
they study.
Currently displayed in Revive is roll
Whitworth sociology professor Jason
Wollschleger and his wife Tonya opened er derby portraiture by Pullman artist
up a coffee shop this summer that serves Henry Stinson. Jason and Tonya have an
fresh baked goods and sandwiches. The interest in the sport because their two
Wollschlegers became the new owners daughters are roller derby girls who play
on a local team, the Lilac
of Revive Coffee (6704
"It's a great place
City Pixies. The' paintings
N. Nevada St. Suite 1)
cover an entire wall of t he
on June 1.
to work, Tonya is
shop. Currently being fea
"I was alwayson the
driven and creates tured is a Dita Von D eath,
hunt for a little cof
an all-chocolate muffin
fee shop," Tonya said.
a comfortable
named after a local derby
"Our realtor found
environment..."
girl from the Lilac City
one, but we didn't
Roller Girls, the Spokane
love it."
—• KATIE TRAYLOR
women's team.
Tonya had imag
Revive employee
Whitworth senior Katie
ined a cafe, so the
Traylor is Jason's research
beginning space she
assistant and started visit
had to work with was
a let-down at first. She was not pleased ing Revive Coffee frequently, eventually
with the aesthetics of the shop and knew started volunteering and was offered a
there was work to be done. She wanted job and currently bakes in the evenings
the decor to be more home-like with a for Revive.
"It's a great place to work. Tonya is
naturalistic setting utilizing wood, stone
and textiles. Jason spent hours changing driven and creates a comfortable en
the paint color after work, and created an vironment; it's an inviting place where
entirely new feel for the place. By June it people are welcomed, and cared about,"
Traylor said. "That's why we have so
was transformed into Revive Coffee.
The owners are environmentally con many regulars, because we care for bur
scious. They use recycled products and customers."
Jason said that on Tuesdays and
are completely paperless, as they only
use electronic receipts. They also use Thursdays, there's a good chance his
organic ingredients that are bought lo students could have their professor be .
cally so they can give back to their com their barista. Students at Whitworth will
receive a 15 percent discount.
munity.
"We create the flavors ourselves, so
what's cool about our drinks is that we
actually use real ingredients like pump
kin in our pumpkin chai while other
places only use spices," Tonyasaid.
Contact Juliette Torres at
Additions to come in the near future juliettetorresl 6@my.whitworth.edu

StaffWriter
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All it takes is dough, tomato
•
sauce and cheese to make a ba
sic pizza; but the cooks add so
much more at McClain's Piz
zeria. Matt and Mi-Mi Heilman opened McClain's Pizzeria
(10208 N. Division St.) on Sept. 4.
Matt and Mi-Mi worked for
Hope Barnes \ Photographer
Subway Sandwich Shop for a
The
pizzas
at McClain's
combined total of 39 years be
fore they opened their own busi Pizzeria are hand-tossed and
ness. The idea to start a pizzeria made with an Italian cheese
came from Matt's experience newtotheU.S.
working at his friend's family
pizzeria. His friend used the rec a good taste; it did not taste like
ipes to start McClain's Pizzeria cardboard."
The menu consists of pizza,
in Hayley, Idaho. The Heilmans
bought some of the recipes from •sandwiches, calzones, salads,
the original McClain's pizzeria spaghetti and wings. Custom
to start their own. They are not ers can build their own pizzas
currently a franchise, but are by choosing different meat, veg
etable and cheese toppings. Or
working on it.
The founding principle of Mc they can choose a specific type
Clain's Pizzeria is based on a of pizza, such as the McClain's
simple equation: good customer Combo that includes Canadian
service combined with good bacon, pepperoni, sausage,
products results in a good busi mushrooms, black olives and
red onions. The menu also in
ness.
"We know that our product cludes vegetarian options such
as a veggie
is different from
sandwich, a
other pizzerias in
"We know that our veggie combo
Spokane," Mi-Mi
product is different pizza, a buildsaid. "It is simple
your-own calbut different."
from other pizzerias zone or salads.
The Heilmans
The
Hei
in Spokane. It is
believe that their
lmans
are
product is' differ
simple but different." hoping to add
ent because they
single
pizza
— MI-MI HEILMAN
make their dough
slices to their
fresh every day
owner of McClain's
menu starting
and add a secret
in the upcom
Pizzeria
ingredient to make
ing weeks in
it stand out from
an effort to at
other restaurants.
The Heilmans also make their tract more college students.
"We just want it to be a fun at
own sauce, use an Italian cheese
that is new to the United States mosphere where you can watch
and only buy high-quality pro your food being made," Mi-Mi
duce as ingredients for their said.
recipes.
"The pizza was good," cus
tomer Meaghan McCluskey said.
"The sauce was tasty and had Contact Elise Van Dam at
just the right amount of spice. evandaml3@my. whitworth.
Also, the gluten-free crust had edu
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FIND A CHUM TO CALL HOSSE WAY FROM HOME
Madison Garner
Staff Writer

£ C ENTER NORT

Jo Miller | Photographer

Juliana Zajicek \ Pho tographer

Jo Miller | Photographer

FAITH BIBLE CHURCH

BRANCHES

LIFE CENTER NORTH CHURCH

600 W. Cora Ave.
fbchurch.org
Services: Sundays at 8:30 a.m. and 10:30 a.m.

14617 Newport Hwy. in Mead
wearebranches.com
Service: Sundays at 10 a.m.

8303 N. Division St.
lifecenternorth.org
Services: Sundays at 9 a.m.and 11 a.m.

Faith Bible Church is a non-denominational church
that offers Edge College Ministry for students to
gather on Sundays at 10:17a.m. The goal of Edge is
to help college students view Christ as their treasure
and learn to prioritize their lives around God's work,
according to their website. Because not all students
have acarorabuddy with a car to get them to church,.
Faith Bible Church brings church to Whitworth. Every
Thursday at 7 p.m. Edge meets on the second floo
r of
the HUB.

Branches is a church in Mead that started just more than two years*
ago this month. Whitworth sophomore Katie Tassan has been to
Branches and said,'The sermons have really practical applications
to life.'Tassan said what she likes best about Branches is the music.
'They have incredible music. It's so similar to Hosanna — contempo
rary music and very moving," she said.Encouraging others to give in
areas beyond tithing, Branches offers alist of ways for its members
to serve (Whitworth's En Christo is on the list). One service op
tion
gives college students the opportunity to babysit the children of
teen moms in Spokane.The church also provides mid-week services
and small groups focusing on community and dialogue.

Life Center North formed more than a decade ago when Life Center
(located on Government Way) grew too large for its building. Life
Center partners with Whitworth in offering a Certificate in Ministry
Program to train Christians to serve in leadership positions. Life
Center North met in a couple different locations before settling into
its new building on North Division Street last February. Life Center
North partners with various organizations in Spokane and connects
its members with areas to serve. Some of these ministries include
feeding the homeless with Serve Spokane, helping refugees with
World Relief, and providing care for those in Spokane with special
needs.

CHURCH
DIRECTORY:
SPOKANEAREACHURCHES
CALVARY SPOKANE

511 W.Hastings Rd.
calvaryspokane.com
Services: Sundays 9 a.m. and 11:15a.m. and
Thursdays at 7 p.m.
For college students:Forum Spokane is a
young adult Bible study for ages 18-29.They
meet Saturdays at 6:30 p.m.

COLBERT PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
4211 E. Colbert Rd. in Colbert
colbertpres.org
Services: Worship service on Sundays at 8:15
a.m. and 11 a.m.and education hour at 9:35

For college students:Meetings first Sunday of
every month after 11 a.m. service at ahome for
lunch and fellowship

COUNTRY HOMES CHRISTIAN CHURCH
8415 N. Wall St.
chchristian.org
Services: Worship service on Sundays at 10:30
a.m. and church school for all ages Sundaysat
9:15 a.m.

COVENANT UNITED METHODIST
CHURCH
15515 N. Gleneden St.
covenantmethodist.org
Services: Worship service on Sundays at 9:30
a.m. and 5 p.m. and education hour at 10:45
a.m.

GRACE CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
2159 N.Hamilton St.
gcfonline.org
Services: Worship service on Sundays at 8:30
a.m. and 11 a.m. and education ho
ur at 10 a.m.
For college students: Veritas is a weekly meet
ing for college students and singles under the
age of 30. Veritasmeets Thursdays at 6:30p.m.
Free dinner is served at 6:30p.m. and a mes
sage from the book of Romans is given.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF
SPOKANE
318 S.Cedar St.
spokanefpc.org
Services: Contemporary worship service on
Sundays at 8:45 a.m. Common hour classes for
all ages at 10 a.m.Traditional worship service at
11:15 a.m. Evening worship service at 5 p.m.

LIBERTY BAPTIST CHURCH
320 W. Graves Rd.
lbcspokane.com
Services: Sunday school at 10 a.m. Morning
worship service at 11 a.m. Evening worship
service at 6 p.m.

MOUNTAIN VIEW ASSEMBLY OF GOD
633 E. Magnesium Rd.
mountainviewag.org
Services: Sunday school on Sundays at 9:30
a.m. Worship services at 10:30a.m. and 6 p.m.
on Sundays

NEW COMMUNITY
1003 Trent Ave,Suite 160
new-community.com
Services: Sundays at 9 a.m.and 11 a.m.

NEW HORIZONS COMMUNITY CHURCH
3122 W. Lincoln Rd.
nhccweb.com
Services: Sundays at 9 a.m.

For college students:The group meets for a
meal at 6 p.m. and gathers at 6:30 p.m.

SHADLE PARK PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
5508 N. Alberta St.
shadleparkpres.org
Services:Traditional worship service on
Sundays at 9 a.m.and contemporary worship
service at 10:45 a.m.

SHILOH HILLS FELLOWSHIP
207 E. Lincoln Rd.1
shfspokane.org
Service Times: Sundays at 10 a.m.and Sunday
school at 9 a.m.
For college students: TheVerge, for single
young adults ages 18 to 30, meets Sunday
s at
9 a.m.

ST. THOMAS MORE CATHOLIC CHURCH
505 W. St. Thomas More Way
thomasmorespokane.org
Services: Mass daily at 7:30 a.m., Saturday Vigil
at 5:30 p.m., SundayMass at 7:30 a.m., 9 a.m.,
11 a.m. and 7 p.m.

VINTAGE FAITH COMMUNITY
518 W. 3rd Ave.
vintagefc.com
Services: Sundays at 9 a.m.

{i SAW 1}
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Content found in the "I Saw You" section are
student submissions and do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.
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Andrea Parrish | Ph
otographer

Bowie Zoe, co-creator, editor and creative director of the "Muse and the Mode," introduces the magazine at
the its launch party at A Club on Saturday Sept 15. Muse is a new arts magazine that is dedicated to giving the
arts community adequate coverage.

Spokane arts magazine launches

Salsa Swag
I saw you rockin' your sweet and spicy salsa
moves at the Stewart Lawn Dance. Props to you
for making the subpar music look so cool!

>

TO
KSl
CP

I still think,"What if?"

I regret the chances I never took with you but I
would-be creators of Muse: that Spokane had a lot of
was shy and you were different than any guy I
love to show for its arts community and a need for
had ever liked before. P.S. You should wear your
someone to give that community a voice.
glasses more often. They look good on you:)
And just like that, Muse and the Mode" was born,
From Garland to Brownes Addition, Union District
to Downtown, the Spokane arts scene has a lot to of dedicated solely toward what's current in Spokane
fer, and "Muse and the Mode" is itching to let people arts and culture with no news, politics, or sports. The
Soccer Ball
first i ssue, "Cash-Mob," was dedicated to giving the
know about all of it.
I saw you kick that soccer ball into traffic. You
Spokane's newest arts and culture magazine, Muse Glamarita event the coverage they felt it deserved.
terrified the driver and caused a minor backup on
Lo cal distributors of the magazine ran out of copies
and the Mode, held a release party for its latest issue
Waikiki. Ten points for Slytherin!
within
the
first
three
days.
When
Muse
redistributed
last Saturday night. "Gothmas: The Red and Black
Ball," was a classic noir affair right out of the 1920s, the paper two weeks later, most distributors' supply
didn't even last a day.
featuring bands The Lions Oh
In response, Muse has embraced
Stressy Freshy
My and Mirror Mirror.
"We want our magazine
online methods of publishing. Is
Hey, you were stressing about classes while wear
Muse, a full-color, bimonthly
to read like you're sitting sues are available online for just $2
ing your freshman class shirt. Calm down, it's
periodical, includes features on
only the third week! Sincerely, a concerned junior.
the city's artists, musicians and
in a coffee shop, telling an issue. Muse also features builtin support for Layar, an augment
fashion designers — all 100 per
your
friend
about
a
ed reality application for smartcent local.
phones, available on the Apple
"We want our magazine to
concert you went to."
and Android Market. With the app,
read likeyou're sitting in a coffee
— SHERRY M ILLER
readers are able to use the cameras
shop, telling your friend about a
on
their smartphones to access
concert you went to," said co-ed
co-editor of the Muse and the
hyperlinks, extra articles and addi
itor of Muse Sherry Miller.
Mode
tional graphics.
For them, the emphasis is
While they've experienced great
not on genres and statistics; it's
about getting to know the artists and what they're success already, the staff at Muse have big dreams for
about, said Bowie Zoe, co-creator, editor and creative the future, and hope to inspire others in turn.
"We want this to be the magazine that people look
director of Muse.
at
and say, 'Hey, these are local people doing this,"
"Katelyn [Eyford, co-creator] and I were extremely
upset that no one covered the Cash-Mob at Glam- Miller said. "High school kids and college kids look at
arita," Zoe said, referring to the remarkable success these bands, and say, 'Those are all local kids. I can do
this, too.'"
story of one of their favorite local businesses.
Muse and the Mode is currently accepting submis
Scan QR code to submit your own I Saw You
Glamarita Clothing and Accessories is a clothing
on your mobile device.
shop located in the Garland District that sells 100 per sions for art, writing, fashion design and anything
else
creative
and
local.
If
you
would
like
to
submit
cent locally made, one-of-a-kind items. Last March,
they were weeks away from closing their doors for to "Muse and the Mode," or if you know a local artist
good. In a last ditch effort to save the business, they who you think should be featured in the next issue,
planned a "Cash-Mob," an event where locals swarm you can contact the editors on the magazine's web
a local business en masse, and flood it with income. site at museandthemode.com.
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Lucas Thayer
Staff Writer

And the result?
"Not only did they meet [their goal], they trumped
it, " Zoe said. "And despite contacting every major
news outlet in Spokane, no one touched it."
The event wasn't attended by a single member of
the press. That night, two things became clear for the
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Submissions published as received.

Contact Lucas Thayer at
lthayerl2@my.whitworth.edu

Seen someone? Submit your 'I saw you' (limited
to 50 words) online at thewhitworthian.com.
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Laryssa Lynch

loose, colorful g
garments of the berber
tradition and mimics the voice of h is
grandmother while embarking on his
Intrigued by the popularity of E ast journey in Arizona.
As anticipated, Kumare acquires
ern spirituality in the United States,
New Jersey filmmaker Vikram Gandhi a following of devoted students, all
began research for a yoga documenta who revere his assumedly authentic
and wise teach
ry. Instead of completing that
"At the insistence ings. Doling out
project, Gandhi addressed
impromptu bless
the competitive, • in sincere
of Kumare himself, ings and gibberish
and downright corrupt prac
one is encouraged chants, the guru
tices witnessed in gurus in
meets some ex
both America and India in
to find the guru
ceptionally quirky
his film "Kumare." Backed by
individuals and
inside him or
a degree of skepticism devel
shares a part in
oped at an early age, Vikram
herself"
deeply personal
Gandhi demonstrates the il
growth.
lusions of spirituality.
Still, perhaps the most touching
Donning the disguise of spiritual
guru, Sri K umare, Gandhi establishes progression is that of the narrator and
a life-changing alter ego in his film, guru himself. Though Gandhi remarks
"Kumare: The True Story of a False that he is shocked by the faith individ
Prophet." As Kumare, Gandhi grows uals have in someone no different than
out his hair and beard, adopts the themselves, he too begins to believe in

Staff Writer

the rituals of his own creation. Eventu
ally, Ga ndhi says that his ideal self is
given life in the character, Kumare.
"Kumare" is a thoughtful and chal
lenging documentary with an engag
ing accompaniment of humor and
emotion. This film challenges the audi
ence to question the authenticity and
authority of spiritual leaders. It asks
the viewer to consider beliefs and re
ligious practices outside their own, no
matter how unusual. At the insistence
of Kumare himself, one is encouraged
to find the guru inside him or herself.
"Kumare: The True Story of a False
Prophet" will be playing at the Magic
Lantern Theatre (25 WestMain Avenue
in downtown Spokane) at 2:30 p.m.
and 8:45 p.m. on Friday and Saturday,
7:30 p.m. on Sunday, and 8:45 p.m.
Monday through Thursday.

Contact Laryssa Lynch at
laryssalynchl 5@my.whitworth.edu.

Music review: The Avett Brothers

delivers album of contrasting emotions
Christina Spencer
StaffWriter
You know those songs that seem
to capture your soul and before you
know it your toes are tapping and your
head is swaying? Well, the AvettBroth
ers has mastered the mysterious art
of connecting listeners to symbolic
meanings much deeper than a mere
scramble of ly rics. I'd call it an erratic
mixture of emotions that somehow all
flow together. Know what I mean? It's
like one moment you're singing along
to a melancholic verse, and the next
your heart is pounding to the upbeat
and synergistic chorus.
Scott and Seth Avett have been into
music ever since they were young and
once played in a rock band named
Nemo. Eventually, in 2000, t he band
became The AvettBrothers (Bob Craw
ford was added as Bass guitarist) and it
was not until two years later that they
hit the road running and released their

ten to the words they pull you towards
debut album "Country Was."
The band's music is a combination a conundrum of pe nsive thought. Ev
of country and folk, and has a modern ery song is a story, one that pulls you
day Beatles vibe mixed with the blues in and makes you feel at home with the
melodic folk beat. And in
of Doc Watson. I saw
the Avett Brothers live "Every song is a each is several lessons that
we can all connect with.
this summer at Red
In the song "Once and
story, one that
' Rocks Amphitheatre
in Denver, Colo., and pulls you in and Future Carpenter," Scott
Avett s ings, "Well w e're all
their passion flowed
makes you feel in this together, If I live the
out from their voices
life I'm given, I won't be
and collective instru
at home with
scared to die." How many of
ments in all directions;
the melodic folk us are constantly wishing for
all coming together to
something better than the
create this magical
beat"
circumstances we've been
noise.
given instead of si mply liv
The Avett Brothers
released their newest album, "The Car ing without fear of the future. Motiva
penter," on Sept. 11. Once again they tional, right?
Looking at the band's big success
have hit the target with the overarch
ing goal of m usic: relating to their au album, "I and Love and You," the
dience and capturing the pure, simple Avett Brothers' new album returns
to the rebellious arrangements and
peace that music brings.
Similar to previous albums, this one whimsically jaunty lyrics of that and
is so very real, and when you really lis- earlier albums. As isseen in their song,

whitworthian

online Ffc

filmsincinema.net

"Through My Prayers," the contagious
background humming of the cello
and the elevating picking of the banjo
chime perfectly through their song's
mixtures of light and dark, comedy
and tragedy, and fast and slow. Check
out "The Carpenter" and get ready
for a roller coaster wave of emotional
enrapturement.

Contact Christina Spencer at
cspencerl 5@my.whitworth.edu.

SCREENING BENEFIT: Movie showing about the Israel-Palestine conflict to raise

money for the Peace and Justice Action League of Spokane

EVENTS
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THURSDAY,9/20
DOCUMENTARY: "LATINA CONFESSIONS"
6 p.m.
HUB multi-purpose room
Race, class, country of origin and Spanish fluency are some of the subjects
discussed in this documentary about Latinas. Many of the women featured
in the film are professionals who have risen above gender roles in their cul
ture.

FRIDAY, 9/21
C0NCERT:N0AH GUNDERSEN
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8 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Pirate's Cove behind East Hall
noahgundersen.bandcamp.com

Folk-acoustic singer/songwriter Noah Gundersen will play out in the open
air of Pirate's Cove. As usual, his sister Abby Gundersen on violin and vocals
will join him. The duo will be preceded by dream-pop band Lemolo from
Seattle.

Vote for your favorite Whitworth club, group,
event, or program on September 20. The top
two will receive a $250 grant from STCU.
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You're invited!
SCREENING BENEFIT OF "5 BROKEN CAMERAS" (FIND STORY ONLINE)

What: Whitworth Class Mob

O

Thursday, Sept. 20, at 7 p.m.at The Magic Lantern Theatre, $7
A Palestinian deals with the threat of Israeli settlements in his village in this
film, which will be screened as a fundraiser for the Peace and Justice Action

When: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Thursday, September 20.
Vote all day long.

l/l

League of Spokane.

Where: STCU's N orth Branch, 207 E. H astings Road

ANDREA PALPANT DILLEY READING

Free food, prizes, and giveaways from 1-4 p.m.

to
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5
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Friday, Sept 21 at 7 p.m. in W
eyerhaeuser Hall Robinson Teaching Theatre
The writer and documentary producer will read from her memoir, "Faith and
Flat Tires: Searching for God on the Rough Road of Doubt."
2

NOT FOR SALE ACADEMY WORLD TOUR (FIND STORY ON PAGES 4-5)

n
in

Saturday, Sept. 22, from 8 a.m.to 10 p.m. in the HUB
A day ofevents that will educate people on the issueof human trafficking.The
tour includes workshops, speakers on human trafficking and a performance
by the band, The Wrecking.

SWING AND BALLROOM DANCE CLUB WEEKLY DANCE
Saturday, Sept. 22, at 8p.m. in Graves Gym
A dance lesson on swing, salsa or ballroom will be given before the open

m
"O

(509) 326.1954 I (800) 858.3750 I www.stci

dance begins.
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TANZANIA STUDY ABROAD 2012 PRESENTATION
Monday, Sept.24, at 7:30 p.m. in Weyerhaeuser Hall 107
Students in the program will present on their experiences in Tanzania.
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Federally insured by NCUA.
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SERVICE FAIR

Tuesday, Sept. 25, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the HUB multi-purpose room
Organizations and non-profits will be ready to talk to students about
opportunities for service.

Eligibility; Must be a W hitworth University-recognized club, program, or
event sponsored by Whitworth University. Must not be a religious or political
cause. One vote per person, September 20, 2012 only. Must be a W hitworth
University student to vote.
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OPINIONS

Political correctness pushed to the limit
Political correctness definitely has its
place in society. The terms that are now
LINDSEY
considered appropriate to use when
referring to people of o ther races, such
HUBBART
as African-American, are much kinder
than derogatory terms used in the past.
However, political correctness can
If I were to say the phrase "peanut
butter sandwich," what would be the be taken too far when it begins to se
first thing that you think of? Maybe verely hinder free speech. One example
something along the lines of "jelly," I found particularly troublesome in
or "bread." I highly doubt that "racist" volved Juan Williams, an expert who
was fired from National Public Radio
would come to mind.
However, that is exacdy what one after some controversial statements, in
principal from an elementary school which he expressed that he feels some
what nervous when
in Portland thought
he sees a Muslim on
when he heard that a
an airplane.
teacher at his school
"...political correctness
In an article writ
used a peanut but
can be taken too far
ten the day after his
ter sandwich as a
classroom example. when it begins to severely termination, Wil
liams stated, "To
In his opinion, the
hinder free speech."
say the least this is
sandwich apparently
a chilling assault
alludes to white privi
on free speech. The
lege, since not all cul
tures eat peanut butter sandwiches. This critical importance of honest journal
is an example of political correctness ism and a free flowing, respectful na
tional conversation needs to be had in
gone way too far.
Political correctness became a wide our country. But it is being buried as
spread phenomenon in the 1980s, when collateral damage in a war whose battles
scholars wanted to ensure that no cul include political correctness and ideo
tural or social groups were excluded or logical orthodoxy." I absolutely agree
marginalized through language com with this.
Since our founding, Americans
monly used.
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I think that
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ANCE
Caleb Drechsel | Gra
phic Artist

have always believed
that free speech is necessary for liberty.
I believe that we need to continue to
honor and uphold that value because it
is an essential part of the Bill of Rights.
We cannot stifle free speech because a
certain word or phrase has the potential
to offend someone.
Of course, we should be cautious
enough with our words that we are not
being blatently offensive to others. How
ever, we cannot become so obsessed
with political correctness that we are left

with nothing else to say. I don't know
about you, but I want to live in a soci
ety where I can talk about peanut butter
sandwiches or express an honest feeling
without being called a racist or some
other derogatory term.

HUBBART is a sophomore majoring in
economics. Comments can be sent to lhubbartl5@my.whitworth.edu.

Humanities are essential for education

A

science professionals are in high demand and that jors, we would have fewer technical writers and web
content editors. Without psychology and sociology
there aren't enough students to meet that demand.
majors, we wouldn't have counsel
But the numbers don't mean that
the humanities have no place in
"...the numbers don't ors or social workers or urban plan
current society, and the numbers
ners. Without communications
"The only major worse than communications is so certainly don't mean that every hu mean that the humani majors, we'd lack employees in the
ciology," a friend of mine chides at me every time we manities and social science major
ties have noplace in media and public relations.
should flock to the registrar's office
land on the subject.
And while those are only some of
current society..."
As a s cience major, he advocates for disposing of tomorrow to fill out a change of ma
the most obvious career choices for
humanities majors, each of those
the humanities and social sciences in academia. To jor form.
The humanities serve the professional world in careers has a clear place in our society and economy.
him, the only important form of writing is technical,
and the only viable need for the arts is entertainment. very important ways.
When we add in the not-so-obvious career choic
First off, let's consider what a scientist would be es, the humanities are even more necessary in today's
He isn't the only one with this point of view. It
doesn't take more than a five minute internet search without a well-grounded understanding of language. professional world.
to find an abundance of articles on why the humani Humanities and social sciences give all students, in
ties don't matter, on why every college student should cluding science majors, a strong background in criti
choose to study engineering or on how non-hard sci cal thinking skills.
There has to be a reason that nearly half of the new
ence majors are ruining our economy by putting the
MCAT focuses on social science and humanities sub
U.S. behind in the global playing field.
TREGO is a junior majoring in journalism and mass
I won't proceed to argue with the numbers. We all jects.
commun ication and English. Comments can be sent
know that getting a job is hard. It's not a secret that
But then there's the obvious: without English ma to lwagnerl4@my.whitworth.edu.

LINDSIE
TREGO

Corporate profits prove to be
conducive to ec©n©fiic growth
jobs? Without profit, the company can't afford
MAX
the investment necessary to design that new
NELSEN
phone, that new car or that new anything.
COLUMNIST
The very potential to make money is what
drives people to work hard. It is certainly easy
to criticize supposed greed in people wealthier
Politics aside, political conventions can be than ourselves. But let's face it: no one would go
rather amusing. People have the capacity to say to work if there wasn't a paycheck involved, and
some pretty outrageous things, and conventions if the company isn't making any money, neither
seem to function as a breeding ground for bizarre are you. Without profit, there is no motivation for
comments. The Democratic National Conven innovation or hard work, and economic growth
tion, which took place at'the beginning of the collapses.
month, was no exception.
Of cour se, if th e government is taking- corpo
The main function of the convention was to of rate profits and giving them to us, that's a pretty
sweet deal, right?
ficially nominate incum
Don't we deserve
bent president Barack
it? Absolutely not.
Obama as the Demo
Companies make
cratic Party's nominee
money because they
for president.
sell things that peo
Posing as an antiple want. They have
business zealot, radio
earned the right to
host Peter Schiff inter
their profits because
viewed a number of del
consumers benefit
egates at the convention
from their products
about corporate profits.
or services and vol
In a video posted on
• There is a false assumption that
untarily choose to
YouTube, Schiff speaks
the rich are only rich because
spend money on
with seven delegates
the poor are poor.
them.
who call for an outright
Advocates of forc
ban on corporate profit
ibly taking earned
ability. Six more express
• Companies make money be
profit from compa
support for a-federal cap
cause they sell things that
nies or individuals
on how much money
people want.
and
giving it away
corporations can earn.
to
those
who have
Bear in mind these are
not earned it need to
• With the economy already in
not "Occupy" protesters,
shambles, banning profit is the
examine themselves
but leaders of the Dem
last
thing
we
need.
before saying any
ocratic Party.
thing about greed.
Despite the enthusi
Greed aside, it
asm of these delegates
is
simply immoral
in favor of corporate
for
the government
poverty,. there is no
to
determine
how
economy without profit.
For whatever reason, it has become popular to much success is allowed. People may like gov
despise the wealthy and successful. There seems ernment intervention when it benefits us (think
to be a false assumption that the economy is a the minimum wage), but how would you like it
zero-sum game, or that the rich are only rich be if the government set a limit on how much you
could earn?
cause the poor are poor.
With the economy already in shambles, ban
Basically, th ere are two ways a company can
use profit. First, itcould use the money to expand, ning profit is the last thing we need. The fact that
which provides goods or services to more people, Democratic convention-goers thought this was a
causes the company to spend more in other areas good idea is almost comical, if it weren't so seri
in the economy, and allows the company to hire ous.
more staff and create newjobs.
Second, if the company chooses to save the
money, that money is made available to other
businesses in the form of loans or investments,
allowing them to expand their operations or de
velop new products. One way or another, that
profit is not only good for the individual compa
NELSEN is a senior majoring in political science.
ny, but for the economy overall.
If the company isn't turning a profit, how can Comments can be sent to
it afford to hire new employees and create new mnelsenl3@my.whitworth.edu.

FOCUSING
ON FACTS

BY LUCAS KOK
What did you think Like I'm gonna barf 011^* (

iiJ|iof "Food, Inc."? everything in the world if I t'
toJ:L

' clever have to eat again. J"

EBEEEEHAAAW!
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What's GOOD, y'all!
| I'm P
istol Annie, and • m
I'm a cigar stnokin',
whiskey drinkin',
; no-good, rootin'-tootin'
son-of-a-gal! If anyone
ever crosses me, I'll
burn 'em to the ground!

:

m

Umm...I kinda super love her! I wish I could
1 fllTTUii!:; stand up to men like that...,
It's about time we had
gsome STRONG
women in this town!
[Welcome toll
sadhole, Annie!
^Deadhole,

|

II
Gosh, I haven't said^
this since the 90s, but1
I'm just gonna go for\it;
You GO, girl! Teehee!
0 Oing that was perf.T

ANNIE YOU SUUUUUUUC

Following Christ calls for
relationship and devotion
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Hayley Niehaus \ Graphic Artist

not in the room.
This lifestyle also includes
becoming the hands and feet of
God. Christians are command
ed all throughout scripture to
take in the homeless, clothe
the needy, give to the poor, love
both neighbors and enemies
and to respect authority. We are
to live in such a wa
y that people
see the love of Christ portrayed
through actions. James 2 says
that faith without works isdead.
Having faith is just one step,
and acknowledging God is just
one part. Living a life glorifying
His kingdom: that is what being
a Christian is all about. It is be
ing all in.
Francis Chan, pastor and
author of Crazy Love, said, "He
[Christ] wants all or nothing.
The thought of a person call
ing himself a 'Christian' with

out being a devoted follower of
Christ is absurd."
You ca n't say you have faith
and not live it out, and you ca
n't
only do good deeds in order to
seal your salvation. It is a pack
age deal; one cannot bring sal
vation without the other.
This lifestyle is different from
those living for the world. It can
be hard at times, really hard.
Yet, in the end, it is worth it. Are
you living a life that is glorifying
God's kingdom, or are you just
acknowledging Him and wear
ing the title?

WILLIAMSON is a sophomore
majoring in journalism and mass
communications. Comments
can be sent to hwilliamsonl5@
my.whitworth.edu.

WHITWORTH I0UT
"Not many people are confident in Obama
right now due to the last four years. He
originally said he wanted to remain moderate
but he proved to be more liberal than he said
and that has divided the country further."
-Meghan Watkins, freshman

"Christians who have conservative beliefs,
but agree with Obama's economic ideals,
may not vote for him since there is a split
between their morals and economic values."
-Nina Ekblad, sophomore

Musings on Whitworth silliness & culture

by Jonny Strain

HALEY
WILLIAMSON
Being a Christian is more
than just acknowledging the
existence and presence of God,
it goes beyond being able to say
you have faith and believe God
is real. James 2:19says that even
the demons acknowledge that
there is one God. Acknowledg
ing God is not considered un
usual.
However, Christians are not
called to become part of the
norm, but rather to stand out
and be fully devoted follow
ers of Go d. Being a follower is
not just taking on the title of a
'Christian,' it is a lifestyle, a daily
proclamation of God's love and
a glorification of His kingdom.
Of course we will never be
able to live e xactly like Christ,
but we should strive to do so
daily. We should strive to live
out the fruits of the Spirit found
in Galatians, and put the Beati
tudes, found in Matthew, into
action. We should walk with
courage knowing we are wear
ing the armor of God spelled
out at the end of Ephesians, and
go out and tell people that God
has a hope, love and purpose
for everyone no matter what.
Having a personal relation
ship with God is part of this
lifestyle. This involves spend
ing time in the word and pray
ing daily. If is making God your
focus and the center ofyour life;
not talking about God like He is

SMUDGE

Whitworth friendship: Feel the magic
I don't know if you heard, but Whitworth relationships
have a special quality, nay, MAGIC, tha t you will not find
anywhere else in this world, and arguably, the universe. Are
you reading this right now? Pay attention. Now stop read
ing. Look up, and look around. All around you are potential
relationships that will last a lifetime. Do not miss this op
portunity. It may be too late. Crap, it istoo late. Wait! Maybe
it's not.
Conventional wisdom tells us that friendships are a
product of time, purpose and intentionality. But things run
a little differently at Whitworth. Once you step behind the
Pinecone Curtain, there is automatically a spiritual dimen
sion that allows you to forge lifetime bonds in a matter of
hours. It is pretty much guaranteed that you will find your
best friend within the first week of school, and if you don't,
you are probably doing something wrong. You have to be
lieve in the magic!
Here are some things that can help, ifyou need some tips:
Have conversations about Jesus with people from your
hall until 2 a.m. as often as possible.
Jump into pick-up frisbee games, wherever they might
arise.
Go on spontaneous explorations of Spokane. Don't plan,
silly, just do it!
COFFEE SHOPS. ONE-ON-ONE'S. FOR REALS YOU
GUYS!
Go to dinner exclusively with that group of 5-6 people
who you discovered are simply the coolest. Is that guy/
girl who caught your eye during Traditiation in that group?
Even better.
Find a church. Join a small group and start leading wor
ship. Go on retreats while helping with Young Life and bab
ysitting your new pastor's kids.
Get to know that guy in your dorm who is outgoing, good
looking, super funny and totally not using volume to make
up for insecurity. You know who I'm talking about.
The general rule of thumb when it comes to kick-starting
these relationships is to be spontaneous, outgoing and
carefree. And leave room for Jesus. But don't waste time,
because you only have the first couple weeks to make it
happen. There is nothing more special than finding that
group of friends that will be with you through thick in thin
these next four years. Get on it, and start experiencing the
magic! Trust me.

What do you believe are the disadvantages
to either presidential candidate?

"Romney isn't the incumbent president
and he hasnt 'been there' or 'done that!
Historically, the incumbent takes it."
-Tyler Kimmet, freshman

"Romney has been talking about trying to prevent
China from developing by selling weapons to
surrounding Asian countries .It's disadvantageous
because he wants to use money that could be used for
health care, etc."
-Chase Shi, junior

Tanner Scholten \ Photographer

LEFT: Senior midfielder Mackenzie
Grow fights to keep possession dur
ing Saturday's 2-0 victory over Lewis &
Clark at the Whitworth soccer field.
ABOVE: Freshman forward Tiara
Pajimola watches her shot fly past the
keeper as the Whitworth bench looks
on during Saturday's 2-0victory over
Lewis & Clark at the Whitworth soccer
field.

Women's soccer undefeated in NW action
over Lewis & Clark.
Whitworth did an impressive job
Staff Writer
keeping possession throughout the
The Whitworth women's soccer game. The match was a hard-fought
team rebounded from a tough pre battle; however, Whitworth did an ex
season non-conference schedule with cellent job winning loose balls. Coach
victories over Whitman College, Lewis Hagerott credited that as a main rea
& Clark College and Willamette Uni son for their success in this match.
Both goals of the match were scored
versity this past week.
The team had sfruggled early in the in the first half. In the 12th minute, se
season, entering the week with a 0-4 nior defender Carly Schilperoort had
record. "Ihe Pirates were plagued with an impressive corner kick right to the
goal mouth. Sterk was able to connect
injuries throughout the preseason.
"When we are playing well, we'll with a header that flew past the Lewis
be very competitive. If n ot, it will be & Clark keeper.
"We worked on the set plays at prac
a learning experience given the inju
ries we've had," said head coach Jael tice," Sterk said.
Whitworth was able to keep the
Hagerott earlier in the week about the
pressure up directly following their
team's potential over the season.
Whitworth ended its losing streak goal with a series of attacks.
Much of Whitworth's success came
with a 1-0 victory against Whitman in
from its ability to work the ball around
a close match.
Against Whitman, the Bucs outshot the field, highlighted by strong pass
the opponent 11-1 in the first half. In ing between members of the backline.
the second half, both teams had op Freshman goalkeeper Andrea Stump
portunities to score with Whitworth was able to control the ball and dis
tribute it well in the back. Stump had a
outshooting the Missionaries 6-5.
The game-winning goal came in the great game with seven total saves.
Stump's performance was high
86th minute from junior forward Amy
Sterk. Sterk was assisted by a cross lighted by a save during which she
from freshman forward Tiara Pajimola. punched a Lewis & Clar k shot off the
On Saturday, the Pirates continued crossbar to save the goal. Five of her
their winning ways with a 2-0 victory saves came in the second half.

Whitney Carter

The second and final goal of the from a corner kick. In the 64th minute,
match came near the end of th e first Schilperoort took the kick and Sterk
half. During the 39th minute, Sterk was able, to connect with a header af
came down the field on a breakaway ter some confusion in the mouth of
and found Pajimola, who finished the the goal, very similar to her goal in
play with a shot past the Lewis & Clark Saturday's game.
The second goal came unassisted
goalkeeper into the middle left of th e
by Pajimola. She took a big shot from
goal.
"I was just trying to read the de outside that went to the right upper
corner of t he goal,
fense and decide
if I shoulcl take the
'When we are playing just past the Wil
lamette keeper's
shot myself," Sterk
well, we'll be very
fingertips. Pajimo
said. She saw that
la is currently tied
Pajimola had a bet
competitive. If not,
for fourth place
ter opportunity. It
it will be learning
in conference for
paid off and doubled
goals scored.
Whitworth's lead.
experience given the
The wins bring
Sunday's match
slated the Pirates
injuries we've had.". the Pirates to 3-4
overall, with a 3-0
against the Willa
- JAEL H AGEROTT
mette Bearcats. The
start to conference
game was scoreless
play. Next the Bucs
head coach
in the first half, in an
will turn their at
evenly contested battle. Willamette tention to George Fox University and
had six shots in the first half, Whit Pacific (Ore.) University as they travel
worth had seven.
to Oregon to play next weekend.
The momentum shifted in the sec
ond half, with Whitworth in control
for much of the time.
Whitworth had ten shots to Willa
mette's eight, and Willamette's keeper
had five saves to Whitworth's three.
Contact Whitney Carter at
The first goal of the match came wcarterl 6@my.whitworth.edu.

Bucs take
care of
business on
home pitch
Whitworth opens
conference play with two
victories against Linfield
and Willamette
KoreyHope
Staff Writer
Junior defender Will Wren scored three goals last
weekend, lifting the Whitworth men's soccer squad
to a 2-0 victory over Linfield on Saturday, and a 1-0
win over Willamette on Sunday. The matches were
the first Northwest Conference games this year for
the Pirates, putting Whitworth (5-0-1, 2-0 NWC) in
the early driver's seat.
In Whitworth's first game against the Linfield
Wildcats, the Pirates' fast pace kept their opponent
out of sync the entire match. The fast-paced style of
play won a free kick for Whitworth down the left side
in the 15th minute. Mike Chavez crossed the ball
into the box and found the head of Will W ren who
smoothly directed it into the back of t he net at the
near post.
"It was all just kind of instinctive," Wren said when
recounting his first goal.
The instincts Wren was feeling continued nine
minutes later on a corner kick taken by junior An
ders Nostdahl. He crossed the ball in towards the
back post, where it got past Linfield's goalkeeper
Scott Goodman and fell right to Wren's head once
more, and he calmly put the Bucs up 2-0 with just
Michael Coiner \ Photographer
under 20 minutes left in the first half.
Sophomore Colin Shockman keeps the ball away from Willamette on Sunday at the Whitworth soc
The Pirates not only dominated the game on the
offensive side, but on the defensive side as well, al cer field.
lowing only two shots the entire game.
Will Wren managed to get the job done once again, worth's game requires them to be fit, so the condi
"We just work so well together, we all have great this time with his feet.
tioning comes with the style of play.
chemistry," said Wren. "We also have great coaches. : He remained in the attack quite a bit during the
"We h ave a lot of q uick guys, too. Like [Andrew]
They have a ton of ex perience and they help us out
match, allowing him to receive French on the outside, he always makes things hap
a lot."
the ball on the left flank late in pen with his speed," Wren said.
The Wildcats' lead
Willamette was a difficult task for the Pirates' of
the game. From there, Wren ma
ing goal scorers Jake
neuvered past two Willamette de fense, more so than Linfield. The Bearcats held Whit
Baker and Danny Snelworth to just three shots on target in the game as op
fenders to the middle of the field
grow were completely
and fired a shot from 18 yards out posed to Linfield's allowance of nine. Whitworth's
halted, and found
that deflected off the hands of defense, however, continued its stellar play, allowing
Will Wren,'14
themselves
playing
the Bearcats' goalkeeper Brayden a total of just one shot on target for the whole week
more defense than
Calder, and into the goal. Calder, a end. Senior goalkeeper Kyle Novak went the first 177
Position:
offense. With Whit
freshman, had a fantastic perfor minutes on the weekend without having to make a
Defender
worth's suffocating de
mance up to that point, keeping the save.
fense a nd pressing of
The team is back in action next weekend, travel
Bearcats in the game until the end
Wren is tied for third
fense,-Linfield (2-2, 0-1
ing
to George Fox (0-6-1, 0-2 NWC) on Saturday, and
with
critical
saves
early
in
the
game
in the NWC with three
NWC) failed t o get any
then to Pacific (2-5, 0-2 NWC) on Sunday.
and just before halftime.
goals scored thus far
shots on target.
However, the Pirates' quick and
in the young season.
On Sunday, Whit
relendess attacking took a toll on
worth took on the Wil
the Willamette defense and goallamette Bearcats in the
tender.
second game on the weekend, and wasted no time
When asked about the team's conditioning and Contact Korey Hope at
implementing their fast style of play once again. Al fitness, Wren explained that the quick pace of Whitkhopel 6@my. whitworth.edu.
though i t took them 83 minutes to break through,
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Whitworthian Sports Staff
Women's cross country ninth at Sundodger
The Whitworth Women's Cross Country
squad competed in the Sundodger Invitation^
hosted by the University of Washington last
Saturday. It was the 20th annual event, and the
Pirates managed a ninth-place finish overall out
of 19.
Whitworth was led by sophomore Christina
Anderson, who finished 20th out of 213 runners,
with a time of 2 2:58.06 in the 6k race. She was
followed by junior Elisabeth Spencer (23:21.02)
and senior Celeste Northcott (23:54,48)
rounding out the Pirates' top three runners.
Next weekend the women will race in the
Runner's Soul Erik Anderson Invite on Saturday,
Sept. 22 in Spokane Valley.
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Salzwedel leads men's golf to second place
The Lewiston Triangular turned out to be a
spectacular outing for the men's golf team this
weekend. The men finished in a close second
to Lewis-Clark State with a score of 290. LewisClark finished with a 284 while conference rival
Whitman college finished in third with a 314.
Whitworth junior Jesse Salzwedel led the
Pirates with an invidual round of 68.
On Sept. 23-24, the Whitworth men will
compete in the North Idaho Invitational in
Hayden, Idaho.

Tanner Scholten \ Photographer

Juniors Kristine Kardell (left) and Abi Hedlund (right) soar for a block during a match agai
nst
Luther during the Whitworth Classic on Sept. 7 at The
Fieldhouse.

Pirates bested by ranked foes

Bucs open conference play with a pair of road losses
Meghan John

Cross countrymen sixth at Sundodger
The men's cross country team competed in
the Sundodger Invitational, a meet which was
hosted at the University of Washington last
Saturday morning. They competed against 21
community colleges and universities.
As a team, the Pirates finished sixth overall
with an average time of 26:15.9. They earned 212
points in the 8k open race. Sophomore Taylor
Steele led the Bucs and finished 43rd overall
with a time of 26:06.61. Closely following Steele
was junior Matthew Edwards with a time of
26:06.31, finishing 43rd overall.
The next race for Whitworth is the Runner's
Soul Erik Anderson Invite on Saturday, Sept. 22
in Spokane Valley.

Women's golf tunes up withintersquad match
The women's golf
team capped off a
preliminary season set last weekend with their,
performance at the Whitworth Intersquad
exhibition at The Idaho Club. Despite the
difficulty of the course, the team was able to
power through a solid perfomance. Emily
Guthrie shot a 77 and Ashley Danforth came
in second with an 82. Yvonne LaCoursiere,
Cindy Tapia and Chelsea Bayley also had
commendable performances.
Up next, the Pirates will play in Hayden, Idaho
at the North Idaho Invitational on Sept. 23-24.

Staff Writer
Whitworth began league play
by facing two nationally ranked
schools, Pacific Lutheran and
Puget Sound last weekend on the
road. Despite being closely con
tested matches, Whitworth lost
both.
In the league opener on Sept.
14, Pacific Lutheran took hold of
an early lead and held on to win
the first set 25-13. Whitworth re
sponded well in the second set,
working its way to an 8-4 lead,
but faltered down the stretch as
PLU to ok off toward the end of
the set and won 25-19.
The Pirates continued to im
prove and put more pressure on
PLU, stepping up defensively and
offensively, which resulted in a
third set 25-18 victory.
"We sped up our transitions
and attacked the ball more quick
ly so that they could not get their
big block set," head coach Steve
Rupe said.
The fourth and final set was
close again with several ties and
lead changes throughout the
game before PLU pulled away to
a 25-20 victory.

"I was proud of ho w we never
gave up and came out even stron
ger after losing the first two sets,"
freshman Nicole Leonard said.
She had 10 kills and 26 digs
against the Lutes.
Whitworth was led by junior
Jalana White, who had 14 kills,
18 digs and five blocks along with
junior Kristine Kardell who had
10 kills and three blocks.
"We played very scrappy and
worked really hard for every sin
gle point," junior Abi Hedlund
said. "We never once gave up
even if we were down in a game,
which speaks really highly to our
team."
With the goal of competing for
the conference title, Whitworth
came out strong in their match
against Puget Sound.
"After t he PLU g ame, we saw
how quickly we could play, so
we wanted that to transfer that
over to our game against UPS,"
Hedlund said. "We wanted to
focus on moving and transition
ing quickly, and once again shut
down their go to players."
Puget Sound started the first
set with a 4-0 run, but Whitworth
kept close for the er st of the game,
a 25-19 loss, and into the second

and third sets.
"We p layed more consistently
point for point which kept UPS
from going on rims," Leonard
said.
The Pirates continued to pres
sure UPS, as the second set alone
saw 17 ties and seven lead chang
es before the Loggers could finish
the set 25-23 and win the match
after three games.
Leonard, junior Whitney San
tos and Hedlund led the Bucs in
digs with 18, 15 and 14 apiece, in
addition to 13 kills for Leonard
and nine for White.
"We battled very well we really
feel that we can play with them
when we are at full strength,"
Rupe said. "We showed a com
petitive nature and that we will
never give up. I love that about
this team. When they get knocked
down they jump right back up."
Whitworth will take on Whit
man at home on Wednesday,
Sept. 19, at 6 p.m. as they look to
improve their 0-2 league record
and climb up the ranks of the
conference standings.

Contact Meghan John at
mjohnl 6@my. whitworth.edu

SPOTTED FROM THE CROW'S NEST y
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Football: Bryan Petersen
Sena Hughes

StaffWriter

A few years ago, Whitworth quarterback Bryan
Peterson never pictured himself as a college football
player.
After a phenomenal athletic career in both football
and baseball at West Valley High (Spokane), it was
the latter sport that he chose to pursue. While driv
ing home from a high school graduation rehearsal in
2008, Peterson received word that the Boston Red Sox
had offered him a contract to play for them at the mi
nor league level.
"At that point I had a baseball scholarship to play in
college, but I was really excited to go to the pros," Pe
terson said. "It had been my dre
am since I was young."
Peterson spent the next three years as an outfielder
for the Red Sox, playing in various states and countries
at the AA level. In spring 2011, his gut began to tellhim
he would be released and he knew it was time to pur
sue an education. Football was not necessarily on his
radar, but his passing arm was still there.
"Even the years I wasn't playing football, I would
play catch with [family and friends]," Peterson said.
"I'd throw to them not really thinking I'd be playing
college football."
Peterson had a strong freshman season for the Bucs
in 2011, stepping up as full-time quarterback midseason. He passed for over 1,400 yards over the season,
completing 122 out of 1 93 passes, and earned allNorthwest Conference honorable mention.
Whitworth wide receiver Austin Ehlo credits Peter
son as the reason he came toWhitworth. Ehlo and Pe
terson trained together before becoming Pirates and
that friendship and bond has translated into dynamic
chemistry on the field.
Peterson is not only a great player, but also a lead
er
for the Bucs on andoff the field.
"He's a leader," Ehlo said. "He's the team leader
and he'll step up to the plate and take on whatever is
in front of him . He's always positive and he's always
happy. It doesn't matter if we're down. He just always
has that 'go get 'em' attitude."
Peterson said it's just his passion for the game of
football and for life that inspires him.
"I want to be doing thing
s that I enjoy doing," Peter
son said. "I'm going to attempt to be the best I can be
just because I enjoy doing it."
In the opening two games for the Bucs this season,
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Peterson completed 16 of 24 passes and threw for 239
yards, including two touchdowns passes.

PUGET SOUND

2-0

7-2

PACIFIC (ORE.)

2-0

2-7

Contact Sena Hughes at
shughes!5@my.whitworth.edu

GEORGE FOX

1-1

3-5

Bucs quarterback Bryan Peterson recently
retired from professional baseball.

FOOTBALL
Sept. 15 versus Chapman University, 1 p.m. at the Whitworth Pine Bowl

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Sept. 22 at George Fox, noon. Sept. 23 at Pacific (Ore.), noon.

MEN'S SOCCER
Sept. 22 at George Fox, 2:30 p.m. and Sept. 23 at Pacific (Ore.), 2:30 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL
Sept. 19 vs. Whitman, 6 p.m. at The Fieldhouse and Sept. 22 vs. Willamette, 7 p.m. at The Fieldhouse

WOMEN'S GOLF
Sept. 23-24 at 8:30 a.m. North Idaho Invitational at Avondale Golf Course

MEN'S GOLF
Sept. 23-24 at 8:30 a.m. North Idaho Invitational at Avondale Golf Course

CROSS-COUNTRY
Sept. 22 at 10:45 a.m. Runners Soul Erik Anderson Invite at Plantes Ferry Park

WHITWORTH

0-2

4-5

LEWIS & CLARK

0-2

4-7

WHITMAN

0-2

2-7

WILLAMETTE

0-2

2-7

Note: Standings as of Sept. 16,2012

*
follow on Twitter
@BucSportsNews

WHITPICS

- NOCK
TOP LEFT: The men of East deliver a high-energy performance
filled with musical favorites.
TOP RIGHT: The Carlson men entertain the crowd with acro
batic antics.
MIDDLE RIGHT: Baldwin-Jenkins men dance the night away
with a masked front-man.
BOTTOM RIGHT: An unusual three-sectioned performance by
the Warren women highlighted the year's international theme.
BELOW: Warren men build up excitement with a unique set of
choreography.
GregMoser \ Photographer
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ALUMNA BRINGS MESSAGE OF UNITY TO NATIONAL STAGE 6
FOOTBALL HEADS TO CONFERENCE PLAY UNDEFEATED 21
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Serving the Whitworth community since 1905

ABOUTUS
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The Whitworthian has served as the main source
of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely by students which
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and thewhitworthian.com.

3

OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innovative
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while inform
ing, entertaining and providing a forum for express
ing the interests of the Whitworth
community.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vaca
tions. The content is generated entirely by students.
The college administration does not review the
newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas expressed
in The Whitworthian are those of the individual art
ists, writers and student editors, and do not neces
sarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university,
its administration, faculty/staff or advertisers. The
Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and
subscription revenue and in part by student activity
fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not neces
sarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or
its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
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ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
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QUESTIONS?
croachl4@my.whitworth.edu
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NEWS
4|Recreation Center construction begins
The groundbreaking ceremony Friday marked
the start of work on the center. It is set to open
fall 2013.

7 |Honors program debuts

With seven courses offered to freshmen
this year, the Whitworth honors program
brings opportunities for academic challenges.

8 |Club brings food, company downtown

En Christo encourages students to serve their
community.

ARTS&CULTURE

OPINIONS

16|Life doesn't end after marriage

Exploring how women can still pursue their
goals after settling down.

17

|Condemn violence, not free speech
Discussing how freedom of speech is a
human right and should not be prohibited.

18 |. The mission field is everywhere

Exploring how the term 'mission
field' can be used to describe any
place where you can share Cod's love.

SPORTS

10| New science center opens in Spokane

19 |Volleyball captures first conference

11|T-shirt shop makes eco-friendly shirts

2 1 |Football improves to 4-0 in

The Mobius Science center is now open
downtown and features exhibits ranging
from space to engineering to anatomy.

Tall boots and cozy sweaters, blues and
blacks are in for this fall season.

The Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate
information possible. 1he Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you have
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
email to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu
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12 |Find your fall fashion style
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Blue Button Apparel prints on organic
shirts with environmentally friendly
methods.
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victory
Whitworth volleyball hosts Whitman and
Willamette for home conference matches.
non-conference play
Bucs come away with narrow victory in first
game at the Whitworth Pine Bowl this year.

2 3 | Spotted from the crow's nest: Mackenzie
Crow
Grow brings senior leadership to a
Whitworth women's soccer team off to a
hot start in conference play.

Tanner Scholten |Cover Photographer

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP A
Exercising your right to vote keeps
your government in good shape
With election season just around the corner, many
Americans are taking their stances on certain issues
affecting society; however, Whitworth students seem
to be theexception. Still, Whitworth isnot alone. Many
college students across the country do not deem vot
ing important. Although many of the issues set before
American voters affect our generation, young adults
seem to be apathetic.
According to civicyouth.org, people ages 18-29
make up 24 percent of the voting population in the
United States, but only 51 percent of this age range
actually exercise that freedom.
On July 1,1971 the 26th Amendment to the United
States Constitution made it illegal to set a voting age
higher than 18 years old. This editorial board encour
ages Whitworth to take advantage of this amendment
and the opportunity tovote that has been made avail
able to individuals ages 18-21. It is never too early to
start caring about issues that affect our daily lives.
Looking around the Whitworth campus only af
firms the belief that we livebehind the "pinecone cur
tain" There are few political signs in dorm windows
and few campus events discussing the election. We
aren't caring as much as we should about the impor
tant decisions our nation, state and community must
make within the next fewmonths. The outcome of the
upcoming election has the potential to change our
future.
Why should we care? We have more important
things to do than research the issues and candidates
that are going to be on the ballot; we have to go to
Prime Times, the coffee shopand play Frisbee, right?
While it's important to be plugged into the campus,
it's also important to know what is going on beyond
Whitworth.
Staying e ducated on current events should be a
part of our routines. As college students, we have the
freedom to make decisions that can impact the future,
yet we aren't taking full advantage of that. The cam
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pus seems to be lacking the passion and education
needed during this election season.
Within the next four years, many of us will be pur
suing careers, renting or buying homes and getting
married. The policies that we vote for today will im
pact us in the future.
Even if the current issues are not of interest to some
students, the demographics that vote are the ones
that politicians focus on. Showing up on the polls
could increase focus on matters that are of interest to
your segment of the population.
Even if national issues seem too distant, there are
plenty of worthwhile local matters to be educated on.
Local issues affect us more than national issues and
our vote carries more weight in local elections.
For instance, issues seen on the Washington state
ballot this year include same-sex marriage, state
transportation funding and sustainability for Spo
kane.
It is important to do research on the issues society
is facing and to be an educated voter. Getting clued
in is easy. Smartphone apps such as Flipboard and
Downcast provide current events for someone who
is constantly on the go. Most newspapers and maga
zines also have smartphone apps.
It may also be a good idea to check what political
experts are saying about the ca
ndidates and the issues
involved. They have done their research and you can
form an educated opinion based on their findings.
How the information is acquired is irrelevant. Once
you know the facts, you can form opinions of you r
own in order to be a smart voter.
Registering to vote is easy. Bygoing to http://www.
usa.gov/Citizen/Topics/Voting.shtml one can print
off a registration form and begin impacting society.
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to Whitworth University c/o
Hie Whitworthian.
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Architectural renderings of the interior of the new recreation center. The rec center, which will be 32,000 square feet, is scheduled to open fall 2013.

Whitworth breaks ground for new
recreation center construction

Gjefle said.
The budget for the center is $8.5 million, but the
project is coming in at less than $8 million. The ma
Ground was broken Friday, Sept. 21, for a new jority of the funding came from bonds sold by the
32,000-square-foot recreation center that will open university, and a $300 facilities fee students paid is
being used for a portion of the debt service.
fall 2013. It will include three bas
Besides the obvious benefits
ketball courts, an elevated threeMichael Coiner | Pho
tographer
students
will enjoy, Benzel hopes
"It's
SO
lane indoor track, a rock climbing
Vice president of Student Life Dick Mandeville
the new center will help encour
wall with bouldering features and
multidimensional,
opens the Whitworth Recreation Center ground
age student-faculty relationships.
a fitness center 30 percent larger
breaking ceremony.
"It will be available for faculty
than the Scotford Fitness Center.
and provides more
and staff as well as students. It is
"It's so multidimensional, and
provides more opportunities to opportunities to exercise a good place for people to mix
and get acquainted in new ways,"
exercise physically in the winter
physically in the winter Benzel said.
months," senior and ASWU Vice
Dick Mandeville, vice presi
President Tim Gjefle said.
months."
dent of Student Life, was the
The center is being built in re
opening speaker at the ground
—TIM GJEFLE
sponse to student requests, said
breaking ceremony.
Brian Benzel, vice president of
ASWU Vice President
"This project fits well in our
finance and administration. Stu
heart and mind mission, and in
dents expressed a need for addi
our mission to develop whole
tional space for intramurals and other indoor ac
tivities, he said. With the new center it will no longer people," Mandeville said.
Instead of a symbolic turning of dirt ritual to close
be necessary for intramural basketball games to be
the ceremony and mark the official start of con
scheduled at the YMCA.
"The idea was generated by students. We took struction, Benzel, Gjefle, M andeville and assistant
that seriously and began incorporating that into our dean of students Dayna Coleman Jones each shot a
basketball.
planning," Benzel said.
The university rec center will be located north of
Three or four students, some of whom were ath
Westminster Hail.
Michael Coiner | Ph
otographer letes, worked on a design team with leaders to cre
Dick Mandeville and Brian Benzel,
ate the perfect facility. Surveys were taken about the
vice president of finance and administration,
center to hear the voices of mo re students as well. Contact Kendra Stubbs at
shoot to officially open construction.
The university wants the students to feel ownership, kstubbsl 5@my.whitworth.edu

Kendra Stubbs
Staff Writer

ABOUTTHEDOCUMENTARY
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- "Latina Confessions" was filined by
Skyline Features, a division of Skyline
Community.
- The documentaries created by Skyline
Community are produced by teenagers,
with guidance from the president and
founder of Skyline Community.

32,000

- This documentary focuses on what it
means to be latina in the United States
today.

Planned square footage of the recreation
center being built behind Westminster Hall.
YouTube.com

'Latina Confessions' documentary
kicks off Hispanic Heritage Month
Caitlyn Starkey

tino, a diverse set of expectations and traditions exist.
"We are all American, from Argentina to Canada,"
Perego Moreno said.
The film struggled with the idea of culture and the
Whitworth kicked off celebration of Hispanic Heri
tage Month by showing the documentary "Latina surrounding expectations as well as personal identity
and breaking through the preset mold.
Confessions."
"It means to struggle but it means to overcome,"
The month-long celebration started Sept. 15 and
ends Oct. 15. Senior Marisol Rosado, ASWU cultural said one of the interviewees in the film.
The women in the film were all professionals who
events coordinator, explained that multiple Latin
American countries gained independence on and had broken the mold in some way. Some ofthe wom
en were college educated, Some were not married
around Sept. 15. Thus the celebration of h eritage is
and others were lesbian. They were each striving to
considered to be best represented by starting partway
create an identity that included their cultural heritage
through a traditional month, Rosado said.
and traditions while not conforming to them. Each
The documentary was filmed by Skyline Features..
woman achieved this in a different way.
They are a division of Skyline Co mmunity, an orga
With so many different coun
nization focused on the empower
tries the expectations vary and thus
ment of Blacks and Latinos, along "It's been this journey of the conclusions of how to respond
with other minority groups. Skyline
vary.
Community was founded by Louis who am I and where do
The idea of expectations and
Perego Moreno in the 1990s.
having a foot in two world touched
I
belong
because
I
have
"He is super down-to-earth and
the Whitworth Community. Sopho
loves to speak to students," Rosado
more Iris Chavez explained her ex
one
foot
in
each."
said.
perience as a Mexican-Honduran.
Since its founding Skyline Com
—Louis PEREGO MORENO
"We don't have family reunions,"
munity has branched out to mak
Chavez said.
President
at
Skyline
Features
ing documentaries. They are pro
Historically, the countries do not
duced by teenagers. The teenagers
get along and this personally trans
21,
Inc.
recieve guidance from Perego
lates to Chavez's interactions with
Moreno.
her grandparents.
Perego Moreno didn't want the
Toni Sutherland broadened the question to the
films to be discounted on account of q uality so he entire audience, asking how to balance identity and
• provided a cameraman and film editor, he said. The
expectations.
students acted as producers, making decisions on the
Skyline Features and Perego Moreno approached
interview subjects, angle ofthe story and howthe film Rosado about showing one of their films at Whit
would flow.
worth.
Perego Moreno is aCuban-Argentine. He wished to
"This is the one I thought would resonate best with
explore the question "What does it mean to be Latina people," Rosado said. When making the decision she
in the United States?"
considered the Whitworth campus and demograph
Perego Moreno has his own experience in finding
ics, she said.
your place between cultures.
Rosado continued to explain that she wants to
"It's been this journey of who am I and where do I "build a platform to talk about our experiences."
belong because I have one foot in each," h
e said.
This is the only official event for Hispanic Heritage
The filmmakers interviewed 56 professional La Month. Rosado hopes to have an awareness cam
tina women from across the United States, including paign but no formal events are currently scheduled.
women from Los Angeles, New York and Miami.
"People are proud of their culture all year long. It's
Perego Moreno explained that the term La not only the one month," Rosado said.
tino or Latina refers to people from 19 different
countries:Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa
Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salva
dor, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua,
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela. Contact Caitlyn Starkey at
With people from so many countries identified as La cstarkeyl 3@my.whitworth.edu_

Staff Writer

$300

The facilities fee students paid to cover
a portion of the debt service for the new
recreation center. The majority of funding
came from bonds sold by the university.

600,000

Blood:Water Mission has been able to
provide health care and clean water for at
least 600,000 people in 1,000 communities,
according to its website.
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Latina professionals from across the U.S.
were interviewd in "Latina Confessions," a
documentary filemd by Skyline Features.

7

Number of honors courses that will be of
fered over the 2012-2013 school year. Over
the next four years, the plan is to increase
this number to 30-40, English professor
Doug Sugano said.

180
Number of sack lunches handed out by En
Christo volunteers each week. Lunches are
distributed to the homeless in downtown
Spokane as well as to residents of a lowincome housing building.

2005

The year congress enacted a law to make*
"Constitution Day" a federal holiday.
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by Molly Hough

It was a great week to be a Pirate. Our foot
ball team pulled out another win to give us a
4-0 winning streak! Way to go Bucs! There was
an incredible turnout at the game and tons of
school spirit! The Not For Sale Academy has
come and gone but it was a great suc
cess. I want
to thank each of you personally who attended
for making it a great event for Whitworth Uni
versity and the greater community.
This past week ASWU did not have its regular
meeting in the chambers. We ventured out to
be with all of you in order to spend quality time
together! During this quality time we asked stu
dents a total of four questions to get a vibe of
the campus. It is important to this year's team
that you all to know that we are for you. We care
about your opinions and are passionate about
serving the majority of this institution, which is
the student body. We love the creativity each of
you have to make this such an incredible uni
versity and ASWU wants to continually know
how we can serve you all the best. Please send
me an e-mail or let me know personally if there
is anything you would like to see happen this
year.
The groundbreaking ceremony for the new
Recreation center happened this past Friday.
Sorry to the seniors that we won't get to experi
ence this great new facility. However, so many
other Classes will enjoy all of th e amazing fea
tures this new building will have!
This next week make sure to stop in for our
meeting at 5 p.m. It will be held in the Hub
Multi-Purpose room and Brian Benzel, vice
president of finance and administration, will be
coming to speak with us. Grant Cassidy willalso
be speaking with us on a new minor the univer
sity is thinking of implementing. If you would
like your voice to be heard then we will see you
on Wednesday!
I look forward to another great week with
all of you and am eager to see what will unfold
for us all this week! Rest assured knowing that
ASWU is working hard for you. I will see you all
on campus!
Live Bold. Be Fierce.
Molly Beth

Contact Molly Hough at
mhoughl 3@my.whitworth.edu

iwhitworthian
online
CHECKOUTTHEWHITWORTHiAN.COM
Look forward to features on
Latino students throughout
Hispanic Heritage Month.
Read extended coverage of
stories.
Watch live blog coverage of
sporting events.

SEE IT. CLICK IT. KNOW IT.

www. bloodwatermission, com

Whitworth alumna Jena Nardella founded and is the executive director of Blood:Water Mission. The
organization uses grassroots methods to bring clean water and health care to Africa.

Alumna prays for the nation
Among the many students in attendance sat former
ASWU President Eric Fullerton. Fullerton received his
bachelor's degree in international studies that day.
"One of the most memorable parts of her speech was
Tuesday, Sept. 4, Whitworth alumna Jena Lee when she spoke about how we, as American students,
Nardella gave the benediction at the National Demo are faced with a series of questions which seem to force
cratic Convention in Charlotte, N.C. While students at
us into living quickly by quickly," Fulle rton said. "By
Whitworth braced themselves for a new school year,
sitting myself down and really looking at what I am
Nardella prayed for a nation bracing itself for a new
passionate about, and not falling into the quickly by
election cycle.
quickly model, I r ealized that my
Jena Nardella graduated from
passions had shifted, but that was
Whitworth in 2004 with a degree in
OK."
"I had the opportunity
political science. Similar to many
On Aug. 30, Jena Nardella re
college students, her degree plans
ceived a call to speak on a much
to
represent
the
tens
of
evolved over time.
larger, less familiar platform: the
"I had started out as a nursing
thousands of people who National Democratic Convention.
major. It turns out, I pass out at the
"I was definitely surprised,"
sight of blood," Nardella said.
work in nonprofits"
Nardella said. "I was called on
As her studies progressed,
Thursday to deliver the benedic
— JENA NARDELLA
Nardella took a class with professor
tion on Tuesday."
of political science Julia Stronks.
executive director of
Rich Hoops is chairman of th e
Over time, Nardella's knowledge
board for Blood:Water Mission.
about HIV/AIDS through the nurs
Blood:Water Mission
"This is an incredible honor
ing program began to connect with
for Jena to be invited to share her
her interest in political science.
voice from this international plat
Understanding the impact of HIV/
form,"
said
Hoops
in
his letter announcing Nardella's
AIDS on a global stage became a personal priority.
In fall 2003, Christian rock band Jars of Clay came to invitation to the convention.
Though a political science major, Nardella had never
Spokane and put on a show at Whitworth. At the time,
been
to a political convention before.
Jars of Clay had the dream of addressing the stark real
"I had the opportunity to represent the tens of thou
ity of HIV/AIDS in Africa.
"They were looking for someone to make it happen," sands of people who work in nonprofits," Nardella said.
Of course, as a leader in an organization that is fun
Nardella said.
Following graduation, Nardella transitioned into her damentally non-profit and non-partisan, Nardella said
role as founder and executive director of BloodrWater she must be careful of the connections she makes. Po
Mission, working to improve clean water and vital litical involvement is generally limited advocating for
health care resources in Africa on a grassroots, local- the mission of Blood:Water Mission and to work with
local communities in the different government struc
izedlevel.
In May 2012,Jena Nardella returned as a speaker for tures in Africa.
This non-partisan stance carried over into Nardella's
Whitworth's graduation ceremony.
Having a former Pirate in the place of a non-alum prayer. Causing a degree of di scussion from support
speaker makes a genuine difference to Whitworth ers and critics, Nardella prayed for President Barack
Obama, governor Mitt Romney and for unification of
graduates, registrar Beverley Kleeman said.
"It shows them what a graduate can do," Kleem an the country during the election season before closing
with the prayer of St. Francis of Assisi.
said.
For soon-to-be graduates, hearing the success story
of an alum is more likely to be relatable in comparison
Contact Laryssa Lynch at
to a non-alum.
laryssalynchl 5@my.whitworth.edu

Laryssa Lynch
Staff Writer.

Honors program challenges students with new courses
Rebekah Bresee

performed by the steering committee. It also takes all
the recommendations of facu lty members to either
Faculty Assembly or Curriculum Oversight, Vision
Last spring, an idea of providing students with hon and Approval Committee for the final say. The com
ors courses was presented. A new program has since mittee creates and makes recommendations, ,but it
been implemented, but there remains some confu does not make the final decision.
Input from students also plays a keyrole in shaping
sion as to what the honors program is and what op
the program.
portunities it provides for students.
"We receive feedback from freshmen about the
The George Whitworth Honors Program, which
began this fall, allows high-achieving and motivated courses, from both participants of th e program and
future participants," Picanco said.
students who are admitted with
The honors courses are not in
honors to be eligible for challeng
ing and enriching academic ex "Honors courses provide tended to be an accelerated course,
but are designed to go into greater
periences over their four years at
an alternate experience depth in an area a student is famil
Whitworth.
iar with, Picanco said.
The program seeks to be based
for students.They are
"We want honors courses to pro
upon academic excellence, ac
vide interesting, interactive, inter
tive a nd collaborative learning, a
taking a different
disciplinary and challenging con
Christian mission, community,
approach to learning. tent," Sugano said.
educational breadth and voca
Tara Jones is a freshman student
tional preparation.
I think it is a really
in the Core 150 honors course.
Associate professor of educa
"I thought since most people
tion Kathryn Picanco is a mem exciting opportunity for
don't like Core this would provide a
ber of the steering committee that
more positive view on the course,"
the university."
shapes the honors program.
she said.
"The program was designed as
— KATH RYN PIC ANCO
An honors course can be ex
part of the strategic plan to include
pected to have more material for
programs with more academic
Associate professor of
students in order to enhance their
rigor," Pic anco said. "It provides
educational experience.
faculty a way to bring a different
education
"We ha ve to read a whole addi
dimension to their courses."
tional book and have more home
The honors program is a work
in progress. Only seven courses are being provided work. It is more rigorous," Jones said.
She plans to stay in the honors program and hopes
this year, but that number will increase over the years
to see an honors course provided in the theology de
as the program grows.
"We are hoping to offer fiveto eight honors courses partment.
Honors courses will offer students vocational dis
at each class level every year," said professor of Eng
cussions based on their course and interdisciplin
lish Doug Sugano, who facilitates the program.
The program will be in full force infour years. There ary topics that enhance the course. There will also
will be 30-40 available honors courses in total, Suga be opportunities to take field trips and listen to guest
speakers who are relevant to the course and chances
no said.
The role of the steering committee extends beyond to apply the course content in the real world as well
as on campus.
the initial creation of the program.
"Honors courses provide an alternate experience
"Our steering committee has been formed to deter
mine what an honors course will provide and develop for students," Picanco said. "They are taking a differ
the different components of t he program," Picanco ent approach to learning. I think it is a really exciting
opportunity for the university."
said.
There are multiple ways for students to get into an
Reviewing proposals is only one of the many tasks
Staff Writer

NEEDTOKNOW
- The honors program began this fall

- Core 150 Honors Course

Jan Term
- Chemistry in Art
chemistry's role in media,

- Physics Honors Course
engineering in society

- Right now classes are on
ly available to fresh
men
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- Incoming freshmen need an SATscore of at
least 1870 to qualify and must maintain a
GPA of 3.75 at WJutworth
- Those who complete at least 12 credits in
the honors program with no more than nine
in the same department will graduate as
George Whitworth Scholars
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honors course.
"To qualify for the program, incoming freshmen
must have an SAT score of 1870 or higher and main
tain a GPA of 3.75 at Whitworth," Sugano said.
Students who do not meet these qualifications can
get into the honors program with a professor's recom
mendation.
Although the program is only for freshmen this
year, upperclassmen will be able to take honors
courses in the years to follow.
To g raduate as a George Whitworth Scholar, stu
dents must complete at least 12 credits within the
honors program with at least six of these credits be
ing upper-division. No more than nine honors credits
can be earned within a single department.
"If
students
want
another
perspective
on what they're learning they should take
an honors class. It adds to your education,"
Jones said. "You put more into it and so you get more
out of it."
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Contact Rebekah Bresee at
rbreseel 6@my.whitworth.edu
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Graduate Education at EWU!

TAKE YOUR CAREER
TO THE NEXT LEVEL.
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painting, pastels and other
elements ofart

m

- This semester there are four honors courses
offered

Honors Courses of the 2012-2013 school year
Fall Semester
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Offering
37 Master s Degrees

Honors History Course
the Crusades

Literature Honors Course
literacy in action

Spring Semester
- Honors Writing 1 Course
- Covenantal Theology
and the Bible

Educational Specialist in S chool Psychology
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En Christo gives away Ibread, but not bread alone
Katherine Knoll

loving and caring than many people that I know,"
Inouye said.
The sandwiches volunteers bring are only half of
Last Saturday, Sept. 15, marked the first meeting
of t he Whitworth club En Christo of t he 2012 aca it, what's important for them is knowing someone
demic year. En Christo — Latin for "In Christ" — is cares, Inouye said.
Whitworth senior Mason Vigil is this year's direc
Whitworth's student-led hunger and Christian mis
sion outreach program. Every Saturday, the club tor of th e program, and has been working with En
meets to prepare and distribute sack lunches to Christo for four years. Vigil, who used to work fre
residents of downtown Spokane in need. The dual quently on the street teams, now volunteers in Park
mission of th e organization is to combat hunger in Tower. He describes the lunches as "door openers"
the Spokane community while delivering the Chris because they facilitate relationships between resi
dents and volunteers.
tian message.
"It's not just that [the residents] don't have a lot of
Some volunteers visit Park Tower, a low-income
apartment facility, and others deliver lunch to the wealth, but they are also poor emotionally," he said.
homeless. In total, 180 lunches are distributed "The main mission is not just to give out a sandwich,
weekly. Of t hese, 130 are supplied through the do but to share the love of Christ."
Each week, volunteers add a Bible verse or simple
nations of Sodexo, while the rest are funded by
words of encouragement to each
ASWU. The Union Gospel Mission
sack. They also holda short session
"It's easy to turn a
generally provides desserts.
of worship or religious discussion.
Whitworth
junior Veronica
blind
eye
and
think
'
Starting
this year that worship will
Fetzer, recruiting coordinator for
Eh Christo, volunteers at Park Tow
everybody's fine and take place on location, rather than
at school, like previous years.
er. She has found that many resi
there's
no
poverty
or
"One of the main changes is that
dents there have a great need for
hunger in Spokane, but it's more of an outreach instead
the program.
of keeping it to ourselves here at
A lot of Park Tower residents are
there
is."
school,"
Fetzer said.
elderly and/or disabled, have a
En Christo works toward its
low income and many have been
— V ERONICA F ETZER
Christian and humanitarian goals
homeless at some point in their
En Christo recruiting
by cultivating personal relation
lives, Fetzer said. Some residents
ships with the residents week after
may not even have anything to eat
coordinator
week.
over the weekend if not for this pro
Tvq.built up relationships with
gram, she said.
Senior Phil Inouye volunteers by handing out my residents. I know what's going on in their lives
lunches on the streets. When there aren't enough and they know the same for me," Vigil said.
En Christo and the relationships acquired therein
volunteers, no street teams will be sent out, or they
go later, Inouye said. But often, teams of at least four not only have a positive impact on those served, but
volunteers will visit areas frequented by the home on the students as well.
"I know for a lot of v olunteers it has kind of af 
less to distribute food. One such area, known as
The Boardwalk, is a sleeping and living community fected their perspective on life. Maybe students feel
for many vagrants, and is also a regular stop for En like they don't have a way to give back to the com
munity, or any gifts or talents to offer. It has given
Christo volunteers.
Inouye said those they serve are thankful for the them a sense of purpose, like they have something
to offer other people, and that's affected their life at
work of the volunteers.
"A lot of the homeless people are more gracious, Whitworth," Fetzer said.
StaffWriter
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Courtesy of Diana Cron

En Christo volunteers hand out food at an open
barbeque in Riverfront Park last spring.'
En Christo shapes the way students relate to their
community, Vigil said.
"For [many students] it's actually an eye-opener
to see that there are people in this world who are
hurting, and do need help. It's really humanized the
homeless [for them]. To think, 'that's actually a per
son, and that could actually be me,"' Vigil said.
En Christo takes place close to home, allowing
students to invest in people in their new commu
nity.
"It's easy to turna blind eye and think everybody's
fine and there's no poverty or hunger in Spokane,
but there is," Fetze r said.'Tt's important to not take
what we have for granted, but put it back into the
community," Fetzer said.
Freshman Jordan Runk is a new volunteer for En
Christo.
"I feel like it's a point in my life where I need to
start giving more," he said.
Fetzer said it's one way to find joy.
"Take advantage of blessings you've been given
and bless other people," she said.
Contact Katherine Knoll at
kknolll 6@my.whitworth.edu
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WU recognizes Constitution Day
with First Amendment debate
comer Erica Salkin discussed the ideas
Jennifer Ingram
and issues surrounding contemporary
StaffWriter
politics. The d iscussion was tided "First
Many Americans view July 4, 1776, as Amendment Gone Wild: W hat We D is
the United States' day of in dependence like but Tolerate,"
While this year there was a panel dis
and celebrate it as the birthday of our
nation. However, it was not until Sept. cussion, Whitworth has honored Con
17, 1787, that the U.S. Co nstitution was stitution Day in various ways during the
signed, marking it as the birthday of our past 12 years, Jackson said.
"In the past, we have had many guest
government.
The United States now honors Sept. 17 speakers come talk about various aspects
as Citizenship Day, or C onstitution Day, of the Constitution," Jackson said. "[This
to commemorate the privileges and re year] we wanted Erica on the panel be
sponsibilities that come with being an cause of her expertise in the field and her
special training in free expression."
American citizen.
The . communications department
The American Constitution is signifi
cant because it "portrays the ideas on welcomed assistant professor Salkin ear
which America was founded - commit lier this year, and was eager to get her
ments to the rule of law, limited govern involved in the programs. Her areas of
ment and the ideals of libe rty, equality expertise include communication law,
and justice," according to the National educational speech issues and the stu
dent press.
Constitution Center.
"I'm a constitutional scholar," Salkin
To ce lebrate the birthday of o ur gov
said. "I love this stuff.
ernment and the ideas
a great opportunity
that our nation is
"I love this stuff. It's a It's
to explore in depth a
founded upon, a law
great opportunity to topic you might not
was created in 2004
always get a chance to
and enacted in 2005
explore in depth a topic discuss in the class
to make "Constitution
room."
Day" a federal holiday.
you might not always
Salkin, Ingram and
In May 2005, a no
McPherson wrestled
tice of implementation get a chance to discuss with the idea of bound
was published by Nina
aries — how far should
in the classroom."
Shokraii Rees, U.S. As
free speech go? Should
sistant Deputy Sec
— ERICA SALK IN
false ideas be screened
retary for Innovation
out? Or should discus
and Improvement. Her
communication instructor sions be had to see if
statement mandated
the truth outweighs the
that, pursuant to legis
un-truths?
lation passed by Congress, all education
"The C onstitution is an extraordinary
al institutions receiving Federal funding document," Salkin said. "It was created
of any kind are required to hold some for a country of people [that the dele
type of e ducational program pertaining gates] would never see. They wrote it for
to the signing of the American Constitu the ages. It's worthy of our discussion,
tion.
and should be applied to our lives today."
Wendy Olson, director of Whitworth
Senior Sarah O'Bernier said that the
University's financial aid, is in charge of event left her with a strong feeling of ap
saving the documentation of the event
preciation for the First Amendment.
that takes place on Sept. 17.
"Having grown up in the United States,
"I have never had to prov
e that we have sometimes Iforget die benefits and rights
done something," Olson said. "But I have
that I have because they seem natu
the information in case an auditor or ral," O 'Bernier said. "By ex amining the
federal program reviewer requests proof First Amendment and what our country
that we comply with this requirement."
would look like without it, I a m greatly
Olson said that while the government
appreciative to have such a policy in our
does not provide funds for the event's
country's foundational document."
programs, it is important to make sure
O'Bernier said she enjoyed listening
that Whitworth has proof of its documen to the three speakers about how the First
tation.
Amendment has been used throughout
"If we failed to provide a program, we America's history to bolster human rights
would probably get a warning," Olson and yet still leaves room for many differ
said. "Technically, they could bar Whit
ing opinions to shine through.
worth from receiving millions of federal
"I thought that they presented a
financial a id dollars for its students."
great point as to how to look at the First
Gordon Jackson, a professor of c om
Amendment," O'Bernier said. "I appre
munication studies for 29 years, said ciate that Whitworth wants its students
that the communications and political
to be informed and to celebrate one of
science departments generally alternate
the documents that makes this country
hosting the program events.
This year, Whitworth celebrated Con great."
stitution Day byfeaturing a panel of three
communications professors in a large
group discussion in Weyerhaeuser Hall.
Jim McPherson, Mike Ingram and new

NEWSINBRIEF

Firefighters making progress on Central Washingon fires
Air quality in Eastern Washington should improve gradually,
according to State Department of Ecology officials. Winds have
begun disperse the smoke. Thousands of firefighters have been
working to keep the fires away from homes. The Table Mountain
Fire was 10 percent contained Sunday and had burned around 47
square miles. The Wenatchee Complex fire, which was 30 percent
contained Sunday, had burned 66 square miles.

Spokane Regional Health District report finds drastic gap in life
expectency based on neighborhoods
"Odds against tomorrow: Health inequities in Spokane County,"
looks at the long-term relationships between education, poverty,
and heath. People in Spokane's wealthiest neighborhoods, such as
Southgate, live onaverage up to 18 years longer than those in poorer
neighborhoods downtown, the study found.

Stop-gap measure guarantees government agencies funding
through March
U.S. Congress passed a measure Saturday allocating $524 billion
to tide over government agencies. The measure now must be signed
by President Barack Obama in order to take effect.Funding was due
to run out Sept. 30, and Congress had been unsucessful in agreeing
about spending levels. A similar action was taken last year to keep
the federal government from shutting down.
Sources \ BBC, Spokesman Review, Reuters
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What is Our Passion?
Jesus in a Pluralistic Culture
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A lecture by Ajith Fernando
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Tuesday, Oct. 2, 7 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre, Weyerhaeuser Hall
Admission is free.
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Students interested in ministry: Meet with Ajith Fernando
in the chapel from 3:30-4:30 p.m.Tuesday for
"A Grace-Filled Approach to Life and Ministry: Personal Reflections."
He will also be available for lunch and coffee conversations Oct 2-4.
For more information: dmohrlang@whitworth.edu, 509.777.3794 or 509.466.9293.

Contact Jennifer Ingram at
jingraml3@my. whitworth.edu
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Mobius Science Center offers interactive learning

Children's Museum.
But Darbonne said that the
StaffWriter
Children's Museum is more
for kids eight years of age and
Ever wonder what can close younger.
down a whole street of traffic
With the opening of the
in downtown Spokane? Appar 26,000 square foot Mobius Sci
ently, science can.
ence Center, older children can
The new Mobius Science have a place to go to be involved
Center in River Park Square in hands-on scientific learning.
held its grand opening event The exhibits range from topics
on Sept. 8. The "Mobius Grand from physics, optics and engi
Opening Street Fair" shut down neering to biology, flight, acous
the entire street through River tics and sound.
Park Square, filling the area with
Hannah Houpt, a first-time
demonstrations, fun activities visitor to the center, said she
and plenty of people interested enjoyed the exhibits and would
in science.
gladly return.
Senior Kyle D arbonne, who
"It's really nice," she said.
is majoring in biology, cur "And a lot bigger than I expected
rently volunteers at the center, it to be."
and said that the grand open
Darbonne said that the main
ing event was very successful in goal of th e center is to get kids
spreading the word about Mobi excited about science and to
us and its opportunities for the
promote handspublic.
on learning.
"That's the main
"We had so
"That's
the
many people fil
main part of
part
of
volunteering,
tering through
volunteering,
throughout the
getting the kids
getting the kids
whole
day,"
thinking analyti
Darbonne said. thinking analytically
cally and scien
"Pretty
much
and scientifically..." tifically [and]
everyone
that
asking
ques
came in that I
— KYLE DARBONNE
tions," Darbonne
talked to said
said. "If they
they didn't even
* Mobius volunteer
walk away asking
know it was
more questions
there."
•
than you can answer; that's
Marty Gonzales, the chief op
great."
erating officer for Mobius, said
Mobius also has a variety of
there were plenty of speakers
programs to teach kids, mainly
in attendance, such as the Spo
through on-site and outreach
kane mayor and the CEO for the
Museum of Flight. Barbara An learning. They host a variety of
derson, the mother of astronaut camps, workshops, contests,
Michael Anderson, cut the rib science cafes and even a speak
er series.
bon for the grand opening.
Mobius will have a fewevents
The street fair included 45 dif
coming
up soon, including the
ferent scientific demonstrations
and many activities, including "Mixing for Mobius" cocktail
face painting, arts and crafts party on Nov. 2 and the Santa
and sign-making, as well as a Claus breakfast for families on
reptile company, with a variety Dec. 1.
Volunteer positions are avail
of different reptiles for people to
able
for students at both the
see up close.
"We had nearly 4,000 people Mobius Science Center and Mo
come through our doors," Gon bius Kids Children's Museum.
zales said. "It was a huge suc Information can be found at
cess. It's been a project well in mobiusspokane.org.
General admission to the
the making; so much commu
nity and support made it pos center is $10.
sible."
Mobius began in 2005 when
Inland Northwest Science and
Technology Center and the
Children's Museum of Spokane Contact Meghan Dellinger at
merged, With the merge, came mdellingerl5@my.whitworth.
the creation of Mobius Kids edu

Meghan Dellinger

Tanner Scholten | Ph
otographer

TOP: The newly opened Mobius Science
Center is 26,000 square feet.
LEFT: One section of Mobius focuses on
circuitry and computers.
RIGHT: Near the entrance of Mobius, visitors
can see various animals, including snakes,
lizards, turtles and insects.

EXHIBITS to VISIT
Star-viewing: Look at all the stars and constellations in any season.
Water rockets: See how water and air pressure can create a water rocket.
Anatomy table: Examine the human body and cut it open to look inside.
Sound room: Create different pitches and sounds.

Blue Button makes eco-friendly T-shirts
Madison Garner
Staff Writer
Whitworth students donned T-shirts
for Community Building Day andded
icated a few hours to help local orga
nizations on Sept. 18. What many of
them did not know, however, was that
their shirts came frpm a company that
aims to serve Spokane all the time.
Blue Button Apparel is a non-profit,
eco-friendly business founded by Scott
Ellis. When Ellis was creating the busi
ness, he knew he wanted to employ
teenagers from Hillyard and West Cen
tral.
"We w anted a business that didn't
require a lot of money to start and one
where students could learn quickly
how to work," Ellis s aid. "We saw no
one in Spokane focused on eco-friend
ly T-shirt printing."
After d eciding to execute the busi
ness idea, Ellis and his co-founders
needed a name.
"It was totally random. My wife has
a blue stocking hat which was nick
named her 'blue button,' instead of
blue beanie," Ellis said. "That name
found its way onto a list of names. Ot
h
er T-shirt printing places had names
that had a corporate feeling. We want
ed something more fun."
Blue Button employee Jake Hattich
said there are many things that- sepa
rate the company from other T-shirt
printing places.
"Other shops are factory-style and
use harsh ink," Hattich said. "Blue But
ton stands out a lot."
Blue Button strives to be environ
mentally friendly. The current stan
dard of T-shirt printing uses petro

leum-based materials that require things in their community':
Blue Button's suppliers use organ
paint thinner to clean up. Extra ink is
ic methods to protect farmers from
taken to a hazardous waste disposal.
Blue Button chooses a more eco- harmful chemicals and build factories
friendly process, using 100 percent near the fields to reduce transportation
biodegradable inks that can be cleaned costs.
The company also makes an impact
with water. The inks can be rinsed off
the screen with soy-based chemicals, in the local community through its hir
as opposed to acids. The eco-friendly ing process.
"With our students, our
standard of Blue But
ton even applies to 'We work with places goal is to be a grace-based
employer," Ellis said. "Our
the boxes they use to
that are fair trade
goal is to meet them
ship, which are 100
where they are at andgive
percent recyclable.
and provide good
them a hope of a bright
Blue Button pro
future and support them
wages."
vides clients with op
to get them there."
tions when it comes
— SCOTT ELL IS
Ellis organizes rides for
to choosing shirts.
his employees, provides
They work with dif
founder of Blue Button
meals and snacks for
ferent T-shirt suppli
them and gets them food
ers that use both in
organic shirts and shirts composed of from local food banks to take home to
recycled bottles and discarded fabric. their families.
Michael Coiner | Ph
otographer
Many of th e employees come from
Blue Button encourages their clients
to choose the most environmentally broken homes and have had to over Employee Jake Hettich lays the paint
come tough personal challenges. The onto the screen which will leak
friendly T-shirts.
"Even when clients don't purchase employees are incredibly smart and through to make the shirt des
ign.
a T-shirt made eco-friendly, the dying strong, Ellis said.
Marcos
Lopez,
a
Blue
Button
em
vides graphic design internships and
process is environmentally friendly
and provides work for our [employ ployee, said all of the employees are hands-on work for business and mar
like a family.
keting majors. Blue Button is also cur
ees]," Ellis said.
"We are here for each other," Lopez rently seeking a student to work in
By encouraging eco-friendly pur
their social media department.
chases instead of forcing them, Blue said. "I love working here."
Two weeks ago Blue Button moved
Whitworth students can also serve
Button enables clients to consciously
choose to make a small impact on the from their Garland location into their Blue Button in personal ways by men
new location at 1403 W.Third Ave.
toring the employees or bringing them
environment as they desire.
The relationship between Blue But dinner once a month.
Blue Button seeks to make a mini
Contact information can be found at
mal impact on the earth, so they inten ton and Whitworth goes beyond just
tionally align themselves with T-shirt the Community Building Day shirts. bluebutton.org.
supply companies that have similar Many of Blue Button's clients are Whit
worth alumni and students.
goals.
Blue Button also has opportunities
"We w ork with places that are fair
trade and provide good wages," Ellis for Whitworth students to get involved Contact Madison Garner at
said. "We chose venders who do good with the business. The company pro- mgarnerl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Writer speaks on searching for God through doubt
Luke Eldredge
StaffWriter
In her junior year of college, A ndrea Palpant Dilley scraped the Christian fish decal off the bumper of
her Plymouth hatchback, a symbol of her discontent
with the church and foreshadowing her eventual de
parture from it.
Dilley, a documentary writer, director and pro
ducer, read from her recent book, "Faith and Other
Flat Tires: Searching for God on the Rough Road of
Doubt," in the Weyerhaeuser Hall Robinson Teach
ing Theatre on Sept. 21. Her book is the memoir of
her abandonment and subsequent return to faith,
God and the Church.
Dilley was raised in Kenya, the daughter of Quaker
medical missionaries. She grew up visiting patients
that died the next day and attending funerals. Even
the hospital morgue was only 50 feet from her front
door. Her later childhood was spent in the Pacific
Northwest as a member of a committed Presbyterian
church. For college, she stayed in the Northwest, at
tending Whitworth where she obtained degrees in
English literature, writing and Spanish.
"She was someone who other students looked up

allow suffering?
At age 23, Dilley walked out of the Church with no
intention of going back. For two years Dilley wanted
nothing to do with faith or God.
Yet at age 25, Dilley found herself returning to the
Church for the same reasons she left.
"I had to believe in God to believe in justice, which
is anchored in objective morality," Dilley said.
Senior Shaina Whittlesey said that doubts in the
faith are often seen as something to be ashamed of
and thus not shared.
"I liked the honesty she used when talking about
Linnea Goold | Photographer
doubt," said Whittiesey.
Dilley said she believes that doubt belongs in the
Andrea Palpant Dilley, aWhitworth alumna, shared
sanctuary of Church. All her questions belong in the
from her memoir "Faith and Other FlatTires."
Church; it is the only place that offered her the space
to, which was a very unique position," said Maggie to search for God.
"I'll always have demons, but I might as well take
Wolcott, Whitworth English professor and former
classmate of Dilley. " She was very kind, with a sar my demons to church," Dilley said. "Sitting in church
every Sunday, my doubt is my desire — to touch the
castic edge."
Being surrounded by intelligent, conscientious untouchable, to possess the presence of God," Dilley
Christians gave Dilley room to struggle with faith said.
and God. She asked questions that vex doubters and
believers alike: Why does God seem so distant? Why Contact Luke Eldredge at
does the church feel so dysfunctional? Why does God leldredgel 6@my.whitworth.edu
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Sophomore Oanyelie Meyer Js sportingsome knee high Itbfits and a pale palette for the lullMttH
Whiter Stlwlteh \:Wtott>Kmphrr

Ashlynn Phillips
Staff Writer
With the summer season wrapped
up and fall now arriving, you might be
noticing that perhaps your wardrobe
needs some updating. Well, here are
a few fall fashion trends that you may
want to consider.
All th e classic fall colors — br own,
black, winter white, as well as dark-rich
blues — seemed to be in abundance on
the runway at New York'sFashion Week
at the beginning of September. For eveningwear dresses, the designers chose
bold colors such as hues of g old, reds
and deep jewel tones. Some designers
chose to create gowns that were more
feminine and "old Hollywood glam" by
using soft blush pink and silvery soft
blue tones.
For women out there who love black,
don't worry because the designers have

•

you taken care of. Black will be seen
mixed with dark gray, stark white and
shades of midnight blue in stores, ac
cording to Glamour Magazine.
Pale gray dresses and burgundy rain
coats were the surprise must-haves of
the season. For fashion-loving students
at Whitworth, upcoming trends will ap
pear here as well.
Looking for woolly warmth this fall?
This fall's fuzzy and cozy knit sweaters
are coming in a wide variety of colors
and patterns. For some at Whitworth,
this trend might be right up their alley.
"I absolutely love wearing sweaters in
the fall along with leggings and boots,"
sophomore Meagan Moore said. "I love
dressing to the colors of fallwith browns
and reds."
Contact Ashlynn Phillips at
aphillipsl 5@my. whitworth.edu
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Prada, Louis Vuitton and Chanel are just a fewof sophomore Alas
ka Bruneau's favorite designers.
"I like to see what is on the runway and then put my own unique
twist on it," Bruneau said. "I'm very retro, pro-thrift store and
occasionally like to wear things that are just downright 'weird.' If I can
get perplexed looks from people, Iknow I have artistically succeede
d."
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EVENTS
ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

THURSDAY, 9/27
BOOK: RELEASE PARTY FOR
ROWLING'S NEW NOVEL
6 a.m.
Auntie's Bookstore at 402 W. Main Ave.

"My overall fashion style lately has been boho-chic, but at the same time it's
'just a 'go with the flow' kind of style," sophomore Meagan Moore said. "I like
dressing up a lot'with the boho style, especially when I wear dresses. But most
of the time, I just try to mix and match things."

"For me, fashion means expres
sion," junior Emily Fisher said. "It
lets people see you as a person
before they get to know you. You
see the person the way they want
to be perceived without exchang
ing words."

If you like to get up three hours before
your morning class or if you really like J.K.
Rowling, Auntie's Bookstore is hosting an
early morning release party for her new
book, "The Casual Vacancy." The book is
Rowling's first novel for adults and is a bout
an English town fraught with conflict. There
is a discount if y ou pre order the book and
Auntie's will be serving tea, coffee and
donuts.

jkrowling.com

SATURDAY.9/29 '
FOOD:SUSHI GATHERING
11 a.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room

Jonathan Mcintosh \flickr.com

The Hawaiian Club is hosting an all-you-can-eat sushi gathering in the HUB.
There will be a sushi-making demonstration given to students before they
can make various kinds of sushi rolls and indulge in their creations. The cost
is $5.

MILTON SCHLOSSER PIANO RECITAL
Saturday, Sept. 29 at 8 p.
m. in the Music Building Recital Hall
Schlosser,an internationally known pianist and professor at the University of
Alberta, in Canada, will be playing for the Whitworth community.

BLACK STUDENT UNION DANCE
Saturday, Sept. 29 from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. in the HUB New Expansion
The annual Black Student Union Dance will feature all types of music for stu
dents to dance to.

"I try to look relaxedchic," sophomore Em
ily Scott said. I pull that
style together bywearing
tail brown boots, which
I wear with anything. I
also like wearing somer
thing bright colored that
stands out; whether it's
a scarf, a blazer, or apair
of shoes."

MICHAEL CASSIDY LECTURE
Monday, Oct. 7 at 7 p.m. in the Weyerhaeuser Hall Robinson Teaching Theatre
The founder of African Enterprise will be discussing the role of the church in
South Africa.

AJITH FERNANDO LECTURE
Tuesday, Oct. 2 at 7 p.m
. in the Weyerhaeuser Hall Robinson Teaching Theatre
Fernando, the teaching director of Youth for Christ in Sri Lanka, will be
speaking.

HOMECOMING WEEK FILM; MOONRISE KINGDOM
Tuesday, Oct. 2 from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. in the HUB Multipurpose Room
For homecoming week, ASWU will be showing "Moonrise Kingdom," the
newest film from director Wes Anderson.

Flow arts take hula hooping to new level

Local performance artists host movie premiere event to benefit at-risk youth

Lucas Thayer
Staff Writer
The VisualVortex Spin Collective has
made a name for themselves over the
past four years as a local talented group
of p erformance artists. Now, t hey are
looking to give back to the community
under the name of their spin-off group,
Spo Flo.
"The Hooping Life," a documentary
that follows the sometimes-chaotic
lives of eight professional hula hoop
ers, had its Spokane premiere hosted
by the Visual Vortex Spin Collective at
the downtown Magic Lantern Theatre
this past Sunday. Fire-spinners, hulahoop artists and jugglers decorated
Sprague Avenue, giving demonstra
tions and introductory classes.
All of the proceeds from the event
went toSPEAR (Serving People through
Entertainment, Art and Recreation), a
local non-profit that helps at-risk youth
in the West Sprague neighborhood.
Stefani VanDeest, co-founder of
the Visual Vortex Spin Collective, said
she was inspired to host the event af-

Courtesy of KristenBlack

Spokane's Visual VortexSpin Collective practices the flow arts, which includes
hula-hooping, juggling and poi, all of which may be set onfire.
ter hosting several summer workshops
with SPEAR. Speaking from experi
ence about the hardships of her own
adolescence, VanDeest said she can
sympathize with many of the teens that
SPEAR works to help.
For more than 40 years, SPEAR has
provided kids ages four to 18 with a safe

place to play, do homework and eat
dinner. SPEAR als o runs a food bank,
a clothing bank and helps supply lowincome families with general goods.
VanDeest said she hopes the event
will encourage local youth to become
involved in the flow arts, the collec
tive term for hula-hooping, juggling,

poi (swinging tethered weights at high
speeds, usually while on fire) and con
tact juggling.
VanDeest said she believes today's
youth could benefit from the physical
and spiritual peace that comes from
the flow arts. VanDeest said the core
philosophy behind it is a unity between
mind and body.
"You just become so immersed in
the movement that you become it,"
VanDeest said.
VanDeest started Visual Vortex with
two friends in 2008 as a "hoop troupe,"
the technical term for a group of h ula-hoopers. Visual Vortex has since
evolved into a well-rounded "spin col
lective," incorporating poi, gymnastics,
juggling, contact juggling and staff
spinning.
In 2010, VanDeest and her fellow
flow artists began Spo Flo, a weekly
gathering at Emerson Park where peo
ple could come and participate in the
flow arts community.
Continued on p.15
See Flow arts

Music review: Dave Matthews Band
boasts its refined sound in new album
Peter Duell
StaffWriter
The Grammy Award winning group,
Dave Matthews Band, released its new
album, "Away From The World" on
Tuesday, Sept. 11, relieving fans' much
anticipated tension.
Media reviews range on a spectrum
from "boring and weak" to "impressive
and beautiful."
"I've been listening to Dave Mat
thews Band for a long time," freshman
Curtis Hunter said. "I bought their new
album and was very impressed. It was
classic Dave Matthews. All their music
is beautiful. This album is no excep
tion."
Dave Matthews Band is known for
its smooth melodies with strong vocals
and jazzy riffs backed by horns and
keys. "Away From The World" followed
suit but did so with a more refined,

starts. ['Away From The World'] is too
mastered style.
Approaching its second decade of predictable, too boring. It lulled me to
existence, DMB h as taken its time to sleep."
While big-name bands will always
craft and perfect its style and sound.
have mixed reviews and
The album represents
opinions, DMB has re
this tone well. While the
"I
am
a
jazz
mained noticeably con
distinct sound of Dave's
sistent over the years.
voice and classic saxo
enthusiast, so
"Away From The World"
phone remain, the grithearing DMB
is not excluded from that
tiness has been cleaned
pool. The classic sounds
^Many might find this foCUS slightly more one can expect from DMB
all remain. What sets its
<Away
attractive and enjoyable,
Qn t^at
7
new album apart is the
while others prefer the
sometimes sharp and From The World' way DMB took that sound
and refined it to create a
rough sounds of the "old"
Dave Matthews.
was refreshing.
nicer, polished tone.
"While 'Away From The
I have always been a fan
of DMB's ability to fuse
World' is nice, I found it
almost too perfected," sophomore Eli jazz-like sounds with a more or less
Casteel said. "What made Dave Mat rock style base. I am a jazz enthusiast,
thews so fun to listen to was the imper so hearing DMB focus slightly more on
fections — you di dn't know what they that in "Away From The World" was re
were going to do with a song when it freshing. It is not my favorite DMB al-

davematthewsband.com

out of five stars

bum, but it is still classic Dave Mat
thews, which is always fun to listen to.
There is so much talent in the group,
and they manage to orchestrate their
music incredibly well.
Contact Peter Duell at
pduelll 6@my. whitworth.edu
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STUDENTS AND STAFF GET SO< CENTS OFF
ON TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS!

We brew for you!

Located just north of Hawthorne on Hwy 2
(509) 468-0907
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A woman's life does not end with 'I do'
LINDSIE
TREGO

When I first started talking to my dad about the
possibility of getting married, his first response was,
"Don't drop out of school."
The idea of dropping out for the sake of getting
married had never crossed my mind. I had always
excused women dropping out to work at home as
an archaic tradition that, though still practiced by
some, mostly ended with my parents' generation.
However, when my husband proposed to me, the
questions started rolling in from fellow students,
strangers, family friends and others.
"Will you still go to Whitworth once you're mar
ried?"
"So you're probably not going to grad school since
you're getting married, right?"
"It's so sad that you won't be able to pursue your
career now that you'll be having kids and doing the
wife thing."
My plans haven't changed all that much. I'm mar
ried now, and clearly my future plans have morphed
a bit to incorporate my commitment to family, but
my personal plans and goals aren't obliterated.
I did decide not to take an entire year to study
abroad, as I had planned to do before getting en
gaged.
However, I made decisions like these because I
can't imagine a year without my husband, not be
cause I felt a need to fulfill some sort of social obliga
tion and fill my time housekeeping and cooking.
In 2012, being a married woman doesn't have to
mean giving up personal autonomy. More than that,
being a married woman definitely doesn't have to

Hayley Niehaus | G
raphic Artist

mean dreams of graduating and having a career are
obsolete. In fact, according to the American Council
on Education, 23 percent of female undergraduates
in the United States are married.
Married students who dream of graduate school
will take solace in the fact that 43 percent of graduate
students are married. Married women may also get a
pay benefit once they're in their careers. According to
a 2010 study, married women earn about four percent
more than unmarried women in similar positions.
I have no problem with women working in the

home or ending their education because they choose
to re-prioritize after getting married; however, this
shouldn't be the automatic assumption for young
women who choose to marry their significant others.

TREGO is a junior majoring in journalism and mass
communication and English. Comments can be sent to
lwagnerl4@my.whitworth.edu.

Republican Party platform misinterpreted
LINDSEY
HUBBART
Whenever I turn on the news, I repeatedly hear
about the Republican Party waging a so-called "war
on women." I always have to wonder: can we fairly
and accurately call this a war? Let's start with the fair
ness of this statement.
We have a responsibility to classify something as
what it is, and last time I checked, I did not see any
Republicans attacking women with guns. To even
suggest that this is a war is completely ridiculous.
When we come to the accuracy of this statement,
the debate becomes much more controversial. Some
liberals use the idea that Republicans want to ban
contraception as an argument to prove this "war on
women." Sure, some extremists may call for the ban
ning of contraception, but the vast majority of con
servatives recognize how ridiculous and impractical
.
il- AW/tfVlS t°, fte, Fgpubjican ^j^y,5l^jfprm,

the party will "support the ability of all organizations fundamental individual right to life which cannot be
to provide, purchase or enroll in health care coverage infringed." How does the protection of a life wage war
consistent with their religious, moral or ethical con against women?
victions without discrimina
Of course, certain situations exist
tion or penalty."
"I believe that we need to in which I believe a woman should
This means that if an in
have the right to choose, such as
stitution morally opposes
rid ourselves of the phrase rape or incest. But otherwise, when
providing contraception as
a woman has a conscious choice in
part of its health care pack 'war on women' because it the matter, she must respect the life
age, it has that choice. The
of the unborn child, because it is a
does not accurately
party does not plan to ban
precious life. I believe that we need
contraception. Religious in
to rid ourselves of the phrase "war on
describe what the
stitutions are the most likely
women" because it does not accu
to opt out of providing con Republican Party is doing'' rately describe what the Republican
traception to their employ
Party is doing.
ees. The First Amendment grants these institutions
If you do not think that Republicans support wom
freedom of religion.
en's rights, you can simply say that; it's unnecessary
Therefore, the government must allow them to to say Republicans are waging a war. As a woman, I
practice their religion as they desire, including not do not believe that the Republican Party will infringe
forcing them to provide something against their val upon my rights in any way.
ues. Many people accuse Republicans of waging this
"war on women" because Republicans generally op
HUBBART is a sophomore majoring in
pose abortion. The party will "assert the sanctity of
economics. Comments can be sent to lhubbartl5@
human life and affirm that the unborn child has a
my.whitworth.edu.
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The government should condemn
violence, not freedom of speech
which Obama and Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
denounce and apologize for the film.
Bret Stephens points out in the Wall Street Jour
nal that the administration did not bend over back
COLUMNIST
wards to condemn the Broadway musical, "The
Book of Mormon," which was highly offensive to
Mormons. Clinton even attended the play. But then
What started as an attack on a U.S. consulate again, Mormons were not torching Broadway in
in Benghazi, Libya, Sept. 11, has led to a series protest.
While "The Innocence of Muslims" is certainly
of violent protests against the United States that
has spread across the Muslim world with alarm offensive, the real tragedy is not that some people
ing speed. The attack on the consulate killed four were offended, but that many innocent people have
Americans, one of which was Chris Stevens,U.S. been killed and injured because of the intention
ally violent response. Despite the administration's
Ambassador to Libya.
Supposedly, the source of the protest is a trailer refusal to admit it until recently, the consulate at
for a film titled "The Innocence of Muslims," a pri tack appeared from the beginning to have been a
vately produced, low-budget production which crit carefully plotted terrorist assault to mark the anni
versary of 9/11, having
icizes Mohammed and
nothing to do with the
Islam. The trailer has
film.
been available on YouYet despite the inTube since July, but only
tentionality of the vio
gained widespread at
lence, the tendency
tention in the wake of the
has been to blame free
consulate attack. While
expression or ideas
the film itself may be
instead of the choice
distasteful, the ensuing
of some Muslims to
attacks and violent pro
respond violently. Ac
tests are unreasonable,
cording to Neil Munro
The Obama Administration has
disproportionate,
and
of the Daily Caller, the
been attacking the producers n
need to be strongly con
governments of Egypt,
of "The Innocence of Muslims
demned. Unfortunately,
Turkey, Iran, Pakistan
rather than violence.
the Obama Administra
and Sudan have all
tion has been tepid in its
called for the U.S. to
The consulate attack appears to
response. First, instead
ban speech that is criti
be
a
carefully
plotted
terroist
as
of standing up for free
cal of Islam.
sault to mark the anniversary ot
speech and denounc
However, as Jeremy
ing the violence, the U.S.
9/11.
Havardi of The Com
Embassy in Cairo issued
mentator pointed out,
a statement "condemn
removing responsibil
Freedom of speech is not just a
ing continuous efforts by
ity from Islamic rioters
legal right, but an intrinsic hu
misguided individuals to
"effectively views them
man
right.
hurt the religious feel
as savages from which
ings of Muslims. It has
little better can be exsince been established
.
pected. Such a view panders to the Islamist griev
that the Embassy acted on its own without the ap
ance culture rather than demanding that Muslims,
proval of the State Department.
like everyone else, behave better."
However, for well over a week, the administration
Freedom of speech and peaceful protest are not
insisted that the attack was simply a spontaneous
only legal rights in the U.S. Constitution, they are
act of an enraged mob. While calling for an end to
intrinsic human rights. Instead of renouncing and
the violence, Obama himself appeared to normal
apologizing for these basic freedoms, the United
ize the protests and bloodshed by referring to it as
States needs to stand against Islamic extremists
the "natural" result of the "outrage over the video.
seeking to silence their foes through violence and
While administration officials have paid some hp
service to free speech, the focus has been on con intimidation.

MAX
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JWaste?? Summer's prime pinning season. I Ve
• broadened tnv creativity. I made a buttonJMlrse
"lout of a regular purse and buttons. And you re
reading a book by a guy who's
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mum hum « i •• i • 'u nof even alive.
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FOCUSING
ON FACTS

demning the trailer and filmmaker. For instance,
the administration pressured Google to remove the
film from YouTube, which it refused to do. Accord
ing to Anne Gearan of the Washington Post, the ad
ministration even purchased TV ads in Pakistan m

NELSEN is a senior majoring in political science.
Comments can be sent to
mnelsenl3@my.whitworth.edu.
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38 Behold everything around
you, it's the mission field
HALEY
WILLIAMSON 1
Places such as Guatemala,
Haiti and Mexico were my mis
sion fields. I used to think a
mission field was a third-world
country where a different lan
guage is spoken and the streets
are lined with poverty and de
struction.
My definition of "the mis
sion field" was changed this
summer when I chose to take
a job working at a Christian
camp for three months instead
of going out of the country.
That camp became my mis
sion field. For some people,
the mission field is here in the
United States. It is great that
these people realize that the
U.S. n eeds just as much help
as countries overseas. However,
I do not think that the U.S. is
"the mission field" I also do not
think it is third world countries,
either.
The ground beneath our feet
can be the mission field. Every
where we go, every place we
live, and every person we en
counter is the mission field.
If w e try to place a demo
graphic on the term 'mission
fieldj we leave out a large num
ber of a reas. Too many people
sit in church and wait for that
announcement offering them
the chance to change the world
and change lives. They may get
on board with the idea and go
overseas or stay in the country.
Once that plane lands, or that

Molly Rupp | Graphic Artist

van makes the final stop, they
set their feet on the ground and
they are in missionary mode.
Because they are in a place that
needs help or love, and because
they deemed the journey a
'mission trip,' the y believe they
can finally start serving as mis
sionaries.
We need to stop trying to
figure out what is considered a
mission field or not, and live life
knowing that we are constandy
on the mission field.
Everyday, we encounter and
pass by people who may not
know the Lord, people who
don't understand Christianity
or people that need to be shown
love. If we don't consider our

everyday lives mission work, we
risk letting people pass by with
out reaching out to them.
Your dorm, friends and fam
ily can be the mission field.
Stop having the mindset that
the mission field has to have a
geographic location or a certain
definition.
Start living your life knowing
everyday, everywhere you go
and every person you pass can
be a part of the mission field.

"I would appreciate the library hours being
extended during weekdays. Other schools have
their libraries open into the night."
-Jonathan Kim, sophomore

Ac.

Musings on Whitworth silliness & culture

by Jonny Strain

Coloradoans over zealous about Colorado

We are only in our fourth week or so of classes, and al
ready students all over campus are sick of their Coloradoan
peers constantly informing them about the wonders of
their glorious place of origin.
Have you met a Coloradoan yet? You woul d know if
you have. It would actually be exceptionally surprising if
you have not yet had this pleasure,- seeing as how a Colo
radoan will seize any opportunity to dive into an unsolic
ited monologue about their love of nature, mountains, and
truth; three things that are apparently woven into the very
fabric of their souls.
If they are actually gracious enough to wait for your au
thentic inquiry as to the whereabouts of their hometown,
they will instantly be taken to another world. Their eyeswill
sparkle and rise upward, as if fixated o n the snow-capped
tip of Pike's Peak. Their gaze will then snap back to yours
as they peer deep into your soul. Eventually they will redis
cover the faculty of language and reply, with great venera
tion, "I...I am from COLORADO!"
It is actually rumored that Coloradoans are not born, but
rather emerge from the stone and pine of the mountains, a
wondrous coalescence of the wild and spirited beauty that
is COLORADO.
A typical conversation with a Coloradoan might sound
like this:
"Hey Colorado Mike, ho w's it going? Isn't Mount Spo
kane beautiful?"
"Yeah, it's ok. But have you ever been to the Garden of
the Gods? I spent an entire summer there once, reflecting
on the transcendent nature of its inexplicable beauty. I ac
tually wrote a poem about it, if you would like to hear it."
What you need to understand is that they are not try
ing to sound haughty and pretentious. They really aren't.
In fact, I have found that, generally, they are actually very
likeable people.
I know it is a pain to deal with their eccentricities and
overwhelming sense of prid e, but hang in there! Because
when it comes down to it, one very simple and painful fact
remains: we're stuck with them.

WILLIAMSON is a sophomore

majoring in journalism and mass
communication. Comments
canbesentto hwilliamsonl5@
my.whitworth.edu.

WHITW01TH10UT
"Whitworth should abandon the student
recreation center project because it's not
a worthwhile investment. It testifies to
Whitworth's value of image over resource
stewardship."
-Caleb Mcllraith, senior

ISMSJDGE

Questions? Comments? Complaints?
Contactjstrainl 3@my.whitworth.edu

In what ways do you believe Whitworth
could improve?
"The stuff in the coffee shop and cafe is over
priced. Those things aren't nearly as expensive
in real stores and that makes my flex dollars go
by so quickly. Food should be a lot cheaper."
- Tricia Villareal, sophomore

"Whitworth should have more events centered
around informing the community of current
events. We should educate ourselves on both
sides of issues and learn together. Specifically,
we should be educated abou the upcoming elec
tion."
-Jamie Koenig, sophomore

f
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Volleybal hosts conference opponents
Whitworth earns first NWC win over Willamette at the Whitworth Fieldhouse
Megan John

next game on Saturday night against
the Bearcats. The first set alone had 13
ties and eight lead changes, but Whit
Whitworth volleyball split games at worth came out on top as a kill from
home this week, falling to the Whitman junior middle blocker Briauna Stadeli
Missionaries before earning its first pulled the Bucs away from an 18-18 tie
win this season against the Willamette and into a 25-19 win.
"There was just more thought when
Bearcats.
The Pirates received the first point of they were going up," Ru pe said. "We
the game against Whitman with a kill were able to funnel the ball where we
by junior Abi Hedlund. Whitman re wanted it to go so we were able to do
sponded with a 7-0 run. Whitworth was what we want with it."
That focused style of play contin
unable to catch back up and lost the set
ued
into the second set. The Pirates
25-18.
Whitworth came out strong in the controlled most of the game, with Wil
lamette
only
second set, once
leading for a
again
scoring
short
period
the first point.
of time early
This time, how
in the set, and
ever, they kept
won 25-21 to
the lead through Nicole Leonard, '16
put them up 2-0
almost the en
in the match.
tire game.
11 Position:
The momen
"It's nice that
if! Outside hitter
tum completely
*
we can come
changed in the
back after losing
third
game,
R Leonard totaled
the first set, but
starting
off
if
25
kills
and
41
digs
we- hav e got to
with a 3-0 lead
• against Whitman and
figure out how
for Willamette.
«
|1Willamette.
to start better in ;
The Pirates' de
the first place,"
fense struggled
head
coach
to keep up and
Steve Rupe said.
Whitworth was only able to get six kills
Solid defense, led by senior libero
before Willamette ended the set on top.
Whitney Santos, helped the Pirates to a
Despite the difficult third set, Whit
25-17 set victory.
worth was able to come back and win
"Whitney had really great defense to
night. She had a lot of crucial plays that in a final fourth set.
"We never give up, we fight for every
helped us pick up our energy," junior
ball, and that shows in our play," Santos
right side hitter Jalana White said. "We
said. "It shows on and off the court and
also just worked really hard on finding
the crowd can see it as well."
what was open on the other side and
Another momentum shift allowed
we finally kind of figured them out."
Whitworth to come back from the third
Whitman took the lead early in the
set loss. As the Bucs played longer and
third set before kills from White and harder, the crowd grew more excited
freshman setter Shawna Korshavn tied
and the team responded.
the game at 10. The Missionaries re
"It feels so good to have all the fans
gained the lead with a kill and an ace, just yelling and everyone getting so ex
and Whitworth was never able to fully
cited," LaBrie said. "The excitement re
recover, losing 25-17.
ally helps pump you up and it's just a
Santos and sophomore middle
lot of fun. I love it."
blocker Tori LaBrie w ere catalysts in a
The excitement grew throughout the
competitive back-and-forth match. Just entire fourth set, starting with a kill by
as the Bucs were about to tie the set for freshman outside hitter Nicole Leon
the ninth time, Whitman pulled away ard to give W hitworth its first lead of
to win 25-20.
the set, and ending with a kill by Hed
"We're so close in all of our games lund for a 25-23 win over Willamette.
and it's frustrating," White said. "But
In the fourth set alone Whitworth
once we kind of m esh and start trust had nine blocks, led by two apiece from
ing each other more and playing as
LaBrie and Stadeli.
a team, everything is going to fall in
"We really came together as a team
place."
and everybody completely contrib
That became evident in Whitworth's

StaffWriter
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Junior right side hitter Jalana Wliite rises for a kill against Whitman.
uted," LaBrie said. "There was not one
dominant person. It was just everybody
working together and working their
hardest."
Whitworth expects to continue to
find rhythm and improved play as it
anticipates the hopeful return of two
injured players, Maddye Dinsmore and
Kristine Kardell.
The Pirates go into their next week
of conference play looking fortwo more
wins while on the road against Lewis &
Clark on Wednesday and George Fox
on Saturday.

Juliana Zajicek | Photographer

Contact Megan John at
mjohnl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Senior libero Whitney Santos digs a
ball against Whitman.

Women's cross country runs at local meet

Whitworth runners tune-up in second of three consecutive weekend races
Korey Hope
UJ

Staff Writer

The women's cross country team took a more
conservative approach than usual during the Run
ner's Soul/Erik Anderson Invitational last Saturday
at Plantes Ferry Park in Spokane Valley.
Beginning with their most recent race, the Sundodger Invitational on Sept. 15 in Seattle, head
coach Toby Schwarz's squad has races for three con
secutive weekends. With conference competition
yet to begin, the women's cross country team used a
more conservative approach for last Saturday's race,
giving some runners a chance to rest and others a
chance to get into better form.
"We had a great meet last weekend, and next
weekend will be very competitive with a lot of teams
from our conference," Schwarz said. "We used this
meet as more of a practice."
Freshman Olivia Newman (20:12.05) came across
the line first for the Pirates, followed closely by ju
nior Elisabeth Spencer (20:12.63). Newman had ar
guably her best race of the year so far, thanks in part
to the running style coach Schwarz implemented for
this tune-up race. The plan was to only run 14 out of
the 18 runners on the roster, and pair one girl from
the top seven on the team with one girl from the next
seven, which explains why Newman and Spencer
finished so closely.
"It gave some of o ur runners with a little bit less
experience to run at more of a varsity level," Schwarz
said. And without a doubt, the runner that benefited
the most was Newman, who ended up with a per
sonal record for the race.

Juliana Zajicek | Photographer

Freshmen Michaela Stevens (left) and Elizabeth Scott (right) compete at the Runner's Soul/Erik Ander
son Invitational at Plantes Ferry Park in Spokane Valley.
"She ran a great race with a more experienced young teammates.
"I'm really excited to see how we do, we have such
runner," Schwarz said.
As for the more experienced runners themselves, a young team," Shufeldt said. "There is so much po
this race was much less intense than the Willamette tential."
Shufeldt hopes to compete with her team this Sat
Invitational will prove to be be next weekend. In
fact, four runners did not even participate Saturday, urday, when the Pirates travel to Salem for the Wil
one of whom was Joy Shufeldt. Shufeldt injured her lamette Invitational.
groin at the beginning of last week, and was unable
to participate in either of the team's previous two
events. The senior captain of the squad did, how Contact Korey Hope at
ever, get to see some positive elements about her khopel 6@my.whitworth.edu

Men's cross country competes as a unit
Whitney Carter
Staff Writer
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The men's cross country team
finished in third place at this week's
Runner's Soui/Erik Anderson Invite in
Spokane.
"It was more of a workout than a
race," senior captain Tim Hill said.
This was the Bucs' second of three
consecutive weekends of races, on one
of the Pirates more difficult courses of
the season.
"We didn't run this as a race," coach
Toby Schwarz said.
Schwarz said that Pirates viewed this
race as more of a practice and a chance
to recover.
"It is not a PR course at all and so
what [Schwarz] had us do is run in
a pack all together and just work on
running as a team," freshman Chris
MacMurray said. "I'd find it very
unlikely if t hat were to happen again
this year, I could see us doing a lot of
practices like that, but not any more
meets."
Running the race as a team meant
there was less variance between the
fastest and slowest times from Pirate
runners.
First to cross the finish line was
freshman Connor Soudani, but all 10
Pirate men finished within 3 seconds of

be able to encourage my teammates
during an actual race."
With the event taking place in
Spokane Valley, Whitworth students
were able to come out to support their
peers at the event.
"That was actually kind of fun, there
were a lot of p eople there supporting
and cheering us on," MacMurray said.
"It was like happy cheering. It was
really encouraging to have all of t hem
supporting us."
This was the team's only meet in
Spokane.
Next week the Bucs will compete at
the Willamette Invite at Busch Pasture
Park in Salem, Ore.
"I've been told that's a really fast
course," Macmurray said. "It's also the
Willamette invite and Willamette is our
rival for cross-country so that's the first
time we're going tosee them all season.
So we're going to go into it pretty
amped and wanting to beat them and
show them what's up so it's definitely
Juliana Zajicek \ Photographer
going to be a good showdown."
The Whiworth men's cross country team races at the Runner's Soul/Erik anThe Pirates have two more races
- derson Invite at Plantes Ferry Park in Spokane Valley.
before conference championships.
each other with times from 28:30.78 to
"I liked helping my teammates
28:32.75.
out, because for a few of them, it was
In a sport where personal times a struggle to stay at that pace and it
hold merit apart from team scores, the was just cool to actually help them
strategy gave the Bucs a chance to work meet their mark and not drop out." Contact Whitney Carter at
together.
MacMurray said. "It was just cool to wcarterl 6@my.whitworth.edu
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The Whitworth Pirates team unites in a huddle following a dramatic 17-14 victory over Chapman University last Saturday atthe Whitworth Pine Bowl.

Pirates edge Panthers aft the Pine B®wl

Chaotic final Chapman possession ends with missed field goal as time expires
• the day with 134.yards and the touch
played."
down.
But
Whitworth
answered
quickly.
Staff Writer
In the ensuing kick off following t he
Miller ran back the Chapman kickoff
Thomas touchdown, junior defensive
Anyone who says NCAA Division following the touchdown to the Panther
back TevinTyus wasimmediately carted
III football can't be exciting certainly 44-yard line, then a Chapman personal
off the field by an ambulance for due to
foul
moved
the
chains
down
the
field
wasn't at the Whitworth Pine Bowl last
an apparent broken leg. the Bucs' de
further
to
give
the
Bucs
prime
field
posi
Saturday. The Bucscontinued their win
fense in particular has taken a beating in
ning streak and advanced to 4-0, pul l tion. Four plays later, sophomore quar these first several weeks, with multiple
terback
Bryan
Peterson
connected
in
ing out a thriller against the Panthers of
the end zone with junior wide receiver injured players.
Chapman University, 17-14.
"It's tough to see guys go down," Pe
"4-0 feels really good," senior running Connor Williamsto tie up the game half terson said. "But other guys are steppin
g
back and team captain Ronnie Thomas way through the first quarter.
up for us great."
The
Panthers
found
the
end
zone
for
said. "I'm really proud of all m y team
Peterson
mates. I feel like it's going to be a good the second and
himself
had
year. It's a good year for us and a good final time of th e
an injury scare
afternoon
with
year for the community. It's going to be
later in the third
two minutes left
a fun one for sure."
quarter when
Whitworth head coach John Tully, in the first half.
he said his left
The
Bucs
tried
now in his 18th season with the Pirates,
knee twisted.
Paul Miller,'15
to
answer,
but
was pleased with his team's perfor
Trainers rushed
were
forced
to
Position:
mance.
the field, but Pe
"It was a great team win," Tully said. go three and out
Defensive back
terson was able
and
went
into
"Offense, defense and special teams all
to walk off on
halftime
trailing
mr
played really, really well together."
his own power
Miller
had
10
solo
The Bucs finally took the field at the 14-7.
and it was de
tackles and a 49-yard
In
the
first
Pine Bowl for the first time this season,
termined
he
* 4kickoff return that led
after accumulating more than 6200 play out of the
was
ok.
Redshirt
room,
i5i:n»rs
to a Pirate touchdown.
miles of tr avel for road games over the locker
sophomore
last three weeks. The giant Whitworth Thomas explod
quarterback Mi
ed
off
a
hand
off
helmet in the north end zone was inflat
chael McCune
from
Peterson
ed once more and funneled the Pirates
and ran 69 yards fora Whitworth touch came in for afew snaps for the Bucs.
onto the field.
A tie ga me going into a fourth quar
"I think we'd all say we reallyenjoyed down.
"I was honestly really frustrated in the ter, Peterson led the Bucs down the field
everyone who came out and supported,"
first half. I felt like we were sort of stale early in the period, setting up a perfect
sophomore defensive back Paul Miller
23-yard field goal for freshman kicker
said. "The home atmosphere at the Pine mated on the line," Thomas said. "I had Robert Thullen. Whitworth defense took
a pep talk in the locker room with the
Bowl is awesome."
control from there.
Chapman found open field behind offensive line at halftime and told them
"[It] wa s a good team effort," Miller
I trust them and I believe in them and
the Pirates secondary early in the first
they're my brothers. Then first play out, said, who led the Pirates on the day
quarter to put the first seven points on
I found a little running room and got the with ten solo tackles. "Offense stepped
the board.
touchdown and obviously that felt good. up big. We kept Chapman's offense in
"We came out pretty flat in the first
check. It just is all about offense having
half, honestly," Thomas said. "Definitely It's all about trust, I think."
Thomas led the Bucs i n rushing on defense's back and defense having of
not the best first half of football we've

Sena Hughes

SPOTLIGHT

fense's back."
Junior defensive back Casey Monohan pulled in an interception in the
Chapman end zone with just over four
minutes remaining, which turned out
to be a game-saving play for Whit
worth. The Pirate offense struggled and
went three and out, once again hand
ing over the game to the defense. After
Whitworth gave up a big third and long
with just over a minute left in the game,
Chapman went no huddle and contin
ued to work their way up the field. A
Whitworth penalty advanced the Pan
thers half the distance to the goal and
put them on the Bucs' 12-yard line with
less than a minute remaining. After two
incomplete passes to the end zone,
Chapman ran the ball, but Whitworth
was there for the stop.
With just two ticks remaining on the
clock, Chapman brought out the field
goal unit to send the game into over
time. Though the kick was good, a cru
cial Panther holding penalty was called,
which moved Chapman back 10 yards
and forced them to attempt the field
goal once again. Whitworth called a
timeout with no time left in regulation to
ice the Chapman kicker. The attempted
33-yard kick as time expired was wide
left and crimson and black stormed the
field.
"I'm very pleased for our players,"
Tully said. "They've put in a lot of time.
If they give great effort that's all we can
ask."
The Pirates take their 4-0 non-confer
ence record into Northwest Conference
play next weekend at Pacific University
in Forest Grove, Ore.
Contact Sena Hughes at
shughesl 5@my.whitworth.edu
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SPORTSRECAPS Guthrie leads Pirates on first
Women's soccer extends win streak
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The Whitworth women's soccer team continued
its winning streak and improved to 5-0 in conf
erence
play with a pair of wins against George Fox and
Pacific (Ore.).
On Saturday, the Pirates secured their second
road victory of the year.Senior midfielder Mackenzie
Grow scored the game-winning goal in overtime
after a closely matched game. The final score was
1-0.
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On Sunday, the Bucs were once again victorious
over the Boxers of Pacific University. Grow was able
to capitalize on a penalty kick for the first goal of
the match. The second goal came in the second half
from sophomore midfielder Jackie Day.
Next week the Pirates will compete on Saturday
and Sunday as they host Pacific Lutheran University
and the University of Puget Sound.
Men's soccer earns sweep during Oregon trip
The men's soccer team traveled to George Fox
and Pacific (Ore.) last weekend, collecting two more
conference victories and taking their record to 4-0 in
Northwest Conference play.
Sophomore striker Robby Ubben put away a
corner kick taken by junior midfielder Anders
Nostdahl in the 31st minute against George Fox on
Saturday, which was enough for senior goalkeeper
Kyle Novak, who saved all three shots on target from
George Fox t o produce another shutout for a 1-0
victory.
Strong defense supported by two goals from
freshman forward Samuel Engle in the second half
helped Whitworth post its seventh shutout in eight
opportunities this season en route to a 2-0 victory
over Pacific.
The final three undefeated teams in NWC play will
be in Spokane next weekend, as Whitworth hosts
.Pacific Lutheran (5-3-1, 4-0 NWC) on Saturday, and
Puget Sound (7-1-1, 4-O.NWC) on Sunday.
Theon leads Whitworth in Idaho
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The men's golf team began the first day of
competition with an outstanding 36 holes last
weekend at the North Idaho Invitational.
After the first day of competition, both of the
attending men's teams were standing strong at
fourth and fifth respectively. Stephen Theon led the
Pirates with a 72-74 first two rounds.
The men's team continued the tournament
on Monday, Sept. 24; which was after press time
for The Whitworthian. Check online at www.
thewhitworthian.com for results and extended
coverage of the event.
Whitworthian Sports Staff

day of competition in Idaho

A limited roster size and injuries put Whitworth
women's golf in a tough situation early in season
Connor Soudani
Staff Writer
The Whitworth women's golf
team had an important outing
this weekend for the first half
of the North Idaho Invitational.
The invite, which featured many
NAIA and community college
teams, was a critical test of the
team's strength and standing as
they progress towards conference
PlaySenior Emily Guthrie, who fin
ished third at the event last year,
highlighted the performance this
year for the women shooting an
81 first round (including a holein-one) and a 75 second round.
"I was proud that we stayed
strong through 36 holes," Guthrie
said.
The women, while stumbling
through the first round, shaved off
22 points for a stronger secondround performance. In reference
to the team's major comeback,
Guthrie added that the dramatic
improvement was a good sign for
the rest of the invite competition
and also for the season to come.
Freshman Yvonne LaCoursiere
also expressed her positive reac
tion to the day's events.
"1 was very happy that we im
proved in that second round," she
said. "1 think every time we play a
new course it really helps us gain
experience."
That experience was much
needed for the three freshmen
who will have to take a more
prominent role in scoring for the
team as the season progresses.
The women's team is going into
this year with a wide assortment
of new challenges to deal with
in comparison to previous years.
While already competing with a
relatively small team of seven, the
Pirates are also fighting injuries
suffered by Nicole Lomax and

Jordan Beauchamp | File Photo

Graduated senior Haley Owens competes in a golf tournament for
Whitworth during the 2011-2012 season.
Emily Travis.
"We have a lot of room for im
provement in multiple areas,"
head coach Katie Fuqua said.
"Honestly, we don't stack up well
in conference right now. We're
hoping to do what we were able
to do in the past."
Whitworth will confront many
competitive teams in conference
this year, including rival George
Fox University and recently
emerged
Whitman
College,
which edged the Pirates in the
Lewiston Triangular on Sept. 8.
The women's team finished up

competition at the North Idaho
Invite on Monday, Sept. 24. Re
sults from Monday's competi
tion were not available at Whit
worthian press time. Results and
extended coverage can be found
online at www.thewhitworthian.
com
Whitworth will play in the
Whitworth Invitational in Spo
kane on Sept. 30.
Contact Connor Soudani at
csoudanil 6@my.whitworth.edu
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0-0

3-0

WILLAMETTE

0-0

3-0

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

0-0
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0-0

PUGETSOUND

0-0

0-3
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4-0

7-0-1

WHITWORTH
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4-0
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Catherine Palmer | Photographer

Senior midfielder Mackenzie Grow has emerged as a leader for the Pir
ate women's soccer team.

SPOTTED FROM THE CROW'S NEST
Women's soccer: Mackenzie Grow

She calms the whole game down and controls the
game."
Staff Writer
Grow has had a tremendous influence on her team
Senior midfielder Mackenzie Grow isa leader who mates. Last year, Grow and her teammates faced the
has left a legacy that will be felt far into the future of Lewis & Clark Pioneers at home. It was a close, hardfought match that ended regulation in a 2-2 tie. Grow
Whitworth soccer.
"Her character on and off the field serves as a fan took matters into her own hands and in a mere 52sec
tastic example to future members of the team of what onds the fight was over.
"Kenz took the ball, dribbled u
p and scored," Coach
it means to be a Whitworth women's soccer player,"
Hagerott said.
head coach Jael Hagerott said.
Grow recounted it as one of her favorite soccer
Grow has played soccer forWhitworth all four years
memories.
and is now team captain. Grow started playing soccer
Griswold says that Grow is a strong leader on and
when she was fiveyears old. She played forone season
off the field.
and then quit.
"She's very involved in getting people to church
"My parents put me into it, but 1 hated it at first,"
and carpooling and getting girls
Grow said.
involved with team building stuff,
She made the choice to playagain "What sets Mackenzie
Griswold said. "This year we're do
a year later when all her friends de
ing
a Bible study and she's very big
cided to play. Once she started to apart from the average
on getting the girls th ere and get
play aga in, she never looked back.
soccer player are her ting them involved."
Mackenzie was a seven-year partici
As captain, Grow has shown
pant of t he Spokane Soccer Acad
technical skills."
leadership skills.
emy. She also spent two years as a
"On the field, Kenz leads by ex
Spokane Soccer Academy Junior
- KELSEY GRISWOLD
ample, in how she works, and in
Coach.
her vocal leadership, she guides
teammate
Grow went to Lewis & Clark High
people to their position," Hagerott
School in Spokane. She was a twosaid. "She has a good game aware
time All-Greater Spokane League honoree during her
ness and she's a composed player."
junior and senior seasons.
"Hie game can get pretty hectic sometimes and the
As a freshman, Grow started 19 out of the team's
center mids are what control the game, the speed of
20 matches. She has scored 8 times in her 4 years at
how it goes and where the ball goes," Griswold sa id.
Whitworth.
"They distribute everything. And if you're not calm,
"What sets Mackenzie apart from the average soc
everyone else is very hectic, so she has that presence
cer player are her technical skills," fellow senior cap
that calms us all down."
tain, defender Kelsey Griswold said.
"My favorite part about playing soccer is being part
Grow is well known for her foot skills. Sheloves the
of a team and having team chemistry," Grow said.
creativity that comes with being a soccer player.
She has no immediate plans to playsoccer compet
"Soccer has given me a lot of patience," Growsaid.
itively after college; however as the team competes for
Grow has been an example toeveryone on the team
a conference title this season, Grow has lefta legacy to
both on and off the soccer field. On the field, she is
be proud of.
known for her composure.
"She is a calming influence," Griswold said. She s
been a huge impact. She's played every second since Contact Whitney Carter at
freshman,year. -She's an amazing player in the center, wcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu,

Whitney Carter

PUGET SOUND

4-0

7-1-1

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

4-0

5-3-1

WHITMAN

1-2-1

3-5-2

WILLAMETTE

1-3

3-4

LINFIELD

1-3

3-6

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-3-1

GEORGE FOX

0-4

m
0-8-1

1 SOCCER-WOMEN'S
NWC ALL
WHITWORTH

5-0

5-4

LINFIELD

3-0-1

4-2-1

PUGETSOUND

3-1 .

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

2-2-1

m
4-2-3

PACIFIC (ORE.)

2-3

3-6

WHITMAN

1-2-1

1-5-1

WILLAMETTE

0-1-3

2-1-3

LEWIS & CLARK

1-3

3-5

GEORGE FOX

0-5

1-6-2

1 VOLLEYBALL
NWC
PACIFIC LUTHERAN

4-0

ALL

10-2

PUGET SOUND

4-0

9-2

PACIFIC (ORE.)

3-1

3-8

LINFIELD

2-2

7-4

GEORGE FOX

2-2

4-6

WHITMAN

2-2

4-7

WHITWORTH

1-3

5-6

LEWIS & CLARK

0-4

4-9

WILLAMETTE

0^4

2-9

Note: Standings as of Sept. 23,2012

*
follow on Twitter
@BucSportsNews

WHITPICS
COMMUNITY
BUILDING DAY
TOP LEFT: Freshman Taylor Pena and senior Teagan Norton clean up trash around the
trails surrounding the YMCA during Community Building Day.
Juliana Zajicek |Photographer

TOP RIGHT: Senior Ian Case sorts and weighs tomatoes at one of several Riverfront com
munity gardens.
Greg Moser|Photographer

BELOW: Whitworth University and Holms Elementary students partner up to clean the
streets of Spokane.
Greg Moser \ Photographer

LEFT: Freshman Bethany Grenfell picks carrots at the YMCA garden during Community
Building Day.
Juliana Zajicek \ Ph otographer
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iwhitworthian
Serving the Whitworth community since 1905

ABOUTUS
VOLUME 103, ISSUE 3

The Whitworthian has served as the main source
of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely by students which
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innovative
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while inform
ing, entertaining and providing a forum for express
ing the interests of the Whitworth
community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vaca
tions. The content is generated entirely by students.
The college administration does not review the
newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas expressed
in The Whitworthian are those of the individual art
ists, writers and student editors, and do not neces
sarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university,
its administration, faculty/staff or advertisers. The
Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and
subscription revenue and in part by studeht activity
fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not neces
sarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or
*
its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
croachl4@my.whitworth.edu
Sept. 29 issue of The Whitworthian mislabeled a
graphic on p. 17.The graphic artist wasCaleb Drechsel.

The Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate
information possible. The Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you have
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
email to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu
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Awareness campaigns bring information,
discussion
Resident assistants put on events to discuss
alcohol and sexual assault awareness.

6 |School of global commerce and management
brings a US ambassador to speak
Ambassador Asif Chaudhry's speech
encourages students to consider jobs in U.S.
Foreign Services.

7

OPINIONS
1 6 1 Taxmaggedon could end in crisis

Exploring how new tax implementations
could cause economic suppression.

1 7 1 Homosexual marriage proves beneficial

Discussing how there isn't a good argument
against same-sex marriage.

18|

3

Don't assume, find out the truth
Exploring how we box people up and don't
allow ourselves to understand who they are.

|Students consider conscious consumption
The Not For Sale workshop Sept. 22 informed
students of tools to improve consumption,
habits.

ARTS&CULTURE

SPORTS

10 | Kipos club celebrates the harvest

1 9 | Men's soccer undefeated in NWC action

12 | Why study abroad

20 I Women's soccer continues hot start in

Whitworth's garden club hosts a harvest
festival with produce, homemade goods and
live music.
Find out where you can go if you want to
get beyond the border.

15

|Juicing cafe serves organic drinks and eats
Method Juice Cafe opened over summer in
downtown Spokane and serves a variety
of juices and smoothies, all made vegan
and organically.

Pirates earn a win and draw during
homestand against tough conference
opponents.

NWC play
Freshman forward Tiara Pajimola and the
Whitworth women's soccer team continue
to roll in conference play with a win and
draw.

2 3 | Spotted from the crow's nest: Whitney
Santos

Whitworth volleyball's senior libera sparks
the Pirates with strong motivation and
passion for the game.

Hannah Charlton |Cover Artist

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP A

Wear a helmet: Bike safety should be
priority for Whitworth community
When we first learn to ride bikes as kids, we are
equipped with a helmet, knee and elbow pads, fluo
rescent clothing for visibility on the road and a re
minder to look both ways when crossing the street.
While it may seem silly to remember the precautions
taken as a child, it's important to remember that bi
cycle safety doesn't only apply to kids.
According to cyclehelmets.org, bicycling accidents
cause approximately 1,300 deaths per year; both
adults and children make up that total. There is proof
that the use of a helmet could have prevented death
in many of those instances. In fact, cyclehelmets.org
estimates that helmets could have prevented about 87
percent of those deaths.
We have heard the consequences of a tragic fall or
getting hit by a ca r on the way home; however, col
lege students generally tend to be ignore basic bi
cycle safety. Helmets aren't exactly a positive fashion
statement and they aren't conducive to maintaining a
certain hairstyle either. But is that reallyworth risking
your life?
According to the Washington State Department
of Tran sportation, wearing a helmet while riding a
bicycle h as been a city law in Spokane since 2004.
Although Whitworth is located just inside Spokane
County, the law should still b e followed a s a safety
precaution.
Although not heavily enforced around the Spokane
area, this law was made to ensure bicycle safety. It is
a law that is neglected by many. This board feels that
the Whitworth community should abide by the law,
even though it technically doesn't apply to our loca
tion. Our city leaders have seen the devastating ef
fects of irresponsible riding and their actions to curb
biking accidents should speak loudly to us.
It m ay not be a huge deal if bike riding only oc
curs on campus. The chances of ge tting hit by a car
or crashing into a tree between your dorm room and
class are slim.But once you are faced with ahigh-traf
fic street such as Division, chances of an accident in
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crease. The lack of bike lanes on many of the roads in
Spokane also means that bikers need to take personal
steps to ensure their own safety. Along with these
considerations, riding your bike at night can increase
the danger of being in an accident.
Properly-designed helmets work to absorb the
force of a fall or crash that would normally cause head
injuries. The thick foam that molds to the head of a
helmet user surrounds the skull and serves as a wall
of pro tection; this can be crucial due to the fragility
of our skulls. With wide availability and inexpensive
costs, they are accessible to almost anyone. Still, peo
ple choose not to wear them for various reasons.
Some are opposed because they believe that a sim
ple bike ride should not necessitate armor, even if it is
just across campus. Some believe that helmets can
not truly save them ni the event of an accident. At this
stage in life, most people just tend to feel invincible.
They hear the statistics and they know the facts, but
they believe it will never be them. Despite safe bike
riding, drivers ofcars cannot always betrusted to have
bicyclists' best interest in mind, therefore putting bi
cyclists at a constant disadvantage. All it takes is one
wrong move or one irresponsible driver.
This board urges the Whitworth community to
make bicycle safety a priority. For those who relyheavily on bikingfor transportation, the investment in
a helmet is an important one. It may feel inappropri
ate and one may even get some weird looks, but the
results of an accident are much worse. For those who
bike at night, reflectiveclothing orbike lights mayalso
be a good investment.
No matter how childish, ridiculous or sweaty a hel
met may be, looking cool on a bike is not worth the
consequences that come after an accident. You are
never too old to remember that voice that you heard
as a child saying, "Wear your helmet and look both
ways."

2012-2013 SUBSCRIPTIONS
Please send me a one
semester (1/2 a year)
subscription. Enclosed is a
check for $16.

Please send to:
Name:
Address:

Please send me a one year
subscription. Enclosed is a
check for $30.

City:
Zip:
Phone:.

Please make checks payable
to Whitworth University c/o
Ihe Whitworthian.

Questions? Call Chrissy Roach,
editor-in-chief, at

State:

(509) 777-3248

The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses toarticles or issues of interest to the Whitworth community. Send
letters to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200 words.
+
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NEWS
STACKINGUP:

TUITION AT
WHITWORTH
&
REGIONAL
SCHOOLS

WHITWORTH UNIVERSITY

$26,025

PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY

$29,000

GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY
COLLEGEOFIDAHO

$33,160

GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
WASHINOTONSTATEUNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY OFWASHINGTON

STATE$11,860
L OUT of STATE$24,468
STATE$12,383
OUT OF STATE$29,938

SEATTLE PACIFIC UNIVERSITY
LEWIS ANDCLARKCOLLEGE

$31,701
$39,970
Hannah Charlton \ Graphic Artist

Information obtained from each university's web page.

Tuition Tales: Students find means to make ends meet
"Finances are always something I
A Pell Gra nt is gift aid from the fed
eral government. Some colleges also worry about because my parents are
provide institutional grants through not helping me," she said.
Before her freshman year, Sivonen
The beginning of each semester their endowments and donors.
During President Barack Obama's calculated the starting salary of her
brings payment amount information
administration, the federal student ideal job, an account manager. The
every student must face. For many, fi
loans interest rate was maintained. The starting salary is about $35,000 a year.
nancial aid helps manage that figure.
She strives to keep her debt below that
"Ninety-six percent of fu ll-time ma regulation was about to expire and if it
had, student loan interest rates would amount.
triculated day students receive finan
So far she has succeeded, with about
have doubled. Congress extended the
cial aid," said Wendy Olson, director of
$7,000 a year in loans. She will gradu
ate
low rate until June of 2013.
financial aid.
According to the White House web about $21,000 in debt.
A financial aid package may include
"That's better than the national aver
site, "The President's proposal to re
scholarships, grants, work study and
age, I think," Sivonen said.
loans. These numbers fluctuate based form student aid to keep tuition from
Though
Whit
on each student's demonstrated finan spiraling too high
worth is an expen
and
drive
greater
cial need through the FAFSA form.
"I really value the small sive school in com
"Work study is great because it helps value will improve
parison to other
size of Whitworth. I
students not borrow as much and build distribution of fed
universities, Sivonen
eral
financial
aid
and
their resume," Olson said.
campus- also really wanted to go feels the experience
Of th e four categories, scholarships increase
is worth the price.
and grants are considered gift ai d, as based aid.'
to a Christian school.
"I really value the
On
a
practical
they do not need to be paid back, unlike
small size of Whit
loans. In the current student popula note, Olson pointed
God
has
always
given
worth. I also really
tion, 2,188 of matriculated day students out that a lack of fed
wanted to go to a
eral
funding
would
me
the
money
I
need
to
receive gift aid, averaging $19,000, Ol
Christian
school.
impact Whitworth
son said.
make it through."
God has always giv
The average amount of financial aid students and their
en me the money
received by a full-time matriculated amount of student
—KERRA SIVO NEN
I need to make it
day student is around $27,154, Ol son debt.
"It would reduce
through," she said.
senior
said.
the
amount
of
g
rants
Senior
Michael
With the presidential election com
Baxter has turned
ing up in November, college readiness available to Whit
and federal financial aid spending have worth students which could increase down education because of finances.
student loans," Olson said.
He started attending Whitworth spring
been hot topics in the media.
According to StudentAdvisor.com, semester of 2011. He was able to attend
Republican presidential candidate
Mitt Romney attributes increased fed Whitworth tuition for the 2010-2011 for one semester and has now returned
eral financial aid to an increase in tu school year totaled $29,890. Currently, after a year hiatus.
When students turns 24 years old,
ition. He seeks to revise current regula tuition per year sits at $33,676, accord
they file FAFSA separate from their par
tions to shift college financing into the ing to the Whitworth website.
Students pay for Whitworth using ents, Baxter said. In spring 2011, he was
private sector.
23 and his father worked at Microsoft.
"Romney would limit eligibility for different combinations.
"I have a little bit of everything in He did not receive much in the way of
the Pell to the neediest students, elimi
nate recent regulations and increase my financial aid package," senior Kerra financial aid.
Since then, Baxter turned 24 years
the private sector's role in student Sivonen said.
Her parents do not help pay for old and his father was laid off from Mi
lending," according to the National As
sociation of Student Financial Aid Ad school tuition. Sivonen said they help crosoft. Thus his gift aid increased sub
when they can with smaller expenses, stantially.
ministrators website.
such as gas.
"Half my tuition is covered by grants,"

Caitlyn Starkey
StaffWriter

Baxter said.
While Baxter admits to enjoying the
physics department, he does not think
it would be worth attending Whitworth
if the financial aid were not as substan
tial.
"I think Whitworth offers a great
education, but I wouldn't want to take
out $30,000 in loans each year. Grants
were crucial to my decision to come to
Whitworth," he said.
Sophomore Kailley Grantham knows
the feeling of doubting continuation at
Whitworth.
"I'm so financially needy that I get
grants," Grantham said.
Last spring when estimated fin:
rial aid numbers were being sent oui
Grantham discovered a mix-up in
some numbers. A much larger number
than intended had been accidentally
placed on a FAFSA form changing her
financial aid total. Two days before fall
semester started the confusion was
straightened out.
"All of a s udden I had no Pell grant,
my grants were less and my loans were
less," Grantham said.
Grantham uses the maximum
amount of grants awarded as well asI
the maximum amount of loans she
qualifies for.
"I haven't completely crunched
the numbers because it scares me,"
Grantham said, referring to her debt
upon graduation.
Like Sivonen, Grantham said she
values Whitworth and its education
enough to endure the financial burden.
"No matter how expensive it is or
how much financial hardship I will
go through, I feel like it's worth it,"
Grantham said.
More information about types of fi
nancial aid can be found at the Finan
cial Aid office.
Contact Caitlyn Starkey at
cstarkeyl3@my.whitworth.edu

Awareness campaigns on campus
discuss alcohol, sexual assault
Katherine Knoll
StaffWriter
*

Every year, multiple awareness-raising projects
take place around the Whitworth campus. Two such
programs focus on sexual assault awareness and al
cohol awareness. Returning resident assistants host
ed these programs during dorm Prime Times Sept. 25
and 27.

Alcohol awareness

NEED TO KNOW
• Resident assistants set up awareness-rais
ing projects to discuss important topics in the
Whitworth community.
• Alcohol awareness seminars took place
Thursday Sept. 27 and centered around dis
cussion of topics such as alcohol depen
dence, responsible use of alcohol, legislation
and law enforcement.

Dorms across campus held alcohol awareness
seminars Thursday Sept. 27. These provided a space
for open student discussion of both concerns and
• Sept. 25 sexual assault awareness seminars
personal experiences. There were many topics of dis
in Warren and East focused both on avoid
cussion, including both alcohol dependency and the
ance of high-risk situations as well as the pos
responsible use of alcohol.
sibility of intervention in certain situations as
Conversation also spanned the legal and social
a bystander.
contexts of alcohol. Legislation and law enforce
ment of alcohol consumption were discussed, as well
as different educational styles of teaching alcohol
awareness in public secondary schools.
Senior Jordan Scholten, a McMillanRA who helped sexual assault, as well as wher
e students can go if they
organize and host this year's awareness program, said need help.
there isa need in the community forevents like these.
One such resource is Lutheran Community Servic
"I feel that as a society we're not balanced in the es, which works with victims of sexual assault, pro
way we deal with alcohol," Scholten said.
viding support groups and other services. Two rep
Moderation of alcohol consumption was one of the resentatives of the organization participated in East's
major points discussed.
discussion of sexual assault.
Along with facilitating conversation, RAs provided
Another resource is the Whitworth Health Center,
materials such as alcohol awareness pins and pledg where Oswalt works. She said they have m
any ways to
es with statements such as "I will hav e a plan" and help sexual assault victims. The health center coun
"I have a choice," which students were encouraged to selors can provide counseling for students, as well
sign.
as either academic or housing support. For instance,
Aside from Prime Time discussions, other forms of employees can help make special arrangements for
passive programming were employed to build aware students suffering from post-traumatic stress, or alter
ness around campus. Even those not in attendance their class schedules to help them avoid uncomfort
of alcohol awareness Prime Times may have spotted able or unsafe situations. It c an also accommodate
the information table set up in the
changes in a student's living situ
HUB, where the pledges were avail
ation if th e need arises, or help a
"I think the personal
able and alcohol statistics printed
student press charges against his
stories brought home or her sexual assault perpetrator.
on coffee sleeves.
Above all, workers at the health
the reality. It's very easy center aim to provide a healthy
Sexual assault awareness
and supportive environment.
to separate yourself
Tuesday Sept. 25, Warren and
In the past, counselors have
East held similar seminar discus
done bystander intervention
from something
training. In 60 percent of instances
sions focused on sexual assault
difficult, but when it's of power-based personal violence,
awareness.
there is a witness, Oswalt said.
Among the topics discussed
someone you know it Bystander
training helps teach
were issues of power-based per
people what they can do to keep
sonal violence, how to avoid highmakes it real."
violence from happening.
risk situations and behavior, and
"For those who aren't victims
—MARK RICHCREEK
how to reach out to or intervene for
it's important to be aware, so
someone who may be a victim and
resident assistant
there's no excuse not to take ac
the impact of s exual assault on the
tion. [Knowing] for example, what
community.
can you do? How can you ap
Whitworth senior Erin Ballo
shared her personal experience. Additionally, an proach someone?" Richcreek said.
Oswalt discussed the community's role in the situ
anonymous personal account of sexual assault on the
ations involved.
Whitworth campus was read aloud and discussed.
"The reality exists. People are hurt by other people
Junior Mark Richcreek, a Warren RA, said he
exercising power and control over them. We need to
thought the stories were effective.
"I think the personal stories brought home the real make a stand as a community to believe them, be
ity. It's very easy to separate yourself from something there for them and to let them know that we have re
difficult, but when it's someone you know it makes it sources," Oswalt said.
Oswalt said that there are always opportunities for
real," Richcreek said.
Pam Oswalt, Whitworth counselor and advocate, students in crisis to find help on the Whitworth cam
pus.
helped lead the discussion.
"I want to be available to [the stud
ents] because the
Contact Katherine Knoll at
topic is important to our community," Oswalt said.
- She p rovided informative literature on the issue of kknolll 6@my.whitworth.edu

$27,154

The average amount of financial aid received by
a full-time matriculated day student per year.

60

Percent of instances of power-based personal
violence in which a witness is present. Bystander
intervention training can teach people how to
help prevent violence.

39

Number of pages in the 2012 Whitworth Fact
Book. The Fact Book is comprised of information
about the students enrolled at Whitworth as of
the 10th day of school.

2,249

Amount of undergraduate day students currently
attending Whitworth.

74

Number of the referendum that could potentially
legalize gay marriage in Washington.

$1,099

Average amount of tax increase that millenials
can expect if "Taxmaggedon" is implemented.

6
Number of goals scored through 11 games by
Whitworth women's soccer freshman forward
Tiara Pajimola. Pajimola is currently second in
the conference in individual goals scored.

0
Combined number of conferenceTosses for the
Whitworth football, men's soccer and women's
soccer teams thus far.
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by Molly Hough

A very Hipster Homecoming has invaded the cam
pus and we are eager for the week's events! Make sure
to look for all of the incredible activities that are hap
pening around campus. They are all leading up to the
homecoming game and dance! So grab your typewrit
ers and vintage coffee mugs and head to the service
station for the dance of all dances!
This past week in the chambers we had two guest
speakers. Grant Casady, assistant professor in the
Biology department, came to speak about a new
environmental studies minor. This will be an inter
disciplinary minor that includes 11 departments. It
is a great opportunity for students. Seth Owens, offcampus representative, was put on a committee to
help form this minor. He will be the student voice so
make sure to speak to him if you have any questions
or ideas. Brian Benzel, vice president of finance and
administration, spoke to ASWTJ abou t new plans for
the bookstore. A committee has been formed to view
the new proposals for the bookstore and both Jonny
Whitmore and Blaine Eldredge will represent the stu
dent voice on it.
The ministry known as YoungLives cares for teen
moms in Spokane. They have multiple clubs all over
the city and they truly care for these women holistically. YoungLives is doing "Jeans for Teens" and ask
ing for any jeans you are willing to give away. It will
provide clothing for these women as they are going
through a transition phase in their life. The boxes will
be located in the HUB, East, and Warren. Contact Samantha Keogh if you have any questions.
ASWU meets every Wednesday at 5 p.m. and I
would like to personally invite you to the meeting. Email Tim Gjefle if you would like a free dinner for that
night! I look forward to seeing you all there.
Please come up and introduce yourself if you have
not already. I would love to meet you and hear how
the year is going. Let us know if you would like to see
ASWU do anything we are not doing already. We are
here to serve you and hope that is being communi
cated!
Live Bold. Be Fierce.
Molly Beth
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Hannah Charlton | Graphic Artist'

moldova.usembassy.gov

Ambassador Asif Chaudhry has served in Egypt, Poland, the Republic of Moldova and the
former U.S.S.R as a Foreign Service Officer.

Serving the world through
the US Foreign Services

lar stood out to Whitworth sophomore Alina Stefoglo.
"My dad is from Moldova. I was born in
Ukraine," Stefoglo said.
In a room primarily associated with the discus
Stefoglo said she believes his passion for Amer
sion of worldviews, Whitworth students heard ican freedoms comes across strongly because he
from a man who has, in service to his country,
wasn't born with those rights.
viewed the world.
"He seems so unselfish in what he is trying to
U.S. Ambassador Asif Cha udhry spoke in the
do" Stefoglo said.
Robinson Teaching Theatre as a guest to the
Chaudhry touched on that subject. He said
school of global commerce and management that those who are U.S. citizens by choice are
Tuesday, Sept. 25.
sometimes more passionate because they know
Currently, Chaudhry is assigned to the posi
the difference between rights in the U.S. and oth
tion of foreign policy advisor to the Chief of Naval
er countries.
Operations. Prior to that assignment, Chaudhry
"In the United States anything is possible,"
served as a Foreign Service Officer to the U.S. in
Chaudhry said. "You can l ook like anything, you
the Republic of Moldova, Egypt, Poland, and the
can talk like anything."
former U.S.S.R. Chaudhry's travels have enabled
Chaudhry discussed the uniqueness of op
him to learn many languages, including Rus
portunities as an American and
sian, Polish, Arabic, Punjabi and
even more so, as a Foreign Ser
Urdu.
vice Officer.
"I was impressed that he knew
"Everything you do, it re
"Every
dollar
that
we
as many languages as he did,"
ally matters. It really makes a
sophomore Katie Ferris said.
export has an impact difference in someone's life,"
In spite of his global experi
Chaudhry said.
ences, having received his Ph.D. on a number of jobs in
Describing the career as no
from Washington State Univer
ble work, Chaudhry said Ameri
this country"
sity, Chaudhry refers to Pullman
can interests and values are not
and Spokane as his hometowns.
— ASIF CHAUDHRY
forced onto other countries, but
"One of th e things that bring
a belief in democracy and hu
me to this part of the world
U.S. Ambassador
man rights is openly displayed.
is Spokane and Pullman,"
During this process an ambassa
Chaudhry said.
dor has the opportunity to learn
Throughout
his
career,
about
culture,
religion,
language and traditions.
Chaudhry has consistently worked with an ele
"It's a' matter of us getting to know the rest of
ment of di plomacy familiar to many people of
the world so that we can make it good for every- ~
Eastern Washington: agriculture.
Ferris said that she would not have initially one," Chaudhry said.
Becoming a Foreign Service officer is not nec
thought of agriculture when considering what it
takes to be an adviser but that it answers a very essarily a career readily considered. However,
important question, how do we feed our cou
ntry? for those in business with an interest in making
In that sense, the agriculture is an element of life a difference through global opportunities, being
that crosses all cultures and helps to fuel a global an ambassador may be a valid option. Likewise,
Chaudhry advised students to consider working
economy.
"We are really trying to help, making a differ with the Peace Corps.
"I would urge all of you to view this as a po
ten
ence in the country we are helping," Chaudhry
said. "Every dollar that we export has an impact tial [job opportunity]," Chaudhry said.
According to the website for the U.S. Depart
on a number of jobs in this country."
Diplomacy cannot only be measured in ment of State, career tracks as a Foreign Service
terms of e conomic gains or agricultural goods. Officer include include consular, economic,
Chaudhry spoke in great detail about the growth management* political and public diplomacy.
in infrastructure and intangible values. In Mol Whitworth students with an interest in diploma
dova, Chaudhry assisted in creating education cy might consider applying to the Pathways In
programs and teaching democracy as a model for ternship Program or the U.S. Department of State
other neighboring countries such as Ukraine. In Student Experience Program.
Egypt, he witnessed progress spreading to Syria,
Jordan, Lebanon and Israel.
Contact Laryssa Lynch at
Chaudhry's work in Eastern Europe in particu laryssalynchl5@my.whitworth.edu

Laryssa Lynch
StaffWriter

How do your favorite
companies measure up?

Technology
HP: C

Apple: D

Kindle: D-

Company's policies, transparency, monitoring and
worker's rights as rated by Free2Work, a website that
provides information on specific companies' relation to
forced and child labor. More information can be found at
www.free2work.org.

Apparel
Hanes: A-

Adidas: B+

Levis: B
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Evanne Montoya \ News Editor

Not For Sale workshop promotes conscious consumption

monitoring, transparency and worker which is the third-largest producer of
rights. Free2Work informs consum cotton in the world, Batstone said. The
ers and allows them to make educated government of Uz bekistan uses statecontrolled forced labor and child labor
The 150th anniversary of the prelim purchasing decisions.
"I don't want to support a company to meet cotton quotas, according to
inary Emancipation Proclamation was
cottoncampaign.org.
recognized, as the Not For Sale World that makes money from slave labor. I
School teachers in Uzbekistan are
would
go
buy
local
produce;
I
would
Tour educated Whitworth students
ordered to close schools and enforce
about the realities of modern day slav go to a Fair Trade market," sophomore
quotas. People are threatened, activ
ery and the impact that students can Hannah Gamiel said.
ists are detained and
Free2Work
assigns
have on ending it, Sept. 22.
tortured, and interna
One of th e topics for the workshop companies a letter
"We
have
a
direct
tional monitors are not
was Free2Work. Free2Workis a website grade based on those
allowed in the country,
that provides consumers with informa four categories. For ex responsibility. In our
according to cottontion on how forced and child labor is ample, both The North
campaign.
used to make the brands and products Face and Vans received choices there is a cost
The issue is not con
an
overall
grade
of
C+.
they love.
involved that affects fined to Uzbekistan,
The
breakdown
was
the
Ethan Batstone, campaign coordina
tor of the Not for Sale Campaign, said same for each with a B
the lives of others." however.
There are 27-30
many products people buy have been in policies, B- in trans
million
people are
parency,
B
in
monitor
—
ETHAN
BAT
STONE
produced through the exploitation of
enslaved today and
ing and D- in worker
men, women and children.
campaign coordinator of 200,000 of th ose are in
rights.
"Every product has a story," he said.
the United States, Bat
The
goal,
however,
is
A num ber of com panies, knowingly
Not For Sale
stone said. This exploi
or not, are connected to human exploi not to punish compa
tation includes sexual,
tation and slavery somewhere along nies for their practices,
their supply chain, Batstone said. The but rather show them ways to improve, forced labor, child labor, child soldiers
and any other type of bondage that
Not For Sale and Free2Work programs Batstone said.
"We have to stop demonizing com removes a person's freedom for the fi
are working to bring transparency to
panies and wagging our fingers at them nancial gain of someone else, he said.
thoseissues.
However, there is a waythat can peo
without
providing solutions for them,"
"We have a direct responsibility. In
ple can be proactive.
our choices there is a cost involved that Batsone said.
Free2Work shows companies ways
Free2Work has an application for the
affects the lives of others," Batstone
that they can stop exploitation in their iPhone and Android that scans the bar
said.
code of an item and will show the let
The Free2Work website analyzes supply chains.
This issue is closer to home than ter grade for the maker of that product.
company efforts to end exploitative
practices in their supply chain by rating most people think: 30 percent of Amer When the app is used to make a pur
them in four main categories: policies, ica's cotton comes from Uzbekistan, chasing decision, the company will be

KendraStubbs
Staff Writer

tagged on Facebook and Tweeted at in
order to inform them why or why not a
purchase was made.
Sophomore Bethany Heim, treasur
er of th e International Justice Mission
club at Whitworth, said that the Free2Work a pp makes her stop and think
about her purchases.
"Clothing is reallyhard for me. When
something is cute, you want it, but you
don't think about how it's made," Heim
said. "I've started going to thrift stores
and buying secondhand. Differentiat
ing between a need and a want helps,
too."
World Market on Division street in
Spokane has fair trade options. Howev
er, higher prices of fair trade products
may be an issue, Gamiel said.
"It is concerning for a college stu
dent, but I think it's worth it in the long
run. Every person makes a difference,"
Gamiel said.
Heim had a personal experience
in South Africa and Swaziland that
sparked her interest in the cause, she
said.
"I felt angry; not an 'I want to punch
a wall' angry, but an 'I want to change
this' angry," Heim said.
Not For Sale aspires to eventually
make the grading system for compa
nies a law that must be complied with,
Batstone said.
Contact Kendra Stubbs at
kstubbsl 5@my.whitworth.edu
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Alumna wins teaching award for P.I, excellence
Middle school teacher Jessica Shawley
combines physical activity with teaching

Rebekah Bresee

was actively involved in sports and various activities
such as 4-H and Future Farmers of America that pro
Whitworth alumna Jessica Shawley presented a moted healthy, active living.
"I felt the benefit, both physically and socially, of
lecture, "Going Above and Beyond with Excellence"
yed it,"Shawley said.
emphasizing the importance of com bining teaching being physically active and I enjo
She eventually came to Whitworth and got into the
with physical activity Tuesday, Sept. 25.
Shawley is a physical education teacher at Moscow education program, inspired by family members who
have jobs in the educational field.
Middle School in Moscow, Idaho.
As a National Teacher of the
"New academic
Six months ago, Shawley was
Year, Sha wley's mission is to pres
awarded the 2012 National Teacher
requirements have
ent ways for teachers to incorporate
of the Year for Middle School Physi
movement into their lessons in an
resulted in some
cal Education by the National Asso
ciation for Sport and Physical Edu schools reducing recess effort to create a healthier genera
tion of children.
cation. Prior to that, she received
In the past years concerns about
the Regional Middle School Teacher and activity breaks in
health and fitness for children in
award and Idaho Middle School
order to add course
the United States have accumulat
Teacher of the Year award by the
ed.
First Lady Michelle Obama has
work."
same organization.
made childhood obesity her prima
"These are impressive accom
—JESSICA SHAWLEY
ry cause. She has brought to public
plishments for someone who gradu
attention the fact that childhood
Whitworth Alumna and
ated only nine years ago," professor
obesity rates have tripled in the last
of education Betty Williams said.
2012 National Teacher of
three decades.
Shawley's successes also include
Children are becoming less ac
the Year
receiving the National Board Certi
tive with entertainment generally
fication and being the President of
the Idaho Association of Health, Physical Education, being more passive. Kids are not getting up and mov
ing.
Recreation and Dance.
Schools have been putting more attention on aca
"The faculty wanted to bring her back as an in
demics
and less on activity. Lecturers forget the need
spiration for undergraduates who are pursuing the
teaching field and to share her exceptional knowl to have active participation from their students.
"New academic requirements have resulted in
edge," Williams said.
some
schools reducing recess and activity breaks in
Shawley grew up in a small, rural town where she

Staff Writer

Megan Hinzdel \ Photographer

Jessica Shawley talks about her success as a teacher in the Robinson teaching theater on Tuesday,
Sept. 25.

Simon Puzankov \ Photographer

An '03 graduate, Jessica Shawley returned
to Whitworth to present her techniques for
physical education. She was named the 2012
Teacher of the Yearfor middle school P.E.
order to add course work," Williams said.
Through her lectures, Shawley has introduced
multiple techniques teachers can use to keep kids
moving in class.
One of t hese techniques is to incorporate "brain
breaks." These are 15minute breaks that involvesome
type of movement such as jumping jacks or dancing
to a song. This allows the kids to take a small break
from their studies to get up and move.
Schools are encouraging P.E. te achers to provide
their students with information about a healthy life
style. However, P.E. teachers only get so many min
utes to implement nutritional information as well as
physical activity.
"I a m always searching for new ways to improve
the program," Shawley said.
This movement is going to require a lot of time and
effort from Shawley. She said the next year will be
challenging but the program is important.
"Teaching is a calling. Participation in a profession
is essential," Shawley said.
Sophomore Lauren Nelson attended the lecture
Tuesday night.
"I love the passion and motivation Jessica has in
her work," Nelson said.
Nelson is going into elementary education and
plans to teach first grade. She plans to minor in
coaching and become a swim coach as well.
Like Shawley, family is an inspiration for Nelson's
career choice. Her dad is a high school teacher.
"He gets excited when kids get a concept. His en
thusiasm is motivating," Nelson said. "It is important
as a teacher to instill that motivation in kids."
Shawley said her experience in the Whitworth ed
ucation program has provided that same motivation
that influences her teaching style.
Shawley closed her lecture with a statement in
spired by the Whitworth mission: "An educa tion of
mind and heart needs a healthy, balanced body."
Contact Rebekah Bresee at
rbreseel 6@my. whitworth.edu

NEWSINBRIEF

Construction of the studentrecreation
center leads to fewer parking spaces
THEATRE30

Due to construction, some parking spaces
behind Westminster Hall have been blocked.
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Whitworth takes steps to switch to
outside operation of the campus
bookstore

THEOLOGY62

.
Hannah Charlton | G
raphic Artist

Brian Benzel, vice president of finance and
administration, announced via campus e-mail
Wednesday Sept. 26 that Whitworth would be
seeking proposals for a third party to run the
bookstore. The decision to do so stems from
industry changes that have challenged the
financial stability of the bookstore.

Number of students in each department as reported by the Whitworth Fact Book.

Whitworth Fact Book describes
the makeup of the student body
Jennifer Ingram
StaffWriter
Since before the 1930s, Whitworth University
has been creating and publishing Fact Books, also
known as 10th Day Reports. Once the school year
commences, universities all over the nation have
exactly 10 days to create a type of census by gather
ing information and reporting it back to the federal
government.
Those statistics are used for marketing, commu
nication and advertising purposes throughout the
rest of the school year.
The Fact Book data includes enrollment history,
department size, ethnicity ratios and tuition in
creases. The report holds valuable information that
helps the university make decisions that influence
the Whitworth 2021Vision and Strategic Plan. Once
administrators can see the completed report, they
can better determine where their time and energy
should be spent to best help the university grow.
Director of Institutional Research Gary
Whisenand said that when he joined the university
in 1992, the Fact Book was only three pages long.
Since then, he has taken this report under his wing
and expanded it to 39 pages of i nformation and
data.
"What the Fact Book does is it tries to report
significant numbers that are useful for communi
cation as we try to produce evidence for decision
making," Whisenand said.
Whisenand referred to the report as being asnap
shot or benchmark of wh at the university looked
like at beginning of the school year. Whitworth can
then use the numbers to compare the peaks and
plunges from previous Fact Books as well as from
the data warehouse.
"Unfortunately when I got here 20 years ago,
there had been a lot of i ncomplete records and
varying levels ofinformation available," Whisenand
said. "So when I joined the university, I wanted to
make sure we were adhering to the vision that we
set for ourselves."
One of t he visions that Whitworth's 2021 Plan
had set out was a cap of 2,300 stud ents. The 2012
Fact Book r eports that Whitworth has 2,249 full time matriculated students this year. Whisenand

NEEDtoKNOW
• The Fact Book is published every year
and contains information about enroll
ment as of the 10th day of classes.
• Current undergraduate enrollment is at
2,249, about 50 students away from the
2,300 cap set forth in Whitworth's 2021
strategic plan.
« In the full-time student body, 17 per
cent of students are of underrepresented
ethnic populations.
said that the number of students on campus today
is close to the maximum number of students Whit
worth will hold.
The largest increases in majors took place in
the biology, psychology, health science, business
management, elementary education and English
departments. The Fact Book allows Whitworth offi
cials to track the majors that are attracting the most
interest in full-time and part-time students.
The six-year graduation rate is 75.9 percent this
year. This means that 75.9 percent of students that
started Whitworth six years ago have now graduat
ed. This marks the eighth consecutive year that the
six-year graduation rate has exceeded 70 percent.
"We refer, to the Fact Book all year long,"
Whisenand said. "This i s how the institution can
decide how they can meet the needs of th eir stu
dents."
One item that came out of the Fact Book was the
higher percentage of ethnically diverse students.
Seventeen percent of the full-time student body
comes from underrepresented populations.
"This is the most diverse group of freshmen that
we have ever accepted," Whisenand said.
Contact Jennifer Ingram at
jingram!3@my. whitworth.edu
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Robbery in Coeur d'Alene ends in a
shooting
Robbery suspect Christian Nicholas Buquet
was shot and killed by police Saturday after he
allegedly shot and injured another man and
fired at civilians and officers. The man he shot,
Frank James, was taken to the hospital. As of
Sunday his condition was unknown.

California bill bans practices of
certain'therapies' intended to change
minors' sexual orientation.
Governor Jerry Brown signed a bill Saturday, to
take effect on Jan. 1, that forbids mental health
providers from p roviding minors with therapies
to change their sexual orientation. The bill
describes this as including efforts to "change
behaviors or gender expressions, or to eliminate
or reduce sexual or romantic attractions or
feelings toward individuals of the same sex,"
according to the New York Times.
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At least 32 killed by car bomb attacks
in Iraq
Attacks in Taji, Madain, Kut, and other Iraqi
cities killed at least 32 and injured more than
100 Sunday. While the attacks seemed to be
aimed at security personnel, many civilians
were also killed or injured. In the Taji a ttacks,
four car bombs went off, k illing at least eight.
Taji is town north of Baghdad that is mainly
Sunni. In Madain a car bomb exploded next to a
bus. Bombs also went off in Mosul and Baquba.

Checkpoint shooting kills two in
eastern Afghanistan
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In the Wardak province, a U.S. soldier and
contractor were killed along with three Afghan
soldiers Saturday. The two U.S. casualties bring
the U.S. death toll in Afghanistan since 2001
past 2,000.
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Sources | BBC, New York Times, Spokesman-Review
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Garden club celebrates its harvest with festival
Juliette Torres
StaffWriter
Kipos, Whitworth's garden club, was created af
ter an inspiring speech titled "What Would You Do
to Change the World?" had been presented in an
international relations course. Over the summer,
members of the group spent close to 10 hours a week
tending the garden on the corner of Wellen Lane and
Hawthorne Road and the club was officially char
tered in February 2012.
"The purpose of the club was to promote sustainability and awareness about what good it can do to
educate others about it," said club president, sopho
more Dana Le Roy. "It's basically action-oriented to
wards getting others to grow their own food."
The club has recently been harvesting its vegeta
bles and put on a harvest festival for Whitworth stu
dents Sept. 23. Thegathering of people was presented
with freshly made pesto, juice, jam and other goods
to enjoy. Some of the crowd favorites were the carrots
and raspberry jam. About 40-50 students, both club
members and non-members, joined in on the festivi
ties, which included live music from Austen and Ian
Case and Cold Mountain Yeti. G uests were encour
aged to BYOBAM (Bring Your Own Blanket and Mug)
in order to join in on the giant picnic.
Currently, the club's meetings draw around 10-30
students and the group is hoping to expand member
ship. When the group, first started, Kipos had a very
small patch of l and. Since, the garden has tripled in
size. Plans for expansion include building a commu
nity garden for those living off-campus. One of t he
primary future plans of Kipos is to create an orchard
in the Back 40.
Sophomore Joy Attaway went to the first meeting
and has returned every week since.
"It's really been wonderful to see the garden liter
ally grow," she said.
Sophomore Michelle Youngblom, the club's vice
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Rebekah Daniels \ Photographer

Ian (left) and Austen (right) Case performed
at Kipos' harvest festival on Sept. 23 where the
Whitworth club celebrated its yield of produce.
president, is optimistic that the mission of the group
will be successfully passed down to future genera
tions of students. She said she hopes it willthrive long
after she and Le Roy have graduated.
Another goal is to functionally house chickens for
eggs, goats for milk and cheese, and bees for honey.
Youngblom is currently looking into hydroponics, a
method of growing plants in a water and nutrient so
lution without soil, so that food can be grown in the
winter as well.
The advisor of Kipos, M atthew Baker, resident di
rector of Ballard, McMillan and Cornerstone, said
his focus is encouraging leadership and also helping
with problems. Baker grew up on a farm and knows
how and when to plant certain foods.
Since the group has been chartered, Kipos has
donated 40 pounds of harvested food to a local food
bank and hopes even more people will be involved in
the future.
Contact Juliette Torres at
juliettetorresl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Rebekah Daniels | Photographer

Sophomore Taylor Countryman tastes the berries
from the Kipos garden. The club's harvest festival
also had homemade pesto and jam.

Alumnus runs thrift store to assist refugees
Madison Garner
StaffWriter
After graduating from college with a degree in the
ology, w hat's the next step? Start a business. That's
the path Brent Hendricks, a Whitworth alumnus,
took. In July 2011, he created Global Neighborhood
Thrift Store, a business designed to provide jobs and
low-cost supplies to refugees in Spokane.
Hendricks had been working with the non-profit
Global Neighborhood, which focuses on helping ref
ugees in Spokane.
."We had worked with refugees for a number of
years. Listening to them, it became apparent their
greatest need was employment," Hendricks said.
"Some of the biggest barriers was needing a reference
and experience."
Seeing this need for employment, Hendricks de
cided to tackle it head on by creating a thrift store.

"It's very rewarding seeing how their english skills
"Having a job at our store helps people get their
and job skills progress," Stephanie
foot in the door of the employment
"We want to give
Hendricks said. "We've built friend
market here in Spokane," Hen
ships among the staff."
dricks said. "Since we were finding
refugees tools and the
The thrift store aims to provide
it very difficult to connect refugees
employment and teach the work
with meaningful jobs, we just de
opportunity to work,
ers valuable skills so that they can
cided to start something to employ
learn, and provide for be successful and get employment
them ourselves."
The idea for a thrift store
somewhere else.
themselves."
"Before [working at Global Neigh
stemmed from an overflow of do 
nations. Hendricks' sister, Stepha
borhood Thrift] I didn't know how to
BRENT HENDRICKS
nie Hendricks, works with him at
work in a store and now I do,so in the
the store.
owner of Global Neighborhood future I ca n work for another store,"
"Global Neighborhood had been
said employee Gotpul Nyachol.
Thrift
getting so many physical donations
Global
Neighborhood Thrift
to give to refugees that storing was
focuses on providing skills and tools,
getting so complicated," Stephanie Hendricks said. instead of cha rity. Charity is unsustainable, and the
"They built the thrift store to give cheap products to
Continued on p.14
the refugee community and provide jobs."
Currently, the store employs three refugees.
See Global Neighborhood

Garland shop features local
clothing, accessory designers
Ashlynn Phillips
Staff Writer
Tucked away in the Garland
District, is a place full of one-ofa-kind apparel. The place with
the funky leopard-print sign is
Glamarita. The shop was opened
in June of 2011 by Spokane cloth
ing designer Ronnie Ryno.
"I started designing and sell
ing clothes online in 2006, and I
fell in love with what I wasdoing,"
Ryno said. "I was a teacher for
over 10 years, but I quit teaching
so that I could do this full time. I
wanted to give an outlet to other
local designers because there is
so much talent in Spokane and I
felt like it needed to be seen."
Supporting local designers is
extremely important to Glam
arita. The store only sells cloth
ing made 100 percent by local
designers in Spokane. The store
features everything from clothes
to soaps, from lotions to candles.
They also carry many headpieces
including hats, bows and head
bands.
Glamarita's prices range from
$3 to $400, depending on how
detailed the piece is.
More elaborate pieces can

Michael Coiner | Photographer

Ronnie Ryno, Glamarita owner,
is a clothing designer who quit
teaching to open her shop.

is Lynne Blackwood.
"I've been designing clothes
for Glamarita for three months
now," Blackwood said. "I had. a
background in costume design
for theater for 30 years, but I just
started getting into commercial
retail."
Models and designers con
stantly come in and out of the
store bringing in designs.
Runway Renegades is a fash
ion show put on by Glamarita
on the streets of S pokane every
summer. Whitworth sophomore
Alaska Bruneau has done some
modeling for the designers.
"During Runway Renegades
this summer, I modeled a Japa
nese school-girl-inspired skirt
and jacket, which is actually in
the store waiting to be sold," Bru
neau said.
Supporting the local commu
nity is also important to Bruneau.
"It's a lot of fun helping the lo
cal people be creative," Bruneau
said.

easily take more than 20 hours
to make, but Ryno s aid she can
crank out a simpler piece in three
or four hours.
"We can also custom-make
anything for you," Ryno said. "If
you see something you love but
want it in a different size or color,
we can alter it or make som
ething
similar to it. We have anything
that your girly heart desires."
There are 45 artists who con Contact Ashlynn Phillips at
tribute to Glamarita. One of them aphillipsl5@my.whitworth.edu

EVENTS
ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN
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CONCERT: NEWSBOYS
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7 p.m.
INB Performing Arts Center
334 W. Spokane Falls Blvd.
CO
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urbanchristiannews.com

Grab your boxes of Captain Crunch; the News
boys are in town. The band that has been making
Christian rock albums since the 90s will be playing
songs from their album, "God's Not Dead," record
ed with new lead singer Michael Tait. Opening for
the Newsboys will be Building 429, Luminate and
Grace Campbell.Tickets range from $20 to $50.
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WEDNESDAY, 0CT.3
FILM: "THE CALLING"
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8 p.m.
Weyerhaeuser Hall R obinson
Teaching Theatre
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(FIND STORY ONLINE)

imdb.com

This documentary tells the story of three people
from the Catholic Church who leave Florida to start
a mission in Peru. The showing is part of this year's
Faith, Film and Philosophy series. The theme this
year focuses on humans in creation and lectures
will be held through Oct. 5.

Music review: Mumford &
Sons keeps its sound steady
The notes and chord progres
sions are nothing new.
What makes Mumford & Sons
Few contemporary artists have different in "Babel" is its ability to
the ability to create and deliver force all of its being into the songs
music that grabs a hold of a pe r and then blow them up to that
son's heart and soul and squeez iconic Mumford & Sons sound
es out every feeling, every emo on the album and in live perfor
tion, every drop of life and splays mances.
"Frontman Marcus Mumford's
it across a canvas of song.
Mumford & So ns are among impassioned and rasping vocals
the few and do so quite well. In give the air of a man who is at
its debut album, "Sigh No More," least singing for his supper and,
Mumford & Sons sets itself apart on occasion, even his life," s aid
from other mainstream groups Ian Winwood of BBC, regard
by creating a unique sound that ing the sounds of "Babel." "[The
is good but inflexible at times. songs] flutter like a quickly beat
It is soft, followed by a punch of ing heart, melodies drifting in
vigor, then suddenly receding. and out of focus as the moods
shift from gentle refrain to domi
And people love it.
On Sept. 25, M umford & Sons nant force. It's beautiful and stir
released its second album, "Ba ring."
Other critics were not so im
bel," an d with it came the same
rich and passionate instrumen: pressed. However, many who
rated the album lower did not
tals and vocals.
The music in "Babel" has soul, dislike the music itself. What
finesse and power in its simplic disheartened them was the lack
ity. The melodies aren't complex. of prog ression in the sound and
style of Mumford & Son s. They
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Peter Duell
Staff Writer

HOMECOMING UNPLUGGED

mumfordandsons.com

Thursday, Oct. 4 at 7
p.m. in the HUB MPR
Student musicians, comedians, and other talents
will perform for prizes and a chance to compete in
Pirate Idol at the end of the school year.

TERRAIN
heard "Sigh No More" and loved
it. They expected a grander, more
majestic and advanced tone
in "Babel," but instead got just
grand and just majestic.
I'm perfectly satisfied with the
latter. Mumford & Son s' power
ful yet often gentle sounds stir
the soul and emotions and move
them in ways that few other con
temporary musicians can. I am
delighted Mumford & Sons stuck
to its passionate style. I am de
lighted with the lack of change.
Contact Peter Duell at
pduelll 6@my.whitworth.edu

Friday, Oct. 5 from 5 p.m. to 2 a.m. at the Music City
Building downtown at 1011 W 1st Ave.
Terrain is one of the biggest art gatherings of the
season, with displays of visual art in various for
mats and more than 10 bands performing.

LITERARY READING
Saturday, Oct. 6 at 4 p.m. in the Lied Center for the
Arts Bryan Oliver Gallery
Professor Laurie Lamon, lecturer Thorn Caraway
and alumna Lisa Fl esher will read from their poetry
and fiction.
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FROSH ON STAGE
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Oct. 7 at 3 p.m
. in Cowles Auditorium Stage II, $2
Freshmen and transfer students will perform a stu
dent-directed version of "Alice in Wonderland."
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Past the pinecones and beyond the border

Why study abroad and what the experience of venturing out might teach you
reason you decide against taking the Sue Jackson, director of international
education, is available to answer ques
leap of faith into the unknown.
tions and help stu
Assistant professor
dents make study
of in ternational busi
College is the perfect time to explore
"Studying abroad for
abroad decisions.
ness and manage
your interests and take advantage of
Whitworth
has
ment Todd Friends
a
semester
will
triple
every opportunity. It's the time to find
crafted its study
led a Whitworth
your passions and delve into new rela
study abroad trip to
the value of everything abroad programs in
tionships.
such a way to give
China.
But what if yo u could do all these
you've learned. The
students the chance
"Just yesterday I
things in another country for a Jan
to do internships.
had [a] student in my
experience transforms Whether
Term, or even a semester? Well, th is
you do an
office glowing about
isn't just a what-if, it's a you-can.
while
their
international the depth of your global internship
So let's start with a simple question:
abroad or just soak
Why even consider stepping beyond experience from the
view."
up the unfamiliar, the
summer, a student
the border?
experience is sure to
athlete that thought
First, your ability to speak a foreign
— TODD FRIE NDS
be beneficial.
it couldn't happen,"
language will increase exponentially.
"It looks very good
Friends said. "Their
assistant
professor
of
"There are certain idioms that you
on your resume be
second
language
don't pick up on until you actually go
cause companies are
international business and
ability went from
[to a foreign country]," sophomore
looking to hire people
conversational to flu
Sarah Sauter said, who went on a Janmanagement
that are adaptable,"
ent. The challenge
Term trip to Costa Rica.
Jackson said.
and joy of com muni
Senior Lauren Davies, who studied
In February there will be a study
cating cross-culturally had clicked."
abroad in Costa Rica for a semester,
abroad fair in the HUB Multi-Purpose
admitted she was nervous about the
room where students can get informed
How to get started
language barrier, but she found it to be
about the upcoming trips Whitworth
more of a puzzle that gradually fell into
Hendrick Hall, the intercultural stu will be providing. Jan Term trips are
place than a stubborn roadblock.
dent center, has tons of r esources for perfect for those who have never trav
Both Sauter and Davies agree that
those seeking an abroad experience. eled abroad or are not quite ready to
language should definitely not be the

Christina Spencer
Staff Writer

+

dive into multiple months of complete
immersion.
But if exploring the unknown
sounds exciting, the International Stu
dent Exchange Programs (ISEP) are for
you. On the website (isep.org), you are
able to single out a field of stu dy you
are interested in and see the countries
with universities that offer that field. Or
if you have a specific country in mind,
you can simply search that country and
explore the opportunities.
It's important to apply for ISEP by
the previous January if you are looking
to study abroad in the fall, and the pre
vious August ifyou are looking to study
abroad in the spring.
"I've developed amazing relation
ships with people all across the world,"
senior Ryan Knight said, who spent
his sophomore year abroad in China
through ISEP.
Knight also spent the spring semes
ter of his junior year in Tanzania with
a Whitworth group, and he said what
distinguished the two trips was that
through ISEP you have a lot more free
dom to, for example, plan a weekend
vacation to another city or country.

SEMESTER TRIPS:

STUDY
ABROAD
TRIPS
...

^
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Costa Rica Center:
Latin American Studies ProgramLive in community at Whitworth's south campus
and experience occasional home stays with Central
American families while you serve a Spanish-speaking
culture.
" ' •'
d
'A............

JAN TERM 2014 TRIPS

WHITWORTH
'IN CHINA

British Culture through the Arts
Experience culture while attending plays and concerts, i
visiting museums and staying in a central London
hotel.

/SEMESTER
-PROGRAM

Costa Riba Center; Freshman Honors Jan Term
Incoming freshmen students with honors can spend a
Jan Term at Whitworth's Costa Rica Center. Study the
Spanish language/Latin American studies or ecology
while meeting general education requirements. Experi
ence homestays with local families/do sendee learning
and enjoy the landscape.
j

>

Computer Science and Math in a Cultural Context Ireland & Wales
Explore computer science and applied math in Ireland
and Wales. Students will design and present a technical
project in relation to a place that was visited. Discuss
the roles of technology in societies and globally.

MM

What you'll learn once there
Once abroad, it's important to have
the right mindset. It would be a shame
to go t o a whole new country and stay
holed up in a hotel.
"The most important thing is to ex
perience as much as you can," said se
nior Hunter Freeman, who went on the
UK sem ester abroad program through
Whitworth.
Freeman said to follow the saying: if
you're going to do something, why not
jump in with both feet?
Envision yourself in the country of
your choice. Are you willing to go with
the flow? S ue Jackson said her goal is
for the student to be able to blend in, to
culturally and socially assimilate and to
make an effort to become a part of th e
culture.
Studying abroad can definitely be
intimidating, but what comes out of the
experience is a newfound sense of inde
pendent cultural awareness.
"Studying abroad for a semester will
triple the value of everything you've
learned. The experience transforms the
depth of your global view," Friends said.
"It's no longer the world your parents
grew up with, it's an intensely complex
world of emerging countries."
He also said you learn more about

Central America Study and Service Program
Study Spanish in Guatemala for four weeks before trav
eling to Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica and EI Salva
dor for rural service projects and family homestays.
France Language and Culture Study Program
Travel through France while earning credits in French
language, art, literature and communication. Stay in
private homes for pan of the trip and spend six weeks
in Paris.
Britain and lreland: History and Culture Study
Program
Absorb British history, literature and politics while
traveling through Great Britain and Ireland.
Tanzania Study Program
Study Tanzanian history, politics, economics and cul
ture and enroll in an independent study opportunity in
your discipline, plus homestays.
Whitworth in China
Spend a semester at Minzu University of China in
Beijing, China with a study tour to learn about some of
China's historical sites.
Whitivorth.edu/studyabroad and Sue Jackson| Sources

your home culture when you're away
because the experience gives you time
to reflect on your culture and learn how
others perceive it.
"It's so important to create more
awareness about how you live and how
others live," Mariso l Rosado said, who
went on the South Africa trip this last
Jan Term.
The biggest impact studying abroad
for a semester in Costa Rica had on Davies was that she was able to take les
sons she learned and apply them to her
life back home.
"In Latin America there is such an
emphasis on relationship over time,"
Davies said.
After coming back to the hustle of ev
eryday life here in the states she had a
new appreciation for the simplicity of
genuine relationships.
What are the benefits of studying
abroad? "A new found sense of confi
dence, problem solving skills and rela
tionships. Not to do it means you're de
priving yourself," Jackson said.
To Sauter, studying abroad is beyond
worth it and isn't quantifiable in dollar
signs. Find out if you agree.
Contact Christina Spencer at
cspencer!5@my. whitworth.edu

She's setting
a new pace
for electronics
Doctoral student Kathryn Mireles
seeks new ways to accelerate
the electronic devices of the
future. Her research could
drive a whole new standard
of e lectronics performance.
At Washington State Universal
you can build a better world.

WASHINGTON STATE
|1UNIVERSITY

14 Theater review: Play about
musical flop 'produces' laughs
Meghan Dellinger

about nine weeks, when it normally takes about six
weeks. We had a lot of fun; we're a very close cast."
The cast members are from a variety of back
Actors sing about Hitler and dance around the grounds and are different ages. Some have been in
stage in a comedic fashion, to tunes such as "Spring the profession for many years and others are acting
time for Hitler," "I Wann a Be A Producer" and "Der for the first time.
Babbitt said his favorite part of work ing with the
Guten Tag Hop-Clop." What play might this be, you
cast
is being able to see all the fun h
t ings each person
ask? The Spokane Civic Theatre's latest production of
does. He said some actors will gofrom being a pigeon
"The Producers"
puppet, to a stormtrooper, to an old
"The Producers," based on Mel Brooks'
"With engaging lady just within a few scenes.
1968 film of the same name, was adapted
"Backstage is madness. We h ave a
as a musical by Brooks and Thomas Meecharacters and
million costumes and it's really crazy,
han, his longtime friend and writing col
laborator. The comedic story tells of how ridiculous humor but we have a lot of fun," he said. "And
when it finally clicks it's just an amaz
a failing producer and a nervous accoun
tant team up to produce the worst musi in every scene, this ingly fun experience."
Mark Pleasant, who plays Leo, t he
cal possible and try to win over investors
musical
is
sure
to
neurotic
accountant-turned-produc
for their Broadway flop. With engaging
er, said he loves many things about
characters and ridiculous humor in every
entertain."
portraying Leo, including the dynam
scene, this musical is sure to entertain.
ics of working alongside Jerry Sciarrio,
The Spokane Civic Theatre cast does a
tremendous job with the play, completely engaging who plays Max, the other producer.
Courtesy of Spokane Civic Theatre
"I love the relationship that Jerry and I share on
the audience in the story with witty jokes, fantastic
stage," he said. "I love my leading lady, and I love the Actors Jerry Sciarro and Mark Pleasant of the
musical talent and perfect dance numbers through
Spokane Civic Theatre in a scene from the 12-time
out. However, it is a play meant for more mature au physical comedy of [the play]."
"The Producers" shows at the Spokane Civic The Tony award-winning production, "The Producers."
diences, with sexual humor prevalent from the start.
Lance Babbitt, who plays Roger DeBris in the play, atre Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights at 7:30 p.m.
and Sundays at 2 p.m. through Oct. 21. Tickets for
said rehearsing and preparing for the play was a fairly
students are $22. Student rush tickets may be avail
long process, but that it has been well worth the ef
able for $11 the night of the play if there are seats still
fort.
"Comedic [musicals] take a little longer than other available.
Contact Meghan Dellinger at
types. It was a very intense process," he said. "It took
mdellingerl 5@my.whitworth.edu

Staff Writer

Global Neighborhood
Continued from p.10
refugees don't ask for charity. What they want is to
work to provide for their family.
"Our focus is on empowerment," Brent said. "We
want to give r efugees tools and the opportunity to
work, learn, and provide for themselves. When a per
son gets a job, they also get dignity, which is just as
important as money."
For the customers, Brent focuses on creating a
pleasant shopping experience.
"We focus on having positive customer service, not
just have cheap stuff in a room," he said. "We
focus on
being clean, organized, and friendly."
Both Brent and Stephanie attended Whitworth
and said they learned from their experience.
"Studying sociology taught me to see people as in
dividuals," Stephanie said. "Working with other cul
tures, it helps to be open to other world views. Whit
worth teaches respect for individuals whether they
are from across the street or Sudan."
Brent earned a degree in theology and never stud
ied business.
"The benefit of my education was learning how to

We,« Sb&mG,

Megan Hinzdel | Photographer

Global Neighborhood Thrift was started by Wliitworth alumnus Brent Hendricks to employ refu
gees. "We want to be a stepping stone, help them
continue on towhatever their goal may be,"
he said.
learn," Brent said. "I had training to think through
problems. I think that Global Neighborhood Thrift
lines up well with Whitworth's goal of engaging in the
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We brew for you!

community."
Global Neighborhood Thrift and Whitworth share
a connection. Some Whitworth professors serve on
the board of dire ctors and Whitworth students have
been interns. One way Whitworth students can have
an impact is byshopping at the story. Whitworth stu
dents receive a 5 percent discount.
"Every dollar spent at pur store goes to employing
and training refugees," Brent said. "Also, talk to our
employees while you're here and get to know their
Stories."
For students who want to volunteer, they can par
ticipate in a one time volunteering task or can help
once a month to clean, sort and organize.
"We'd love to have more engagement from stu
dents because it helps create a connection between
Whitworth and the community," Brent said. "Plus,
it helps us to create jobs for people who really need
them."

Contact Madison Garner at
mgarnerl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Students and staff get 50 cents off
on Tuesdays and Thursdays!
Located just north of Hawthorne on Hwy 2
(509) 468-0907

Food review:
Vegan juoce
joint serves
fresh drinks

{ I SMI}
Content found in the "I Saw You" section are
student submissions and do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.

Elise Van Dam

Hey 26

StaffWriter
Cucumber, romaine, pear, pineapple, spinach,
coconut water and agave syrup are not in the av
erage smoothie or juice. But at Method Juice Cafe
those ingredients, along with many more, are used
to make delicious smoothies and juices.
In early September, Nick Murto and Tyler Lafferty opened Method Juice Cafe on 718 W. Riverside
St. in downtown Spokane. Their reasoning behind
the cafe was to show the Spokane community the
benefits of healthier food options in comparison to
processed and artificial food, manager Amy Robin
son said.
Method focuses on two main goals: keep it fresh
and keep it natural. All the juices and smoothies are
organic, vegan and contain no soy or cornproducts.
"Our drinks are completely transparent — all or
ganic all the time," Robinson said.
Every smoothie starts with a base of almond milk,
rice milk or coconut water. Then, organic fruits and
vegetables are added to the mix. Finally, depend
ing on the smoothie, agave sweetener is added. The
menu consists of six juice options and six smoothie
options.
"My favorite juice is the Vital," Robinson said. "I
love the taste, the energy and the bio-nutrients it
gives me."
The Vital juice consists of ap ples, carrots, beets,
kale, lemon and ginger.
"I tried the Source smoothie," Whitworth senior
Abigail Pavelko said. "It tasted like a peanut butter
and jelly sandwich in my mouth. I also liked the fact
that every ingredient was all-natural and fresh."
Along with the smoothie and juice options, the
cafe also sells salad entrees and snacks, such as trail
mix. In the next couple of months the store will add
individual-sized, organic oatmeal to the menu. For
every oatmeal sold, the cafe will donate one to the
local food bank.
The Foundation and Source smoothies are blends
any smoothie lover would go for.
When I t hink of smoothies, Jamba Juice is what
first comes to mind. I think of smoothies filled with
sorbet, frozen fruit and sweet juices. Do not get me
wrong, Jamba Juice is great, but at Method Juice
Cafe, both smoothies made me feel like the food
that was put into my body would actually help keep
me healthy.
The drinks tasted creamy and fresh. While dates

I miss your hugs. And have I told you that your
smile is the best thing ever? It is :)

Hey Ballard Girls
We saw your little dance party through the win
dow the other night. Let's just say...it made my
night. Thanks for leaving the blinds open. .

Parking Lot Vacation

Hope Barnes \ Photographer

Method Juice Cafe opened this summer in
downtown Spokane. It serves juice and smoothies
made from a variety of fruits and vegetables.

I saw you eating cheese crackers in your car in the
Target parking lot. You looked happy. Like you
were on a vacation or something. Happy cheese
cracker vacationing!

So 80s
I saw you rollerskating in the loop. Nice job rock
ing the side ponytail.

A Little Early?
I saw you dancing in the HUB. Homecoming
dance?

Thrifty
I saw you ask for a discount for bring your own
cup to the coffee shop. Way to stick to a budget.

Hug Please?
Hope Barnes \ Photographer

Method focuses on keeping everything fresh and
natural. That includes all products — f ood and
containers — being compostable.

are not my favorite fruit, I still enjoyed how rich and
filling the Foundation smoothie was.
Even though it takes some driving to get there,
the tasty options make the 20-minute drive well
worth it.

Contact Elise Van Dam at
evandam!3@my.whitworth.edu

I saw you sexy. I know you graduated, but please
come back and give me a hug.

Homecoming
I saw you spittin' some game at the picnic tables
outside the HUB. I hope you got a date, if not, go
to homecoming with me?

Levitating hands
I saw you getting interviewed by some students
for a video project. You sound pretty professional,
but then you started raising your hands up into
the sky. Do your hands have a mind of their own?

Lookin' Fine

whitworthlan
o nl i ne
thewhitworthian.com^

Book Review: JK Rowling's "A Casual
Vacancy" — Is Rowling's new release

about a conflicted English town worth
the read?
Faith, Film and Philosophy — The
documentary "The Calling"is part of the
film and lecture series exploring cre
ation and humanity.

I see you check yourself out every day in any sort
of reflection. You try todo it subtly, but I totes
notice what you're doing. Stop it. You look fine.

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your 'I saw you' (limited
to 50 words) online at thewhitworthian.com.
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OPINIONS

Taxmaggedon possesses
power to devastate the U.S.

Okav
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time for one
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LINDSEY
HUBBART
If Congress and President Obama don't come
together before the end of this year, Americans
could face another grave setback to our economic
recovery: the largest tax increase in U.S. history.
As of J an. 1, 2013, the Bush tax cuts are set to
expire and five of the 18 tax increases from Obamacare will kick in. All together, this will produce a
$494 billion tax increase. Because of its potentially
devastating effects, the increase has been coined
"Taxmageddon."
Congress has the ability to prevent this from
happening, but they continue to put it off as the
election approaches.
Our generation, which consists of ro ughly 7.6
million taxpayers, will certainly feel negative ef
fects. According to the Heritage Foundation fact
sheet titled "How WillTaxmageddon Impact You?"
on average, millennials will see a tax increase of
$1,099.
This will come as a blow, since the average U.S.
income is only $23,917. Other age groups will see
even larger increases. The overall percentage in
crease varies by legislative distric
t. Areport by Wil
liam W. Beach of the Heritage Foundation shows
that Spokane can expect a 5.1 percent increase.
Not only will money be taken out of o ur pay
checks, but employment will slow down. In order
for businesses to plan for next year, they need to
know how much they will be taxed. The longer
Congress waits to act, the more uncertainty.
Businesses dislike uncertainty, and if th ey be
lieve that they will have to pay more in taxes, they
will definitely cut back on spending. This will se
verely hinder our already slow job creation rate.
In conjunction with this massive tax increase,
spending cuts are looming across the board.
These cuts were agreed upon in the Budget Con
trol Act of 2011, and will also take effect Jan. 1.
The combination of tax increases and cuts has
the real possibility to force our economy back
into recession. I absolutely believe that we need
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spending cuts.
However, we need to be smart about how we
cut; we cannot just cut everything equally. We
must closely examine every spending commit
ment we have and truly ask ourselves what can be
cut. It will not be easy, but it is necessary for the
health of our economy.
What can be done about this? Congress and
President Obama need to move past partisan poli
tics and work together to reach a compromise.
Steps must be taken to reduce the deficit, but
we need to analyze everything thoroughly, and
not just implement cuts on everything and signifi
cantly raise taxes. We can by no means afford this
'fiscal cliff!

HUBBART is a sophomore majoring in
economics. Comments can be sent to lhubbartl5@my.whitworth.edu.

FOCUSING onFACTS
• The average income in the U.S. is$23,917 and our generation consists of
7.6 million taxpayers.
• Obamacare will produce a $494 billion tax increase.
• Spokane potentially faces a 5.1 percent tax increase.
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Discover the truth instead
of putting people in boxes
HALEY
WILLIAMSON
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People tend to place others
under stereotypical umbrellas.
Talking about your faith, poli
tics, m orals and life choices is
a great thing to do. I consider it
wonderful that people are able
to have respectable conversa
tions with one another about
such things.
In doing so, we allow
each other to voice opinions
whether or not we agree with
them. What is unacceptable is
when people overgeneralize
one statement and consider
themselves experts on who
the person is. Too often, I hear
people voice their Opinion on
abortion, or about how they
disagree with a lifestyle choice
and automatically the person
they are conversing with say
ing, "so that must mean you
believe..."
What we assume about oth
ers is not always true. The fact
that they hold one belief or one
opinion does not qualify them
for other supposed stances
they "should" have. A p erson
can live the life of a Christian
and also support gay mar
riage. People don't always
belong in just one box. For
example, if someone is voting
for Mitt Romney, people may
think the person must be com
pletely against welfare. On the
flip side, if someone voted for
Obama, then others think that
person must want the govern
ment to just hand out money
to whomever needs it. We

Hayley Niehaus \ Graphic Artist

can bring this to a Whitworth and opinions. Once someone
level too. Someone may carry voices their thoughts, don't
around a mason jar as a cup assume that the rest of their
and they are instandy classi life, but rather continue asking
fied as a hipster. That overgen- them questions. Find out from
eralizes peoples' lives based others what else they believe
on one stance or life choice. I and you might be surprised
remember once telling some that they do not lit into the box
one I was a Christian, and they you put them in.
responded by saying because I
am a Christian I m ust believe
one thing, and live life this
one way. People have made
incorrect assumptions about
me to my face, and it made
me take a step back and real WILLIAMSON is a sophomore
ize that I have made boxes for majoring in journalism and mass
others that I need to rid myself communication. Comments
of. Respect each other when can be sent to hwilliamsonl5@
talking about different beliefs my.whitworth.edu.
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How to smoke your first cigarette

by Jonny Strain

There are three kinds of people in the world: the smoker,
the non-smoker, and the poor, conflicted soul caught some
where in between. At a place like Whitworth University, there
is nothing more uncomfortable and hilarious than the earthshaking collision of these three people. All three claim to be
open-minded and operate according to a certain kind of ethic.
The non-smoker is a virtue ethicist, asking the ever-important
question, "What does it look like to be a good, virtuous per
son?" On the other hand, the smoker's open-mindedness is
more a biological condition in which the "openness" of their
mind is simply an absence of b rain cells, which have since
been killed off by va pors and chemicals. And then there are
the fence-sitters. These folk are the kind-hearted and endear
ing friends-to-all who don't want to judge, but want to live
fully and meaningfully. It is for you, my blessed ones, that I
have created a guide to help you be "in the world, but not of it."
Here are some tips on how to smoke your first cigarette, when
the opportunity most surreptitiously arises.
1) DON'T BE A HERO: I 'm serious, you guys. It may be
embarrassing not to finish the whole thing, but it's infinitely
worse if you end up ralphing all over the place. If you simply
can't continue, just stop inhaling. Puff the smoke only into
your mouth, and then make the classic "that's good stuff" face
as you huff it out. No lungs, no problem! No one will even no
tice.
2) Avoid the smoker's ledge outside the coffee shop win
dows: This spot is reserved for PROFESSIONAL SMOKERS
ONLY. You don't want to embarrass yourself. Besides, that
spot is judgment city, and is no place for the closet-smoker
(no offense).
3) Choose your friends: Be with people you are comfortable
with, or people you want to reach out to. Maybe it's that edgy
friend who is rough around the edges, but is really a good guy.
4) Cover your trail: Run home. Don't talk to anybody. When
you get home, tear your clothes off, an d throw them in the
washer. Brush your teeth, floss and rinse with mouthwash. Febreeze your entire room.
5) Don't tell anyone who wouldn't understand: Smoking
isn't bad, right? It's simply misunderstood. Don't make the
classic mistake of sharing your recent endeavor with a narrowminded friend or parent, lest you feel the oppressive weight of
their clandestine judgment.
Now get out there, you silly geese! Aworld of new and excit
ing things awaits for your open mind and willing heart. But
don't be a hero. Trust me.

Contact Jonny Strain atjstrainl3@my.whitworth.edu

How do you believe Whitworth is preparing
you to be a societally-competent citizen?
"Part of be ing a good citizen is seeing through
the eyes of others. The core and sociology class
es allow us to see different viewpoints and un
derstand the backgrounds of o thers instead of
viewing the world from our selective perspec
tives."
- Hannah Flaherty, junior

"By encouraging a lot of learning outside of the
classroom, Whitworth prepares us to be involved
in the community around us."
-Levi Bareither, junior

"Whitworth helps me to use the correct tools to
discover what is right. I have learned that I can
choose the right way and learn how to livein com
munity by being faithful to God."
-Sein Pyo, sophomore
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Musings on Whitworth silliness & culture

"Professors don't give us all of the answers to
tough questions, which forces us to think critical

ly and develop our own thoughts and opinions
on issues affecting the world."
-Lauren Davies, senior
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Whitworth junior defender Andrew Flint (right) pursues a loose ball as sophomore midfielder Matt Bray (left) looks on during Sunda/s contest against UPS.

Pirates stey it@p conference standings
Nationally-ranked Whitworth faces tough tests at home from PLU and UPS

would prove to be extremely out of theordinary for the Pirates based off t he
season so far.
Hie first goal of th e game came via
The Whitworth men's soccer team,
an
acrobatic bicycle kick from fresh
ranked 11th in the natio
n, hasyet to lose
in NWC play as they came back horn a man forward Samuel Engle in the 10th
2-1 deficit with 30 minutes remaining minute, his third goal in the last two
to beat Pacific Lutheran last Saturday games for the Bucs. Junior midfielder
and tied 0-0 in a physical match-up Andrew French crossed the ball into
the back post, where fellow junior mid
with Puget Sound on Sunday.
"It was a positive weekend," head fielder Mike Chavez headed the ball
coach Sean Bushey said. "We got four back across the front of th e goal, find
ing Engle for the spectacular overhead
out six possible points and remain at
bicycle
kick
the top [of the
finish.
NWC]."
"It
was
Along
with
mostly
in
the Pirates, Pa
stinctive," En
cific
Lutheran
gle said. "Mike
and Puget Sound
[Chavez]
were undefeated Samuel Engle,'16
worked hard
conference
m
to get to it and
• Position:
heading
play
made it pos
K Midfielder
into the weeksible for me
|j
Engle
has
scored
three
end, setting up
to get the shot
n goals in the last two
all-telling
two
off."
|
games for the firstmatches to deter
A
bicycle
mine who takes
• place Whitworth men's
shot is a rarity
the early-season
• soccer team.
at any level of
edge.
competitive
The
Pirates'
soccer.
first game of the
"He's a soccer player," Bushey said
weekend was against Pacific Lutheran
about Engle's goal. "There's only one
on Saturday. PLU advanced to postsea way for that to happen, and that's play
son play on a head-to-head tiebreaker ing soccer for a long time. It was neat
last year after the two squads shared
to see."
the NWC regular season tide.
Just 13 minutes later, PLU equalized
This particular game, however,

Korey Hope
StaffWriter

SPOTLIGH r

with a nicely placed shot inside the far
post from 18 yards out. It was the first
goal surrendered by the Whitworth
defense in the previous 953 minutes of
play, and only the second goal against
the Pirates all season.
In the 56th minute, PLU b lasted a
shot from 25 yards out past Whitworth
senior goalkeeper Kyle Novak, putting
the Pirates behind for the first time this
season.
The Bucs struck back ten minutes
later, when junior defender Will Wren
dribbled the ball down the left side of
the box and made moves past PLU de
fenders, allowing him to make an easy
Rebekah Daniels \ Photographer
pass to junior midfielder Sam Selisch,
Pirate sophomore midfielder Matt
who slotted the open shot into the far
Bray battles for possession near the
post corner for his first goal of the sea
sideline against UPS.
son.
In the 83rd minute of play, the dead-, matchup, which is exactly what they
lock was resolved. Freshman forward got. In a game that saw 25 fouls and 19
Karl M uelheims, after coming in as a shots on goal, neither side was able to
substitute, won the ball and played it breakthrough, and the match ended a
through to sophomore forward Robby 0-0 tie after two overtime periods, giv
Ubben. Ubben managed to chip PLU ing the Pirates their eighth shutout in
goalkeeper Joe Rayburn to seal the ten games this season.
"[Andrew] Flint and Balin [Larson]
game-winner for the Pirates.
"I started my run early and the ball are a great combination," Bushey said
split the defenders perfectly," Ubben of the Pirates' defense. "Matt Bray and
said. "I saw the keeper come out so I Colin [Shockman] played great as well,
it's certainly a group effort."
flicked it over him and it worked out."
The Pirates have one match next
The second match of the weekend
brought University of P uget Sound to weekend as they host Whitman (4-6-2,
Whitworth, fresh off a surprising upset 2-3-1 NWC) this Saturday, Oct. 6.
loss against Whitman.
Contact Korey Hope at
The Bucs expected a tough, physical
khopel 6@my. whitworth.edu
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Women's soccer continues strong play at home

Bucs still undefeated in conference competition after weekend homestand

Whitney Carter
V
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StaffWriter

Hie Whitworth women's soccer team was able
to maintain their undefeated status after two close
games at home this weekend against Pacific Luther
an University and the University of Puget Sound.
Through several conference matches, Whitworth
is the lone undefeated squad, posting a 6-0-1 confer
ence record. This past weekend, the Pirates battled
other conference title contenders in UPS and PLU,
who sit third andfourth respectively in the standings.
In 3 game last Saturday against PLU, b oth teams
fought hard and the match ended in a tie after 20
minutes of sudden-death overtime.
There was a moment of tension in the 30th minute
when freshman forward Tiara Pajimola, Whitworth's
leading scorer, collided with PLU's go alkeeper. The
goalkeeper gave Pajimola a nudge after a breakaway
near the mouth of PLU's goal.
"There's nothing I can do about it if th e ref's not
going to call it," Pajimola said about the push.
Much of th e play occurred in the midfield. Each
team got shots and breakaways, but neither domi
nated. Whitworth had four shots in the first half and
PLU had six.
Whitworth had the first goal of t he match in the
34th minute. Pajimola sped past the PLU d efense
and took a shot off a bouncing pass from senior de
fender Kelsey Griswold. The shot went to thfe upper
left corner of the goal.
The Lutes responded with a goal in the 79th min
ute of the match. Whitworth came back with another
goal in the 82nd minute. Sophomore midfielder
Jackie Day hit the cross to senior forward Katrin
Grant who headed the ball in from the right side for
her first goal of the season.
PLU w as able to counter with a header goal of
their own off of a corner kick and force the game into
sudden-death overtime. Despite a couple of scoring
opportunities for both teams, the match ended in a
2-2 tie.
"We created part of ou r own problem in terms of
we had some players that didn't step up when we
needed them to step up and we ended up paying the
price for that," head coach Jael Hagerott said. "In
Freshman midfielder Lindsey Foster fights for possession as sophomore midfielder Jackie Day looks on
overtime the girls played well, fought hard."
during Saturday's contest against PLU at Whitworth.
Overall, the Pirates outshot the Lutes 16-9.
Sunday's match slated the Bucs against the Uni gerott said of freshman keeper Andrea Stump.
6 a t noon. Linfield is a legitimate threat to the Pi
versity of Puget Sound. The game started well, with
Stump had five saves on goal, four of which came rates, sitting in second place behind Whitworth in
both teams having excellent chances at scoring, but in the first half.
the NWC standings.
neither dominating the other.
"Personally I was happy with my performance,"
"I'm excited to play Linfield, they've looked like
Whitworth scored in the 55th minute. Grant hit a Stump said. "Shutouts are always good. Of course they've been the team to beat so I'm excited to get
pass forward to Pajimola, who was able to control it, there's always some mistakes you can improve on, out there and knock them off t heir little pedestal,"
dribble past two defenders and strike the ball into but over all I think everyone played really well today." Stump said.
the lower left corner of the goal.
Despite a push by the UPS offense, Whitworth was
"Andrea was just solid. Her hands were solid, her able to hold onto its lead and win the game. They are
feet, overall and that just gives us confidence in the now 6-0-1 in conference.
Contact Whitney Carter at
back and allows us to absorb more pressure," HagNext the Bucs are on the road against Linfield Oct. wearier16@my.whitworth.edu
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Juliana Zajicek \ Photographer

Pirate junior Ashley Danforth putts during her round of play at the Whitworth Invitational on th
e Spokane Country Club course last Sunday.

Pirates tost Whitworth Invitational
Connor Soudani
Staff Writer

The Whitworth women's golf team
capped off an impressive first day of
competition at home for the Whitworth
Invitational at the Spokane Country
Club. The women were met with their
first opportunity to take on multiple
conference rivals at once last weekend,
and it turned out to be one of their best
performances thus far.
Senior Emily Guthrie led the way
with a tournament-best 74. After t he
first day, Whitworth finished second to
Whitman's 316 with a 326. Freshman
Chelsea Bayley finished wit h a 82 to tie
junior Ashley Danforth for atenth-place
individual finish. Freshman Yvonne
LaCoursiere also shot 88, while Cindy
Tapia shot 99. Withanother day of com
petition yet to come, head coach Katie
Fuqua expressed her excitement.

"I think all the freshmen are showing
"I am very happy with how we played petitions with conference competitors,
today," Fuqua said. "We have definitely consistent play becomes increasingly positive signs at this point," Danforth
progressed as a team from last week, important.
said. " They're all different, yet they all
especially inthe area of course manage
"I t hink we can expect results from have their own unique qualities that
ment."
our team on a consis make them good players to have."
tent basis. This team
Coach Fuqua also spoke about the
Last week, the
"We have definitely
just keeps getting bet team's area for improvement.
women found them
progressed as a
"We played well today, but we still
ter and better week
selves with a difficult
after week," Guthrie need to hit more greens; our short
course at the North
team
from
last
week,
said. The team will game still isn't very good," Fuqua said.
Idaho
Invitational
Due to Whitworthian press dead
and had their diffi especially in the area of need a steady im
provement if they lines, coverage of Monday's conclusion
culties as a team. This
week, the home-field
course management." hope to best teams of th e Whitworth Invitational was un
such as George Fox available for print. Be sure to check on
advantage has given
- KATIE FUQUA
and Whitman for a line for extended coverage and quotes
the women's team a
spot at regionals after of the event.
much-needed boost.
head coach
Next up,-the women will play at the
the conference meet.
"I think we were all
"I'm seeing a lot of George Fox Invitational Oct. 6-7 in Alo
pretty familiar with
the course today," Guthrie said. "We positives through 18 holes," Danforth ha, Ore.
definitely capitalized on our familiarity said. "We're really staying mentally
with the course. We played the course strong through these tournaments."
Danforth also spoke about the role of Contact Connor Soudani at
well and we shot well as a result."
csoudanil 6@my. whitworth.edu
As th e team heads into more com the freshmen on this year's team.

Bucs start strong at Whitman Invitational
Pirates lead conference foes after first day of play in Walla Walla, Wash.
chances as the season progresses.
par after the first round, shooting one under par.
"I've played in a lot of college tournaments already
"I can't remember the last time we did this," head
Staff Writer
coach Warren Friedrichs said about his team's perfor but I still get pretty nervous out there," Lyle Rudnicld
said. "The guysmake you feel comfortable though."
mance.
The Whitworth men's golf tea m played an admi
The men led their closest com
His brother Oliver expressed similar feelings.
rable first day of co mpetition at the
petitor,
Pacific
Lutheran
Univer
"As we ke ep practicing and playing together, we'll
"Those
three
around
Whitman Invitational last weekend
sity, by five strokes after the first get more accustomed to it," Oliver Rudnicki said.
in Walla Walla. The Pirates were sit
atAvondale [North
"These practices will also keep us on track to be con
day of competition.
ting very comfortably after Sunday
"Those three rounds at Avon- sistent as the season goes on."
with impressive performances from Idaho Invitational] last
dale (North Idaho Invitational)
Due to Whitworthian press deadlines, coverage of
emerging freshmen.
week were important last week were important in sort the tournament conclusion on Monday was unavail
After the first day of play, freshmen
ing out our strongest players. It able for print in this issue. Check oniine at thewhitLyle Rudni cki (69), Oliver Rudnicki
allowed us to put a strong team worthian.com for extended coverage and results of
in sorting out our
(70), Samson Martinez (73) and Ste
together this week. It was really the tournament.
phen Thoen (77) proved that they will
strongest players."
just a great day," Friedrichs said.
The men's team will play next on Oct. 14-15 at the
carry a significant role for t he team
Freshmen twins Lyle and Oli PLU Invitational in University Place, Wash.
this season. Junior Stephen Plopper
- WARREN FRIEDRI CHS
ver Rudnicki have been leading
also finished with a 75while fellowjuthe charge as of late for the Pi
head coach
nior JoeyDeGroffshota79. The team
rates. Without the availability of
shot 287 as a team for the day, in first
junior Jesse Salzwedel recently due to personal rea Contact Connor Soudani at
place ahead of seven other conference teams.
csoudanil 6@my.whitworth.edu
Whitworth was the only team with a score under sons, there is reason to feel good about the men's

Connor Soudani
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SPORTSRECAPS
Pirates pass first conference road test
The Whitworth football team extended its
still-perfect season for yet another week in a
win against the Boxers of Pacific University on
Saturday, 28-25. The Pirates advance to 5-0,
already exceeding the total victories from last
season.
Sophomore quarterback Bryan Peterson had a
standout performance, passing for a career-high
354 yards, including three touchdown passes.
Senior wide receiver Jake DeGooyer led the Bucs
with eight receptions and a touchdown on the
day.
Senior running back Ronnie Thomas was
again an integral force for Whitworth, rushing for
134 yards and a touchdown.
Sophomore linebacker Nic Brockhoff had
eight tackles and sophomore defensive back
Paul Miller had seven tackles to lead the Pirate
defense.
The Bucs are back at the Pine Bowl this
Saturday for homecoming, taking on the 4-0
Willamette Bearcats.
Women's cross country places ninth in
Oregon
The women's cross country squad came home
with a ninth-place finish at the 38th Annual
Charles BowlesInvitational hosted by Willamette
University on Saturday. This finish also gave the
Bucs a third place finish out of six NWC teams in
the event.
Sophomore Christina Anderson (18:49.10)
and junior Elisabeth Spencer (18:50.54) were
the first Pirates to cross the line in the 5k race,
coining in at 20th and 21st out of a field of more
than 200 runners.
Although the Bucs finished behind NWC
rivals Willamette (6th) and Linfield (7th), they
managed to come in ahead of Whitman (14th),
George Fox (19th) and University of Puget Sound
(20th).
The Pirates have a weekend off, but will return
to competition Oct. 13 at the Inland Northwest
Challenge in Lewiston, Idaho.
Volleyball falters in NWC road matches
Whitworth traveled to Oregon to play the
Lewis & Clark Pioneers and George Fox Bruins
last Friday, falling to both teams in three sets.
The Pirates kept the first set close against
Lewis & Clark until midway through the game
when the Pioneers took control and pulled away
from a 10-10 tie, going on to win 25-16. Lewis &
Clark kept the momentum during the second
and third sets with 25-21 and 25-18 victories to
earn the win.
The Bucs faced George Fox on Saturday. GFU
won the first set 25-18, but Whitworth came out
strong in the second set and took an early lead.
The Bruins came back from behind quickly and
went on to win the second game 25-17.
After five ties and one lead change in the third
set the Bruins ended the match with a 25-20 set
victory.
Whitworth was led in the two games by junior
outside hitter Jalana White with 18 digs and 23
kills, freshman outside hitter Nicole Leonard
with 14 killsand 22 digs.
Whitworth will take on Linfield and Pacific
Oct. 4 and 5 at 7pm in the Whitworth Fieldhouse.
Whitworthian Sports Staff

Juliana Zajicek\ File Photo

Members of the Whitworth men's cross country team compete in a tune-up race at the Runner's Soul
Erik Anderson Invite in Spokane Valley two weekends ago.

Men's cross country competes
for third consecutive weekend
Whitney Carter
StaffWriter
The men's cross country team competed at the
Charles Bowles Invitational at Willamette University
in Salem, Ore., last weekend.
The invitational was the Pirates' third consecu
tive meet in three weekends. After competing at the
Sundodger Invitational hosted by the University of
Washington and the Runner's Soul last week in Spo
kane, the Pirates finished their consecutive weekend
streak in Salem, Ore. The Pirates finished third at the
Runner's Soul.
"Last week was more of a practice race; last week
definitely helped us prepare for this week," head
coach Toby Schwarz said. "Yesterday was very sim
ilar to the meet two weeks ago. It's just guys had a
little bit more experience and a little bit more fitness
under them so they ran better."
This week the team finished in eighth place out of
19 teams with a score of 221 in the 8k race.
"I would say it was a success," senior team captain
Tim Hill said. "We didn't necessarily run the times
we wanted, but everyone raced really well, so that
was successful."
Out of th e Northwest Conference teams compet
ing, the Bucs finished third, behind host Willamette
University and the University of Puget Sound. The
University of Pordand won overall with a score of 16.
Coming in first for the Pirates was freshman
Colton Berry with a time of 26:07.28. Hill finished
next for the Bucs with a time of 26:17.79 and junior
Matt Edwards came in with a time of 26:19.41. The
average time for the Pirates was 26:19.95.

"It gives the guys confidence they can win,"
Schwarz said. "It's not going to be easy; UPS, Willa
mette and ourselves basically tied in all intents and
purposes," Schwarz said. "So, between those three
teams, anyone has a chance of winning and that's a
good thing to be a part of that."
Hill said he felt this was a good race for the team
over all.
"As a team I think we finished well, but I don't
think we finished quite as high up as we would have
liked," Hill said. "Individually kind of the same thing
-1 feel like I ran a good race, but didn't finish with
the time I was looking for."
The Bucs have one more race before conference
and the team is not taking it lightly.
"Coaches will be taking into consideration who
will be top 10, and as runners we'll be taking it very
seriously because we're competing to see who will
be running at conference," freshman Chris MacMurray said.
The Pirates get some time off before the next meet,
which is the Inland Northwest Challenge on Oct. 13.
"All t hese races that are for conference are kind
of a good indicator of where we're at and where the
teams in our conference are at, but it doesn't really
mean a whole lot because it comes down to that con
ference race, the regionals race, the nationals race,"
Hill said. "So it's really just kind of practice of getting
ready for conferences that championship race where
how you score and how you place against your com
petitors really matters."
Contact Whitney Carter at
wcarterl 6@my.whitworth.edu

SPOTTED FROM THE CROW'S NEST

FOOTBALL
NWC

Volleyball: Whitney Santos

Megan John

StaffWriter

When fans watch senior Whit
ney Santos on the volleyball court
they notice her energy and effort.
What they probably don't notice is
that she wears the sa
me bow every
game and that she always wears
two left socks. She sits in the same
seat before every game and uses
the same pen to write, "Do work
and win" on the bottom of her pa
per every single game.
But the success of Whitw orth's
superstitious libero can't only be
attributed to the luck of following
her rituals. It is her standout work
ethic and energy that allow her to
be such an important part of the
volleyball team.
"Whitney is a total stud," team
mate Kristine Kardell said. "You
know that she's fast and that she's
agile. She's going to make any play
that's possible for her to make."
Santos started playing volley
ball competitively when she was
in sixth grade, and since then her
passion for playing the game has
. continued to grow.
"Volleyball is my life. It's my es
cape and I'm super-competitive,"
Santos said. "Volleyball just allows
me to compete and do something
I love atthe same time."
This spirit she exudes is seen on
and off th e court and spreads to
her teammates, inspiring them to
follow her example.
Her competitive drive and
team-first attitude have made San
Tanner Scholten \ Photographer
tos an integral part of th e volley Senior libero Whitney Santos brings a superstitious and ener
ball program. After redshirting her
gizing personality to the Whitworth volleyball team.
freshman year, Santos returned in
fun on the court and brings not
the 2010 se ason and was named on the team.
"I have a spark of energy," San only her competitive athleticism
Second Team All-NWC as a libero.
"She motivates you to work tos said. "Imight not have the most but also a sense of hum or. We al
hard because you see how hard technical or fundamentally sound ways say 'The happy team always
working she is," Kardell said . "It's fundamentals, but I br ing a lot of wins,' and she helps make that
energy and happen."
easy to slack off
Santos' leadership comes from
on the
when someone else
"Volleyball is my life. spark
court and a love of the game and a love for
is, too, but when she
team.
is constantly giving
It's my escape and I'm try to spread her"The
w hole is greater than the
my energy
her all it makes ev
super competitive.
because
I individual here and everyone on
eryone else on the
have such a the court next to you is like your
court want to push
Volleyball
jtist
allows
family." Santos said. "I consider
competitive
themselves harder
every one of my teammates as a
spirit."
as well."
me to compete and do
S a n t o s sister and I love all of them dearly.
Santos' motiva
We care so much about each other
tion comes from her something I love at the also brings
on and off the court."
the
team
competitive mind
The love, dedication, effort and
same time."
together in
set and willingness
influence Santos brings to Whit
ways
not
to do whatever it
- WHITNEY SANTOS
necessarily worth volleyball will c ontinue to
takes to benefit the
seen on the play a huge role in the success the
senior libero
team, as well as try
court during Pirates have this season.
ing to make her fam
games,
but
also
in
ways
that stand
ily proud.
Already averaging over 15 digs out to teammates and coaches.
"She really brings the team to
per game this season, Santos is
looking to continue to use her gether with her sense of humor," Contact Megan John at
strengths to have a positive impact Kardell said. "She's able to have mjohnl 6@my. whitworth.edu
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WHITWORTH

M

5-0

LEWIS & CLARK

1-0

4-0

LINFIELD

1-0

4-0

WILLAMETTE

0-0

4-0

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

0-1

1-2

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-1

1-3

PUGET SOUND

0-1

0-4

SOCCER MEN'S
NWC

ALL

WHITWORTH

5-0-1

8-0-2

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

5-1

6-4-1

PUGETSOUND

4-1-1

7-2-2

LINFIELD

3-3

5-4

WHITMAN

2-3-1

4+2

WILLAMETTE

1+1

4-6-1

PACIFIC (ORE.)

1-5

3-8

GE0RGEF0X

. 1-5

1-9-1

1 SOCCER-WOMEN'S

NWC

ALL

WHITWORTH

6-0-1

6+1

PUGETSOUND

4-1-1

5-3-1

LINFIELD

3-1-2

7-1-2

LEWIS & CLARK

2-2-2

2-5-2

PACIFIC (ORE.)

2-3-1

4-3-3

WILLAMETTE

2-3-1

4-5-1

WHITMAN

2+1

3-7-1

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

0-1-5

2-1-5

GEORGE FOX

0-6

1-7-2

|
VOLLEYBALL
NWC

ALL

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

6-0

12-2

PUGETSOUND

5-1

11-3

GEORGE FOX

4-2

6-7

PACIFIC (ORE.)

4-2

5-9

LINFIELD

2-4

.7-7

LEWIS & CLARK

2-4

6-9

WHITMAN

2-4

4-9

WHITWORTH

1-5

WILLAMETTE

1-5

Note: Standings as of Sept. 30,2012

mm
5-8

1 FOOTBALL
Whitworth vs. Willamette -1 pmSaturday Oct. 6 at Whitworth

1 MEN'S SOCCER
Whitworth vs. Whitman - 2:30 pm Saturday Oct. 6 at Whitworth

1 WOMEN'S SOCCER
Whitworth vs.Linfield - Noon on Saturday Oct. 6 at Linfield

1 VOLLEYBALL
Whitworth-vs. Pacific (Ore.) - 7 pm Oct. 6 at Whitworth and Whitworth vs.
Linfield - 7 pm Saturday Oct. 7 at Whitworth

1 MEN'S GOLF
Idle

1 WOMEN'S GOLF
|

Whitworth at George Fox Invitational - Saturday Oct. 6 and Sunday Oct. 7

1 CROSSCOUNTRY
|

Idle

WHITPICS

KIPOS
COMMUNITY GARDEN
TOP LEFT: Kipos: Whitworth Community Garden club president sophomore Dana Le Roy
digs out some fresh carrots from the garden.
Gabrielle Perez [Photographer

TOP CENTER: Junior Brett Bajema holds his chicken during the garden festival.
Catherine Palmer|Photographer

TOP RIGHT: Students listen to the show featuring Cold Mountain Yeti.
Catherine Palmer \ Photographer

ABOVE RIGHT: Junior Molly Hakso digs through the carrot patch at the Kipos garden.
Gabrielle Perez|Photographer

ABOVE LEFT: Sophomore Emily Miller enjoys conversation and a sunflower cut from the
community garden.
Catherine Palmer \ Photographer

LEFT: Junior Brett Bajema cleans potatoes at the "Do It Yourself" theme house harvest festival Sunday Sept. 23rd.
Rebekah Daniels \ Photographer
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iwhitworthian
Serving the Whitworth community since 1905

ABOUTUS
VOLUME 103, ISSUE 4
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The Whitworthian has served as the main source
of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely by students which
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and thewhitworthian.com.
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OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innovative
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while inform
ing, entertaining and providing a forum for express
ing the interests of the Whitworth
community.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vaca
tions. The content is generated entirely by students.
The college administration does not review the
newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas expressed
in The Whitworthian are those of the individual art
ists, writers and student editors, and do not neces
sarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university,
its administration, faculty/staff or advertisers. The
Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and
subscription revenue and in part by student activity
fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not neces
sarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or
its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
CORRECTIONS
Oct. 3 issue contained errors in the tuition graphic
on page 4. Tuition at George Fox is $29,900 not
$29,000, PLU is $32,800 not $29,025 and Washing
ton State in-state tuition is $11,386 not $11,860. The
figures used do not include fees.
On page 13,the Jan Term tripssection contained errors
that the MA/CS program was going toWales and Ire
land in 2014. The trip will be going across China, Hong
Kong, Malaysia and Singapore.
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The Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate
information possible. The Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you have
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
email to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu

NEWS
| Visiting history professor brings his stories
to students
Tibebe Eshete is teaching history courses and
Core at Whitworth.

OPINIONS

16 | Romney still in the race

Exploring why people should not write
Romney off just yet because the election is
still young.

41 Whitworth bookstore explores its options

171

91 Protests in India affect student's study

18| The earth displays God's impressive

The school is requesting proposals from outside
companies to manage the store.

abroad experience
Senior Diana Cron is studying in Hyderabad,
India, where students and others are protesting
for Telangana's separation from the Andhra
Pradesh state

ARTS&CULTURE
10 l

Outdoor Rec has many plans
The programs' coordinator has lined up
many events for the season, including fly
fishing and a wilderness first aid course.

12 | Q & A with international students

Students studying abroad at our campus
share their thoughts on being away from
home, speaking English and Sodexo food.

Schools should mind their own business
Discussing how schools should not meddle
in the activities of students when they are off
campus.
nature
Questioning how people can see the works of
Cod yet not be impressed.

SPORTS

If I Willamette takes down Whitworth

Pirate football suffers first lost of the season
against the Bearcats of Willamette.

22

I Volleyball hosts conference matches
Whitworth comes away with a win and loss
in a pair of 5-set volleyball matches.

23 | Spotted from the crow's nest: Oliver and
Lyle Rudnicki

1A|Film series chosen by professors

Freshmen twins help guide a young
Whitworth men's golf team.

Local pr ofessors, including professor of
English Leonard Oakland, select films to be
shown for the Professor Film Series.

Hannah Charlton [ Cover Artist

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP m
Though founded on Christian values,
Whitworth does not impose its faith
Coming to a Christian school, students are aware that the university sponsors a discussion surrounding
that religion is sewn into the fabric of Whitworth. Stu atheism is a testament to the idea that Whitworth is
dents are not tricked into believing that faith is not an not imposing in nature. Not only is it accepted to be
of a different faith, aspace is created to hear what one
integral part of the university.
This editorial board believes that this approach by believes and why one believes it
The school also offers a wide-range of classes that
Whitworth should be appreciated and embraced by
are based off th e perspectives of others and Whit
the student body.
Whitworth has Christian values and mission, but it worth allows students to engage in academic work
does not strive to impose these elements on its stu by authors of various backgrounds and faiths. A fair
dents. Opportunities abound for students to explore portion of the Core program provides students with
and implement their Christian values, but these op ideas that are non-Christian and opens their eyes to
portunities are not forced upon students. The univer many views.
Whitworth also encourages study abroad experi
sity itself acknowledges its Presbyterian background
while making a conscious effort to be as accepting as ences, allowing students to dive into a completely
possible. It isimpossible to attend this school and not different culture. For many of these trips, students
expect to be exposed to any elements of the Christian experience cultures that are not dominantly Christian
or Western in their ideology. This allows students an
faith.
Modem culture seems to value inclusiveness, but opportunity to understand different perspectives and
there comes a point where that inclusiveness pre to bring that new understanding back to Whitworth
cludes any attempt to converse frankly on difficult when they return.
However, there is onlyso much that professors and
subjects. It would be easyfor Whitworth tolose itsrich
and religious background in an attempt to conform to administration can do to promote an open atmo
the values of today. Instead, the school does a good sphere. At some point, it becomes the students' re
job of allowing students of different backgrounds and sponsibility to embrace the different perspectives and
beliefs to have a say in what happens at Whitworth backgrounds of others.
College is a time to explore and discover, and part
without losing religious traditions.
For a university founded on Christian doctrine, of that is beginning to own your personal beliefs.
Whitworth is comparatively liberal. At Azusa Pacific When we pass up the opportunity to openly discuss
University, students are required to attend chapel things with people who may have different views, we
three times a week. Here, chapel is not required, but make it easier to hold the views we already have, but
half an hour has been blocked out twice a week for we also reject an opportunity to hone our beliefs and
students to gather if they so desire. It's an open invit
a come to new, deeper understandings.
Whitworth gives us an incredible opportunity for
tion without the pressure.
From others' experiences, Christian universities openness, but many viewpoints will n ever make it
refrain from having discussions surrounding taboo to the surface if students do not show a willingness
topics. Whitworth, on the other hand, embraces these to listen respectfully to differing opinions. Students
must embrace Whitworth's approach to Christian
discussions.
The campus comes together to shed light on topics values and be grateful for an environment that fosters
including homosexuality and racism. The 'Hear from growth in spirituality.
an Atheist' event has also become tradition. The fact

the
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2012-2013 SUBSCRIPTIONS
Please send me a one
semester (1/2 a year)
subscription. Enclosed is a
check for $16.

Please send to:
Name:
Address:

a

Please send me a one year
subscription. Enclosed is a
check for $30.

Citv:
Zip:
Phone:

Ml

Please make checks payable
to Whitworth University c/o
The Whitworthian.

Questions? Call Chrissy Roach,
editor-in-chief, at
(509)777-3248
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State:

The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issuesof interest to the Whitworth community. Send
letters to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200 words.
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Visiting professor brings new perspective to history
Katherine Knoll
Staff Writer
Tibebe Eshete, visiting professor of history, en
riches his classes with his personal experiences, ex
pertise and stories. Eshete was hired to fill in for An
thony Clark, professor of As ian history. Clark, who
established Whitworth's semester abroad program in
China, has recently received a grant from the National
Endowment for the Humanities. Clark will spend the
year in China conducting research and return as a
professor to Whitworth next year.
Corliss Slack, chair of t he department of h istory,
said the competition for Eshete's position was stiff.
Administrators looked at candidates from several ar
eas of study, including Middle East, Asian and African
studies. Eshete was selected for his good qualifica
tions, knowledge and an impressive lecture he gave
on African history.
Eshete now teaches African history, Pacific World
History and Core 350. Originally from Ethiopia, Esh
ete has lived in America for the past 12 years. He has
taught at Missouri State University, Calvin College
and Michigan State University.
Professor of history Arlin Migliazzo said that Esh
ete's first-hand knowledge of the tnaterial makes him
especially qualified as a professor in his field.
"Obviously to have a person who was born, raised
and educated in Ethiopia sets him apart. He brings
not only a professional knowledge of the history of Af
rica, but he's lived it," Migliazzo said.
Eshete was raised in Ethiopia in an Orthodox Chris
tian family. He said, however, that due to a lack of
spirituality in his youth, and an exposure to modern
education, he lost his faith after one year in college.
"You have to have strong ground to negotiate the
space between faith and secular teachings," Eshete
said.
After later subscribing to Marxist philosophy, and
spending several years of politi cal and personal tur
moil revolting against the Ethiopian government, Es
hete said that he was lost.
"I was nowhere between my revolutionary life and
when Jesus found me. I was just lost," he said.
Eshete said that he was saved 23 years ago, and has
since been committed to Christianity. His faith was
one of the important factors which drew him to Whit
worth.
"The 'Mind and Heart' mission really resonates
with my philosophy of Christian scholarship. Love
becomes the structure of your research, your teaching
and your calling. I want to be a part of this symphon
y,"
he said.
Migliazzo said that the personal experiences Es
hete shares with his students give him a unique and
valuable perspective.
"The kinds of th ings he has seen and faced as an
Ethiopian person and as a professor, none of us have
had that. He can speak directly out of th ose experi
ences, and I think that's really his strength," Migliazzo
said.
Eshete said that he uses personal stories as ameans
of making history relatable for his students.
"I humanize history. I humanize the subjects
through my stories," he said.
Slack said that another critical part of what makes
Eshete a great professor is his depth of knowledge in
several areas.

Juliana Zajicek | Photographer

Visiting professor of history Tibebe Eshete brings first-hand knowledge to his classes atWhitworth.
"Personally, he's a lot of fun to talk to. He seems to
know everything about United States and African his
tory," Slack said.
Eshete said that he finds it very important for stu
dents, particularly in America, to gain anunderstand
ing of world history.
"More than any nation, America cannot afford to
be ignorant. You have the resources to influence the
world," he said.
He said that Americans are by and large "rationally
ignorant," meaning that they often choose not to learn
about the rest of the world. Eshete said that having a
global education is a practical skill.

"How do you change the world if you d on't know
it?" he said.
Slack said that having people like Eshete on cam
pus offering a diverse choice of courses opens up new
possibilities for students.
"I think if he leaves and you didn't get the chance to
take his class, that'd be pretty sad," she said.
Next s emester, Eshete will teach African History
and African Religions.
Contact Katherine Knoll at
kknolll 6@my.whitworth.edu

WU continues its transition to the
university model with new college
Laryssa Lynch

we're driving down the road together," Wiersma said.
Wiersma will have the opportunity to serve 122
faculty members across 18 departments, 41 majors
On July 1, Wh itworth University's College of Arts and various interdisciplinary studies. It is the role of
and Sciences was established, joining the School a salesperson and advocate, Wiersma said, in which
of Glob al Commerce and Management, the School she can help people understand the value of a liberal
of Edu cation and the School of C ontinuing Studies. arts education while being a voice for the college.
According to the "Welcome from the President" on
Professor of Psychology Noelle Wiersma was named
the website for the university, "Whitworth's liberal
dean.
The establishment of th e College of Arts and Sci arts [and sciences] graduates excel in almost every
ences serves as a provision for effective, organized career field, serving, in law, business, government,
administration and also represents progress toward education, medicine, and research — venues where
they make vital contributions to the communities
the Courage at the Crossroads strategic plan.
"It has been a slow evolution and a strategic one," and the world in which they five."
Many of the studies within the liberal arts are con
Interim Provost Barbara Sanders
sidered to be classical. Emphasiz
said.
The School of Ed ucation began "This is the first time we ing the modern impacts of the sci
with the benefit of bri nging
in 1991 and the School of Gl obal
have had all four tires ences
the liberal arts into the 21st century
Commerce and Management in
2001. In 2007, Wh itworth College and we're driving down is one of Wiersma's goals. She said
she hopes to make liberal arts and
effectively became Whitworth
sciences buzzwords, part of the
the road together."
University, continuing the steady
standard Whitworth vocabulary
movement toward a model more
—NOELLE WIERSMA"
alongside mind, heart, community
similar to that of a university.
"A college does not have a grad
professor of psychology and and vocation.
As written on the College of Arts
uate program or schools," Sanders
and
Sciences website, "The Whit
Dean
of
the
College
of
Arts
said.
worth University College of Arts &
A problem with the transition
and Sciences
Sciences bears the primary respon
was a lack of a school or college
sibility
for providing an education
for studies in the liberal arts and
grounded in the liberal arts and
sciences, and therefore, a dean to
advocate and oversee those studies. In the place of a sciences and committed to the integration of fa ith
dean, the provost of the university not only had to ad and learning."
That idea directly correlates to the motto of an edu
ministrate the other three schools, but substitute as a
cation of mind and heart.
dean for the liberal arts and sciences.
"In a very general sense, it's about developing
"We n eed to have an administrative structure to
yourself more fully as a person," Wiersma said.
help us serve students best," Sanders said.
Having that structure in place should help pro
mote the departments, interdisciplinary studies and
Contact Laryssa Lynch at
majors at the core of the Whitworth experience.
"This is the first time we have had all four tires and laryssalynchl 5@my.whitworth.edu

StaffWriter

LOFGLOBALCOMMERCE
aster of Business Administration
Organizational Management
• Accounting
• Business Management

SCHOOL OF COpiNUING STUDIES
• Organizational Management
• Criminal Justice Administration
• Social Services

i Undergraduate Teacher Education
• Graduate Studies in Education
• Master in Teaching Evening
• Teacher Certification
• Professional Certification
• Special EducationProgram
•Add-On Endorsements

805

Number of acres in the Verbrugge Environmental
Center, use of which was donated to Whitworth
by landowner Gary Verbrugge for educational and
research purposes.

50

Number of years African Enterprise has been
serving in Africa through leadership training,
evangelism, reconciliation and community
development. Founder of African Enterprise
Michael Cassidy spoke at Whitworth Oct. 1.

367,000

Number of people that "left"the work force last
month.

Humanities

o

• Elementary Education with Teacher Certification

International Business

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

$161.15

Average amount students spent at the bookstore
at the beginning of fall semester 2012. In 2006 the
average for that time was $223.28.

• Program Management

• Economics
• Marketing

41

Number of majors that fall under the heading of
Whitworth's College of Arts and Sciences.

"OLLEGEOF ARTS ANDS

4

Number of goals scored this season by sopho
more forward Robby Ubben of the Whitworth
men's soccer team. Ubben leads the team in
goals scored, and each goal has been a gamewinner for the Pirates.

Art • Biology • Chemistry • Communications English
Health Sciences " History "Kinesiolog
Math & Computer Science • Modern j.an
Music "Philosophy "Physics • Political!
Psychology • Sociology • i heatre »ThcoIogy

Hannah Charlton | Graphic Artist

3
Number of construction phases scheduled this
offseason for the renovation of Merkel Field,
home of the Whitworth baseball team.
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CHAMBERS
by Molly Hough

Hipster Homecoming was a huge hit! Thank you to
all who participated. Now you might be asking; does
this make hipster officially too mainstream? The an
swer is: no way! Keep on wea
ringyour wool socks and
drinking out of your vintage coffee mugs.
This past week ASWU passed a requisition for the
campus retreat known as Concord. This is going to be
an incredible retreat and we were happy to support all
of the work that has been put into making this event.
Make sure to sign up this week! There was also a req
uisition passed for Outdoor Rec., which will allow the
program to buy mountain bikes. So, look out for op
portunities to go on trips with these new bikes!
Mindy Smith and Terry McGonigal came to speak
about the PCUSA (Presbyterian Church) and the task
force that has been put together surrounding these
issues. ASWU was educated about how the PCUSA is
structured and that we are a part of the Alaska North
west Synod. In December 2013 this synod will dis
solve. Because of this a task force was put together to
discuss how or whether the university will continue
its relationship with the PCUSA. They asked ASWU
how to best educate the student body on this issue.
We spent time brainstorming how to reach students
in order to show them how this issue will affect them.
Look for upcoming events regarding this issue and
please email me if you have any questions.
Vice president of Student Life Dick Mandeville
came to speak about changes being made in the stu
dent handbook. There will be more information to
come on this topic.
Oct. 15 a discussion about pornography will be
hosted by Unite. It will be an open, honest, and safe
place to speak about this topic and how it direcdy
links to the sex trafficking industry. Look for the el
ephants around campus to receive more information
or directly email the Unite team at unite.whitwortK@
gmail.com.
Make sure to say hello to the Board of Trustees who
are on campus this week! We are so grateful for them
and all they do for this institution. Also, be looking out
for GSA events this week because they are worth at
tending!
Don't forget to attend our meetings on Wednesday
night at 5 p.m. Email Tim Gjefleif you would like to be
put on the list for a free dinner.
Please let me know if I c an answer any questions
and I will see you around campus!
Live Bold. Be Fierce.
Molly Beth
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Contact Molly Hough at
mhoughl 3@my.whitworth.edu
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CHECK OUTTHEWHITWORTHIAN.COM
Read extended coverage of
stories.
Watch live blog coverage of
sporting events.

SEE IT. CLICK IT. KNOW IT.
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Keely Cooper \ Photographer

The Whitworth bookstore has been unable to make profits with rising online competition.

WU bookstore seeks new
options to stay in business
2012, the average was $161.15.
"Each the year the transaction per student is
Staff Writer
less," Loomis said. "We are making less money
and working harder than ever."
With changes in the book publishing industry,
This struggle and lack of revenue has spurred
fewer students are buying books in the campus the search for a potential new vendor.
bookstore and it has been struggling to make
"We are kind of fighting a tide that is really
ends meet. Asearch committee is looking at new hard to fight from a little tiny store point of view,"
options.
Loomis said. "I want to see that number of what
"We are trying to look at neutralizing the loss," it costs students to buy their books continue to
said Brian Benzel, vice president of finance and go down or at least to bottom out and not go
administration.
up. That's my goal, to provide the lowest-priced
The bookstore committee will assemble a RFP, books possible for our students."
or request for proposal. That will go out to popu
Benzel plans to talk with major stakeholder;
lar vendors and they will return with a proposal including traditional day students and continu
of their services and prices.
ing studies students.
The committee is currently
Whitmore seeks to repre
made up of Benzel, bookstore
"Each year the
sent students' needs as well as
manager Nancy Loomis, senior
promote ethical purchasing on
transaction per
Blaine Eldredge, senior Jonny
campus.
Whitmore and a faculty mem
"One of the issues for stu
student is less. We are
ber yet to be named.
dents is, and always has been,
The lure of cheap prices, text
making less money
book cost," Whitmore said.
book exchange and guaranteed
The issue of fair trade is
buybacks has pulled students
and working harder hopefully being raised, Whit
away from purchasing from the
more said. As of publication,
than ever."
bookstore.
the committee has yet to meet
"There is a lot of turbulence
and therefore the agenda and
— NANCY LOOM IS
in the book publishing world,"
key items are in flux.
Benzel said.
bookstore manager
Whitmore encouraged stu
Whitworth is not the only uni
dents to talk with members of
versity considering this option.
the committee and voice their opinions.
"A lot of uni versities are making this change
The potential shift is not a reflection of the
over," Loomis said. "It's mostly due to losing
bookstore staff or management, Benzel said.
market share from our customer base and also
"It's acknowledging that business forces are
the many and complex changes in the book in
bigger than us. This isnot approached as a reflec
dustry."
tion of the service or effort of our current staff,"
No decision has been made about using a ven
Benzel said.
dor or which one; this process simply allows the
A decision is expected to be made in tDecemuniversity to "evaluate in a more formal way,"
ber or January. If a change is to take place, it will
Benzel said.
be implemented in late Spring and will affect the
It is possible, however unlikely, that no vendor
2013-2014 school year.
will be chosen and the bookstore will operate as
it has previously, Benzel said.
In 2006, the average dollars per student spent Contact Caitlyn Starkey at
at the beginning of fall semester was $223.28. In cstarkeyl 3@my.whitworth.edu

Caitlyn Starkey

Environmental center brings educational opportunities 7
Rebekah Bresee

StaffWriter

[

Hie first annual Verbrugge Environ
mental Center Symposium was held at
the Scotia House, right next to the Ver
brugge Environmental Center, on Sat
urday, Sept. 29.
The VEC is 605 acres of mixed co
niferous forest situated approximately
35 miles northeast of Spokane. It is lo
cated near the headwaters of the Little
Spokane River.
Whitworth is merely the beneficiary
of the property, not the owner.
Gary Verbrugge, owner of the prop
erty, donated use of the property to
Whitworth University.
"So much development and sub
dividing is going on in Scotia Valley. I
wanted to avoid having our property
subdivided and developed. I wanted to
provide a home for the wildlife anden
courage conservation," Verbrugge said.
He began to connect with faculty
at Whitworth and found that they had
mutual goals of preserving wildlife, na
ture and education.
"It is a big piece of property, one of
the few remaining in this area," Ver
brugge said.
He said he likes the fact that some
one will be using the property and
hopes that it will encourage future
generations to value conservation and
learn from nature.
The vision for the VEC co nsists of

building a facility that will provide op
portunities for research, education and
conservation.
The purpose of t he meeting was to
share with stakeholders and potential
collaborators the vision for the prop
erty, the progress toward that vision to
date and the kinds of partnerships that
could potentially be facilitated with the
development of the VEC.
Many Whitworth professors, as well
as representatives from various schools
and organizations, attended the meet
ing.
Among those representatives was
Sarah Pooler, former professor of edu
cation at Whitworth, who now teaches
at Riverpoint Academy in Spokane.
Pooler said she hopes the center will
provide new experiences for her stu
dents.
"I want students to connect with na
ture in an experiential hands-on way,
to get unplugged, to appreciate beauty
and understand the importance of our
role in caring for the environment,"
Pooler said.
Another attendee of the symposium
was Patrick Sawyer, ou tdoor educator
at Chewelah Peak Learning Center.
Sawyer came to the meeting to learn
about how Chewelah Peak may poten
tially connect with Whitworth in bring
ing students to the VEC for learning
experiences.
Discussions were held at the meet
ing about research activities and col-

Hannah Charlton \ Graphic Artist

Ihe Verbrugge Environmental Center is about35 miles northeastof Spokane.
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Ihe Verbrugge Environmental Center is set aside for environmental
studies, conservation and educational opportunities.
laborations that may take place at the outside the Whitworth community as
VEC. These include everything from well.
hard sciences to social sciences and
"There are opportunities to bring
cultural anthropology.
families to experience and talk about
Whitworth assistant professor of bi creation, but more importantly to learn
ology Grant Casady is one of t he lead about their creator," said Dave Lejaers responsible for the research and Meyer, the director of development for
conservation programs at the VEC.
major gifts atWhitworth and part of the
Casady has led groups of students project management team for the VEC.
Masters in teaching students brought
in conducting research and collecting
baseline data, such as measuring the a group of sixth graders up to the center
forest canopy, measuring tree diame last summer.
Through collaborations with other
ters and identifying various vegetation
species, all of which will benefit future organizations, the VEC will be used di
versely in education, research and con
research.
"All the research we do involves servation.
Results of the discussions at the
students and conservation projects,"
symposium will be used to inform a
Casady said. .
Conservation projects by Whitworth proposal to the National Science Foun
students include prescribed burns and dation for a planning grant to establish
the VEC as a research station.
planting new trees.
"We are working on a proposal to the
"I've been very impressed with the
NSF; if funded it would
college students," Ver
provide for the plan
brugge said.
"I wanted to
ning of th e overall use
The site is also used
of th e property," Casa
provide a home
by Whitworth for ed
dy said.
ucational
ventures.
for the wildlife
As of now, the facil
Casady takes some of
ity does not have a rev
his biology classes out
and encourage
enue stream, meaning
to the center for field
construction of the fa
trips and other profes
conservation."
cility will begin after a
sors take their classes
— GA RY VERBRUGGE
business model is for
to the property for lec
mulated and a master
tures. Assistant profes
land owner
plan completed.
sor of chemistry Drew
Small projects such
Budner takes a chem
istry class, professor of biology Frank as providing restrooms or a rain shelter
Caccavo takes a microbiology class may be the first steps taken. From there
and associate professor of biology Mike the plan is to progressively add more
Sardinia takes a class to the field for buildings. The ultimate vision is to have
a 16-person educational facility.
parasitology.
"The idea is to eventually have a
Dennis Sterner, dean of the Whit
worth school of education, is in charge place for housing so students may stay
for a period of time, such as for Janof the educational portion of the VEC.
"The center will provide lots of di f term," Casady said.
These developments are intended to
ferent opportunities for candidates in
teacher preparation at the undergradu increase Whitworth involvement with
VEC and connect students with other
ate and graduate levels," Sterner said.
For example, it will help prepare el collaborations.
The VEC is intended to serve as a
ementary school teachers by providing
them with opportunities to connect learning experience for Whitworth stu
with children at the center and conduct dents that goes beyond the classroom.
"The center will provide people with
lessons with an environmental focus.
An outdoor laboratory will be available a different perspective in a different
for graduate students to do research in place," LejaMeyer said.
environmental education.
The VEC is a place that can provide Contact Rebekah Bresee at
educational opportunities to people rbreseel 6@my. whitworth.edu
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Lecturer describes the effects of D®we in politics
Katherine Knoll
StaffWriter
Christ's love can have monumental effects in poli
tics, an evangelist and peacemaker shared Monday,
Oct. 1. Michael Cassidy is a political activist, author
and founder of African Enterprise, an evangeli
cal reconciliation ministry that has been crucial in
healing post-apartheid South Africa.
By following God's will and listening to his urging,
African Enterprise was formed, Cassidy said.
AE has been reaching Africa through leadership
training, evangelism, reconciliation and community
development in Africa for 50 years, according to africanenterprise.org.
The nature of the ministry was influenced through
Cassidy's experiences in America during the civil
rights movement, as well as the extreme segregation
in South Africa during apartheid, Cassidy said.
Cassidy came to embrace the messages of Martin
Luther King, Jr. as well as the messages of evangelist
of Billy Graham, he said.
"I came to the conclusion that the love ethic has
huge political implications," Cassidy said.
With that in mind, Cassidy began his movement
to evangelize Africa and promote change through
godly leadership. AE went to different political
groups during the apartheid struggle and prayed
with politicians from the far left and far right, Cas
Senior Ryan Knight talks with guest speaker Michael Cassidybefore Cassidys speech Monday, Oct 1.
sidy said.
Ninety South African politicians over six different
weekends experienced a retreat at AE wh ere they. people attended the rally. Several of the main politi their place of work and influence, according to afrishared their autobiographies, told" their visions for cians from the various parties met in a VIP lounge of canenterprise. org.
the new South Africa and heard the enemy human the stadium where the rally was held and came to an
Some of AE's ideas and principles directly re
ized, Cassidy said.
late to Whitworth's mission to "Honor God, follow
agreement about a way forward, he said.
"It's a very powerful thing when you hear some
Two days after the rally, those leaders announced Christ, and serve humanity."
one's story," Cassidy said. "You hav e
"Cassidy's model of leadership meshes well with
that they would cooperate,
to understand who they are and why
thus avoiding an outbreak of Whitworth's inclusive and ecumenical approach,"
"It's
a
very
powerful
they think the way they do."
violence, Cassidy said. The said Gordon Jackson, professor of c ommunication
That is a foundation, but still is not
thing when you hear election was held over three studies.
enough. One can love individuals but
Gerig said students can demonstrate leadership
days, and there were virtu
someone's story. You ally
that love must also go further into
no reports of violence any at Whitworth even in small ways. She suggested
structures in order to bring social and
have to understand who where in the country. It was a talking to ASWUsenators or participating in class as
political change, Cassidy said. Justice
ways to do so. Sometimes, leadership starts simply
miracle, he said.
is love built into structures, he said.
they are and why they
. |__
The United States needs love with friendship, she said.
Godly governance can result in
Cassidy encouraged students to seek God's plan
in its structures just as much
major transformations of entire think the way they do." as South Africa does, Cassidy for their life and enter into it. God is faithful, he said.
countries, according to AE's website.
"Whatever it is he has for you, He wants to lead
said. He said he feels America
—MICHAEL CASSIDY
On April 27, 1994, elections were
needs an assembly of Christian you into it," Cassidy said. "If I look back on 58 years
held in South Africa that marked the political activist, author and leaders and visionaries across of Christian experience, my testimony is to the faith
end of apartheid. Ten days prior, a
the nation who will speak to fulness of God. He has stood by me."
prayer rally had been called because founder of African Enterprise the social issues.
a surge of h ostility between political
"I would love to see an
parties threatened the lives of a mil
American political system that has prayer as part of
lion people, Cassidy said.
the system of government. I understand realistically
The Jesus Peace Rally was called in order to pray
today, that is hard," sophomore Rachel Gerig said.
for a peaceful way forward through the first demo
Contact Katherine Knoll at
AE trai ns leaders by equipping pastors and citi
cratic elections, he said. Twenty-five thousand
zens to think biblically and live out their faith in kknolll 6@my.whitworth.edu
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Student studies in Hyderabad,
India amidst violent protests
Jennifer Ingram

sion as a split of the Telugu-speaking homeland.
Cron wrote on her blog that a few members of
Nearly 7,800 miles away, Whitworth senior so the campus political group Telangana Vidyarthi
ciology student Diana Cron is watching first-hand Vedika were offended by some comments made
as riots break out in Andhra Pradesh, India. Cron by another campus political group, called the
arrived in July, and will study at the University of Students Federation of In dia, in September. As a
Hyderabad through December with the ISEP pro result, the members of the Telangana Vidyarthi
Vedika organized a student strike of all c lasses on
gram.
"As a soci ology major, it's extremely fascinating Tuesday, Sept. 25. Roadblocks were set up early in
to study and take part in a culture that is so incred the morning, and the students were encouraged by
ibly different from everything I'm familiar with," guards to stay away from campus, Cron said. Those
Cron said. "It helps me understand my own culture who did attend classes were asked by the politi
cal group members to boycott their classes and go
at the same time I'm learning about a new one."
Andhra Pradesh is one of the 28 states in India, home.
"University student protesters are extremely
located on the southeastern coast. Hyderabad is
the state capital, and also the biggest city, with a passionate, determined and willing to make sacri
fices for a cause that they really, truly believe in,"
population exceeding 40 million.
For over 50 years, activists have been campaign Cron said. "My program director always sends out
an e-mail when there is a protest
ing for a separation of Te langain the city warning us to stay as
na, the district of w hich Hyder
"University student
close to campus as possible."
abad is located, from the Andhra
protesters are extremely
That was the first large protest
Pradesh state. According to BBC
News reports, the Indian people passionate, determined and many followed. According
to BBC News, India saw violent
in the region believe that they
and willing to make
protests both for and against the
have been neglected by succes
new state proposal back in 2010.
sive governments.
sacrifices for a cause
A renewed wave of vio lence be
Shortly after Cron arrived in
that they really, truly gan with the clash of pr o-TelanHyderabad, she posted on her
gana activists and the Hyderabad
believe in"
blog page: "I'm learning that In
police on Monday Oct. 1, which
dia is modern, and it is ancient.
—DIANA CRON
paralyzed the schools and most
It is extremely wealthy, and it is
of the shops and businesses.
impoverished. This place is full
senior sociology major
"One thing I've learned in my
of co ntrasts that make it impos
sible to understand, but I know one thing: I'll never time here [is] I ndians love protests," Cron posted
on her blog. "People are very socially and politi
be bored here."
Those contrasts are what the people of Te lan- cally active, and it seems like anything can set off a
gana have been noticing for years. The push for strike or a boycott or marches in the streets."
The police reported to BBC News that thousands
separation and formation of Te langana as an in
dependent state has provoked violence in India of activists violated a restraining order which
and fueled demands for other separations of states barred them of joining the march. When violators
entered the prohibited area, the police blasted tear
across the country.
BBC News reported that back in 2009, the Indian gas towards the crowd.
Times of India reported that at least 400 people
government agreed to start the process of splitting
the Telangana region from the rest of th e state of from each of th e surrounding Telangana districts
Andhra Pradesh. However, when other regions of have been detained by the police.
Cron said that while she hears about the riots,
Andhra Pradesh protested the split, the govern
she has never taken part in one of them personally.
ment halted its efforts.
The Telangana region contributes about 60 per As a white American woman, she said it would be
cent of Andhra Pradesh's revenue, and the two very dangerous for her to publicly take a side on
main rivers that provide water resources to Andhra such a tumultuous issue.
BBC reported that the final decision over the di
Pradesh are located within Telangana. Cron said
supporters of the Telangana movement say that vision of the state lies with the Indian Parliament;
while Telangana contributes a lot of its resources however, the state assembly must also pass a reso
to the support of th e rest of th e state, it does not lution to approve the creation of a new state.
The Indians are empowered by a belief held by
receive the majority of its allocated funding for
programs and development in the region, nor do Gandhi that if y ou protest long enough you will
residents of T elangana receive the 42 percent of eventually get what you want.
"Social movements and protests are a major part
openings in universities that are reserved for them.
BBC News said that it is not the number of resi of life, and people aren't afraid to take risks, make
dents that has been the challenge for the splitting bold statements and fight for their own rights,"
of the state, but rather the diversity oflanguage. The Cron said.
country houses 18 official languages, and some of Contact Jennifer Ingram at
the residents from outside Telangana see the divi- jingraml 3@my.whitworth.edu

StaffWriter
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Board of Trustees holds fall meetings

o

Whitworth's Board of Trustees will be on
campus Wednesday through Friday to hold
meetings and get in touch with the campus.

—H
Ln

Board to vote on wording changes
Vice President of Student Life Richard
Mandeville came before ASWU to notify
leadership of one of the topics that will be
brought to the Board of Trustees this week. The
Board of Trustees will have the opportunity
to vote on possible changes to the wording of
Whitworth's cohabitation policy.

s

U.S. unemployment rate at its lowest
since 2009

cp

September's unemployment rate in the U.S.
was measured at 7.8 percent. This is down from
8.1 percent in August, and is the lowest it has
been in Obama's presidency. While Obama's
supporters cite the rate as a sign that the job
market and economy are recovering, others
disagree. Figures from the department of labor
show the biggest gains to be in the health care
sector, with 44,000 jobs added in September.
That was followed by 10,000 government jobs
and 5,000 in construction.

Spokane city hall reorganization
means layoffs, cuts
Last month the city announced that, as a part
of Mayor David Condon's 2013 budget plan
presented to City Council Monday, Oct. 8,about
100 jobs would be cut. Only about 35 of those
jobs are currently filled. The mayor has begun
to hand out layoff notices. The arts department
and weights and measures department will be
eliminated; each was a one-person department.
Plans are in place to build a coalition to take
over for the art department. The duties of the
weights and measures department will be taken
over by the state's service; Seattle will then be
the only remaining city with an independent
weights and measures department.

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez
defeats Henrique Capriles in election
Eighty-one percent of the nearly 19 million
registered voters in Venezuela cast ballots,
National Electoral Council president Tibisay
Lucena told A1 Jazeera. Chavez will have
another six-year term, after winning more than
7.4 million votes. With 90 percent of the votes
counted, Chavez had won 54.42 percent of
the vote, according to official election results
Sunday. Chavez has been in office for nearly 14
years, and is known for his anti-imperialist and
socialist views.
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Outdoor Rec director plans eventful season
advantage of the scenery that the area around
Whitworth and the great outdoors has to offer.
StaffWriter
A recent Outdoor Rec event was the bouldering trip at McLellan Rocks on Oct. 6. BoulWhile he may be new to his position,
dering is free-style rock climbing without a
Whitworth senior Blaine Eldredge is doing
rope.
well at keeping an eye out for new and exci
ting
Freshman Kristen Schoenike said she
outdoor events he can bring to students. This
found the event challenging because she had
is Eldredge's first year as outdoor recreation
only rock climbed at an indoor facility, but she
coordinator and his second year at Whitworth.
decided it was time to try something new. To
"Double new, I suppose," he said.
boulder, all one needs are climb
He said he decided to go
ing shoes and some serious mus
"...we
hope
to
all out for his fellow Whitcle.
worthians. The Outdoor Rec
"You have to overcome your
promote growth,
program has a motto that
fear of falling and use all of your
simply states, "Play outside."
passion and action strength to continue up the
The motto is a means of
boulder you're trying to climb,"
by encouraging an Schoenike
pushing students to enjoy
said.
new experiences with others;
Schoenike wasn't the only
active
and
engaged
going on adventures and just
newcomer to this event. Fresh
plain having fun.
lifestyle."
man Brittany Hoff is also a new
"We're very excited for a
participant in Outdoor Rec. Hoff
big fly fishing trip on Oct.
— BLAINE ELDR EDGE
has been climbing before and
13," Eldredge said. "It's a
wanted to try again. Hoff said she
day where we'll take a trip to Outdoor Rec coordinator found the most challenging part
Idaho and learn how to read
of b ouldering to be the fact that
a river, h ave a casting lesson and it'll all be there's no safety line, but overcame it for the
done with the help of some guides for the trip.
And on Oct. 26 we plan to backpack our way trip.
"The thing I enjoy most about outdoor ac
through the Enchantments."
tivities is just being outdoors and getting to
Eldredge said he became the Outdoor Rec
meet new people," she said.
coordinator because he feels he's an idealist.
Coming up in January, Eldredge has a glis
He thinks about outdoor recreation a lot, and
sading trip planned that he anticipates will
wants to include other students in enjoying
garner a lot of participants. Glissading is sled
outdoor experiences because he thinks they
ding without a sled and involves the use of an
can be life changing.
ice axe for directing one's movements.
"By having a connection to the community,
"It'll be a little bit of hiking and a little bit of
we hope to promote growth, passion and ac
playing in the snow," Eldredge said.
tion by encouraging an active and engaged
lifestyle," Eldredge said.
Eldredge said he wants the program to be
cross campus. Alongside Eldredge, the dorm
representatives will be helping out and mak Contact Juliette Torres at.
ing events possible. The program will take juliettetorresl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Juliette Torres

Keely Cooper | Pho
tographer

With a shout of excitement, Whitworth'sOutdoor Reccoordinator,
senior Blaine Eldredge, repels out of a tree in front of McMillan
Hall. Eldredge has many activities planned for the program,
including flyfishing and a wilderness first aid course.

OUTDOOR'!'ACTIVITIES
Oct. 13
Oct. 20
Oct. 26
Nov. 3-4
Nov. 10
Nov. 24

Silverbow Flyfishing
Lake Day
Fall Break in the Enchantments
Wilderness First Aid Course
Climbing at Wild Walls/Bike Trip
Highland Games

Lit reading complements homecoming festivities
Meghan Dellinger
StaffWriter
People packed the Bryan Oliver gallery and the ad
jacent hallway, all listening intently to the soft, sooth
ing voices of poets echoing throughout the building.
Their words flowed together under the dim lighting,
creating an ambiance of relaxation and peace.
Professor of English Laurie Lamon, senior English
lecturer Thorn Caraway and alumna Lisa Flesher, '81,
read some of their poetry on Saturday, Oct. 6 in the
Lied Art C enter. The event was scheduled as part of
the Homecoming activities for the week.
Caraway said he is excited about the university's
promotion of the reading.
"We have previously had a few readings like this

throughout the year that were moderately well-at
tended and moderately well-advertised," he said.
"This year, [the poetry reading] is part of homecom
ing festivities. It's exciting being able to reach a wider
audience than we normally get. They did a great job
with it this year. It's a good showcase for Laurie and I,
and good for the alumna [Flesher]."
Flesher currently lives in Oklahoma City with her
husband. She has been published in numerous jour
nals and has read her poetry at the National Arts Club
in New York City. She is best known for her contribu
tions to the Nimrod International Journal of Prose
and Poetry, and she is now the co-chief poetry edi
tor there. She is nearing completion of a book of her
poetry.
"I'm just so privileged to be here with an audience
like this, and with Thorn and Laurie," she said at the

end of her set.
Flesher read a variety of poems, such as "Blue Flax','
"Under the Influence: A P oem for Empty Nesters"
and "Meditating with the Dogs'!
After being introduced by professor of English
Leonard Oakland, who emceed the reading, Lamon
took the stage to read next.
Lamon said she has always been a writer, ever since
she was a little girl. She mostly writes about animals,
and said her students will often send her pictures and
videos of animals because they know how much she
enjoys them.
"I was very serious about it at a very young age,"
Lamon said. "I was always drawn to poetry. Writing
Continued on p.15

See Lit Reading

12 Q & A: International students share
Christina Spencer

Staff Writer

Why did you choose to study What do you think of the food
available at Sodexo?
abroad?
Nouha Alaoui: I had a friend that was
always telling me to come to the United
States, that it was really cool.

Atan: During my first week here, it was
great because there is variety. But eventu
ally, I started to think it's sickening.

Alaoui: Really greasy. You eat a lot
Franklin Maimone: First of all, I have
been studying English since January of of hamburgers. I don't know. We don't
this year, and my program is open for stu eat that much back home. And there are
big portions of
dents to study abroad and re
ally get interested about it. So "I think it's so exciting. I food; you eat a lot.
It's good, but it's
it was more like an opportu
would really like to meet greasy. Today there
nity because of m y program.
were hamburgers,
Yeah, but I love the United
new kinds of life, new
chicken burgers,
States, so it was like a dream
and the sandwich
places, new weather."
for me.
stuff, and I was like,
— EDUARDA COELHO
wow, that's a lot of
Eduarda Coelho: Well, I
choice.
think it's so exciting. I would
really like to meet new kinds
Maimone: Everything isspicy here. The
of life, new places, new weather. Here the
seasons are so amazing; it's so fun. And pasta is spicy; even the pizza is spicy. We
people, the different cultures, the way you don't have spicy food in Brazil. The break
live is different. For my major, for commu fast for me is the best thing ever because it
nication, the more you know about differ is very similar, but the rest, the lunch and
dinner, are really dinner. Especially the
ent parts of the world, the better.
spicy food; I don't like the spicy food.
Farah Saadon: In my home university,
Coelho: I love breakfast. Breakfast here
the head of my department chose three
of us to go, and she called me and said I is perfect; I wouldn't change anything. I
don't lunch much here though. The beans
should go, and I was like sure, why not?
here are sweet... How is that possible?
[laughs],

What is the hardest thing about
being away?

Amira Atan: I miss my fruit. And there
isn't much spicy food here. Being away
also makes me really appreciate my fam
ilyAlaoui: Missing my friends and fam
ily. The habits I'm used to. My car. I don't
know; everything is really new. Toget any
where I need to know how the bus works.
Managing my time is a big deal because I
have classes that are spread out through
the whole day.
Maimone: The lan
guage for me has been re
ally, really hard because I
didn't have a strong base
for it. And talking to my
family is really hard, too.
I try to talk to them by
Skype, sometimes, if I'm
really, really homesick.
Coelho: Missing my
family. I try not to think
about them too much, or
I get depressed.

How did you choose Whitworth?

Alaoui: I'm in the ISEP program and I
wanted to come to the West Coast because
everyone was going to
the East Coast, and I re
"To get anywhere I
ally wanted no one here
need to know how the with me. I s aw schools
near Seattle, and then
bus works. Managing my coordinator came
here on vacation and
my time is a big deal
said Spokane was a
because I have classes good place to be. This
was my first choice be
that are spread out
cause I liked the cam
pus.

through the whole day.'

Maimone: Actually
in my program, Science
Without Borders, we
sign up for a country and a lot of different
universities here choose the students.

— NOUHA ALAOUI

Saadon: At this point I miss three things
about my country: I miss my family,I miss
the food, and I miss the familiarity. I like
in my country I know what to say to oth
ers; I know how to socialize. But when I
come here, because English is my second
language, I don't really know what to say.
%

Saadon: I'm really glad they have an
Asian section there because it's kind of
similar. We eat rice everyday and mac and
cheese. And it's good. The food is really
nice. I gained some weight here, so I think
that is a good sign, I guess [laughs].

Coelho: Well, I kind of didn't choose
Whitworth because I am in the exchange
program from the Brazilian government,
so I just applied for the United States, and
they chose. They chose according to my

grades and according to my personality.
I think I fit very well here at Whitworth,
and I t hink that's why they chose it for
me. When I came here, it seemed like
God designed it just for me. Everything is
just so perfect. So I didn't choose Wlutworth, but if I c ould choose, I wouldn't
choose anywhere else.
Saadon: Actually, Ichose the universi
ty that would be the closest to my major,
and Whitworth offered the most courses
I could take that could transfer over.

How did you learn English?
Atan: In Malaysia, English is a core
class that you need to pass.
Alaoui: I learned it by myself. Do
you know the One Tree Hill show? I was
watching that when I was in middle
school, and for me to watch the episodes,
I needed to wait for them to be either in
French subtitles or become French so
that I could watch them. And I thought
no, I d on't want to wait that much, so I
started to watch the show just in English,
and I didn't understand a word. It was re
ally frustrating... But the TV! show made
me learn because I wanted to understand
English, and I d idn't want to wait for the
episodes to come.
Maimone: A lot of people study Eng
lish, but not all of them. Actually English
and Spanish; they're really strong lan
guages in Brazil. It's not everyone, but a
great part of them study English.
Coelho: I studied from when I was 11
years old until I w as 16. Then I s topped
speaking English to anyone for 5 years, so
I forgot a lot of things, but I'm starting to
pick it back up again.
Saadon: English is very important in
Malaysia. Actually, I started learning be
cause I had one English teacher who was
really bad [laughs]. She was really biased,
and so I started learning English myself.
And that's why I wanted to become an
English teacher, because of her. It's like, in
your face!

"I think I fit ver y well
here at Whitworth, and
I think that's why they
chose it for me. When I
came here, it seemed like
God designed it just for
me. Everything is just so
perfect."
— EDUARDA COE LHO

EVENTS

ughts on being abroad

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

What do you do for fun and/
or what are you passionate
about?
Alaoui: I like to travel a lot. Over fall
break I'm going to go with the Interna
tional Club to Seattle and I'm going to Las
Vegas for Thanksgiving.

Biggest cultural surprise?
Atan: The social interaction. In
Malaysia, you don't have physical in
teraction with someone unless you
are very close to them.

Alaoui: Showering in the morning.
You shower before you go to school,
Maimone: I really like sports. Not to like at 7 a.m. or 6:30 a .m. or some
play, but to watch, especially volleyball. I thing. I used to shower at night, like
really love computers, and every kind of really late, at like 10 or 11 p.m. Also,
people are a bit cold. People say, "Hi
board games with my friends.
how are you?" and
Coelho: I always stay
"...you guys are more
then go; they just
don't care about
at lunch and talk and play
open-minded. And you your answer. Back
cards. Sometimes, I watch
movies with friends. I'm
guys can speak freely. Its want to know how
so e xcited to buy a longboard.
not like that so much in they are, just don't
ask.
Saadon: Right now, I my country; people don't
Maimone: [In]
am taking guitar class, so
if I have spar e time, I will speak up much, even in Brazil we are really
really welcoming
be practicing my guitar.
class when the lecture to
people. Here,
Back home ,1 would usu
ally play the drums, and I
asks for something, it's you are more cold,
but not in a bad
play badminton. That's a
total silence."
way. When you
huge sport in my country.
first meet some
I like reading, and I like
— FARAH SAA DON
one in Brazil, y ou
writing poems.
give them two
Has it been easy to meet people? kisses on the cheek. Here it's more
like, "Hey [pantomimed a hand
Atan: I'm more reserved, so with my shake] nice to meet you." So I don't
classmates, it just depends. Sometimes know what I should do. Hug? This is
really weird for me. Also, the weather
it's hard to feel the connection.
is completely different.
Alaoui: Yes, because when I first came
Coelho: People here are so friend
here, I met with all the international stu
dents in Hendrick Hall for like aweek, and ly. It's not that people in Brazil aren't
we did tons of activities, and we went to friendly, but it's a different kind of
Spokane Valley.And then I was in Corner friendly. There we hug people, here
stone before I was in the theme house, so you don't hug. But here you are all
I knew people there. It was just too noisy so polite; you always hold the door
there, so that's why I moved out. And open. It seems like everyone is always
I'm sociable, so I'm not having problems concerned about how you re doing:
if you're fine, if you're good. Also, the
meeting people.
hug. [Pretended to do a side hug]. In
Maimone: I love people. So I make Brazil I hug like [pretended to dp a
friends really, really easily. Actually, I was bear hug].
voted for the homecoming prince of StewSaadon: For one thing, you guys
BoppAge. And this was a really big deal
for m e because I don't know anyone, so are more open-minded. And you
guys can speak freely. It's not like that
it was amazing to know that people really
so much in my country; people don't
like me. When I first arrived here, I felt a
speak up much, even in class when
little bit lonely — eve rything's different;
the lecture asks for something, it's to
it's not your place. But Ilove my dorm. The
tal silence. But here, in my literature
people are really amazing, and everyone
class everyone is voicing out their
that I've talked to seems to be such nice
opinions. It's not like that in my coun

people, always trying to help you.
try because most everyone is used to
Coelho: People are so nice, and it's easy
to.meet people here. People are not like,
"Oh, I don't like you, you're Brazilian."
People are always like, "HI!" It's so excit
ing.
Saadon: I think it is. Because I think
most Whitworth students are really
friendly. I currendy live in Ballard, and
everyone says 'hi' to each other, so that
makes me feel more comfortable.

keeping silent. And I think it s like
that because our government is like
that. And your education is a bit dif
ferent. We don't have as much home
work [laughs]. Early in the semester
we will b e given 3 or 4 assignments
and a due date, so that we have tons
of time to do it.
Contact Christina Spencer at
cspencerl5@my.whitworth.edu

WEDNESDAY, 10/10
MOVIE: BRAVE
7 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre
Take a study break and watch this Disney/
Pixar movie with archery, bears, motherdaughter issues, and lots of red hair. You
might be inspired when you realize your
10-page paper isn't as hard as Merida's
mission to protect the ones she loves while
facing multiple unknown cirumstances. Free
popcorn and drinks will be served.
impawards.com

SATURDAY.10/13
GAME: COLOR WAR
12:30 p.m.
Back 40 field

timeoutabudhabi.com

Splash your friends and foes with paint in this war of color. The game is a
combination of paint ball and freeze tag and will be played by two teams.
The cost is $1 and everyone will get a squirt gun to use as their weapon and
a raffle ticket to win gift cards.The event is based on the Russian holidy Ivan
Kupala and the Russian dessert, baklava will be served.

PROFESSOR F ILM SERIES: WINGED M IGRATION (SEE STORY ON PAGE T 4)
Wednesday, Oct. 10 at 7p
.m. at the Magic Lantern Theatre downtown
Showing of the documentary directed by Jaques Perrin about birds' migra
tory patterns.

HOMOSEXUALITY A ND RELIGION FACULTY PANEL
Wednesday, Oct. 10 at 7p.m. in the HUB Multipurpose Room
Whitworth's Gay-Straight Alliance Club is hosting this discussion as part of
GSA week.

RAINBOW COSTUME P ARTY
Friday, Oct. 12 from 9 p.m. to 11 p.m. in the HUB Multipurpose Room
Dress up in a rainbow outfit and dance with glow sticks to the loud music
for this conclusion to GSA Week.

OUTDOOR R ECFLY FISHING (SEE STORY O N PAGE 10)
Saturday, Oct. 13 at 8 a.m
. Cost is $60.
Students will learn how to tie knots, read water, choose insects, and receive
casting lessons in north Idaho.

SENIOR P HOTOS
Tuesday, Oct. 16 from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the HUB Chambers
Get your photo taken for the yearbook if you are graduating this year. Enter
the yearbook's photo contest by dressing up.

Professor Film Series shows selection of movies
Local professors screen some of their favorites at the Magic Lantern Theatre
Lucas Thayer

StaffWriter

Between Netflix, YouTube and Video on Demand,
students have no shortage of media sources these
days. But how much of it is actually good? Enter The
Professor Film Series, a selection of movies handpicked by local professors for quality, obscurity and
even randomness, that are set to screen at the Magic
Lantern Theatre (25 W. Main Ave.) in the following
months.
The films selected are an eclectic mix, including
films from the black and white era and more modern
fare from recent generations.
"The Tree of Life," (2011) directed by Terrence Malick, was screened two weeks ago, chosen by David
Calhoun, associate professor of P hilosophy at Gonzaga University, and Gonzaga philosophy lecturer
Dan Bradley as part of the Faith, Philosophy and Film
Series. It is an intimate tale told in three parts, about a
man's path to reconcile with his father after the death
of his brother.
Here are the movies that will be shown for the
remainder of the series:
Winged Migration
Oct. 10,7 p.m.
This 2001 documentary,
directed by faques Perrin,
follows the yearly migratory
patterns of geese, ducks and
eagles across all seven conti
nents. The film features foot
age mainly taken alongside

the birds in flight through the use of hot air balloons,
motorboats, and robotic drones. The result? Breath
taking vistas and panoramic views ofcountries across
the world. "Migration" is a followup to Perrin's 1996
documentary "Microcosmos," which used incredibly
small cameras to capture the private lives of insects.
Vertigo
Oct. 24, 7 p.m.
Alfred Hitchcock's 1958
classic psycho-thriller was
chosen by Nathan Weinbender
of Movies 101 and The Spokes
man Review. John "Scottie"
Ferguson (James Stewart) is
a troubled ex-cop-turneddetective with a crippling fear
of heights. After taking a job to
noiroftheweek.com follow a friend's "possessed"
wife (the young Kim Novak),
things become complicated when she commits sui
cide, only to reappear in Scottie's life weeks later. A
brief synopsis cannot do Hitchcock's masterpiece
justice, although after seeing the film, it will be clear
why "Vertigo" has been rated as "The Best Film of All
Time" in the 2012 Sight &Sound critics' poll.
Sullivan's Travels
Nov. 14th, 7 p.m.

brattlefilm.org

This 1941 film follows the story of a film director
who wants to make a serious documentary about
the plight of human suffering, and hits the road as a
hobo. His journey through the commercial land of
Hollywood leads him through the truly surreal world

of movies. Whitworth pro
fessor of English Leonard
Oakland chose the film and
said the selection was made
in honor of th e 100th anni
versary of Paramount Pic
tures. "Sullivan's Travels" is
the second film by Preston
Sturges, one of the great sat
irists of his generation.
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classicfilmshow.

The Royal Tenenbaums
Nov. 28,7p.m.
Gonzaga assistant profes
sor of English Jessica Maucione is hosting this 2001 film
that tells the story of a dys
functional family filled with
child prodigies. The family,
long estranged, reunites upon
learning of their father's ter
amazon.com
minal illness and help each
other move beyond their hang
ups and finally become adults. "Tenenbaums" is
directed by Wes Anderson ("Rushmore," "Moonrise
Kingdom"), who has become known for his quirky
stories and themes of adolescence.

Contact Lucas Thayer at
lthayer!2@my.whitworth. edu

LEONARD OAKLAND»nMOVIES
Why is it important to watch not just movies, but good movies?
"They've been the way that people get values. Good movies very often ask you to sor
t, much more subtly,
what is good, or right, or just, or the opposite, and to understand your way to clarity. That's obviously for a
character-driven movie, not "Ihe Avengers,' not movies where a lot of things blow up, and that's what you
hear a lot about. Although, even for movies like "Ihe Avengers,' there are certain values you can leam to
read, and do read."

If you had to say, what decade was the best for movies?
"1970s. For American film, at least."

Why do you saythat?
"That's the great break-out. American film had become very tame, very predictable in the 1950s and early
60s. And they were stifled in large m
easure by the Motion Picture Producers Association Code, so you can't
use any profanity, you can't show people going beyond a simple kiss, you can't show a toilet, you have to
treat the clergy with respect and kindness, evil must be — crime must be punished. All of those, or at least
most of those made for dullness and hypocrisy...Then in 1966 that system fell apart."

What do you think is soimportant about the Professor Film Series?
"Its randomness."

David Rurik | File Photo

Professor of English Leonard Oakland chose
the 1941 movie "Sullivan's Travels" t o be
shown as part of the Professor Film Series.
Oakland and other local professors selected
films to be screened as part of the series
occuring at the MagicLantern.

{isitwi}
Content found in the "I Saw You" section are
student submissions and do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.
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Finders Keepers II has been open for five years and sells dresses for anyoccasion, casual or formal.

Dress boutique sells 'keepers'
Ashlynn Phillips

Fashion Show. Also, 20 percent of their hat sales go
toward the Ronald McDonald House.
"We also take part in the Pumpkin Ball, and do
Dresses, dresses, and more dresses. Toss in a nate 20 percent back to the charity when they pur
couple pairs of shoes and a wall of hats, and you've chase a dress," Heiskell said.
Not only is some jewelry handmade, but Caruso
got Finders Keepers II. This designer dress boutique
on 18 W. Main Ave. has everything from prom and designs many of t he hair accessories as well. She
bridal gowns to derby hats and custom-made ear creates flowery pieces, bobby pins, and headbands.
rings. Right now, Finders Keepers II is fullof sparkly The store also has an event tracking system.
"We keep track of the events going on in the area
sequined dresses for the homecoming season.
"The best part about working here is helping so that we won't sell two of the same dresses to one
event," Heiskell said.
customers find exacdy what they
Lee Caruso, an employee of
are looking for," manager Allyssa "It's so fun helping find
Finders Keepers II for the past
Heiskell said. "It's so fun helping
six months, said the best part of
that perfect dress..."
find that perfect dress and then
working there is the people that
putting the whole outfit together
— ALLYSSA HEISKELL
come in.
for whatever occasion it is."
"Most of the time the store is
Dresses range from $59 to $500 manager of Finders Keepers II very energetic; there are a lot of
and the store offers 25 percent
people always coming in and out,"
off je welry and accessories when
Lee Caruso said. "It's so much fun helping hand
a dress is purchased. Finders Keepers II has a sis pick things out for our customers."
ter store named Finders Keepers - Jewelry Galore,
Not only does the store have dresses for home
which is located on 309 W. 2nd Ave. This store has coming and prom, but also bridal gowns and dress
custom-made and vintage jewelry from many dif es for bridesmaids.
ferent time periods. The jewelry store has been
In March, Finders Keepers II starts getting dress
open for more than 15 years and Finders Keepers II es in for their busy prom season. Whitworth fresh
has been open for five.
man Jeannette Potter got her dress there last spring.
Heiskell's mother, Deena Caruso, is the owner of
"The girls working there helped us find dresses
Finders Keepers and originally opened the store as that they thought would look good, since they have
an antique shop with vintage clothing.
such a large selection," Potter said. "All the girls were
"She had a knack and a good eye for finding good so sweet and encouraging."
stuff," He iskell said. "When she opened the store,
the jewelry was a big hit."
Finders Keepers II participates in the fasliion Contact Ashlynn Phillips at
show at the Spokane Club, as well as the Red Cross aphillipsl5@my.whitworth.edu

StaffWriter

Lit Reading

Continued from p.10
for me has been a way to expand intellectual hori
zons."
Lamon has been at Whitworth University since
1981 in various capacities, and she said she appre
ciates the chance to get to be a part of the event.
"This is a liberal arts university, and the arts be
long to all of us," sh e said. "If p eople have never
come to a poetry reading before, they can have a
misperception. It's a beautiful way to highlight the
arts."
Caraway said he wrote his first story in second
grade, and he has been seriously studying the craft
of writing since the mid 90s. His poems have been
in various journals, and his first poetry collection,
"A Visitor's Guide to North Dakota" was published
in 2007.
"I think [writing] is trying to convey essential ex

perience, trying to share something with the audi
ence," he said. "That's the primary source of context
and tension and satisfaction, for me as a writer.
Lamon said she was excited for the opportunity
to share art with Whitworth.
"If you haven't attended one of the literary read
ings, come," she said. "There are wonderful speak
ers, [and] it's wonderful when people from other
disciplines get to enjoy this as well."
Caraway agrees.
"Everybody should come," he said. "Poetry is
good for your soul, good for your mind and heart.

Tardy to All the Right Places
Attention: brunette hottie. Always late to class. I'll
save a seat in the back next time so we can be late
together;)

Staring is Caring
I constantly see you creepin out the window in
the coffeeshop. I wouldlove the opportunity to
creep with you one day over a cup o' joe.
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Tall. Blonde, and Handsome.
To the scruffy blonde in my U.S. Cultural Studies
class. Will you tell me about the NCAAP spmetime. Your voice is captivating.

Business Five

m

I saw you almost break that little football player's
hand with your aggressive high five in the hub.
Can I try one?

o
-o

Beautiful Brunette

O

I saw you in the library secretly trying to watch
Desperate Housewives. Your hair was exception
ally teased that day. Is it so big because its full of
secrets? I'll be your dirty little secret.

4th Floor Music
It was always nice to come back from class and
hear your music blasting through the window.
Your musical taste is marvelous.
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Kodak Moment?
I watched your emotional reunion outside the
hub from my table in saga. I almost cried too!

Coffee Shop Hottie
I've seen you sitting in the coffee shop posted up
in a corner doing your homework and reading
from a lot of books. For the past two Saturdays.
I can't stop staring when I see you. You are so
handsome. Maybe we could do our homework
together sometime;)

Happy Birthday!
I just wanted to wish you a happy birthday, and
what better way to do that than through The Whit
worthian? Hope your day is wonderful — enjoy it,
you're great.
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Submissions published as received.

Contact Meghan Dellinger at
mdellingerl 5@my.whitworth.edu
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Seen someone? Submit your 'I saw you' (limited
to SO words) online at thewhitworthian.com.

OPINIONS

Too early in the election to
rule out a win for Romney

from the thrift store and I'm!
"^gpp^MMready for the paitvjJ

LINDSEY
HUBBART
Romney
Recently, a Huffington Post article written by
Cenk Uygur claimed that the election is practi
cally over and the voters have already decided that
President Barack Obama will serve another term.
He cites that the latest five polls have all shown
Obama to have at least a five-point lead. Also,
Romney is currently losing Ohio, which is signifi
cant because no one in the last 11 elections has
won without winning Ohio. However, I do not be
lieve that the results of this election are set in stone
yet. While Romney certainly has some work to do,
he still stands a strong chance at winning this elec
tion. According to Dick Morris, former political
advisor to Bill Clinton, much of the polling data is
skewed in such a way to favor Obama. All polls are
weighted to accurately represent the voting popu
lation, and usually the weights are determined
based on the previous election's results. Compar
ing previous elections to the last election, Morris
writes, "blacks, for example, usually cast only 11%
of the vote, but, in 2008, they made up 14% of the
vote. Latinos increased their share of t he vote by
1.5% and college kids almost doubled their vote
share." However, polls don't show nearly the same
enthusiasm for these groups this time around, but
the polls are still weighted this way. Since these
groups tend to favor Obama, the polls most likely
overstate his margin.
Even though Obama is leading in the polls,
Morris notes that he is usually ahead with less
than 50 percent of the electorate. He writes that
this is a positive sign for Romney because unde
cided voters tend to vote against the incumbent.
For example, Morris notes that when fimmy Cart
er was running for re-election, polls showed him
winning with less than 50 percent of the vote, but
those who were undecided ended up voting for
Reagan, costing Carter the election.
Another indication that Romney still stands a
chance is the Electoral College predictions from

RYAN

Caleb Drechsel \ Graphic Artist

political scientists Kenneth Bickers and Michael
Berry of the University of Colorado. They have
used the same model since 1980 to predict the
outcome every election. Their model predicts a
win for Romney, with 325 electoral votes and 52.9
percent of the popular vote.
Finally, we have only had one debate so far,
which ended favorably for Romney. In an article
titled "Romney lands punches against subdued
Obama" Justin Sink and Amie Parnes of The Hill
write, "Mitt Romney dominated the critical first
presidential debate Wednesday night." Even lib
erals, such as Chris Matthews, a news anchor on
MSNBC, accused Obama of being too submissive.
Although the debates are unlikely to sway voters
who have firmly made up their minds, they can
definitely have an impact on undecided voters. It
is very important for both candidates to influence
this group of v oters, since the election will likely
be very close.
We will continue to watch the election play itself
out before Nov. 5. Romney definitely has an uphill
battle to fight on his way to the White House, but it
is too early to rule out a win.

HUBBART is a sophomore majoring in
economics. Comments can be sent to lhubbartl5@my.whitworth.edu.

FOCUSING on FACTS
• Inthe last 11 elections, the winning candidate has always won Ohio.
• Romney has an edge because undecided voters typically vote against the incumbent.
• An election model, which has correctly predicted election outcomes since 1980,
shows Romney winning with 52.9 percent of the popular vote.
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Schools ought to stick to on-campus affairs
>?a BVto+hec

LINDSIE
TREGO
.COLUMNIST
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Spokane Public Schools recently made Yahoo
news headlines when Rogers High School suspend
ed 32 students for either participating in or watch
ing an off-campus fight. School officials told me
dia that the students were punished by the school
because the fight had been planned in school, and
therefore had disrupted learning.
We've seen an upswing in this kind of public
school regulation in recent years, with schools of• fering discipline not only for off-campus fights, but
also for things students post online or things they
say at home or at work.
; I don't seek to argue about whether Rogers High
School, or other schools that have made similar
moves were within their legal rights to discipline
students. The legality and authority of such actions
is its own can of worms. And while I recognize that
what these students did was far from right,!do as
sert that punishing students for off-campus behav
ior shouldn't be within a school's authority.
This kind of discipline is risky in that it takes away
the right of parents to choose appropriate discipline
for ch ildren when not at school, while putting ad
ditional pressure on schools to police their students
24/7.
With families having so many different parenting
methods and values, it makes little sense to centralize
discipline of an entire neighborhood of students to a
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single school administration. And with students
struggling with reading comprehension and math
homework, do we really need our public schools
spending time keeping an ear out for rumors about
things their students may have done after school
hours? Not only that, but do we really want our
schools spending time investigating and punishing
such allegations?
The point is often made that when off-campus

fights or off-campus speech start to affect the school
environment, they become the business of the ad
ministration. To an extent, I would agree.
For example, in the Rogers High School case it
, was said that the students planned the fight while in
school. If so, it is perfectly understandable that the
school punish the students for planning the fight on
campus during school hours.
In other cases, students have said something offcampus that led to a fight on-campus. For example, in
September, an Oklahoma high school student faced
suspension because he spoke badly of an other student while off-campus, which resulted in that student
striking him on-campus.
It's completely reasonable for that school to have
punished the students for the in-school altercation,
but not for the off-campus speech.
So should school administration sit idle when it
hears of "students engaging in dangerous behavior
while at home? Absolutely not.
For example, in the Rogers case, administration
used cell phone video to identify those involved in
the fight.
If th ey had cell phone video, it would be reason
able for them to pass that information on to the par
ents and police.
Parents could then discipline the children at home,
and police could investigate the case and prosecute it
in the juvenile justice system.

TREGO is a junior majoring in journalism and mass
communication and English. Comments can be sent to
lwagnerl4@my.whitworth.edu.
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Obama's job creation tactics proves illegitimate
:

_

MAX
NELSEN
COLUMNIST

In their first debate, Gov. Rom ney and President
Obama focused heavily on which of them would best
encourage job creation and help the middle class. In
the debate, Obama tried to deflect criticism over his
handling of the economy by claiming to have created
five million jobs while in office. Unfortunately for the
country, Obama's attempts at job creation have been
simply dismal. Before examining Obama's claim spe
cifically, it is important to understand the unemploy
ment situation.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) has several
sets of u nemployment figures. The official figure is
called the "U3" unemployment rate; however, this
unemployment rate only includes people who are
part of th e workforce. To be considered part of th e
workforce, an individual must be actively looking
for work. Since the economy has been so poor for
so long, people are increasingly giving up looking
for work. They have sent out their resumes and ap
plications and gone to job fairs, but have run out of
options. The latest numbers from the BLS show that
over 40 percent of u nemployed persons have been
unemployed for 27 weeks or longer, a historic high
according to John Bazemore of the Associated Press.
This has a large effect on the U3 unem
ployment num
ber According to Joe Weisenthal of Business Insider,
the labor force shrunk by 367,000 people in August
When this many people give up looking for work and

"leave" the labor force, it makes it look likethe unem
unemployment rate decreased, even though the number of
people working has not increased. It is worth noting
that the labor force participation rate has been steadi
ly declining since 2008.
The most recent data from the BLS shows that the
U3 unemployment rate dropped under eight percent
for the first time in 43 months. Some are arguing that
the decline will work to Obama's benefit in the elec
tion. However, the drop is misleading for three reasons.
First, the U6 unemployment rate, which accoimts
for people who are unemployed, working part-time
when they would like to work full-time, and those
who have given up looking for a job, gives a bigger
picture than the U3 number. The most recent data
from t he BLS shows that this rate is at 14.7 percent,
or around 23 million people. Unlike the U3 rate, U6
unemployment is exactly where it was in August.
Second, other economic indicators point to this
sudden and unexpected drop as a statistical fluke.
James Sherk and Salim Furth of the Heritage Founda
tion p oint out that if employers hired 900,000 people,
economic output should be increasing and fewer
people should be applying for unemployment insur
ance Instead, they point out that "none of these are
happening. Second-quarter GDP growth was recently revised down, and new UI claims remain around
370,000 a week."
Thirdly, Mark Zandi, chief economist at Moody s
Analytics, argues that, "the decline in the unem
ployment rate overstates the improvement in the la
bor market" since over half of the jobs created were
part time jobs taken by people who could not find
full time work. With this in mind, Obama's claim to
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Caleb Drechsel \ Graphic Artist

have created five million jobs can be more accurately
judged. Obama is largely correct that the economy
has created five million jobs since unemployment
peaked. Still, Obama cannot personally claim to be
responsible for "creating" these jobs, simply because
he does not have exclusive control over the economy.
It is more likely that these jobs were added in spite of
his economic policies, not because of them.
Second, as Antony Davies points out in U.S. News
and World Report, "the economy needs to add about
180,000 jobs a-month just to keep up with population
growth." However, the economy has added an aver
age of only 146 thousand jobs per month in 2012. For
unemployment to really decrease, job creation needs
to consistently outstrip population growth.
For Obama to portray himself as a stellar job cre
ator is rather presumptuous, given these numbers.
It's time to give someone else a shot.
NELSEN is a senior majoring in political science. Comments can be sent tomnelsenl3@my.whitworth.edu.
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God's gifts are testaments 01X SMUDGE
to His noteworthy nature Musings on Whitworth silliness & culture
by Jonny Strain
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Whitworth in need of an "Awareness"awareness
program
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How can you hear about
God and not be impressed?
Genesis gives us a glimpse
of wh at God is capable of. He
made the sky and gave i t life.
Below it, he created the ocean
and the mystery of its depth.
He hung all the planets, plus
the moon and the stars. Then,
He stretched the trees to chal
lenge the height of the tallest
mountain peak. He gave life to
the microscopic, while in turn
made us to match His perfect
image. All of this was done for
us.
How can you hear about few and rejected by many. God
used Jesus as an instrument
God and not be impressed?
Look at all the stories in the to show his abiding love for
Old Testament. In the begin them, and inevitably for us. To
ning of Isa iah, when God dis bring peace to the hearts of the
played the supremacy He has troubled, reveal truth in the
to destroy the Earth, He rose midst of darkness and clothe
up powerful nations that were with gladness those with hard
brought into deliverance in ened hearts. God used Jesus
God's name. Other examples to perform miracles; raising
include when He spoke to Mo Lazarus from the dead, driv
ses through a burning bush, ing out demons and ridding
saved Daniel from the lion's people of leprosy, blindness
den and used a mere shepherd, and lameness.
Everything Jesus did was
David, to defeat the enemy of
the Lord's city. He provided, through the power of God. God
prophesied these accounts
promised, saved and loved.
to happen so that once Jesus
Impressed now?
The New Testament contin took his last breath, once he
ues to display how awesome said it was finished, we'd have
God truly is. The Gospels tell the chance to spend eternity in
the story of God's only son, Heaven with a God that loves
sent in human form to die a us more than anyone ever can.
Impressed yet?
painful death in order to give
God is the father, the begin
us life. He loved the rejected,
gave to the poor and healed ning and the end, the all-pow
the sick, while He was loved by erful and untamable who rules
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WILLIAMSON is a sophomore
majoring in theologyand com
munication. Comments can
be sent to hwilliamsonl5@
my.whitworth.edu.

WHITWOITHIOUT

Questions? Comments? Concerns?
Contact Jonny Strain atjstrain!3@my.whitworth.edu

are to conform totheWhitwo?th culture/

"I know a few people who have felt compelled
to go to church or other religious events on
campus because their friends are doing so.
However, I think the Whitworth culture is pretty
accepting of whatever people want to do."
—Christian McKinney, freshman

"I think it depends on how comfortable they are.
If they aren't comfortable, they may change as
pects of who they are but either way, the Whit
worth culture pressures you to conform and
judges people if the y don't fit into a particular
category. Whitworth should strive to be more
accepting."
—August Jeong, junior

"I think that the way people greet each other
can become artificial because there is a need
to be on first-name terms with everyone even if
you aren't."
—Kirsten Bleeker, junior

"I would say people are hesistant to speak their
minds and say what they believe, especially if it
varies from the mainstream belief of the univer
sity.'
—Alicia Peebles, senior
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with mercy, grace and wisdom.
He loves you; he loves me,
for all we are and all we will
ever be. While the devil wants
to destroy us, He is fighting to
keep us in His kingdom and in
His arms so that we may live
out the promise Jesus states in
John 10:10 as Hiswork for God,
"I come that they may have life,
and have it in full.'—
With everything God has
done, everything He is capable
of doing and the awesome God
He is, He still loves us uncon
ditionally. Now t hat you have
read a mere smidgen of God 's
impressive work I will ask
you again: how can you hear
about this God and not be im
pressed?

I d on't think students at Whitworth are aware of h ow
important awareness really is. I think we're missing that
crucial ability to recognize that there are important topics
and issues that we need to recognize. Because, if you aren't
aware of something, how are you going to know about it?
So many important issues, such as eating disorders, rac
ism, poverty, human trafficking, and a whole list of others,
are needlessly overlooked by students simply because they
lack awareness. Whitworth, we need a wake-up call.
I think that we really need to collaborate and come to
gether as a community in order to start a dialogue about
this issue. We need to go to ward the difficult and start a
courageous conversation about what it really means to be
aware.
I was thinking we could have an entire week dedi
cated to awareness. We can have a booth set up dur
ing lunch where we can hand out flyers with some im
portant statistics about awareness and stuff, and then
maybe end with a bigger event to bring it all together.
Does anyone have any ideas for speakers? Or maybe a
band? My cousin from Montana plays guitar, and he's pret
ty good. Just throwing it out there.
However, I think a good thing to be aware of as we be
gin brainstorming ideas for "Awareness" Awareness Week,
is that, like, people are coming from a bunch of diffe rent
backgrounds and all have different experiences when it
comes to awareness, and I just think we really need to be
respectful of that. This will be a really neat opportunity to
love on each other and to be servant leaders.
We should also definitely make "Awareness" Aware
ness Week t-shirts. But because it's such a touchy subject,
be sure to be wary of w here you wear your "Awareness"
Awareness Week wares, okay?
Who wants to make the posters? Mike, you're on it.Those
posters you made for the "Maybe Jesus is the One" dating
awareness program were legit! We'll also need to send
some campus-wide emails, preferably filled with unrelated
pictures of cute cats, because people love that! Myspiritual
gift is crafting cat-picture emails, so I'll take that one.
I'm so stoked to start putting this together, you guys! If
you have any additional ideas, be sure to throw them my
way. I am so excited for this opportunity to learn and grow
alongside all of you. Shall we pray?

Tanner Scholten\ Photographer

LEFT: Senior wide receiver Jake DeGooyer jumps for a catch during Saturday's game against Willamette. RIGHT: Sophomore wide receiver Austin Ehlo dives
for a first down during Saturday's game against Willamette at the Whitworth Pine Bowl.

Bearcats best Pirates at the Pine Bowl

Willamette offense prevails in match-up of Northwest Conferenceunbeatens
Sena Hughes
StaffWriter

The Whitworth football team's
5-game winning streak was snapped
Saturday, after losing to a tough Wil
lamette University team in the Pirates'
homecoming game, 38-24. After a
competitive first half, the dominant
Bearcat offense rolled during the sec
ond half to take down the Bucs in front
of their home crowd.
"The first half went well both of
fensively and defensively," Whitworth
head coach John Tully said. "I was very
pleased with the effort. Second half,
we just didn't play [as well as we can].
They're a good team, but we're a good
team. They just made plays when we
didn't."
Whitworth was first on the board
early in the first quarter with a 29-yard
field g oal by freshman kicker Robert
Thullen. Willamette answered quickly
the next drive. Ten plays and less than
three minutes later, the Bearcats found
the end zone for the first time of the af
ternoon.
Before th e end of the first quarter,
Whitworth sophomore quarterback
Bryan Peterson connected with senior
wide receiver JakeDeGooyer in the end
zone to put seven more points on the
board for the Bucs.
The scoring did not slow in the sec
ond quarter. After a holding penalty on
the Bearcats, which put them in a firstand-20 situation, Willamette found

open grass behind Whitworth's sec talize on the opportunity and quickly
ondary to complete a 59-yard touch went three-and-out. Whitworth only
down pass and again take the lead. A had two first downs in the third quarter.
"The s econd half we just didn't do
few minutes later, sophomore defen
sive back De' Hall picked off a Willa the little things well," Tully said.
Following another Whitworth threemette pass, which gave Whitworth pos
session on its own 28-yard line and set and-out, it took Willamette less than
the Bucs up for a 10-play scoring drive. two minutes at the beginning of the
Peterson himself carried the ball across fourth quarter to get in the end zone
and increase
the goal line with
its lead, 28just over four
17. Five min
minutes to go in
utes
later,
the half At halfthe Bearcats
time, the Pirates
added a field
led 17-14.
Jake DeGooyer,'13
goal, advanc
"Obviously, we
ing their lead
had a great first
Position:
to 31-17 and
half," sa id senior
Wide Receiver
putting
the
team captain and
DeGooyer had 10
Bucs
in
a
hole
running
back
receptions for 104
of which they
Ronnie Thomas.
would be un
yard and a touchdown
"The
offensive
able to dig
against Willamette to
line did well.
V
their way out.
They got great
lead the Pirates.
Peterson
push and gave
threw a criti
Bryan time to
cal intercep
throw."
The Bucs got off to a slow start ni the tion with just under five minutes re
second half and the quick, aggressive maining to make the situation bleaker
Willamette offense capitalized. Just for the Bucs.
Thanks to a Willamette three-andfour minutes into the third quarter, the
Bearcats scored another touchdown, out, and with a sense of urgency, Peter
regaining the lead, which they would son led the Pirates down the field in 13
plays and hit sophomore wide receiver
hold for the rest of the game.
With two minutes to go in the quar Austin Ehlo in the end zone to cut the
ter, Whitworth had a huge goal line lead to a touchdown with 1:47 to play
stand on fourth and goal to keep the in the game.
After an unsuccessful onside kick,
score close, but the Bucs couldn t capi
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Willamette moved up the field in a
minute to once again cross the goal
line. The Bearcats offense was a ma
chine on the day, accumulating nearly
600 yards of total offense.
Whitworth received the ball back
with less than a minute in the game
and was unable to score.
"We have to play a full game," Thom
as said. "Period."
Thomas led the Bucs rushing on the
day with 85 yards. He is averaging 126.3
yards per game — second in the North
west Conference — and leads Whit
worth on the season with nearly 800
yards rushing.
DeGooyer had 10 receptions dn the
day for 104 yards and a touchdown.
"I thought I p layed well," DeGooyer
said. "But we play as a team. We win as
a team. We lose as a team."
The Bucs, (5-1, 1-1 NWC), h ead to
McMinville, Ore., next week to take on
an undefeated Linfield squad.
"We just [can't] take this loss as a
big hit," DeGooyer said. "We just [have
to] drop it and come out ready to play
against Linfield."
Tully is still pleased with the trajec
tory of the team.
"I've been very, very pleased with
the guys' work ethic," Tully said. "[Sat
urday was] a tough loss but we got a lot
of foot ball left. I think when we get to
Linfield our guys will be ready to play."
Contact Sena Hughes at
shughesl 5@my.whitworth.edu

20 Upgrade project underway for Pirate
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aseball

Makeover at Merkel Field inclu des installation of new turf infield surface
Sena Hughes
Staff Writer
Coming off of a historic and memo
rable 2012 season, which included a
Northwest Conference title, a trip to
the NCAA Division III World Series
and an eighth-place finish nation
ally, the Whitworth baseball team now
anxiously awaits an upgraded Merkel
Field.
"We're coming off of a year where
as the season wound down we were
ranked as high as number eight in the
country," baseball head coach Dan
Ramsay said. "Now we can literally tell
kids we're one of the best teams in the
country. With the upgrade, not only is
Whitworth a great academic univer
sity, not only are we a great team, but
we also have one of the best facilities."
With such grand success, the Whit
worth administration and athletic de
partment wanted to reward and en
courage the success with an updated
facility.
"The baseball facility by and large is
the most lacking of a ll of o ur athletic
facilities," Whitworth athletic director
Aaron Leetch said. "It was imperative
that we make a commitment to that
program and to that facility and in
many ways to honor the success that
they had in this last year."
Gerhard Muelheims, a junior infielder for the Bucs, is one of the play
ers who will benefit from the renova
tion.
"As far as the team is concerned
right now, it's been a big morale boost,"
Muelheims said.
The renovation is to be completed
in three phases. The first phase will
replace the entire infield with turf, ex
cluding the pitcher's mound, which

Keely Cooper \ Photographer

Construction vehicles parked on the infield at Merkel Field have he
lped to
remove the current surface in favor of anew turf infield.
will remain dirt. The backstop will be really thankful for that."
Leetch said the turf, backstop and
come brick with netting on top. Leetch
said the purpose of this is to make the netting phases are all in progress now
field more fan-friendly, which will and the anticipated finishing date is
make games easier to watch than they Nov. 1 . Likewise, the dugout digging
began last week for phase two. The
were through the chain link.
The second phase of the project will timing of p hase three will depend on
the efficiency of work
include sinking the
this fall. The goal is
"With the upgrade,
baseball dugouts
to not jeopardize the
three steps into the
not only is Whitworth Bucs' home season
ground, to give a
due to construction.
truer dugout feel.
a great academic
The projected is
The intention for
the final phase is to
university, not only are estimated to cost
somewhere
around
install new elevated
bleachers and a we a great team, but we $800,000, most of
which has been fundpress box.
also have one of the best raised by many gener
"We're hoping
ous Whitworth sup
that with the new
facilities."
porters.
facility and the new
— DAN RAMSAY
"From a fundraising
stands they're go
perspective, when you
ing to put in, we get
head coach
have success like [last
the amount of sup
port we did last year," Muelheims said. season] it creates a culture that people
"That was a huge part of why we did as want to invest in the program so we
well as we did; the last couple weeks jumped on it as quickly as we could,"
we had lots of fan support and we were Leetch said.

Ramsay emphasized the conve
nience the new field will have in terms
of the unpredictable Spokane weather.
The turf will be easier to cover during
rain and easier to plow in the event of
snow. Likewise, the hope is this will al
low the Bucs more practice time.
"People don't really realize this but
baseball is a unique sport as we take
care of ou r own facility," Ramsay said.
"We go out there and grab the rakes
at the end of practice. It's a time com
mitment to do that. Out of a two hour
practice, we spend 25-30 minutes
working on the field itself. That's 25-30
minutes we could be working to make
our athletes better."
Hopes are high for the young Pirate
squad again this year.
Last season's trip to Appleton, Wis.,
for the Division III World Series was an
invigorating experience for the team,
and they have the same I hopes for the
2013 season.
"We expect to be back in Appleton,"
Muelheims said. "I know a lot of peo
ple on the outside looked at our year
and said, "Ihey had a great season.' But
last year we felt like we didn't reach
our goal and that was to win a national
championship."
Both Leetch and Ramsay made their
gratitude very clear to the administra
tion and the donors who have allowed
this project to take place and in such
an efficient time frame as well.
"It says a lot about the support we
have for the program from people who
aren't even invested in the program [as
players or coaches]," Ramsay said. "It's
been truly a blessing."
Contact Sena Hughes at
shughesl 5@my.whitworth.edu

Guthrie leads Bucs to fourth place finish
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made it harder the first day," head coach Katie Fuqua of the women on the second day of the tournament,
Whitworth (706) fell short to conference teams George
said.
The team improved drastically the second day Of Fox (632) and Willamette (662).
"There's some pretty stiffcompetition in conference
The Whitworth women's golf team finished fourth at play with Guthrie dropping 14 points between rounds.
"I don't think consistency at this point, but we're right in the top th
ree if everyone
the Culturame Classic hosted by George
will be a problem for us going comes ready to play,"Guthrie said.
"There's some pretty
Fox this last weekend.
into conference," senior Emily
Guthrie also feels that despite roller-coaster team
The George Fox team finished first
stiff competition in the Guthrie said. "The course this performances like this one, the women will be men
with Kelsey Morrison (151) finishing first
overall followed by Kiana Lumanlan in conference at this point, weekend was hard, but course tally ready to compete at conference.
familiarity down the stretch will
"We definitely learn every round we play what we
second. Whitworth senior Emily Guth
need in order to get better," Guthrie said. "There was
rie shot 87 in the first round, but closed but we're right in the top work to our advantage."
The women may be feeling no discouragement in the women after day one and we
strong with a 73 in the second round to
three if everyone comes optimistic, but there is still a lot thus progressed a lot after day two."
finish f ourth overall in the tournament.
to work ahead as they prepare
This was the last tournament for the women before
Freshman Yvonne LaCoursiere (85, 93)
ready to play."
for the NWC Classic.
the NWC Classic on Oct.27-28 in Ridgefield,Wash.
finished 19th overall and second for the
"Our short game needs to get
Pirates while Chelsea Bayley (97, 84)
— EMILY GUTHRIE
better," Fuqua said in response
finished 26th overall aind thi rd for the
senior
to what key factors will b e for
Pirates. Freshman Cindy Tapia (95,92)
adequate preparation for the
finished 31st overall and fourth for the Pirates.
Contact Connor Soudani at
"The weather was nicer the second day, but the fact conference match.
Despite the significantly stronger performance csoudanil 6@my.whitworth.edu
that we hadn't played this course before definitely

Connor Soudani
StaffWriter
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The Pirate soccer team dogpiles in celebration of sophomore forward Robby Ubben's I06th-minute goal, which gave the Bucs a 1-0 victory over Whitman.

Late goal lifts IShitworth
Ubberis fourth match winner of the season helps
Pirates fend off upset-minded Whitman College
. ...

end of regulation.
KoreyHope
Whitworth controlled most of the game in terms of
StaffWriter
possession and shots on goal. However, in the over
The Whitworth men's soccer team, ranked 11th in time periods Whitman earned its fair share of offensive
the nation, defeated Whitman 1-0 in twoovertimes last opportunities, even edging Whitworth in shots on goal
Saturday, moving its record on the season to an unde during the first overtime, 3-1.
But in the second overtime, the Bucs found a break
feated 9-0-2 (6-0-1 NWC). Sophomore forward Robby
Ubben had die game winner in the 106th minute of through. Playing much more solid defense, the Pirates
did not allow a single shot on goal. With only five min
play to liftthe Bucs to the victory.
utes remaining in the game, freshman forward Samuel
Saturday's goal was
Engle collected the ball near midthe team-leading fourth
field, and found a striding Ubben
on the season for Ubben,
•
around the top of the box, who calm
all of which have been
ly put it byWhitman's goalkeeper.
game winners.
"I was working on the left side
"Hard work pays off
of the field defensively, and David
in the end," Ubben said. Robby Ubben,'15
[Starkovich] worked hard to poke the
"My strength is working
ball away," Engle said. "I was able to
hard."
• Position:
turn out and find Robby [Ubben] and
Despite a losing re
|j Forward
thankfully he scored."
cord in conference play,
Si Ubben leads the
It was Engle's first assist on the sea
Whitman has shown up
son to go along with his three goals
1 Pirates with four goals
set potential by knocking
for the year.
• scored, and each goal
off previously undefeat
"Engle popped out with the ball,
1 has been a game
ed University of Puget
and I saw the defense spring toward
I winner for Whitworth.
Sound on Sept. 29.
him," Ubben said. "So I went outside
Holding the oppos
which left m e wide open and I was
ing team scoreless was
able to slot it past the keeper."
nothing new for the Pi
The goal sparked a full team celebration, as Whit
rates, having done so in nine of their 11games this sea
worth players rushed onto the field to dogpile on Ub
son. Senior goalkeeper Kyle Novak h ad five saves for
ben and celebrate the dramatic victory.
the Bucs, including a game-saving block just before the
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Freshman defender Spencer Wolfe dribbles the
ball on the left side of the field against Whitman.
Whitworth is now three points clear of Pacific Lu
theran in the NWC standings, and continues to take
care of business in conference competition.
The Pirates have a tough task ahead, however, as
they travel to the west side of Washington an
d put their
undefeated record on the line against Pacific Lutheran
and Puget Sound next weekend. The Pirates defeated
PLU 3-2 on Sept. 29 in Spokane, and tied UPS 0-0 the
following day in a weekend homestand.
Contact Korey Hope at
khopel 6@my.whitworth.edu

connect online:
live bloq coverage of volleyball this week at www.thewhitworthian.com

Women's soccer edged in overtime match
Whitworth handed first conference defeat by Linfield College on the road
Whitworth is now tied with Puget a couple minutes, but I think overall I
think we could have gotten more pos
pushed through to the end.".
session a little bit and held onto the ball Sound atop the conference.
This is the second overtime the Pi
"We we re ready. Linfield was com
a little bit, but I t hink for the way the
The women's soccer team suffered game was the nature of playing Linfield, ing off of two ties so we were expecting rates have played this season in confer
them to come out hard and come out ence play. The first ended in a tie after
its first defeat during an away game last we did well."
Linfield scored the final goal of t he rough and really take it to us and so we two sudden death periods against PLU.
Saturday, Oct. 6,to the LinfieldWildcats.
"I think that we never stopped, we
The match ended in the first sudden match' in the first sudden death over were kind of prepping for that," Gris
worked our butts off, we wo rked really
wold said.
death overtime period with a final score time period to finish off
"You have to bring it
Freshman Tiara hard and reallyweathered their storm of
the game.
of Linfield 2, Whitworth 1.
Pajimola
is ranked them just running at us and we just kind
"It
was
a
physical
Whitworth scored the first goal of the
every day, we just have to second in NWC of held together," Griswoldsaid. "I think
match in the 39th minute. Senior for battle," head coach
ward Katrin Grant received a pass from Jael Hagerott said. "We rebound from this and be for total goals (6) we played defensively well and stayed
and total points with our marks and we really worked
sophomore midfielder Aaren Sherpe played hard."
Overall,
Linfield ready for our next game." (14). She received things out as the game went on."
and shot from the middle of t he 18 for
The Bucs are now 6-1-1 in conference
a yellow card in the
seemingly controlled
the goal.
— JAEL HAGEROTT
and
host the Whitman Missionaries on
76th
minute
of
the
the
match
by
outshootLinfield came out after halftime and
Thursday at 1:30.
match.
scored the second goal of the match to ing Whitworth 34-6.
head coach
"You have to bring it every day, we
"I was getting
tie the game. The score remained tied Freshman goalkeeper
Andrea Stump had nine saves to Lin- fouled a lot and I had an opportunity just have to rebound from this and be
up and the match went to overtime.
one on one with the goalie and I had ready for our next game," Hagerott said.
Senior defender and captain Kelsey field's one.
"She played an awesome game. She took a bad touch and reached and un
Griswold said that it was a rough game.
"The game at heart was very gritty; it had amazing saves," said Griswold, "The fortunately she got injured and I got a
wasn't a pretty game," said Griswold. "I goals were unlucky. She couldn't get to card out of that," Pa jimola said. "That Contact Whitney Carter at
kind of made me put my head down for wcarter!5@my.whitworth.edu
them."

Whitney Carter
StaffWriter

Pirate volleyball splits NWC contests at home
Leonard finished the night with 20 k ills and 12
digs, White had 14 kills and five digs, freshman set
ter Maddye Dinsmore had 21 digs and senior libero
Whitworth volleyball split games at home last Whitney Santos had 15 digs.
Whitworth played another five set match the next
weekend with a loss to the Pacific Boxers and a vic
day against Linfield and this time they came out on
tory against the Linfield Wildcats.
Whitworth started out slow and lost the first set top, 3-2. Rupe said that the goal going into the Lin
against Pacific 25-15. The Pirates came back ready field game was to build on what they started and to
for the second set, doubling the number of digs and play with passion and energy from start to finish.
nearly tripling the number of kills in the set, giving Whitworth did just that and won the first set of the
game 25-14.
Whitworth the advantage and a 25-13 win.
"It was our goal to win the first set and be really
"Their outsides were their strength," head coach
Steve Rupe said. "You have to shut them down, and energetic," White said. "We came out strong and that
was really important to us."
we did at times and we didn't at other times."
Linfield put up a fight in both the second and third
Pacific started off the third set with a 4-0 run, but
a kill from junior outside hitter Jalana White ended sets, winning 25-22 and 25-20. The Wildcats capital
the run and began Whitworth's comeback. Back-to- ized on Whitworth errors but the Pirates continued
back kills from freshman outside hitter Nicole Leon to match their points and keep both sets close.
Whitworth managed to turn the game around in
ard followed by a service ace by junior outside hitter
the fourth set. After five ties and five
Abi Hedlund gave Whitworth an
11-10 lead, and Whitworth never
Our goal now is to just lead changes the Bucs won 25-22,
tying the match at two games apiece.
looked back. The Bucs kept the
"This group just doesn't give up
momentum and won 25-20, giv end as the strongest team
and that's nice to see," Rupe said.
ing the Pirates a 2-1 advantage.
in the conference. We
"Even though we were down in the
The fourth set was the clos
set they still came back."
est of th e night, with 11 ties and
want to be the hardest third
Juliana Zajicek | Phot
ographer
The Pirates proved their resilience
five lead changes throughout the
late in matches when they found Junior middle blocker Kristine Kardell attempts a
team to play."
game. The last lead change came
themselves down 5-1 in a game to spike against Linfield on Saturday.
at the very end when the Box
— JALANA W HITE
15. The Pirates steadily decreased nine kills and 10 digs, Dinsmore had 20 digs and
ers fought back to win the fourth
the Wildcats' lead and a service ace Santos had 31 digs.
game 25-23, which forced a fifth
junior outside hitter
from Dinsmore tied the game 8-8.
"I think that a lot of t he teams we've played are
set.
Linfield would tie the game three going to underestimate us," W hite said. "Our goal
Pacific took the first point of
the last set and lead 8-3 before Whitworth started to more times but never took the lead back and the now is to just end as the strongest team in the con
come back. Kills from White, Leonard and Hedlund match ended with Whitworth winning the last set ference. We want to be the hardest team to play."
The Pirates will kick off the second half of the sea
brought the Pirates to within two points of the Box 16-14.
"We finally just clicked," Leonard said. "We had a son this Friday at the Whitworth Fieldhouse against
ers in the final points of the game, but Pacific man
really good week of practice and it was finally click Pacific Lutheran at 7 pm.
aged to get the match point and win 15-13.
"We ar e so close and I think that just motivates ing and it's such a relief."
Leonard ended the night with nine kills and 13 Contact Megan John at
us even more," said junior middle blocker Briauna
digs, White had 20 kills and 16 digs, Hedlund had mjohnl6@my.whitworth.edu
Stadeli, who finished the night with seven kills.

Megan John
StaffWriter

FOOTBALL
NWC

ALL

WILLAMETTE

1-0

5-0

LINFIELD

1-0

4-0"

WHITWORTH

1-1

5-1

LEWIS & CLARK

1-1

4-1

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

1-1

2-2

PACIFIC (ORE.)

1-1

2-3

PUGET SOUND

0-2

0-5

SOCCER MEN'S

Juliana Zajicek \ Photographer

Freshmen twins Oliver and LyleRudnicki help to power a young Whitworth golf tea
m that includes eight
freshman o n the 12 man roster.

SPOTTED FROM TIDE CROW'S NEST
Men's golf: Oliver and Lyle Rudnicki
with each other," Lyle said. "When
you have a twin brother, you're
Staff Writer
competitive in everything, and I
As Whitworth prepares for a run mean everything."
When the men's season began,
at the conference championship, it
not
even Lyle and Oliver knewwhat
will need help from a large fresh
kind
of impact they would have on
men group, including freshmentwins Lyle and Oliver Rudnicki. the team. Over the last two tour
Looking back on their journey, the naments, the twins splashed onto
the scene. Lyle ha d a first-place
twin brothers have gone through
finish at the Whitman Invitational
quite a bit to get here.
Born in England, the brothers on Oct. 1. After beating his brother
ended up moving to Redmond, in the previous tournament, Oli
ver also had
Wash., with their
a notewor
family and attend
"I was impressed
thy finish at
ed Redmond High
the Whitman
initially,
and
still
am,
in
School soon after.
invitational,
After playing for
the
fact
that
they
both
finishing
nine years, itwas im
10th overall.
portant to the twins
spend so much time
"They have
to be in a smaller,
very Afferent
working
on
every
facet
of
more intimate class
y J
° •
personaliP<
setting for college.
ties," Fried
their
game''
Head coach Warren
richs
said.
Friedrichs
intro
— WARREN FR IEDRICHS
"Oliver
is
duced that environ
more quiet,
head coach
ment to them with
while
Lyle
Whitworth.
is more of a
"They didn't ex
carefree kid."
press a need to stay together when
The significant personality dif
going to college," F riedrichs said.
ferences have even generated a
"They're not rooming together and
they have very different academic nickname for Lyle.
"Yeah, coach calls Lyle "cas" be
interests."
cause he's so casual and relaxed
Despite this, Lyle and Oliver
when he plays- out there," Oliver
both liked the hospitality of the
said. "Me, I like being serious
student body and the way they fit
when I play; i t helps me stay fo
in on the team. Their competitive
cused."
nature was only heightened by this
However, Friedrichs is not the
experience.
only one to notice the contrasting
"We've always been competitive
personalities.
Connor Soudani

"Lyle will hit a bad hole and
laugh it off, but they both play very
relaxed out there in their own way,"
junior golfer Jesse Salzwedel said.
Being relaxed has granted the
brothers the ability to stay men
tally positive during matches.
Despite their outstanding game
mentality, it is their work ethic in
practice that gets Coach- Fried
richs' attention.
"I was impressed initially, and
still am, in the fact that they both
spend so much time working on
every facet of their game," Fried
richs said.
That work ethic is something the
twins have carried with them for a
long time.
"You can't get better until
you make your weaknesses your
strengths," Oliver said.
As the Pirates progress through
the season with aspirations for
postseason play, the Rudnicki
twins hope to be a part of it as best
they can.
"They care a lot about what they
do and they really want tocontrib
ute to our success," Salzwedel said.
The freshmen brothers will look
to continue their strong play and
help Whitworth as the season goes
on.
"We really just want to do what
we can for our teammates," Lyle
said.

NWC

ALL

WHITWORTH

6-0-1

9-0-2

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

5-1-1

6-4-2

PUGET SOUND

4-1-2

8-2-3

LINFIELD

3-4

WILLAMETTE

2-4-1

5-6-1

WHITMAN

2-4-1

4-7-2

GEORGE FOX

2-5

2-9-1

PACIFIC (ORE.)

1-6

3-9

NWC

ALL

SOCCER WOMEN'S

1

PUGETSOUND

6-1-1

7-3-1

WHITWORTH

6-1-1

6-5-1

LINFIELD

5-1-2

9-1-2

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

2-1-5

4-1-5

LEWIS & CLARK

3-3-2

3-6-2

PACIFIC (ORE.)

3-4-1

5-4-3

WILLAMETTE

2-5-1

4-7-1

WHITMAN

2-5-1

3-8-1

GEORGE FOX

0-8

1-9-2

VOLLEYBALL
NWC

ALL

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

8-0

14-2

PUGETSOUND

6-2

12-4

PACIFIC (ORE.)

6-2

7-9

GEORGE FOX

5-3

7-8

WHITMAN

3-5

5-10

LINFIELD

2-6

7-9

WHITWORTH

2-6

6-9

LEWIS & CLARK

2-6

WILLAMETTE

2-6

4-11

Note: Standings as of Oct. 7,2012

FOOTBALL
Whitworth at Linfield -1:30 pm Saturday Oct. 13

1 MEN'S SOCCER
Oct. 13 - 2:30 pm at Puget Sound and Oct. 14 - 2:30 pm at Pacific Lutheran

1 WOMEN'S SOCCER
Ort. 10 -1:30 pm vs. Whitman, Oct. 13 - noon at Puget Sound and
Oct 14 - noon at Pacific Lutheran

1 VOLLEYBALL
Oct. 12 - 7 pm vs. Pacific Lutheran and Oct. 13 - 7 pm vs. Puget Sound

1 MEN'S GOLF
Oct 14-15 at PLU Invitational at University Place, Wash.

1 WOMEN'S GOLF
Idle

1 CROSSCOUNTRY
Contact Connor Soudani at
csoudanil 6@my. whitworth.edu

6-11
•

Oct. 13 -10 am at Inland NW Challenge at Lewiston, Idaho

WHITPICS
HOMECOMING
HAPPENINGS ACROSS CAMPUS
TOP LEFT: Sophomores Emily Witthuhn and Raleigh Addington took home the titles
of homecoming king and queen this year.

Hope Barnes |Photographer

TOP RIGHT: The Pirates run onto the field before Saturday's game against Willa
mette.
Tanner Scholten | P
hotographer

BOTTOM RIGHT: Senior Brittany Fulton represents the off campus students in a
paper fight versus Baldwin-Jenkins.

Catherine Palmer \ Photographer

BOTTOM LEFT: Students choose their record of choice before participating inthe
vinyl record toss.

Catherine Palmer \ Photographer

LEFT MIDDLE: The crowd cheers on Whitworth during Saturday's homecoming game
against Willamette.
Michael Coiner | Photographer
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ABOUTUS
VOLUME 103, ISSUE 5

The Whitworthian has served as the main source
of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely by students which
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
the Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innovative
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while inform
ing, entertaining and providing a forum for express
ing the interests of the Whitworth
community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vaca
tions. The content is generated entirely by students.
The college administration does not review the
newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas expressed
in The Whitworthian are those of the individual art
ists, writers and student editors, and do not neces
sarily reflect the views of the Associated Students'
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university,
its administration, faculty/staff or advertisers. The
Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and
subscription revenue and in part by student activity
fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not neces
sarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or
its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
CORRECTIONS
Oct. 10 issue incorrectly attributed a writer to the
article on p. 8. The article listed Katherine Knoll as
the writer when Kendra Stubbs wrote the article.

NEWS

6|'Jeans for teens' donates clothing to

pregnant teens and teenage mothers
Whitworth students involved withYoungLives,
a ministry of Young Life, request donations

71 Search commences for WU provost and
Executive Vice President
Search committee seeks a new leader to join
Whitworth's administration.

8 |Whitworth responds to past complaints of

noise, parties
Whitworth works to avoid future problems with
neighbors.

o
>

17| No space for thinking
Discussing how America does not encourage
people to think critically for themselves.

18| Too busy and intelligent for Core

Humor column poking fun at the
commonality students share of complaining
about Core.

10|"The Ugly Duckling" portrayed on stage

1 9 1 Men's golf begins play at PLU Invitational

12 |Q ft A with non-religious students

20 |Women's soccer earns win and draw

Whitworth's production of "Honk! The
Musical" starts Oct. 18 at the Bing Crosby
Theater.

15
The Whitworthian is committed to providingthe
Whitworth community with the most accurate.
information possible. The Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you ijave
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
email to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu

Exploring how the national debt is too high
and poses a risk to America.

SPORTS

to

K1
O
v-i
_1

16 |National debt proves dangerous

ARTS §t CULTURE
Atheistic and non-religious students
talk about what it's tike having their
beliefs at a Christian university.

to
to

OPINIONS

|
Sculptor uses his skill to make film
Artist sculpts characters from wood and
found objects for his stop motion project
called "The Tale of the Crippled Boy."

Difficult weather conditions prove to be
a factor for Whitworth golf on first day of
competition in University Place, Wash.

Whitworth continues to contend for a NWC
championship with strong play.

2 3 |Spotted from the crow's nest: Elisabeth
Spencer •
Spencer, a junior, helps lead a young
women's cross country team.

Caleb Drechsel | Cover Artist

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP A
Whitworth ought to be grateful in
the midst of first-world problems
How much time do you spend complaining about
lack of sleep, overabundance ofhomework or internet
connection problems? UNICEF New Zea land, part
nering with UMR research, surveyed New Zealanders about their "First WorldProblems" and the results
were striking.
Although New Zealand is far different from the
United States, we share a commonality: we don't re
alize how good we have it. Some of the biggest prob
lems from the survey included slow internet speed,
the barista not making good enough coffee, getting a
bad haircut and an uncomfortable couch. Most of us
can relate to some of these and even think of some of
our own. Whitworth's "First World Problems" may be
annoyance with Blackboard not working, not being
able to access email, not being able to access the In
ternet in our dorm or our cell phone service not work
ing in certain buildings around campus.
As students today, technology and internet are in
creasingly part of not only our entertainment world,
but also our academic endeavors. We rely heavily on
technology throughout the day. Fast internet can be
the difference between finding three great sources for
your next essay in fifteen minutes, and spending an
afternoon waiting as each page loads at a painfully
slow rate. If you can't access Blackboard, it can mean
not having access to materials you need for an assign
ment, or not being able to turn in an assignment on
time. And, let's be honest: Slow internet means it's
difficult to stream your favorite TV show via Netflix
when youdon't have ready access toa TV. While some
of these challenges are valid, it's important to look at
the bigger picture.
We often consider our community to be within the
"Pinecone Curtain" of the Whitworth pine trees and
are encouraged to get involved outside of campus in
the Spokane community. We should also take time
to consider our situation in the "Pinecone Curtain"
as it pertains to the situation we are blessed with at
Whitworth. On campus, we have campus-wide inter

the
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net access and are constantly building and improving
facilities to state-of-the-art measures. These blessings
among others create an exceptional living and learn
ing environment, even by first world standards.
It is important to be grateful that we have these op
tions available to us. Our "First World Problems" are
incomparable to those of other countri
es; we arewellequipped with a great community that surrounds us,
clothes on our back, food prepared for us, fresh,clean
water at our disposal and an opportunity for educa
tion t hat will help us in the future. Not many people
have the opportunity to have what we do — we are
privileged to be in the situation and place we are cur
rently in.
Not every college student's problems are all trivial.
Some students manage a chronic illness, balancing
their school work and other responsibilities with trips
to the doctor and all of the things they have to do to
manage their illness. Many work multiple jobs to pay
for school and living expenses, and still will come out
of school with debt. Figuring out what path to take af
ter graduation is a serious issue that everyone has to
deal, with at some point as well. Others may be deal
ing with family issues, struggling to make it thro
ugh a
day without the weight of those issues bearing down
on them, causing them stress.
Still, the fact that you are here means that some
where along the way you received some pretty in
credible advantages. This board is not saying people
should never complain, but advocates putting things
into perspective. Let's face it, we all have those days
where we need to vent, but it shouldn't allow us to fo
cus strictly on ourselves.
When your "First World Problems" arise, perhaps
you can use it as an opportunity to think about the
many ways in which you have itgood. Or, even go fur
ther into finding a way to help out those whose prob
lems are a little more serious than your own.

2012-2013 SUBSCRIPTIONS
Please send me a one
semester (1/2 a year)
subscription. Enclosed is a
check for $16.

Please send to:
Name:
Address:

Please send me a one year
subscription. Enclosed is a
check for $30.

City:
Zip:
Phone:.

Please make checks payable
to Whitworth University c/o
The Whitworthian.

Questions? Call Chrissy Roach,
editor-in-chief, at
(509) 777-3248

_State:.

The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articlesor issues of interest to the Whitworth community. Send
letters to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200 words.
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NEWS
Gabrielle Perez \ Photographer

Senior Caitlyn Davis shares her story at GSA event "coming out stories." Students told their personal story, or that of someone who did not wish to talk.

Students share personal stories in GSA-led event week
discussion among people of all sexualities, but the specific intent of last
Staff Writer
week's events was to spread knowledge
and awareness outward to the rest of
Last week, Oct. 8-12, Whitworth's the student body, Gudeman said.
"This is something that's not really
Gay Straight Alliance hosted a week of
events educating students on the issues talked about, and it needs to be talked
and struggles concerning the lesbian, about," Gudeman said.
She said that there are several popu
gay, bise xual, transgender and queer/
lar misconceptions about the gay com
questioning community.
The GSA network, founded more munity which can lead to ignorance
than 20 y ears ago in California, is an and hostility faced by homosexuals.
organization committed to fighting ho Such stigmas include the belief that
mophobia and transphobia in schools. AIDS is a gay disease, that marriage
equality is solely a
There are currently
thousands of b ranches "It's very difficult to liberal issue and that
homosexuals are in
in middle schools, high
schools and colleges
talk about, but it's herently perverse and
promiscuous, she said.
nationwide
accord
Senior Gaidyn Da
ing to the Gay, Lesbian worth it. I would tell
and Straight Education it a million times if I vis, GSA membe r, said
that such preconcep
Network.
Whitworth's
GSA could get one person tions are not true. She
said that the media
— which sometimes
coordinates with other not to say something furthers the public's
idea of homosexuals as
chapters in the region
mean."
provocative or lustful.
— has had a lot of stu
"What the media
dent involvement so
—AUDREY GUDE MAN
portrays is stuff like
far this year, said soph
Pride Week. It's all
omore Audrey Gude
GSA president
highly sexualized. But
man, GSA president.
it's more than that; you
Twenty to 30 members
attend meetings regularly, and the stu want to be able to spend your life widi
dent turnout for GSA week ev ents was the person you choose," Davis said.
Another common myth is that all
significant, she said.
One event took place each night branches of Chris tianity condemn ho
between Oct. 8 and 12: a lecture and mosexuality, Gudeman said. She said
discussion of homosexuality and that Lutheran, Presbyterian and Angli
Christianity, coming out stories, a can churches, among others, now or
panel discussion, Q&A with a gay anda dain open homosexuals.
Monday, Oct. 8, a minister from
rainbow-themed costume party to con
Bethany Presbyterian came to discuss
clude the week.
The overall goal of GSA is to offer a homosexuality in Christianity. He ad
safe and supportive environment for dressed several Bible passages pertain-

Katherine Knoll

+

ing to homosexuality, discussing the
content and the meaning of th e scrip
tures that are frequently referenced in
the debate about gay rights.
The following night, Tuesday, Oct. 9,
students gathered in the coffee shop to
hear coming out stories of their peers.
Speakers read or told either their per
sonal story, or the story of someone
who had elected not to speak.
Davis and Gudeman, among others,
shared their stories. Gudeman said that
the experience is terrifying, yet worth it.
She said that sharing the personal pain
and discrimination she's faced allows
other people to understand the impact
of their sometimes thoughtless and of
ten hurtful words.
"It's very difficult to talk about, but
it's worth it. I would tell it a million
times if I could get one person not to
say something mean," Gudeman said.
Davis said that gays can often be
treated as different or foreign by others,
but giving a voice to the issue makes it
more personal.
"It gives a personal face to the issue.
[Listeners] realize that it could be any
body. It changes people's minds," Davis
said.
Sophomore Jorie Rehnberg attended
the evening's event, and said she thinks
that it is beneficial for people to hear
these stories.
"Once you realize that they're just
people, it can close the rift that people
put between themselves," Rehnberg
said.
She said that knowing these stories
and hearing them first hand can allow
for greater acceptance and less hostility
toward gays.
"I grew up really sheltered. If I had
understood then that there are peo-

Catherine Palmer |Photographer

Sophomore Olivia White speaks at
the "open conversations" event.

pie out there feeling like this, I think I
would have had a lot more compas
sion," she said.
A panel discussion was held
Wednesday night, further promoting
"open conversation" of lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender and question
ing issues, and Thursday, Oct. 11, GS A
hosted Q&A With A Gay, which allowed
students to pose questions to out gay
individuals. Friday, Oct. 12, the week of
events came to a close with a rainbowthemed celebration.
Contact Katherine Knoll at
kknolll 6@my.whitworth.edu

Proposed minor spotlights
environmental concerns
Interdisciplinary environmental studies minor
addresses scientific and socioeconomic aspects

Kendra Stubbs
Staff Writer

NEEDTOKNOW

Eleven departments were involved in the creation
of a proposal to add an environmental studies minor
• The minor will involve courses from a variety
to the Whitworth curriculum. The proposal will be
of departments, but would be housed in the bi
sent to the curriculum committee in November, and
ology department.
faculty will vote on it in the spr
ing.
The proposed minor is an interdisciplinary ap
• The two required courses will be Introduction
proach that encompasses a broad range of academic
to Environmental Science, a biology course, and
studies. It addresses both the scientific and socioeco
Environment and Society, a political science
nomic aspects of environmental issues.
course.
The minor will encourage students to think criti
cally and consider their impact on the environment
• The proposal will be sent to the curriculum
in ail aspects of their fives.
committee in November, faculty will vote on the
"To be a responsible citizen of the world, you need
minor in spring, and if it ispassed the minor will
to be informed not only about political implications
be offered fall of 2013
on the environment, but also the implications of your
daily life," senior and peace studies major Abbey
• Select classes offered in biology, chemistry,
Cook said.
physics, political science, sociology, theology,
The planned core class requirements for the minor
English and history will count toward the 15
are Introduction to Environmental Science, on the bi
elective credits.
ology side, and Environment and Society, on the po
litical science side.
• Within the 15 elective credits students must
The minor would be housed in the biology depart
have at least one class each in natural science,
ment, but it would not be just valuable to science ma
social science and humanities.
jors.
"Our hope is to incorporate all different disciplines
and study how they influence or can be influenced by
environmental issues," s aid Grant Casady, assistant issues in the environment, so that transfers into want
professor of biology.
ing to protect the environment."
Beyond the two core classes, the minor will require
Deitz aspires to become a farmer and stresses the
15 elective credits with at least one course each in importance of sustainability in agriculture.
natural science, social sciences and humanities. One
Whitworth does take steps to be environmentally
upper division course will also be required.
friendly, Cook said. However, there is more that can
To fulfill th ese credits, students would be able to
be done.
select courses in biology, chem
"Creation care is something
istry, physics, political science,
that needs to be focused on,"
sociology, theology, English
said.
"It is important to know the Cook
and history.
She suggested that the school
This minor is designed so
could save on time, energy and
details of science in order
that courses fit into students'
money by no longer using ma
to make informed policies chinery to pick up pine needles.
studies, which is why some
courses at each level fulfill gen
"Whitworth, stop vacuuming
eral education requirements, that affect the environment. the lawn," Cook said.
Casady said.
Besides the great breadth of
I've become aware of current
The environment is not a sin
academic disciplines that the
gular issue, Cook said. She said issues in the environment, so minor would complement, it
people are interconnected as
also supports Whitworth's mis
an ecological system and need that transfers into wanting to sion to educate the mind and
to be educated on how humans
heart.
protect the environment."
affect the environment. Being
According to the environ
informed in this way produces
mental studies minor proposal,
— ELI D EITZ
well-rounded students, she
"the minor also provides stu
said.
sophomore
dents with the opportunity to'
Students from other majors
be better equipped to honor
also find value in the new mi
God by learning to care for his
nor. The environmental issue is still very alivein poli creation, to follow Christ by reflecting in their fives
tics, sophomore and business major Joy Attaway said. and actions his purposes for creation and to serve
'"Going green' is not going away. I thought it was a humanity by pursuing environmental justice and car
fad, but it's actually a bigpolitical issue," Attawaysaid. ing for future generations by carefully stewarding the
Casady expressed that societally, the environment earth."
is one ofthe most important issues of the day, and be

If the environmental studies minor passes the fac
cause of this students should worry about it.
ulty vote in spring, it will be impl
emented and offered
Sophomore Eli Deitz expressed a similar view.
as a minor in fall 2013.
"It is important to know the details of science in
order to make informed policies that affect the envi Contact Kendra Stubbs at
ronment," Deitz said. "I've become aware of current kstubbsl 5@my. whitworth.edu
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environmental studies minor, p. 5
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Lives is an outreach program for teenage moth
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ing to the Treasury Department, p. 16
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Percent increase of average heath insurance
premium with Obamacare, according to Jeff Roe
of Lifewise Health Plan. p. 17
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Number of referees that showed up to the Whit
worth versus Puget Sound women's soccer game
last Saturday. The game was postponed because
of the absence of referees, p. 20

15

Number of tackles for Whitworth sophomore de
fensive back Kainoa Raguindin against Linfield, a
career high. p. 21
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National ranking of the Puget Sound volleyball
team before they were upset by the Whitworth
volleyball team last Saturday, p. 22
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by Molly Hough

Hello Pirates! Fall is here and the campus is looking
beautiful with all of th e leaves changing color. Also,
thank you all for being so wonderful. I am so grate
ful for all of you and the ideas you have presented to
ASWU thus far. We love hearing what you have to say
and about howyou are thinking intellectually and cre
atively about today's issues.
This past week we heard from two won
derful guests.
Macy Olivas came to speak about the committee that
„ was formed to search for a new Provost/EVP. Michael
Le Roy was in this position last year and he had the
opportunity to take a job as a president of a different
college. It was hard to see him leave but we are eager
for the new candidates. Macy asked ASWUwhat char
acteristics they would like to see in the candidates.
A great list was made, which included availability, a
commitment to diversity, approachable, intellect and
vision. If you have any suggestions feel free to email
Macy Olivas with any suggestions.
Dan King and Jim O'Brien who are in charge of
Sodexo, came to update us about the new HUB ex
pansion. They shared with us some concerns that
they have heard from students and they are currendy
working through the kinks. Sodexo works so hard for
us and truly cares about the students' voice. Weshared
with them the results of th e survey we conducted a
couple weeks ago also and what we have been hear
ing around campus as well. They heard what we had
to say and I'msure they are working away trying to ac
commodate us as well as they can. Make sure to tell
Sodexo thank you next time you see an employee!
Finally, we had a great discussion about transpar
ency within ASWU. We want to make sure that we are
serving you in the best way possible and relaying the
information we know to you. Make sure to check out
ASWU's new YouTube show "Minutes in a Minute
with Molly." A video will go out once a week with an
update about what has been going on in the cham-.
bers.
I would love tosee you at our meetings Wednesdays
at 5 p.m. This meeting is open to anyone who would
like to join so come and learn about what is going on
in our community. There is also free dinner involved
if y ou email Tim Gjefle. If y ou have any thoughts,
comments, questions or concerns please send me an
email. I would love to hear what you have to say! Look
forward to seeing you around campus and make sure
to say hello!
Live Bold. Be Fierce.
Molly Beth

Contact Molly Hough at
mhoughl 3@my.whitworth.edu
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• YoungLives is a ministry of Young Life that provides sup
port for pregnant teens and teenage mothers.

Y0UN6LIVES
'Jeans for teens' donates
jeans to teenage mothers

• Mentors partner with the young mothers to provide en
couragement and support.

Seven young women from Whitworth volun
teer at YoungLives. O ne of these volunteers is
Staff Writer
sophomore Samantha Keogh.
"YoungLives clubs provide an opportunity for
On Thursday, Oct. 4 bins were placed in vari
moms to take a step back and focus on them
ous locations on the Whitworth campus under
selves," said Keogh.
neon pink signs labeled "Jeans for Teens."
Keogh is the Whitworth representative for the
Jeans for Teens is a donation event through
Jeans for Teens event.
Spokane YoungLives, a branch of Young Life
She said she heard about YoungLives through
ministries. YoungLives is an outreach program
an announcement at Branches Church, which
for pregnant and teenage mothers.
houses one of the three YoungLives clubs in
Whitworth students are encouraged to drop
Spokane. She started volunteering at the club
off used or unused jeans in one of the three bins
and heard about the Jeans
located in the Hixson Union
for Teens event at one of t he
Building, East arid Warren
"I am so excited that
meetings. She told McDon
throughout October.
ald she would get Whitworth
Whitworth has the
"The 'jeans are just a little
involved in the donation col
pick me up for these moms,"~
lecting.
opportunity to be
said Karissa Naslund, a volun
"I am so excited that Whit
teer mentor at YoungLives.
involved in this ministry. worth has the opportunity to
Naslund created the Jeans
be involved in this ministry,"
for Teens event. She said she It's an easy way to make
Keogh said. "It is an easy way
thought of the idea as she was
to make a big impact."
a big impact."
cleaning out her closet and
Keogh will collect the do
noticed all the old pairs of
—
SAMANTHA
KEOGH
nations and take them to the
jeans she had.
November meeting where
Rather than giving them to
sophomore
YoungLives will put on a "jean
a thrift store, she decided a
shopping day" for the teenage
more productive and benefi
mothers, free of charge.
cial use would be to give them
McDonald said this is a great opportunity for
to teenagers who could use them, such as the
young women she has met through the Spokane these women since about 95 percent of them live
below the poverty line.
YoungLives club.
YoungLives strives to support local business
On the first Wednesday of each month, these
es.
Any jeans that go unused will be donated to
clubs hold meetings that provide free dinners for
Global Neighborhood Thrift, a local thrift store
the mothers.
"When the girls become pregnant, they lose a supported by Branches Church.
Anyone can donate to the Jeans for Teens, as
lot of support and are isolated," said senior Patty
Means, a mentor at YoungLives. "YoungLives long as the jeans are still in decent condition, as
having a large variety of je an sizes and styles is
provides a community and relationships."
Activities such as crafts and games add excite ideal.
"The more help we can get the better," Means
ment and energy to the events. The evenings also
includes a speaker with a Jesus-centered talk to said. "There are many teen dads at YoungLivesas
well so guys can donate jeans too,"
provide the group with spiritual insight.
McDonald said she was excited about WhitMentors of YoungLives clubs provide different
services for teenage moms, such as giving them worth's involvement with YoungLives andhopes
a ride, helping them fill out housing applications to have student participation in this event as well
as future events.
and encouraging them.
"We mentor and support teen moms and strive
to meet real and practical needs," said Linda Mc Contact Rebekah Bresee at
Donald, the assistant director of YoungLives.
rbreseel 6@my.whitworth.edu
Rebekah Bresee

Search for provost, EVP underway
Caitlyn Starkey
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experience
in academic
administration.
"What
people
will
say
is
that
they
are looking
StaffWriter
for someone who walks on water," Pierce said with
The process of hiring a new provost and execu a laugh. "I think part of w hat we are doing now is
tive vice president is underway with the recent for trying to ask the campus community what are the
additional, more specific things people are looking
mation of a search committee.
"The provost/EVP serves as the most senior ad for — or characteristics of a provost that they think
ministrator reporting directly to the president, are important — as we move forward with the stra
holds an appointment to the president's cabinet tegic plan."
The search committee will be accepting and re
and serves as the university's chief academic offi
viewing applications through November. In early
cer," according to the "Attributes of the Next Provost
December, the application pool will be narrowed to
& Executive Vice President" webpage on the Whita list of semi-finalists. The semi-finalists will be in
worth website.
vited to confidential, off-site interviews in Spokane.
The provost is the chief academic officer and is in
In mid-February, the two or three final candidates
charge of t he academic affairs division of the uni
will come to campus.
versity. Academic affairs includes the college of arts
While on campus, finalists will present work
and sciences, the school of education, the school of
shops and the campus community will have the
global commerce and management and the school
opportunity to ask questions.
of continuing studies. The individual hired for this
"As we bring finalists to campus, the time when
position will also hold the title of Executive Vice
President, which implies that they are the second- students will have the most opportunity to engage
in the process is by attending the workshops that
highest ranking administrator, President Beck Tay
these finalists will present, by asking good ques
lor said.
tions and giving their input on their
"So while there are a variety of
sense of who might fit best within
vice presidents at the university
organization," Taylor said.
the Executive Vice President is the
"We are looking far theStudent
representative on the
first among equals if you will," Tay
committee, senior Macy Olivas, en
students to really
lor said. "This person serves as my
couraged students to be involved
primary advisor on institutional
speak their mind as in the process right now, however.
issues. At t imes [the provost/EVP]
Olivas presented to ASWU on the
will be called on to represent me far ttS what they Want
current status of the Provost/EVP
when I am either off campus or
in a future leader of search and asked for ASWU leader
away from m y duties here."
input.
Last spring, Michael Le Roy re
"We are looking for students to
Whitworth."
signed from the roles of provost
really speak their mind as far as
and executive vice president to
— MACY OLIVAS
what they want in a future leader
accept the position as president of
of Whitworth," Olivas said. "This is
Calvin College. Since his resigna
senior
impacting every department and
tion, professor of education Bar
even Beck Taylor as a leader. This
bara Sanders has been serving as interim provost.
The advertisement and profile of the job has is his right hand man or woman that will be hired."
Taylor echoed Olivas, and he encourages stu
been published. They are looking for someone who
dents to learn about the position of provost and
respects and is drawn to the Whitworth's unique
EVP as the position highly affects students.
mission, and supports its invitation to have serious
"I t hink when students think about this person
and broad conversation on issues, Taylor said.
giving leadership to all of Whitworth's academic
"The person really needs to grasp who we are
as an institution and be excited about coming into programs, that really brings it home. While this per
our unique environment and champion and sup son might seem far-removed from the interests of
port the kind of academic programs that we want to students, nothing could be farther from the truth.
This person has everything to do with the kind of
build here," he said.
educational experience that students have here."
As applicants begin to respond to the advertise
Next to a presidential search, this is probably the
ment, the search committee has made steps to
gather information on what the Whitworth com most significant search for the campus community,
Pierce said.
munity is looking for.
"The search committee welcomes your prayers,"
"The ad is out, people are contacting the search
firm. The search committee is in the process of she said.
a
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gathering some input from the campus community
at this point," said Donna Pierce, professor of math
ematics and search committee co-chair.
The committee is looking for a strong leader with

Contact Caitlyn Starkey at
cstarkey!3@my.whitworth.edu

Provost and Executive Vice President Search Committee
Beck Taylor
university president
Dick Mandeville
vice president of student life
Dolores Humiston
associate vice president of hu
man resources
Randy Michaelis
associate provost of instruction
Ken Pecka
director of instructional re-

Noelle Wiersma
dean of the college of arts &
sciences
Terry Ratcliff
dean of the school of continuing
studies
Roberta Wilburn
associate dean of graduate stud
ies in education
Donna Pierce
faculty president, associate profes
sor of mathematics

Forrest Baird
professor of philosophy
Kamesh Sankaran
associate professor of physics
Lee Anne Chaney'
associate professor of biology
Brooke Kiener
assistant professor of theatre
Todd Friends
assistant professor of business
Macy Olivas
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Author and speaker Shane Claiborne
to lecture Wednesday
Shane Claiborne will speak Wednesday, Oct. 17
in the Robinson Teaching Theatre. Claiborne
is a founding partner of The Simple Way,
and author of books such as "The Irresistible
Revolution" and "Jesus for President."

Attempted kidnapping thwarted near
Gonzaga University
A man attempted to rob a woman of her cell
phone, then told the victim he had a gun and
tried to get her to go with him Tuesday, Oct.
9, according to court documents. The victim
escaped into Geno's Bar, where the man
followed and threatened customers. The police
were contacted, but the man began to fight
when they approached, a police news release
said. With the assistance of a police dog they
were able to capture him and bring him into
custody.

WSU student survives after 11-story
fall
A 22-year-old male student fell from Orton
Hall Wednesday, Oct. 10, Washington State
University confirmed. WSU police confirmed
that alcohol was not a factor. The man was flown
to Sacred Heart Medical Center in Spokane.
Between WSU and University of Idaho, three
students have fallen from two or three stories
in the past month. Alcohol was reported as a
factor in the earlier three falls.
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Austrian daredevil breaks sound
barrier in a record breaking fall
Felix Baumgartner stepped out of a helium
balloon at 128,100 feet and free-fell to reach
833.9 miles per hour before opening his
parachute. In doing so, he broke the sound
barrier. His fall took 4 minutes and 20 seconds
and broke altitude and speed records set by Joe
Kittinger in 1960.

Libya elects anewprime minister after
last prime minister was dismissed in a
vote of no confidence
The Libyan national assembly elected Ali
Zeiden, a local council member of the city of
Tripoli and a member of the Libyan National
Council. Zeiden was an outspoken critic of
Muammar Gaddafi, and was elected in a
televised count. His predecessor, Mustafa
Abushagur, was dismissed after protests on his
choice of ministers.
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Sources \ www.whitworth.edu, Spokesman-Review, New
York Times, BBC, Aljazeera
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8 Loving thy neighbor: WU acts early
in response to past complaints
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HOLMBERG
CONSERVATION
AREA

Hannah Charlton | Graphic Artist

members of the administration as well as a few con
cerned neighbors Monday, Oct. 15.
Both off-campus representative and senator
agree that the next goal is to bring students and
community members together directly to allow an
open conversation for all who are concerned.
"The most we can do is encourage communica
tion," Owens said. "If you just talk with your neigh
bors, you will create a new relationship built on
consideration for those on a different schedule than
you.
Owens said that as Whitworth students, he hopes
that students will take responsibility for the people
they might become after leaving the pinecone cur
tain. He hopes this will set an example so that others
might step up too.
"This is a preventative gesture, not a gesture of re
action. Let's keep it that way," Owens said.

Contact Jennifer Ingram at
jingram!3@my.whitworth.edu
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Board of Trustees gathers on WU campus
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persuaded that the noise levels and damages are all
Jennifer Ingram
caused by Whitworth students.
StaffWriter
"We kind of get tagged and unfairly labeled," Ben
zel said. "But I'm not entirely convinced that all
As each new semester starts, moving vans and those kids leaving the parties and causing damage
pickup trucks roll into Whitworth's surrounding are necessarily our kids."
Off-campus senator Ryan Charlton said that he
community to fill empty houses with college stu
dents. Some of these off-campus students save has heard complaints of people leaving parties
money on rent by packing as many people into one around the Whitworth Terrace area, the stretch of
small house as possible. Many students also look housing between Hawthorne and Holmberg Park.
forward to being exempt from the "Big Three" and The complaints have been in regards to property
vandalized by students who cut through neighbors
living without adult supervision.
While some of these off-campus students quickly backyards.
Charlton said the biggest issue that stems from
adjust to this freedom, others have difficulty realiz
ing that there are certain rules of the neighborhood the complaints is that of respect for Whitworth's sur
that they must abide by in order to maintain healthy rounding community.
"As Whitworth students, we need to be respectful
relationships with their neighbors.
and accountable for what happens
"As we've grown to over 2,250 stu
in our community," Charlton said.
dents it affects the neighborhood
"As Whitworth
"Pause, think and be aware of yo ur
as our off-campus student housing
surroundings."
grows too," said Brian Benzel, vice
students, we need
Benzel said that while the most
president of finance and adminis
to he respectful and recent complaints were voiced last
tration.
May, Whitworth is trying to problem
Benzel said that within the last 10
solve in advance.
accountable for
years, he has watched the number
"No one wants to be denied fun,
of r entals increase west of Waikiki,
what happens in our but there are a lot of really cool peo
drawing more parties, noise and
ple in our neighborhood that are
alcohol to the area. Within the last
community"
trying to sleep at night," Benzel said.
year, there have been at least three
"It's a general college responsibil
—RYAN CH ARLTON
complaints by community mem
ity to see what can be done to bring
bers who have become increasingly
off-campus senator
people together."
concerned by the noise levels and
Junior Seth Owens, off-campus
partying, he said.
representative, said that ASWU is
"Last spring we had a meeting
trying to prevent the problem now
with the neighbors," Benzel said.
"One guy had acollege-aged kid on his roof. He took so that they don't have to solve it later.
"We are trying to hop on the issue now and pro
the time out of his day to come talk to me because he
mote conversations with neighbors rather than do
was concerned."
Benzel said that Whitworth gets complaints every ing clean up duty in the future," Owens said.
Owens said that right now he and Charlton are
year about off-campus partying, noise levels, tres
passing and property damage caused by students trying to get a pulse of what is going on so that they
leaving parties. However, Whitworth does not have can find a way to best address this issue. Owens said
the jurisdiction to call the police about its off-cam- that the first step toward solving this issue is well
pus residents. Benzel also said he is not completely underway. Owens and Charlton sat down with a few

WHITWORTHTERRACEl

News Editor
Whitworth's Board of Trustees was on campus
Oct. 10-13 for their fall meetings.
The Board has a multi-faceted role in Whit
worth's institutional life. Chair of t he Board Walt
Oliver presided over this semester's meetings.
"If I had to describe the Board's role, I would
put them in three buckets: First, we focus on the
direction of the university and its mission. We play
a role in strategic thought. Next, we are responsible
for hiring of the president. Third, we partake in the
financial structure of the university," Oliver said.
The Board is broken into committees that gath
er information and report to the rest of the Board.
"I'd say we spend about half the time in com
mittees and the other half in a broad, general Board
meeting," Oliver said.
Along with the meetings, Board members inter

act with students.
"The Trustees had an opportunity to eat lunch
with students," Oliver said. "Those are always en
couraging and fulfilling for the Board members."
On Friday, the Board received reports from the
Financial and Administrative Committee as well as
the Student Services Committee, which focuses on
student life, President Beck Taylor said.
The Student Services Committee brought for
ward a suggestion to change the wording of the co
habitation policy. The Board did not make a deci
sion at this time.
"We came to the conclusion that we needed
more time to reflect and decided to discuss the top
ic in future meetings because of time restrictions,"
Oliver said.
The Board welcomed new member Andrew
Robblee, son of current Board member John Robblee, and approved the nomination of James Low.
Mark Poe, William Curry, Curtis Estes and Jan

Skaggs left the Board, wfiich also lost Linda Cun
ningham last summer when she died of cancer.
"Continuity is important because the Board
deals with issues over a long term, but it is also nice
to get new Board members too," Taylor said.
Board members serve three-year terms and the
committee on Trustees decides their term limits,
Oliver said. The committee on Trustees also choos
es new Board members, collaborating with the In
stitutional Advancement staff to do so.
"Together they go through a process of discus
sions to see if [the candidate] can contribute to the
university's mission," Oliver said.
The Board will meet twice more this school year.
"We are so thankful for the men and women
who give their time, talent and treasure to the uni
versity," Taylor said.

Contact Evanne Montoya at
emontoyal 3@my.whitworth.edu

Lecture emphasizes
culture's importance
in higher education
ready for diversity."
In relation to course content in any
Staff Writer
context, Gay explained that there is a
Cultural and social skills should be difference between formal and infor
taught alongside academics, said guest mal curriculum. Formal curriculum
speaker Geneva Gay Thurs day, Oct. 4, includes the academic information
in a lecture given in partnership with distributed through course content. In
Whitworth's school of education in the formal curriculum includes speakers,
Robinson Teaching Theatre. Gay is a sports, campus-wide activities and uni
professor of education at the Univer versity images.
"In some ways, the informal cur
sity of Washington, and a nationally ac
claimed speaker on the topic of multi riculum, the indirect curriculum, can
be more impactful than the formal cur
cultural education.
riculum," Gay said.
Gay was introduced
Within the process of
by Lawrence Burnley,
forming a more inclu
assistant vice president
sive education, the in
of diver sity and interculformal curriculum must
tural relations and assis
be taken into account. At
tant professor of history
the same time, the for
at Whitworth. The event
mal curriculum should
aligns with plans for a
expand to encompass a
new lecture series under
more inclusive canon.
goal four of the Strate
"In addition to teach
gic Plan, to demonstrate
ing students academic
courageous leadership
skills, we need to teach
in an increasingly diverse
social and cultural skills,"
world.
Gay said.
"The Strategic Plan
Gay said definitions
calls for opportunities to
www.whitworth.edu of diversity should not
develop curriculum in
only include race and
ways that are culturally
ethnicity, but also gen
responsive," Burnley said. "All of us, whoever
der, religion and socio
In the school of edu
we are, are
economic status. Part
cation, Whitworth in
of understanding all of
cludes diversity training
cultural beings. these
as separate factors
in preparing students as
of identity is in recogniz
We have to live
future educators. But stu
ing that those identities
dents aren't the only ones
in this world
also lead to association
learning about diversity.
within groups, which are
"In order for our stu
together."
also deserving of respect.
dents to have a good per
"All of us, whoever we
—GENEVA GAY
spective, we need faculty
are, are cultural beings,"
to have one first," Roberta
Gay said. "We have to live
Wilburn, associate dean professor of education
in this world together."
and director of gradu
at the University of
At th e end of the lec
ate studies in education,
ture, Gay opened the
said.
Washington
floor to questions from
The multicultural ex
the audience. President
perience Jan Term pro
Beck Taylor asked for
gram has been in place for more than
25 years and has been recognized as Gay's input on an issue at Whitworth.
"I hear a lot from students who say
a model, said Dennis Sterner, dean of
the school of education. This emphasis they don't see themselves in the curric
continues to be extended throughout ulum. They feel removed," Taylor said.
Gay responded by advising Whit
the campus.
"We n eed to equip our entire com worth to cultivate a sense of refuge,
munity with intercultural competen reminding the audience that different
people need very different resources
cies," President Beck Taylor said.
The topic of the lecture was about and support. Improving on the formal
choosing course content for an inclu and informal relationships and equip
sive mind and heart education. Gay ad ping staff and faculty are all vital contri
dressed a broad range of rea lities and butions.
"Good, solid, deep, authentic rela
current setbacks faced in providing this
tionships are needed all over the place,"
inclusive education.
"I can't tell you exactly what to do in Gay said.
your context because I am not a mem
ber of th is context," Gay said. "Not ev Contact Laryssa Lynch at
eryone in your university will ever be laryssalynchl 5@my.whitworth.edu
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Cowles Auditorium, Whitworth University campus
Admission: $15 adults; $10 students seniors 62- plus, rickets at
www.whitworth.edu/musicliekets and TicketsWest.com,
as well as at the door. Call 509.7 7.5280 lor information
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ARTS&CULTURE
Linnea Goold \ Photograph

Seniors Kirsten Mullen and Sean Stoudt play a mother an
d son pair in Whitworth's fall produ
ction of "Honk!," a musical about the tale of The Ugly Duckling.

Ugly Duckling has something to 'honk' about
Whitworth's production tells story of 'The Ugly Duckling' at downtown venue
ing different from the rest of the flock." captain who helps Ugly while he is lost.
"[One difficulty] was really solidi
Kiener said instead of the play be
ing staged in Cowles Auditorium like fying the characters as separate from
each other," he said.
While you may have all heard the usual, the play was moved to the Bing
The music in the play was directed
Crosby
Theater
last
spring.
Academic
story "The Ugly Duck ling" before, it's
by associate professor of music Ben
safe to say you've probably never seen Affairs came to her and said the U.S.
Brody. Aaron Dyszelski,
senate debate conflicted
the tale come to life on the stage.
an assistant professor
with
the
musical's
show
Now you (and your parents) can.
"The main character of th eatre, designed the
Whitworth will be staging "Honk! date, and thought they
sets and costumes for
A Musical Tale of The Ugly Duckling," might want to look into is strong in the face
"Honk!"
having
it
at
another
ven
starting Parent's Weekend, at the Bing
of adversity, and he
John Hofland, former
ue.
Crosby Theater.
chair of the theatre de
"We thought it was
Most of the play follows the original
discovers he is proud partment at Gonzaga
storyline of th e book "The Ugly Duck worth looking into," she
University, is the light
said.
"The
Bing
sort
of
of being different
ling," with a few modern-day twists.
ing director.
"Honk!" was written by G eorge Stiles immediately rose to the
There will be no fur
from the rest of the
and Anthony Drewe, who have pro top of the list in plac
or feathers on the cos
duced other famous shows such as es we could work in.
flock."
tumes, Kiener said.
[Cowles] is not actually
"Mary Poppins" and "Peter Pan".
"Even though the
a
theater,
and
the
oppor
Senior Kirsten Mullen, a vocal per
— BROOKE KIEN ER
characters are animals,
formance major, plays Ida, the pro tunity to work in an ac
we have costumed them
director
tective and loving mother of t he Ugly tual theater is exciting."
in
human clothing," she
Kieher
said
more
than
Duckling, played by senior Sean Stoudt.
said. "But the textures,
"She is the only person who is sup 50 students have put
porting Ugly from the very beginning," time and effort into helping put this colors and patterns indicate the vari
ous kinds of birds and other animals
Mullen said. "She tries to make every play together.
"There
are
the
12
members
of
the
in
the show. It's a much more creative
one see he isn't different."
Assistant professor of theatre Brooke cast. We also have four musicians," Kie way of approaching costuming for this
ner said. "And we h ave 19 sort of crew show."
Kiener is directing the play.
Songs in the production include
members
who are working on the set
"I love everything about this musi
"The Joy of Motherhood," "Look at
cal. I love the music, I love the humor, I and helping to make costumes."
Many of the actors play multiple Him," "Different," "Every Tear a Mother
love the theatricality of it," Kiener said.
roles
in the musical. Senior Preston Cries," and "Warts and All"
"I also love the message. The main
Mullen said she really enjoys play
character is strong in the face of adver Loomer, a theatre major, plays Drake,
sity, and he discovers he is proud of be the father of Ugly, and Greylag, a goose ing Ida, as she gets to sing some great

Meghan Dellinger
Staff Writer

songs in the play.
"At the beginning of the show, I sing
like five songs in a row," she said. "My
favorite song is the finale of act one.
Sean and I are both singing about how
we miss each other, but we can't see
each other."
Many of the actors are studying the
atre, music, or something similar, and
their seriousness about their studies
shows through in the professionality
of their performances. Loomer said he
chose to study theater because he's al
ways been drawn to it, even as a child.
"My p arents were both involved in
[theatre]," he said. "It's just somewhere
I feel comfortable, more than in other
places."
Mullen said she encourages every
one to come see the play.
"I know it's weird [with the play]
being downtown," she said. "But we
worked so hard on it, it would be a
shame to have no one come to see it,"
"Honk!" will be showing on Oct. 18,
19 and 20 at 7:30 p.m., and Oct. 20 and
21 at 2 p.m. The musical will be at the
Bing Crosby Theater, located at 901 W.
Sprague Ave. General admission is $9,
and admission for students and senior
citizens is $7.
Contact Meghan Dellinger at
mdellingerl 5@my. whitworth.edu

EVENTS

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN
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WEDNESDAY,10/17-10/28
THEATRE: J ERSEYBOYS

i/i

Times vary
INB Performing Arts Center
334 W. Spokane Falls Blvd.

inbpac.com

Simon Puzankov \ Photographer

Adinkra Market and Design opened downtown in July. Owner Richard AduAcheampong is from Kenya and opened the shop with his wife to bring real
African market items to Spokane, such as carved masks and paintings.

The musical "Jersey Boys" is coming to town.The production tells the story of
the Four Seasons' rise to fame with classic 60s songs such as "Can't Take My
Eyes Off ofYou"and"Big Girls Don't Cry."The cheapest seats are $32.50.

New downtown shop
brings African culture

SUNDAY,10/21

something to wear for an ethnic gath
ering before," Rogers said. "We have
smock-type clothes that are made from
You may notice something differ African fabrics, which are great for
those sorts of events."
ent when walking along 1st Avenue in
One item that the shop keeps heav
downtown Spokane than you would
ily in stock is authentic fabrics. On
have four months ago. You may hear
one of the walls in the shop, there are
African music softly playing. The new
rows and rows of brightly colored fab
store this music is coming from is
rics. The fabrics are all purchased from
Adinkra Market and Design.
street vendors in Ghana by Adu-Ache
Adinkra opened in July by hu sband
ampong and Rogers on
and wife, Richard
their yearly trip. Many
"There
is
no
African
Adu-Acheampong
of the cotton fabrics
and Rachel Rogers.
niche here, and I felt that are used for sew
The new shop, locat
ing and crafting have
ed at 920 W. 1st Ave.,
like there wasn't a
the Adinkra symbol
brings a bit of African
on them.
need being met yet in printed
culture to Spokane.
"Adinkra is a sym
Adu-Acheampong
bol that has a spiritual
Spokane"
is originally from
meaning, which is used
Ghana, and he and
—RACHEL ROGERS
in many fabrics," AduRogers often travel
Acheampong said.
there to visit his fami
store owners
Different
Adinkra
ly. Being in Africa had
symbols have different
an influence on why
meanings, but all are spiritual. Some
they wanted to open up the store.
may mean things like unity, feminine
"The public markets are very vibrant
power or power of God.
in Africa and they are so different from
"The Adinkra symbol that repre
the ones here in America," Rogers said. sents our store means unity of when
"There is no African niche here, and I different people come together," Rog
felt like there wasn't a need being met ers said. "I liked it because it is so tied
yet in Spokane."
into African culture. People in Spokane
The store carries quite a few different who are from Africa a re always stop
items from Africa, such as carvings of ping to come in and ask about it."
statues, wicker baskets, dresses made
Rogers said that everybody has thenfrom African fabrics and even a coffin own special place they like to go. For
that is carved as a huge, orange fish.
her and her husband, it's their store.
"We didn't want our store to just spe
"I like small intimate stores with a lot
cialize in one thing," Rogers said. "Our of atmosphere," Rogers said. "We have
goal was to specialize in merchandise a lot of African people come in and tell
from all over Africa. One day we hope us that this place lifts them up and it is
to have African grocery items as well."
an outlet for them, and I think that is
Rogers said they even carry items a extremely important."
college student may need,
"We have had students who play Af Contact Ashlynn Phillips at
rican drums come in and are in need of aphillipsl 5@my.whitworth.edu

Ashlynn Phillips
Staff Writer
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FILM: FLICKER FILM FESTIVAL
12 p.m., 3 p.m. and 6 p.m.
The Garland Theater
924W.Garland Ave.
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flickerspokane.com

The Garland is hosting an event that harkens back to the way film used to be.
The tenth annual festival will be showing films from contestants that origi
nated on actual film. There will be three showings, each with different films,
and live entertainment before each.
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SHANE CLAIBORNE LECTURE

Wednesday, Oct. 17at 7 p.m. at the Robinson Teaching Theatre
Author of "The Irresistible Revolution" and "Jesus for President" will speak on
Christianity and American citizenship,

THE CLASSIC CRIME

n

Thursday, Oct. 18at 7:30 p.m. in theHUB Dining Hall

i/i

The Christian rock band will perform after recently releasing their new re
cord. The cost is $5 for students and $10 for others.

o
n

HONK! A MUSICAL TALE OF THE UGLY DUCKLING (SEE STORY ON P. 10)
Oct. 18, 19 and 20 at 7:30 p.m., and Oct. 20 and 21 at 2
p.m. at the Bing Crosby
Theater
'
Whitworth's fall production of the musical adaption of 'The Ugly Duckling"
will take place during Parent's Weekend.

POETRY SLAM
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Sunday, Oct.21 at 8:30 p.m. at Scout at 1001 W. First St.
Spokane's poetry slam will feature local poets in fierce competition.

O
UI

WOMEN COMPOSERS C ONCERT

l/l

i/i

Sunday, Oct.218 p.m. in the Music Building Recital Hall
The concert will feature music from female vocal composers performed by
Whitworth voice faculty Scott Miller, Amy Porter and Susan Windham.

l/l

Festival celebrates apples
Lucas Thayer
Staff Writer
More than 40 fa rms and orchards
are participating in the Apple Festival
at Green Bluff, a yearly festival held by
the Green Bluff Grower's organization
to celebrate the yearly apple harvest.
One of the largest venues for the
Apple Festival is the Harvest House,
a 20-acre orchard on the intersection
of Green Bluff Road and Day Mt. Spo
kane Road.
The Harvest House hosts dozens
of vendors who offer everything from
kettle corn to face painting. Live mu
sic and horse-drawn carriage rides are
also included in the harvest fair activi
ties, and of course, no festival would be
complete without a corn maze.
"My favorite part about the orchard
was the fact that you could pick fresh
fruit a nd eat it right there," Seth Flan
ders said, a Whitworth sophomore
who visited the Harvest House on a
dorm outing. "Oh, and climbing lad
ders was fun," Flanders said.
Marilyn Beck has owned the farm
with her family since it opened in 1987.
"Our philosophy with our success
up here is that we have tried to fill a
lot of voids and a lot of needs, and we
consider our farm a full package deal,"
Beck said.
While the Harvest House may seem
to have it all, it is just one of the 47
places to visit on a tour of th e Apple
Festival. Each ranch, farm, granary
and winery has its own unique flavor.
Take for instance Siemers Farm, off the
beaten path, but easily recognizable
by the four-story castle rising from its
corn maze.
Donna Siemers has owned the farm
since it opened in 1975, and has par
ticipated in the Apple Festival since it
started 26 years ago. The farm features
a pumpkin patch, food vendors, pedal
cars for kids of all ages and the corn
maze with the castle called the King
dom of Id.
To date, Siemers herself holds the
track record on the farm for the fastest

Hope Barnes \ Photographer

Freshman Travis Holloway made this dish of southern greens in Warren.

Lucas Thayer \ Photographer

Siemers farm features a four-story
castle called the Kingdom of Id in
their corn maze at Green Bluff.

Juliette Torres
Staff Writer

lap around the pedal-car track at one
minute and ten seconds.
For Siemers, and for the workers at
her farm, the work is hard, but reward
ing. Brandon Hertz, who has been
working for the farm for two and a half
years, said he likes it because of all the
people he meets.
"People aren't in too much of a hur
ry. We see a lot of reg ulars, and they
like to stop and chat for a bit," Her tz
said.
The farm features pumpkin, squash,
apples, carrots and corn, along with a
multitude of other fresh produce. The
pride of Siemers Farm are their honeycrisp apples.
"Green Bluff produces the best
quality produce that you can find,"
Siemers said. "These apples test 25 to
35 percent higher in natural sugar than
apples raised in other areas. You c an
taste the difference. Go out and have
one of those honeycrisp apples, you've
never tasted anything that good."

This warm and hearty meal of so uthern greens is made fresh from healthy
ingredients. It is easy to cook for all culinary skill levels and can be made using
common household and dorm utilities. Freshman Travis Holloway cooked up
the dish in the Warren kitchen for his friends while students drifted in and out
as the tantalizing aroma of fresh garlic and pepper filled the room.

Contact Lucas Thayer at
Ithayerl 2@my.whitworth.edu
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Come learn more about the Theology
Major & Minor, Study Tours, &
Certification for Ministry

THURSDAY OCT 18

<>

4-5 PM HUB ABC
SNACKS!
For more information contact' Debbie Stierwalt at dstierwalt®>whitworth.edu

Chance to win a prize if y ou attend & correctly guess the identity of this baby! (Hint: It's a TH Prof)

+

Recipe: Cooking up
greens in the dorm

What you'll need:
Cutting knife
Cutting board
Stirring spoon
Large deep boiling pot
Stove
1 shallot
1 onion
3 cloves of garlic
1.5 lbs of collard greens

1.5 lbs of mustard greens
4 pinches of salt
1 teaspoon of slack pepper
2 pinches of cayenne pepper
Vi cup of brown sugar
4 cups of water
2 tablespoons rice vinegar
Optional: Vt lb of bacon bits
Approximate cost:
$17 for 8servings.

Recipe based on Emeril Lagasse's recipe fo r southern braised gree ns with bacon on
"Emeril Live: Emeril's Blue Plate Special" aired in 2005 on Food Network.
Preparation
Remove the root of the shallots on top and bottom. Then, remove the outer
layer from the shallot, and mince about a tablespoon and set aside. Remove the
root of the onion from the top and the bottom and mince as well. Crack apart the
garlic cloves by crushing it with the side of the blade, and then peel off the outer
skin of the garlic. Get down to the cloves until you reach the glossy white skin
and make sure to remove the clear skin that will be found. Mince the remaining
buds of garlic. Rinse and chop the collard greens and mustard greens into small
bite-size pieces.
Cooking
Set the stove at a medium heat. Once the pot is hot, add the onions, shallot
pieces, and a teaspoon of salt to the pot. Stir it up and p
roceed to add a teaspoon
of blac k pepper, and cayenne pepper. Stir until mixed well. After allowing it to
simmer for about eight minutes, or until there is a dense and heavy smell, add
a Vi c up of brown sugar and mix until all of the ingredients are assimilated to
gether evenly. The minced garlic should be added and stirred until an aroma of
light spice drifts out. Add four cups of water and two tablespoons of rice vinegar
and stir. Take the collard greens and add handfuls of the collard greens and al
low them to soak in the mix by pressing them down into the fluid. As they begin
to wilt, you can add more and more at a time. Once all of the collard greens are
in the pot, pour the 'A lb. of bacon bits into it and add mustard greens. Add
salt to your liking. Allow to sit for one hour and 15 minutes without a lid. When
the time is up, serve. Each serving of the dish has 26 grams of protein and 574
percent vitamin C, 874 percent vitamin A and 33 percent iron, based on a 2,000
calorie diet. (Nutrition facts based on Lagasse's recipe.)
Contact Juliette Torres at
juliettetorresl6@my.whitworth.edu

Sculptor creates stop motion film
project inspired by dream world
Luke Eldredge
Staff Writer
Sets and characters built by hand, music scored
and photos taken, sixyears of work to create 12 min
utes of stop motion film, only a third of the intended
length. Californian sculptor John Frame introduced
his ambitious film project to the Spokane commu
nity at the Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture
on Oct. 10.
Frame has been sculpting since 1980. He has ex
hibited extensively in the U.S., Europe, Japan, China
and Taiwan. Though he has been a successful artist
for more than 30 years, he is new to the Northwest
art scene.
"There's a lot of artists like me, who have sus
tained themselves but haven't reached renown at
the national level," Frame said.
Frame is self-taught, never having taken a sculpt
ing class. Even still, he achieved an M.F.A. from Claremont Graduate University as well as an honorary
Doctor of Arts degree from Cornish College of the
Arts. Despite this success and his busy 20-year art
career, in 2000, Frame hit an artistic wall.
"I felt this box closing in on me, as the box closed
in tighter I struggled much harder to get out of it,
and the more I struggled the tighter the box be
came," Frame said.
After five years not producing any work, Frame
closed his studio in Los Angeles and moved out of
the art world; it was as if his creative spirit had left
flim. But in'2005, after Frame had given up on art
completely, he experienced a breakthrough.
At two in the morning, Frame had a lucid dream
experience. In this state, Frame saw a world and
characters unlike anything he had ever seen before.
"I could see the dream world, I could see it and I
was also conscious of seeing it," Frame said. "I sim
ply looked at that world and tried to memorize it."
After writing down stacks of notes including
thumbnail sketches and minimal storyboarding of
what he dreamt, Frame started work on What he
knew would be a stop motion film.
"I knew this five year block was, one, over, and
Courtesy ofjohnframesculpture.com
two, this project would carry me the rest of my life,"
Characters made from wood and found objects
Frame said.
fill the frames of "Three Fragments of a Lost Tale,"
The project, titled "The Tale of the Crippled Boy,"
sculptor John Frame's stop motion film project. "It
is run solely by Frame and his son-in-law. It has re
doesn't fit in the constraints of the contemporary
quired them to put in 18 to 24 hour work days and
art world," Frame said during a lecture at the
35 individual characters and 12 minutes of person
Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture on Oct. 10.
ally scared music have been produced. The fully ar
ticulated characters, ranging from three to 32 inches
tall, are hand-carved from basswood and crafted his "in medias res" film, he said he feels out of place.
"I sense I have a great deal of ground to cover be
with found objects.
fore it will be able to stand on its own in
After watching the film,
"We have art to talk
the film world," Frame said.
freshman Trevor Pereyda said
Part two of the film project is curthe sculptures surprised him.
"They're
so
different, about things which every rently in the studio and will be the next
installment of the over arching project,
they're not what I expect.
other
type
of
language
is
"The
Tale of the Crippled Boy." The
They make me think," Pereyda
project brings together art, music, po
said.
not adequate"
etry, and film, embodying the multidiPart one of the film,"Three
mensionality of Frame's work.
— JOHN FRAME
Fragments of a Lost Tale," is
"We have art to talk about things
a collection of animated and
which every other type of language is
sculptor
live vignettes, each one capa
not adequate," Frame said.
ble of standing on its own as
"Three
Fragments
of a Lost Tale" can be viewed
a piece of artwork. It is a non
linear narrative encompassing the themes of both on Frame's website: johnframesculpture.com
loss and discovery.
"Three Fragments of a Lost Tale" has been ac
cepted into several film festivals including the
Northwest Animation Festival and the Seattle Inter
national Film Festival. Yet, whenever Frame shows

II SAW!}
Content found in the "I Saw You" section are
student submissions and do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.

Nice Catch
I saw you riding your board by Saga. You almost
biffed it, but caught yourself just in time. My
friend and I gave your catch a rating. You sir,
handled a situation with grace and good humor.

The Knights of Creep
We see you creepin! We're not hatinj but we can
hear you cheering when you get to fourth floor.
We here on third floor think it's cute.
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Wipeout
I saw you, red razor rider. You and your buddy
were attempting tricks outside of the new science
building. Unfortunately, wipeouts do happen.
Don't worry, I wasn't the person who laughed —
out loud.

Chuckleheads
To the frolfers outside of my window in the dead
of the night, I definitely HEARD you. Although
the sound of a frisbee hitting my window is much
more effective than my alarm clock, it is much
less appreciated.

Longboarding into the Blood Bus
I saw you longboarding and hit your head right
into the side window of the "Donate Blood" bus.
You whipped around to see if anyone was looking
— answer? Yes.
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Please and Thank You
Saw you and your friend looking my boyfriend
over as we walked down the Hello Walk. Please
refrain.

n

Think Before You Speak

o

I was at the volleyball game Friday night and saw
you with your friends. You were yelling obnoxious
and rude things at the other team. You are so im
mature and obviously love the sound of your own
voice. I am disappointed to say that I go to the
same school as you.

H1
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A Drop in the Ocean
Heard you listening to "A Drop in the Ocean" over
and over in the quiet section of the library. A drop
in the ocean, a change in the weather I was hop
ing that you might turn it down next time. All the
best with the girl though.
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Submissions published as received.

Contact Luke Eldredge at
leldredgel 6@my.whitworth.edu

Seen someone? Submit your 7 saw you' (limited
to 50 words) online at thewhitworthian.com.
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OPINIONS
National debt proves to

be economically perilous
MAX
NELSEN

in 2011, and to only 1.6 percent in the first half of
2012."
This irresponsible spending has not only failed
to produce a recovery, but is actively hampering
long-term economic prospects. Just lastyear, Stan
dard and Poor's, one of three major credit rating
agencies, downgraded the safety of U.S. d ebt for
the first time in history. That sent the message that
it is increasingly risky to loan money to the U.S.
and made it more difficult for the U.S. to tak e on
additional debt. In their report, S&P poi nted out
that "elected officials remain wary of tackling the
structural issues required to effectively address the
rising U.S. public debt burden."
Just last month, Moody's, one of the other major
credit rating agencies, warned "that it likely would
downgrade the U.S. AA A cre dit rating if g overn
ment officials don't deal with the nation's debt
problems," according to Jim Puzzanghera of the LA
Times. For his part, Obama seems content to op
pose any serious attempt at reducing government
spending and to attack Republicans for wanting to
reform entitlement programs like Social Security
and Medicare. While deluding voters with prom
ises of "free" programs and no changes in entitle
ment benefits maybe good politics, the facts show
that substantive reforms are needed now to avoid
a more catastrophic outcome later. The WallStreet
Journal admits that Republicans' reforms may be
significant, "but that's because they're commen
surate with the magnitude of the fiscal problem."
In a hearing before the House Budget Com
mittee last February, an enlightening exchange
took place between Obama's Treasury secretary
Timothy Geithner and Rep. Paul Ryan, Romney's
running mate. Speaking for the administration,
Geithner stated that "we're not coming before you
to say we have a definitive solution to our longterm problem. What we do know is we don't like
yours."
Ignoring the debt will not make it go away. In
stead of talcing serious action to get spending un
der control, Obama plays on peoples' fears of cuts
now to distract them from the future train wreck.
Republicans, on the other hand, have the serious
proposals and ideas to begin getting the debt un
der control and to get the economy turned around.

Everyone knows that the average college stu
dent owes about $23,000 by graduation. Less
well-known is the fact that if the national debt
was evenly divided among America's 314 million
citizens, each would owe more than $51,000, well
over the average person's yearly salary.
Last month, the Treasury Department an
nounced that the national debt surpassed $16
trillion for the first time in history. This is not just
an arbitrary number, it is one that has direct im
plications for our economic future. A good way to
measure the debt is to compare it to the country's
GDP, or itseconomic output in one year. Ifthe debt
gets too high compared to what the economy pro
duces, it can become overwhelming. Members of
the European Union attempt (though often to no
avail) to keep their total debt below 60 percent
of their GDP. The Wall S treet Journal's editorial
board points out "that most economists consider
the general boundary between safety and crisis"
to be debt that is greater than 90 percent of GDP.
According to the Congressional budget Office, U.S.
debt will surpass 70 percent of GDP by the end of
the year and, at current rates, will be around 100
percent in just a few years. Put simply, the greater
the debt, the greater the chance of de faulting on
our loans in a situation similar to what Greece
has been experiencing, President Obama has
overseen a tremendous increase in government
spending during the last four years. Each year of
Obama's term has seen the government spend
over one trillion dollars more than it takes in. Julie
Cradshaw of Moneynews points out that President
Bush increased the debt by two trillion over eight
years (a lot of money by any account), but that
Obama has increased the debt by $5.3 trillion in
only four years. Obama claims that the expendi
ture is needed to keep the economy going. Howev
er, David Malpass, president of Encima Global and
former Chief Economist of Bear Stearns, points out
that the Obama administration "has implemented
more fiscal stimulus and monetary intervention NELSEN is a senior majoring in political sci
than ever before, yet real [gross domestic product] ence. Comments can be sent to mnelsenl3@
has slowed from 2.4 percent in 2010 to 2 percent my.whitworth.edu.

FOCUSING on FACTS

•America has spent a trillion dollars more than it has made each year of Obama's term.
• The national debt has surpassed $16 trillion dollars for the first time in history.
• Thegross domestic product (GDP) has slowed from 2.4 percent in 2010 to 1.6 percent in
the first half of 2012.

Q&A

• Non-religious and atheistic students
• discuss attending a religious university
Madison Garner

Staff Writer
No one ever knows exactly how Prime
Time Will go. Sometimes, it ends with
crazy photos, laughing until stomachs are
sore or even the occasional scrapes and
bruises. Last week, the "Ask-an-Atheist"
Prime Time, sponsored by the Human
ist Club, began with a small group of
students gathered around the fire in the
McMillan lounge. Quickly, the room filled
with students discussing their perspec
tives and pointing out the need for
education about an atheist's viewpoint
on the experience of attending a religious
university. We caught up with some stu
dents who describe themselves as atheist
or non-religious to get their input.

How would you describe your
religious beliefs?
Whitmore: An atheist.
Guile-Boessow: Non-religious.
Hoffmann: I would describe myself as
an agnostic atheist...An agnostic atheist
is not sure about the existence of God,
but does hot believe in God. They would
not claim to know and say that there is no
evidence that there is. I prefer humanist
or secular humanist, meaning someone
who believes the human condition is how
you should view the world.
lose: I'm not religious, but I believe in
reincarnation and the soul.

ALEX HOFFMANN,
FRESHMANY

LEXI JOSE,
FRESHMAN
GregMoser & Linnea Goold
|Photographers

How long have you been an
atheist?
Hoffmann: My whole life...I think we
are all born atheist. It takes some sort
of action to change that. I don't think if
someone was born in the wilderness,
they'd come up with all the stories like
Noah's Ark. Everyone is atheist in regards
to other gods...Christians don't believe
that Zeus, Muhammad or Buddha are
divine. I take it one step further because
I don't believe any of the gods are divine.
I have a problem with the term atheist. It
seems like a ridiculous description. I'm
not professing a lack of belief, I just have
none. It has no meaning to me as a word.
There's no title to put on that. You don't
call someone by what they are not. You
call a biologist a biologist because of what
they study/not a non-author because
they don't write novels.

What are the benefits to being
atheistic at a Christian school?

Whitworth's
Humanist Club

Guile-Boessow: Educating others. Being
a part of the diverse community on cam
pus is really great. Having conversations
with peers is good and getting an educa
tion of Christianity is good.

With Jonny Whitmore, club
president
How long has the humanist
club existed?

Jose: I can offer a new perspective to
people I talk to. I'm very open about my
non-religion.

The humanist club started in first
semester last year. The goal is to
provide a support system for nonreligious students and students with
differing religious beliefs. There are
many support systems for students
who are religious, but those who
don't fit the mold don't have those
supports.

What are challenges to being
atheistic at a Christian school?
Whitmore: You take classes, clubs,
professors, staff, the general vibe, and the
students, the vast majority of people have
the same mindset, it's of one mind, of one
way. Not being of that group, it's difficult
to feel truly a part of campus.
Guile-Boessow: Since I wasn't raised
with any religion, I really don't have an
understanding of Christianity. When I
came here, my friends didn't talk about
Christianity; they assumed I was a Chris
tian. It's a challenge when professors
make connections to the Bible in class
without explaining and I'm like, 'What
story?'

What can Whitworth students
do to help atheistic students
tackle obstacles they face?
Guile-Boessow: Have open conversation
about religion without judging someone
for their beliefs or lack thereof. Under
stand that the time in college is time to
find ourselves and change our minds.

Any additional comments?
Jose: I didn't convert to atheism or lose
faith. Religion sometimes baffles me
and I like to talk about it. My worldview
is more open. I don't categorize people
by religion or judge by religion. It's a
different way of looking at things. I feel
free. I can think about deeper questions
and discuss it with people. I don't have to
focus on following a religion.

Contact Madison Garner at
mgarnerl 6@my.whitworth.edu

What is the humanist club?
A club designed to gather people
together to have good conversations
and have support. You don't have to
be a Christian to be a good person,
that's a cornerstone of our beliefs.

What are the events
planned for this year?
At least one more Ask-an-Atheist
Prime Time before the semester is
done. We arelooking to put together
a religious diversity week working
with other clubs where students can
learn about Buddhism, Islam, Athe
ism, etc. In general I feel students, in
light of the atmosphere at Whit
worth, are not as accepting of differ
ences. We need to educate ourselves
about other beliefs and celebrate
that other beliefs are valid. We want
students to see the richness of other
belief systems.

Any additional comments?
I think it's very important for Whit
worth students to fully understand
they are living in a homogenous
environment. The outside world is
not like Whitworth. It's not pre
dominantly white and Christian. In
the world, you will be interacting
with differences. Here, students
aren't exposed and they don't let
themselves be exposed...We need
to focus on expanding our under
standing of differences. We need to
focus on expanding our mindset.
We will be hurting ourselves if we
don't have a desire to interact with
people who are different from us.

American culture constricts critical thinking 17
Back in June, the national media hemmed and
hawed when the Texas GOPcame out with a platform
which included an education plank opposing "the
teaching of... critical thinking skills." Though it later
came out that including this phrasing in the platform
was a mistake due to oversight, it seems to me this
"oversight" might have been a good ole' fashioned
Freudian slip.
Though under normal circumstances, very few in
our society would verbally advocate against critical
thinking skills, examining the actions and norms of
our society reveals that mainstream American cul
ture discourages critical thinking.
We see it, perhaps most obviously, in the way we
teach history in schools. History (among other sub
jects) is taught from a singular, presumably "correct,"
point of view.
Students are taught to value Christopher Colum
bus for discovering America, and they are rarely
taught to consider the plight of Native Americans
getting their land taken as more Europeans came to
settle. Students are taught that Japan's attack on Pearl
Harbor was an act of aggr ession, but rarely are they
taught why Japan actually attacked.
By tea ching from such a singular viewpoint, we
prevent kids from learning the art of in terpretation
and, in effect, keep them from ascertaining the skill
of critical thinking.
We tell them how to think rather than allowing
them to think for themselves.
But K-12 education isn't the only place where we

Hayley Niehaus \Graphic Artist

see this kind of thi nk-for-us attitude. We also see it
in the media with the way that the government and
news agencies determine what types of news sto
ries are appropriate for the public. I recendy had a
conversation with a friend about the difference be
tween the news in the United States and in France.
She spent a year studying in France, and shared a
story with me about how she and her host father had

watched a news report about a nude bar, and how she
had expressed that such a thing would never appear
on TV in the United States because it would be con
sidered inappropriate. The common argument is that
this type of programming is left off the air in the U.S.
to protect children from seeing that which is inap
propriate for them, and there is some merit in such
a caution. However, the danger with having such
regulation regarding what can or can't be shown on
TV is that people begin to accept that nudity is not
okay without thinking through the question of why—
in other words, people accept the condemnation of
such programming without critically thinking about
the cause for its rejection.
Thinking about this conversation, I asked my
11-year-old sister why she thinks nudity isn't gener
ally seen on network TV.
This is mylittle sister who can recite and explain all
five protections granted by the First Amendment, and
who made a sign and joined a protest when the local
toy store was being fined for violating signage laws in
my hometown. This is mylittle sister who usually has
an opinion about everything.
However, her reply was: "People can't be naked on
TV because people will see themnaked and that's not
appropriate."
But why isn't it appropriate? And why doesn't our
culture encourage us to grapple with these questions?
It is worth looking at these and other examples of
our culture stifling critical thinking, and considering
the question of "Why?"

TREGO is a junior majoring in journalism and mass
communication and English. Comments can be sent to
lwagnerl4@my.whitworth.edu.

Free market principles answer health care question
LINDSEY
HUBBART
There is no question that the health care system in
the United States is broken. Unfortunately, the cur
rent solution, the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act, commonly referred to as Obamacare, will
actually exacerbate the problem. Rather than a fed
eral overhaul of the system, we ought to implement
free market solutions to make insurance more afford
able for everyone.
According to Jeff Roe, CEO of LifeWise Health Plan
and senior vice president of Premera Blue Cross,
many people will face 20 percent increases of in
dividual health insurance premiums. While some
subsidies will be enacted to offset the costs, Roe says
that "75 percent of [the] LifeWise Washington mem
bership today is above the 400 percent of the federal
poverty level and will see no benefit from subsidies.
The cost increase does not stop there. Based on a re
port by the Congressional Budget Office, Americans
will face a tax increase of $1 trillion.
Due to the immense cost of Obamacare, many
organisations will also drop their health insurance
plans. Whitworth is actually one of those compames,
stating on its website that, "new federal regulations
for our student health insurance require that all plans

increase their limits. This requirement results in sig Center for Policy Analysis, a non-partisan think tank,
nificantly higher premiums. As a result, Whitworth asserts that people could set up these tax-deductible
University will n o longer offer student health insur accounts and save for "routine health expenditures."
Low-income patients could receive vouchers to set
ance."
One of the most effective ways of driving costs up these accounts. Goodman states that, "This al
ternative would make people
down is to open up the national
more aware of prices and how
health insurance market. Cur
"...we must come up with
much they spend, thus lower
rently, we can only buy health
ing health care costs."
insurance within our state.
a solution that effectively
All of these alternatives to
Because people have few op
tions, companies can continual
provides insurance to more the Affordable Care Act in
volve the free market, which is
ly raise prices. With many more
Americans, but we can't rely the most cost-effective way of
companies in the marketplace,
improving the state of our bro
they will compete against each
on the government for one- ken health care system.
other for our business, forcing
believe that we
prices to go down.
size-fits-all insurance plans." mustI firmly
come up with a solution
According to Bloomberg
that effectively provides insur
Business Week, another alter
ance to more Americans, but
native to Obamacare is to repeal
the mandate and provide a tax credit for those who we can't rely on the government for one-size-fits-all
don't carry insurance. Larry Levitt, senior vice presi insurance plans.
Fostering nation-wide competition, offering tax
dent of the Kaiser Family Foundation, a non-partisan
think tank for health-care policy, writes that this is credits to those who buy insurance, and encourag
"probably the simplest way of achieving the same ing people to save for their health care costs will ef
thing as the individual mandate." This is better than fectively drive down costs and make health insurance
the individual mandate though, because there will more affordable for Americans.
be an incentive to purchase health insurance, rather
than a punishment for not doing so.
Finally, we could improve the health care system HUBBART is a sophomore majoring in economics.
by e ncouraging people to set up health savings ac Comments can be sent to lhubbartl5@my.whitworth.
counts, or HSAs. John C. Goodman of t he National edu.
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Tattoos provide a form of
transformational ministry

CI

Musings on Whitworth silliness & culture
by Jonny Strain
Students too busy and n
i telligent for Core

HALEY
WILLIAMSON

Everyone has their own reason and desire for
having a needle slowly inject ink onto their skin,
resulting in a tattoo. In my opinion, there are
three types of tattoos.
The first type comes from the rebellious
phase/I just want a cool or cute tattoo in a ge
neric location that does not mean much but
looks sweet, and can be hidden and revealed
when chosen.
The second is the artsy or symbolic tattoo that
has an awesome story or meaning behind it;
this type always sparks a conversation and you
know a lot of t ime was put into thinking about
the look, placement and reason behind it.
Finally, there is the ministry tattoo. Much like
tattoo number two, it has a lot of sentiment and
meaning, but usually the purpose behind it has
to do with one's faith or relationship with Christ.
This tattoo allows for people to ask what it
stands for or why it is important, which opens
a door to ministry. It can be an opportunity to
share a verse and the meaning behind it, the
way God has moved, impacted or saved their life
or just how much they love God.
It is not uncommon for people to see Chris
tians, pastors or others in leadership within
ministry, perhaps, with tattoos and think
"doesn't the Bible say not to get tattoos?" Yes, it
does.
Leviticus 19:28 says, "Do not cut your bodies
for the dead or put tattoo marks on yourselves."
As m uch as I respect the Bible a s the word
of God and as guidance on how we should live
our lives, there are some pieces of scripture that
Christians may take out of context too often.
If we r ead this verse for its black and white
meaning, not only would we not be allowed to
get tattoos, but we would not be eating pork
(Leviticus 11) and when women are considered
unclean they would have to go through a cer
emonial cleansing (Leviticus 15:28). Those are

Molly Rupp | G
raphic Artist

both pieces of sc ripture that we respect in the
Bible, but no longer view as a necessity to be a
Christian.
Tattoos can be used for ministry. They can
lead people to ask questions that can be direct
ed back toward having a relationship with God
and what that means to that individual.
It may open a door to conversation about
Christ in a casual way. It gives people the op
portunity to publicly display what they believe
and are proud of.
A simple tree on the ankle, verse on the back
or a detailed picture on the forearm may lead to
salvation, God's grace, the power of scripture
and more.
It is a good thing that we do not take Leviti
cus 19:28 so literally, or there could be a lot of
people in the world today that would never hear
the gospel.

WILLIAMSON is a sophomore majoring in theol
ogy and communication. Comments can be sent
to hwilliamsonl5@ my.whitworth.edu.
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"I would have to say Gordon Jackson. He
showed me what I was capable of with my writ
ing capabilities and has pushed me to become a
better writer than I thought I was."
—Emily Scott, sophomore

"As an international student, the studies are not
easy for me. Anne Wilcox has helped me a lot
with the subject that she is teaclung me."
—Rebecca Del Rosario, senior

+

It's bad enough that I hate Whitworth, have no friends be
cause I'm mean and am wasting all my parents' money by
going here when I should be working at Dairy Queen. How
ever, it is infinitely worse that while I am here, I have to go to
something as pointless, worthless and trivial as Core. Let's
be real. If I wanted to learn about Hinduism I would just go
to China or Iraq.
I am a Christian for a reason: Because it's the TRUTH. If
Whitworth is a Christian school, shouldn't we be studying
Christianity? Was Plato a Christian? No. H e's probably in
hell, and we're studying his ideas like they were dipped in
gold and kissed by Christ himself.
And I don't get why Leonard Oakland gets so excited
about it. I mean, I understand that he has a PH.D, has taught
literature for longer than I've been alive, has read 6.5 million
books, and is essentially Wisdom Incarnate, but his enthusi
asm for Core is definitely misguided. I just think that like, ev
eryone has their own truth, and who are we to question that?
I mean, we learn about all these different ideas and thinkers,
and they have great ideas, I'll give them that. But that's their
truth. Why should those ideas be imposed on me? Every
one has their own reality and own sense of value, and it just
isn't right for them to impose these other ideas on us. I just
don't have time to waste energy on something like Core. I
am a college student. I can't do dumb things like worldview
papers when I am busy enough as it is complaining about
SAGA or building giant forts in my dorm oom.
r
I am trying to
put into practice Aristotle's golden mean, by balancing the
amount of Core readings I do with the time I spend farting
on my roommate's bed.
When am Iever going to use this informat
ion? Whyshould
I be given an opportunity to explore the fundamentals of my
thinking? Why should I be forced to examine the philosoph
ical underpinnings of the very way Iperceive reality? It's just
stupid for them to make me do that, and a waste of time.
Just give me some grace. It's not like I haven't at least tried
to get into it. I studied for-7 horns straight for the first test
and didn't even sleep. But those tyrants who run the class
failed me, and I know they did it on purpose because they
were threatened by my worldview. Anyway, I'm all worked
up now. I think I'm gonna go play Call of Duty.
Questions? Comments? Concerns?
Contact Jonny Strain atjstrainl3@my.whitworth.edu

Which professor has been the most
in fluential for you and why?
"I've got to say Karin Heller. She put a lot of
things that I t hought and why I t hought them
into perspective and pushed me to think dif
ferently. She has also allowed me to formulate
a new way of thinking for myself rather than re
gurgitating what she had to say."
—Brendan Nyhan, junior
"Jack Burns has been the most influential. He
got me to think outside of myself and even Whit
worth and got me to think more globally about
other people that we can help. He has helped me
find a way to impact others."
—Michael Croskrey, senior

SPORTS

Weather troubles Whitworth golf at PLU Invitational
Strong winds and rain create challenge for Pirates during conference match
get a fourth score in the seventies to
day, and it killed us."
StajfWriter
Oliver Rudnicki was focused on what
he had to do for the conclusion of the
The Whitworth men's golf team con-.
tournament on Monday.
tinued its season this weekend after a
"The weather will be the same, so
week off by competing at the PLU In
the game plan will be the same," Oli
vitational on the Chambers Bay Golf
ver Rudnicki said. "We've got to get
Course. The wind and rain, however,
through that first nine and go low on.
made for a rough first day of competi
the back nine for our best shot with
tion.
scoring."
"We haven't had these kind of condi
As for the finishes of the other teams
tions before in this season," Whitworth this weekend, Friedrichs isn't discour
head coach Warren Friedrichs said. "It
aged.
was tough going out there."
"I knew this season that it would
'Freshman Oliver Rudnicki led the come down to five teams for confer
way for the Pirates on day one, shoot ence and that any one of t hem could
ing a 74 through 18 holes. Freshman win any tournament at any given time,"
Tyler McQuilkin shot 76, junior Ste Friedrichs said. "Conference condi
phen Plopper shot a 79, se nior Chris tions won't be like what we had today
tian Boudreau shot 84 and freshman though, and having Jesse [Salzwedel]
Lyle Rudnicki rounded out the first around will help."
day of scoring for the men with an 85.
Despite the gloomy conditions of
Whitworth shot
the day, the
a team score of
team did find
313 to finish
a bright spot in
fourth out of
freshman
Ty
eleven teams
ler McQuilkin,
after the first
who shot a 76
day of competi Oliver Rudnicki,'16
through 18 to
tion.
finish second
"305
was
."J Rudnicki led the
in team scor
more of the
B Pirates, shooting a
ing. McQuilkin
target for us to
finished the day
H 74 on the first day of
day, but unfor
with his best
• competition amidst
tunately we just
tournament ap
tough weather condicouldn't get it,"
pearance since
1tions in University
Friedrichs said.
the
Lewiston
•
Place,
Wash.
High winds
Triangular on
of around 25
Sept. 15.
mph combined
"It feels pretty
with relentless
good to finally get out there and go to
rain and the dunes and narrow greens work," McQuilkin said. "The condi
with traps made for some of th e most tions were rough but it was a lot of fun
- challenging conditions that the Pirates to play out there."
have faced all year.
This revived play of McQuillan is a
"It was pretty rough out there today," key for the Pirates' continuation of the
Oliver Rudnicki said. "It was really tournament on Monday, and his con
windy that first nine, but the back nine sistency will be needed.
played better. We ju st had to grind it
"I think I can keep it going. A lot of
out really."
things felt better out there and I can
Host Pacific Lutheran University led learn from that and move forward,'
the team scoring with 304, followed by McQuilkin said.
University of Puget Sound with 305 and
As th e men prepared for Monday's
Whitman College with 310. Whitworth competition, there were a lot of things
finished fourth with 313, followed by that the men wanted to keep in mind.
George Fox and Willamette.
"We came off a good win last week
While tallying eight strokes more end at Whitman which is keeping our
than they had hoped, the men were spirits high," Oliver Rudnicki said.
confident about shooting their goal on "However, these guys on the other
Monday.
teams are mostly all from the Pacific
"If Lyle [Rudnicki] starts shooting Northwest, so they know how to play in
what he did at Whitman, we'll have a the wind and rain."
much better shot at hitting our mark of
Due to Whitworthian press time, re305," Friedrichs said. "We just couldn't

Connor Soudani

SPOTLIGH r

Jordan Beauchamp \ File Photo

Senior Christian Boudreau competes at the Avondale Golf Clubduring
competition last season for Whitworth.
suits from Monday's competition were the Pirates on their quest for nationals
unavailable for the print issue. Check this season.
The NWC Classic will commence on
online at www.thewhitworthian.com
for extended coverage of Monday's Oct. 27-28 in Ridgefield, Wash, at the
Tri Mountain Golf Course.
competition.
The men's team, who are preparing
for conference now, will have a tight
race as golfers compete for roster spots
on the conference team. The NWC
Classic will b e a true testing point for Contact Connor Soudani at
csoudanil 6@my.whitworth.edu

Juliana Zajicek ] File Photo

Senior forward Katrin Grant fights for possession against PLU during a 2-2 draw at Whitworth on Sept. 29. The Bucs defeated PLU1-0 in a rematch on Oct. 14.

Whitworth stays in NWC title contention
Pirates capture road victory after draw at home and a game cancellation
ers working to recognize we have to be 76th minute of the match. Senior mid
previously beat 1-0 at Whitman.
Pajimola still sees room for improve first to the ball, we have to be composed fielder captain Mackenzie Grow b roke
StaffWriter
under pressure, always the basics of the off in the midfield and hit the ball to se
ment as a team.
"We were in a situation where it was game you can get better and better at," nior midfielder Chelsea Schooler who
The Whitworth women's soccer team tied up, so we can work on calming Hagerott said.
took a shot. ThePLU keeper made a save
tied the Whitman Missionaries and beat down under pressure as a team and just
On Saturday the Bucs were set to play but freshman forward Hannah Bokma
the Pacific Lutheran Lutes last weekend
, playing
the
University was able to score for Whitworth.
the
staying in contention for a conference way we know
"We started to connect our passes a
of Puget Sound.
championship.
The game was lot better and we were finding each oth
we can," Paji
The Bucs were supposed to face UPS mola said.
postponed and er. I think we played really well today.
on Saturday, but the game has been
no date has been Obviously a few little slip-ups here and
Freshman
postponed because the referees didn't keeper Andrea
set for the match there, but overall I think we had a good
show up for the match.
which was sup game," Stump said.
Stump
was Tiara Pajimol a, "16
The game on Wednesday against the able to keep
posed to be a
The Pirates enter the remaining regu
Missionaries ended 1-1 at home after the game close
Position:
crucial game be lar season games with a 7-5-2 record
double overtime.
Forward
tween the Whit overall and a 7-1-2 record in conference.
even with the
Freshman forward Tiara Pajimola ran Missionaries
Pajimola added to her
worth Pirates and They have six remaining games over
onto a pass from senior forward Carly
the UPS Loggers.
all due to the rescheduling of th e UPS
outshooting
team-leading 7 goals
Schilperoort for Whitworth's lone goal, the Pirates 23"We warmed game. The Pirates are in first place right
with a goal against
striking the ball into the bottom left cor
up and were now, but the battle is stillon for postsea
7. Stump had
Whitman last Wednes
ner of the net.
about to play and son games.
eight saves in
day in a 1-1 draw.
Pajimola scored in the 77th minute the match.
then we real
"In our conference, only the first
of the match. She isWhitworth's leading
ized that the refs place team gets an automatic bid on to
"I would say
scorer with seven goals this season.
, hadn't showed up the playoffs, so ifyou're not pretty much
Andrea played
"It's a pretty cool feeling, especially very well in the back, in terms of how yet and it turns out that they thought the
in first place then your season's done,"
as a freshman, but I don't even take all to help us keep a relatively clean sheet," game was [Sunday] so we didn't get refs Hagerott said.
the glory for it. I couldn't do it without head coach Jael Hagerott said. "I would for the game," Stump said. "We couldn't
The Pirates willface Pacific University
my team," Pajimola said about being the say probably that was the best part of play the game so we have to reschedule
this Saturday at "noon at home and will
leading goal scorer.
our game."
that at some point."
play George Foxon Sunday at noon.
The contest was the Bucs' second tie
Hagerott acknowledged that there is
Sunday slated the Bucs against Pacific
of the season. It was also their second always room for improvement
Lutheran, and the Pirates prevailed 1-0. Contact Whitney Carter at
time playing the Missionaries, who they
"I t hink just continuing to get play
The game-winning goal came in the wcarterl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Whitney Carter
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Wildcats cruise in victory over Pirates

21

Linfield solidifies national ranking with dominating win against Whitworth

n

O

Sena Hughes

prime field position.
Raguindin had a career-high game with 15 tackles.
The Wildcats managed to find the end zone twice at DeGooyer led the Bucs with 69receiving yards.
"I don't think you want to read too much into get
the end of the first quarter and then again at the be
ginning of the second, to produce three touchdowns ting beat,"Tully said. "Unfortunately we lost twogames
The Whitworth football team took a to ugh beating in under seven minutes. The Linfield defense was re in a row to two very good football teams. The thing we
last Saturday from the Wildcats of Linfield College, lentless as well, holding Whitworth
do right now is look at the things we
who are currently ranked number three in NCAADivi to only 32yards of offense in the first
can improve on and things we can
"We just came out fiat
sion III, 54-14.
do better to come out on top on the
half. Linfield led 28-0 at the half.
"Linfield is a very good football team," Whitworth
and they were more
scoreboard."
The Wildcats continued to roll
head coach John Tully said. "[They are] very deserv in the third quarter. Finally in the
The Pirates come home to the
explosive
than
us
to
be
ing of being ranked 3rd nationally. They played a good fourth Peterson connected with
Pine Bowl this weekend to take on
game and we didn't play a good game and this was the sophomore wide receiver Austin
the Loggers of Puget Sound (0-5, 0-2
honest."
result."
NWC).
Ehlo in the end zone for a Pirate
. It was a rough day for the Bucs, (5-2, 1-2 Northwest touchdown to avoid a shutout. Sev
— JAKE DEGOOYER
Tully specifically mentioned the
Conference) who did not manage to get on the board eral minutes later junior running
influence of fan and student support
senior wide receiver
until more than halfway through the fourth quarter.
for the Bucs.
back DJ Tripoli ran 20 yards for an
"We just cam e out flat and they just were more ex other Whitworth touchdown. Tripo
"I'm looking forward to playing
plosive than us to be honest," senior wide receiver Jake li led the Bucs in rushing on the day with 67yards.
at the Pine Bowl with our students at the game," Tully
DeGooyer said. "We got down in the first half and nev
The Pirates' injury streak continued in the second said. "They've been so supportive and we need that.
er recovered from that."
half when sophomore defensive back Paul Miller went They do make a difference. When they're way into it
Sophomore defensive back Kainoa Raguindin down with a knee injury.
our players feed off of that."
forced a fumble early on, which gave the Pirates' pos
"We're down a lot of starters on defense," Raguindin
session, but sophomore quarterback Bryan Peterson said. "Younger guys and the next people in line have Contact Sena Hughes at
threw an interception on the next play to give Linfield to step up."
shughesl5@my.whitworth.edu

StaffWriter

Pirates pass tough road test, remain unbeaten
Korey Hope
StaffWriter
The lOth-ranked Whitworth men's
soccer team remained undefeated on
their road trip to western Washington
last weekend, having tied University of
Puget Sound 0-0 in two overtimes on
Saturday and beating Pacific Lutheran
1-0 on Sunday. These two matches put
the Pirates two games clear of PLU in
the Northwest Conference standings
with only five games remaining for
each team in the regular season.
It was the Bucs' second meeting
with both teams, and both games
yielded nearly exact results as the
previous matches. In a scrappy, foulhappy match-up only two weekends
prior at the Whitworth soccer field,
Whitworth and UPS fought once again
to a similar 20T scoreless draw. The
most recent match, however, was a
more even one in terms of shots and
fouls, with both teams posting similar
numbers.
Each team had six shots in the
game, but the Bucs failed to get any of
those shots on target. It was the sec
ond game in a row that the Pirates had
Hope Barnes \ File Photo
been outnumbered in shots on goal,
and only the second time all season. Senior forward Kekoa Mountcastle leaps for the ball as sophomore forward
However, the defense felt they played Robby Ubben looks on during a match against Corban College on Sept. 7.
one of their better games.
against on the season, and save per day's game provided 32 total fouls,
"Defense starts up front and centage, which is at .935.
seven more than the teams' last meet
through the midfield," junior defender
"When it comes down to it, he ing. The foul count was the second
Andrew Flint said. "We ju st defended makes big plays," F lint said. "He has highest the Pirates have seen all year.
well as a team."
"There were more opportunities for
three years of experience under his
The Pirates once again did not allow belt and it makes everyone back there fouls with two overtimes and a slip
a goal against UPS, a nd posted their more comfortable."
pery surface," Whitworth head coach
10th shutout in 12 games this sea
Another continuance from the first Sean Bushey said. "But the fouls just
son. The Bucs' senior goalkeeper Kyle matchup between these two teams go along with the intensity of the
Novak continues to lead the confer was the number of fo uls. Last Satur game."
ence in goals against per game, goals

Sunday's game slated second place
PLU ag ainst the first place Bucs. The
last meeting between the teams saw
the Pirates come back from being
down 2-1 with just over 30 minutes re
maining and win 3-2.
Although the Pirates pulled out the
victory, they were out-shot once again,
marking the third game in a r ow that
has occurred. However, Novak saved
all six shots on goal taken by PLU.
The Whitworth goal came in the
38th minute of pla y, as freshman for
ward Samuel Engle fired a shot from
six yards out and put the Bucs up 1-0.
"Mike Chavez and the center back
were scrapping for the ball," Engle
said. "I ran in hoping the ball would
pop out and it fell between us so I
poked it past him."
It was Engle's fourth goal of the
season, just behind the team's lead
ing goal-scorer, sophomore forward
Robby Ubben with five.
With only five games to play and the
second and third place teams already
played twice, the Pirates' are setting
their sights on an outright Northwest
Conference title.
"There is still work to be had," Bush
ey said, looking forward to the rest of
the regular season. "This is an impor
tant weekend coming up, we want to
keep our advantage."
The Pirates are back at home this
weekend, hosting Pacific (4-10, 2-7
NWC) on Saturday at 2:30 pm, and
George Fox (2-11-1,2-7 NWC) on Sun
day at 2:30 p.m.
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Contact Korey Hope at
khopel 6@my.whitworth.edu
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SPORTSRECAPS

Men's cross country eighth in Idaho

The Whitworth men's cross country team finished eighth out of n ine
teams last Saturday at the Inland Empire Championships. The race was
hosted by Lewis-Clark State College.
The Bucs competed against teams from across the Inland Northwest
including Washington State, Gonzaga and host Lewis-Clark State.
The first finisher for the Pirates was freshman Colton Berry. He finished
the 5k with a time of 17:43. He finished in 50th place overall.
The second and third finishers for the Bucs were freshman Chris
MacMurray and junior Andrew Ryder. They finished 55th and 56th
respectively with nearly identical times.
The Bucs' next race is the Northwest Conference Championships.
Pacific University is hosting the race at Sunset Grove Golf Course.
Volleyball rebounds from defeat with upset of Puget Sound
Whitworth volleyball fell to the Pacific Lutheran Lutes last Friday and
then came back to beat the Puget Sound Loggers in a pair of five-set
matches.
The Pirates started out strong against PLU, gain ing an early lead and
eventually winning 25-17.
After PLU claimed the next two sets, Whitworth fought to force a fifth
set, .winning 25-20in the fourth set, before fallingin the final match 15-11.
On Saturday, the Pirates won the first two games against the Loggers,
ranked 13th nationally, with scores of 25-18 and 27-25. UPS cameback to
win the next two sets 25-23 and 25-19.
After four close sets, with 37 total ties and 14 lead changes, Whitworth
pulled away and won the final set 15-7.
Senior outside hitter Jalana White finished the weekend with 39 kills
and 26 digs. Whitworth was also led by junior middle blocker Nicole
Leonard who had 24 kills and 47 digs and senior libero Whitney Santos
had 48 digs.
Whitworth's next match is against Whitman on Wednesday at 6 p.m.

Azusa Pacific University

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT

You have

Earn your master's degree, when and how you want.
Choose from APU's Master of B usiness Administration or Master of Ar ts in
Management, offered in traditional, online, and fifth-year formats. Our Master
of P rofessional Accountancy is also expected to launch in 2013.

Learn more about APU's graduate business programs:
WWW.APU.EDU/EXPLORE/SBM

Whitworth women run
to seventh place at Inland
Empire Championships
finishing with a time of 19:43. F inishing
inside the top five Pirates is not out of
StaffWriter
the ordinary for Koiko, ei ther. Discount
ing the Runner's Soul Invitational earlier
The Whitworth women's cross country this year that Schwarz used as a tune-up
team took seventh place out of ten teams meet, Roiko has finished fourth or better
at the Inland Empire Championships last for Whitworth runners in every race this
Saturday. The event was hosted by Lewis- year.
Clark State College in Lewiston, Idaho at
"We knew she would come in and be a
the Orchards cross country course and top runner," Schwarz said. "And as time
featured teams from near and far.
goes on she will just get better and bet
Sophomore
ter."
Christina Ander
The Bucs' next
son finished first
race will be the
for the Pirates in
Northwest Confer
the women's 5k
ence Champion
race that had 107
ships hosted by Pa
runners. Ander Christina Anderson, '15
cific University on
son came in 40th
Oct. 27. Schwarz
Anderson crossed
overall with a
thinks his team
the finish line first for
time of 19:34, fol
has made im
lowed closely by
Whitworth, placing
provements since
junior Elisabeth
40th overall. She has
last year, and is
Spencer who had
been the top Pirate
expecting to finish
a time of 19:35 at
higher in the NWC
finisher in three of the
41st overall.
standings than in
five races this year.
Finishing up
the previous sea
front is nothing
son.
new for these two
"It's the big
runners. Last Saturday's race marked the
gest meet of the season," Schwarz said.
third time this year, out of fo ur races in
"It's what we train for. We just need to get
which they have both competed, that
healthy and be competitive."
Anderson and Spencer have finished first
The Championships begin at 10 a.m.
and second for Whitworth.
at the Sunset Grove Golf Course in Forest
"They have been working hard and
Grove, Ore.
leading practices all year," head coach
Toby Schwarz said. "And they are starting
to learn to push each other as well."
Freshman Kellyn Roiko also came in Contact Korey Hope at
under the 20-minute mark for the Bucs, khopel 6@my. whitworth.edu

Korey Hope

SPOTLIGH r

Take the next step with an
MBA from Azusa Pacific.

(866) 209-1559

Juliana Zajicek | File h
Poto

Freshmen Michaela Stevens, Elizabeth Scott and Kellyn Roiko run toget
her as they
get ready to finish the race at the Runner's Soul ErikAnderson Invite on Sept. 22.
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God First Since 1899

SPOTTED FROM THE CROW'S NEST

FOOTBALL
NWC

ALL

WILLAMETTE

2-0

6-0

LINFIEtD

2-0

5-0

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

2-1

3-2

Korey Hope

WHITWORTH

1-2

5-2

StaffWriter

LEWIS & CLARK

1-2

4-2 .

Women's cross country: Elisabeth Spencer

The Whitworth women's cross
country team, led by one of its
top performers, junior Elisabeth
Spencer, are poised for a run at the
Northwest Conference champion
ship. Although projected to finish
fourth, Spencer, with her uncanny
positivity and loving attitude, may
have something to say about the
projected finish.
"She is extremely positive," head
coach Toby Schwarz said. "She
brings that along with her compet
itiveness to her teammates."
Spencer attended high school
in Tacoma, Wash., starting, cross
country her sophomore year. She
knew she wanted a small and
friendly community for college,
which is why she loved Whitworth.
"You're going to see a lot of your
friends everyday," Spencer said.
"I love being able to see people I
know all the time."
As for cross country, Spencer
has a passion for running. Not
only does she enjoy running in
races, but also running outside of
the sport. It's the best way to expe
rience new places, she said. Add
a little bit of c ompetition into the
mix, and the result: cross country.
The competitive aspect, howev
er, came later for Spencer. Schwarz
said she did not have the same ag
gressive attitude that she has this
year during her freshman year. She
still brought her loving attitude
and excitement to practice and
races, but did not own the same
drive to win that she has today.
"The one thing I notice the most
is her excitement and positivity, no
matter the circumstances," sopho
more and teammate Christina An
derson said. "She is also growing
into a great competitor."
According to Anderson, Spen
tceery cooper |rnuiugrupntsr
cer is important to the team not
only because of points, but also Junior cross country runner Elisabeth Spencer's new attitude is
because of her attitude. She is con helping power a young and talented women's cross country team.
stantly bringing other people up
What will Spencer get out of
and showing the enthusiasm that up to her ability," Schwarz said.
her experience at Whitworth? Not
Schwarz
and
Ander
many of h er teammates may lack
son both had many only does Schwarz help the team
at times. And
positive things to with running, but also in becom
now, com
"The one thing I
say about Spencer. ing more well-rounded people.
plementing
They mostly revolved The topic could be anything from
notice the most is
her positive
around her com spiritual to academic, and Spencer
attitude is a
her excitement and
passion and caring still finds Schwarz a helpful men
new sense of
mentality, but also tor, allowing her to not only take
competitive
positivity, no matter the her new sense of away a great running' experience
ness.
from collegiate cross country, but
competitiveness.
circumstances."
"This year
"I came into this also many lessons in different as
she has been
— CHRISTINA ANDER SON
year with a lot more pects of life.
competitive
confidence," Spencer
at practice,
teammate
said. "And that al
she has been
lowed me to do bet
competitive
Contact Korey Hope at
at meets, attitude wise, and be ter, which allowed competing to be khopel 6@my. whitworth.edu
more
fun."
cause of that she has been running

PACIFIC (ORE.)

1-2

2-4

PUGET SOUND

0-2

0-5

SOCCER-MEN'S
WHITWORTH

NWC

ALL

7-0-2

10-0-3

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

6-2-1

7-5-2

PUGET SOUND

4-1-4

8-2-5

WILLAMETTE

4-4-1

7-6-1

LINFIELD

4-5-1

6-7

WHITMAN

4-5-2

4-8-3

PACIFIC (ORE.)

2-7

4-10

GEORGEFOX

2-7

2-11-1

NWC

ALL

LINFIELD

7-1-2

11-1-2

WHITWORTH

7-1-2

7-5-2

PUGETSOUND

7-1-1

8-3-1

LEWIS & CLARK

5-4-2

5-7-2

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

2-2-6

4-2-6

PACIFIC (ORE.)

3-6-1

5-6-3

WILLAMETTE

3-7-1

5-9-1

WHITMAN

2-6-3

3-9-3

GEORGEFOX

1-0

2-10-2

SOCCER-WOMEN'S

VOLLEYBALL
NWC

ALL

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

9-1

15-3

PUGETSOUND

7-3

13-5

PACIFIC (ORE.)

7-3

8-10

GEORGEFOX

6-4

8-9

WHITMAN

4-6

6-11

WILLAMETTE

4-6

6-11

LINFIELD

3-7

8-10

WHITWORTH

3:7

7-10

LEWIS & CLARK

2-8

6-13

Note: Standings as of Oct. 14,2012

FOOTBALL
Puget Sound at Whitworth -1 pm Saturday Oct 20

MEN'S SOCCER
Oct 20 - 2:30 pm vs. Pacific (Ore.) and Oct. 20 - 2:30 pm vs. George Fox

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Oct. 20 - noon vs. Pacific (Ore.) and Oct. 21 - noon vs. George Fox

VOLLEYBALL
Oct 17 - 6 pm atWhitman and Oct. 20 - 5 pm vs. Willamette

MEN'S GOLF
Idle

WOMEN'S GOLF
Idle

CROSS COUNTRY

.

WHITPICS

TOP LEFT: Senior Kirsten Mullen, lead actress in this year's production of "Honk!
The Musical Tale of The Ugly Duckling," rehearses for the play which opens Oct. 19th
at the Bing Crosby Theater.

Linnea Goold | Photographer

TOP RIGHT: Students gather in the Mind & Hearth coffee shop to hear stories during
the Gay Straight Alliance week.
Catherine Palmer \ Photographer

BOTTOM RIGHT: Seniors Kirsten Mullen and Preston Loomer run through a scene
from "Honk!" in preparation for the opening this Friday.

Linnea Goold \ Photographer

BOTTOM MIDDLE: Sophomore Austen Case performs during a dress rehearsal of
"Honk!"

Linnea Goold \ Photographer

BOTTOM LEFT: Senior Joseph Lawyer leads worship during Saturday night's "Minis
try at the Campus" worship service in the HUB Multipurpose room.
Tanner Scholten \ Photographer
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The Whitworthian has served as the main source
of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely by students which
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and thewhitworthian.com.
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OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innovative
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while inform
ing, entertaining and providing a forum for express
ing the interests of the Whitworth
community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vaca
tions. The content is generated entirely by students.
The college administration does not review the
newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas expressed
in The Whitworthian are those of the individual art
ists, writers and student editors, and do not neces
sarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university,
its administration, faculty/staff or advertisers. The
Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and
subscription revenue and in part by student activity
fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not neces
sarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or
its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
cro ach14@my.whitworth.edu

NEWS

OPINIONS

A |Professor chosen as Critical Language
Scholarship Ambassador
Assistant professor of business Todd Friends
chosen as a program ambassador after
completing language program in China.

12f

5 |ASWU continues to discuss transparency

Conversation on sharing of confidential
information during open meetings not yet
resolved after three weeks.

7|Unite sponsors open discussion of

pornography
Alumnus Jason Soucinek leads Q&A on porn.

ARTS&CULTURE

8|

Classic Crime brings a night of rock
The Seattle rock band recently released
a new album and came to play their music
for Whitworth.

10 I Underground hip-hop radio show

The Underground Railroad plays on
Whitworth.fm and recently featured
President Beck Taylor's son, Zach "Zeal"
Taylor as a guest rapper.

11|Do-it-yourself Halloween costumes
The Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate
information possible. The Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you have
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
email to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu

The "Cangnam Style," the Oompa Loompa
and the kissing booth are just a few ideas
for homemade costumes made with tittle to
no funds.

American Dream aligns with Christianity
Exploring how the American Dream fulfills
Christian ideals.

13 I Students pushed to hard to succeed

Discussing how students are pressured to
succeed at all costs and how the pressure has
detrimental effects.

13 I Intramurals give students opportunities

How intramurals offer students a new
perspective on the Whitworth community
and why students should join.

SPORTS

14|Football claims commanding victory over
UPS at the Whitworth Pine Bowl
Pirates hand Loggers 70-11 defeat as
defense tallies five interceptions and
Whitworth scores 10 touchdowns overall.

15 [ Men's soccer closes in on conference title

Whitworth does not allow a goal against
either opponent in weekend homestand,
and now needs one more victory to secure a
conference title.

15 |Women's soccer stays in title hunt

Pirates notch a pair of close victories at
home, and remain tied with Linfield for first
place in the NWC standings.

Juliana Zajicek |Cover Photographer

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP *
Technology should be used in
moderation to avoid dependency
In a day and age when technology has taken the
driver's seat of our lives, the realization can be made
that reliance on it has detrimental effects.
No one would dispute the fact that it is convenient
to be up to date with techno
logy. Many people wait in
line to get the latest gadgets, updating year after year.
We need the cell phones that have the fastest internet
speed, the best camera and the most "brain power"
Slowly, we are relinquishing our ability to think for
ourselves and allowing "robots" to rule our lives. The
dependence that is put on technology reduces the
amount of thinking that we have to do throug
hout the
day. While that makes life easier, it also creates a less
well-rounded person.
As soon as we get out of class, we are plugged in.
We are looking down and texting our friends as we
walk to our next destination, unaware of t he people
with whom we could be having face-to-face conver
sations.
We listen to music or watch television rather than
talking with our friends and families. We are unsure
of how to act in a setting without our technology. We
have become brainless without it.
Not only does reliance affect mental activity, it af
fects physical activity as well.Before the days of tech
nology, people were more active.
Exercise was needed to get through the day and
was built into daily routines due to a "do-it-yourself"
period of time. Now, however, one can do almost any
thing from a cell phone or computer, yet we are still
too busy to lifta finger.
Theoretically, one does not even need to leave the
house to sustain living. At the click of a mouse or the
touch of a button, you can get mostly everything you
need to lead a basic lifestyle.
According to buzzle.com, technology creates sed
entary citizens witha lackof ability toexert physically.
Do we want to become a society that fails to think or
act for itselfsimply to make life easier?
Reliance begins from an early age and more and
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more, we find that it plays into who we are and who
we become.
We have three-year-olds playing with iPads,
10-year-olds with cell phones. Children are spend
ing hours a day online, foregoing the face-to-face
relationships that are crucial for growth and develop
ment. From a young age, people are starting to miss
reality. Many components of interpersonal commu
nication are not being developed due to the lack of
physical interaction. We are becoming people who do
not know how to relate to others.
Technology allows us to be people who are not in
tune with ourselves and others. We hide behind com
puters and phones, networking, socializing and al
lowing people to "get to know" us.
However, the mere fact that you can pretend to be
someone youare not takes away from the authenticity
of relationships.
Technology has also affected us on an even deeper
level: security. With the birth of the Internet came the
rise of scamming, hacking, etc. While the Internet has
given way to many wonderful things, it isimportant to
take a look at the other side.
The Internet is an open platform that lacks a lot
of regulat ion and has harmed countless lives due to
identity theft and issues of that nature. It allows peo
ple to steal from one another, harm society and med
dle in corruption.
This board has experienced, firsthand, the wonder
ful benefits of t he rise of techn ology and values the
importance that is holds in our society. It has made
life easier, more relaxing and has connected us to the
rest of the world.
However, it is important to remember the bad that
comes with this rise. We are becoming a society that
is unable to act on its own, which creates fear for the
future.
All good things should be used in moderation. If we
continue to rely heavilyon technology, we will get to a
point where dependence is our only option.

2012-2013 SUBSCRIPTIONS
Please send me a one
semester (1/2 a year)
subscription. Enclosed is a
check for $16.

Please send to:
Name:
Address:

Please send me a one year
subscription. Enclosed is a
check for $30.

City:
Zip:
Phone:.

Please make checks payable
to Whitworth University c/o
The Whitworthian.

Questions? Call Chrissy Roach,
editor-in-chief, at

State:

(509)777-3248

The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issuesof interest to the Whitworth community. Send
letters to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200 words.
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Professor chosen to promote critical language studies
Rebekah Bresee

l/l
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StaffWriter
Todd Friends, assistant professor of b usiness,
was one of 20 peop le nationwide selected to be a
2012 Critical Language Scholarship Ambassador
by the U.S.State Department last summer.
The Critical Language Scholarship Program
is part of a U.S. government effort to expand the
number of Americans studying and mastering
foreign languages. Every year, the CLS Prog ram
selects a small group of recent alumni of the pro
gram from the U.S. to be CLS Alumni Ambassa
dors.
"The CLS Program is for students that demon
strate a strong potential to study abroad in an in
tensive environment," Friends said.
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Courtesy of Todd Friends

Assistant professor of business Todd Friends is a 2012
Critical Language Scholarship Ambassador. Friends
traveled to Xi'an,China to improve his Mandarin
Chinese through an intensive CLS program.
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Courtesy of Grady Kepler

Senior Grady Kepler stands with his host brother, Aziz
Ben Younes in Sidi Bou Said, Tunisia. Kepler studied
Arabic there for eight weeks last sum
mer.

Earlier this month, he was a guest speaker at the
Washington State Sister Cities Conference, where
he delivered a lecture on how to do business in
China.
"My role is to promote and recruit for CLS,"
Friends said.

Opportunities available through CLS

The CLS Program funds students to travel to dif
ferent countries in hopes that they will come back
and continue their international studies and in
form other students of their experience.
Senior Grady Kepler was selected from among
5,200 applicants to receive a Critical Language
Scholarship last year.
The scholarship allowed him to study Arabic in
Tunisia last summer. He spent eight weeks with a
host family.
Professor studies in Xi'an, China
"My host family was the most impactful part of
my trip. Getting that day-to-day experience in the
Friends qualified to be a ambassador after
life of typical Tunisians was great," Kepler said.
completing the CLS S cholarship Program. The
Kepler's studies in Tunisia consisted of taking
scholarship allowed him to spend 10 weeks learn
four hours of la nguage classes a day with about
ing Mandarin Chinese at Shaanxi Normal Univer
four hours of homework and studying a night.
sity in Xi'an, China last summer.
He previously studied abroad in Jordan and
Friends had studied Mandarin as a cultural ex
studied Arabic there as well. He said studying a
change student at Beijing University from 1981language in a country is much better than learn
1982. In order to refresh his Mandarin and request
a language reference for intermediate proficiency, ing it in a classroom.
Sue Jackson, director of the International Edu
he took a Chinese course at Whitworth.
Friends, along with other participants of the cation Center, said she agreed that students ben
program, signed a language contract to only speak efit from learning a language abroad.
"Students get a different learning experience by
Chinese for the duration of the ir stay. They were
only permitted to speak English for the first four learning the language in another country's educa
tion system," Jackson said. "All students who study
days.
"When you discipline yourself to speak only a language abroad come back more fluent in that
your language of study and no English, eventually language."
As part of the CLSProgram students are expect
your brain clicks and your fluency jumps," Friends
ed to continue their language study beyond the
said.
The program covers a year's worth of college scholarship period.
Kepler integrates his bilingual abilities by
language study into nine weeks. A month's worth
of co urse material was covered in a week's time, speaking to Arabic families when he volunteers at
World Relief Spo kane, an organization that pro
with exams every Friday.
"It is a state-of-the-art language immersion vides refugee resettlement assistance.
"Being able to speak in Arabic helps not only
program," Friends said.
The group occasionally took cultural excursions with communication, but it also breaks down cul
to get a full international experience. One of these tural barriers," Kepler said.
Many students participating in the program
excursions was to the Tibetan Plateau. Students
had the opportunity to visit monasteries and even hope to apply their critical language skills in their
future professional careers.
play basketball with the monks.
"Demonstrating the ability to speak other lan
Though studying abroad in China was a big part
of the scholarship, it was only the beginning of guages will always open doors," Friends said.
Whitworth offers many opportunities for stu
Friends' journey.
dents to have an international experience.
The CLS Prog ram and Study Abroad program
Friends' role as an ambassador
are two ways to get involved internationally.
"I would encourage students to study abroad
Part of Friends' role as an ambassador requires
him to share with regional college students the and to study a language abroad," Jackson said.
Five students from Whitworth are already ap
increasing importance of language and cultural
knowledge development as business markets be plying for CLS this year. Friends said he would be
thrilled to see more applicants.
come increasingly globalized.
"If you are willing to take the risk and challenge
He has given presentations about CLS to all
of Whitworth's Chinese and Japanese language of studying critical languages, there are definitely
classes, as well as the courses in international rewards," Friends said.
business and introduction to business.
Friends will also be the primary faculty leader
Contact Rebekah Bresee at
of the Whitworth in China program in 2014.
rbreseel 6@my.whitworth.edu

Transparency vs. confidentiality
ASWU continues to debate secrecy in open
meetings for third week after split vote Oct 17

"I talked with Dayna and she said she has never
seen it happen. It's not something that will happen
Staff Writer
often; they just want to make sure when it does
happen
we know how to act appr
opriately," Robins
After a split vote Wednesday, Oct. 17, ASW
U will
continue to discuss how it will handle confidenti said.
That same week, senior and Whitworthian news
ality and transparency. The discussion stems from
editor Evanne Montoya came before ASWU and
events that occurred two weeks earlier.
presented her concern about what had happened
The issue of transparency arose when Vice Pres
and the seeming inconsistency between transpar
ident of Student Life Dick Mandeville came to the
ency and secrecy, according to the ASWUminutes.
weekly ASWU meeting Oct. 3 and asked the mem
"The next week Evanne came in; Iwas really glad
bers to swear to secrecy before he told them sensi
that she did because you don't realize how a group
tive information.
you are a part of may have goofed up until some
"He asked us to keep it secret and under no cir
one else on the outside holds you accountable. It's
cumstances should we be able to talk about it,"
humbling but it's necessary," Robins said. "It start
East Senator, junior Laura Venemon said.
ed great conversation about how we, as ASWU,
The information was eventually going to be
were going to hold to our mission statement —
made known to the student body, Venemon said,
how committed we were to that."
but Mandeville chose to give
The situation sparked a discus
"It
started
a
great
ASWU a heads up to keep com
sion about the proper forum to
munication between administra
conversation about discuss confidential information.
tion and students.
After Montoya presented, ASWU
"We kind of questioned him
how
we,
as
ASWU,
President senior Molly Hough
about it that evening and were
asked ASWU to consider and dis
like, 'Why are we having to keep
were going to hold to cuss
how they could give student
that secret?'" Venemon said.
feedback if the topic involved
our
mission
statement
Opinions have differed on how
sensitive information.
the ideas of secrecy and confi
"Sometimes there is informa
— how committed we
dentiality should be carried out.
tion that faculty is not ready to
Mandeville presented informa
were to that."
release to the student body and
tion concerning change of word
we are not the appropriate people
—IAN ROBIN S
ing in the handbook and wanted
to release that information; that is
student leaders to be aware,
their job," Hough said.
Warren
senator
Strain said.
The ASWU m ission statement
"He asked us to keep it secret
states, "We, the Associated Stu-.
and it was that language I think
dents of Whitworth University,
that kind ofsparked the 'wait a minute, are we sup pledge to pursue, with humility and respect, trans
posed to keep secrets like that at an open student parent representation of the student body while
meeting especially with our goal being transparen fostering an environment that inspires growth,
cy?"' special events coordinator and senior Jonny
passion, and action."
Strain said.
"Each year ASWU makes up their own mission
However, Warren Senator sophomore Ian Rob statement, so this year in particular they put those
ins interpreted Mandeville's words in a different words in very intentionally," Coleman Jones said.
way.
Venemon, Strain, Hough, Robins and Jones
"He used some choice words that made it seem agreed that the open ASWU meeting on Wednes
like we couldn't tell anyone, a top secret thing. At day evening is not the forum to discuss private in
the meeting that's what he said, but how I took it
formation.
was don't go out and advertise this. He didn't want
"That secrecy cannot happen in the context of
students to get the wrong idea, but this is some
that assembly," Strain said.
thing you can talk about," Robins said. "I think we
Three ideas have been proposed as possible
all took it maybe a little bit differently."
solutions discussing the information in executive
The following week, Mandeville returned and
session, in committees and in GE-330.
apologized for putting those present in that situa
Executive session would be a separate meeting
tion, according to the meeting minutes.
The situation was new to ASWUstudents, assis
Continued on p.6
tant dean of students Dayna Coleman Jones said.
See ASWU Transparency
Robins agreed that the situation was rare.

Caitlyn Starkey

NEEDnKNOW
« As of Oct. 17 three methods were proposed for allowing ASWU input into sensitive issues
-Committees: continue to provide student input through their participation in the different commit
tees, this means any information in ASWU meetings would be public
-Executive Session: holding a meeting outside of the Wednesday meeting for only voting mem
bers in
which confidential issues could be discussed
-GE-330: discuss these issues in h
t e GE-330 class.
• Other options may be brought up at the meeting Oct. 24 at 5 p.m., whic
h is open to all students.
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Number of games remaining in the regular
season for the Whitworth women's soccer team.
The Pirates are tied with Linfield College for the
conference lead, and close out the season with a
match at home against Linfield. p. 15

Percent of high school students getting adequate
sleep, according to the National Sleep founda
tion. p. 13
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Number of Critical Language Scholarship Am
bassadors. The U.S. State Department selected
assistant professor of business Todd Friends for
this position after he completed the CLS pro.gram in Xi'an China, p. 4
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Number of awards won by the Whitworth forensics team in their Oct. 11-14 tournament at Louis
& Clark College, p. 5

42

Percent of college counselors who reported an
increase in student self-injury, according to the
American College Counseling Association, p. 13

70

Number of points scored by the Whitworth foot
ball team Saturday at the Whitworth Pine Bowl.
The Bucs defeated the UPS Loggers 70-11. p. 14

4,200,000

Number of websites devoted to pornography.
Project Sixl9 and Whitworth alumnus Jason Soucinek presented statistics on pornography while
moderating conversation on the subject in the
Elephant in the Room event, p. 7
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THE

CHAMBERS
by Molly Hough

Hello my fellowWhitworthians! Fallbreak isalmost
here! As Wilson Phillips would say "HOLD ON FOR
ONE MORE DAY!" ASWU is eager for this long week
end. I hope you are all able to get some much needed
rest and relaxation.
This week we had two speakers come to our ASWU
meeting. Doug Sugano came to give an update and to
answer any questions regarding the honors program.
He said there are 108 students currently in enrolled in
the honors program. Congratulations to those of you!
This year there are eight honors courses offered and
they hope to increase that number each year. A com
mittee of students was formed to continue to gener
ate ideas for this program and to ensure adequate
student input.
Keith Kelley, Director of Service Learning, gave an
update on the Service Learning department as well
as new programs. Serve coordinator Kiley Schatz will
help us have clear communication with this depart
ment in order enhance involvement within ASWU.
The Service Learning department has been work
ing hard on a new model of programs that will serve
Spokane holistically. Programs include areas of
health, education and hunger. Theyare refocusing ef
forts to the West Central neighborhood.
The RISE program, which is a mentorship program
for high school students, recently partnered with the
BELIEF pro gram in order to achieve a goal for stu
dents to realize that a college education can be their
reality.
We are excited for the elections program on Oct. 3
at 7 p.m. It will be an educational event for us to learn
the views of t he Democratic and Republican parties
within this election.
ASWU has many great events coming up so make
sure to check your emails and don't miss out on them!
Remember to come to our meetings every Wednes
day at 5 p.m. Email Tim Gjefle if you would like to be
put on the dinner list. You will get a free dinner for
coming to the meeting! By coming, you can see for
yourself what is happening in the chambers.
I hope you all know how appreciated you are and
how excited we are to be serving you this year. Okay,
it is time for all of us to kickour feet up, watch movies,
and have some adventure. Fall break here we come!
Live Bold. Be Fierce.
Molly Beth

Contact Molly Hough at
mhoughl 3@my.whitworth.edu

iwhitworthiaxi
online
CHECK OUTTHEWHITWORTHIAN.COM
• Read extended coverage of stories.
• Watch live blog coverage of
sporting events.

SEE IT. CLICK IT. KNOW IT.

Forensics team starts strong
advantage," Ingram said.
Returning debater sophomore Jon Kim joined
the team at the start of the second semester last
year. Kim said being on the team takes time, but the
The Whitworth forensics team competed in the teammates make it worth it.
Lewis & Clark College tournament in Portland, OR
"I can really appreciate the family aspect now,"
Oct. 11-14. The team started their season by bring
Kim said.
ing home a total of 27 awards, 13 in speech events
Ingram said he hopes the forensics team will
and 14 in debate.
continue to represent the Univer
"Whitworth cleaned up," sopho
sity well, learn how to better com
more Sam Director said. "It went
"Vie Whitworth
municate for the short term and the
really well, at a team level and at a
future
of course, enjoy the suc
liberal arts education cess ofand,
competitive level."
winning.
i
At Lewis & Clark, Whitworth was
"We have five members back
gives
a
real
third out of 20 in speech and sec
from last year and we have four new
ond of 38 in debate. This year the
advantage."
students, including an international
most common events among the
student," Ingram said.
team members are extemporane
—MIKE INGRAM
This academic school year, In
ous, informative and prose. Fifteen
gram said he intends for the team to
director
of
forensics
of the sixteen students are involved
compete at different tournaments
in argumentative debate. Several
in the Northwest and to attend
coaches of opposing teams have
two or three national tournaments.
commented on the poise and pro
The second is Oct. 18-21 at the College of Idaho in
fessionalism of the team.
"We compete against schools of all sizes," di rec Caldwell, Idaho. In December, Ingram hopes to put
on an open house for the Whitworth community
tor of forensics Mike Ingram said.
When competing in debate, Whitworth is not to come and observe a sampling of t he forensics
restricted to competing against other Division III events. In the meantime, students who are interest
ed in learning more about the team "are welcome to
schools. Instead, Whitworth was able to defeat rer
gional rivals that included the University of Utah, contact Ingram via email.

Laryssa Lynch
StaffWriter

the University of O regon, Oregon State University
and Utah State University.
"The Whitworth liberal arts education gives a real

Contact Laryssa Lynch at
laryssalynchl 5@my.whitworth.edu

ASWU Transparency

Continued from p.5

with the voting members of ASWU. Ve nemon
said she was in favor fo having executive sessions
after meetings when necessary to discuss sensi
tive information in certain situations.
"I am in favor of the executive committee ap
proach where maybe after the meeting we can
say, 'Now we are going have to clear the room
because we have other information that-needs
to be discussed.' As long as it will be eventually
brought to full student attention because I don't
think I can uphold the purpose of my jobif I keep
information a secret," Venemon said.
Voting members are the executive officials,
senators and representatives. Coordinators, me
dia and guests would be excluded.
Coleman Jones said some students did not ap
prove of the idea of holding an executive session
after the regular ASWU meetings.
"The reaction to that was that too many people
would be asked to leave," Coleman Jones said.
Another idea proposed was to keep sensitive
information in committees.
Members of ASWU serve as student represen
tatives on various committees across campus.
Students are supposed to report back to ASWU
with information to be shared with the student
body; however, based on the topic and commit
tee not all information can be shared.
"It's all about communication and reporting
back," Robins said.
This would involve alerting people who pres
ent in ASWU that information presented in the
public meeting can be released to the student
body, Hough said.
"It will be our job to give them that informa
tion," Hough said.
Last week a motion was brought before ASWU

to keep confidential information in committees
only; it was overturned with a 7 to 5 vote.
"People agreed it shouldn't be in the open
5-6:30 p.m. meeting time," Venemon said. "But
in the past students have not been reliable to go
to those committee meetings because of com
munication mishaps and scheduling conflicts
with the meetings and students' schedules. We
didn't feel like that was a reliable enough way to
get student voice in on these topics and so we
overturned the motion to keep it in just the com
mittees."
The third proposal was to present confiden
tial information in the GE-330 cla ss; that way
coordinators and media positions could be in
formed. GE-330 is a mandatory class for csmpus
leadership and therefore not an official ASWU
meeting.
Hough said a decision on the issue is expected
to be made on Wednesday, Oct. 24 d uring the
open ASWU m eeting 5-6:30 p.m. in the HUB
chambers. Guests are welcome,
"This year we really are thinking creatively
about how to get information out to people and
going the extra mile to get information out to
students. Know that we are trying to serve in the
best way we know how and if people have ideas
they are more than welcome to shoot them to us
or come to the meetings, every Wednesday at 5
p.m.," Hough said.
Students can email executive vice president
senior Tim Gjefle 24 hours in advance of the
meeting to receive a free meal from the cafe
when they attend.

Contact Caitlyn Starkey at
cstarkeyl3@my.whitworth.edu

NEWS'HBRIEF

Medical review board forces
insurance company to cover stem
cell transplant for Cat Davis
Twenty-five-year-old Cat Davis was diag
nosed with CREST syndrome, which causes
the immune system to attack and destroy
healthy body tissue. Her insurance company
denied requests to cover the $175,000 proce
dure, her only remaining option when exper
imental treatments failed. Friends and family
members started a "Cure for Cat" campaign
and raised money with the help of the com
munity and local businesses. .
Catherine Palmer \ Photographer

Freshman Luke Olsen, sophomore Jill Ross, junior Hannah
Crawford and sophomore Shauna Maple discuss pornography
at 'The Elephant in the Room/ an event sponsored by Unite.

Juliana Zajicek \ Photographer

Alumnus and Project Sixl9
member Jason Soucinek speaks
at the Oct. 15 Unite event.

Event discusses social costs of porn
Junior Audrey Evans, associate director of U nite,
said there is a misconception that being Christian
StaffWriter
means not suffering from vices such as porn addic
tion.
Last Monday, Unite hosted "The Elep hant in the
"The goal was not to say, 'Porn is evil, and so are
Room; a discussion about pornography open to all you for looking at it.' The goal was that next time you
students. The Oct. 15 discussion was led by W hit- see it, you can see it throu
gh a different lens,"she said.
worth alumnus Jason Soucinek. It covered facts
Evans said she thought the event was successful
about pornography and the porn industry as well as overall. Due to the controversial nature of th e sub
some of its effects, including pornography's link to ject matter, she said she was not sure whether or not
human trafficking.
anyone would show up. However, she was pleased
Soucinek is a member of Project Sixl9, a non-prof with the turnout. She said that students were wellit organization that promotes biblical sexuality. The
involved, and that education and
organization mainly targets youths.
conversation are important to spur
He speaks to local high schools and
ring action.
universities on sex and relation "It's a necessity to talk
Sutherland agreed that conver
ships.
sation was important, even though
about things that are some topics, like this one, can be
Approximately 55 students at
tended Monday s event. Each was
not necessarily easy uncomfortable.
given the opportunity to pose their
"It's a necessity to talk about
written questions at the beginning
or fun things to talk things that are not necessarily easy
or fun things to talk about," Suther
of the evening.
Whitworth students junior Sam
land said.
about."
Abbott and senior Ruth Naltyshared
One focus of the event was what
—RYAN S UTHERLAND
their personal stories during the
students can do individually to take
evening.
a stand against pornography.
senior
Soucinek started the conversation
Evans said that anyone who views
by giving background on pornogra
pornography can help stop human
phy's influence. He said that the av
trafficking by turning it off. Every
erage age that children are exposed to pornography click to a pornographic website is money contributed
for the first time is at 11 years old, and that there are to that industry, she said.
4.2 million websites dedicated to pornography. He
"There will be a supply as long as there is a de
also said that the no. 1 target audience for pornogra- mand. If we eliminate the demand, we eliminate the
phers is boys between the ages of 5 and 9.
supply," Evans said.
Senior Ryan Sutherland said he was surprised that
Soucinek had a similar message. He said that as
children were becoming targets at such a young age. our technology progresses, our access to pornograAmong the issues discussed was pornography's . phy is greater than ever before, and the best way to
connection to human trafficking.
limit it is to refuse to take part as a viewer.
Soucinek outlined four of th e direct and indirect
"If you want to stop porn from having an impact on
ways that porn contributes to human trafficking: ac you, turn the phone off," Soucinek said.
tual trafficking for sex; videotaped rape of sexuall y
Along with the information and discussion, stu
exploited victims to sell as pornography; the use of dents were offered multiple support resources. They
porn as a tool to groom prostitutes and seduce vic included XXXchurch.com, a source for porn addic
tims; and the rationalization of inhumane behaviors. tion recovery; covenanteyes.com, a website providSoucinek said the objective of h is talks is not to ,ing internet accountability and filters; Dirty Girls
blame or judge anyone's choices.
Ministries, support and help specifically for women
"It's more about celebrating sexuality than causing struggling with addiction to pornography; and Proj
shame or guilt," Soucinek said.
ect Sixl9.
He said that sexual desire is not inherently sinful
and pornography is a distorted way of viewing some Contact Katherine Knoll at
kknolll 6@my. whitworth.edu
thing truly beautiful and holy — the human body.

Katherine Knoll

While her insurance company is now re
quired to pay for the procedure, Davis will
have to cover her $9,000 yearly deductible,
travel and living expenses for the procedure.
She plans to set up a Cure for Cat Foundation
so that once her needs are met the money
can be used to help others. Information
about fundraisers, including a fundraiser
taking place at Twigs Oct. 30, is listed at www.
cureforcat.com.
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Resident injured in North Spokane
shootout

o
Z

CD

A resident of an apartment complex near
Colton Street and Magnesium Road was
rushed to the hospital after being shot by an
armed intruder. Witnesses said the intruder
broke in through a sliding glass door. The
victim's teenage sons called their father,
who confronted the intruder with his own
firearm. As of Oct. 20 the intruder had not
been identified. The victim is expected to
fully recover.

73

Meningitis outbreak
contaminated drug
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So far at least 282 people in the Urtited States
have contracted meningitis and 23 have
died. The outbreak is linked to contaminated
methylprednisolone, a steroid injection used
for joint pain, made by the New England
Compounding Center in Framingham, Mass.
The disease is not contagious, but about
14,000 may have been infected.
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Russian security forces kill 49 in
counterterrorism offensive
The Russian National Anti-Terrorism
Committee announced Sunday that 49
rebels were killed and dozens more captured
in the North Caucasus region. Bombings and
attacks have occurred in the region as rebels
aim to establish an Islamic state.
Sources |www.cureforcat.com, Spokesman-Review,
BBC, New York Times Alfazeera
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ARTS & CULTURE

Classic Crime performs songs from newest record
releasing Christian artists.
In its first week of release, "Albatross" grossed mpre
than 4,000 sales, the highest in Tooth and Nail history.
The clash of Th e Classic Crime's guitars and the The sales allowed The Classic Crime to gain momen
tum and esteem, according to Tooth and Nail. Though
beat of drums could be heard throughout the Hixrespectably successful, MacDonald felt an urge to do
son Union Building. The fans in attendance said their
more by expanding their musical abilities and experi
performance went beyond expectations. The perfor
menting
with different sounds.
mance was energetic and the band brought a strong
Apparently the new methods were successful, be
stage presence.
The four-member band played many songs from cause responses from critics and Whitworth fans who
attended Thursday's show indicated pleasure with the
their latest album, "Phoenix," which was released in
August. The album broadened and progressed their new style in comparison with the old.
"The Classic Crime's first two albums were really
style beyond their traditional roots.
good," freshman Cooper Budden said.
"We've always been known for our
"The best thing for
"They were exactly what their band
ability to meld accessibility with ex
name suggests — just classic modern
perimentation," Matt MacDonald,
me is to hear these
rock music. They played a lot of their
lead singer and guitarist, said about
new stuff at the show and I ca n't get
their new album. "I think we're less songs done and know
enough of it. I hope they continue
afraid to do what we want this time
in this direction because there's so
exactly
what
I
felt
around. We were less afraid of try ing
much room for higher potential."
new things, of dreaming up parts that
when I wrote them."
Although the band's style has pro
we previously would have discour
gressed, The Classic Crime's founda
aged because of our inability to pull
— MATT MACDO NALD
tions have remained the same.
them off live."
They are signed with a Christian la
lead singer and guitarist
Based out of Seattle, The Classic
bel, so many people think of them as
Crime started in 2004 like many other
a Christian band, but they emphasize
small, independent groups do — with
a few guys just playing music together. For MacDon their neutrality when it comes to faith.
"We believe faith is personal, and can be only held
ald, music is a passion, a voice through which emo
by
an individual person," MacDonald said. "To entide
tion can be expressed in the form of riffs and chords.
"Music has been a way forme to name my struggles a group 'Christian' would be to assume that the group
over the past few years," MacDonald said. "The best has a collective soul, or at least individual souls tied
thing for me is to hea
r these songs done and know ex to a solid collective belief. Not everyone in our band is
actly what I felt when I wrote them. It's meaningful to decidedly set in their faith, and we respect that."
The Classic Crime will torn through November
Juliana Zajicek \ Photographer
know that somebody out there willfeel the same way."
with
The Rocket Summer and William Beckett.
The Classic Crime, a band from Seattle, played
As the band began to develop their talents and grow
songs from their recent album, "Phoenix," on Oct
in popularity in early 2006, they released their debut
18. Lead singer Matt MacDonald said the band was
album, "Albatross" and signed with Tooth and NaiJ Contact Peter Duell at
less afraid to trynew things on-their latest album.
Records, a record company predominantly known for pduelll 6@my.whitworth.edu

Peter Duell

Staff Writer

Author urges looking to God, not government
Luke Eldredge

Staff Writer
Every seat was filled and the audi
ence sat on the floor, stood in the back
and filled the overflow room of the
Weyerhaeuser Hall Robinson Teach
ing Theatre. Author and activist Shane
Claiborne spoke to the overflowing
audience of students, guests and fac
ulty members on Oct. 17.
Claiborne has co-authored sev
eral books including "The Irresistible
Revolution," "Jesus for President"
and "Becoming the Answer to Our
Prayers." This October, Claiborne re
leased his most recent book, "Red Let
ter Revolution."
"Sometimes I open up one of his
books with trepidation; I think, 'Oh
dear, I'm going to get convicted," said

political science professor Kathryn
Lee.
"Jesus for President" embodies the
subject that Claiborne focused on in
his lecture: how to five well as Chris
tians in regard to politics and elec
tions. Claiborne emphasized the need
to look to God and ourselves to solve
problems, not Washington D.C. He
stated the need to vote, in a sense, ev
ery day, and to vote for Jesus.
"We need to embody the alterna
tives and not point to politicians to
solve our problems," Claiborne said.
At the same time, Claiborne did not
dismiss voting. He stressed the need
to vote in such way that would lead to
a path that would further expand the
Kingdom of God, and to be mindful of

Continued on p.10
See Claiborne

Megan Hinzdel \ Photographer

Author and activist Shane Claiborne visited Whitworth Oct. 17 to discuss how
Christians should approach politics and vote in a wayto further God'skingdom.
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THURSDAY,10/25-11/10
THEATER: INCORRUPTIBLE
Times vary
Interplayers Theatre
174 S. Howard St.

Tanner Scholten | Photographer

Alohalsland Grill has two locations inSpokane that serve Hawaiian dishe
s. The
grill's menu includes chicken and beef rice bowls, burgers and sandwiches.

Food Review: Grill
serves island grub at
two Spokane locales
ing of your entree." The small plate
costs $7.70 and a bowl costs $4.90.
StaffWriter
"[Teriyaki chicken] is not the pretti
est," Keegan said about the look of the
Hawaii is a premiere vacation spot dish. "But people do not get tired of it."
because of its beaches and year-round
The menu also provides vegetar
tropical weather. For college students, ian options, such as a mushroom rice
a vacation to this paradise may be a lit bowl, a stir-fried vegetables dish, fried
tle too expensive for our pocketbooks, rice, fruit salad and Hawaiian pea sal
but at Aloha Island Grill, customers get
ad.
a taste of Ha waiian food without hav
"The food is a little expensive but
ing to fly across the Pacific.
good," said senior Brian Freeman, who
In 1997, a Hawaiian family opened lived in Hawaii for five years. "I would
Aloha Island Grill on 1724 N. Monroe recommend the garlic chicken plate
St. a s a lunch restaurant. Patrick and
or the teriyaki [aloha]
Lori Keegan were reg
burger. The burger is
"I love food from
ular customers of the
cheap and it is the best
restaurant, and were
food for the lowest
everywhere.
also local business
price."
owners. In 2005, the
While all the items
Hawaiian food is
Keegans found out that
on the menu looked in
the owners were selling hearty and I like how teresting and delicious,
the restaurant and de
I decided to try the teri
the flavors are sweet, yaki chicken bowl for a
cided to buy it.
In 2008, they opened
first experience at the
smoky and salty."
a second location on
restaurant because it
1220 W. Francis Ave.
seemed like a safe op
— PATRICK KEEGAN
"I love food from ev
tion. The chicken was
erywhere," owner Pat owner of Aloha Island Grill cut into big chunks,
rick Keegan said. "Ha
and was moist, tender
waiian food is hearty
and not overly salty. As the owner said,
and I like how the flavors are sweet, the meal was smoty, sweet and hearty.
smoky and salty."
Even though at first glance the meal
The Aloha Island Grill serves a wide seems expensive because it is in a
variety of foods, from basic rice bowls small bowl and may not seem like a lot
that consist of either chicken or beef of fo od, the employees pack it full of
to sandwiches and burgers. The most rice and chicken to the point where it
popular item is the teriyaki chicken was hard to keep the lid on.
which can be sold as a large plate,
small plate or bowl. The large plate
costs $10.80 and includes two scoops
of rice, Hawaiian macaroni salad, and Contact Elise Van Dam at
as the menu puts it, "a generous serv- evandaml 3@my.whitworth.edu

Elise Van Dam
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Spokane's downtown community
theater dives into the Middle Ages
with "incorruptible: A Dark Comedy
About the Dark Ages." Two rival mon
asteries in thirteenth-century France
tussle over the remains of saints and
supposed miraculous occurrences.
The price is $15 for students.
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FRIDAY,-10/26
MUSIC:ALLEN STONE

TO

8 p.m.
Knitting Factory
919 W. Sprague Ave.

o

The soul singer from Chewelah, Wash., makes
frequent appearances in Spokane and will make
another one Friday. Stone's most recent selftitled album has made the top five of iTunes'
R&B/soul charts. On the album, his sweet and
smooth vocals probe social and political issues
but also simply sing songs of celebration.
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REMEDY D RIVE C ONCERT
Thursday, Nov. 1, at 7 p.m. in the HUB Multi-purpose Room
The Christian rock band based in Tennessee will perform music from their
new album "Resuscitate," which was released in September.

MAC H AUNTED HOUSE
Friday, Nov. 2, at 8 p.m. in McMillan Hall
The annual haunted house is put on by McMillan, Ballard and Cornerstone
residents. The event will be accompanied by Warren Monster Mash, a Hal
loween dance in Warren Hall.

JUBILATION D ANCE M INISTRY F ALL SHOWCASE
Saturday, Nov. 3, at 5p.m. in SeeleyMudd Chapel
Jubilation dancers will perform dances learned in their fall class. The mem
bers will also host a "Dance, Worship and Movement" workshop at 4 p.m.

BOPPELL C OFFEE H OUSE
Friday, Nov. 9, at 8p.m. in Boppell Hall Lounge
The semi-annual gathering features students performing their musical and
artistic talents and provides refreshments.

MATT A ND TOBY F ROM E MERY
Saturday, Nov. 10, at 9 p.m. in the HUB Dining Hall
Two members from Emery, a Christian rock band, have gone solo and will
perform new music from their solo album along with Emery songs. The cost
for this intimate-style concert is $10.
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Whitworth.fm
show features
underground
hip-hop artists
Peter Duell
Staff Writer
One can safely say that Spokane's hip-hop scene is
lacking. Nonetheless, sophomores Niko Aberle and
Jacob Dansereau are attempting to inject just a little
more life into it with their radio show, Underground
Railroad on Whitworth.fm.
Dansereau and Aberle get behind the Whitworth.
fm microphone Sunday nights at 7 p.m. to deliver two
solid hours of u nderground, lesser-known hip-hop.
Chrissy Roach \ Photographer
They play artists such as De La Soul, Handsome Boy Top: Sophomores Niko Aberle (back left) and Jacob Danse
reau (back right) interview Zach Taylor (front)
Modeling School and Jurassic 5.
on their Whitworth.fm show Underground Railroad. The hosts play artists such as Fatlip and Nero.
Aberle, the creator of Un derground Railroad, did
not initially expect the show to be where it is today.
Bottom: Zach "Zeal" Taylor went into the studio with Underground Railroad to perform one of his songs
"I am friends with Jacob and knew his taste of mu and talk about his musical aspirations. Taylor will release a mixtape at the end of the month.
sic so I asked him if he would be interested in doing
an underground hip-hop show," Aberle said. "He
times not overcome it," Aberle said.
said yes and here we are today."
Underground Railroad includes a portion featur
Largely undiscovered, underground hip-hop art ing anyone who wants to simply get behind a micro
ists are no different than their mainstream counter phone and rap. Aberle and Dansereau call it "Sunday
parts. Their lyrics tell of hardship and loss, but also of Night Cipher" and contribute to that portion of the
love and community. Many themes in hip-hop are
show themselves.
often deemed negative. Some of these messages glo
Every Sunday at 8:15 p.m., Aberle and Dansereau
rify violence and drug use. Sex and
speak their thoughts in musical form
hedonistic lifestyles are often domi
"Hip-hop
is
a
with freestyle rap. Only one person
nant in lyrics.
has taken them up on their open mi
But it is important to look deeper
perspective. It's an
crophone offer. Northwest Christian
at the reason why such themes are
High School student, Zach "Zeal" Tay
artistic tool that is
present and why hip-hop artists fo
lor, son of Whitworth President Beck
cus so strongly on them.
Taylor, entered the booth on Oct. 14 to
used to convey a
"Hip-hop is a perspective. It's an
chat with the hosts and freestyle rap.
about his inspirations, his aspirations and his par
artistic tool that is used to convey a
message."
Taylor has more than 20,000 views ents' support of his music.
message. All of th e bad is part of the
on Youtube and is releasing a mixtape
Technically, Aberle could end the show with the
music — it tells a stor y," Aberle said.
— NIKO ABERLE
on Oct. 31.
conclusion of the semester and the class, but he may
"These artists have gone through
"It all'started when I was recording have other plans for the show.
sophomore
drug addictions and alcoholism and
with a rock band mic in my friend's
"I really enjoy putting on the show," Aberle said.
-family and gang violence. Those
basement," Taylor said. "We were covering the song "Jacob and I mesh well and it's a time to simply have
themes are present because it's the artists' story."
'Forever' just for fun. My friends started noticing fun and play good music. I don't know the future of
The Underground Railroad plays hip-hop that ex
some actual talent coming from my verse. A month Underground Railroad, but I am definitely not op
emplifies the artists' lives.
later I purchased my first mic and started writing posed to carrying it on into next semester."
"That's what it comes down to, is showing hip-hop
songs."
as a story of a person's life, a story of t hat person's
Taylor performed a song in the studio that he had Contact Peter Duell at
hardship and how they could overcome it or some
written and chatted with Aberle and Dansereau pduelll 6@my. whitworth.edu

Claiborne

Continued from p.8
the power voting has as "damage control."
"There's a lot of danger around the election seaspn to misplace our hope," Clai
borne said. "We've found the last great hope; it's not America, it's not Barack, it's
not Romney, it's Jesus."
Claiborne graduated from Eastern University in Philadelphia and attended
Princeton Seminary for graduate work. He has spoken extensively in both the
United States and globally, giving lectures in dozens of countries as well as aca
demic seminars at universities such as Vanderbilt, Duke, Princeton and Harvard.
Claiborne's ministry work ranges from three weeks in Baghdad as part of an
Iraq peace team, to serving a mega-church congregation in Chicago, to working
alongside Mother Teresa in India.
"One of the things I learned [in India] is the triumph of life over death," Clai
borne said. "I felt a deep sense of the power of resurrection."
In 1998, Claiborne co-founded The Simple Way,a faith community made up of
a half a dozen houses in central Philadelphia. The Simple Way's goal is to "prac

tice resurrection" by helping the needy, offering hospitality to strangers, sharing
economic resources and leading lives that reflect an authentic faith.
"One of the things I think about Shane, in what he is doing, is making the invis
ible visible," Lee said.
The Simple Way community seeks to remove their roots from the world and
place them in peacemaking, social justice and Jesus.
"He's just another human being, and what he does is so easily done by us,"
sophomore Taylor Countryman said.
Claiborne said his goal is to start a conversation, to introduce an alternative
way of living that uses imagination to change things and to encourage thought on
how different the world would be if Jesus were president, what it would look like
to be an "ordinary radical."

Contact Luke Eldredge at
leldredgel 6@my.whitworth.edu

OPINIONS

"American dream" hones
in on Christian commands
MAX
NELSEN

ESMUDGE
Musings on Whitworth silliness & culture

Greek and Hebrew Words: Your Inspiration
Do you ever have an idea or concept in your
head that simply cannot be put into words?
Are you looking for inspiration for a new tattoo, or per
haps a name for your new club, ministry or nonprofit or
ganization?
Are you a fanof using archaic words or objects because
they transcend the phoniness of our modern age?
It sounds like you could benefit from developing a
shallow but workable vocabulary of Hebrew and Greek
words. Let me take a minute to explain why this is a good
idea.
Ancient languages are obscure, and obscurity is in.
Forget tattoos with Chinese letters and symbols, those
went out of style around 2003. Hebrew and Greek? They
aire the next big thing.
I'm telling you this in confidence so that you can hop
on the cool-train before it even leaves the station. Why?
Because I like you.
Need a name for your church retreat? Flip through a
New Testament Greek Lexicon, flap your fine finger on
any one line, and you got yourself a new name!
Example: "Come join us on the Honeydale Commu
nity PRAUTES church retreat in November. PRAUTES is
the Greek word for spirit, because we're all spirits, you
know?"
The beauty of using an ancient language for your new
tattoo or organization name is that not only are the words
deep, Biblical and smart-sounding, they are also aesthet
ically beautiful.
They just look SO COOL! You don't need a huge tattoo,
just get the Hebrew word "hesed," (which means stead
fast love), on the inside of your forearm. Your peers will
be entranced.
Besides, if you are a theology major, it is pretty much a
requirement that you get a tattoo in either Greek or He
brew, for New and Old Testament scholars respectively.
That's how we know you are legit, that you really know
your stuff.
One final way these words are useful is in the way they
help us avoid chronological snobbery, or the false notion
that our thinking and way of li fe are getting better and
better as time goes on.
The truth is that we would all be better off if we could
just go back to the good old days when things were per
fect like in the days of the early church.
Selective use of Greek and Hebrew words ripped out of
their Biblical context is a great way to tap into the inher
ent goodness of old things.
So get out there, you! Start planning out that .ministry
retreat and sketching your next tattoo idea. Shalom and
agape. E pluribus unum.

The American Dream has seen more popular
days. Not only has government expansion grad
ually crowded out the promise of the American
Dream, but certain strains of C hristianity have
challenged it on a moral and theological level.
But is the American Dream really at odds with
Christianity? Not necessarily. In some cases the
American Dream corresponds with Christian
ideals, and in other aspects it depends on how it
is approached on the individual level.
At the most basic level, the "American Dream"
provides opportunity; it leaves the door open
for people to pursue their dreams as far as their
hard work and responsibility can take them. In
Molly Rupp | Graphic Artist
its perfect form, the American Dream does not
distinguish between race, nationality, gender or "Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart,
religion, but provides equal opportunity for all as working for the Lord, not for men." There is no
to pursue their dreams, none of wh ich is anti- higher work-ethic. Furthermore, Proverbs 14:23
Christian in itself. In the modern context, how notes that "all h ard work brings a profit," a nd
ever, the American Dream is often negatively Proverbs 22:29 declares that a skilled man "will
associated by Christians, such as mega church serve before kings," not "obscure men." Thus,
pastor David Piatt, with indi
we are commanded to work
vidualism, materialism and
hard for Christ and, if we do
"Instead
of
renouncing
status. Piatt argues that Chris
our duty well, presumably our
tians should rebel against the
the American dream, hard work will bring profit and
American Dream, giving away
recognition. Up to this point,
potentially everything we
Christians should
this seems to fit nicely with the
have instead of simply striv
American Dream.
take
advantage
of
the
ing for success. There are two
What Christians need to be
problems with his argument.
wary of ismaking wealth the ul
opportunity
it
provides
First, it does the very thing it
timate goal. Riches and success
claims to oppose. If p rosper
to succeed..."
are no substitute for reliance on
ity is viewed as incompatible
God, since even the richest are
with Christianity, then why
not safe from trouble (Proverbs 11:28). The fact
give money to the poor in India or the needy that some individuals allow themselves to be
in our communities in order to increase their controlled by materialism is not an indictment
prosperity? The ultimate goal is the same. As of the opportunity provided by the American
suming, then, that the goal is to increase others' Dream. The American Dream that allows one
well-being, the question must be asked: What is person to relentlessly pursue material success
more effective, or more sustainable if you will: is the same Dream that allows another person
giving away all you have in a moment of fervent to spend a lifetime working in nonprofit minis
radicalism, or working hard your entire life to be try. Indeed it is precisely the prosperity that has
successful in order to be able to continually con resulted from the American Dream which has
tribute to the needs of your community and the allowed the U.S. to be the world's largest con
world? There is a much stronger biblical case for tributor (by far) to charitable causes, according
the latter. Second Uiessalonians chapter three to Arthur Brooks of the American Enterprise In
recounts how Paul worked and toiled to avoid stitute.
being a "burden" to anyone.
Instead of re nouncing the American Dream,
By working hard and taking responsibility for Christians should take advantage of the op
himself instead of relying on the collective, Paul portunity it provides to succeed, and then turn
lived out in a Christian way, t he individualism around and reinvest that success back into the
of the American Dream. Working, and work Kingdom of God.
ing hard, is an integral part of the Christian life.
.Later on in Second Thessalonians, Paul instructs
the Thessalonians that "if a man will not work, NELSEN is a senior majoring in political sci
he shall not eat." Regarding status and success, ence. Comments can be sent to mnelsenl3@
Questions? Contactjstrainl 3@my.whitworth.edu
Colossians 3:23 instructs Christians in this way: my.whitworth.edu.

Students being pushed to the brink of excellence *5
LINDSEY
HUBBART

FOCUSING on FACTS
i The National Sleep Foundation found that only 8 percent of high school students get an adequate
amount of sleep.

With many of our schools failing, the issue of ed
ucation equality has become extremely important
i The American College Counseling Association surveyed college counselors on the results of stress
in America. However, we have overlooked another
and 42 percent noted an increase in student self-injury due to stress.
important educational issue: many students are
being pushed far beyond their limits.
This issue really hits home for me. Back in mid
Sleep expert James Maaz reports that every high school student he has measured in terms of
dle school, a girl named Devon Marvin was my
alertness is "a walking zombie"
best friend until we lost touch after she moved to
California. This summer, I decided that I wanted
to reconnect with her, so I searched for her online.
According to the National Sleep Foundation,
I certainly felt that pressure when I was in high
Shockingly, I discovered that she had commit school; I was constantly told to take as many AP's as only 8 percent of high school students get adequate
ted suicide in 2008.1 was heartbroken; I could not I possibly could if I wanted to have a shot at getting sleep.
imagine how the wonderful, hilarious, happy-go- accepted into college.
College students feel extreme stress as well. The
lucky Devon that I once knew decided to end her
An AP biology teacher in a New YorkTimes video American College Counseling Association sur
life.
op-ed on AP classes, said, "The course is a runaway veyed college counselors on results of stress.
She did not even leave a note. The only thing that train. There's no way we can cover all of the mate
They found that "more than three out offour [col
was noticed was that she had failed her math exam rial in one year."
lege counselors] reported an increase in crises in
that week. Her mom told the local paper that, "The
This puts an exorbitant amount of pressure on the past five years requiring immediate response,
only thing I can think of is that she had this inter students to cram as much material as possible just 42 percent noted an increase in self-injury, and 24
nal pressure, and she was torn up about this math to regurgitate it on the test, especially when they percent have seen an increase in eating disorders."
grade. This child was so successful on so many are taking multiple AP classes.
In severe cases, this stress can even lead students
fronts, and then there was this stupid math grade."
The students also have pressure to perform well to take their own lives, as Devon did.
A documentary titled "Race to Nowhere: The on "high-stakes" standardized tests, according to
The school system must help develop produc
Dark Side of America's Achievement Culture," fo Abeles.
tive members of society, not stressed out zombies
cuses on the idea of putting too much pressure on
Too much stress can have detrimental effects on merely focused on academic success.
students to succeed and Devon's story is used as a students' health. For example, in the video about
focal point.
AP classes, students claimed they stayed up until
Vicki Abeles, the creator of the movie, cites mul two or three in the morning every night to finish
tiple reasons why students are feeling the pressure, their homework.
and describes the detrimental effect that it can have
James Maas, a sleep expert at Cornell, said, "Ev HUBBART is a sophomore majoring in economics.
on them. For example, students are advised to take ery single high school student I have ever measured Comments can be sent to lhublrartl5@my.whitworth.
edu.
as many Advanced Placement classes as possible.
in terms of their alertness is a walking zombie."

Intramurals provide alternative community
HALEY
WILLIAMSON
Whitworth is known for its community; the com
munity in the dorm, the community in the coffee
shop and elsewhere.
However, the community provided by intramurals
is often overlooked. It is so easy for people to skip
over sign-up emails or not want to talk to people
about forming a team and then miss out on an awe
some aspect of Whitworth.
My freshman year, I joined an ultimate Frisbee in
tramural team and had a blast getting to know other
people in my dormbeyond a surface level exchange
of hellos in the hallways.
Some of those friendships grew deeper due to a
friend of mine deciding to spread the word about
starting a team.
Now, this year, I was asked to join a new team for
ultimate Frisbee intramurals and went into it know
ing two people. Now, I have had the chance to form
friendships with teammates whom I may have never
met, had I not decided to join.

Frisbee is not the only place where
community within intramurals takes
place. While playing a Frisbee game,
I often see football and soccer teams
on the other side of the field laugh
ing, high fiving and coming together
as a team. There are also intramural
teams for volleyball, basketball, soc
cer, dodgeball, tennis and other sports.
An intramural team allows you to
take an hour break from homework for
friendly competition. It allows you to get
active without the seriousness of a team,
practice and training.
After joining a team, you will notice teammates,
or competition, all over campus and you will see
your community here expand.
I have a teammate whom I met because we play
on the same team, and now we notice that we always
pass each other on campus and frequently do home
work in the coffee shop at the same time.
Before, I did not notice how often our paths
crossed and didn't even know his name. My chal
lenge to you is to stop making excuses.
You will always too feel busy, uninterested, too
cool or not good enough until you try it out.
Whatever the excuse is, it shouldn't stop you from
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Hay ley Niehaus |Graphic Artist

wanting to have an amazing experience, meet new
people and expand your community.
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WILLIAMSON is a sophomore majoring in theology and
communication. Comments can be sent tohwilliamsonl5@my.whitworth.edu.
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Whitworth scores early and often
in dominant home win over UPS
Bucsjump out to 49-0 halftime lead over Loggers
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of the opening possession, he found Williams downfield resulting in another seven on the board. UPS fi
nally got on the board with a touchdown about mid
way through the third quarter.
Coming off two difficult losses the last two weeks,
To start the fourth quarter, McCune hit junior full
it was Whitworth football's turn to clobber on Sat back Alfonso Miranda who ran into the end zone to
urday. The Bucs got off to a quick lead and did not
make the score 63-8.
look back, beating the Loggers of Puget Sound 70-11
Just as UPS looked to score again, linebacker Sam
— the largest margin of victor y in the series, which Schoesler came up with an interception, which he
dates back to 1904.
ran back 87 yards for thefinal Whitworth touchdown
"It's fun as a coach when you are around guys and of the game. The last time Whitworth had 70 points in
see how hard they work and then get to see the fruits a game was in 2006 in a homecoming game against
of their labor," head coach John Tully said. "That was Lewis & Clark at the Pine Bowl. Whitworth won that
today."
game, 70-3.
With less than seven minutes to go in the first
UPS got another field goal with two and a half m
in
quarter, Whitworth starting quarterback, sophomore utes left in the game to make the final score 70-11.
Bryan Peterson, completed a pass to junior wide re
"I'm really, really happy for our guys," Tully said.
ceiver Connor Williams in the
"They're just an enjoyable
end zone. After a botched snap
group to coach and to be
on the point-after hold, junior
around. They have fun."
wide receiver Kekoa Turbeville
Peterson, who onlyplayed
tossed up a prayer to the end
the first half, went 11 for 13
zone, which was snatched by
on the day, passing for 183
freshman defensive end Danny Scott Carr,'13
yards and four touchdowns.
Welstad to complete the two"I thought individually
point conversion and give t he
M Position: Linebacker
things went really well," Pe
Bucs an early 8-0 lead.
• Carr had two of the
terson said with a smile. "All
Just seconds later, senior
the guys played great. This
I five interceptions for
linebacker and team captain
was the biggest blowout I've
1 the Bucs against UPS,
Scott Carr picked off a UPS
ever been a part of."
1 including a 29-yard
pass and ran it back for an
Thomas, who also only
other Pirate touchdown. A few
W ^ I interception return for
predominandy played the
• a touchdown.
minutes later, Peterson found
first half, led the Bucs with
the end zone again when he
122 yards rushing and con
connected with senior wide re
tinues to lead the North
ceiver Jake DeGooyer. TheBucs
west Conference in rushing yards per game and total
led 22-0 at the end of the first quarter.
touchdowns on the season. Defensively, freshman
The momentum did not die in the second quarter. defensive back Jesse Bresser led Whitworth with
Senior running back and team captain Ronnie Thom six tackles and Welstad added four. The second
as had back-to-back touchdown runs. Then, Peterson
ary combined for five interceptions on the day with
racked up his third and fourth touchdown passes of
Schoesler's, two from Carr, one from sophomore de
the day when he hit junior tight end Wade Meyer and
fensive back Kainoa Raguindin, and one from sopho
then sophomore wide receiver Austin Ehlo.
more defensive back De' Hall.
At the half, Whitworth led 49-0.
Carr emphasized the team effort on the day.
"Honestly, [Saturday] was about as good as we can
"Anything I did [well] was because of the guys in
play," Peterson said. "We need consistency. We know
front of me, behind me and the coaches on the side
we can play like this."
lines," Carr said.
In the second half, sophomore quarterback Mi
Whitworth (6-2, 2-2 NWC) h as a bye next week,
chael McCune came in for the Bucs. On fourth down

Sena Hughes
Staff Writer

•

SP0TLIGH1

Kari Johnson | Photographer

Junior wide receiver Austin Ehlo grabs asecond
quarter touchdown reception against Puget
Sound last Saturday at the Whitworth Pine Bowl.

Simon Puzankov | Photographer

Whitworth players celebrate one of their nine
touchdowns last Saturday against the Loggers.
but will travel to take on the Lutes of Pacific Lutheran
University (4-2,3-1 NWC) Nov. 3.
"It was just one of those da
ys where everything was
working," Peterson said of Saturday. "It was almost
flawless and nice to bounce back after two tough
losses. It give us confidence going into our bye."
Contact Sena Hughes at
shughesl 5(a> my. whitworth.edu.

connect online:
live blog coverage of volleyball this week at www.thewhitworthian.com

Pirates near conference title with weekend sweep 15

Whitworth stays undefeated in NWC action, one win away from league title
KoreyHope

and this time it was Ubben who helped create an
easy goal for French, playing freshman forward
Samuel Engle who crossed into French on the far
The 9th-ranked Whitworth men's soccer team col post. Whitworth's third and final goal gave freshman
forward Karl Muelheims his first goal of his colle
lected a pair of home wins last weekend, with a 3-0
giate career, on senior forward Kekoa Mountcastle's
win against Pacific University Saturday, and a domi
nant 6-0 victory over George Fox Sunday. These wins first assist of the year. Alate goal off a corner kick
put Pacific on the board, but wasn't nearly enough
put the Bucs seven points clear of Pacific Lutheran
to bring the Boxers back into the match. Whitworth
in the NWC standings and in need of only one more
out-shot Pacific 19-4.
conference victory to clinch the 2012 NWC crown.
Sunday's game against last-place George Fox was
Saturday's game saw the Pirates take on Pacific,
dominated by Whitworth as well, this time outwho were sitting seventh in
shooting their opponent 29-5.
the NWC standings before
French continued his tally for
the weekend. From the start
the weekend, contributing two
of the match, Whitworth
of the Pirates six goals, four of
controlled the flow of play,
which came in the second half.
firing 11 shots in the first
"I got to play a little bit high
half to Pacific's three. Junior
Andrew French,'14
er up the field today," French
midfielder Andrew French
said. "And we passed really well
led the team in the first half
H Position: Midfielder
around the box, so it was easy
with three shots, a goal and
• French scored three of
to find the net."
an assist.
M Whitworth's nine goals
Ubben added another goal
"He just continues to
• last weekend, and also
on Sunday as well, with a deli
work hard," head coach
cate chip over GFU goalkeeper
||3 tallied an assist in the
Sean Bushey said; "He's had
Elliott Davis on an assist from
I win over Pacific on
to persevere and it was good
Engle, his second assist of the
to see him get rewarded."
I Saturday.
weekend.
French's first highlight
"Engle stripped the ball from
came from a shot that rico
the defender and played me
cheted off the post from 18
yards out, and fell right to sophomore forward Robby into space," Ubben said. "I saw the keeper coming
out and the only way past him was over him."
Ubben at the mouth of the goal, who tapped in the
The Bucs' other three goals gave three Pirates each
easy rebound to put the Pirates up 1-0 less than 15
their first goal of the season, including Mountcastle,
minutes into the match.
junior defender Balin Larson and sophomore mid
The Bucs continued to press in the second half,
fielder N athan Fosket.
StaffWriter
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Gabrielle Perez | Pho
tographer

Freshman defender Spencer Wolfe breaks away
from a George Fox defender Sunday during a 6-0
victory at the Whitworth soccer field.
Only three games remain for Whitworth on the
regular season schedule, traveling to Willamette and
Linfield on Oct. 27 and 28, respectively, and ending
the season at Whitman on Nov. 3. A victory in any of
those matchups will secure aNWC title for the Bucs.
Contact Korey Hope at
khopel 5@my.whitworth.edu.

Bucs earn pair of crucial NWC victories
Whitworth and Linfield remain tied atop conference with four games to play
Whitney Carter
StaffWriter
The women's soccer team won a
thriller in sudden death overtime at
home on Saturday against Pacific Uni
versity and followed the win up with a
victory over George Fox Un iversity at
home.
The Pirates are tied with the Linfield
Wildcats for first place in the NWC as
four conference games remain on the
schedule for each team.
On Saturday, the weather was harsh
in Spokane and impacted the game.
"It was rough, itwas cold and windy,"
freshman forward Tiara Pajimola said.
"But we did what we always do; come
together as a team when we need it the
most."
The lone goal of the match came in
the seventh minute of sudden death
overtime. Freshman forward Hannah
Bokma received a cross in the six-yard
box and hit a header into the upper left
corner of the goal. The cross camefrom
senior defender Carly Schilperoort af
ter she took it down the line, passing
multiple defenders.
The goal was Bokma's second of the

n

O

Sunday slated the Bucs against the the 81st minute of the match to clinch
season.
"Hannah did a great job finishing, it George Fox Bruins. The Bruins were in the victory.
In the 82nd minute, Pajimola drib
was a great pass by Carly, and our de last place with a 1-9 record.
"It was definitely a battle," senior bled up the sideline, beating George
fensives line [did well], Jam ie coming
up and working the ball up with me," midfielder Mackenzie Grow said. "It Fox defenders and striking a ball in the
Pajimola said. "We were able to get the shows that we have to play well against air behind Bokma. Bokma was able to
corner off. We worked well as a team." any team the whole time or they'll twist her body and get a foot on the
ball which sailed above the George Fox
The contest was a tough matchup for come right back at us."
goalkeeper's hands and into the goal.
Whitworth outshot the Bruins 19-8.
the Bucs as they continue to contend
"Overall it was
The game ended 2-1 and brought
for a conference
'It was definitely a battle. It a good perfor the Bucs to a 9-1-2 record in confer
title against Pacific
mance by the ence.
squad that was 5-7shows that we have to play team in terms of
The Bucs will be on the road as they
3 overall.
how we worked face Willamette and Lewis & Clark this
"Pacific's always
well against any team the
the ball," said weekend.
really physical and
Hagerott.
"They're both rough teams, they'll
whole time or they'll come
we just had to hang
The
Bucs fight; they'll be scrappy for the ball,"
in there," freshman
right back at us."
scored
their Grow said. "We have to come out ready
goalkeeper Andrea
first
goal
of
the to play."
Stump said. "Ob
— Mackenzie Grow
match in the
The few final matches willdetermine
viously it went to
senior midfielder
23rd
minute. the postseason for the Bucs, as only the
overtime
which
Grow passed a first place team moves on and the Bucs
was kind of tough.
But we just kept our heads about us ball up the middle to Pajimola who was are competing for that top spot with
and stayed composed and ended up able to get a shot in the lower corner of Linfield. Each team has four regular
the goal.
season matches remaining, and will
on top."
In the second half, the Bruins put play one another to conclude the sea
Whitworth out-shot the Boxers 6-1
more pressure on the Bucs and were son.
in the second half and X5-5 overall.
"We worked the ball well," head able to get a goal to tie up the match in
coach Jael Hagerott said. "We created a the 77th minute.
Contact Whitney Carter at
The Pirates responded with a goal in wcarterl5@my.whitworth.edu.
lot of scoring opportunities."
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HURRY-SALE EHDS
OCTOBER 31, 2012
i ORDER ONLINE

AT S ILVERMT.COM

(208) 783-1111 ext. 8206

Ep SILVER
Mountain Resort

Saturday, Nov. 3, 8 p.m.
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Cowles Audilorium, Whitworth University campus
Admission: S15 adults; SI0 students/seniors 62-plus. Tickets at
www.whitworth.edu/musictickels and TicketsWest.com,
as well as at the door. Call 509.777.3280 for information.
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ABOUTUS
VOLUME 103, ISSUE 6

The Whitworthian has served as the main source
of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is
an organization composed entirely by students
which produces The Whitworthian weekly news
paper
and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innova
tive manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for
expressing the interests of the Whitworth
community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is pub
lished weekly, except during January and student
vacations. The content is generated entirely by
students. The college administration does not re
view the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the
individual artists, writers and student editors, and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associ
ated Students of Whitworth University (ASWU),
the university, its administration, faculty/staff or
advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through
advertising and subscription revenue and in part
by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.

ce

OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not
necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its
editors or its staff.

LU

PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes
in freedom of speech and expression as guaran
teed in the First Amendment to the Constitution
of the United States.
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CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
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QUESTIONS?
croachl4@my.whitworth.edu

| Pro Obama

|Spokane County: Local ballot

Reasons why President Barack O bama should
be re-elected during the 2012 campaign.

See what issues are being voted on in Spokane
County, such as County Commissioner, State
Representative and the U.S. Representative.

| Presidential candidate stances on issues

See each candidate's stance on certain key
issues, including abortion, foreign policy
and the economy.

STATE ELECTIONS

| Pro Romney

Reasons why Mitt Romney should be elected
during the 2012 campaign.

4 | Washington state ballot

Learn about the different issues on the bailor
for the 2012 election, such as Initiative 502 and
Initiative 1185.

4

|What is Referendum 74?

5|

An in-depth look at what Referendum 74
looks to change — redefining marriage to
include same-sex unions.

WHITWORTH OPINION
81 Statistics on Whitworth's stance

Washington governor candidates

5 | What is Initiative 1240?

Learn about Initiative 1240 and how
Whitworth students are fighting for it.

Hannah Charlton |Cover Artist

IMPORTANTDATES
ELECTION HAPPENINGS
BALLOTS MAILED
Friday, Oct. 7 9
Ballots were mailed to registered voters for the 2012 elec
tions.
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The Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate
.information possible. Jhe Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you have
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
email to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu

If you a re concerned about voter fraud
there are options other than mailing
your ballot with the Post Office.

• Deposit it at a Voter Service Center.

Saturday, Oct. 27
Registered voters should have received their ballots in the
mail. If your ballot has not arrived 10 days before election
day, individuals should contact the elections office. If it is
too late to receive a replacement ballot through the mail,
you can pick them up at the elections office, located at
1033 W. Gardner Avenue.

Monday, Oct. 29

A NOTE ABOUT VOTER FRAUD

Instead of mailing, you can:

BALLOTS RECEIVED

The last day to register to vote for the Nov. General
Elections was Oct. 29.

to

Check out what fellow Whitworthians have to
say about the upcoming elections.

Looking at the different candidates running for
governor: Jay Inslee (D) and Rob McKenna (R).

LAST DAY TO REGISTER
vO

NATIONAL ELECTION

GENERAL ELECTION

• Deposit it at the Spokane County
Auditor's Office in the County
Courthouse located at 1116 W.
Broadway Avenue in Spokane. Hours
for the courthouse are Monday through
Thursday from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
Fridays from 8:30 a.m. to noon.
• Deposit it at the Spokane County
Elections Office at 1033 W. Gardner
Avenue until 8 p.m. on election
day.
• Deposit it in one of the special ballot
drop-off boxes located at public
libraries in the county.

Tuesday, Nov. 6
If you are mailing your ballot, it must be postmarked on or
before election day. Most post offices end mail collection
at 5 p.m.
Information taken from Spokane County Elections Office

Information taken from
the Washington Secretary of State website
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Campaigns of deception: Does deceit
govern the 2012 presidential election?
closure of the steel mill.
O'Connor, director of advertising
Are political campaigns more
for the Romney campaign. It was
deceitftil than usual in this cam
also a he.
paign, or is this type of campaign
"We're not going to let our
During the Town Hall debates
ing business as usual?
campaign be dictated by factlast week, Governor Mitt RomAccording to Mike Artirne, visit
checkers," Romney pollster Neil
ney slammed President Barack
ing assistant professor of political
Newhouse
said
during
an
ABC
Obama for his delayed response
science at Whitworth University,
roundtable interview, defending
in calling last month's attacks on
deception in politics is common.
the
validity
of
the
ad.
Even
though
a U.S. Consulate in Libya an act of
"I think it
the
accuracy
of
terrorism, attacks which claimed
is probably a
the ad was in •
the lives of Ambassador J. Chris
"Falsehoods
spread
misconception
doubt, the Rom
topher Stephens and three other
that this is a
ney
campaign
much
further
now
than
Americans. The only problem?
new strategy,"
continued to
Romney's statement was false.
ever before"
Artirne said. "So
run it for several
Candy Crowley, the modera
misleading and
more
weeks
tor of the Town Hall debate, was
— MIKE'ARTIME
trying to portray
Deception
quick to correct Romney on the
visiting assistant professor of your opponent
inaccuracy of his statement. While is bipartisan in
in a negative
nature.
Priorities
this instance of deception was
light is some
political science
USA Action, a
called out for what it was, such
thing that's been
misinformation is all too common Political Action
going on since the beginning of
that
supports
Obama's
Commitee
in the modern American political
American politics."
bid for re-election, ran an ad fea
arena.
What makes today unique,
turing a former steel plant worker
Take for instance a recent ad
Artime said, are the forms of new
whose
wife
died
of
stag
e
four
that ran in Florida throughout
media.
cancer when he no longer had
August, in which the Romney
"Falsehoods spread much fur
health benefits from his job. The
campaign attacked Obama for
ther now than ever before," Artime
steel
mill
was
shut
down
by
Bain
"gutting" work requirements for
said, explaining how ambiguity is
Capital. Yet according to Factwelfare. It was one of the Romney
an effective strategy for deception.
CheckOrg, a nonpartisan group,
campaign's most successful ad
"We have made it beneficial for
the ad fails to mention that the
vertisements according to Ashley
death occurred five years after the candidates to be as vague as pos
sible, The more specific they are,
the more ammunition they give to
their opponents to attack them."
Lies, especially in the arena of
political discourse, are protected
PERCENTAGES FROM STATEMENTS IN TOWN HALL DEBATE by the First Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution.
Erica Salkin, assistant professor
of communications at Whitworth
University and scholar of Consti
tutional Law, explained why such
deception is possible.
"When we look at the first
amendment, one of its cores has
been, and likely always will be,
the protection of political speech,"
Salkin said. "It's part of the reason
we created it, so that we could talk
about our political lives, so that
FALSE
people could engage in political
discussion without fear of retribu
tion from their government."
So, when an ad for a presiden
tial candidate airs on television,
it's more likely to influence rather
than inform. According to the
Washington Post, more than $2
billion will be spent in advertising
money between the presidential
candidates
How can citizens defend
themselves against such misinfor
mation? Independent organiza
tions such as Politifact.org and
FactCheck.org work to check the
validity of candidate's claims.
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Contact Lucas Thayer at
Ithayerl 2@my.whitworth.edu
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Washington: State ballot
Caitlyn Starkey

StaffWriter
Six initiatives and referendums come before
Washington voters for approval. Capturing
widespread media attention are Referendum
74 concerning same sex marriage and Initative
1240 concerning the creation of charter schools.
Initiative 1185, Initiative 502, Engrossed Senate
Joint Resolution 8221 and Senate Joint Resolu
tion 8223 arealso on the ballot.
Initiative 1185 concerns tax and fee increases
imposed by state government, according to the
Secretary of State's Election website.
The measure would require that the legis
lature approve tax increases with a two-thirds
supermajority, compared to the traditional
majority of more than 50 pereent. Taxincreases
could also be passed through statewide voter
approval.
Similar measures concerning a superma
jority vote have been enacted in Washington
state previously; however, the previous statute
expired, according to the Secretary of State's
Online Voter's Guide.
Initiative 502 would legalize production, pos
session and sale of marijuana for those over 21
years of age.
"Since the legalization movement took hold
in the 1970s, at least 11 sta
tes — most recently,
Rhode Island in 2012 — and several large cities
have stripped criminal penalties for possession
of small amounts of marijuana, usually making
it an infraction akin to a ticket. Full legalization
has been proposed and rejected by voters in
Alaska, California and Nevada, and is on the
ballot this November in Colorado and Oregon,"
according to Jonathan Martin of the Seattle
Times.
The sale of marijuana would be taxed at 25

percent of the selling rate. No location of sale
could be within 1,000 feet of any school, play
ground, recreation centers, child care center,
park, transit center, library or game arcade.
Engrossed Senate Joint Resolution 8221 seeks
to redefine the state debt limit.
"This amendment would, starting July 1,
2014, phase-down the debt limit percentage
in three steps from nine to eight percent and
modify the calculation date, calculation period,
and the term general state revenues," according
to Project Vote Smart.
In the Washington state constitution, article
VIII, a cap is placed on the percentage of inter
est and principle paid each year by the state.
When any new debt is accrued it must be within
the limit. However, in section 1 of article VIII are
also exceptions to the debt limit.
"For example, bonds payable from the gas
tax and motor vehicle license fees are excluded,
as are bonds payable from income received
from investing the Permanent Common School
Fund," according to the Online Voter's Guide.
-Senate Joint Resolution 8223 would change
regulations concerning investments of the
University of Washington and Washington State
University.
Being publicly funded universities, there is
currendy a restriction on where the universities
may invest. The amendment would allow them
to invest public money into private stocks and
bonds with the legislature's approval.
"This amendment would create an exception
to constitutional restrictions on investing public
funds by allowing these universities to invest
specified public funds as authorized by the
legislature, including in private companies or
stock," according to Project Vote Smart.

Contact Caitlyn Starkey at
cstarkeyl 3@my.whitworth.edu

Spokane County: Local ballot
Laryssa Lynch

StaffWriter
Whitworth is located in District 1 of Spokane
County, where the position of County Com
missioner will be up for election as incumbent
Republican candidate Todd Mielke is running
against John Roskelley of the Democratic Party.
According to the County Commissioners'
homepage on the Spokane County website,
"The Spokane County Board of Commission
ers is responsible for providing legislative and
administrative services to Spokane County."
Mielke is described on his website as a cham
pion for small businesses and traditional values
of the Spokane community. Roskelley has past
experience as a county commissioner and an
intent to find balanced, economical solutions to
current county issues, according to his cam
paign website.
For the office of State Representative, Whit
worth falls under District 6. Kevin Parker, the
Republican candidate, will go unchallenged.
The second position will be between Dennis
Dellwo, with a Democratic Party preference,
and Jeff Holy, with a Republican Party prefer
ence. Holy is an attorney, a U.S. Army veteran
and has been a Spokane resident for 29 years.
"We need to grow our economy by creating

an environment that allows small businesses to
thrive," Holy said on his campaign website.
Dellwo, also an attorney and U.S. Army
veteran, has served in the State Legislature for
13 years. On his website, the top three issues
Dellwo addresses are jobs, education and
health care.
In the 2012 Primary, the U.S. Representative
of Congressional District 5 will be upfor elec
tion. Whitworth and the surrounding com
munity lie within the boundaries of District 5,
where Republican incumbent, Cathy McMorris
Rodgers willface Democrat, Rich Cowan.
McMorris Rodgers has represented the
District 5 of Washington State since 2004, fol
lowing 13 years of work on her family's orchard.
According to the Spokesman Review Election
Center, she has since served as Vice Chair of
House Republican Conference, member of the
House Energy and Commerce Committee and
Co-chair of the Congressional Military Family
Caucus.P®^
Cowan is the co-founder and recently retired
CEO of a local film production company, North
by Northwest. Cowan is a first-time politician
advocates for policies on jobs, the economy,
military families and veterans and agriculture.

Contact Laryssa Lynch at
laryssalynchl 5@my.whitworth.edu

Referendum 74:
Legalization of
same-sex marriage
Kendra Stubbs

StaffWriter
Referendum 74 or R74 is a referendum to approve or
reject the February 2012 bill that would legalize same-sex
marriage in the state of Washington.
The intent of the original bill, Senate Bill 6239, is to end
discrimination in marriage based on gender and sexual
orientation and to ensure that all persons in Washington
enjoy the freedom to marry on equal terms, according to
the Washington State Legislature website.
SB 6239 was passed in the Washington State Senate on
Feb.l, 2012 with a 28-21 vote. Governor Gregoire signed
the bill into law on Feb. 13, 2012, and the law would have
taken effect June 7, according to equalrightswashington.
org.
However, those against the bill argue that the question
should be put to a public vote. More than 250,000 sig
natures were acquired and turned in to the Washington
Secretary of Sta te on June 6, according to preservemarriagewashington.com
That was enough signatures to qualify for a referen
dum, which is submitting to popular vote a measure pro
posed by the legislative.
SB 6239 does not require churches or religious organi
zations to perform marriages between gay or lesbian cou
ples, nor does it inflict penalties upon them if they don't.
However, opponents argue that businesses and individu
als could face penalties if they do not want to do business
with gay couples for marriage ceremonies, according to
seattietimes.com.
Supporters of marriage equality claim that allowing
same-sex marriage does not change the meaning of mar- .
riage. They say that what defines marriage is love and
commitment, according to equalrightswashington.org.
"This isn't changing the definition of marriage. It's ex
panding it," sophomore and Gay Straight Alliance Presi
dent Audrey Gudeman said.
Opponents of same-sex marriage claim that allowing
same-sex marriage redefines marriage as a genderless in
stitution, according to preservemarriagewashington.org.
"Marriage is a sacred union," sophomore Paige Berdan
said. "God created it to be between a man and a woman."
Supporters argue that state and federal marriage laws
provide economic and legal protection for couples and
their families, such as visitation rights in hospitals and
the ability to transfer property, according to equalrightswashington.org.
However, opponents argue that the domestic partner
ship law passed in 2007 grants couples about two dozen
rights, including hospital visitation and inheritance
rights. The law was revised in 2009 with the addition of
the "everything but marriage" and was upheld by voters,
according to seattietimes.com.
"This isn't about legal benefits. If yo u love someone
you want to be able to be with them in a recognized way,"
Gudeman said.
On Nov. 6, voters have the opportunity to either reject
R74 and maintain marriage as a union between a man
and a woman, or approve R74 to legalize same-sex mar
riage.

Contact Kendra Stubbs at
kstubbsl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Washington: Candidates for governor
Max Nelsen
StaffWriter
Washington voters face a choice
between Democrat Jay Inslee and Re
publican Rob McKenna in a tight race
for governor this November.
Inslee earned a law degree from
Willamette University. Living in Ya
kima, Inslee was elected to the Wash
ington State House of Representatives
in 1988 and served until his election
to the U.S. Hous e of Re presentatives
in 1992. However, after one term, In
slee was defeated in 1994 by the same
Republican he beat in the previous
election. He ran unsuccessfully for
governor in 1996, but was re-elected
to the House of Representatives after
moving to Bainbridge Island, a Dem
ocrat stronghold in the Puget Sound.
Inslee served in the House until step
ping down this year to run for gover
nor, leaving Washington's 1st district
without representation in Congress.
While in Congress, Inslee consis
tently voted liberal and established
a record as a party-line Democrat,
according to GovTrack. He had no
major committee assignments or leg
islative achievements, serving on the
House Energy and Commerce Com
mittee. Inslee has been an outspoken
advocate of government promotion
of green energy projects. According to
Lisa Hymas of Grist, "If Inslee is elect

(left) www.wa-democrats.org; (right) www.atg.wa.gov

Democrat Jay Inslee (left) and Republican Rob McKenna (right) are
running for governor of Washington state this November.
ed, he could be the greenest governor
in the nation."
Republican Rob McKenna earned
his law degree from the University
of Chicago. His political career be
gan when he was elected to the King
County Council in 1995. After serving
three terms on the Council, McKenna
was elected Washington State Attor
ney General in 2004 arid was re-elect
ed in 2008. AsAttorney General, McK
enna "directs more than 500 attorneys

prevention of domestic violence, pre
vention of consumer fraud, stemming
gangs, fighting methamphetamines
and identity theft," a ccording to the
Wenatchee World. He has a reputa
tion as a moderate and a pragmatist,
according to the Walla Walla Union
Bulletin. If el ected, McKenna would,
be the state's first Republican gover
nor in 28 years.
Both candidates pledge to make
education a priority. However, while
McKenna supports efforts to bring
charter schools to Washington, Inslee
does not. While both candidates also
agree on the need to reform health
care, Inslee supports Obamacare,
while McKenna is opposed. On so
cial issues, both candidates are prochoice, and while Inslee supports Ref
erendum 74, which would redefine
marriage to include same-sex unions,
McKenna is opposed.
McKenna has been endorsed by all
10 Washington newspapers that have
made endorsements. He has also re
ceived endorsements from 61 may
ors across the state and the National
Federation of Independent Business,
while Inslee has the support of six
mayors and the Washington Educa
tion Association.

and 700 professional staff providing
legal services to state agencies, the
Governor and Legislature," accord
ing to the Attorney General's website.
During his time as Attorney General,
McKenna argued and won three
cases before the U.S. Supreme Court,
served as the President of the Nation
al Association of Attorneys General
and streamlined his office's staff and
budget. McKenna is known for push Contact Max Nelsen at
ing for "transparency in government, rnnelsenl 3@my.whitworth.edu

1-1240: Creation of public charter schools
Annmarie Crandall
Copy Chief
Initiative Measure No. 1240 is a prominent issue
for Washington state voters this election and con
cerns the creation of a public charter school system
in the state. Many students on campus may have
heard about this measure due to the voice of Stu
dents for Education Reform Whitworth. SFER held
ah informational meeting about 1-1240 Oct. 14 and it
has been a target issue of meetings so far this year.
Co-Chapter Leader Sergio Jara Arroyos said SFER
Whitworth was contacted by the campaign itself to
inform students about 1-1240. He said they took into
account the connection the initiative has to educa
tion reform and the goals of SFER.
One of the main goals of SFER is to empower
students as stakeholders in the education system
and connect them with tools to advocate for change,
according to its website, studentsforedreform.org.
Currendy, many argue for the necessity of another
public school option for students in Washington
state. According to the National Alliance for Pub
lic Charter Schools website, charter schools are
independent public schools that are allowed more
freedom for innovation apart from a school district.
They involve a partnership of parents, students and
teachers to improve student achievement. Charter
schools are held accountable to state and federal
academic standards.
"Forty-one states have charter schools," sopho-

NEEMNOW

• Initiative Measure No. 1240 concerns the cre
ation of a public charter school system in the
state of Washington.
• If passed, this measure would create 40 pub
licly-funded charter schools that would run
"through approved, nonreligious, nonprofit
organizations with government oversight," ac
cording to the Washington voter's pamphlet.
more Jessica Bronte, financial director of SFER
Whitworth, said. "Washington is one of the nine
that don't. [1-1240 has to do with] bringing charter
schools te Washington, allowing 40 charter schools
to be built in Washington over five years."
SFER has been involved in the campaign in favor
of passing 1-1240.Jara Arroyos expressed his enjoy
ment over his many conversations with students and
community members, whether they plan to vote yes
or no on the measure.
One way SFERhas campaigned is by canvassing,
which is a face-to-face approach at informing and
conversing with voters about issues. SFER members
visited dorms on campus as well as surrounding
neighborhoods, allowing opportunities for discus
sion and awareness about 1-1240.
According to the State of Washington voter's
pamphlet, "This measure would authorize up to

forty publicly-funded charter schools open to all
students, operated through approved, nonreligious,
nonprofit organizations, with government oversight;
and modify certain laws applicable to them as public
schools." That statement appears on the Washington
state ballot.
Jara Arroyos and Bronte said that a charter school
system would provide an alternative option for
students to receive a quality public education. Ac
cording to the "Argument For Initiative 1240" in the
voter's pamphlet, charter schools in other states
help struggling students stay in school and succeed.
"[Charter schools can help in] neighborhoods
with high at risk students so that anyone anywhere
can get a good education it doesn't matter where
they live," Jara Arroyossaid.
According to seattletimes.com, priority for the
creation of charter schools would be for the purpose
of serving at risk students and students from lowperforming schools.
Most opposition to 1-1240 surrounds the concern
that the creation of charter schools will take money
away from current public schools. The "Argument
Against Initiative 1240" in the voter's pamphlet says
charter schools will drain millions of dollars from
existing public schools.
The opposition also says charter schools will only
serve a small number of students, undermine local
control and are a risky gamble for the state.

Contact Annmarie Crandall at
acrandalll 4@my.whitworth.edu
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Lindsie Trego
Staff Writer
I remember about four years ago, sitting
in my now mother-in-law's living room
watching the news as votes were counted. I
sat in tension, quietly rooting for Obama in
this conservative household. The country
also sat in tension, waiting and watching as
Obama garnered the most votes ever gained
by a presidential candidate.
I hadn't been old enough to vote in the
election, but I had participated by wearing
my Obama T-shirt as often as possible and
by convincing everyone I could to vote for
him. (I managed to convince both of my
parents, my then-boyfriend and a bunch of
others.)
Like many Obama supporters, I was
swept up in the rhetoric. Like many Obama
supporters, I've been disappointed. Like
not-so-many, I will continue to show my
support by voting for him ni November.
Americans are a pessimistic bunch. We,
as a general rule, like to complain. We like
to seek out the worst inpeople. Most of us
remember the Monica Lewinsky scandal,
but fewer remember the good things the
Clinton presidency brought us. We have a
similar outlook on the current presidency.
We all see the promises that Obama did not
keep, but fail to see the many promises that
Obama did keep.
How about the student loan reform that
Obama pushed through Congress that
allowed for the interest rates on student
loans, which many Whitworth students rely
upon to pay for school, to remain low while
simultaneously saving the government $87
billion?
How about the pieces of Obamacare that,
according to a June 2012 WallStreet Journal
article, allowed more than 6 million young
adults to have insurance coverage by joining
their parents' plans?
My point is this: It's easy to see what
Obama hasn't done and quickly decide that

he's no good. But upon closer analysis, one
will see that the things what Obama has
done are quite incredible.
More than that, the next presidential elec
tion isn't about what Obama has or hasn't
done, but about what he will do if elected.
It's about what Romney says he'll do if he's
elected.
What we hear from Obama are clear
plans regarding the economy, educa
tion and health care, among other issues.
From Romney, on the other hand, we hear
flip-flopping views akin to Hillary Clinton's
notorious flip-flops in the 2008 presidential
campaign.
Does Romney support abortion regula
tion? I'm not sure, because Romney seems
to change his mind every time it's conve
nient. What's Romney's stance on cut
ting taxes for top wage earners? Well, that
depends on if we're looking at what he said
during the Denver debate (during which he
said he wouldn't cut taxes for high earners)
or if we're looking at what he said on his
website (which describes a plan for acrossthe-board 20% marginal rate cuts).
And when Romney's not flip-flopping,
he's being vague. He can be so ambiguous in
his political ideas that, according to a Sep
tember Politico article, GOP leaders have
even complained about it. Apparently, he
has a plan when it comes to the economy.
I've heard details on his running mate's eco
nomic plan (which Romney claims he isn't
adopting), but Romney's budget is still no
where to be found. Apparently, Romney has
a plan when it comes to health care. A.quick
look at his campaign website will show that
his "plan" is that he "will pursue policies"
to help states create their own health care
systems. What policies, Mitt? What policies?
In the end, it makes more sense to elect
the person who has already gained his bear
ings and is ready to put his plans into action
than the person who can't even decide what
his plans involve.

WEALLSEETHEPROMISES
THAT OBAMA DID NOT KEEP, BUT
FAIL TO SEE THE MANY PROMISES
THAT OBAMA DID KEEP."
II

Contact Lindsie Tregoat
Iwagnerl 4@my.whitworth.edu

The American troops have been overseas, in Iraq
and Afghanistan, for about 11 years, andPresident
Obama plans to bring them home by the end of 2014,
as well as try to negotiate peace with the Taliban.
Obama has invested in the use of sanctions and
diplomacy in interactions with other nations like
Iraq and Iran, according to the White House official
website. He has been actively re-energizing America's
alliances with other nations during his term in office,
and he intends to continue to use this mindset if he is
re-elected.

FOREIE
Obama plans to reward businesses that bring jobs
back to America from overseas, jumpstart small busi
nesses and invest in adomestic clean energy econ
omy to help get the economy back on track. "I want
to build manufacturing jobs in this country again,"
President Obama said in the second presidential.debate, Oct. 16. He also intends to keep taxes low for 98
percent of Americans and nearly every small business,
while ensuring that the wealthiest Americans pay
at least the same tax rate as middle class families to
do their fair share of helping the economy, according the
White House website.

Obama intends to lower the cost of college by
finding a better way than the current system to
distribute student aid. He would like to reward
schools that set tuition prices responsibly.
Obama also plans to improve college qual
ity and value through competition, providing
incentives for those schools that keep cost
under control and have students graduate on
time, according to the White House website.
The emphasis on community college is another
hallmark on the Obama administration's plan,
and he has called for an additional 5 million graduates from
community colleges by 2020, with help from the government.

FEDERAL FIF

Obama believes a woman's right to choose is a "fun
damental constitutional right" and has consistently
voted in favor of pro-choice initiatives, as well as voting t
against the Partial-Birth Abortion Ban Act and the In
duced Infant Liability Act, according to a comparison
article of Romney and Obama written by A1 Jazeera.
Obama also believes that the woman's health is one of
the most important aspects of abortion, and his voting
in office has reflected this. Under his Affordable Care
Act, passed in 2010, many private insurance plans, as
well as job-related plans, are required to fully cover
birth control for women in the workplace without copays or deductibles.

Obama's plan for health cafe is to establish a new
market for health insurance where people can com
pare different plans through state-based exchanges.
The plan also includes steps to help families with
the cost of health care through tax cuts, according to
the White House official website. He also intends to
lower Medicare costs for those currently on the plan
and also for those on high-cost prescription drugs.
Obama has already accomplished many changes
with the health care law he passed in 2010, such
as improving health care costs to make them more
affordable for everyone and protecting consumers from
private insurance companies' practices of abuse.

Contact Meghan Dellinger at
mdellingerl 5@my.whitworth.edu
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In his foreign policy address to the Virginia Military
Institute on Oct. 8, 2012, Governor Romney stated that
he intends to change America's course of action in the
Middle East should he be elected. His goals include
introducing new sanctions on Iran in order to pre
vent their acquisition of nuclear weapons, facilitating
greater military cooperation between America and
Israel and supporting a higher budget for the military
by rolling back budget cuts President Obama has made
to national defense.

N POLICY

Lindsey Hubbart

Governor Romney intends to follow a five-point plan
that works toward economic recovery and job growth,
according to MittRomney.com. His steps include: pro
moting continental energy independence by the end of
the decade to create more American jobs; opening new
markets for American goods and services; providing
better vocational training; reducing the size of govern
ment to lower the deficit; and lowering tax rates for
small businesses.
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While campaigning in New Hampshire this
August, Romney stated that he did not plan for
an increase in federal financial aid funding, nor
in the forgiveness of student debt, according to
B
the Huffington Post. According to the National
Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators, Romney plans to eliminate some education programs, and refocus Pell Grant spending
which has nearly doubled during the Obama
administration. In the Oct. 3 debate however,
Romney stated that he did not intend to cut
any funds from education. According to the NASFAA, "It re
mains unknown exactly how Romney plans to maintain funding
and also eliminate some programs."

IANCIALAID

Over the past several years, Governor Romney has
not maintained a consistent position on his plans for
abortion legislation, according to a report by ABC
News. Romney is traditiorfally pro-life, and stated
last year that he would support efforts to end federal
funding to Planned Parenthood and organizations of
that ilk. However, he toldthe Des Moines Register Oct.
9 that outlawing abortion and stopping government
funding to those programs were not actions he had
planned for his potential presidency. "There's no leg
islation with regards to abortion that I'm familiar with
that would become part of my agenda," Romney said.
The Des Moines Register reported Oct 13 that although
Romney received severe scrutiny for this statement,
the plans for his agenda do not contradict his pro-life position.
Governor Romney, if elected, intends to do away
with President Obama's Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act, but stated in September to
NBC's Meet the Press that he would not be getting
rid of all health care reform. According to 2012.
republican-candidates.org, he intends to maintain
extended family policies and coverage for patients
with pre-existing conditions. In the Oct. 3 presiden
tial debate, Romney stated his intent to transition a
large portion of the responsibility of health care to
state governments.

ICARE
Contact Katherine Knoll at
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ROMNEY

Staff Writer
This election, the choice is clear as to
which candidate can most effectively lead
our country out of recession and into greater
economic prosperity: Mitt Romney. When
I think about the most important issue sur
rounding this debate, the words of James
Carville come to mind, "it's the economy,
stupid."
The current state of the economy is abys
mal. According to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, the unemployment rate finally
dropped to 7.8 percent. This is progress, as
the number has remained above 8 percent,
but it's a pathetic number if we co nsider all
the spending Obama has done to make such
a minimal improvement. Also, acc ording to
the U.S. Debt Clock, o ur debt has surpassed
$16 trillion. To put this in perspective, this is
equivalent to every citizen owing $51,441.
According to the Wall Street Journal, "CBO
shows that Over t he first three years of the
Obama Presidency, 2009-2011, the federal
government will borrow an estimated $3.7
trillion. That is more than the entire accumu
lated national debt for the first 225 years of
U.S. history."
Romney's five-point Plan for a Stronger
Middle Class is exactiy what we need to get
the economy running again. According to
Mittromney.com, he will promote energy
independence, improve education and job
training programs, increase trade, cut the
deficit and help small businesses. Addition
ally, the slogan for Romney's tax plan is "fair
er, flatter, and simpler." According to his web

site, he plans to lower taxes for Americans to
add more security back into the job market,

which would help him create 12 million jobs
for Americans.
We need someone with business experi
ence to turn our economy around, and that is
exactiy what Roniney can provide. Even Bill
Clinton described Romney's business career
as "sterling" in an interview on CNN on May
31. Between his experience at Bain Capital
and the Salt Lake City Olympics,, he knows
how to turn a failing business around. He
also knows first hand what types of policies
stimulate the growth of businesses.
One of R omney's strengths is his ability
to reach across the aisle and work with the
other side. As our government becomes in
creasingly divided, this is more important
than ever. In the debate on Oct. 16, Romney
said, "I had the great experience...of being
elected in a state where my legislature was 87
percent Democrat, and that meant I figured
out from day one I had to...work across the
aisle to get anything done." He met weekly
with members of both parties during his
term. Obama has shown no interest in fol
lowing suit. For example, Obama drove the
health care bill through Congress without a
single Republican vote.
In an interview on CNN in 2009, Obama
said that if he did not turn the economy
around in three years, his presidency would
be a "one-term proposition." We must make
sure that happens. It's time for a change in .
the White House; we simply cannot afford
another four more years of President Obama.
The Mitt Romney and Paul Ryan ticket is the
clear choice in the 2012 election.

ONEOFROMNEY'SSTRENGTHS
IS HIS ABILITY TO REACH ACROSS
THEAISLE ANDWORK WITHTHE
OTHER SIDE. AS OUR GOVERNMENT BECOMES INCREASINGLY
DIVIDED,THISISMOREIMPORTAIT THAN EVER."
••
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Do you plan to vote in the upcoming
election? Why or why not?
"Yes; I think it's something I can do to make
a difference, even if it is asmall one. It's also
something I have been really excited to do since
I was little."
—Samantha Moore, sophomore

AREYOUVOTING
IN THE 2012
PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTION?

"I am voting because, first of all, I can, and I
think it's important to because a lot of people
think someone else will do it but if everyone
thinking that, I don't think change will be
made."
—Katherine.Smith, sophomore

"Of course I am voting because it determines
the future of our country. I actually just voted
today."
—Conner Richards, freshman

I
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YES 89%
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"Yes; I believe in the potential of the democratic
system and would be a fool not to participate
in it.."
—Jeremy White, senior

"No I am not. My reasoning is that I am not
informed. I don't actively seek information and
also, you are not going to get straight answers
because everything is convoluted. It's hard to
find real information. I'd rather remove myself
from the situation then worry about whether or
not I am making the right choice."
—Victoria Luckinbill, freshman

IF THE 2012 PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTION WERE HELD TODAY,
WH0MW0ULDY0U
V0TEF0R?
IIP
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"I am voting, not in Washington but in Califor
nia, because it is our right to vote and I want to
exercise that right and not limit myself. I don't
see the point of not voting.
—Travis Rogers, junior

''I am voting because our decisions as voters
help shape our nation. If you are not interested
in deciding how the government is run, you
shouldn't vote. But, if you are interested in
having people represent you who are going to
make decisions that you are a proponent of, you
should vote."
—Katie Traylor, senior

R0MNEY34.3%
OTHER 8.1%
NOT SURE 10.1%
I

| NOT VOTING 6.1%

Statistics from Whitworthian reader survey
r>.
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EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP#
ASWU reflects student perspective,
however accountability is still crucial
Just as there are checks and balances in the gov
Do you know youi dorm senator? Do you know
who the vice president of ASWU is? Most students are ernment for a reason, students are responsible for
unaware of the members who make up ASWU and holding ASWU accountable in many ways. Sincesuch
the immense power that they hold. The body serves a small body serves as the voice for many, it is crucial
as .a bridge between students and administration that they be held under a microscope to a certain ex
and many issues that impact students are decided by tent. If stude nts aren't aware of what is taking place
in the chambers, information could be withheld or
them.
ASWU e ncompasses a wide variety of individu distorted and decisions could be made that don't re
als who represent different perspectives of students flect the perspectives of the students. Although these
on campus. These 30 or so individuals are elected or people were elected by the student body for a reason,
hired to serve asthe overall voicefor the student body, they are still humans who make mistakes. If we fail to
which is comprised of aro und 2,200 peop le. Such a check in on them, we run the risk ofgiving trust blind
small percentage of indiv iduals maintain power on ly and having it backfire.
Over the course of a month, ASWU discussed trans
issues that influence all of us on varying levels.
Every semester, each student makes a mandatory parency, the issue of dis closing information passed
payment of $110 in ord er for concerts, campus pro down from a dministration to students. Sparked by a
grams and more to take place, which ASW
U also han speaker who asked information to be kept discreet in
dles. These individuals hold the power to determine a public meeting, ASWU decided that a system need
ure that information would
what events will h appen, what clubs will be given ed to be put in place to ens
what resources and how much of the administration's not be kept from students. The four-week discussion
actions will b e shared with students. For example, eventually led to the decision of a n executive ses
ASWU members are often the first to know about ad sion being held for sensitive information that ASWU
ministrative decisions or tentative future plans. Along needed to discuss. Executive sessions would only be
with this, ASWU members are often the student rep open to elected ASWU officials; anything discussed in
resentatives on a variety of committees around Whit- these sessions would not be revealed to the student
body. This is an example of a decision that has been
worth.
This board firmlybelieves that students need to be made that impacts students and hasn't been widely
come more familiar with the roleof ASWU on campus publicized.
Your involvement and voice do not need to be lim
and become more knowledgeable about what's going
on. There are plenty of ways to be clued into what is ited to voting, whether the issues at hand are in Whittaking place in the chambers; the first one being the worth, your home state or the nation. In the same way
that you can make your voice heard on local issues by
open meeting held every week.
Students are invited every week to join ASWU on contacting your senators or representatives, one of
Wednesday nights to learn about what the issues that the easiest ways to ensure ASWU has the opportunity
are of concern to the campus. ASWU even bribes stu to hear your input is to contact the representative for
dents with a free meal if they attend. Also, each week your dorm or another ASWU member.
This board encourages you to remember how im
in The Whitworthian, there is a breakdown of every
thing that was discussed in the ASWU me eting the portant it isto be informed. Alot comes into play here:
previous week if people are not able to go. This year, your money, your school and, ultimately, your deci
a video version ofthe discussion has also been imple sions.
mented to cater to those who dislike reading and to
adapt to a social media era.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
7he Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles orissues of interest to the Whitworth community. Send
letters to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200 words.

"disappear" (see Chile under Pinochet) just because
they have expressed their disagreements, opposition
or hatred.
I am grateful!(but it's not what you think).
In four years we will be at the close ofanother elec
While Syrian President Bashar Assad massacres
his own people to stay in power, we in America just tion and this time there will be a guarantee of a blood
witnessed a strongly contested grab for the most pow less transfer of power to a new president.
As I look at the events around the world, that is truly
erful position in our governmen. Without bloodshed.
Had Governor Romney won. President Obama awe-striking. What a country! While there are things
would have handed over the reins of America to him that I disagree with about our government's "policies
in January. As it s tands now, Governor Romney has and politics, Election Day highlights why I am so
just given a gracious concession speech, and will not thankful to be an American and to have served along
side others who have fought and died to ensure that
pursue a bloody coup.
Along the way, opposition to our current President our democracy endures.
I am grateful!
has been expressed in the media, on Facebook, in
town-halls and in classrooms, just as vehemently as
it was when President Bush was in office. Thankfully,
those opposing the president can do so without fear
of bei ng killed, tortured, or having family members
Dr. Mark Baird
After the Election
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NEWS

Dropping out: Former students discuss why they left
college studies after taking some time
off.
Cody Thompson, former Whitworth
student, dropped out of school as
Peter Thiel, one of the wealthiest well. Thompson attended Whitworth
and best-educated American entrepre for three semesters before deciding to
neurs, is not convinced that college is leave the school. For Thompson, mon
worth the cost. According to his com etary issues were a big factor for leav
ments on BBC News, student loans are ing.
"I changed what I wanted to do ev
now reaching almost a trillion dollars,
and only half of the recent U.S. college ery three months and spent $80,000
graduates find themselves in full-time not knowing what I w anted to study,"
Thompson said. "Originally I wanted to
Jobs after receiving a diploma.
"Mark Zuckerberg from Facebook be a teacher, then I changed my major
didn't complete Harvard. Steve Jobs to art, and then theology before finally
deciding to just leave."
dropped out of Reed College. Bill Gates
According to a survey
dropped out of Harvard,"
done by the Apollo Re
Thiel told BBC News.
search Institute, more
"When you do some
than two-thirds of col
thing entrepreneurial,
lege students indicated
the credentials are not
that expenses were a big
what really matters.
contributor to dropping
What matters is having
out. In 2011, the Federal
the right idea at the right
Reserve Bank of New
time [at] the right place."
York reported that the
Josiah Brown, for
average debt of those try
mer Whitworth student,
ing to obtain a B.A. was
found that leaving Whit
$23,000.
worth to pursue some
"1 am paying for
thing entirely different
school all on my own,"
than what he had been
studying was a worth
Greg Moser [ Photographer Thompson said. "I left
when I f ound out that I
while decision.
"I changed what I could study way cheaper
"When I first applied
to Whitworth, I wanted wanted to do every elsewhere. Now I spend
about an eighth of w hat
to study Theology and
become a youth pastor,"
three months and I would have spent at
Whitworth."
Brown said. "The fall of
spent $80,000 not
Thompson said he
what would have been
misses Whitworth's en
my senior year, I got
knowing what I
vironment and commu
certified as an EMT, and
decided to move to Port
wanted to study." nity the most. While he is
glad to not be in as much
land to become a para
debt, he said it was worth
—CODY THOMPSON
medic. Completely op
coming to Whitworth at
posite of wh at I thought
former Whitworth
least for a little while.
I'd be doing, but abso
According to the
lutely the best decision
student
Apollo Research survey,
of my life."
the second highest re
Brown studied at
ported reason students leave college
Whitworth for two years
before taking some time off to work is the anxiety over missing friends or
in Denver. There, he completed a se family. In addition, some students
mester of urban studies before return have difficulty managing the stress that
ing to Whitworth. A year later, Brown comes with classes, or develop resent
dropped out of Whitworth and spent ment over doing coursework instead of
eight months in Africa. He said he had something more interesting.
Megan Leary transferred from Whit
no intention of returning to finish earn
worth to the University of San Diego in
ing his bachelor's degree.
"I had a draw to be doing more ac: 2009.
"I was very homesick and missed
tion and less studying," Brown said. "I
paused my education at Whitworth my family too much," Leary said. "I was
because I felt like I needed some more born and raised in Southern California,
and I was too far away from my family
real world experience."
The National Center for Education and friends."
Leary said she originally wanted to
Statistics shows that only 28 percent of
full-time students and only five percent attend Whitworth because of its repu
of part-time students will finish their tation of being a small, private universi-

Jennifer Ingram
Staff Writer

ty with a successful business program.
However, she soon discovered that
Spokane was substantially different
from where she grew up, and she de
cided to return to her home state. Leary
will be graduating this spring from the
University of S an Diego with a bache
lor's degree in accounting with a supply
chain minor.
"I know I made the right decision
leaving Whitworth, but I also do not
regret going to Whitworth for my fresh
man year," Leary said. "I met some
amazing friends and made so many
memories that will last a lifetime."
Although there are students who
transfer from Whitworth, there are also
many who choose to transfer to Whit
worth.
Michelle Reardon transferred to
Whitworth in 2010 as an academic
sophomore. After spending a year
studying at Walla Walla University,
Reardon realized that she wasn't truly
content with the institution's policies
and had the desire to leave.
"I think all too often parents are re
sponsible direcdy or indirectly for the
institution their child attends. Not in
my family," Reardon said. "It was a per
sonal decision. My parents have always
acted with unconditional love, encour
agement and support for whatever de
cisions or paths I choose."
After leaving Walla Walla, Reardon
chose to attend Whitworth based on
how she viewed the integrity and repu
tation of Whitworth's School of Globa l
Commerce and Management.
"I had a family history and connec
tion to Whitworth," Reardon said. "My
grandparents met and married because
of this school, my older sister attended
all four years here as well asseveral oth
er family members. Despite the strong
family ties, what really impressed me
was their business program."
Reardon will graduate this spring
with a degree in business administra
tion.
Reardon said that she would have
regretted it h ad she not transferred to
Whitworth after leaving Walla Walla
University.
"The relationships I have made
and the lessons I have learned here
at Whitworth are priceless and worth
more than I could ever have imagined,"
Reardon said. "Even though this ride
hasn't been without its bumps, I ha ve
grown, found love and most impor
tantly, I hav e found myself. And that's
more meaningful than any degree in
my opinion."
Contact Jennifer Ingram at
jingraml 3@my. whitworth.edu

TOP 6 PSYCHOSOCIAL
ISSUES OF ADULT
COLLEGESTUDENTS

71.3%

ANXIETY/STRESSOVER
COLLEGE-RELATED EXPENSES

58.5%

ANXIETY ABOUTNOTSPENDING
TIME WITH FRIENDS/FAMILY

51.5%

WORRYINGABOUT
INTELLECTUALABILITYTO
COMPLETE COURSEWORK
>

V *

49.1% >4

STRESSDUETOCLASSES
INTERFERINGWITHROUTINE

42.0%

FEARTHATEARNINGADEGREEIS
NEEDEDTOPROVECOMPETENCE

40.4%

RESENTMENTOVERDOING
COURSEWORK INSTEAD OF MORE
INTERESTINGACTIVITIES
~

Hayley Niehaus | Grap
hic Artis

Data from Apollo ResearchInstitute
using responses of 4,446 adults
currently or recently enrolled
U.S. degree programs.

Election impacts health care fCRKHINGh
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act likely
to stay, affecting students studying health care

Kendra Stubbs
Staff Writer

NEEiraKlOW

After election results on Tuesday, Nov. 6, it is safe
to say some form of Pres ident Obama's Patient Pro
• The American Association of Medical Col
tection and Affordable Care Act is here to stay, and
leges estimates that 32 million Americans will
citizens as well as physicians across America can ex
be newly insured by the Patient Protection and
pect changes. This h ealth care plan may also affect
students pursuing careers in the health care field.
Affordable Care Act.
"Regardless of political party, we can all agree that
• Because of th is, they project that there will
the [health care] system is broken and something
be 45,000 too few primary care physicians and
needs to be done. The problem is being able to agree
46,000 too few surgeons by 2020.
what that is," said Dr. Elizabeth Abbey, registered di
etician and lecturer in the health science department.
• Doctors may be reimbursed less for Medicaid
With PP and ACA, 32 million Americans will be
and Medicare patients, according to Forbes,
newly insured, requiring more medical staff than
ever before, according to the American Association of
com.
Medical Colleges.
• Another concern is that the quality of care and
Many students are interested in the field, and there
doctor-patient relationships may suffer due to
is predicted to be a huge shortage of p hysicians in
increased volume of needed care.
the coming years. There is projected to be a deficit of
45,000 primary care physicians and 46,000 surgeons
and specialists by 2020, according to AAMC.
Under this act, doctors may be reimbursed less for
Romero is interested in ophthalmology, the study
Medicaid and Medicare patients, leading to lower ac and treatment of eyes, he said. This field would pro
ceptance of these patients by doctors, according to vide good job security due to the number of eld erly
Forbes.com.
people who will need treatment in coming years, he
Senior and pre-med student Megan Wingfield said.
agrees.
There is going to be a 36 percent growth in the
"I think that the lack of reimbursement to doctors number of Americans over age 65 in the near future,
is going to create problems," Wingfield said.
fueling the physician shortage, according to AAMC.
Doctors are independent agents who choose their
To offset this projected shortage, some responsibil
patients. They are likely to choose the people with ities of doctors may be shifted to other positions such
private insurance because Medicare/Medicaid only as nurse practitioners and physicians' assistants, Ab
reimburses doctors for 21 percent of tr eatment cost, bey said.
Wingfield said.
The health science depart
"America n eeds to go back to
ment at Whitworth prepares stu
a traditional system where the "I think it will be interesting dents to go on to medical school
doctor-patient interaction is
as well as other health profes
to watch what happens
meaningful; where the doctor is
sions such as physical therapy,
able to take into account the pa
with Obamacare over the nursing, physicians' assistants,
tient's insurance and economic
occupational therapy, the field of
next couple years. It will
situation and come up with a
nutrition, chiropractic, exercise
care plan that the patient can af
physiology, osteopathic medi
definitely
lead
to
some
sort
ford," Wingfield said.
cine and public health.
Other issues include the con of change to our system, and
This is the fourth year health
cern that quality of care may
science has been a department at
decrease and doctor-patient re I'm confident that it will be Whitworth and it is now the sec
lationships may suffer, according
ond largest department, housing
a better change."
to jacksonhealthcare.com.
over 300 students. This speaks to
"I'm concerned," said fresh
the interest in the field, Abbey
—JACK DUNBAR
man and pre-med student Alex
said.
Hoffmann. "Already patient/
Overall, while many students
senior
doctor relationships are not very
may keep politics in mind when
good; you spend an hour wait
choosing a career, some do not.
ing and get five minutes with
Wingfield said she hopes to go into pediatrics, and
the doctor. It's only going to get worse as the system the Affordable Care Act did not affect her decision to
floods with more patients and less doctors."
become a doctor positively of negatively, she said.
While there are some potential concerns about the
"Regardless of what happens, God has a plan. You
system, there is also enthusiasm. Senior pre-med stu can't base what you want to do around the state of the
dent lack Dunbar expresses hope.
nation," Wingfield said.
"I t hink it will b e interesting to watch what hap
Similarly, Dunbar said he was drawn into medicine
pens with Obamacare over the next couple years. It by the prospect of building relationships, not for the
will definitely lead to some sort of change to our sys money.
tem, and I'm confident that it will be a better change,"
The health care field is rewarding, but demanding,
Dunbar said.
Abbey said. "Don't go into it unless you're passionate
Likewise, freshman and pre-med student forge about it."
Romero said he will not base his decision whether or
not to continue pursuing medicine based off of this
act now, rather he will wait to see what happens in a Contact Kendra Stubbs at
kstubbsl5@my. whitworth.edu
couple years.
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Goals-against average for Whitworth senior goal
keeper Kyle Novak. Novak ranked fourth in the
nation in goals-agairist average this year. p. 22

8.5

Hours a day Americans spend exposed to a
screen, according to Brian Stelter of the New
York Times, p. 17

27

Number of points scored by the Whitworth
football team in the second half against Lewis &
Clark last Saturday at the Pine Bowl. The Pirates
finished the season with a 37-20 victory., p. 21

23,000

Dollars is the average debt of students working
toward their B.A. in 2011, according to the Fed
eral Reserve Bank of New York. p. 4

98,000

Number of people in New Jersey, New York and
Connecticut who have registered for federal assis
tance as of Nov. 2, according to a statement made
by the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
p. 8

32,000,000

Number of Americans that will be newly insured
by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act,
according to the American Association of Medical
Colleges, p. 5

72,762,477

Dollars is the amount of money Obama's official
campaign committee spent in Ohio alone, according
to the National Journal, p. 16
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by Molly Hough

Hello Friends!
I hope you have all been able to watch Min
utes in a Minute to keep up on the latest news
within ASWU. Well, the cold weather has finally
arrived and I am still in denial hoping the sun
will come out. But! Instead of foc using on the
rainy weather...play the glad game and think of
one thing you are grateful for. Do it. Right now! I
am grateful for laughter, fires and hot chocolate!
Any who, lets get down to business. Two
weeks ago in the chambers we had Larry Burn
ley, Assistant Vice President of Diversity and Intercultural Relations, come and speak to ASWU
about the different diversity initiatives that are
part of the 2021 plan. It was great to hear about
the time, energy and passion that is being put
into our diversity commitment as a university.
The university is also examining how to best
support underrepresented students once they
are on campus. They want to provide the best:
experience and environment possible for all
students. I kn ow that you have all memorized
the 2021 plan, but if yo u would like to know
more about these plans I would encourage you
to take a look at it. You may also contact Larry
Burnley if you have any questions of your own.
Audrey Gudeman also came to speak to
ASWU about the different bias incidents that
have been happening around campus to an ar
ray of students. She spoke about the seriousness
of this issue because Whitworth students do not
feel safe and that is unacceptable. Audrey is one
of the individuals currently trying to collaborate
with faculty and staff to ensure that all students
feel safe. Let's be a university that is accepting to
all students.
This past week Aaron Leetch, Athletic Direc
tor of Whitworth, gave us an update on the"ath
letic department. Whitworth's athletes are do
ing an incredible job. Let's go Bucs!
Remember to visit our meetings every
Wednesday at 5 p.m.! Email Tim Gjefle if yo u
would like to be put on the dinner list for a free
meal. I hope you all have a great week an
d make
sure to say hi whenI see you around campus!
Live Bold.
Be Fierce.
Molly Beth
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Contact Molly Hough at
mhoughl 3@my.whitworth.edu
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RAs serve fellow students
Baker is one of four RDs on the committee that
coordinates the selection of RAs. A pplicants are
Staff Writer
then evaluated by all RDs, the Director of Housing,
the Director of Student Life and other RAs.
There are many student leadership positions
"The application process is one of the most ben
available at Whitworth University. One of the most eficial experiences, regardless of the outcome,
visible positions is the resident assistant. A RA Thomas said.
makes major contributions to dorm life and com " There are three phases in theRA application pro
munity life at Whitworth.
cess.
RAs have a variety of res ponsibilities.They must
First, applicants submit an online application
help residents develop a sense of community within along with a resume, a cover letter and a reference
the living area and between students. A RA is there from their roommate, their current RA and a fac
to aid and advise students and serve as a role model. ulty/staff member.
"A RA is pri marily there to be a resource if an d
The second phase is an experiential process.
when residents need it," Duvall RA and junior Dan
"Applicants are put into real life RA situations and
iel Thomas said.
are evaluated on how they perform," Baker said.
Thomas lived in McMillan his freshman year and
The situation given to a potential RA is a residen
. said he loved the feeling he got from interacting tial ordeal they may face in the future such as deal
with his RA.
ing with two roommates who are fighting.
"I wanted to give afreshman the experience I had
Applicants are cut throughout the process.
been given," Thomas said.
The applicants who have passed the first two
Thomas decided to become a RA after a couple stages engage in a 30 minute formal interview with
RAs suggested the he apply for the position.
a current RD and multiple RAs.
This is Thomas' second year of being an RA. Last
"We want to see applicants in their natural and
year he was a RAin Baldwin-Jenkins.
true nature. We want to see people
"Sometimes it was a challenge
for who they really are," Baker said.
"Anyone has the
and could be exhausting, but I loved
After the selection process is
it," Thomas said.
complete, the committee forms
potential
to
be
a
RA.
The residence hall leadership
leadership teams for the different
team of a dorm is committed to pro
You just need the
communities.
viding programs that build a sense
Though the committee assigns
of co mmunity within the residence courage to grow and
the RAs to their dorm, RAs are asked
halls.
where they feel they would be an as
want to engage in
"Hove being in charge of building
set.
a community and setting the tone
"Some feel they would connect
relationships with
for the floor," sa id sophomore Seth
better with freshman or would work
Flanders, a RA in Stewart Hall.
people."
better in a pod," Baker said.
He said the aspects of being a
The job of a RA starts in the spring
—HANNAH CRAWFORD
RA he particularly enjoys include
where they help with the housing
Prime Time, everyday interactions
lottery and attend a leadership re
resident assistant
with residents and connecting with
treat.
people.
RAs do not have other obligations
Being a RA takes considerable commitment.
From planning Prime Times to organizing hall ac until fall when they go through a week and a half of
tivities to interacting with the residents in your hall, training. The RAs de corate their building, connect
with other RAs and learn what to do in emergency
the duty of a RAis 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
"I've had difficulty with time-management. Find situations, among other things.
"Being a RA has made me want to stay involved
ing time for classes, studying, prime time and build
ing a community with the RA staff as well as the In community and residence life. I want to help out
and interact with people," Flanders said.
dorm is a challenge," Flanders said.
Generally, a RA keeps their position throughout
RAs are encouraged to not have too many outside
commitments such as clubs because they conflict the whole year, although if a RA wants 'to go on a trip
or study abroad for Jan Term, someone else is as
with their positional duties and responsibilities.
Commitments of a RA include hosting eight signed to cover their position.
The application process for Jan Term RAs is
Prime Times a month, attending a staff meeting ev
ery week and spending one-on-one time with their shrunk down. Only the online application and in
terview are required.
resident director every week.
Flanders said Jan-term would be a great time to
Junior Hannah Crawford is a RA in Ballard Hall.
She tried to apply for the RA position last year, but be an RA if you want to try it out.
"Anyone has the potential to be a RA. Yo u just
did not make the cut.
"Looking back, I'm glad I did not get the position. need the courage to grow and want to engage in re
I wasn't ready and didn't take it seriously at that lationships with people," Crawford said.
The Residence Life staff seeks to hire people who
time. I matured and learned a lot about being a RA
are truly themselves. It is not required for a RA to be
and I applied again," Crawford said.
Applicants must be a full-time Whitworth stu extroverted or come from a faith background. Ap
plications are accepted from everyone.
dent with a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.5.
"There is no 'ideal' RA. We ar e all very different
A student needs to be at least a sophomore that
has lived on-campus at least two semesters for the and have an array of personalities that we bring to
year of employment. Transfer students who are gether in a team," Thomas said.
The experience of being a RA is intended to not
otherwise qualified may also apply.
"Other qualities we look for are a teachable at- only to help others grow, but to bring an individual
:
" titude, a drive to grow and learn, a person who is personal growth as well.
genuine, listens well and cares for people," said
Matthew Baker, the RD for McMillan, Ballard and Contact Rebekah Bresee at
Cornerstone.
rbreseel 6@my.whitworth.edu

Rebekah Bresee

'Naked Face' asks women to reflect on makeup motives 7
Face Project Facebook page and leave
encouraging sticky notes throughout
campus. Guys especially can play a big
supportive role.
"We c an encourage ladies who are
No makeup. This idea may panic
most women, but when roommates doing the project," freshman Joel SilKate Rapacz and Krisula Steiger heard vius said. "We can acknowledge beau
about The Naked Face Project, a pro ty even when people aren't wearing
gram where women go sixdays without makeup, because if men show they
makeup, they decided to go for it. Their support less use of makeup, then it
experience influenced them to make it might actually happen."
The hope is that students will reflect
a campus-wide event.
"We rea lized that it was really em throughout the week. For women who
powering so we talked about how awe wear makeup, the idea is to think about
some it would be to have other women the reason and heart behind wearing
makeup. The goal is
do it," Rapacz said.
not to be makeup hat
Rapacz and Steiger
"We like to think we ers.
coordinated bringing
"I honestly don't
the Naked Face Project
make decisions fully think
that
there's
to Whitworth.
"The Naked Face
on our own, but we anything wrong with
makeup," Steiger said.
Project is a time for
men and women to don't. We make them "I think its the heart
behind it. When I am
come together and
within society full
putting on makeup,
learn about the strug
gles women face with
of expectations and am I putting on "my
face" and who I am or
regards to makeup,
am I just dressing up
beauty and modesty in
influences that we
for fun? Feeling confi
connection to the me
don't always think
dent when you are not
dia and pop culture,"
wearing makeup and
Steiger said. "The pur
about."
knowing beauty comes
pose of it is to improve
from within, is all that
self-esteem and self—BROOKE WATTS
matters."
image for women and
English lecturer
The project can in
to give guys an oppor
spire reflection beyond
tunity to promote that
the use of makeup as well.
self-esteem in women
"I think the project speaks beyond
and help them with their challenges."
The event kicked off on Tuesday Nov. the levelof makeup," Watts said. "I hope
13. Founder of The Naked Face Project, students can think about the body as a
Caidyn Boyle, was on campus to speak whole and how we try to make it con
about negative self-talk, media influ form through diet, exercise, plastic sur
ences, Operation Beautiful — a project gery and so on."
Part of t he reflection is considering
where people post anonymous encour
aging sticky notes in public places — the influence of media and pop culture
and the Naked Face Project. Students on society's standards of beauty.
"We like to think we make decisions
were challenged to go the next six days
fully on our own, but we don't," Watts
with no makeup.
Whitworth English lecturer Brooke said. "We make them within society full
Watts said she hopes students will try it. of expectations and influences that we
"Whitworth is a safe enough envi don't always think about."
Society's influence can even create
ronment to try," Watts said. "Why not?
What's the worst that can happen? And unrealistic standards of beauty.
there are not just students participat
"I think pop culture has exaggerated
ing, but also faculty and staff. I am par beauty to an unattainable level," Silvius
ticipating and other faculty are as well. said. "It would be nice to refocus our
We want this to be campus wide."
ideas of beauty and for society to move
For non-makeup wearing students, its standards to more natural?
On Saturday, Nov. 17, there will be a
participation can involve going without
doing other activities, such as styling panel of guys discussing their opinions
on beauty, makeup and modesty.
hair, Rapacz said.
"I think it's good to promote self-im
Participation also takes the form
ndent on
of supporting other students. As s tu age and beauty that is not depe
dents go the week without makeup, makeup," Silvius said. "I can appreciate
they are encouraged to post encourag a little bit of makeup but it's really easy
ing statuses on the Whitworth Naked to overdo. I also really value girls who

Madison Garner
StaffWriter
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Tanner Scholten | Photographer

Krisula Steiger and Kate Rapacz brought the Nake
d Face Project to
Whitworth after participating themselves last year.
don't wear makeup. It displays natural
beauty and displays confidence, which
is attractive. I think most guys like less
makeup than girls think we do."
The goal is that at the end of the sixday makeup fast, students will have
reflected and learned. Last year, when
Rapacz and Steiger accepted the Naked
Face Project challenge, they learned a
lot.
"It totally transformed my thought
process," Steiger said. "I learned a lot
about my insecurities even though it
was only a few days. I'm not someone
who is tied to makeup every single day.

I felt like I had a good view of makeup
but it was really convicting for me. I
did think, 'Why do I feel so ugly today"
or feel like I do need to wear makeup.
I was surprised I h ad those feelings. I
didn't know I felt that way until I had to
go a whole six days."
For Rapacz, the experience solidified
the idea that physical appearance does
not define beauty.
"You are not defined by what you
look like on the outside," Rapacz said.
Contact Madison Garner at
mgarnerl 6@my. whitworth.edu
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Hurricane Sandy: Storm's
aftermath affects WU

students and families
According to an article for the Exam
iner published Nov. 10, "In the after
math of Hurricane we see where loss
of electricity can linger days after the
The National Hurricane Center con storm has passed. Tempers flare as lo
firms that Hurricane Sandy developed cal residents are frustrated by the slow
on Oct. 22. A week later, on Oct. 29, the progress of returning the lights back
storm had hit the coastlines of New on."
I
York, New Jersey and Connecticut.
Loss of power can also affect meth
In the days that follow, residnets ods of communication in areas the hur
continue to respond to the physical, ricane has hit.
personal and emotional damages.
"My mom just went to go visit them,
"NASA's Aqua satellite captured a my grandmother and grandfather. And
visible image Sandy's massive circula she still has no way to contact me,"
tion," NASA's we bsit reported. "Sandy Clevinger Schlackman said.
covers 1.8 million square miles, from
Like Clevinger Schlackman, sopho
the Mid-Atlantic to the Ohio Valley, more Chris Engelmann has family on
into Canada and New England."
the East Coast,
The death toll within the United
"My grandpa lives
States stands at more
in New York. He's lived
"My
grandmother
than 100, a ccording to
there almost his whole
the New York Times ar
life. He's 91 years old,"
still does not have
ticle published Nov. 7.
Engelmann said.
Despite
evacua
power, because she
Engelmann said that
tions and precautions,
his grandfather had lit
lives in Long Island. tle anxiety in regards to
schools, homes and
businesses
suffered
the storm, referring to
My cousin and his
structural
damages
the concern as "a lot of
of varying degrees as wife own a restaurant. hoopla" He was, how
thousands of people
ever, upset about the
Both the restaurant damage to his tomato
are still displaced.
As of Nov. 2, over
garden.
98,000 people in New and his house still do
Freshman Hannah
Jersey, New York and
Comi kept her older
not have power."
Connecticut have reg
brother, Sam, in mind
istered for federal as
—JAKE CLEVINGER
during the days of the
sistance, according to
storm.
SCHLACKMAN
a statement made by
"Hurricanes
and
the Federal Emergency
storms happen a lot
sophomore
Management Agency.
on the coast and down
On the other side of
in the south. Coming
the nation, Hurricane
from there, we often forget how big t
Sandy has touched the lives of Whita deal that is," Comi said. "I have nevei
worth students.
been personally affected by a hu
"My grandparents and my fam
ily and I used to live on the east coast. cane before and when this one was;
Pretty much my whole family lives in nounced I kind of th ought, 'Whateve:
New York," transfer sophomore Jake that's normal.' Then I realized the dayo
the storm my brother is there."
Clevinger Sciilackman said.
Comi said that in the end, her brotl
Luckily, the worst of the damages his
er
didn't see much of Hurricane Sand
family experienced was a loss of ele c
. besides the wind and rain. The greatest
tricity.
"My grandmother still does not inconvenience had been forgetting I
have power, because she lives in Long go to the store before the storm hit.
Island. My cou sin and his wife o wn a
restaurant. Both the restaurant and his
house still do not have power," Clev
Contact Laryssa Lynch at
inger Schlackman said.
laryssalynchl5@my.whitworth.edu

Laryssa Lynch
Staff Writer
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He's turning
plant waste
into fuel.
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Graduate students team with
Dr. M anuel Garcia-Perez to create
biofuel from agricultural waste.
Their research could yield clean,
renewable sources of energy.
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NEWS»< BRIEF
River Park Square mall evacuated due to a car fire in the
parking garage
Patrons at River Park Square were told to leave because of a car fire in
the parking garage Sunday, Nov. 11. The fire was confined to one car
on the seventh floor, filling the garage with smoke. The fire department
responded, putting out the car and using fans to force out the smoke. No
injuries were reported.

Rollover accident injures six teenagers
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A car rolled over and crashed late Friday, Nov. 10. Both m arijuana and
excessive speed were involved. The crash took place on the 13700 block
of S outh Betz Road. Two of the occupants were ejected, and one, a
17-year-old female, was airlifted to a hospital. The driver was arrested on
suspicion of vehicular assault.
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State Department of Health prepares for changes after
state votes to allow same-sex marriage
Washington voters approved a state law legalizing same-sex marraige
that was passed by legislators earlier this year by passing Referendum
74. As the law willtake effect Dec. 6, counties are taking steps to prepare.
The State Department of Health is holding a public meeting Nov. 28 to
discuss the final language of the forms, which currently use the words
"bride" and "groom." Spokane County Auditor Vicky Dalton told The
Spokesman-Review most counties have already updated the language
on their applications and licenses, but anticipates larger numbers of
applicants Dec. 6 and 7.

Spokane Public Schools officials have announced their
intention to apply for a charter school
Initiative 1240 passed in the State of Washington, allowing for up to 40
charters schools to be set up over the next five years. The schools can be
set up either by nonprofit organizations or public school districts. The
charter schools will still be public, but willgenerally focus on a particular
study area or learning method.

Explosion in Indianapolis destroys two homes and kills
two people, injuring others
An explosion Saturday, Nov. 10, destroyed two homes and damaged
at least 14 surrounding homes. More deaths have not been ruled out.
Around 200 p eople were evacuated from the site and taken to a local
school. The cause is yet to be determined.

Guatemala's 7.4 magnitude earthquake leaves at least 52
dead
The earthquake Wednesday, Nov. 7, was the strongest to hit Guatemala
in more than 30 years. At leas t 22 p eople were missing, and several
thousand are displaced, homeless or without power as of Sunday.

Second quake in Myanmar adds to the damage of the
earlier, stronger earthquake
A 6.8 magnitude earthquake hit Myanmar Sunday night, killing at least
12. Hours later, early Monday morning, a 5.6 magnitude earthquake
hit. While earthquakes are relatively common in the area, this was the
strongest earthquake there since 1991.
Sources | Spok
esman-Review, BBC, Aljazeera
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Earn your master's degree, when and how you want.
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Choose from APU's Master of Business Administration or Master of Arts in
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Management, offered in traditional, online, and fifth-year formats. Our Master
of P rofessional Accountancy is also expected to launch in 2013.
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MA in Management
(Social and Sustainable Emphasis)

An innovative 11-month
graduate business degree
for the non-business major.
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It's here...an accessible business
degree for non-business majors
who want to diversify their skill
sets, increase their marketability,
and bring hope to our world.
• Explore a Christian understand
ing of ethical and sustainable
business practices that respect
both people and the planet
• Develop relevant, real-world skills
in accounting, finance, econom
ics, marketing, and management
• Train and work beside a select
group of intelligent, like-minded
students in a hands-on educa
tional model
• Study abroad in some of the
world's fasrest growing emerging
markets (e.g. China, India)
• Intern with Seattle's top busi
nesses and network with key
professionals
• Earn a master's degree in just
11 months
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ARTS & CULTURE

Courtesy ot uoraon wuson

Farm animals were art professor Gordon Wilson's muse for his new exhib
it, "Brunchat Wasnick's," which is on display atthe Tinman Gallery on GarlandAvenue.

Art professor exhibits overseas oil paintings
Luke Eldredge
Staff Writer
Bringing landscape paintings and
animal portraits from travels abroad,
as well as from Washington, Whitworth
art professor Gordon Wilson opened a
new art exhibit at the Tinman Gallery
Oct. 26.
The exhibit, titled "Brunch at Was
nick's," b oasts 30 paintings from trav
els to Italy in the summer of 2010 and
Germany in 2011, aswell as landscapes
from Ridgefield, Wash., and Vence,
France.
Themajorityofthe oil-on-linenpaintings were crafted on site, while oth
ers were partially completed abroad
and finished in the studio. A few of the
paintings are purely studio-made from
sketches and memory.
The paintings from Wilson's stay

with friends Ute and Klaus Wasnick in in Wilson's first group of paintings with
Adelberg, Germany, are the most re animals.
"I like the direction the paintings
cently made paintings in the exhibit.
with the animals are
During his stay, Wilson
"When I was
taking," said Bryan
frequently visited the
Oliver Gallery director
neighbors, who own
painting them,
and art professor Lance
goats, chickens and
Sinnema. "Theyare very
rabbits.
it was as if I was
"It was an experience
engaging and lively."
just to go there," Wil
One of the largest
confronting them,
son said. "I was there
paintings in the exhibit
as if I was meeting displays three female
to paint landscapes, but
the animals were just so
goats and a chicken
them again."
interesting."
waiting at a set table
His works from Ger
with the fence and pas
— GORDON WILSON
many include land
ture behind them. The
art professor
scape paintings, but
painting, Wilson said, is
Wilson primarily fo
as life-size as he could
cused on the animals, which he de make it and embodies the playfulness
scribed as social and fun. Paintings of the animals.
of go ats at the brunch table, mingling
"We didn't actually have them to
chickens and crows in flight coalesce brunch, we had them there in spirit,"

Wilson said. "It was important they
were on the table side of th e fence —
they weren't, but it was muchmore fun
that way."
The larger paintings in his collection
were too large to have been painted
on site and thus were painted in Wil
son's studio. Though he was no longer
among the animals, Wilson said that as
they began to materialize in the paint
ing, they kept him company.
"When I w as painting them, it was
as if I was confronting them, as if I was
meeting them again," Wilson said. "I've
never had this much fun painting be
fore."
"Brunch at Wasnick's" will be open
through Nov. 25 at the Tinman Gallery
at 811W. Garland Ave.
Contact Luke Eldredge at
leldredgel 6@my. whitworth.edu
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Ashlynn Phillips
Staff Writer

No Shave November
means freedom. Men
get one month of so
cially acceptable facial
hair freedom. For all 30
days, beards need not be
neatly trimmed or look
ing clean. Some even see
it as a contest — who
can grow the nastiest,
scraggliest whiskers in
the time given.

But for the men, and
women for that matter,
who can't grow facial
hair, we have provided
some cut-out beards
and mustaches as a
consolation.

"I really enjoy doing
No Shave November.
It's a big thing because
my brother has always
grown better facial hair
than me so this year I'm
trying to grow it better
than him."

"To me, No Shave
November is freeing
and it just lets us
guys be goofy and
ridiculous."
IAN W HITLOCK, JUNIOR

— CONNER WALS H, JUNIOR

"Doing this gives
people the opportunity
to step out of their
comfort zone and do
something different and
have a different look.
It's a good time to try
something new. I like
that part of it. There's
even Biblical support of
it in Leviticus 19:27."
— WILLIAM CUNN INGHAM,
SOPHOMORE

WHITWORTH
NEAR!
Caleb Drechsel
Graphic Artist
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EVENTS Thanksgiving:
ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

Holiday myths and ideas to shake up old habits

THURSDAY,N0V.15
FILM: 50/50

Christina Spencer
Staff Writer

7:30 p.m.
Weyerhaeuser Hall Robinson Teaching Theatre
Colleges Against Cancer
is hosting a free showing
of "50/50" to raise cancer
research awareness. The
comedy-drama stars Jo
seph Gordon-Levitt and
Seth Rogen in a film about
a 27-year-old's fight to beat
cancer. Shirts and baked
goods will be sold at the
event.

amazon.com

Thanksgiving is all about gathering around with
family and eating a ton. It's a time to be still and be
thankful, you know, like the Pilgrims did centuries
ago. But what if turkey wasn't even part of the origi
nal Thanksgiving and the Pilgrims weren't even the
founders of the holiday? Here are a few things that
you may have thought are true about Thanksgiving,
but actually aren't.
According to Snopes.com, Thanksgiving did not
originate with the Pilgrims. It's really an ancient
historical custom that the Pilgrims may have been
familiar with in England.
The only food that we know was eat
en on that first
Thanksgiving was venison and some type of wil d
fowl. It is likely they feasted on geese, ducks and

partridges, as well a s birds we no longer consider
food such as cranes, swans and eagles.
The common depiction of Pilgrim attire, with
their black and white clothing and huge belt buck
les, is actually all wrong. In fact, they only wore this
black and white attire on Sundays or for special oc
casions. Large ornamental buckles did not come
into fashion until later in the century and, anyways,
the Pilgrims probably would have dubbed these a
frivolity.
Thanksgiving was not an official holiday until
Abraham Lincoln made it one in 1863. After the
Pilgrims' first Thanksgiving, they never celebrated
another and the holiday was irregularly observed in
the U.S. for more than two centuries.

SATURDAY, DEC. 1 - SUNDAY,DEC. 2
CONCERT: CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL
Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 3 p.m.
Martin Woldson Theater at the Fox
1001 W. Sprague Ave.
Whitworth's annual Christ
mas Festival concert will
feature students at a down
town venue. The concerts
feature the Whitworth Choir,
Whitworth Women's Choir,
Whitworth Men's Chorus,
Whitworth Chamber Sing
ers and student instrumen
talists. The cost is $15 for
students and seniors, and
$18 for adults.
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BANFF MOUNTAIN FILM FESTIVAL
Nov. 16-18, times vary, at the Bing Crosby Theater
The world tour festival from Canada brings films
about exploration and adventure, culture and en
vironment, and mountain sports. $17.

WHITE CHRISTMAS

Perhaps your Thanksgiving traditions are a bit
mundane and you want to adopt something new.
Here are some Thanksgiving traditions of fellow
Whitworth students:

Nov. 7 6 - Dec. 21, days and times vary, at the Spokane
Civic Theatre

KYLIE STEELE. SOPHOMORE:

Irving Berlin's stage play based on the musical
movie starring Bing Crosby and featuring the fa
mous song "White Christmas." $26.

We have a turkey that we put olives in so that it looks I work as a butcher in a family butcher shop that can
like the olives are the feathers.
trace its history back seven generations. We have a
lot of cool i tems that we specialize in and this year
ALI KING. FRESHMAN:
we decided to host a charity competition BBQ cookEvery year at Thanksgiving my family makes a off.

NAKED FACE PROJECT GUY PANEL
(SEE STORY ON PAGE 7)
Nov. 17 at 6:30 p.m. in the HUB Multipurpose Room
Men will share opinions on makeup, beauty and
modesty as a part of Naked Face Project Week.

SPOKANE POETRY SLAM
(SEE STORY ON PAGE 11)
Nov. 18 at 8:30 p.m. at Scout Tavern
Poets perform and compete for the top judges'
score, approval of the audience and a cash prize.
+•

Juliana Zajicek | Pho
tographer

Thanksgiving tree. We cut out leaves from differ
ent pieces of colored paper arid put them on a tree
branch outside. Every member of my family gets
seven leaves and we write what we are thankful
for. We d o one a night for the week leading up to
Thanksgiving.

KARI JOHNSON, SOPHOMORE:
Every year my family watches the entire Lord of the
Rings trilogy, extended edition.

JACOB WILSON. SOPHOMORE:

NATHAN JEWETT, FRESHMAN:
My family gathers around and before we eat, we play
a game of Pictionary. We also share the highlight of
our year and what we are thankful for.

MELISSA ANDREWS. FRESHMAN:
Watching "It's a Wonderful Life" with the whole
family. Without fail we all end up in tears.

Contact Christina Spencer at
cspencerl 5@my.whitworth.edu

{ISAWI}
Content found in the "I Saw You" section are
student submissions and do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.
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Unnecessary

Coeur Coffeehouse buys localproducts. Theshop's milkcomes from Spokane andthe coffee from Portland.

Yes, I see you in class, sitting next to your girl
friend rubbing her back and running your hands
through her hair. It's hard to pay attention during
class and it's weird so you should stop.

Food review: Coeur has @xtra
cozy factor for
chats

I saw you in the coffee shop the other day and you
were absolutely stunning. I was too shy to say any
thing to you there. I would love to see you again
sometime.

Abigail Pavelko | Photographer

Elise Van Dam
Staff Writer
Coffee shops. They are an ideal place to go when
you want to study, read a book, chat with friends
or have that awkward "define the relationship" talk
with your potential significant other. Coeur Coffee
house has a comfortable atmosphere with delicious
coffee where all that can happen.
Mike Garrison opened Coeur Coffeehouse on 701
N. Monroe St. in June 2012 because he likes coffee
and wanted to open a business that would encour
age community throughout Spokane. Garrison's
goal for the business is to provide a comfortable at
mosphere where the baristas are friendly and serve
high-quality coffee to their customers, employee
Keaton Violet said.
"We wanted to serve coffee to the people of Spo
kane," Violet said. "Andit is cool to connect to some
one over something as simple as coffee."
Another goal is to support local businesses. The
shop only uses one type of mil k — bou ght locally
from Spokane Family Farms — whic h pasteurizes
the non-homogenized milk at lower temperatures.
"While the milk may be more expensive," Violet
said. "It tastes way better and is also good for you."
Though Coeur Coffeehouse buys milk locally, the
shop purchases coffee outside of Spokane through
a free trade company called Stumptown Coffee

Roasters in Portland, Ore.
Along with local ingredients and homemade syr
ups, Coeur Coffeehouse uses a device called Chemex, which was created in the 1930s. The Chemex
is an hourglass-shaped glass container that brews a
measured amount of coffee grounds through a filter
placed at the top. It makes what is called pour-over
coffee.
"I am passionate about pour-over coffee," Violet
said. "It allows you to taste the differences in the
various types of coffee that we provide."
The menu also consists of l attes, mochas, drip
coffees, espressos and a small variety of tea. The
Moroccan mint tea is strong, but refreshing.
For me, coffee is one of my go-to drin
ks that helps
me through a busy schedule. While a tall mocha at
Coeur Coffeehouse costs $4.35, versus the same size
mocha at Starbucks for $3.42, it is worth buying a
cup from Coeur because of th e local products and
free trade option.
The decor of the shop also makes a difference in
the experience. The atmosphere is simple, yet cozy
— perfect for reading or chatting. The customer
service made the visit complete. The baristas were
friendly/knowledgeable of their product, and ex
cited about coffee in general.

Contact Elise Van Dam at
evandaml 3@my.whitworth.edu

Shy But Courageous

TOP ADMINISTRATORS
HIRE THEM.
Whitworth's Master in T eaching (MIT) Program
lets you earn both your master's degree and
teaching certification in just 13 months;
or choose the part-time option and finish in
25 months. Plus, our placement rate is among
the best in the state, so you'll be prepared to
make a difference right away.
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Potential Bicycle Thief
I saw you suspiciously looking at that, bike after
you realized it was not actually locked. That is just
not right. Take your blue crew and grey sweats out
of here!

Business Class
I see you every Tuesday and Thursday dressed to
impress in a suit and tie. Why are you so dressed
up? No matter, you're amazing to look at.

Hey Skater Boy

o
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GO

My roommate and I saw you Wednesday morning
when you biffed it.

GO
"D
O

Hey Girl

GO

I saw you walking to class last week. What did that
text say to make you smile that big?

Mall Walker
To the blonde cheerleader. I saw you looking
all fine and stuff in your black swishy sweat suit
before breakfast. You were looking good, and
sounding even better!

Lyrics
WE PREPARE TOP TEACHERS.

m

You were walking in front of the HUB and making
up your own lyrics to a song! I liked your creativ
ity. Maybe you can teach me sometime?

Stingy Spot Stealer
To the girl who stole the same parking spot from
me on a Monday and again on Wednesday a
couple weeks ago. Really, you couldn't let me
have the spot the next time? What happened to
sharing is caring?

'Mention this ad and your application fee will be waived.
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Master in Teaching
Visit whitworth.edu/mit
or call 509.777.3222.

® WHITWORTH

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your '1 saw you' (limited
to 50 words) online at thewhitworthian.com.

OPINIONS

Electoral College eliminates
reason behind right to vote
According to National Journal, Obama's official
campaign committee spent $72,762,477 in Ohio
alone. Mitt Romney's official committee spent
$43,198,708.
These numbers do not include spending by oth
er super political action committees (PACs). Mil
lions of dollars were spent in other swing states as
well, because candidates knew that these were the
The Constitution of the United States is a truly votes they would need to win.
remarkable document that weaved the founda
Some people argue that the Electoral College
tion of our country.
causes the candidates to ignore the small states
It is an essential guide for how our government because they won't have enough impact on the
ought to run, but there is one particular element election. However, Edwards writes, "Not only do
that I believe we must re-evaluate: the Electoral they ignore small states, but they ignore large
College.
states. They ignore California, they ignore Texas
We are incredibly lucky to have the right to vote and they ignore New York. I mean, the three larg
in this country and we must take advantage of that est states are ignored. And they're ignored be
privilege.
cause they're not competitive. And that's due to
However, I don't think that we are utilizing our the Electoral College."
right to the fullest when some votes seem to count
We are all Americans, and therefore, every vote
more than others.
should be equally important. We should not sup
As a student in Washington state, it doesn't even port a system that encourages the candidates to
matter whom I vote for. Be
focus on only a small handful of
cause of King County and oth
"However, I don't
states and ignore the rest.
er counties on the west side, all
I am glad that this election end
think that we are
12 of our electoral votes go to
ed with Obama taking the Elec
the Democratic candidate. As
toral College as well as the popu
utilizing our right to lar
a result, it seems as if m y vote
vote, because I believe that the
doesn't even count.
person who wins the popular vote
the
fullest
when
some
According to George Ed
should always become president.
wards, author ofthe book "Why
votes seem to count
Unfortunately, it is possible for
the Electoral College is Bad for
a candidate to win the popular
more
than
others."
America',' it discourages voter
vote but not the Electoral College,
turnout because people know
as was the case in the 2000 electhat their vote won't make a difference if the/re
in the minority or if they're a state that is clearly
The Founders set up this system because they
going to go for a candidate, it won't make a dif feared tyranny of t he majority, as shown in Fed
ference either and it doesn't help the candidate to eralist Paper No. 10, but times have changed. It's
get additional votes."
time to switch to a popular vote and have every
Voter turnout is extremely low in the United vote count equally.
States; according to the George Madison Univer
sity United States Election Project, it was only 61.6
percent in 2008.
Our state is so solidly democratic that candi
dates do not even bother to campaign here. The HUBBART is a sophomore majoring in eco
candidates spend nearly all of their time in swing nomics. Comments can be sent to lhubbartl5@
my.whitworth.edu.
states such as Ohio.
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Dudes. How
Whoa, whoa. Hold your horses. First things
first; what is this sati sack of mammal upon
fix
which you shame yourself?

LINDSEY
HUBBART

FOCUSING on FACTS
For a country that's privileged with the right
to vote, voter turnout is low; it was only 61.6
percent in 2008.
Obama's official campaign spent $72,762,477
in Ohio alone and Romney's campaign spent
$43,198,708.

Since we are all Americans who have been
given the right to vote, each vote should
count equally.
> Large states are often ignored during
campaigning because their votes have
already been decided.

If you are referring to my ox, his name is
Winston, and he can haul more than your
skinny horses and their jerk owners combined.

You're a florist. Your cargo is flowers. You coul
have gotten a parakeet for that purpose.
Hey, check out Frank on his sweet new hoj
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I jnst gotta say...£||

Ignorance is bliss' mentality will worsen woes
ues. This can create an environment in which we can
safely question our commitments, explore and seek
truth and learn to respect our fellow man.
Ultimately, diversity within our educational com
COLUMNIST
munity allows us to gain a broader understanding of
our world.
When we allow violence and anger to usurp that
A campus-wide email that went out a couple of
role of education, we bastardize our education. Ver
weeks ago reminded students that actions of hate bal and physical violence threaten the safety of our
have no place at Whitworth.
community, and make questioning and exploration
With many students and others in denial that hate much more difficult.
When members of our community, are made to
even takes place at Whitworth, this email also served
feel inferior, their voices are silenced and our educa
as a reminder that our community is not immune.
I don't know how many times I've had conversa tion becomes narrower. If we intend to preserve our
tions with students who say that sexual assaults don't education and our institution, we must first acknowl
edge our imperfections.
happen at Christian colleges.
We must acknowledge that sexual violence hap
I d on't know how many times I've had someone
pens at Whitworth.
tell me that gay students don't face
We must acknowledge that mi
hate speech here.
"Once we learn to
nority students face adversity and
I d on't know how many times
hate speech.
acknowledge our
I've heard a student say WhitworWe must acknowledge that
thians are never judged for their
shortcomings, we will people are judged and cast aside
religious beliefs.
because of their faith at our institu
The problem is, those things
be able to begin to
tion.
do happen at Whitworth. I have
We must acknowledge that, as a
known victims of hateful speech
brainstorm ways to
campus with various diversities, we
and action, and have been on the
also have various disagreements
receiving end of hateful speech a combat our problems'
that have the capacity to help or
few times myself.
harm our community.
The problem grows deeper each
We must become aware of the possibility of educa
time we turn a blind eye. Ignoring the shortcomings
of our campus simply allows hate to proliferate in our tional value in our disagreements.
I've heard the argument that awareness doesn't
community.
Part of the liberal arts learning experience is en solve anything but I disagree. Awareness solves the
gaging with people who don't share all of your val issue of ignorance, and we can only begin to seek so-

LINDSIE
TREGO

- Caleb Drechsel | Graphic Artist

lutions to bigger problems when our ignorance has
been cured.
If we never realize the issue at hand, how will we
ever begin to remedy the situation?
Awareness will serve as a catalyst for solutions to
the problems our campus faces.
Once we learn to acknowledge our shortcomings,
we will be able to begin to brainstorm ways to com
bat our problems.
If we refuse to admit that our campus isn't perfect,
then we will never feel the urgency to solve the prob
lems that plague our institution.

TREGO is a junior majoring in journalism and mass
communication and English. Comments can be sent
to lwagnerl4@my.whitworth.edu.

Too much TV time poses dining distraction
dotally, most students I have spoken to have agreed
that they would rather not have the TV on during din
ner. For some students, dinner is a time to tune out
for a little while and relax from studying.
COLUMNIST
Some students like to be able to get a little read
ing or studying in. Others would simply like to be able
to enjoy a hall dinner or a quiet conversation with a
friend.
By most accounts, the remodeled dining hall and
Indeed, the constant TV provides an ail-too conve
HUB expansion are significant improvements in de
nient escape from conversation.
cor, food quality and variety.
While there are obviously those who appreciate TV,
The goi to give the dining hall more of a "restau
rant feel" was successfully achieved. If anything, the is it necessary to force everyone to have to deal with
refurbished dining hall may be too much like many the giant screen for the sake of a few?
Hannah Charlton | Graphic Artist
Welf, you might say, just because the screen is there
modern restaurants in one respect: the proliferation.
does not mean you have to look at it; just try.
there
are
those
who
really
appreciate being able to
of TV screens.
On multiple occasions I have watch sports during their meal.
To be sure, the menu and an
found myself distracted from
There are a few ways that reasonable accommo
nouncement displays are great,
"Brian Stelter of the New a lovely meal with my fiancee dations
could be made for both sides. One solution
quickly and very visibly dis
by a touchdown or particularly could be limiting the number of nights the screen is
York Times reported in
playing the meal's options. It is
painful-looking tackle. To add shown to once or twice a week.
the giant screen showing sports
insult to injury, I do not even
2009
that
the
average
Another possibility would be leaving the flat screen
with every meal that is the prob
like football.
TVs in the expansion on continuously, but discontin
lem. Students' lives are already
American spends 8.5
Unless you are willing and
ue use of the projector in the main dining hall.
crammed with electronic me
able to find refuge at one of the
That way, students would be able to choose where
hours a day exposed to
dia. Apparently we just cannot
handful of tables beneath the
to sit based on whether they want to watch sports or
get enough football.
screen, it is nearly impossible
screens of some kind."
not. Until that happens, however, in our media-sat
Brian Stelter of the New York
to avoid being attracted to the
urated society, the last thing we need is continuous
Times reported three years
constant motion and flashes of
football in the dining hall.
ago that the average American
spends 8.5 hours a day exposed to screens of some the TV.
It is simply too distracting to avoid. Even if you are
kind.
.
, able to restrain yourself from watching, chances are
There are several reasons to preserve 30 minutes ot
one or more of the people you are eating with, arid NELSEN is a senior majoring in political science. Com
dining space from being encroached by more TV.
presumably talking with, will not be. With that said, ments can be sent to mnelsenl3@my.whitworth.edu.
For starters, not everyone wants to watch. Anec-

MAX
NELSEN

Pursuing higher education
is an overlooked privilege
HALEY
WILLIAMSON
College offers four years of receiving an edu
cation that many are not privileged to get, form
ing relationships that could last a lifetime, figur
ing out what role you should play in the world
and what kind of identity you want to form for
yourself.
Senior year of high school people begin to
push students to work for a higher education.
Coaches train you to be recruited. Teachers
prepare you for the last series of tests in order to
boost your grade point average and test scores
in order to make applications more competitive.
Parents promote their alma maters and plan
college road trips while older siblings lend in
sight with their stories and experiences.
It all comes down to the simple fact that the
necessity to go to college or university is pushed
from many directions and for various reasons.
However, there is a multitude of other factors
that play into the college experience that can
easily be overlooked or not taken in with impor
tance.
For some, finances play a huge factor in the
ability to attend school.
One must pay for applications and then pay
for four years at an institution. Some students
simply do not test well, and in turn, cannot
compete for scholarships.
Others come from families that will work hard
to pay off loans and make the college dream
come true, but barely make it.
Aside from finances, it may be hard to think
about putting dreams on hold to spend four
more years in school.
Some become discouraged if they cannot
learn on the same level as others and may take
longer getting to the same end goal.
Whatever the reason is, the basis is still the
same: there are many outside factors that come
into play for motivation whether or not to attend
and stay at an institution.

Molly Rupp | Graphic Artist

I am not saying that these are reasons people
should stay away from college; I am one who en
courages anyone and everyone to further their
education and have an amazing experience
through those four years.
Attending college is an opportunity people
should feel privileged to take part in but several
outside forces are often overlooked.
For a lot of students, it will take a lot of per
severance to make it through school with these
stresses and financial burdens, especially if they
came in unaware. These factors may make or
break an experience at college.

WILLIAMSON is a sophomore majoring in theol
ogy and communication. Comments can be sent
to hwilliamsonl5@ my.whitworth.edu.
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"First of all, anger; then I feel powerlessness
because it's like water. It's everywhere within us to
varying degrees, but it's not concentrated in just
one place so you can't really attack it."
—Jordan Scholten, senior

"In regards to recent events, I hate it. It makes me
really sick and bothers me that something like
discrimination, especially hate crimes, which are
illegal, is happening on campus. Religion isn't
key to a moral conscience, but the fact that it's
happening at a Christian university further disap
points me."
—Rosie Brown, senior

+
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Musings on Whitworth silliness & culture
by Jonny Strain

Dating ait Whitworth
There is something that we all deal with as Whitworthians, something that can result in great reward or tremendous
pain, something that is so simple and so complex, something
that can give you delightful butterflies or make your stomach
churn. No, I am not talking about French Dip Friday. I'm talk
ing about Whitworth dating culture. Navigating this terrain is
like walking through a minefield. One wrong step, and BOOM!
You're married, and you don't even remember what hap
pened. It is my privilege and honor to offer you some unsolic
ited tips on how to navigate your way through the Minds and
Hearts of those Whitworth guys and gals without getting too
much flack from those nosy noodleheads we call friends. Let's
get personal.
1) Find someone you think is neat! Studies show that three
out of four Whitworthians are totally cute and totally dateable (there are no studies that say that, but there could be).
Whitworth is like a giant eHarmony in the flesh, where you are
surrounded by a limitless number of talented, like-minded,
passionate and good-looking people. I hate to say it, but there
are simply NO GOOD PEOPLE anywhere else on the planet. I
checked, so don't miss out.
2) Coffee date! Nothing says "I am interested in you but
don't want anyone to know" like a good old fashioned chit
chat in the coffee shop. This is a great way to dip your toes in
the waters of friendship before being swept away by the waves
of love. And peer pressure.
3) Casual texting. Only it's not so casual, is it? Develop a
steady stream of inside jokes, flirtatious comments and affir
mations. If you REALLY want to give your messages that sug
gestive edge, start adding little smiley faces to everything you
say. Example: "It was great getting coffee with you today:]"
4) Casual date. Okay, I realize we are covering a lot of
ground in this step, but it is a necessary one. General rule of
thumb: go light on activity (light dinner, a flick at the Garland)
and go BIG on questions: childhood, interests, hobbies, faith,
hopes, dreams and fears. Hold nothing back. How will you
know whether or not to commit to DATE #21
5) Keep it cool. When you get back from your first date (is
"date" too strong? How about outing?) people will immedi
ately pounce on you like a cat on an unsuspecting mouse and
demand a full account of what you did, how it went, and when
the wedding will be. Do not indulge them. Give them an inch,
and they'll take a mile and your free will.
6) Some other things, yada yadayada. You know the drill.
Questions? Contactjstrainl3@my.whitworth.edu

I I T What isyourresponset othe intolerance
yj |that our campus facets behind closed doors?
"In my opinion, people love and accept others, even
if they don't agree with them, which is what I person
ally try to do. However, at times that doesn't always
happen. People who don't act that way see their views
as right and let others know that by going against those
who are different."
—Rachel Bachler, freshman

"It's really sad. It's scary that someone could treat
another fellow brother or sister like that. I don't know
what goes through peoples' minds that makes that
okay."
—Amanda Muchmore, sophomore

SPORTS
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Season ends for Sues in first round of NCAA tournament
Whitworth loses close contest in Texas against Choctaws of Mississippi College
KoreyHope

the 53rd minute of play. Junior forward
Wesley Noble launched the throw into
the box, where it was flicked on by ju
The Whitworth men's soccer team nior midfielder Harrison Russell to se
saw their season come to an end last nior forward Diego Ayala, who headed
Saturday, as they were defeated by Mis it past the Bucs' goalkeeper Kyle Novak
sissippi College 1-0 in a NCAADivision for a 1-0 lead. It was the sixth goal the
III first round game in San Antonio, senior had allowed in 18 games this
year, which is part of the reason he had
Texas.
After clinching the outright North the fourth best goals against average in
west Conference title for the first time the nation upon entering the match.
"He had a very good season," head
since 2009, the Pirates' first round
coach
Sean Bushey said. "Whatever
game took them to Trinity University to
face Mississippi College. The Choctaws he does he wants to do it well, and he
had a 12-5-2 record on the year, good was certainly an important part of this
enough for their first American South year's success."
With their season on the line, the Pi
west Conference title and NCAA Tour
nament experience in school history. rates began to press even harder on the
The Pirates, on the other hand, were offensive side of the pitch, firing seven
making their seventh NCAA Tourna of their nine total shots. Sophomore
forward Robby Ubben, who led the
ment appearance.
team with seven goals this year, also led
"It was a really exciting atmosphere,"
Whitworth's senior goalkeeper Kyle the team in shots throughout the game,
owning one-third of Whitworth's shots
Novak said. "It's always great to be back
in the game.
at the tournament."
The Pirates' best opportunity, per
The first half was marked with slow
haps, came through Ubben, who re
play and a limited number of opportu
ceived a pass in-stride between two
nities for either side. Only five of the 18
Mississippi College defenders. Jackson,
shots in the game occurred in the first
the Choctaw goalkeeper, saw that Ub
half, including only one on target by
ben was through and
Choctaw senior mid
left his goal line to
fielder Hugo Flores
"The work and energy greet Ubben about
in the first five min
and focus throughout 12 yards out from the
utes of the game. The
goal. The two play
teams went into the
the season was excellent. ers slid and collided
half at a stalemate.
on the ground, as the
Going into the
They definitely
ball rolled out of play
half without allowing
off the endline.
deserved to go to the
a goal was nothing
"I took a big touch
new for the Pirates,
and it went farther
tournament."
having only given up
than I would have
two first half goals all
— SEAN BUSH EY
hoped, so I slid to try
year. Mississippi Col
and get a touch on it,"
head coach
lege has also done
Ubben said. "It was
well defensively in
unfortunate because it was one of my
the first half of games, allowing only
better chances."
six first-half goals on the season; how
Jackson took the worst of ofcollision,
ever, this season the Choctaws gave up and remained on the ground for about
19 second-half goals, and the Pirates a minute before returning to his goal
looked to exploit Mississippi College's with the help of Choctaw trainers.
typically weak second half defense.
Although the Pirates had the second
Whitworth threw seven shots at the half edge in shots, Mississippi College
Choctaw junior goalkeeper Robert had one less shot than Whitworth, with
Jackson, forcing him to make all four of their best chance to seal the deal com
his saves in the second half.
ing in the final three minutes. Russell,
Mississippi College brought pressure who assisted the Choctaw goal, struck
of their own in the second half, winning a shot from inside the box on a couna throw-in deep in Pirate territory in

Staff Writer

Courtesy of Joshua Moczygemba

Junior defender Will Wren battles for ball possession during the match
against Mississippi College last Saturday in San Anton
io, Texas.
ter-attack, requiring Novak to come up this year academically, but he still has
one year of eligibility left and is unde
with a save.
"I was focused on doing my job," No cided about whether he will return next
vak said. "And t he whole team contin season.
"That isstill to be determined," Bush
ued to work hard every minute of th e
ey said. "He has academic plans and
game."
Despite the late acrobatic save to goals and they will always come first."
Looking ahead to next year, Bu shey
keep the Pirates in the game, time ran
out on Whitworth, bringing their sea says he always sees positive things
son to sudden halt in the first round of coming in the future.
"Our outlook is always the same,"
the NCAA Tournament.
"The work and the energy and focus Bushey said. "We look forward to com
throughout the season was excellent," peting next season, but there is still a
Bushey said. "They definitely deserved lot of hard work to be done and a lot of
fun playing to be had."
to go to the tournament."
The Bucs' senior class had five play
ers, including Novak. However, he is
the only senior on the starting squad,
meaning the Pirates will return nearly
all of this year's starters next season. Ju Contact Korey Hope at
nior goalkeeper Nate Bell will graduate khopel 6@my.whitworth.edu

connect online:
live bloq coverage of men's basketball this week at www.thewhitworthian.com
+

20 Women race to 10th place at regionals
Korey Hope
Staff Writer
The Whitworth women's cross country team fin
ished in 10th place out of 18 teams at the NCAA Divi
sion HI West Region Championships hosted by Willa
mette last Saturday. The team needed a second place
finish overall to get a national bid, and therefore saw
their season come to an end.
The Claremont-Mudd-Scripps of California took
first in the event, followed by the Lewis & Clark. Host
Willamette finished in third, just over 30 points away
from winning a berth at Nationals.
Sophomore Christina Anderson led the Pirates with
a 27th place finish ovefall and a 6k time of 22:25.71.
The top seven individual runners not already on one
of th e two teams advancing, had the opportunity to
compete at Nationals individually, leaving Anderson
and her 27th place finish a mere eight runners from a
national bid. Anderson has run strong all year for the
Bucs, always finishing among the top four Pirate fin
ishers.
Freshman Kellyn Roiko finished second for the Pi
rates, coming in at 22:43.29 and 41st overall, followed
by senior Celeste Northcott and junior Elisabeth Spen

"I felt like I was'running for Jaclyn, so I ran the race
cer at 49th and 56th overall, respectively. Although
there was a lot onthe line, Anderson said the only dif with that on my shoulders," McKay said. "You have a
ference in the Regionals race as opposed to regular choice on how you want to perform every race, as long
season race were the opportunities to advance to the as you keep picking people off."
With two freshman finishing in the top five for the
national meet.
Pirates at such a big race, and four of
"It was different in the sense
their top five finishers returning next
that we went in knowing we had a
"We are a really young year,
the team recognizes the promise
chance to make it nationals," An
team, and we all put in with their squad.
derson said.
"We are a really young team, and
Rounding out the top five Pirates
a lot of hard work and we all put in a lot of ha rd work and
at Regionals was freshman Katie
effort," Anderson said. "There is a lot
McKay, who was an alternate at the
effort. There is a lot
potential with this team."
beginning of the week. Sophomore
Roiko, who was the top-performing
Jaclyn Geyer was originally Whitof potential with this
freshman for the Pirates this year,
Worth's fifth runner, however she
had nothing but positive things to
team."
could not compete at regionals due
say about the team's future she said
to a lower leg injury.
— CHRISTINA ANDERSON
the valuable experience gained at a
"She has been running through
race such as Regionals will benefit the
a foot problem all year," McKay
sophomore
squad in the future.
said. "She has been a trooper,, but
"Now we know the atmosphere of Regionals," Roiko
knew she wouldn't be able to race at Regionals."
McKay, who ran in just one race in this year's regular said. "So we know what itwill take to make itto Nation
season, was called upon to race at the NWC Champi als next'year."
onships as well as Regionals last Saturday, where she
finished with a personal best time by over a minute Contact Korey Hope at
khopel6@my.whitworth.edu
and a half.

Cross country men conclude season in Oregon
MacMurray leads Whitworth to ninth-place finish at NCAA West Regionals
ray said.
"Tim was my first captain and he
was a great captain," MacMurray said.
"To love running you have to have a
The men's cross country team fin
great love for the sport."
ished their season at the Northwest
MacMurray said that Hill's passion
Conference Regionals Nov. 10 in ninth
for running was an inspiration to the
place out of the 17 qualifying teams.Freshman Chris MacMurray fin team.
Hill thought the team did well at last
ished in first place for the Pirates and
Saturday's race.
35th overall with a time of 25:43.
"I think overall the team did really
"I don't think I could've ended' the
well. We didn't make nationals like we
season on a higher note," MacMurray
were hoping to but we had a lot of per
said.
sonal records for a lot of guy s on the
MacMurray qualified for the NWC
team," Hill said. "It was just a tough
all-region team based on his race fin
field and we competed really well."
ish. Sophomore Taylor Steele finished
Sophomore Colton Berry was hap
with a time of 25:50, sophomore Matt
py with the team's performance. He
Edwards with a time of 26:03 and ju
finished with a
nior Andrew
luliana Zajicek | File Photo
time of 27:02.
Ryder with a
"As a team, The men's cross country team takes off at the starting line Runner's Soul Erik
time of 26:12.
most of us got Anderson Invite on Sept. 22 in Spokane Valley.
All three fin
personal
re winner of the meet.
rate's chances next year.
ished in the
cords,"
Berry
"I think we have a lot of hope for
The Bucs worked on their race plan
top 50 of the
said. "We really and got better as a team throughout next year there's a lot of talent on the
Chris MacMurray,'16
meet.
wanted to go to the season. Their strategy was gener team and we're just going keep getting
MacMurray
MacMurray was
Nationals,
but ally to run as a pack and the Bucs were better," Hill said.
said that after
it was a really able to improve in general this season,
named to the NWC
Berry said the Bucs should have a
the race head
tough race,"
all-region team after a
solid team next year. He plans to run
Hill said.
coach Toby
The
Bucs
"I think we did well — not as well as track in the spring and come back for
35th-place finish
Schwarz told
faced
teams we would have liked — because it was next season. The Pirates are losing a
the team that
overall at the NCAA
they ran against kind of a growing year for the team," handful of seniors, but hope to come
they should
West Regionals last
throughout the Hill said.
back next year and compete.
count it as a
weekend in Salem Ore.
season, includHill was team captain this season
"We're a really young team. I think
win.
ing Willamette and he mentioned the commitment we can be successful; we just have to
The Pirates
University, Lewis of the team members to both the pro put in the work," Berry said.
will lose se
& Clark College and Pacific Universi gram and the team.
nior team captain Tim Hill, who fin
ty, as well as teams they hadn't faced
"[My favorite part was] getting a
ished with a time of 28:26. Hill was
such as Claremont-Mudd-Scripps, chance to work with all these guys,"
battling an ankle injury during Satur
Pomona-Pitzer and La Verne. Clare- Hill said.
day's race. The team is losing a leader
Contact Whitney Carter at
mont-Mudd-Scripps was the overall
Hill also has high hopes for the Pi wearier16@my.whitworth.edu
and a great example in Hill, MacMur-

Whitney Carter

Staff Writer
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Michael Taylor, now on a professional basketball team in Germany, led Whitworth to an Elite Eight appearance during his lone season in a Pirate uniform.

Campus Connection: Michael Taylor

Former Division III Player of Year continues basketball career in Germany
"Anytime you can play with somebody like that it
makes everybody else on the team better," G ebbers
Staff Writer
said. "He showed me things that helped me improve
and he helped everybody else on the team improve."
2011 Whitworth graduate Michael Taylor has taken
In Taylor's senior year, a coach from Oldenburg saw
the success of his basketball career and carried it with him play and spoke to.Jim Hayford, who was the head
him to Oldenburg, Germany, where he now plays pro men's basketball coach at Whitworth in 2011 and is
fessionally.
now the head men's basketball coach at Eastern Wash
The summer after his graduation, Taylor moved to ington University, about using his connections to help
Germany with his wife Taylor Taylor, also a Whitworth Taylor play overseas. A few months later he was on his
graduate, and played on a team from Oldenburg in way to Europe.
the Regionalliga league. After winning the league his
"I can remember when he was a junior higher and
team was moved up to the second
he would come up and play with our
Bundesliga league in the ProB divi
guys at summer camps," Hayford
"He's
just
a
perfect
sion, which Taylor said is the minor
said. "You could just tell he was go
leagues of basketball in Europe.
example of what a great ing to be really really good."
Taylor h ad a strong connection
When Michael first got to Ger
Whitworth student
to Whitworth before he attended
many he had to quickly adjust to the
the school. He started going to open
style of play in his new league and to
is and great example
gyms at Whitworth in eighth grade
the rule changes, such as a quicker
and was there almost every year of
shot clock, a bigger key and the
of what a Whitworth
high school. He also hadcousins at
three-point line that is farther back.
person is and a great
tending Whitworth when he trans
"It's very physical in that there's a
ferred from University of M ontana
lot of fouls b ut there's so many that
example
of
Whitworth
in 2010.
a lot don't get called so you have to
"I didn't think I was ever going to
really learn to play through things
athletes."
get to play with him competitively
both on offense and defense," Tay
— JIM HAYFORD
again so when he decided to trans
lor said. "Coach Hayford scheduled
fer it was very exciting for me just
really good non-conference games,
former coach
knowing that I was going to be able
and Whitworth plays in a really good
to play one more season with him,"
conference so you're competing at a
Taylor's cousin and current senior basketball player high level every night so it's verysimilar in that sense."
Wade Gebbers said.
Michael and Taylor also had big adjustments to
In his senior year, Taylor helped lead Whitworth to make just in their lifestyle.
the conference title as well a s an appearance in the
"We're just stuck right in the middle and we're re
Elite Eight. Taylor was also named Division III Men s ally close to the city center, but we lucked out in the
Player of the Year in 2011.

Megan John

fact that it has a really small town feel — people ride
bikes everywhere and they're really nice and they un
derstand that this is a new place for us and they'
re very
accommodating," Taylor said.
With practice at night and games once a week, the
Taylors spend a lot of time with each other watching
English television on Hulu and Netflix and going on
walks during the day, recently with their new puppy
Bogart, an English cream golden retriever.
"I got to spend the day and evening with him and
Taylor an d saw the home they had made for them
selves in Germany and they were just thriving as I
knew they would," Hayford said.
Taylor also spends time with his team's youth
league, which he said is similar to high school basket
ball, watching them practice and talking to the kids in
English about college and where he's from.
"At Whitworth they take importance on communi
cating with people and creating contacts and just talk
ing to the person next to you — you get to know who
they are or where they went or where they're from and
that's exactly what you have to do here," T
aylor said.
Taylor s tays in contact with his old coaches and
family in the United States, but Taylor said he and his
wife have stayed busy and ma
de connections with alot
of pe ople in their new home already despite a small
language barrier.
"He's just the perfect example of what a great Whit
worth student is and a great example of what a Whit
worth person is and a great example of W hitworth
athletes," Hayford said. "He sets the bar high in every
area."
Contact Megan John at
mjohnl 6@my. whitworth.edu

SPORTS RECAPS The Division III Balance
Basketball gives tough test to Idaho State
The Division I Idaho State Bengals defeated the
Division III Whitworth men's basketball team on Nov.
6 after a back-and-forth game.
The Bengals led the Pirates after the first half 40-35,
and for much of the second half. However, Whitworth
rallied and junior guard Dustin McConnell's threepoint attempt at the end of the end of regulation
bounced off t he back iron to give Idaho State a 68-65
win over Whitworth.
McConnell and freshman guard George Valle l ed
the Pirates, scoring 15 points each. McConnell also
added five rebounds. Sophomore forward Taylor
Farnsworth also contributed 12 points and 5 rebounds
for the Pirates.
The Pirates will play next against the University of St.
Thomas, at the Whitworth Fieldhouse on Nov. 17.

Swimming continues hot start to season
Both the Whitworth men's and women's swim teams
remain undefeated after winning their first four meets.
The Pirates won every event Nov. 2 against
Willamette. Sophomore Samantha Smith led the
Pirates, winning two events with a t ime of 1:00.14 i n
the 100-yard butterfly and 1:08.60 in in the 100-yard
breaststroke.
The men had two double event winners in Aaron
Vaccaro, who won the the 50 free in 22.18 and the 100
butterfly in 52.31, and Mitchell Beck, who won the the
200 freestyle in 1:47,56 and h
t e 100 freestyle in 49.60.
Nov. 3 matched up the Bucs against Linfield at
home. The men won all 10 races and the women won
10 of the 11 races.
Nov. 9, the Pirates faced Pacific University on the
road. Freshman Kori Carpenter won both the 200yard freestyle with a time of 1:58.43 and the 100-yard
freestyle with a time of 55.31.
The next day the Bucs faced Lewis & Clark, also
on the road. Smith got the fastest time in the 200yard butterfly so far this season, winning it in 2:15.19.
The men won eight out of the 11 events. Vaccaro
dominated again, swimming in the relay as well as
winning the 50-yard freestyle in 22.12 and the 100yard
backstroke in 54.73.
The Pirates are now 4-0. Their next race is the
Northwest Invitational on Nov.17 at Whitman College.

Football ends season on high note
On a biting Nov. 10 afternoon at the Pine Bowl, the
Whitworth football team put up more than 500 yards
of offense to take down the Pioneers of Lewis & Clark
37- 20 in their final game of the 2012 season.
Junior running back DJ Tripol i had a 19-yard run
into the end zone to give the Bucs the early lead.
Senior running back and team captain Ronnie
Thomas exploded in the second half for the Bucs. He
carried the ball across the goal line for the 11th and
12th times this season in the third and fourth quarters
to giveWhitworth a 23-12lead. Lessthan a minute after
Thomas' second touchdown, sophomore defensive
back De' Hall intercepted a Lewis &Clark pass and ran
it back 65 yards to put another seven on the board for
Whitworth.
Thomas finished the game with 251 yards rushing
and three touchdowns. Sophomore quarterback Bryan
Peterson threw for 159yards on the day and rushed for
nearly 100. Senior linebacker and team captain Scott
Carr led the defense with seven tackles.
Whitworth (7-3 overall, 3-3 NWC) finishes the
season fourth in the NWC.
Whitworthian Sports Staff

A look at the role of athletics at the Dili level
He emphasizes that going to Whitworth is more
than just about playing basketball, even though
Staff Writer
the fact that Whitworth has the best game crowds
for Division III Gebbers has ever seen makes play
As you turn on your TV to watch LSU play Ala
ing basketball a great thing to do.
bama for a Saturday football game, or tune into
"Coaches always make sure that the emphasis is
March Madness to watch powerhouse basketball on the grades," Gebbers said. "I wanted to come
schools such as North Carolina, Duke and Kansas,
here in the first place partially because the players
you may be wondering how Whitworth's Division
were good off the court as well."
III programs fit into the grand scheme. There are
Athletes at Whitworth know as well as any oth
er
an incredible array of differences between sports
Division III school athletes, thatyou can't afford to
programs at larger schools compared to smaller
only be an athlete at a place like this.
ones, and perhaps the most important one is con
"Professors are very concerned with your aca
cerned with what the players do outside of those
demic life," senior women's golfer and basketball
sports.
player Emily Guthrie said. "The athletes are also
One of the stark differences between the larger
expected to handle a bigger academic workload in
programs of Division I and II versus Division III, is
Division III than in Division I."
that Division III programs are not allowed to offer
However, that mentality transcends the mere
athletic scholarships to their athletes.
idea of the classroom itself.
While they are able to offer academic scholar
Sophomore baseball player Carson Blumenthal
ships, the lack of a monetary influence to partici
discussed his experience with the Division III style
pate in college level athletics attracts a very differ
learning environment.
ent kind of athlete to the institution
"Here at Whitworth, there is the opportu
and proposes an entirely differ
nity to have a working relationship with
ent living environment.
your professors," Blumenthal said.
"A D3 institution, like
"We're held to a high standard
Whitworth, offers a bal
here and to come here is
ance between athletic
really a life decision."
and academic life,"
The idea of the stu
Whitworth
Athletic
dent-athlete gets emDirector Aaron Leetch
hasized so much in
said. "It's not to saythat
ports in the lives of
D1 institutions don't
young people, but only
necessarily have good
at Division III college
academics, but athletes
institutions is it so inte
are typically living their
gral and so profoundly
sport."
part of their mission.
At both levels, the de
"We tend to refer to it
sire to compete and suc
as students who partici
ceed is obvious.
pate in inter-collegiate
"There's no difference
athletics," Leetch said.
in the athletes themselves,"
"We have students who
Leetch said. "We still have
come here who just hap
competitive athletes that
pen to play sports."
Want to win and we recruit ath
This environment completely
letes that want to win. There's
changes the recruiting process when
no difference in the idea that they
compared to a Division I school. Whit
work just as hard [as those from D1
worth baseball coach and former play
programs]."
er Dan Ramsay says he enjoys the fact
Even for someone who has expe
that he's able to sell a quality edu
ca
rienced the Division I a tmo
tion to athletes.
sphere, it is apparent just
"We don't make a distinction
how different the lives of
between the student-athlete
the students are and the role
and the student," Ramsay said.
that coaches play in them com
The financial investment is for
pared to the Division III level.
your education, while playing base
"My job as a coach here at Whit
ball is a privilege."
worth at this D3 level is a lot
Jeremy Vonderfecht | G
raphic Artist
Understanding the dynamic be
about being a mentor for the
tween student and athlete is a con
next 40 y ears of their life rather
than the next four," Whitworth head men's basket cept that is a key point of emphasis.
"The big challenge is educating people on what
ball coach Matt Logie said.
Logie previously served at Lehigh University as Division III is and what it means," Ramsay said.
As athletic director, Leetch says that he knows
associate head coach in the NCAA Division I Pa
triot League before becoming head coach at Whit that what really sets Division III apart is rooted in
the mindset of e very coach and player at Whit
worth.
worth.
"The student absolutely comes first here and
"No one is ever conflicted day-to-day about do
we are never [as faculty] going to steer them away
ing the right thing," Leetch said.
from that," Logie said.

Connor Soudani

Additionally, this attitude governs the lives of
Division IIIathletes themselves. Senior Wade Gebbers, who plays guard for the Whitworth basket
ball team, knows that well.

Contact Connor Soudani at
csoudanil 6@my. whitworth.edu
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Interested in
psychology and
organizations?
Apply now to
the MA o r PhD
programs in Industrial/
Organizational Psychology
at Seattle Pacific University.
Rebekah Daniels | File Pho
to

Whitworth senior goalkeeper Kyle Novak anchored a stingy Whitworth defense
that led the Pirates to a berth in the NCAADivison III Men'sSoccer Tournament.

SPOTTED FROM THE CROW'S NEST

Men's Soccer: Kyle Novak
Korey Hope
StaffWriter

him throughout his schooling. When No
vak heard that Clark would be leading a
study abroad trip, he knew it was some
There are around 400 Division III goal thing he had to consider.
"It was definitely a once-in-a-lifetime
keepers in the nation, and Whitworth's
senior goalkeeper Kyle Novak had the opportunity," Novak said. "There was
fourth-best goals against percentage nothing like it."
And now, back for his senior year,
heading into the NCAA T ournamnet at
.29. After taking over for all-conference Novak has directed a strong Whitworth
goalkeeper Brian Sherpe, who graduated defense. Bushey said that by making the
in 2012, Novak was given therole of start good decisions in distributing the ball
ing in goal. However, he had big shoes to and being aggressive at the right times,
Novak eliminates extra work for his de
fill.
"[Sherpe] certainly was important fense and the rest of his team.
"He also brings a calm and mature
to our 2009 run to the Elite Eight," h ead
presence
with him," Bushey said. "Which
coach Sean Bushey said. "He was an ex
allows himself and
cellent competitor."
others around him to
Sherpe and Novak
"He's very humble.
excel."
shared time in the net
Flint, who led the
And his prime focus is
in 2010, and a study
team
in
minutes
abroad trip to China
on other aspects of the played this season,
took Novak from the
played central defense
program in 2011, leav
team."
in front of Novak. Not
ing the bulk of the goalonly does he enjoy the
— ANDREW FLINT
keeping duties to Sher
reassurance of havpe for his senior season.
teammate
ing a solid goalkeeper
This season, teammates
behind him, he also
have noticed similari
recognizes Novak's hu
ties between the two keepers.
mility.
"He makes the saves when we need it,
"He's very humble," Flint said. "And
and so did Sherpe," junior defender An his prime focus is on other aspects of the
drew Flint said. "They are both very ca
team."
pable of making saves."
Novak has noticed that he will be able
Novak added Sherpe is one of the most to take life lessons from his experience in
dynamic goalkeepers he has ever known, collegiate soccer. Along with responsibil
and takes advantage of learning from ity that has been instilled in him by Bush
him. Sherpe is now a goalkeeper coach ey, Novak noted that maintaining athletic
for this year's program.
and academic schedules taught him in
Bushey said that Novak has always tegrity. On top of that, the friends he has
been academically focused, which made and memories he has shared with
greatly influencing his decision to study teammates are experiences that he will
abroad and miss his junior season.
always remember.
"I knew I had more eligibility after the
"And d efinitely the camaraderie with
trip," Novak said. "So I sat down with the guys on trips is priceless, too," Novak
Coach and told him how important it was
said.
tome." "
Novak met Anthony Clark, a professor
in Whitworth's history department, his Contact Korey Hope at
freshman year and has stayed close with khopel6@my. whitworth.edu

INDUSTRIAL/ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY combines both
business and psychology to prepare you for leadership positions in
a wide'variety of organizations. At SPU, world-class instructors and
recognized leaders will empower you to change the world of work —
like our alumni are doing now in companies such as T-Mobile,
Boeing, Nintendo, Starbucks, Microsoft, and more.
Whether in a church, a business, or a not-for-profit, you can be part
of transf orming the workplace with an MAor PhD in 1/0 psychology.
Become a scholar, practitioner, and leader in I/O psychology at SPU.
The world of work is waiting for you.

Application deadline
is Dec. 15, 2012!
www.spu.edu/iopsych

Engaging th« culture, changing tha world*

Seattle Pacific
UNIVERSITY

follow on Twitter
@BucSportsNews
•1+
"Ah

WHITPICS
J A I Z COMBOS
TOP LEFT: Junior Ethan Johnson of the "Don't Shoot the Messengers" combo group
performed for the audience on Wednesday, Nov. 7.

Linnea Goold \ Photographer

TOP MIDDLE: Sophomore Cliris O'Neal plays the tenor saxophone with "Slightly
Bearded."
Linnea Goold \ P hotographer

TOP RIGHT: Sophomore bassist Cole Peterson looks to his bandmates to keep the
beat during the combo performance.
j

Michael Coiner | Photographer

BOTTOM RIGHT: Senior Cory Thompson plays trumpet with his bandmates at the
combo performance.

Linnea Goold \ Photographer

BOTTOM LEFT: Underclassmen combo band "Slightly Bearded" played in the Re
cital Hall of the Music Building.
Hope Barnes \ Photographer
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iwhitworthian
Serving the Whitworth community since 1905

ABOUTUS
VOLUME 103, ISSUE 8

The Whitworthian has served as the main source
of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. Ihe Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely by students which
produces Ihe Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
Ihe Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innovative
maimer. Our goal is to be accountable while inform
ing, entertaining and providing a forum for express
ing the interests of the Whitworth
community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
Ihe print edition of Ihe Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vaca
tions. Ihe content is generated entirely by students.
Ihe college administration does not review the
newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas expressed
in Ihe Whitworthian are those of the individual art
ists, writers and student editors, and do not neces
sarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university,
its administration, faculty/staff or advertisers. Ihe
Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and
subscription revenue and in part by student activity
fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not neces
sarily the opinion of Ihe Whitworthian, its editors or
its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
Ihe Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
croachl4@my.whitworth.edu

Z)

'[he Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate
information possible. The Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you have
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
email to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu

OPINIONS
1 6 1 Whitworth coasting off the narrow ridge

Discussing how Whitworth does not walk
the talk.

students

Introduction of charter schools and core
standards likely to show changes in coming
years.

6 |Spokane Symphony goes on strike

Orchestra members, including Whitworth
professors, strike during contract
negotiations.

8 | Whitworth considers its connection to the

17

|America needs less government
dependency
Exploring how the government should
better equip people to be self sustaining.

18 | Pinterest emphasizes traditional ideals

Discussing how the popular website has
reshaped what it means to be a domestic

Presbyterian church

Changes in the Alaska Synod of the PC (USA)
prompt discussion of Whitworths affiliation.

ARTS & CULTURE
10 | Improv competition
Whitworth's Cool Whip and improv
students will attempt to out-improv each
other in an upcoming show.

12 | A Return to Middle Earth

14 |What's on your bucket list?
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5 |Changes in Washington to impact education

"The Hobbit" movie release is Dec. 14.
Make some Hobbit Harvest soup, read
Bilbo's diary, and learn about Tolkien's
unwonted life.
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NEWS

Help an elephant give birth to twins?
Circumnavigate the planet? Eat every
product in the baked goods aisle during a
one-week period?

SPORTS

19 |Bucs earn pair of non-conference victories
Men's basketball defeats Montana Tech
and UC Santa Cruz to enter conference
play riding a three-game win streak.

21 |'We Are Pirates' music video a viral hit

A look at the video's impact and the
upperclassmen that created the campuswide hit.

2 3 | Spotted from the crow's nest: Wade
Cebbers

Whitworth's senior point guard leads a
young Whitworth men's basketball team
by example with a quiet personality.

Tanner Scholten |Cover Photographer

EDITORIAL: IN T H E L O O P A
Passion for knowledge compromised
by the need for academic achievement
When we were growing up, we tinkered with toys,
played outside in the dirt and learned because it was
fun.
Now we're in college. The desire to truly learn has
faded for many of us. We just want to get the grade. We
want to be the know-it-all. We want to be at the top of
our class.
School has changed the curiosity of our childhoods.
We have little to no motivation to learn unless it will
benefit one grade on the transcript of our $40,000-ayear education, yet we have so many other opportuni
ties to grow.
There's virtually a lecture every week in the Robin
son Teaching Theatre, but most of the time you'll only
see the seats fill if there's Core 150extra credit involved.
We only make the effort if there is a tangible incentive.
So, why aren't we taking advantage of these oppor
tunities? Shouldn't growing in knowledge be incentive
enough?
It seems as though there's too much going on at
Whitworth. We are bombarded with emails each day,
blinded by posters walking into the HUB and, frankly,
we just have other stuff on our plate.
Whitworth students tend to want to be involved in
everything; we want to make positive changes, but it's
as if we've chosen quantity over quality. Most people
do things they are passionate about. However, seldom
do they branch out and gain insight on other topics
that they haven't explored or things that can only in
crease them in knowledge. Wetend to want things that
will get us points, look good on our resumes or get us
ahead in some way.
That decision comes with the culture we live in to
day. We are told to only spend time on things that are
"worth it," things that will help us become "successful."
If there aren't rewards, society tells us it's not worth it.
In addition to the stresses of school, many of us are
constantly reliant on smart phones and computers to
keep us connected and updated with information. Al
though technology is a blessing in some regards, whe
n

its constant place in our lives iscoupled with academic
obligations, the result is a loss oflearning motivation.
That's not to say that we don't benefit from what
we learn in classes, but because of our priorities and
schedules, the emphasis shifts to the grade we receive
as the driving component of our academic agenda. If
there isno incentive to increase our grade, we don't try.
In reality, we have the time to explore new things.
It doesn't even have to be a lecture. If we spent just a
few minutes a day immersing ourselves in new infor
mation, we would amaze ourselves with how much we
could learn.
This editorial board encourages students to take
into account the dynamic of ba lancing the busyness
of a cademics and other campus commitments with
learning and satisfying personal interests.
If we fail to grow in knowledge through exploring
ideas without incentive, wefail to growas people. Whit
worth is a place that prides itself on preparing people
for to be well-rounded individuals, fully equipped to
take a meaningful place in society.
In its defense, Whitworth gives us the tools to do so;
however, we don't take those opportunities. The lec
tures that are offered are toexpose students to different
perspectives and ways of life. It's time for us to do our
parts. Whitworth can try to equip us in every way, but
until we take advantage of that, it's meaningless.
Ultimately, your grade is a number. It will likely im
pact you for the next couple of years as you apply for
graduate school or jobs. However, once you start that
job or degree, the number of points you got on your fi
nal exam will mean nothing.
What will have meaning is the information that had
enough of an impact on you to stick, the experiences
you have had, and the skillsyou have gained. These are
not things that come from cramming for an exam, but
rather from going tothose lectures, discussing interest
ing topics with your friends or professors and delving
into the things that interest you most.
Go earn the points that count.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles orissues of interest to the Whitworth community. Send
letters to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200 words.

RE: Cafe moves to fairtrade options
Recently, Sodexo, at the behest of t he Unite orga
nization decided to discontinue the sale of certain
types of snacks and candies on campus. Thisfollowed
the low ratings the manufacturers of these products
received from the Free2work website. The website
claims that the ratings are given based upon compa
nies' efforts to combat "forced and child labor." How 
ever, a closer examination of the ratings reveals they
are not what they purport to be.
One examples of this is Mars Inc. As a re sult of a
D- rating that Mars received from Free2work many of
its products such as "M&M's" "Snickers" "Twix" and
"Skittles" were removed from the Cafe. According to
Free2Work this rating is based upon the "fact" that
Mars lacks basic compliance programs for its sup
pliers, such as a "supplier code of conduct." A quick
search of the Mars corporate website, though, reveals
that Mars'does indeed have such a program and that

these programs are subjected to third party auditing
to ensure compliance. Digging deeper, I discovered
that since Mars had not responded to a Free2Work
survey, Free2Work had created a rating based, not
upon research, but upon assuming the worst about
the company. A highly unethical practice for a com
pany set up to judge the ethi
cs of others. For their part,
Unite and Sodexo failed to do their due diligence on
what are clearly deceptive, slanderous and erroneous
ratings.
To be clear, I am not advocating that we ignore
workers' rights. Individuals do have rights and for
trade to be truly fairit must be entered into freely. Fur
thermore, I am not saying that all consumer reports
and product ratings are worthless. Rather, we ought
to use them thoughtfully and with a healthy dose of
skepticism.
Lucas Nolta, senior, Political Science
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Undocumented students work for the right to leam
Caitlyn Starkey

Illan-Vazquez received an Act Six
scholarship. This is a privately funded
full-tuition scholarship.
"The Act Six Leadership and Schol
There is a hole in the barricade, just
large enough for a person to crawl arship Initiative is the Northwest's only
through. A mother climbs through full-tuition, full-need scholarship for
with her 11-month-old daughter in her emerging urban and community lead
arms. This child grows up in the public ers who want to use their college edu
school system and has no idea of h er cation to make a difference on campus
immigration status. She wants to apply and in their communities at home," ac
for college and discovers that she does cording to the Act Six website.
Illan-Vazquez is now studying politi
not have a social security number. She
cal science on the pre-law track. She is
is an undocumented student.
In 2010, there were over 2.2 million pursuing politics with the intention
of advocating for undocumented stu
undocumented
col
dents like herself.
lege-aged students in
Sophomore Alma
the United States, ac
Aguilar is an undocu
cording to Student Af
mented student as
fairs Administrators in
well. She has lived in
Higher Education.
the United States al
Immigration is cur
most her whole life yet
rently a hot topic in the
does not have a social
media. The election
security number.
coverage featured each
"Basically I don't
candidate's immigra
have permission to be
tion policy specifically
living in the United
relating to undocu
States. I wasn't born
mented or "illegal" im
inside the United
migrants.
States and I don't have
"Immigrant rights
any other way of sa y
advocates said the
Gabrielle Perez [ Photographer ing that I am a resident
senators' legislation,
or a citizen," Aguilar
without a pathway to
"My mom said there said.
citizenship, would cre
Originally
from
ate a group of secondwas a hole in the wall Mexico,
Aguilar's
class Americans. Those
who favor a crackdown on the border between mother crossed the
border when Aguilar
on illegal immigra
the United States
was almost a year old.
tion said any legal
"I was about 11
status would reward
and Mexico, she just months.
My mom said
lawbreaking and that
there was a hole in
it is essentially an am
crossed under and
the wall on the border
nesty," according to the
here we are."
between the United
Washington Times.
States and Mexico, she
Freshman Cinthia
—ALMA AGUILAR
just crossed under and
Illan-Vazquez is origi
here we are," she said.
nally from Mexico and
sophomore
However, growing
is an undocumented
up Aguilar did not re
student.
"I came to the United States when I alize that her immigration status was
was 6 years old, so pretty much I have different.
"Especially in the state of Wash ing
grown up in America my entire life. The
reason why I c ame here was because ton, I can still go to school. I still have
my parents wanted a better education health coverage. I have education from
K-12,1 have medical coupons until I am
for me," she said.
Illan-Vazquez arrived in the United 19. So no, I d idn't really realize until I
States on a Saturday and started first started applying for scholarships and
grade the following Monday. The im for schools," she said.
Lulu Gonzalez, coordinator of inter
mersion in school allowed her to her
national student affairs, pointed out
learn English.
"It was really difficult growing up that students often don't know because
simply because my parents didn't know their parents have kept the topic secret.
"For a lot of undocumented students
English. So at a very young age I w as
their translator for everything, espe reality hits when they are encouraged
cially for medical stuff," Illan-Vazquez by high school counselors to apply to
go to college. They often do not know
said.
Upon graduation from high school, they don't have a Social Security num-

Staff Writer

NEED™KNOW:DACA

Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals allows people who came to the Unit
ed States as children and meet the other guidelines to request "deferred ac
tion" f or two years, subject to renewal and be eligible for work authorization.
Deferred action canjpostpone removal action.

To qualify, applicants must:
• Be under the age of 31 as ofJune 15,2012 and have come to the U.S. before
turning 16;
• Have lived in the U.S. continuously since June 15, 2007;
• Have entered without inspection or had their lpwful immigration status
expired as of June 15, 2012;
• Be in school, have graduated or obtained a certificate of completion from
high school, have obtained a General Education Development certificate, or
be an honorably discharged veteran of the Coast Guard or Armed Forces of
the U.S.;
• Have not been convicted of a felony, significant misdemeanor or three or
more misdemeanors and do not pose a threat to national security or public
safety.

.Information from United States Citizenship and Immigrauon Services

ber. The family keeps it a secret." Gon would be awesome because you would
.get a social security number," Aguilar
zalez said.
A s tudent without a social security said.
With a social security number a stu
number does not qualify for any state
or federal financial aid. That signifi dent could apply for federal loans.
"It would be the perfect solution for a
cantly decreases the amount of aid that
a student can receive to attend college. lot of students in my position," she said.
The bill does not address parents
"Basically the funds that I can get, at
least from Whitworth, are private spon or family of a student who seeks to
sors and alumni funds and those kind gain citizenship. The situation of un
of things. Any resource that Whitworth documented youth was changed by
has that isn't federally funded," Aguilar the DACA p rogram, which President
Obama implemented on June 15.
said.
"Illegal immigrant youths who were
Though a student qualifies for less
aid, the process of admissions does not brought to the U.S. by their parents are
among the most difficult cases. Presi
change.
"Whitworth accepts applications dent Obama announced this year that
from undocumented students and uses he would stop deporting such immi
the same admissions criteria for them grants and instead would grant them
as for any student when reviewing the work permits — tho ugh they wouldn't
application file," said Greg Orwig, vice have permanent legal status," accord
president of a dmissions and financial ing to the Washington Times.
aid. "One important difference, which
This program allows a current stu
is beyond our control, is that undocu dent in good standing to apply for a le
mented students don't currently qual gal two-year work permit, giving them a
ify for federal and state student aid. social security number.
Whitworth does award them any insti
"The DACA is not an amnesty and is
tutional aid that they qualify for."
not a path for residency; it's just a relief
The political sphere has tackled the that allows undocumented students to
issue of immigration recently with work for two years," Gonzalez said.
two different pieces of leg islation: the
The permit is valid for two years and
Dream Act and Deferred Action for can be reapplied for once, four years
Childhood Arrivals.
total. Unlike citizenship and the Dream
The Dream Act would allow undocu Act, it can be revoked and the next
mented students in good standing to president can repeal the program.
pursue citizenship.
"It's kind of like a spin off of the
The bill was originally introduced to Dream Act, ex cept it doesn't give you
Congress in August of 2001 as the De citizenship; it just gives you a work per
velopment, Relief and Education for mit. This is more of a short-term fix to a
Alien Minors Act. It was reintroduced hard situation," Aguilar said.
in 2009.
"The Dream Act would allow you Contact Caitlyn Starkey at
to become a citizen eventually, which cstarkeyl 3@my.whitworth.edu

Education experimentation
Application of Common Core Standards and
introduction of charter schools to affect schools
Laryssa Lynch

run by a for-profit company or a religious organiza
tion.
This second manipulated variable will go into
Staff Writer
effect Dec. 6.
Senior Sergio Jara Arroyos was avoice in support of
As early as elementary school, students begin to
Initiative
1240.
learn the proper way to conduct a scientific experi
"I co-lead Students for Education Reform with
ment. They learn that the process includes manipu
lated and controlled variables. In Washington state, Macy Olivas," Jara Arroyos said. "We wanted to get
educators, lawmakers and parents will be watching students on campus politically mobilized."
In Whitworth's Hixson Union Building, Jara Ar
for the effects of two major changes in the education
system: the adoption of Common Core Standards royos and other members of Students for Education
Reform provided information and promotional mate
and introduction of charter schools.
For students in the Whitworth education depart rials to students in support of the initiative.
"Similar bills have been introduced in the past, but
ment, these two changes may not be a prominent
failed,"
Jara Arroyos said.
concern in the present. However, in years to come
Prior to the election, Washington state was one of
they may prove to have an impact on education
courses. Likewise, they may provide new opportuni nine states without charter schools.
Public charter schools open up more opportunities
ties, challenges and complexities in their career of
choice and in the ever-experimental stages of educa to students and their families, Jara Arroyos said. That
gives more options to families who are not in a finan
tion reform.
cial position to afford private school.
Both Buff and Uhlenkott echoed the benefits of in
Common Core Standards
creased opportunities beyond tradi
tional public schools.
"[Charter schools]
In 2009, Wa shington state joined
"Charter schools bffer to us more
the initiative for developing Com
have more leeway... choices for students and families,"
mon Core of State Standards in Eng
Buff said.
lish Language Arts and Mathematics.
How you write the
Another clear advantage is the
Washington is among the 48 states to
ability to be more inventive in how
have made that commitment, hav charter is what defines
the school approaches curriculum
ing joined the initiative in 2009 and
and assessment.
the
school."
adopted the standards in July 2011.
"They tend to be more innovative,"
The standards will n ot be fully im
—JAMES UHLENKOTT
Buff said.
plemented until the 2014-15 school
Unlike traditional schools, Buff
year. This is the first manipulated
visiting assistant
said, charter schools have the po
variable in the equation.
professor of education
tential to test out new methods
There are certain benefits and
that might be applied to traditional
drawbacks to voluntarily developing
"The
concern
is
that
schools later on.
and enacting these standards across
In that sense, charter schools have
state lines. One positive aspect is in they may drain money
the capacity to be more experimental
creased consistency.
in their education methods.
from traditional
"Common standards certainly
"They have more leeway," U hlen
help students who move from state
kott said. "Charter schools are de
to state," said Linda Buff, visiting schools that still have a
signed around a charter. How you
instructor to the education depart
crucial role to play." write the charter is what defines the
ment.
school."
Additionally, Buff said the initia
—LINDA BUFF
One final benefit is the spirit of
tive intends to foster a more interdis
competition that charter schools
visiting
instructor
of
ciplinary approach to learning.
may provide. There is a free market
education
"There is an emphasis on literacy:,
effect that will cause the traditional
reading, writing, speaking, listening,"
school and the charter schools to be
Buff said.
competitive against one another in providingthe best
Drawbacks may include difficulty in adoption of
potential changes in curriculum, educational mate education, Buff said.
There are, however, some disadvantages to con
rials and standardized tests. Likewise, some teach
sider. The passing of Initiative 1240 has sparked con
ers worry that there will be less room to personalize
cern regarding a lack of consistency, an inability to re
those aspects to meet the individualized needs of
create successful methodology, harms to traditional
their students and the demographic differences of
public schools and uncertainty of specifics.
the community.
One of the potential damages to traditional schools
"Some see it as giving teachers less flexibility," said
James Uhlenkott, visiting assistant education profes is a loss of monetary funds.
"The concern is that they may drain money from
sor. "In general, I th ink they can be a good thing. I
traditional schools that still have a crucial role to
think we do need standards."
play," Buff said.
Uhlenkott and Buff bot h also voiced worries over
Initiative 1240
the uncertainties of who will run the schools. The
As a result of the election, Initiative 1240: To Allow board for the charter schools will regulate, not the
Public Charter Schools in Washington, passed into district.
"If th e initiative had been written more clearly, I
law. Initiative 1240 is intended to provide for up to 40
might
have been more in favor," Uhlenkott said.
public charter schools over the course of five y ears.
As publ ic charter schools, they must be tuition-free
and non-profit. They will receive the same state and
federal funding as a traditional school and cannot be

Contact Laryssa Lynch at
laryssalynchl 5@my.whitworth.edu

fCRUNCHINGih

i NUMBERS/
1

Ounce of marijuana will be the legal possession
limit under Washington state law as of Dec. 6.
p. 9

10

Whitworth faculty members are a part of the
Spokane Symphony, which has been on strike
since Nov. 2. p. 6

40

Charter schools can be created under Initiative
1240 over the next five years in the state of
Washington, p. 5

70%

Of the Gross Domestic Product consists of con
sumer spending, according to Forbes, p. 12

102

Points scored by the Whitworth women's basket
ball team in a 62-point victory last Friday against
Colorado College at the Fieldhouse. p. 16

11,000+

Views that the student-created 'We Are Pirates'
music video has gotten as of Dec. 2. The video
highlights Whitworth athletics, p. 23

2.2 MILLION

Undocumented college-aged students reside the
United States in 2010, according to Student Affairs
Administrators in Higher Education, p. 4

46 MILLION

Americans are currently on food stamps, accord
ing to Bloomberg.com. p. 12
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CHAMBERS
by Molly Hough

Well... it's official. Christmas season has
arrived and is in full swing! The campus is
decorated and there are at least 10 Christ
mas parties to attend. I can't wait to drink
hot chocolate and drive around to look at all
of the wonderful Christmas lights. Oh yeah,
and somewhere in between all of the holiday
cheer find time to do school work. Speaking of
school... Aren't finals coming up soon?! Any
way, remember to spread the holiday cheer
and pay itforward to those around Whitworth.
This week do a random act of kindness for
someone you care about.
This past week in the chambers we had
Kerry Breno come to speak to ASWU abo ut
the sustainability efforts within the 2021 plan.
There is a committee that meets regularly to
ensure that sustainability within Whitworth is
moving forward. They are focusing on things
such as food and water conservation. Recent
ly, Sode xo put on a sustainability challenge.
Congratulations to the winners and keep up
the good work! Thiscommittee is working very
hard to keep themselves accountable to the
sustainability goals planned out in the 2021
plan. They also have student representatives
on this board. Please email Kerry if you have
any questions or want to learn more.
This past Sunday Unite had its "Dream
Workshop" where students, faculty and com
munity members came together to dream big.
Creative and intellectual ideas were presented
on how to stand up and speak out against the
issue of human trafficking. The Unite team
is currently working on a video with Darrien
Mack to further educate people and expand
our reach. A grant is also being applied for to
go toward the capstone week happening in
the spring. We will be excited to celebrate with
all of you because of everything that has been
done this year in regard to combating the is
sue of human trafficking.
ASWU is extremely thankful for all of y ou!
We are happy to be serving you this year and
look forward to another semester. There is
much more to come, but please let us know if
there is anything you would like to be seeing
on campus or within ASWU. Email me any
time and I would love to hear your thoughts!
Don't forget to check out our meetings next
semester every Wednesday at 5 p.m. Ilook for
ward to seeing you around campus and make
sure to say hello!
Live Bold. Be Fierce.
Molly Beth
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Contact Molly Hough at
mhoughl 3@my.whitworth.edu
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Spokane Symphony strikes
Whitworth faculty participate in the strike over
terms of the August 2012 contract renewal
Jennifer Ingram
Staff Writer

NEEDTOKNOW

The Spokane Symphony announced earlier this
month that its orchestra members were going on
• The strikes are in regard to the August 2012
strike, and as a result all performances would be
contract renewal.
halted through November.
• The musicians' union and board members
According to a press release sent out by the Spo
met with a federal mediator in October to at
kane Symphony, the symphony board members and
tempt to reach a consensus, however when the
the union representing the symphony musicians
board would not change their contract offer, the
were unable to reach an agreement on the terms of
musicians called for an official strike to begin
the August 2012 renewed contract, despite months of
Nov. 2.
negotiations.
• The musicians union is protesting three as
Director of Wh itworth's wind symphony Richard
pects of th e proposed contract. First that core
Strauch, who has been a member of th e symphony
orchestra members would take a 13 perc
ent pay
for more than 11 years, said the strike against the new
cut. Secondly they believe the leave policy will
contract happened for three main reasons.
make it difficult for musicians to perform out
First, the new contract proposed a 13 percent pay
side of th e orchestra. And thirdly that the sec
cut for core orchestra members, who had already
ond year of the two-year contract would is not
agreed to a voluntary salary freeze in 2009.
determined at the time of its signing.
Second, the language in the contract includes an
• All Novem ber performances were canceled,
extremely restrictive leave policy, making it difficult
however the musicians put on benefit concerts.
for the musicians to participate in performances out
side of the Spokane Symphony.
The third, and perhaps most troubling issue for the would knowingly sign a contract that includes zero
musicians, is a vague, proposed two-year contract guarantee of future payment. Strauch agreed.
agreement. The terms of th e agreement are written
"No one in their right mind would sign a blank
out for the first year, while the second is blank, leav contract," Strauch said. "For players to feel secure,
ing employees unsure of the number of services they they need a protected, reasonable compensation
will be able to participate in, and therefore unaware package. Otherwise, how can they expect to earn a
of how much money they would make in the second living in Spokane with a poverty level income and a
year of the contract. Services are made up of rehears contract that doesn't even guarantee some level of
als, educational events or concert performances.
compensation in the second year?"
According to a press release by the Spokane Sym
Strauch said that the proposed contract would
phony in October, the board members and the musi make it very likely that a number of players may leave
cians' union met with a federal mediator and while the Spokane Symphony to take jobs in other cities
some progress was made, an agreement was not
that might offer more services
reached. According to the Musi
better pay.
"For players to feel secure, and"The
cians of the Spokane Symphony
Spokane Symphony is a
website, the orchestra members
fully professional orchestra with
they
need
a
protected,
offered to setde by taking a5 per
accomplished and experienced
cent pay cut, and later a7 percent
reasonable compensation
players," Strauch said. "People
reduction. The difference in cost
come from all over the world to
between the union's proposal package. Otherwise, how can audition there, many of w hom
and the terms of the board's of
they expect to earn a living have trained at Juilliard or other
fer was around $50,000. The two
top music schools."
groups returned to the table on
The Symphony orchestra
in
Spokane
with
a
poverty
Nov. 1; however, the board re
roster lists 89 musicians; 10 are
mained firm on its previous con level income and a contract Whitworth faculty members.
tract offer. The musicians called
professor of percussion
that doesn't even guarantee While
for an official strike on Nov. 2.
Paul Raymond teaches partWhitworth's professor of b as
time at Whitworth, he made the
soon Lynne Feller-Marshall, also some level of compensation majority of his income from the
a member of the symphony, said
in the second year?"
services he took part in with the
not just one person could go on
Spokane Symphony. Raymond
strike. Since the entire orches
—RICHARD STRAUCH
is one of 36 members that make
tra functions as a unit, when
up the core group of the orches
wind symphony director
the strike was called, all 36 core
tra, a fundamental part of the
members and about 30-40 addi
symphony.
tional contract players were left
Raymond said that no one in the orchestra would
without work.
"We voted as a group to not accept the contract of have primarily chosen to go on strike, but they felt as
if a strike was their only option.
fered by management," Feller-Marshall said. "What
Raymond said the symphony guarantees core mu
was offered was so hopeless that we felt that there
sicians
will be paid for 180services. He said while the
was simply no choice. The spokesman for the mu
musicians
are being paid for time spent in rehearsals
sicians has used the phrase, "Ihey forced our hand,'
and on stage, the problem is that for every hour spent
and I would agree."
Feller-Marshall also said the contract would serve on the clock three or four hours are spent off the
to discourage other musicians from auditioning for
and accepting a position with the orchestra. She said
that it was highly unlikely that prospective musicians

Continued on p.7
See Symphony strike

HAPPY HOUR
2-5pm
Monday thru Friday
Every Day 9pm to Close
Medium 1 Topping Pizza

$8.99

A m edium size pizza with your choice of one topping. Pan pizza
Si.00 extra. Additional toppings $1.25 ea

$1.29

1/2 Order Mojo Potato*
Sliced potatoes, lightly battered and fried to a golden brown

Juliana Zajicek | hotographer
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Ihe Fox usually houses Spokane Symphony concerts. Orchestra members,
including ten Whitworth faculty members, began striking Nov. 2.

Symphony strike

Continued from p.6

phony is not and never has been a forclock in preparation for those services.
"It would be like telling a reporter profit business, and their fiscal respon
that they'll only be paid for the time it sibility should not be the no. 1 goalof a
takes to type up a story, while all the regional symphony orchestra.
"I appeal to those members of the
background research is on the house,"
symphony board of t rustees who love
Raymond said.
The new contract drafted by the this organization and want it to con
board would have fewer guaranteed tinue: please do whatever is necessary
services. Raymond said that the new to run this orchestra as the live musiccontract does not specify whether the bringing, culture-enriching entity that
musicians will be salaried employees, it is," Feller-Marshall said.
Raymond said the two groups will be
since they do most their work practic
ing off the clock, or if t hey will strictly meeting again at the end of the week to
negotiate the contract.
receive per-service payments.
"The
Symphony
"In 2009 we agreed
board and the orches
to freeze our salary in
"The arts are vital to tra are not enemies,
creases in order to help
and too often it seems
the symphony in the
the hearts and souls like
that," Raymond
harsh economy," Ray
mond said. "The sym of human beings, and said. "We are merely
on different sides of an
phony is asking musi
losing the primary
argument, and while
cians from all over .the
it's not going to be
country to stick around
arts organization in solved immediately, it
Spokane for a $17,000
and now $15,000-a- the region would be a is a short-term prob
lem."
year salary?"
Two benefit con
terrible loss indeed."
Raymond said that
certs were held in No
some musicians em
ployed under the previ —LYNNE FELLER-MARSHAL vember to help the
musicians pay their
ous contract were hired
professor of bassoon
health insurance miniwith the promise of an
mums and aid those
advertised salary that
whose entire livelihood depended on
they have still never seen.
"I hope that [people] realize that symphony checks. Raymond said in all
symphony musicians are real people, the 38 years he has played orchestra,
working real, challenging jobs, and that the benefit concerts have had the most
being able to continue to make a living energy he's ever felt from a crowd.
"The benefit concert was an amazing
at those jobs is difficult in these times
of recession," Feller-Marshall said. "The experience, and successful beyond our
arts are vital to the hearts and souls of wildest expectations," Raymond said.
human beings, and losing the primary "We r aised $19,000 and were packed.
arts organization in the region would be We had to turn nearly 150 people away."
The orchestra held an additional
a terrible loss indeed."
A Spok ane Symphony press release concert Saturday Dec. 1 at Westmin
issued Nov. 7 said that due to the eco ster Congregational United Church of
nomic pressures alongwith a decline in Christ.
Both sides say they are eager to reach
income and ticket sales, the symphony
board simply cannot support a service an agreement.
guarantee for its musicians anymore.
They said the board's priority is to be a
Contact Jennifer Ingram at
good steward of its limited resources.
Feller-Marshall said that the sym jingraml 3@my.whitworth.edu

$4.99

6pcs Wings
Our classic wrings served with choice of sauce

$1.99

Single pizza w/ 1 topping
Thin crust pizza with 1 topping of your choice.
Additional toppings .50 each. Max 4 toppings.

Beverages: Bud Light, Co ots Light, Kokanee pints
$1.00 off all other pints.
$2.00 off oil pitchers of beer.
$3.50 glosses of House Wines
$1.49 soft drinks
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She's building
a safety net
for the elderly.
Graduate students work alongside
Dr. Diane Cook to engineer a
"smart home" that monitors |
adults who suffer from memory
loss. Their research will h elp the
elderly stay independent longer.
At Washington State University,
you can build a better world.

WASHINGTON STATF.
I UNIVERSITY F
GRADUATE SCI U

gradschool.wsu.
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8 Whitworth re-examines its place
in the Presbyterian Church (USA)
care and understand what is being said," Hough
said.
Students at the meeting voiced concern over
the future of financial aid and scholarships that
Changes are being made to how Whitworth
are linked to the PC (USA) and PC (USA) affili
will be affiliated with the Presbyterian church.
ated churches.
Whitworth University has been a Presbyte
How Whitworth allocates financial aid is not
rian school for 122 years and has been affiliated going to change. Yet nothing can be guaranteed
with the Presbyterian Church (USA) since the
as far as outside scholarships.
PC (USA) was formed in 1983.
"We do not have total control over that situ
The PC (USA) is a mainline Protestant Chris ation because some Presbyterian scholarships
tian denomination. Over the past couple of and financial aid flow into students' accounts
years, some Presbyterian congregations affili from outside sources," McGonigal said.
ated with the PC (USA) hav e been leaving the
Smith said she would suggest that students
denomination due to disagreements and con communicate with their churches about the
flicts with its reformed traditions.
changes that may be coming.
The Alaskan Northwest synod, a Presbyterian
"If you have a church that's providing finan
governmental structure that connects Whit cial support, you should inform them of the
worth to the PC (USA),is in "reduced function." changes going on at Whitworth. Students have
This means the synod is dissolving and will no a responsibility to that relationship with their
longer exist by the summer of
home church," Smith said.
2013.
"The university is trying A survey was sent out to
"We want it to be clear that
the faculty and staff about
our covenant partnership is to be consistent with its what their views and concerns
changing because the func
about the direction Whit
tion and structure of th e syn Christian Presbyterian worth should take. The task
od with which we have our heritage and also relate force received 400 responses.
partnership is radically going
Most of the responses indi
away," said Terry McGonigal,
to changing realities
cated that employees were
the dean of spiritual life.
mostly concerned with Whit
to
provide
students
The Presbyterian govern
worth remaining clear and
mental structure is made up
firmly committed to its Chris
with a welcoming
of four levels.
tian m ission.
Each Presbyterian church is
atmosphere."
"Even with a diverse fac
a congregation. A presbytery
ulty and staff there was unity.
is a formation of many con
—TERRY MCGONIGAL
They want Whitworth to stay
gregations in an area. Presby
focused on its mission," Smith
dean
of
spiritual
life
teries are organized within a
said.
geographical region to form
The faculty expressed that
a synod. The synods report to
the mission of Whitworth should remain faith
the General Assembly, the highest governing
ful to the gospel>engage in tough issues that are
body of the PC (USA).
occurring in society and be involved in what is
A task force has been formed to decide what
going on across the globe.
path the university should take. Their main
"The university is trying to be consistent with
concern is in addressing the interests of the stu
its Christian Presbyterian heritage and also re
dents as well as the faculty and staff.
late to changing realities to provide students
"The task force wants to hear from students,"
with a welcoming atmosphere," McGonigal
said Mindy Smith, a campus pastor and a mem
said.
ber of the task force.
Once the task force has finished its informa
They are looking at alternative connections
tion-gathering stage it will bring the informa
within the PC (USA) as well as other organiza
tion t o the Board of Trustees.
tions with which Whitworth may affiliate with,
"The role of the task force is to present infor
such as the Evangelical Covenant Order of
mation to the Board of the Trustees. The Board
Presbyterians or the Evangelical Presbyterian
will make the final decision," Hough said.
Church.
At a board meeting in January, a sense of
Right now, the task force is in the process
trajectory will be established and worked on
of ga thering information from other organiza
• throughout the spring. By April a final decision
tions, as well as from Whitworth students.
will most likely be made.
Molly Hough is the student representative on
"We hope Whitworth will stay the same while
the task force.
the church changes," Smith said.
"My job is to be the student voice. If students
The task force will work through the spring
have comments or questions about what's go
and summer to inform students what changes
ing on, I am the go-to person," Hough said.
are being made and why. The goal of the task
McGonigal, Hough and Smith held a meet
force is to find a trajectory that puts Whitworth
ing on Tuesday, Nov. 13 for st udents affiliated
in the best position for the future.
with Presbyterian churches.
"We a re looking to deepen the university's
In the meeting, the task force members ex
relationship with the church and provide more
plained how Whitworth students will be af
opportunities for students to have experiences
fected by what is occurring within the denomi
in the church," McGonigal said.
nation and provided a time for students to ask
questions and give feedback.
"Terminology is really difficult. One chal Contact Rebekah Bresee at
lenge we're faced with is how to get students to rbreseel 6@my.whitworth.edu

Rebekah Bresee
Staff Writer

I
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCHES
IN THE AREA FORM THE...
INLAND NORTHWEST PRESBYTERY

PRESBYTERIES IN
ALASKA, WASHINGTON
AND IDAHO FORM THE...
ALASKA SYNOD
(WHITWORTH CONNECTS HERE)

ALL OF THE SYNODS
COMBINE TO FORM THE...
GENERALASSEMBLY

Hannah Charlton | raphic
G
Artist

Marijuana legalized in the NEWSwBRIEF
state, but Federal and WU
rules remain unchanged
Founding dean of the school of
education to step down in June

substance abuse prevention and takes marijuana
out of t he hands of illeg al drug organizations and
brings it under a tightly regulated, state-licensed
system similar to that for controlling hard alcohol.
Voters g ave marijuana the green light in Wash
A group called Law Enforcement Against Prohibi
ington and Colorado when they passed initiatives in
both states to legalize the recreational use of mari tion supported legalization.
Some police officers believe continued prohibi
juana for adults 21 andover.
tion takes resources away from pursuing dangerous
Possession of an ounce of dried marijuana, a
criminals while helping fuel the Mexican drug war,
pound of marijuana-infused product (such as
according to fortworthstarbrownies) or 72 ounces of
telegram.com.
marijuana-infused liquid will
The initiative proposes
become legal in Washington
a heavy tax on marijuana,
Dec. 6 due to Initiative 502.
which could lead to new
Under 1-502 the state has a
revenue. There will be a 25
year to establish a system of
percent tax imposed three
licensing growers, processors
times: when the grower sells
and retail stores, as well as a
to processor, the processor
standard blood test limit for
to retailer and the retailer to
driving under the influence.
the customer, according to
Though marijuana is now
money.cnn.com.
legal at the state level, federal
State financial experts esti
law still classifies it as illegal.
mate $2billion in tax revenue
That may cause issues for
over the next five years if the
marijuana retailers, busi
federal government does not
nesses that plan to sell mar
sue to block 1-502, according
ijuana-infused products and
to mynorthwest.com.
for workers whose employers
It is also estimated that
require drug-free work envi
legalization could take away
ronments.
$10 billion from cartels and
"I think people who voted
dealers, according to forbes.
for 502will be really surprised
com.
that if you use it in your own
1-502 affects Whitworth
home, in accordance with
students as well. Following
the initiative, you can still get
the passage of t he initiative,
fired," Seatde employment
the Student Life committee
law attorney Michael Subit
met to discuss their response
said to the Seattle Times.
to the new law.
The City of Seattle recently
"Because we are a private .
reminded its 10,500 employ
institution, we are able to
ees that because it receives
have different guidelines.
federal funding, it must re
We hav e chosen to be a dry
main a drug-free workplace.
campus; that means no alco
Other employers have fol
hol for students, even those
lowed suit, according to seover 21, as well asfaculty and
attletimes.com.
staff," said Dick Mandeville,
Deputy Darrell Rohde of
vice president for student
the Spokane County Sheriff's
life.
Office likewise expressed the
The committee deter
need to uphold federal law in
mined that marijuana, while
spite of state legalization.
legal by state law for those 21
"If we expect people to pay
and over, s hould be treated
taxes, which is a federal prac
like alcohol and not allowed
tice, we should expect them
on campus, Mandeville said.
to obey all federal laws. Right
"We made that decision
now, marijuana is still illegal
because of the impact on the
according to federal law," Ro
individual using it, as well as
hde said.
the impact on those around
Hannah Charlton | G
raphic Artist
Like many employers,
who might not want to be ex
1-502 has not changed the
posed to it," Mandeville said.
Sheriff's office hiring or drug
The student handbook explains in detail which
policies.
substances are already prohibited on campus and
"For now, those that plan to seek a job with the for what reasons. Marijuana will be added to the list
Sheriff's Office should steer clear of mar ijuana and
of substances, Mandeville said.
other illegal drugs," Rohde said.
An excerpt from the intent of 1-502 states that it
allows law enforcement to be focused on violent
and property crimes, generates new state and local Contact Kendra Stubbs at
tax reyepue for education, health care, research and kstubbsl 5@my. whitworth.edu

Kendra Stubbs

Staff Writer

UNDER WASHINGTON
STATE LAW IT WILL BE
LEGAL TO POSSESS:

ONE OUNCE OFDRIED MARIJUANA
(APPROXIMATELY THE
WEIGHT OF 20 PAPER CLIPS)

ONE POUND OF MARIJUANAINFUSED PRODUCT(SUCHAS
BAKED GOODS)

72 OUNCES OF MARIJUANA
INFUSED LIQUID (EQUIVALENT
TO ONE SIX-PACK)

Dean Dennis Sterner announced Nov. 26
that he would be stepping down from his
position. Sterner became the school's dean
with its founding in 1991. After a sabbatical,
he will return to Whitworth as a professor of
education.

Mexico inaugurates anewpresident
Enrique Pena Nieto of the Institutional
Revolutionary Party (PRI) was sworn in
as Mexico's president Saturday, Dec. 1.
The inauguration took place amid violent
protests. Demonstrators were protesting
what they viewed as vote-buying by the
campaign as well as the PRI's return to power.
The PRI held power for 71 years before 2000,
and this is their first win since then. Nieto
said his focus will be reducing violence in
Mexico.

Egypt's President sets the date to
vote on the constitution
President Mohammed Morsi announced
Dec. 1 that a public referendum on the draft
of the constitution would take place Saturday,
Dec. 15. Morsi has been criticized for the
amount of power he has seized recently.
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The United Nations votes to
recognize Palestine as a nonmember observer state
Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas
was successful in his attempt to upgrade
Palestine's diplomatic status. The vote
passed with 138 members of the UN
assembly in favor of the status change. Nine
states, including Israel and the U.S. strongly
opposed the decision, and 41 nations
abstained from the vote. The Palestinians
hope to be able to strengthen their chances
for recognition as a sovereign state, whereas
officials in the U.S. and Israel said this could
prolong the absence of peace in the region.
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Study shows increased global
carbon dioxide emissions in 2012
A study published in the Nature Climate
Change journal and then in Earth System
Science Data Discussion showed a 2.6
percent increase in carbon dioxide emissions
levels from 2011. In 2012, 35.6 billion tons
of carbon dioxide were emitted. The United
States is one of the world's top 10 polluters.
Sources |www.whitworth.edu, The SpokesmanReview, BBC, Aljazeera
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Christmas giwing on college student budget

l:

DIY Christmas present ideas to save you the money you don't actually have

n

Ashlynn Phillips

m

Staff Writer

O
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Let's face it, some of us are broke college students. So when Christmas rolls
around, we find ourselves scraping tpgether all the change we can find to buy
somewhat acceptable gifts for o ur loved ones. But this time why not save your
quarters and dimes for your late night Taco Bell runs and hand make this year's
Christmas presents? These giftsare little to no cost, and will please almost anyone
as they open them Christmas morning.
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PREPARED COOKIES-IN-A-JAR RECIPE
This recipe, from Pinterest, is perfect for the people who love spending time in
the kitchen during the holiday season.
Cowboy Cookies:
Start out with a one quart jar. You can use a recycled empty one you have sitti
ng
Juliana Zajicek | Ph
otographer
around. Layer the ingredients in the jar like this:
COFFEE MUG MESSAGE
First: 1 V*cup flour, 1 tsp baki
ng powder, 1 tsp baking soda, Vs tsp salt
Second: 1 cup cooking oats
This gift is something exceedingly easy to make, and is perfect for all you nonThird: % cup brown M&M's
crafty people out there. All you need is a Sharpie pen and a plain, solid-colored
Fourth: 3/4-cup chocolate chips
coffee mug. Write a personalized message on the mug and then bake it in the
Fifth: Vi cup brown sugar
oven for 30minutes at 350 degrees. It's a grea
t idea for all the hot-tea drinkers and
Sixth: V2 cup white sugar
coffee lovers you might know.
Seventh: % cup chopped pecans
Pack each level down tightly. I mean it. Pack it in, or elsewon't
it
all fit. To deco EASY SCENTED CANDLE
rate the jar, cut some western bandana fabric into a 6-inch square and place on
top of the jar. Tie some brown ribbon around the lid to hold it in place. Attach a
For the people who don't like cookies or popcorn, candles are an excellent
small recipe card to the string with these steps written on it: Mix dry ingredients choice. A person can never have too many candles; This is an extremely easy gift
together. Then add 1 egg, 2Vcup butter, and 1 tsp vanilla. Roll cookie dough into 1 that is sure to make the whole house smell wonderful. For this you will need a
V2 inch balls and bake for 10 minutes at 350 degrees.
round, tall, unscented candle that is at least 3inches in diameter, cinnamon sticks
(which you can buy at the grocery store for a few dollars), scissors and a hot glue
gun. Measure the candle height and cut the cinnamon sticks to that length. Run
MOVIE NIGHT IN A BASKET
the hot glue along the cinnamon stick and stick it vertically to the side of thecan
This cheap and easy gift basket can be given to anyone who is an avid movie dle. Repeat to cover candle. Tie some colorful ribbon around the candle to give it
watcher. Take a large empty tub of popcorn and fill it with boxes of movie candy a festive look.
and popcorn from the dollar store. Add a couple of $5 DVD's from Walmart, or for
a cheaper option, pick up some of the offbeat DVDs at a thrift store. Now you've
Contact Ashlynn Phillips at aphillipsl5@my.whitworth.edu
just gifted some Friday night entertainment.
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Music review: Album lacks holiday cheer
but works for modern music generation
Peter Duell
Staff Writer
When "Holidays Rule" was released
a few weeks ago, Christmas music lov
ers were likely trembling with excite
ment. The album is a compilation of
Christmas singles from, various artists
including The Shins, Fun., The Civil
Wars and Paul McCartney to name a
few. Such a lineup deserves anticipa
tion.
As an avid lover of Christmas music,
I a m always eager to find more once
Christmas season arrives. It's fun to
see artists I enjoy put out Christmas al
bums. The albums often do well. Take
Mariah Carey's phenomenal Christ
mas album, "Merry Christmas," for ex
ample. It holds, arguably, some of t he
best classic modern Christmas songs,
"All I Want For Christmas Is You"

and "Christmas (Baby Please Come
Home)." I expected "Holidays Rule" to
be no different.
Unfortunately, I was mistaken. Oth
er than a few songs
that truly did sound
like Christmas mu
sic (Paul McCartney's
"The Christmas Song,"
Rufus
Wainwright's
"Baby It's Cold Out
side" and
Fun.'s,
"Sleigh Ride") it was
exclusively artists play
ing songs that sound
no different from their
regular music aside
from the words. For
example, The Civil Wars; "1 Heard The
Bells On Christmas Day" sounded ex
actly like, say, "I've Got This Friend,"
from the album "Barton Hollow," or

the song "Kingdom Come," another of
the band's more famous singles.
Even Fun.'s, "Sleigh Ride," which
was one of the more "Christmasy"
songs on the album,
was jammed with ran
dom electronic beeps
and plunks that sound
like they came out of
a Buzz Lightyear toy.
Hardly the sounds that
come to mind at the
mention of Christmas
music.
While
"Holidays
Rule" is certainly not
my taste, it definitely
finds a way to make
the songs work. It has done what most,
if not all, classic Christmas artists
have done in the past. I would define
Frank Sinatra's Christmas albums,

or Bing Crosby's, Mariah Carey's or
Point of Grace's Christmas works as
classic Christmas music. To p ut it in
perspective, those albums are not very
different from each respective artist's
normal music, save for the addition
of some sleigh bells and violin and
flute runs. "Holidays Rule" has simply
conformed "Christmas music" to the
popular modern times, just as Frank
Sinatra and Mariah Carey did in their
time.
I won't be listening to "Holidays
Rule" this year, or likely any year, but
many people will enjoy it. It's an album
that, while I'm hard pressed to call it
true Christmas music, defines its musi
cal era and works for those who cling to
that modern era.
Contact Peter Duell at
pduelll 6@my.whitworth.edu
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lZfiL y- J.R.R. Tolkien
fans across the
\ globe are brushing
M t. ' UP on 'heir elvish
—and dwarven as
jw
\they prepare for a
return to Middle
Earth. Nearly n years
- after the release of the
final "Lord of the Rings"
film, "The Hobbit: An Unexpected
Journey" opens on Dec. 14.
"The Hobbit," based on the bright
er, lighter-hearted prequel from Tolk
ien was published in 1937, several years
before "The Fellowship of the Ring."
Gandalf (lan McKellan), a mysterious
wizard, pays a visit to the unassuming
^ Bilbo Baggins (Martin Freeman),
with a band of roughneck
dwarves. Bilbo soon finds
himself caught up in a
most dangersome
expedition
led by the
dwarven
hero

ftoBBrc
fraRvesu
soap
2 leeks - chopped and washed
1 cup of diced potatoes
1/2 cup of diced Carrots 1 cup sliced mushrooms
3/4 cup diced bacon or ham
3 tablespoons butn
j

1. Heat off and melt hi'tUr iHLuge pot o I
medium/medium high htAHW
2. Brown bacon until rmmm :

|gg

3. Add leeks and cook 5-7 niinwes
transparent. §tir constantly to avoiubari^J*
4. Add other vegetables. Cook until <. < rr<B
and potatoes are slightly tender.
S|
5. Add flour and continue to stir, careful jfflK
to brown the vegetables too much.
6. Add chicken stock. Stir and season to taste.
7. Simmer at very low heat for about 2 hours.

From: apps.warncrbros.com/thehobbit/recipes/us

mitage). The band quests for the
Lonely Mountain to recover an ancient
dwarven treasure stolen by the evil
dragon Smaug. On their journey, the
companions traverse ancient elven
cities and skirmish with goblins and
trolls, and Bilbo finds a mysterious ring
that will shape the future of Middle
Earth.
Middle Earth is rife with magic, as
fans of the series already know. In cre
ating the rich fantasy universe for the
movie, Peter Jackson, the New Zealand
native who directed the first three
films, again brought his cinematic
wizardry to the table by directing "An
Unexpected Journey."
While The Hobbit is a single novel,
it will be released in three separate
installments, all directed by Jackson.
"The Hobbit; The Desolation of
Smaug" is set for release next year, and
"The Hobbit: There and Back Again"
is slated for 2014.
The spectacular visuals that won all
three of the Rings films innumerable
awards are back, this time with- an
extra spoonful of sugar to match the
B^^original book's lighthearted tone.
The dwarves' noses are just
fejj^ |a little bit rounder this
•jdtime
and even
H
Gollum is
looking more
•MBE™: - fresh-

facOTfl
the en
48-frai
the ini
24-frai
who si
"The I
expert
inition
time.'
releasf
Cat
Wood
all reti
roles f
install:
trilogy
thece
1,600fansci
theEi
Zealar
Acc
were 1
premii
populi
sporti:
andfu
Hoi
one at
preset
pictur
few'wi
faced:

2941 <

sftiRe Reckonitic, 1341

fRom rfiebiaRy of B1L60 Baqqms

~beaRbiaRy,

uRXiey,
Recp£L

[6St notably,
ire film was shot at
tes-persecond, double
ustry standard of
tes-persecond. Viewers
w advance screenings of
lobbit" compared the
:nce to seeing high-deftelevision for the first
"he Hobbit will also be
din 3D.
Blanchett, Elijah
and Hugo Weaving
rned to reprise their
om "Rings" in the first
sent of "The Hobbit"
They were among
sbrities to walk the
~oot-long red carpet, as
awded the entrance to
ibassy Theatre in New
d's capital.
>rding to the New York
Sews, 100,000 people
attendance at the
're (more than half the
tion of Wellington),
ig homemade elf ears,
rry Hobbit feet,
rever, not every
the theatre was
t to support the
:. Over the past
eks, Warner Bros,
llegations from

(

rfhs "QOOb"ox)Rraf^^^s inreRRupreb By
a RarfieR srRanqe man, OBLIVIOUS ro afi
"becenr ftoBBir pRopRiery. a man in rfie S IR ;^
nor only a man Bura mizagb, in an my 50
j?eaRS rfrar isceRrainly a fiRsr. wfien simp
ly 1
misftmq fiim a "qoob moRninq,"rfie oiiiaSD, %
tofio caneb fiimseif qafibalf, CReareb an soRrs *
of fiuilaBaioo conceRnmq coftar mas a "qoob,
moRnmq." a libok far mas an rfrar Business _ %
aBour an abvenruRe? rm a fioBBir, anb me
DoBBir foifi. Like abvenruRes as mucfias OUR " 5
feer aRe sman anb fiaiRless. irboes nor
conceRii me, even if qanbalf is, as fie claimeb,
a lonq rime fRierib of rfie rook family. even
sun, as any qoob fid^Bir cooulffbo, 1 invireb
fiim fOR rea romoRROm. fie Lefr afreR makinq
a srRanqe maRk oursibe mybooR. 1 fiave a Bab
feelinq aBour rftis...

OS

the Humane Society that as
many as 27 animals used in
the film, including two horses Jl
died preventable deaths due j|
to unsafe living conditions, ™
according to animal wranglers!
who contacted the Associated!
Press several weeks ago.
Animal rights activists M
chanted and held signs with
slogans such as "Middle
is no place for animals."
of the safety hazards pr<
at the farm that house
animals have since beefi
paired or improved by'
Bros.
Despite the con trove
"An Unexpected Jourm
release as scheduled.
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ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

WEDNESDAY, DEC.5&
THURSDAY,DEC.6
THEATER: STAGE II SHORTS
Wednesday at 7 p.m. and Thursday 5 p.m.
Cowles Auditorium Stage II
The student directors from
the Fundamentals of Direct
ing class present their mini
plays. The directors do it
all, including selecting the
plays/auditioning and cast
ing the players in open au
dition calls, and arranging
the technical support.

Students tell about that one thing they just have to do
Christina Spencer
Staff Writer
Michelangelo said, "The greatest danger for most
of us is not that our aim is too high and we miss, but
that it is too low and we reach it." What comes to
mind when you think of a bucket list? Maybe just a
silly list with outrageous ventures that will probably
never happen. Perhaps there is that one thing you

are set on accomplishing before you die. Bucket lists
give you dreams and enthusiasm for day you'll be
able to cross off that before-I-die promise. Do you
have your own list of th ings that you just have to
accomplish during your lifetime? Get inspired with
a few bucket list goals from fellow stu
dents.
Contact Christina Spencer at
cspencerl5@my.whitworth.edu

JUNIOR CONNER WALSH

I want to raise the Seahawks 12th Man flag at CenturyLink [Field], I want
to raise the flag because I've always been a Seahawks fan. I think I need to
work my way up. I'mmajoring in mathematical economics and so I figure
in roughly 20 years give or take I willbe able to work my way up and own a
major financial consulting firm based out of Seattle and at this point they
would be honored to have me raise the 12th Man flag.
whitworth.edu

SATURDAY, DEC. 8
BING CROSBY HOLIDAY FILM FEST
12-7:30 p.m.
Bing Crosby Theater at 901 W. Sprague Ave.
$7
Did you know Bing Crosby
grew up in Spokane? Did
you know Gonzaga Uni
versity is his alma mater?
If not, then you probably
don't know much about
Crosby, which means you
should probably go watch
his holiday films at the
theater named after him.
The films being shown are
"White Christmas," "Bells of

What's on your bucket list?

#

SOPHOMORE SHAUNA MAPLE

I want to see the Northern Lights in the next three years [and] visit every
continent. Sofar I've been to North America and Europe. And own ahusky
puppy.

SOPHOMORE JOY ATTAWAY

I really want to go see the Olympics some
day, preferably the summer. I would love
to see gymnastics or swimming.

OQP
JUNIOR TROY PATTERSON

movieposter.com

St. Mary's" and "Holiday Inn."

Definitely be in the NBA. I would probably play point guard. Definitely have to meet Eddie
George (he used to be the running back for the Tennessee Titans). I gotta get sponsored by Red
Bull so that I can do one of those crazy jumps that they sponsor.

VOCAL JAZZ CONCERT
Dec. 5 at 8 p.m. in the Music Building Recital Hall

Voice students perform at this jazz concert put on
by Whitworth's music department.

'TIS THE SEASON CHRISTMAS KICK-OFF

SOPHOMORE CHELSEA MYHRE

I want to explore the Crooked Forest in Poland and attend a performance
of ["Les Miserables"] in London. I think the "Les Mis" one might come
true if I go on the British Culture through the Arts Jan Term trip next year.
And I want to see a narwhal in the arctic.

Dec. 6 at 7
p.m. in the HUB Multipurpose Room

Whitworth bands including Cold Mountain Yeti
and the Pine Tones perform to start the holiday off.
Free tea and coffee will be served. Proceeds go to
Community Health Evangelism in Ethiopia. $3.

WINTERFEST ARTS & CRAFTS SALE
Dec. 7 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the HUB Multipurpose
Room

The art department will sell wintery arts and crafts
at this annual sale.

IMPROV SH0W:C00L WHIP VS. ON THE SPOTPLAYERS
(SEE STORY ON PAGE 10)
Dec. 9 at 9 p.m. in Cowles Auditorium Stage II

Cool Whip, Whitworth's student improv troupe,
competes with students of improv acting class.

FROM THESTUDENTSURVEY:

"I want to learn why Bach's compositions are mathematically perfect."
"Travel across Europe, eating all the food with my wife at my side on a pair of folding bicycles I will build."
"Playing tag in an orchard."
"Walk across Washington State."
"Acquire arachnid-like abilities and swing through New York city in a red and blue suit, smiling for the camera."
"Use the word 'jipijapa' in a game of Scrabble."

TOP THREE BUCKET LIST ITEMS:

#1 TRAVEL #2 SKYDIVING #3 NORTHERN LIGHTS
Numbers and answers from a voluntary survey of 100 Whitworth students.

{I SAW!}
Content found in the "I Saw You" section are
student submissions and do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.

Did you eat with that fork?
I saw you stab your friend in the butt with a fork in
Saga. At least, I hope he was your friend...

Study and Walk
I saw you pacing on the second floor of the HUB,
studying. It was alittle funny but mostly It's just
comforting to know other people wander when
they're studying for test!
Elise Van Dam |Photographer

Gryros, falafel plates, Greek salad and baklava are only a few items on the menu at Azar's Restaurant.

Family from Jordan strwes Middle
Eastern, Greek cuisine with show
lunch menu consists of a buffet option for $9.95,
sandwiches
and gyros for $7.95, soups for $4.95 and
Staff Writer
salads for around $10. The gyros are the most popu
It all started with a family, a set of r ecipes and a lar lunch item. There are two different options, the
gyro tahini which consists of lightly seasoned beef
passion for homestyle food. In 1973, the Azar family
and lamb meat with tomatoes, sesame seed, lemon
moved to the United States from Jordan. After liv
and garlic. The other option, gyros tsatziki, consists
ing through four wars, the family decided to move
of th e beef and lamb meat with tomatoes, lettuce,
to Spokane in search of a better life.
yogurt,
cucumber and garlic sauce.
. After movi ng to the states, Najeeb and Najla Azar
"I love the gyro with at hini because they use sim
bought a 7-Eleven convenience store on Empire Av
ple and good quality ingredients," said senior Eric
enue and then purchased the cafe
Mahaney.
across from the 7-Eleven. That is
"We have a unique
Like the lunch menu, the dinner
where they opened the Azar's Res
menu also includes sandwiches, gy
taurant in 1980, which at the time
cuisine. I cook
ros, soups and salads but adds the
was the only Greek, Mediterranean
dinner
combination plates for around
homestyle meals
and Middle Eastern restaurant in
$15. These plates consist of a variety
the Spokane area, owner Katy Azar
that are healthy and of op tions including gyros, hummus,
said.
falafel and babajanuj.
In 1990, Katy Azar, da ughter of
homemade."
"I love all of the food," Azar said. "A
Najeeb and Najla Azar, opened an
combination plate along with a Greek
other location at 2501 N. Mo nroe
— KATY AZAR
salad is great."
St., which is n ow the only location
The menu provides vegetarian, veg
owner
in Spokane.
an and gluten free options, also.
"My mom was a great cook and
Along with homemade, quality
thought it would be a great idea [to open a Mediter food, Azar's also provides a belly dancing show on
ranean restaurant]," Azar said. "And it has done well Friday nights from 6:45 to 8:45 p.m. where an expe
ever since."
rienced dancer comes in and performs live t radi
Like the first restaurant, Azar's Restaurant on
tional belly dances.
Monroe uses the recipes that Azar's mother brought
"We d ecided to do it for a cultural experience,"
to the states.
Azar said. "It's a dinner and a show and it's all
"We have a unique cuisine," Azar said. "I cook
authentic."
homestyle meals that are healthy and homemade.
There are no preservatives and I only use good oils
[such as oliveoil]. It satisfies a lot of people's needs." Contact Elise Van Dam at
The restaurant has a lunch and dinner menu. The evandam!3@my.whitworth.edu

Elise Van Dam
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Saga Toilet Paper Girl
I saw you in Saga with the toilet paper stuck to
your foot, don't worry about it, you played it off
like a pro. Props to you!

Cute and Quiet
To the cute and quiet redhead with the glasses. I
see you walking around Stewboppage all the time.
Maybe sometime we can walk together?

Fashion-less
Whitworth girls are beautiful. But we don't try
very hard when it comes to fashion. No, rainboots, thin leggings and a sweatshirt don't cut it.
Can we try for like 1 day to look fashionable?

Owl Girl
I think I love you. Sincerely, Wolf Guy.

Snoozer
I see you dozing off in class almost each
session...I'm your TA and I often laugh and point
out your sleeping to the girls behind you. Some
times I get them to elbow you. Other times I just
smile and enjoy the random head-jerks of your
brain reminding you that you're in class. Remem
ber that you don't have to take the idea of the
"Z element" too literally! Enjoy the snooze, and
I'll see you at the next study session! Sincerely,
Z-Patrol

Basketball Star
To George on the basketball team: There are two
girls in Stewart that think you're kind of the great
est. Love Your 2 Biggest Fans.

Guitar Guy
I hear you playing guitar in the music building
from time to time. It instantly makes me happy
every time.

A r c h i t e c t u r a l
Treasure: History of three of Spokane's

Submissions published as received.

oldest Christian churches

Seen someone? Submit your 'I saw you' (limited
to 50 words) online at thewhitworthian.com.
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University coasting off the
acknowleged 'narrow ridge'

-adholecumk bin
World got ya down?
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I e ntered college planning to graduate a semester
early, if pos sible. Three-and-a-half years later, I f ind
myself with only a matter of days remaining until I take
my last final. It is a bittersweet feeling.
However, as I depart, there are three mutually-rein
forcing trends that cause me to worry about the future
direction of the university.
First is a lack of i ntellectual rigor among students.
I do not mean to say that Whitworth students are not
Caleb Drechsel | Graph
ic Artist
intelligent, because they are. The problem is that, by
and large, there is litde to no critical discussion of con
very strong arguments to be made against them that
troversial ideas.
Like everyone else, we espouse critical thinking and student's will seldom be exposed to unless they pursue
talking about difficult issues, yet we seldom dp it in a them on their own initiative. Even if they do, counter
genuine way.For instance, take the recent presidential ing the narrative on any of these issues is deemed in
campaign. While there were attempts at having gener tolerant, with dissenting students running the risk of
ic political events, there was no real discussion among being labeled as racists, sexists or bigoted fundamen
the student body at large of the major issues at stake. talists. This is stifling to the intellectual health of th e
Unlike most schools, Whitworth has no active politi university.
The third trend, secularization, is perhaps the most
cal clubs, the ones that used to exist having fizzled out
for lack of in terest. Perhaps we are just too lazy, or disturbing of all. When I first arrived at Whitworth as a
tian university
perhaps we are afraid of disrupting or damaging our freshman, I naively hoped to find a Chris
that respectfully stood up for its principles. Like many,
much-touted community. But
I hoped that criticism of Christian
what kind of co mmunity do we
'This is not the case for ity would be allowed and alterna
really have if it must be sheltered
tive views examined. But I also
from serious debate?
each constituent part
hoped that Christian refutation
This tendency to avoid con
would be offered. Though Chris
frontation is bolstered by a sec
of the university, but
tian accessories remain, orthodox
ond trend: relativistic political
the overall trajectory is Christian beliefs are increasingly
correctness, also known as toler
abandoned as Whitworth seeks to
ance. There are two issues with
undeniable/'
remain relevant by following a step
this trend.
or two behind progressive soci
First, there is an unfortunate
ety and secular academia. Former
tendency for people to be con
flated with their ideas. While all people deserve to be President of Whitworth Bill Robinson used to speak of
treated with dignity and respect, this deference should the "narrow ridge" that the university walked between
not be extended.to their ideas or beliefs, especially in being too far to the conservative right and too much
a university setting. Having an intellectually stimulat on the secular left. Considering Whitworth's past re
ing environment requires that ideas be debated vigor cord, and with official school recognition of gay mar
riage looking increasingly likely, the "narrow ridge"
ously.
This requires a separation of people from their looks more like it was simply a stepping stone to get
ideas; students need to be able to accept and process over to the left side of the mountain.
This is not the case for each constituent part of the
respectful criticism of their beliefs without having
their feelings hurt. All people are equal, but all ideas university, but the overall trajectory is undeniable.
Still, I a m thankful for my time at Whitworth. I have
and beliefs are not.
The second issue with tolerance is its one-sided- been forced to truly examine and defend what I b e
ness. While we "courageously" bring up sensitive top lieve. In some cases, I have had to adjust my views. I
ics, they are almost inevitably examined from a single sincerely hope every student gets to go through a simi
perspective. Issues of ra ce are examined through the lar process. Just a final thought: criticizing tradition
lens of cr itical race theory; gender issues are domi ally-dominant views is now the dominant view. So, if
nated by feminism; gay marriage is anissue of human you really want to be a rebel, it's worth giving tradi
rights; capitalism is greedy, socialism is beneficent; tional ideas a look.
free trade is exploitative, fair trade is just; the Israelis
are murdering oppressors, the Palestinians helpless
victims. To b e sure, there are good arguments to be NELSEN is a senior majoring in politicalscience. Com
made for each of th ese positions. But there are also ments can be sent tomnelsenl3@my.whitworth.edu.

standing there!?,

I dance!
You dance! [Just give a dance
bar -; a chance!jsafe

The haters
cannot catch
you if your

fH The world's
i . a bit less horrid*
if yon dance, dance.'

Who was that poor girl and how

YOU DANCE!!?

Pinterest redefining traditional roles of women 17
n
step-by-step knitting instructions and where clothing
items can be purchased.
This website's popularity continues to grow and at
tract new 'pinners' each day. With recipes just a click
away, I have begun to spend more time in the kitchen
testing out different dinners. I have talked to friends
In our culture, women tend to enjoy indepen who have expressed that they have begun to cook
dence. They tend to live life in opposition to the do most of their meals because Pinterest has given them
mestic stereotype of the past.
ideas of what to make and how.
Now with the holiday season surrounding us,
This domestic life revolved around cooking and
baking in the kitchen, cleaning, knitting and sewing. more and more sheets of cookies and pans of cake s
have emerged throughout
Today, that lifestyle for women is
essentially viewed with a negative "Pinterest is shaping lives halls, houses and kitchens be
cause Pinterest has been influ
eye.
and it is not only limited ential.
When I go on the internet, I sur
Also, women are finding fun
pass Facebook, YouTube and email
to women, but men use ways to clean and organize
and go straight to Pinterest. I think
this action may be true for many it as well and can get just the bathroom and bedroom.
They are seeing pictures of fun
other women.
scarves to make by hand or
Pinterest is an online bulletin
as much out of it. My
how to mend articles of clothboard that posts pictures of any
challenge to you: if you mg.
thing ranging from recipes and do
Craft stores are loving the
it yourself crafts to cleaning tips. It
also has fashion, fitness, photogra don't use Pinterest, simply fact that people are pinning
more crafts»and are coming
phy and more.
make an account."
into their stores to buy fabric,
If a pi cture appears that catches
sewing kits, yarn, needles and
your eye, you pin it to your own
all sorts of various home-made
personalized board, create a cap
tion and allow your followers to see what you are in craft basics.
See what I am getting at?
terested in.
Without publicly calling themselves a 'become-aIt doesn't stop there; you can click on the picture
posted and it may take you to its origina
l website, pro domestic-woman' website, Pinterest is beginning to
re-create the role of women.
viding more information about that pin.
This is by no means a bad thing, and I am not say
You can click the picture and find full recipes,

r

HALEY
WILLIAMSON

ing that any woman using Pinterest is now a stereo
typical domestic woman and should wear an apron
and have a vacuum ready at all times.
Pinterest has made such negatively viewed life
styles both fun and enjoyable. It gets women cooking
and baking for the fun of it and not in a 'submittingto-their-husband-or-spouse' kind of way.
It gets women to want to organize and clean things
in creative ways because they want to, not because
they have to.
Pinterest has created opportunities to try do-ityourself projects that women may have never been
exposed to or considered trying because of po ssible
negative connotations.
Pinterest is shaping lives and is not only limited
to women, but men use it as well and can get just as
much out of it.
My challenge to you: if y ou don't use Pinterest,
simply make an account. Begin to use it by trying out
recipes, at-home fitness programs and admiring pho
tography and art.
If yo u use Pinterest, good job, continue to let it
shape daily habits, open up doors to further explora
tion and allow it to make stereotypical domestic life
styles become more enjoyable opportunities.

COLUMNIST

Thanksgiving is a time to give thanks for the many
blessings that we are afforded each day and to spend
quality time with loved ones. The last thing I would
want to be thinking about is whether or not I can pay
for a delicious meal.
Unfortunately, for many Americans struggling in
this economy, that is exactly what they do have to
worry about.
According to the Sunlight Foundation, More
Americans are using food stamps to help buy the ba
sics this Thanksgiving than ever before."
According to the business news website Bloom
berg, there are currently 46 million Americans on
food stamps; I find that fact heartbreaking.
I believe that the American dream means that
each individual has the ability to sustain him or
herself and live independently, not on government
handouts. As a college student, I know that is some
thing I want to achieve after graduation.
It's a sad reality that many people today do not
have the ability to five this way, f or a wide variety
of rea sons. The economic downturn has only made
matters worse.
I would love to live in a society where food stamps
don't exist, simply because they don't have to. This
would mean a society where the economy is consis-
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WILLIAMSON is a sophomore majoring in theology
and communication. Comments can be sent to hwilliamson!5@ my.whitworth.edu.

Food stamps pose problem of dependency
LINDSEY
HUBBART

O

\M»ctnr»pHifl fiDP
According tr>
to Tn
Investopedia,
GDP measures "the
monetary value of all the finished goods and services
produced within a country's borders in a specific time
m
period." It consists of four parts: consumer spending,
government spending, investments and net exports.
According to Forbes, 70 percent of GDP consists of
consumer spending, which is why we must stimulate
spending. One of the most effective ways to get con
sumers spending again is through tax cuts.
According to Mike Patton at Forbes, "individuals
will have more money in their pockets to spend, save,
or pay down debt."
As they spend more, it works as a ripple effect
Hayley Niehaus | Graphic Artist throughout the economy, and that money will con
tinue being spent. In turn, this will create more jobs.
tently growing, and when people struggle to get by,
Once we create more jobs, we can impose stricter
community members and non-governmental institu working requirements on food stamps for non-elder
tions (such as the Church) step up to help their neigh ly, able-bodied people.
bors through the tough times.
This will ensure that people are actually trying to
Of course, we are a long way away from being able live independently from the government, rather than
to live likethis. However, I believe that we can achieve becoming completely dependent.
that, or at least maintain these programs as the last
I firmly believe that we can, as a country, signifi
resort.
cantly decrease the number of people who require
The most important step is to get the economy food stamps as a means of getting by, through work
roaring again. If t he unemployment rate continues ing together and stimulating the economy.
to linger just below eight percent, we will never get
there. I believe Ronald Reagan explains it perfectly
when he said, "I think the best possible social welfare
program is a job."
I wholeheartedly agree with that quote. Getting a
job is the only way people can pull themselves up out
of p overty; government handouts simply cannot do
that. One of the primary ways to measure the growth HUBBART is a sophomore majoring in economics.
of the economy is through gross domestic product Comments can be sent to lhubbartl5@my.whitworth.
edu.
(GDP).
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18 Societal consumerism has
altered season's meaning
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Thanksgiving dinner took me more than 14
hours to prepare. I cooked more than ten dish
es, which I placed in elegant cream-colored
china and set atop a gold table runner. In the
center of the table, I lit a golden candelabra
with candles that perfectly matched the china.
Thanksgiving dinner itself lasted no more
than half an hour at my house. I did more than
fourteen hours of active preparation, months
of agonizing over the menu, days of obsessing
over the presentation and it was all for thirty
minutes of family enjoyment.
After dinner, my family stayed in playing
Molly Rupp |Graphic Artist
board games and visiting. But while many fami
lies like mine spent time together, according to house decorated for Christmas so it looks as
the National Retail Federation, more than 35 good as the neighbors!
million Americans were shopping on Thanks
It seems to me that even those of us who
giving evening.
don't shop on Thanksgiving or don't watch
Others spent the day watching football or football or wait until December to put up our
creating wish lists for Black Fri day and Cyber Christmas trees still can't overcome the haste of
Monday shopping.
our culture during the holidays. And Christmas
I have to wonder at what point the holiday is no better than Thanksgiving.
season became more about pretty tablescapes,
Christmas always seems to move past the ar
good food, shopping and football than it is chetypal spirit of giving and into the contempo
about family time.
rary reality of the spirit of getting.
According to folklore, Thanksgiving began
It's about having the most presents under the
as a celebration of thanks between the pilgrims tree. It's about getting the most bang for your
and the Native Americans. Children's books buck during Cyber Monday. It's about putting
and popular culture describes the first Thanks up the most lights on the block.
giving as a time when people came together,
Where is the quiet? Where is the sloth and
spending time being content in the simplicity rest that we so desperately need just once per
of togetherness. Our culture idealizes this al year? Where is the family connection, the satis
legory, and I would argue this idealization is faction in simplicity?
actually good.
We have got to learn how to reconnect with
There's something highly attractive about the what the holidays are truly about—rest and re
holidays marking a time of simplicity and quiet. lationships.
But that's not what actually happens. Rath
er than bringing the restful time of year, the
holidays bring a series of rush. There's a rush
Thanksgiving morning to get the turkey in the
TREGO is a junior majoring in journalism and
oven. There's another rush at 9 p.m. when Tar mass communication and English. Comments can
get finally opens their doors. Again, a rush the be sent tolwagnerl4@my.whitworth.edu.
morning of Black Friday. Then, a rush to get the
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"Good grades and a social lifeare possible with
good time management and self motivation. I've
always had a problem with that. However, work
ing hard has made me appreciate my education
more than I ever thought I could."
—Troy Haacke, senior
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Musings on Whitworth silliness & culture
by Jonny Strain

The North Face
Raise your hand if you own a North Face "product; that
should be all of you. Raise your hand if yo u've ever been
outside; that should be about seven of you. OK, before I
continue, let me just set the record straight. I own about
38 North Face products, and I certainly am not slapping
a horse I haven't ridden (I'm pretty sure that's a saying,
right?). But let's just say that there is definitely an inverse
ratio between the number of North Face products you own
and the amount of time you've actually spent exploring the
outdoors.
But I love the North Face, and here is why. The prod
ucts allow you" to create an illusion that you are adventur
ous and outdoorsy without actually needing to spend any
time outdoors. Let's be real, hiking and climbing are ex
hausting, risky, and make you all sweaty. Gross! But just in
case, at least you got the gore-tex moisture-wicking tech
nology base layer from their Fall 2012 lineup, right?
The North Face makes some quality products. I have no
argument against that. Their goose-down jackets are capa
ble of keeping you warm in even the most freezing temper
atures and are just PERFECT for the adventurer who has
to walk 50 yards from their dorm to the HUB on a crisp fall
day. They also make some great rain jackets that will keep
you dry even in the most torrential downpours, and are ac
cented nicely by a cute pair of U ggs and yoga pants. Not
interested in the North Face? Don't worry, there are other
options. If you are of the trendy, earth-conscious hipster
variety, maybe you should consider Patagonia. You can
find a nice purple fleece at any thrift store, or just steal that
teal windbreaker from your Dad's closet. Or maybe Colum
bia is more your thing, provided that you are a 38-year-old
father with two kids and a mini-van. If neither of those tick
le your fancy, then you can always become a rich 50 to 60
year-old retired businessman and go with Arc'tyrx at $600
a jacket, which you can then wear when you go on walks
around the neighborhood with your wife.
There are so many options and ways to brand yourself as
an adventurer, and I know it can be overwhelming. What
ever your jam is, just know that cool and trendy outdoor
products are almost always the next best thing to spending
time outdoors. Keep in mind the North Face's call to "Nev
er stop exploring," but don't feel like you need to take that
TOO literally.

Questions? Contact jstrainl3@my.whitworth.edu

What is a valuable lesson that you will take
away from Whitworth this semester?
"I have learned how much investing time in rela
tionships with people really matters because rela
tionships hold eternal weight and value more than
anything."
—Jeanine Gorzalski, junior
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"Probably the value of friends that I have made
here and being intentional with those friends.
That's what makes life, not school."
—Shelby Price, senior

"I think overall it would be that life gives us chal
lenges and sometimes you are overwhelmed by
them and think you cannot rise up to them. But with
God you can do more than you are capable of alone
and you can reach goals you never thought you
could."
—Stephanie Morhn, senior
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Greg Moser | Photographer

Left: Junior guard Dustin McConnell defends a
UCSC player last Saturday at the Field
house.
Above: Head men's basketball coach Matt Logie
instructs his team during a timeout on Saturday.
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Tanner Scholten | Photographer

Whitworth rolls over non-conference opponents
Pirates defeat Montana Tech, UCSC to enter NWC play with a three-game win streak
would take a good shot and I'd be thinking, 'That was
a good shot, it should go in,' and then it would."
StaffWriter
Adam Greger ended up with 17 points to lead Mo
n
tana Tech, with teammate Travis Peevey finishing
The Pirates finished the week with two strong wins, with 16 points. Bryan Bock also contributed 12 points
one last Wednesday against Montana Tech in Butte, and six rebounds for the Orediggers.
Montana, and the second last Saturday against UC
The goals the Whitworth men's team have for
Santa Cruz in the Fieldhouse.
themselves this season are high, one of wh ich is to
On Wednesday, the Pirates shot just over 60 p er make a playoff run in March.
cent from the field and 59 percent from beyond the
"We not only want to win conference but go to the
arc while rolling to a 90-75 win over theOrediggers.
national tournament and play
Freshman guard George
well also," Valle said.
Valle led Whitworth with a
•
That goal will likely be at
career-high 23 points. Ju
tainable for the Pirates this
nior guard Dustin McConnell
season as they have gone to
also dished out a career-high
the NCAA tournament the last
seven assists while starting at
six seasons. This includes an
George
Valle/l
6
point guard for injured senior
Elite Eight showing and three
Wade Gebbers.
Sweet Sixteen appearances.
Position: Guard
"While playing • without
As they approached Sat
Valle has led the Bucs
Wade, we needed to make
urday night's game against
in
scoring
in
each
of
sure we continued to play the
UCSC, the focus was on im
its last two games,
way we play," Whitworth head
proving on their mistakes
#
w
including a careercoach Matt Logie said. "We
from Wednesday.
ended up executing the basic
high 23 points against
"We had a great offensive
elements of our offense really
night on Wednesday, but we
Montana Tech.
well."
still gave up 75 p oints," Logie
Preparation and execution
said. "We r eally want to im
were keys to the win.
prove some of that defensive
"We spent all week preparing for the Montana Tech intensity."
defense," Valle said. "We shot the ball well due to ball
Later in the week, the Pirates jumped on the op
movement, and passed up good shots for great shots.
portunity to improve their defense against UCSC as
As the Pirates hit 16-27 3-point attempts, as junior Whitworth clinched a 61-48 win at the Fieldhouse
guard Colton McCargar and senior forward Mack with 875 people in attendance to advance to 3-1 in
Larkin hit half of th ose with four apiece. McCargar the regular season.
and Larkin each had 12 points and Larkin led the Pi
Valle l ed the way again for the Pirates with 17
rates with six rebounds.
points and five rebounds. In addition, McCargar had
"Shots were just going in for us," Logie said.. "A guy an eight-point, nine-rebound game along with Mc-

Connor Soudani

SP0TLIGH1

Connell's six points, five rebounds and six assists to
cap off a strong showing despite lacking captain Geb
bers for a second consecutive game.
"They played pretty well," McCargar said. "It was
tough to get going and we didn't end up shooting the
ball very well."
Despite Whitworth's early slump and UCSC keep
ing it close well into the first half, the Banana Slugs,
who only shot 36.4 percent from the field, ended up at
23.8 percent from file 3-point line and only 33.3 per
cent from foul shots, shooting 3-9 from the line.
"We definitely hit our goal of b etter defense this
time around," Logie said. "We wanted to hold them
under 38 percent shooting for the game and we
pulled that off."
Sophomore Adam Wilks had six points and seven
rebounds in only 10 minutes of play, but his spark off
the bench in the first half provided a key boost that
helped allow Whitworth to retain its 31-23 lead over
UCSC at the end of the first period.
"It's an awesome feeling to play like this," Wilks
said. "Our shots weren't falling as well tonight, bu
t we
put our trust in our defense and it carried us through."
As the Pirates shift their focus to next week's games
against Pacific Lutheran and Puget Sound, their focus
will not let up.
"[Pacific Lutheran] is a well-coached team and
they play hard," Logie said. "It'll be a hard fought
battle next Friday."
As the Pirates begin conference play, their goals for
the season will be tested.
"As pa rt of thi s program, we expect to win," Logie
said. "These guys are self-motivated; us coaches just
have to find the right buttons to push."
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Contact Connor Soudani at
csoudanil 6@my. whitworth.edu
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20 Du vall posts highest Pirate finish at UW
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of swimming," Schadt said. "Meets like this are really
valuable."
Staff Writer
Schadt had quite a bit of e vidence to support his
case. In many races Pirate swimmers swam to new
The Whitworth women's swimming team put up
personal or lifelong-best times. Junior Kate Duvall
a strong performance at the Husky Invitational last
posted the highest individual finish all weekend for the
weekend in Federal Way, Wash. The meet hosted over
Pirates, with a 14th place fin
1,000 swimmers and saw sev
ish in the "B" final of the 200eral Pirates produce season-best
yard backstroke. Her time of
times in a number of different
2:06.30 beat her personal re
events.
cord by four seconds.
The annual three-day meet
"Racing against fast swim
hosted by the University of
mers really does push you
Washington contained arguably Kate Duvall,'14
to swim faster," Duvall sai d.
the toughest competition the Pi
"And that was higher compe
Duvall
posted
a
rates will face all year, including
tition than we have seen all
personal best with a
Oregon State, University of Cal
season."
14th place finish in the
gary, Grand Canyon University
The women's relay teams
and Simon Fraser University.
"B" final of the 200also swam well, posting 24th
Prior to the meet, the women
yard backstroke in a
and 26th finishes on day
had finished first in all of th eir
time of 2:06.30.
one, followed by 19th and
meets this year.
25th place finishes on day
Head coach Steve Schadt
two. Sophomores Samanknew this weekend had a high
tha Smith and Alisa Stang
chance of changing that, and
raced with most of these re
saw many positive aspects of this competition.
lay teams, as well as setting personal season records
"When you face stiff competition, it raises your level

KoreyHope
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in individual events. Stang finished 28th in the 50yard freestyle with a season-best time of 24.41. Smith
set personal season records in the 200-yard butterfly
(2:13.30) and 200-yard individual medley (2:12.97).
Another Pirate that fought her way into a final was
senior Abby Pavelko. She managed a 31st place finish
in the 1,650-yard freestyle with a time of 18:19.42, a
personal best. Equalling nearly a mile, this event was
the weekend's longest distance. Freshman Bridget
Louis finished just behind Pavelko in 32nd, shaving 12
seconds off her own personal best mark.
"I approached swimming differently this year than
I have in the past," Pavelko said. "My attitude has just
been more positive."
The swimmers won't be competing again until the
second week ofJanuary, but Schadt already knows this
meet will help them in future meets.
"This meet forced us to swim fast and we did,"
Schadt said. "IfI had to grade it, I would definitely give
it an 'K they really did a nice job
."
The next meet for the Bucs willbe a dual meet at Se
attle University Jan.12.

Contact Korey Hope at
khopel 6@my.whitworth.edu
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Bucs battle tough competition at Husky Invitational

CL

Men's relay performances highlight three-day meet in Federal Way, Wash.

o

a couple seconds.
ished 16th in the 400 medley with a time of 3:33.35.
"We had probably 90 percent season-bests and a
Sophomore Jason Lemley joined Vaccaro, Wicks
Staff Writer
and MacKintosh in the 200 freestyle to post a 1:26.87 good number of lifetime-bests and we're still kind of
time and finish 12th right behind Whitman (1:26.79). in training mode," head coach Steve Schadt said. "I
Last weekend Whitworth men's swim team com
"We've got a pretty cohesive group and because feel like our team raised their game and really went
peted at the 64th annual Husky Invitational in Fed
of our depth we have a lot of options for the relays," after it."
eral Way, Wash, against 13 collegiate teams and
Other season-bests included Beck's 4:47.03 finish
Vaccaro said. "We've been exercising a lot of differ
several club teams. Whitworth faced stiff competi
ent options and I think we've been in the 500 freestyle and Sumnicht's 1:58.47 finish in
tion from teams including Grand
"We had probably 90 finding some combinations that the 200 individual medley.
Canyon University and University
" The Pirates also raced against Northwest Confer
really work."
of British Columbia.
percent
season-bests
The Pirates' success continued ence members Pacific Lutheran and Puget Sound,
Whitworth's relay teams posted
on Saturday and Sunday in the who they will swim against later this season.
season-best times in each race of
and a good number of 400 and 800 freestyle relays. Ju
"There's a lot of good competition and it's going to
the weekend.
come down to the wire," Wicks said. "It's a lot of fun
niors
Mitchell
Beck,
Luke
Welle
"We hold ourselves to a high lifetime-bests and we're
and Matt Brody, along with senior because it pushes you to your limits."
standard and to be a part of that
The team is already thinking of how this big meet
Nathan Ranno, finished 11th in
.
still
kind
of
in
training
you have to learn that when you get
the 800 free with a time of 7:02.85. is preparing them for the rest of the season and
up on the blocks it's not just about
mode. I feel like our
Whitworth took 18th in the 400 Schadt is confident that the fierce competition will
you anymore," freshman Kyle Wicks
relay with a time of 3:14.01 help push the Pirates to perform well at the national
said. "When you get up for a relay,
team raised their game free
from Vaccaro, Ranno, and juniors level.
everyone just performs that much
"The times that we swam really sets us up well,
Andrew Sumnicht and Matthew
better because they know their and really went after it."
and once we're really on top of our game in confer
Dangleis.
teammates are relying on them."
— STEVE SCHADT
Whitworth qualified for three ence we should definitely win," Vaccaro said.
The Bucs' best finish in a relay
Whitworth's next meet will be Jan. 12 against Se
final swims on Saturday night. In
head coach
was tenth-place in the 200 medley
the 100 butterfly, Vaccaro placed attle University.
with Wicks, junior Aaron Vaccaro,
24th in the C-ftnal with 51.34 and
and sophomores Wes Tatum and
Tatum finished 26th in the D-final with a time of
Callum MacKintosh swimming a time of 1:35.64.
51.98. Vaccaro also qualified for the 100 backstroke Contact Megan John at
Vaccaro, Wicks, Tatum and MacKintosh also fin
and took 29th with a 53.23 finish, a lifetime-best by mjohnl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Megan John
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(L to R) Junior Jesse Salzwedel, junior Cody Dejardin, senior Drew Goranson and junior Peter Delap perform a scene in the 'We Are Pirates' music video that
spread quickly through the Whitworth community via YouTube and was featured on a local Spokane news station.

Brains behind the brilliance: 'We Are Pirates'
Student-created video showcasing Whitworth athletics becomes viral hit
"I'll be honest; I peed a little when it started," Delap
Head men's basketball coach Matt Logie saw the
said jokingly.
video and was impressed.
Staff Writer
However, the men were more concerned about the
"I thought that was awesome," Logiesaid. "The guys
did a great jobputting that video and song togeth
er and logistics of playing the video than the nerves of show
During Midnight Madness, five Whitworth students to have that much involvement, from student athletes ing their project to the Whitworth community.
premiered a music video that has become a viral hit
"I wasn't nervous because we weren't performing
and cheerleaders and students all
both inside and outside the Whitworth
the way up to President Taylor, is live I think people knew that this isn't what we want to
"The guys did a great just a neat way t o showcase the do for a career, so they aren't judging us by our talent
community.
Junior Cody Dejardin, junior Peter
and our rapping ability, but in reality they're like we're
job putting that video university."
Delap, senior Shannon Winant, junior
The video has been shared by just a couple of kids justtrying to do something fun but
Jesse Salzwedel and senior Drew Go
many students and faculty on also promote our school's athletics," Salzwedel said.
and song together
ranson created the video which fea
"It was very creative and it really showed off gre at
social media sites including Facetured a majority ofWhitworth's athletic
and to have that much book and Twitter.
Whitworth spirit," freshman Justin Botejue said.
teams. Almost all of the teams partici
The creators have enjoyed some recognition on
"So m any people have shared
involvement, from
pated in the making of the video.
it, and so many people are all 'I campus as a result of the video.
"They wanted to contribute, but
"I've got like four more Facebook friends," Dejardin
love my Pirates, this is the best
student-athletes and
they also wanted to see themselves in
school in the world, my school said.
the video so it was cool that they want
The video has over 11,000 hits on YouTube and was
cheerleaders and
has swag,"' Winant said/'
ed to participate and were participat
Dejardin said the video took a also featured on a local news station.
students all the way
For those interested, the video can be viewed on
ing willingly," Salzwedel said.
lot of time and effort to make but
They started with a goal of p romot
YouTube by searching "Whitworth We are Pirates" and
things
seemed
to
work
out
well.
up to President Taylor,
ing Whitworth athletics and uniting
"Everything fell in place while clicking on the first result.
"We made the video, but we had nothing to do with
the fan base behind a common Pirate
making it," Dejardin sttid. "All the
is just a neat way to
identity for all Whitworth sports.
teams that we had texted to meet how much it took off," Delap said. "It's all the fans,ev
"The goal was to unite all of Whit showcase the university.3 at a certain time came and then erybody at Whitworth had a part of this. All of Whit
worth, all of students, faculty, staff,
they left and the new team came, worth community made this popular. It wasn't any
—MATT LOGIE
alumni, the greater community," Wi
it was just like they rotated super thing that we did."
nant said. "Unite them toward the
perfectly."
head mens basketball coach
athletic program like letting them
Premiering the video after re
know that athletes are real people, too;
leasing a teaser earlier in the week was a big deal to Contact Whitney Carter at
they're not separate. We're Whitworth Pirates too. Ev these guys.
wcarterl 6@my. whitworth.edu
erybody's a Pirate, not just athletes."

Whitney Carter
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22 Pirates continue hot
play in home sweep
3

Whitworth women break century
mark for the second time in last
four games against Colorado College
Sena Hughes

tributed 13 points, four rebounds,
and two assists for the Bucs.
Saturday was Whitworth's first
The women's basketball team NWC competition of the season, with
racked up two more victories last a victory over the Lutes of PLU. The
weekend to advance their record to Bucs got off to a slow start but quickly
6-1 (1-0 Northwest Conference). For gained control. With the Pirates up by
the second time in a week, the Pi 13 at halftime, the Lutes made a run
rates dropped triple digits in a game, that cut the Pirate lead to two midway
beating Colorado College 102-40 on through the second half. Whitworth's
Friday in their home opener. On Sat defense was critical in maintaining
urday, Whitworth opened their NWC command of the scoreboard. PLU
play with a 72-53 win over Pacific Lu committed 22 turnovers in the game,
on which the Pirates capitalized to
theran University.
"It's really been a team effort," seal the victory.
"Our main goal is take it one game
head coach Helen Higgs said. "That's
what's setting us apart. Our bench, at a time and get weekend sweeps
our starters, everyone is stepping up." where we win back-to-back games
The Tigers of Colorado College [like this weekend]," Johnson said.
"Our league is all pretty even for the
scored the first
most
part;
bucket in Fri
anybody
day's game, but
can beat any
the Bucs re
given team
lentlessly con
on any given
trolled the rest
day. We think
of the game. Lauren Picha,'13
we're
going
Whitworth
to be pretty
cashed in 21
Position: Point Guard
strong and be
Tiger turnovers
Picha, a 3-year starter,
able to com
for 25 points
tallied eight points, six
pete. We're
in the first half
ready for it."
assists, and four steals
and went into
Junior for
in a 72-53 conference
the locker room
ward Jamie
victory over Pacific
at halftime with
Lyons led the
a commanding
Lutheran last Saturday.
Bucs
with
56-16 lead.
12
points.
"We
shot
Guthrie had
the ball really
eight
boards
and
eight
points. Picha
well on [Friday] night, which I think
helped us get our offense going, too," finished with eight points, six assists
and four steals.
Higgs said.
"Lauren Picha really stood out Sat
The Bucs continued to pull ahead
in the second half and moved into urday night," Higgs said. "That's just a
triple digits with 1:25 remaining in great night for a point guard."
Off to a strong start, the Pirates'
the game. Whitworth dominated
the boards, grabbing 14 offensive hopes are high for the rest of the sea
rebounds and earning 21 second- son.
"It's a new season and it's a differ
chance points..
ent
feel this year and we're all really
Freshman guard KC McConnell
and junior guard Kayla J ohnson led excited about it," Johnson said.
Whitworth looks to continue their
the team with 16 points each. John
winning
streak next weekend against
son was quick to credit her team.
"As a t eam, everyone played really the Loggers of the University of Puget
well," J ohnson said. "Nobody had a Sound next on Saturday night at the
Fieldhouse at 7 p.m.
bad game; that's what is important."
"This was our first home sweep of
Three other Pirates were in double
digits and 15 players scored, showing the season and that was a goal [we
accomplished]," Picha said. "So we're
the depth of the Whitworth bench.
"This year we have a deep bench," just looking to sweep each weekend
senior guard Lauren Picha said. "No and make it a successful season."
matter who goes in you never have
to worry because everyone contrib
utes."
Contact Sena Hughes at
Senior guard Emily Guthrie con shughesl 5@my.whitworth.edu
Staff Writer

SPOTLIGHT

Simon Puzankov | Ph
otographer

Junior Bethany Fleming puts up an off-balance shot during a 102-40 route of
Colorado College on Friday, Nov. 30, at the Fieldhouse.
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SPOTTED FROM THE CROW'S NEST
Men's basketball: Wade Gebbers
Connor Soudani
Staff Writer

ing his teammates is almost
equalled to his competitive
attitude.
"I want to win," Gebbers
He may be fairly quiet and
reserved, but as captain of said. "But my main focus is
the Whitworth men's bas to win while doing the right
ketball team, senior Wade things, like helping my team
Gebbers may be one of the mates out."
Logie can tell that much is
most respected people on the
obvious.
Whitworth campus. He is, as
"He's got that sense for the
head men's basketball coach
Matt Logie put it, "our old .moment; he's not afraid of
wily vet on the team." And big shots, while he's also as
while he has become a role selfless a player as I've ever
model for his teammates, has seen," Logie said. "It's a dif
maintained strong academ ficult balance."
While his personality is
ics, and begins to start a fam
ily of his own, he maintains a obvious to those who have
known him for so long, the
maturity beyond his years.
first impressions some of his
The Gebbers name has a
teammates have of him are a
legacy of its own. It's hard to
different story.
be exposed to basketball cir
"There was this game
cles in Washington without
against George Fox," Mchearing the Gebbers name
Connell said. "And all of a
mentioned. In his sopho
sudden, he just went off for
more year at Whitworth,
like 20 points in the second
Wade was starting alongside
half. That was the first time I
his brother, Clay Gebbers,
thought that, 'Geez, this guy
and his cousin Michael Tay
is good.'"
lor, who went on to become
Valle said his first impres
the NCAA Division in Na
sion came on his recruiting
tional Player of the Year.
visit, early last year.
"I come from a pretty small
"I was there for a visit and
town," Ge bbers said. "Even Logie was introducing me to
though we come from a pret
the team right before an open
ty humble family, [Brewster] gym practice. Wade is stand
is now referred to sometimes
ing to Logie's right, but as
as 'Gebbers nation.'"
Logie goes around the circle,
Now a senior, Gebbers has
he forgets to give Wade an in
taken more of a leadership
troduction. He's sitting there
role.
with his glasses on, all quiet
"I used to be more of a dis
and reserved, looking kind of
tributor, and I s till try to do
nerdy," Valle said.
that as a point guard," Geb
This was only the begin
bers said. "But I have more ning though, as Valle soon
responsibility now to make found out. "I'm thinking,
myself and the team better."
'Who is
His team
this guy?"'
mates, how "He's got that sense for Valle said.
ever, admire
"He must
the big moment; he's
him for his
be some
character.
not afraid of big shots, kind of
"He leads
joke
if
by example," while he's also a selfless a the coach
junior guard
player as I've ever seen. forgets to
Dustin Mcintroduce
Connell said.
It's a difficult balance." him. I got
"He doesn't
matched
— MATT LOGIE
just talk a
up with
lot."
him right
head mens basketball coach
" W h e n
off and I
we're on the
thought
court, it's his leadership that the guys were matching me
' ge ts to you," freshman guard up with one of the weaker
George Vallesaid. "He'll look players on the team, being
you in the eyes during a time nice to the recruit. Next thing
out and say, 'We need you to I know, he's just lighting me
score here,' and you'll really up from all over tlje place."
want to do it.'"
Gebbers might lead one
Gebbers' passion for help of the most unconventional

ATAGLANCE
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JANTERMSCHEDULE
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MEN'S BASKETBALL
HOME: Dec 7 versus Pacific Lutheran at 8 pm
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HOME: Dec 8 versus Puget Sound at 8 pm
AWAV: Dec 15 at Occidental at 7 pm.
AWAY: 0ec18at Chapman at 8 p.m.
AWAY: Dec 19 at Redlands at 4 p.m'.
HOME Dec 22 versus Simpson at 7 pm.
AWAY Dec 31 versus Hamline at 2 pm.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
HOME Dec 8 versus Puget Sound at 6 p.m.
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AWAY Dec 9 at Eastern Oregon at 6 p.m.
HOME Dec 16 versus Alumni at IDA
HOME Dec 28 versus Warner Pacific at 7 pm.
AWAY Dec 30 at Lewis-Dark St at 2 pm.
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MEN'S BASKETBAIL
AWAY: Jan. 4 at Pacific (Ore.) at 8 p.m.
AWAY Jan. 5 at lewis & Gark at 6 pm.
HOME Jan. 8 venus Whitman at 8 pm
AWAY Jan. 11 at George Fo*at8p.m
HOME: Jan. 18 versus Willamette at 8 pm.
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HOME Jan. 19 versus Linfield at6 pm

Greg Moser | hotographer
P

Senior point guard Wade Gebbers, often referred to as the
'Old Man' of the Whitworth men's basketball team, leads
the Pirates by example with a quiet demeanor.
lives of any athlete at Whit
worth. After getting married
in August of this past year,
Gebbers is expecting a baby
girl in February.
Although his somewhat
unorthodox college life is dif
ferent in comparison to those
on the team, Gebbers says
that it's nothing new.
"I've never had the same
routine as other guys, espe
cially now," Gebbers said.
"We'll be in the locker room
and guys will be talking
about their weekends and
what movie they're going to
see that night. When they
end up asking me what my
plans are for the evening, I
end up telling them that I'm
hangingout with my wifeand
she's making dinner. They
tell me I'm an old man," Geb
bers said, laughing.
While his early life deci
sions may fill up his busy life

even more, his teammates
know that he made them on
his own terms.
"He was ready to make
that choice to start a family,
and I really admire him for
that," McConnell said.
At the same time, Gebbers
said that he still wants to be
competitive in basketball
and pass some of his lessons
on to the next generation of
Pirate basketball players.
"Above winning, above
highlights, what has been
most satisfying to me is being
a team player," Gebbers said.
"I want them to enjoy this ex
perience while they have it
and understand how special
it is to be here. We're doing
this for each other."
Contact Connor Soudani at
csoudanil 6@my.whitworth.
edu

AWAY Jan. 25 at Puget Sound at 8 pm.
AWAY: Jan. 26 at Pacific Lutheran at 6 p.m.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
AWAY: Jan. 4 at Pacific (Ore.) at 6 pm.
AWAY Jan. 5 at lewis ft dark at 4 pm.
HOME Jan. 8 versus Whitman at 6 pm.
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AWAY: Jan. 11 at George Fox at 6 p.m.
HOME Jan, 18 versus Willamette at 6 pm.
HOME Jan. 19 versus linfield at 4 pm.

o
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AWAY Jan. 25 at Puget Sound at 6 pm.

n

AWAY Jan. 26 at Pacific tntheran at4 pm
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AWAY: Jan. 12 at Seattle University at 6 pm.
AWAY Jan. 18 at Puget Sound at6 pm.
AWAY Jan. 19 at Pacific Lutheran at 1 p.m.
HOMt Jan. 25 versus College of Idaho at 6 pan.
AWAY: Jan. 26 at Whitman
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@BucSportsNews
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WHITPICS
ORCHESTRA AND CHOIR

PERFORMANCES
TOP LEFT: (R to L) Senior Tim Angel, junior Rachel Means, senior Anna Boyd, senior
Carla Means and junior Hannah Flaherty perform during Whitworth's Symphony
Orchestra Fall Performance.

Michael Coiner | Photographer

TOP RIGHT: Senior MacKenzie Covington solos during the 2012 Christmas Festival
Concert titled "Laud to the Nativity."
Simon Puzankov \ Photographer

RIGHT: The audience joins in singing with the Whitworth University Women's Choir.

Simon Puzankov |Photographer

BOTTOM MIDDLE: Graduate Kyrsten Hafso solos as Mary during as part of Ottorino
Respighi's "Laud to the Nativity."

Simon Puzankov|Photographer

BOTTOM LEFT: Freshman Breanna Barnes plays in the violin section during the
Symphony Orchestra performance on Saturday Dec. 1.

Michael Coiner \ Photographer
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Whitworth Confessions
page gains followers
Facebook page with anonymous posts allows students
to talk freely online, while Multicultural Advisory
Committee works to restart PostSecret.

I

Blue light illuminates
Whitworth campus for
added safety
Men's basketball
secures NWC title

n.

NEWS
Anonymity builds community in 'confessions' group
Facebook page gains followers as plans to bring back PostSecret come to light
Lucas Thayer
Staff Writer

Wthtoostlh C@nfessi@[fis

Nobody's perfect. Regardless, most
Whitworth students can attest to the
pressure of keeping up appearanc
es. Whitworth Confessions, a page on
the site Facebook, was created late last
month to let people share openly with
out being judged. Word of th e page has
spread quickly, and in under a month
the page has attracted over 1,100 follow
ers.
Whitworth students — and the occa
sional Sodexo staff member — are en
couraged to anonymously disclose any
"There is also so much support from
thing they might be too afraid to admit
with names attached. Cheers, jeers and the community through comments on
confessions of secret admiration appear some of the confessions and I think it's
encouraging for people to see others go
daily.
The submissions range from the mun ing through the same things they are,"
dane: "Okayhere it goes... I used to chea
t the founder said.
It's reminiscent of an anonymous
at heads up seven-up" to the risque: "I
like wearing lingerie on a daily basis. Just confession that upperclassmen may re
because it makes me feel sexy." No sub call.
Two years ago, a PostSecret program
ject is taboo, and according to a number
began at Whitworth,
of submissions, more
than a few students are "There's a lot of power modeled after the pop
ular website PostSebusy breaking the Big
cret.com. Whitworth
in a confession. It's
Three.
students wrote anon
The page's creator
confessions
and
administrator, tragic when it becomes ymous
which were posted in
who wishes to remain
spectacle."
the hallway outside of
anonymous,
would
Sodexo.
only agree to an inter
—CALEB MCILRAITH
While the program
view over Facebook.
was only supposed
senior
The founder got the
to last the duration
idea from the Universi
of cultural awareness
ty of O regon's Confes
sions page, and decided to follow a simi week, it was extended due to public sup
lar format. The confessions are collected port.
PostSecret ended last year after a stu
through the data collection site SurveyMonkey.com, meaning the identity of dent found the material to be "objectify
ing," said Marisol Rosado, current chair
the "confessor" is anonymous.
"I thought it was really cool and want of the Multicultural Advisory Commit
ed it for my school. The idea of hav ing tee.
Anonymous disclosures like those
a safe environment for people to ex
press themselves anonymously and not featured on Whitworth Confessions
be judged really appealed to me," the worry senior Caleb McIlraith. McIl
raith said he is concerned about the re
founder said.
Over the past week, the site's fan base al-world implications of o nline posts in
grew at a rate of roughly 25 new follow his community, where there's potential
ers each day. It's even sparked a spin-off for real harm.
McIlraith is concerned that some of
page, Whitworth Compliments.

Like • Comment • ShareCaleb Drechsel | Graphic Artist
the posts on the page aren't confession
al, but for the sole purpose of g aining
"likes."
"There's a lot of power in a confes
sion. It's tragic when it becomes spec
tacle," McIlraith said. "There's meaning
in those posts far beyond the context of
where they were said."
Late last week, the Multicultural Ad
visory Committee voted to restart the
PostSecret program. Rosado believes
it will be a good way to raise awareness
about issues affecting Whitworth stu
dents.
"There are students out there who
might not feel comfortable sharing their
views on campus," Rosado said. "To real
ize that there are people who did not feel
welcomed or part of this community, for
one reason or another, is something that

a lot of people don't actually think hap
pens on this campus."
If complaints are filed against PostSe
cret again, Rosado said she is prepared
to put up a fight for the program.
Rosado said that while discussions
about uncomfortable topics can't hap
pen solely through anonymous confes
sion, it's a good way to get the conversa
tion started.
"Everyone has their own experience,
everyone has their own perspective on
things. But it's about whether or not the
campus community is willingto listen to
their voice, which is what I think Whit
worth Confessions and PostSecret are
trying to stimulate," Rosado said.
Contact Lucas Thayer at
Ithayerl 2@my.whitworth.edu

NEEDi'KNOW
» Since its creation in January, the
page has attracted over 1,100 follow
ers
• The page allows people to anony
mously post messages by sending it
to a SurveyMonkey.com link. Viewers
can publicly comment on posts.
• PostSecret, which allowed students

to create anonymous cards to be hung
up outside of Sod exo, was originally
brought to Whitworth two years ago
as a part of Cultural Awareness Week.
It was later taken down due to con
cerns about certain posts.
• The Multicultural Advisory Com
mittee voted to resume the PostSecret
program at Whitworth.

Green Dot program launched at Whitworth
Katie Knoll
Staff Writer
Whitworth launched its chapter of the violence
prevention effort Green Dot, a non-profit organi
zation founded and run by Dr. Dorothy Edwards
Wednesday Feb. 13. Green Dot is a bystander inter
vention model that provides employable solutions
for bystanders to prevent violence.
Edwards, who has a master's degree in counsel
ing psychology from Texas Woman's University, has
been working in prevention her whole career. She
founded Green Dot about three years ago. The pro

gram, initially implemented on college campuses, is
now also seen in high schools, middle schools and
k-3 schools.
In the Green Dot model, acts of power-based
personal violence, including harassment, sexual as
sault, stalking, bullying or physical or verbal abuse
are considered red dots, while a green dot represents
preventative action taken. The goal is to bring down
rates of violence by educating and empowering peo
ple to create green dots in their community.
"It's a way to engage people to look out for each
other," said counselor Pam Oswalt, who was instru
mental in implementing Green Dot at Whitworth.
Events kicked off W ednesday morning with the

Green Dot launch party. In addition to two short pre
sentations by Edwards, six stations of information
and activities were set up for students to engage in.
Student art and music was also featured at the event,
such as posters, graphics and a logo created by stu
dents of Brytton Bjorngaard's graphic arts class and a
Green Dot jingle written by junior Kyle Moreen.
Edwards said the amount of participation from all
across the Whitworth community made this launch
one of the most extraordinary she has seen.
Continued on p.5
See Green Dot

+

04Whitworth installs blue light emergency stations
Connor Soudani

2008 to 2010 time period was limited to
thefts (mainly of bikes), liquor law viola
tions and vandalism. However, over the
past
two years, more violent crimes have
As the new year began and students
returned to campus, one* of the most emerged. According to the Whitworth
• The blue light stations have a black
prominent changes noticed was the ad Security Office crime logbook, five cases
button to call security, and a red butdition of bl ue light emergency stations. of assault were reported to campus au
ton to contact 911 emergency serEach station, made prominent by its thorities between 2011 and 2012.
Despite this relatively modest in
glowing blue light and stark, white let
• vices.
ters vertically spelling out "EMERGEN crease in violent crime, administrators
• Facilities services suggests that
CY" along the side, serve a wide variety don't acknowledge this as the sole rea
son for the construction of the stations.
the red button be used for mediof purposes here on campus.
cal emergencies or situations where
The black button calls campus secu Moreover, their construction was decid
your life or safety is jeopardized.
rity and the red button calls 911 emer ed on for a variety of reasons other than
gency services. Director of Facilities Ser contact to emergency services.
Of all the features these stations offer,
vices Christopher Eichorst said there are
the
one that school officials agree will be
"The whole industry began looking at
certain situations in which each button
most commonly utilized is the stations' 'how would you notify people of some
is preferable.
"First off, if it's a medical emergency, ability to act as a campus-wide loud thing like this?"' said Brian Benzel, Vice
President of Finance and Administra
911 right away. If life a nd limb or your speaker system.
"It has a capability to communicate tion. "We're trying to catch up and be
safety is jeopardized, I would use 911,"
with the campus, and those things are preventative."
Eichorst said.
However, what really brought the
Eichorst said he would suggest press loud," Eichorst said. "Also, in the case
ing the security button in a situation of rea lly ugly scenarios when someone idea of increased security to a head was
where a student would like an escort or wants to come onto campus and do an incident last summer involving two
harm, it's another way of contacting the sheriff deputies getting shot just outside
feels they are being followed.
"If you're in danger, that would be general public as well as 'Rave' on ceE university grounds.
"We had no way of making an an
a safe place to go and reach security," phones."
'Rave' is the current warning system nouncement to people to come indoors,
Eichorst said.
Additionally, Eichorst said that the employed by Whitworth and is defined so we ended up doing work-arounds.
stations may serve a proactive purpose as "a text messaging service, to send We had people walking out there, it was
notices about ongoing, life-threaten slower, but that's an example of how [the
as well.
"It's also kind of a deterrent for any ing emergencies to mobile devices of stations] might work," Benzel said. "It's
body who plans to do harm. If they see students, parents, faculty and staff who part of an overall effort that is continual
those, hopefully, that's something that sign up for the service," according to the ly underway to look at best practice and
won't ever happen in the first place or Whitworth "Emergency Response" sec how we would communicate in the case
of emergency. This fills a big gap that we
they won't even try anything," Eichorst tion of the university website.
Originally, the idea for increased se identified several years ago."
said.
Additionally, Marisha Hamm, Man
In regard to crime on campus, accord curity measures came into play after
ing to a report released by the Security the school shootings across the country ager of Environment Health, Safety and
Risk Management, said that the stations
Office last year, crime from the periods such as the Virginia Tech shooting.

NEEDTOKNOW

Staff Writer

• The black button should be used if
students feel they are being followed
or would like a security escort.
• The stations also function as loudspeakers in emergency situations,
This will supplement the use of'Rave,'
a text-message warning system,

are one way to fulfill the university's le
gal requirement to have mass communi
cation on campus.
President Beck Taylorsaid he believes
the stations will create a safer environ
ment in which to learn, live and work.
He also said he is confident that the
stations will be utilized on a more con
sistent basis when students begin to use
them for day-to-day mishaps and help
from campus security.
"Currently, most calls to security are
requests for safe rides, and for assistance
in unlocking buildings, offices and car
doors. We anticipate these calls will con
tinue," Taylor said. "Of course, if there is
a more serious need, by using the blue
light security system, students have the
mechanism through which they can re
ceive help."
Taylor also added that, to date, the
stations have not been used.
Contact Connor Soudani at
csoudanil 6@my. whitworth.edu

BLUE LIGHT
LOCATIONS
•

1. Southwest comer of Pine Bowl
2. Hello Walk near Aquatics Center
3. Southwest corner of Warren
U. Southwest corner of Robinson Science Hall
5. Hello Walk near the HUB
6. Parking lot B2 at Stewart
7. Hawthorne Hall parking lot
Charlton | Graphic Artist
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1NUMBERS;

3

Seed number earned by the Whit
worth women's basketball team after
clinching a playoff spot last weekend.
The Pirates will travel to No. 2 seed
Whitman to open the playoffs, p. 14

4

Consecutive NWC titles for the
Whitworth men's basketball team.
The streak marks just the second
time i n conference history a team
has won four consecutive titles, p. 13

7

Blue light emergency stations have
been installed across Whitworth
campus. The stations can be used to
call campus security and 911. p. 4
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Simon Puzankov|Photographer

Green Dot founder Dorothy Edwards illustrates her point at her lecture
Wednesday, Feb. 13 in the Robinson Teaching Theatre.

Beth Crabtree|Photographer

Edwards said that one of the necessary steps was for
people to understand that their choices and actions are
important.
"Too many of us have sacrificed the power of our
"Everyone expects counseling services to care, ev
eryone expects police to care, but when your facilities choices. For whatever reason, we've let go of o ur mo
director cares, and when your payroll staff care, when ments...I challenge you: believe in what you can do.
your IT people care, when students in a computer class Grab onto that moment — it's the thing that's going to
care, when students in a graphic design class care, and save us," Edwards said.
Oswalt, who attended Edwards' lecture, said she was
when student musicians care, suddenly we're talking
about real possibility to see culture change," Edwards inspired by the attention to individual action.
"We all left empowered to make a difference," Oswalt
said.
said.
Edwards gave a lecture Wednesday
Preparation for this launch began
evening to Whitworth students, facul
"The cost of not
last January, when a group of colleges
ty and staff, as well as other members
and organizations in the region, in
of the Spokane community. During
succeeding is so
cluding Whitworth, Gonzaga Uni
her talk, she discussed the impor
versity, Eastern Washington Univer
tance of power-based personal vio
unspeakably high
sity, Lutheran Community Services,
lence prevention.
Washington State University among
that we don't have a
"The cost of not succeeding is so
others, pooled their funds to bring the
unspeakably high that we don't have
choice."
Green Dot training to Spokane. This
a choice," she said.
four day training equipped partici
Her emphasis was on the power of
—DOROTHY EDWARDS
pants to conduct their own bystander
individuals to change culture.
intervention training sessions.
"Don't tell me culture can't change
founder of Green Dot
Ten members of Whitworth facul
in substantive, profound, lasting
ty and staff were chosen by Oswalt to
ways. Of course it can," Edwards said.
participate, and have since conduct
"Culture change happens every time
a bunch of little moments add up to something bigger." ed bystander intervention training for forty faculty and
Those little moments are the "green dots" her orga students, with an upcoming session scheduled to train
nization is built on. In her lecture, Edwards outlined another forty.
Additionally, Oswalt led discussions with various fo
two types of green dots: proactive and reactive.
Proactive green dots include raising awareness, or cus groups to determine what "red dot" challenges our
communicating that violence is not tolerated. Reactive school faces as well as what hinders people from tak
green dots include responding to red dot or potential ing action against them. Oswalt said most of the groups
agreed that hurtful words were a prominent issue on
red dot situations when they are happening.
The bystander intervention model of Green Dot the Whitworth campus.
Moreen, who composed the Green Dot jingle, said
teaches three different ways to bereactive — "The Three
Ds:" direct, delegate or distract. Edwards said these he recognizes certain challenges with efforts like this.
three strategies are designed for everybody to have a He said that even though the launch was successful, it
way to intervene, whether they're more comfortable will take sustained effort and energy to keep the move
confronting the situation directly, getting someone else ment going.
"The inherent issue with programs like these is that
to do it, or creating a distraction.
She said that though everyone has challenges, there people have to take them seriously in order for them to
work," Moreen said.
are always options for them.
He said that, in the case that students do continue
"You're not a bad person because you have obsta
cles, but you need to know it doesn't render you pow to participate, the goals of Green Dot are attainable at
Whitworth. Words here
erless," Edwards said.

Continued from p.3

1,128

1994

Year Violence Against Woman Act
(VAWA) was passed. The act was
reauthorized first in 2000 and
again in 2005. p. 12
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Beth Crabtree|Photographer

Junior Amaya Rodriguez participates in a station at the Gree
n Dot kickoff event.
Green Dot founder Dorothy Edwards gave a short presentation at the event.

Green Dot

Followers of the Whitworth Con
fessions Facebook page on Feb.
17. The number has been growing
since its founding in January, p. 3

|

$21,085

Amount of money owners of the
Bartlett raised on Indiegogo to
open their venue. They plan to
open in late spring, p. 9

"I think if pe ople get excited about participating, I
feel the conclusion's obvious: a lot of these scenarios
[of violence] will go away,"Moreen said.
Oswalt said there will be other Green Dot related
events, such as discussing bystander intervention at
Prime Times, having a Green Dot booth at the senior
fair, and hosting bystander intervention trainings twice
a year. She said she believes the launch is merely the
beginning of the conversation.
"The launch was to bring a moment of awareness; a
way of i nitiating conversation campus-wide," Oswalt
said.
Oswalt said she hopes Green Dot will become part of
the common language of Whitworth, and is optimistic
about the changes we can make.
"I'm absolutely hopeful. I'm anticipating that we can
make a change. It really reflects the Wh
itworth culture,"
Oswalt said.
Edwards also said she is optimistic for Whitworth's
potential to achieve Green Dot goals.
"If what happened over the last day is an ind
icator of
the kind of commitment of tliis community, I'm willing
to bet that sooner than we think you're going to start
seeing the numbers come down," Edwards said.

Contact Katie Knoll at
kknolll 6@my.whitworth.edu

What are you
doing after
graduation?
Expand your career options
with the Bridge MBA at
Seattle University.
• For non-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required

The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
For m ore information, call (206) 296-5700
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.

ALBERS
School of Business and Economics
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Mormonism misconceptions

Whitworth's Latter Day Saints educate others
on their beliefs to increase understanding
of what Mormons really believe. It's great when
I c an explain and they respond with, 'Oh that
Staff Writer
makes sense. That's not weird.'"
In their experience on campus, Mormon
Imagine that after stating your faith, some
students have been met with varying respons
one replying, "your faith is weird and unintel es. Some professors joke around with Mormon
ligent." Students interviewed for this article said
students.
they have heard similar sentiments to this one
"My professors are always really cool about
expressed on campus, both explicitly and im my religion and ask me questions," Colvin said.
plicitly, by both students and faculty members, "My advisor, Dr. Michael Sardinia, jokes with
towards individuals of the Mormon faith.
me, saying things like 'I saw
The main barrier to commu
one of your kind today" (when
nication and understanding is "At first, it was really talking about the Mormon mis
misconception, Mormon se
sionaries)."
nior Nichole Boyd said.
hard, not because I
Some professors are less
"The general response to
friendly in regards to the Mor
felt
persecuted,
but
finding out that I am Latter Day
mon belief system.
Saint is a shock because there
"There was some bashing of
because
I
felt
people
are so many misconceptions,"
the LDS church in my theology
Boyd said.
thought my faith
class," Boyd said. "My professor
Whitworth senior Rebecca
did not know I am a Mormon.
was dumb, that I
Ashburn wanted to help clear
Because the professor did not
up confusion by bringing the
believe the same things as I do,
shouldn't be LDS."
Mormons Next Door Presenta
he might have thought the be
tion to campus.
—REBECCA ASHBURN
liefs were not as credible or as
"It was so straightforward
valuable as his belief."
and answered so many ques
senior
Among students, reactions
tions about the church," Ash
varied as well.
burn said. "It is not sugarcoat"At first, it was really hard, not because I felt
ed, not biased."
persecuted, but because I felt people thought
The event is a slideshow presentation involv my faith was dumb, that I shouldn't be LDS,"
ing facts from non-biased sources such as Har
Ashburn said. "As things progressed and I felt
vard University and UCLA, with a question and
more comfortable here and in my faith, it got
answer panel of LDS individuals following.
better. It is a great place to be, challenging be
The aim of the event is to clear up any mis
cause there's a lot of various Christian denomi
conceptions about the Mormon faith. On cam
nations. It's a great community for people who
pus, LDS students said they are met with a wide
aren't necessarily Presbyterian."
range of misunderstandings.
"Within my friend group, everyone knows
I'm LDS," senior Taylor Colvin said. "Their big Contact Madison Garner at
gest questions come from misunderstandings mgarnerl 6@my. whitworth. edu

Madison Garner

MORE MISCONCEPTIONS
"My friend said someone she was talking to said
'Oh, I can't believe you're Mormon because I've
seen you without makeup."
—Nichole Boyd, senior

The Misconception:
Mormons don't use
modern technology

"Another person thought we rode in buggies and
couldn't watch TV
—Nichole Boyd, senior

"Our name of our church is 'The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day SaintsJ we follow him and
value His atonement. There's this guy who to
ld
me (half-jokingly) 'yeah if you were a Christian we
could go out.'"
—Taylor Colvin, senior

The Misconception:
Mormons don't read the
Bible

*

The Misconception:
Mormon girls always wear
makeup

The Misconception:
Mormons aren't Christians
and don't follow Christ

"A lot of people don't understand that we study
from the Bible. The Book ofMormon is another
book of scripture. They forget we also study the
Bible and consider both to be the holy word."
—Taylor Colvin, senior

NEWS> BRIEF
n

Candidates for Whitworth's executive vice
president and provost meet with students
Caroline Simon, professor of philosophy and associate
dean for teaching and learning at Hope College, visited
Whitworth and met with a student forum Feb. 11. The
remaining candidates will also meet with students. Robyn
Driskell, professor of sociology and divisional dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences at Baylor University, will be on
campus Feb. 20 for a forum at 4:30 p.m. in the HUB Crow's
Nest. The student forum with Randall Bergen, professor
of psychology, provost and acting president of Greenville
College/will be Feb. 24 at 4:30 p.m. in the HUB Chambers.
The hiring committee has encouraged students to attend
and give feedback.

U.S. Department of Justice to review Spokane
police
Federal officials will review police shootings and use of
force by police officers in Spokane starting next week. The
review will examine incidents over the past four years and
make suggestions for the police department. Since 2009,
eight people have been shot and killed by Spokane officers.

Facebook target of hackers
Facebook Inc. posted Friday that it had been the target of a
series of attacks last month. They stated that there was no
evidence that user data had been compromised. The attack
was traced back to malware downloaded when employees
visited a compromised mobile developer website. Feb. 1
Twitter reported that hackers were able to gain access to
around 250,000 accounts. TheNew YorkTimes, Washington
Post and Wall Street Journal were also hacked recently.
Sources |www.whitwortli.edu, The Spokesman-Review, BBC, Aljazeera

ASWU UPDATE
Jim O'Brien of Sodexo introduced the new executive chef,
Tim Grayson. Grayson discussed promotional events in
the works, as well as the addition of cards with nutritional
information for most of their meals. Sodexo has added
an action station for lunches Monday-Wednesday. It
was also announced that Sodexo will pay the salary for a
sustainability coordinator position on ASWU next year.
Two requisitions were reviewed. The first, brought by
Whitworthian graphics editor Hannah Charlton on
behalf of the University's Permanent Art Collection, was
a request for $1,100, the remaining amount necessary to
purchase the four paintings currently in the Dining Hall.
The paintings are portraits of Whitworth art professors by
a former art professor, valued at over $8,000 as a set. The
$1,100 is the balance remaining after the artist discounted
the paintings and donations were received by alumni and
an anonymous donor.
Duvall' leadership requested $1,049 for a new, 70-inch
flat screen TV for the movie room. The sound and inputs
do not function on Duvall's current TV. Le adership will
be contributing $550 from their dorm budget, as well as
funds for additional costs such as mounting the television.
Both requisitions would pull from ASWU's capital budget,
which currently is at $13,632. ASWU voted to table both
requisitions, pending student input on the portraits and
requesting that the Duvall group look into a 60-inch TV.

Film Fancy

ARTS & CULTURE

Student filmmakers vie for
spot at Oakland film festival
Lindsie Trego
Staff Writer
Lights will dim once again for the annual Student
Film and Animation Competition in the Robinson
Teaching Theatre Feb. 22.
The competition, a part of the Leonard Oakland Film
Festival, gives Whitworth students who are interested
in film an opportunity to show their films on campus,
said Fred Johnson, English professor and member of
the festival committee.
The committee invited students from all disciplines
to submit films in a variety of categories, ranging from
Photo courtesy of Rosie McFarland
films that are less than 60 seconds to slightly longer, ex
Juniors Bryan Peterson and Katie Garyconverse in Rosie McFarland's flint, "The Visitor." McFarland said she
perimental and documentary-style films.
Junior English major Rosie McFarland submitted a struggled with filming within the technological confines of a $60 Sony camcorder.
film for the first time this year.
"I've always been interested in film, but it hasn't re dancing in the Cornerstone dance studio and in his
room, with home video of her dancing as a child.
ally been a passion until this year," McFarland said.
"The video focuses around Laura's dream of being a
Her love for film b egan as a minor hobby in her el
ementary school days, took a hiatus for a while, and dance teacher," Mack said.
Mack, who said he aspires to work in videography as
came back recently as a full-blown passion, she said.
McFarland said she saw the student film competi a future career, said the competition and the Leonard
tion as a rare opportunity to bring her passion for film Oakland festival provide a rare glimpse of film at Whit
Here are the five main films being shown for
to campus, as Whitworth doesn't have as broad a film worth, allowing students to learn about and experience
the Leonard Oakland Film Festival in the Robin
the
art
form.
curriculum as some other schools.
son Teaching Theatre. The student films will be
On the other hand, Mack said he thinks it's import
She began the quest to film her six-and-a-half-min
screened Friday.
ute piece in November and employed the help of a few ant for audience members to know that this film com
theater students, a music student, and a fellow English petition is not necessarily representative of film com
FOOTNOTE dir ected by Joseph Cedar, 2011, PG
petitions everywhere.
student to make her script a reality.
Feb.
21 at 7 p.m.
"It's very sheltered," he said.
"I emailed the theater department, and got an im
Rival I sraeli professors, also father and son,
In his experience, the films in the festival and com
mediate response," McFarland said. "And so I h ad to
come to final confrontation when a controversy
petition tend to shy away from foul
write a script super fast. I started writ
occurs over the highly esteemed Israel prize.
"I
think
people
who
language,
questions
of
sexuality
and
ing it in class, actually."
other content that might be consid
She finished the script in one week,
normally don't make ered questionable. In this way, he said
GET L OW Feb. 22 at 7 p.m., with Student Film
and started filming soon after.
and Animation Competition winners to follow.
he
feels
the
films
shown
are
catered
to
It was not all funand games, though.
films could make a
Directed by Aaron Schneider, 2009, PG-13
a "Whitworth audience."
McFarland said she hit a couple road
The townspeople think Felix Bush, a hermit
The film festival gives the Whit
blocks on the way to creating her video. brilliant one-minute
living in the woods, is a murderer who does the
worth
audience
a
chance
to
engage
She shot her film with a $60 Sony
devil's work. Bush enlists the help of the local fu
film."
with cinema outside of the classroom
camcorder and said she struggled to
neral home director to throw a "funeral" for him
or traditional movie theater, especial
woikwithintheconftnesofthetechnolo— FRED JOHNSON
before he dies.
ly given that the university has fewer
gy available to her.
than 15 regular courses on the Whit
Another struggle came when McFar
English professor and
"JACKIE BROWN" Feb. 22 at 10 p.m.
worth books that focus on film.
land waited for snow to hit Spokane,
Directed by Quentin Tarantino, 1997, R
Johnson said he encourages stu
thinking that normally when it snows festival committee member
Flight attendant Jackie Brown is caught smug
dents
who
are
interested
in
film
to
here, it sticks for a while. This wouldbe
gling illegal gun money. She must choose be
start thinking about next year's com
a perfect situation, she said, because it
tween giving up the name of her arms dealer
would allow her to shoot her film over a series of days, petition now. For those who do not normally create
boss or doing the time for smuggling. With some
video,
he
said
the
less-than-60-second
option
is
a
gre
at
but keep it in the same environment. She said she
smart thinking and a little help from a recently
didn't want to risk beginning to shoot in sunny weather opportunity to try out the medium.
separated and lonely bondsman, Brown finds
"I think people who normally don't make films could
and then have it snow, creating an incongruence in her
a way to turn the heat to her boss and get away
make
a
brilliant
one-minute
film,"
Johnson
said.
film.
with the million dollars in cash.
As the Student Film and Animation Competition
Unfortunately, the snow didn't stick. Instead, Mc
Farland was left needing to re-shoot all of the footage gains more years, Johnson said he hopes it will begin to
"4 LITTLE G IRLS" Feb. 23 at 7 p.m., with a docu
grow by bringing in more students from more diverse
she had already taken.
mentary, "Act Six Leadership Development Pro
"I decided not to edit the film at all until Christmas academic backgrounds.
gram," by local production company North by
McFarland and Mack have both submitted their
break," she said. "I knew that if I started editing it, I
Northwest to follow.
would not do any homework because I enjoy film more films and now must wait until Friday night with the rest
Directed by Spike Lee, 2001, NR
of those who submitted films to find o ut which will be
than I enjoy my homework."
An examination of the events which led to the
Once she did start editing, though, McFarland said shown at the festival and which one wins the compe
Birmingham church bombing in which four girls
she isolated herself in a room for hours doing nothing tition.
were killed at the height of the CivilRights Move
The fifth annual Leonard Oakland Film Festival will
except editing her piece.
ment.
McFarland's end result is a film that looks at "inter begin Feb. 21, showing one or more films each night
personal communication from an outside perspective," through the end of the weekend.
"BILL COSBY: HIMSELF" Feb. 23 at 10 p.m.
The festival honors English professor Leonard Oak
she said.
Directed by Bill Cosby, 1983, PG
Senior art major Darrien Mack took a different land, who introduced film studies to Whitworth in
Bill Co sby performs his notorious stand-up
approach to the competition. He has submitted to the 1970, according to the festival website.
routines in front of a live audience. Subjects
competition multiple times, and won second place
range from marriage to raising children to drug
once. In his submission for this year's competition,
use.
"Reprie — Lau ra Venemon," Mack weaved together Contact Lindsie Trego at
footage he took ofhis girlfriend, senior LauraVenemon, lwagnerl4@my.whitworth.edu

FILMSHOWTIMES
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REVIEW: Fiction Family
"Reunion" unites old sounds with new ones
"Reunion" is split down the middle.
Some of the songs sound like a few mu
sicians who were famous in past decades.
James Taylor comes to mind with the
sound of "Never Call" but does so with an
updated, less '90s sound.
Other songs sound more contempo
rary. For example, the opening song,
"Avalon" sounds almost identical to The
Submarines' 2008 album, "Hon
eysuckle Weeks."
The most popular song on the
album (according to iTunes),
"Up Against The Wall" is mellow
and vocal intensive, featuring a
trumpet and backup singers. It's
hard not to think of S witchfoot
when listening to this song.
Then there are songs such as
"Guilt," which could easily ap
pear on a Counting Crows al
bum.
The music is simple yet covers a broad
spectrum of so und despite its indie folk
genre badge. "Reunion" is one of those
albums you could, say, drive for hours
with and easily melt into its songs. Sure,
there's nothing particularly special about
it. It won't win any Grammys or top the
charts. It's exactly what someone would
expect: nice music from good musicians,
and that's perfectly fine by me.

Peter Duell
Staff Writer
Fiction Family has a knack for produc
ing retro sound that stays relevant.
Beginning in 2006, Fiction Family was
formed by Switchfoot frontman Jon Fore
man and Sean Watkins offolk band Nickel
Creek. Together, the two wrote songs and
dabbled in recording be
fore deciding to commit
to full time production.
Initially, the two called
themselves The Real Seanjon in a joking attempt
to receive a lawsuit from
Sean Combs. But they
changed the name to Fic
tion Family in March of
2008.

"Usually when two
guys make a record
together it sounds cool to call them the
'something' brothers," said Watkins in a
2009 story for Michigan Live. "But we're
not, and that's how the name, Fiction
Family came to be."
Their first and self-titled album re
leased January 2009 and sounds strik
ingly similar to Watkins' former group,
Nickel Creek, with acoustic melodies and
smooth vocals. More ofthe same followed
in their second album titled "Fiction Fam
ily Reunion," which released Jan. 29 this
year.

Contact Peter Duell at
pduelll 6@my. whitworth.edu
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Visit us at the Career Fair on February 20th.
For a successful career launch, Whitworth offers graduate
degree programs designed around convenient schedules,
small class sizes and academic excellence.

Whitworth graduate degrees offered:
• Administration
• Business
• Counseling

• Teaching
• Theology

Call 5 09.777.3222 or visit

WhrrwcKiH
EDUCATION OF MIC

AND HEART

whitworth.edu/qradprograms.

EVENTS

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

FEB. 22-MARCH17

THEATER:THE DROWSY CHAPERONE

Thursdays through Saturdays at 7:30 p.m. and
Sundays at 2 p.m.
Spokane Civic Theatre at 1020 N. Howard St.
A m usical comedy and the winner of five Tony Awards
will come to the Spokane Civic Theater. "The Drowsy
Chaperone" is a musical within a comedy where the
central character takes part in his favorite play, all the
while wryly commenting on it. With an array of whimsi
cal ideas, mistaken identities, and much more, you are
sure to be spellbound by this hysterical comedy.

SUNDAY, FEB. 24

AN EVENING AT THE 2013 OSCARS

FEBRUARY UNPLUGGED
Feb. 21 at 7 p.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room
Students doing all kinds of acts — music, poetry, magic, dance — will per
form in this monthly talent show. Gift card prizes will be given out for first,
second and third place. Free coffee and tea will be served.

COMEDIAN DILLON GARCIA
(SEE STORY ON PAGE 10)
Feb. 23 from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the HUB Dining Hall
Garcia is a 21-year-old comedian who has done stand-up routines opening
for big names such as Nick Swardson, Dave Chappelle and Gabriel Iglesias.
He performed on Comedy Central when he was 17 years old.

GAME NIGHT
Feb. 23 at 6 p.m. in Eileen Hendrick Hall ro om 120

•4 p.m .
HUB Crow's Nest

Whitworth's gaming club is hosting a game night.

Lights, camera, Oscars! Get ready to fancy yourselves
up Whitworth, because the Oscars are just around the
corner. For all you movie lovers, this is the perfect op
portunity to celebrate cinematic excellence and enjoy
refreshments and hors d'oeuvres together. You could
even make a game of it and keep track of who guesses
the most correct nominees.

LECTURE BY JONATHAN KIRKPATRICK
Feb. 26, at 7 p.m. in the Eric Johnston Science Center room 233
Kirkpatrick has been living in C.S. Lewis' house for the past three years as a
"scholar in residence." He is a lecturer at Oxford University and will speak
at Whitworth about Lewis and the classics.

+
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{I SAW I}
Contentfound in the "I Saw You" section are
student submissions and do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.

Nose Picking
I see you 3 times a week in class picking your nose
like you are trying to touch your brain or some
thing. And as if that wasn't gross enough I see you
examine whatever you pull out of there and flick it
on the ground. Sick.

Women's Bathroom
I saw you accidentally walk into the girl's bath
room and step right back out and look around to
make sure nobody saw you, but I did. Nice try.

Library Laugher
I saw you watching cat videos in the library the
week before finals. Your chuckling caught my
attention. I think watching you was more enter
taining than the cats on your computer screen!
Photo courtesy ol Karii ingersou
Caleb and Karli Ingersoll will be opening the Bartlett in late spring. The downtown music venue will bring
in bands at night and serve pour-over coffee during the day.

A new house of tunes

The Bartlett will soon be Spokane's newest music venue
of the $30,000 they need on Indiegogo, an online
fundraising platform. Donors had the opportunity to
Staff Writer
receive a five recording of an unreleased song by mu
sician Noah Gundersen as one of the incentives of do
Take n ote, stir-crazy scholars, a new music venue nating, Karli said.
will so on be gracing Spokane with its presence: the
In order to raise more money and promote their
Bartlett.
venue, last Friday the owners put on a concert at The
The Bartlett is for those who be
Bing Crosby Theater featuring Seattle
lieve Spokane should become more "Through the bigger
band Pickwick, along with musicians
in-tune with the up-and-coming
Kevin Long and Sera Cahoone.
music scene. Owners Caleb and
bands coming
"We're trying to keep doing events
Karli Ingersoll hope to introduce
and keep being present," Karli said. "It
through town, the
Spokane to its young and undiscov
was awesome. We had a great turnout.
ered musicians, while also drawing
All of the bands were from Seattle and
local
bands
can
have
in bands that normally skip Spokane
they just loved it and had a really great
when touring the Pacific Northwest.
something that will time."
The Ingersolls aim to open their
Tickets for the Pickwick concert were
4,000-square-foot venue in a historic get them excited and sold through Global Neighborhood
downtown building late spring.
a humanitarian organization
push them to work Thrift,
During the day, the Bartlett will
owned by Whitworth alumni couple
feature (in a cozier and more in
Brent and Amy Hendricks.
hard."
timate setting) pour-over coffee.
"Brent and Amy have been really
There will aiso be a smaller stage
— KARLI IN GERSOLL
good friends of o urs for several years,"
for events such as open mic nights,
Karli said. "They are trying to support us
owner of the Bartlett
singer-songwriter shows and poetry
however they can, sotheyjust offered to
readings. In the evening, the coffee
sell tickets."
bar will convert to a 21-and-over
Karli said they would like to book bands from Whit
beer and wine bar with a limited food menu, while the worth once the Bartlett is open.
concert area will remain open for all ages.
"We would love to get more connected with people
Karli said one part of their focus is bringing in tour from Whitworth because some of the greatest local
ing bands, and the other is to showcase local bands.
bands I've known have started at Whitworth," Karli
"Through the bigger bands coming through town, said.
the local bands can have something that will get them
excited and push them to work hard, Karli said.
The Ingersolls' fundraising plans have taken on a Contact Claire Hunter at
grassroots-like quality. So far they have raised $21,085 chunterl5@my.whitworth.edu

Claire Hunter

No Need to Eat Alone

I saw you eating alone at lunch and it made me
sad. I had to jet to class, otherwise I would have
joined you. That said, don't be afraid to go up to
a table and introduce yourself and ask if you can
join. People here are very friendly, especially the
Ballard Babes and Mac men :)

Breaking Our Snow Fort
I saw you trying to destroy the snow fort outside of
Mac in the middle of the night. You should know
that we at Mac have a very particular set of skills.

To The Boy in The Library
You look very comfortable with your coffee and
sweaters. However, I am still uncomfortable to
introduce myself to you. See you in my dreams...
and next time I walk into the library...

Nudity Builds Community
To the Mac Men who braved the cold, wintry tun
dra of the Loop clad only in what God gave them:
thank you for making a BC sister's bad day a little
better ...even if it may have been at your expense.

Really Cute Guy in Class
In class I always see you and I think you have
begun to notice me!

Cute Asian
I saw you in the library reading a book for Core. If
you're single, hit me up.

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your 7 saw you' (limited
to 50 words) online at thewhitworthian.com.
+
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Comedian Dillon Garcia talks about making it
• in the comedy profession and touring colleges
#

Meghan Dellinger
Staff Writer
Trying to make it as a comedian takes many years of hard work, patience and
perseverance. And Dillon Garcia is no exception. He just started earlier than most.
At age 16, Garcia started doing stand-up for the first time. At 17 , he became the
youngest comedian to perform on Comedy Central, and was part of Gabriel Iglesias'
"Stand-Up Revolution" premiering on the channel.
The now 21-year-old has recently begun a college tour, which will bring him to
Whitworth on Feb. 23. Garcia said he started the tour because, although his life is not
like an average person his age, he stillwould liketo connect with people in his age group.
Garcia had plenty to say about how he got to where he is today:

WHEN DID YOU FIRST REALIZE YOU WERE FUNNY?
"I'd say elementary school is when I knew I was funnier than everybody else. But I
never really wanted to be a comedian; it just happened. I'm really fun, immature, and
I'm... a driven person, but most of all just fun to be around, and confident."

WHY WOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU'RE DRIVEN?
a, I just feel like I sacrificed a lot of the things people my age do
so I could focus on my career. But it's not a regular 21-year-old life."

Photo courtesy oflaughstub.com

Comedian Dillon Garcia was the youngest comedian to perform on Comedy
Central when he appeared on Gabriel Iglesias' "Stand-Up Revolution."

WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO START A COLLEGE TOUR?
"A college tour is the closest I can get to people relating to me. Because a lot of other
times when I'm doing regular shows, it's just performing for an older crowd, so Ikind of
have to cater to them. But with college age [audiences], I can just be myself and just talk
about the things that I think are funny because they're my age and they think it's funny
too. And it pays really well!"

HOW DO YOU COME UP WITH MATERIAL FOR YOUR SHOWS?

GONZAGA MBA & MAcc
» a top 100 business school by
US News & World Report

"I kind of just let it happen. I never write any of my jokes on paper. I kind of just let
life experiences hit me in the head and then I'll put my twist on it. So it's like a big...hitor-miss onstage."

» #1 in Washington State for
first-time CPA pass rates
» complete your degree

WHAT WOULD YOUR ADVICE BE FOR SOMEONE WHO WANTS
TO GET INTO THIS PROFESSION?

in just 12-18 months

"Don't! No, I'm just kidding. But it's tough. It's not just being funny. I mean if you
want to become a comedian more power to you, but it's a battle. You don't make it right
away. You're going to bomb [on stage]. You're going to not be very good for abo
ut a year.
You start to learn the ropes. Just stay humble, and write your own material. Be original."

WHERE DO YOU SEE YOURSELF IN THE FUTURE. LIKE 10 TO
15 YEARS FROM NOW?
"I think in 10 to15 years I'll be a household name — hopefully legendary. I see myself
headlining arenas. I'm shooting'for the sky."
Attend an information meeting:

Garcia's show will be at 7 p.m. in th
e HUB dining hall.
Contact Meghan Dellinger at mdellingerl5@my.whitworth.edu

gorizaga.edu/infomtg
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OPINIONS
EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

Violence Against Women Act
Questioning the
proves ineffective for prevention motive behind new
LINDSEY
HUBBART

A

JaL

As a soc iety, we have a respon
sibility to protect all people against
violence of any form. To combat
the problem of violence toward
women, U.S. Congress passed
the Violence Against Women Act
(VAWA) in 1994, an d reauthorized
it in 2000 and 2005. Congress is
currendy debating another reau
thorization. Of cou rse, no one ac
tually supports violence against
women. The problem therein
stems from the effectiveness of the
bill. I believe that we can do much
more as a society to prote
ct women
than what is included in this act.
According to the Indepen
dent Women's Forum (IWF), the
creators of the bill believed that
"federal intervention would be
necessary to change attitudes and
approaches toward violence and
to redistribute legal and finan
cial resources
to female
victims."
The act
was de
signed

based on the idea that sexism is
the root cause of a ll violence. Sex
ism may be the cause of some vio
lent acts. However, according to the
IWF, th ere are many other causes
including "substance abuse, psy
chological disorders, and marital
instability." For this bill to more ef
fectively stop violence, I believe we
must allocate funds and resources
to address these growing problems
as well.
Another problem with the bill
is that it calls for mandatory ar
rest when someone reports an
act of domestic violence. While
this provision may seem effective
on the surface, a study by Radha
Iyengar of t he National Bureau of
Economic Research found that the
mandatory arrest actually harms
the victims. In fact, he shows that
homicides have increased since
this provision was created. Iyengar
hypothesizes that this increase re
sulted from women being afraid
of the repercussions of reporting
the violence. If a woman wants to
press charges against an abuser,
we should sup

port and encourage her to do so.
However, I believe that she should
have the right to choose whether
or not to.
In the debates for this autho
rization, some politicians have
proposed expanding the resourc
es available for victims. However,
that is not enough to make this
bill more effective. According to
David B. M uhlhausen of th e Her
itage Foundation and Christina
Villegas of IWF, "simply expand
ing this framework with extensive
new provisions and programs that
have been inadequately assessed
is likely to facilitate waste, fraud,
and abuse and will not better pro
tect women or victims of violence
generally." The best way toimprove
this law is not to just throw more
funding at it; we must address the
root cause of the violence.
There is no doubt that this law
was created with good inten
tions, but good intentions are not
enough to solve a prob
lem. Just because
the name of
the law

it sound
makes
appealing does not make
it a successful public policy.
We need to create a practical
and powerful law that will actual
ly do its job in preventing any form
of violence against women.

Hayiey Niehaus | Graphic A
rtist

HUBBART is a sophomore major
ing in economics. Comments can
be sent to lhubbartl5@my.whitworth.edu.
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safety measures

With the launch of the Green Dot program and the
now-working blue emergency lights, campus has be
come awash with color in the past week. The idea be
hind these safety measures is to better equip students
and faculty to handle emergency situations. However,
on our relatively safe campus, are these measures nec
essary?
Crime rates on the Whitworth campus are seemingly
non-existent. According to the Whitworth Campus Se
curity Report, there have only been reports of burglary,
motor vehicle theft and drug abuse and liquor law vio
lations in 2011. There are no reports of hate crimes, such
as assault or rape in 2011.
The implementation of these measures may have
some of us scratching our heads and wondering, "is
Whitworth less safe than we thought?"
Whitworth's campus layout benefitsfrom being asin
gle campus that does not require commuting between
multiple campuses, which is the case at a number of
other universities. The campus also has fewsecluded ar
eas. Within the campus' "pinecone curtain" the school is
shielded from the surrounding area and generally feels
like a safe place. Our school is hardly the site of horrific
events. Although many incidents occur just a few min
utes off campus, many are simply oblivious to them due
to the institution's positioning. If Whitwo rth does not
have these tragic events, some may wond
er whywe real
ly need emergency features as drastic as these in place.
Still, perhaps there is more sense to these safety mea
sures than we may think. The Green Dot initiative is
something that not only applies to the worse-case sce
narios that are not everyday occurrences here, but also
to smaller but still hurtful events, such as use of an of
fensive term or bullying.
These are things that most of us will run into at som
e
point in our lives, even if it doesn't happen to us here.
Also, th e emergency lights double as a campus-wide
loudspeaker system, something we previously lacked,
which is a safety measure that institutions such as ours
are encouraged to have.
Even with these new changes, let's not push the red
panic button yet. Whitworth isn't perfect, but it certain
ly isn't a terrifying place. These measures may seem a
little over the top, but preemptive measures are a good
idea. Instead of questioning the reasoning behind these
implementations, we can take comfort in knowing that
the university is taking strides to promote a safer envi
ronment.

In what ways, If any, would you like to
see campus communication improved?

"I think I'd prefer less emails or more information
in one email instead of ten a day. They could
also let students be more aware of meetings
that involve the student body, such as ASWU
meetings. Other than that they do a goodjob."
—Elon Roe, sophomore

"I'd like to hear more about what happens in
ASWU and Administration meetings. I think that
communication could be improved by telling
leadership teams to spread the word to their halls,
but that would leave out off-campus students."
—Rebekah Miller, sophomore

"I wish there was some way we could get
information outside of email and Pirate Port.
Email is a pretty effective way to communicate,
but sometimes it just seems that if you don't
check your email, you miss out."
—Rebecca Seideman, freshman

"They do a good job with emails. I like that because
it's how I communicate. Even though people
communicate primarily through texts, that would
be too much because of the high volume of events."
—Brian Freeman, senior
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Students must think beyond binary sexuality
JASMINE
BARNES

Mm

COLUMNIST

&

After having a conversation with senior, Troy
Haacke, I was moved to write about the fact that the
Whitworth community sees students as either hetero
sexual or homosexual and never considers the fact that
there may be students who do not fit into either of these
categories. In fact, most of the student body has a bina
ry view of sexuality and ignores or doesn't know about
other forms of sexual expression.
Haacke said, "The problem with binary sexuality is
the same problem as with heterocentricity (you can
only'be hetero, everything else is wrong); it limits the
paradigm in which we can view ourselves."
According to the website Daily Science, the average
age for coming out is between 16 and 23. This means
that college ages are right in the middle of this range.
Many students will come to college trying to find out
what part of the spectrum of sexuality they land on. If
we continue to have a binary view, it may be detrimen
tal to the students who are still confused about what
their sexual orientation might be.
"Once we recognize, and begin discussion on the
spectrum of sexuality, students can feel more secure in

themselves, less like outcasts and continue the journey
of finding themselves," Haacke said.
Although some say that other forms of sexuality
are going against what God wants for mankind, we as
Christian students must still show love and respect
to those who have a minority form of sexuality. God
calls his people to love others the way that he loves
them. That love is an unconditional love; therefore,
we must change our view on sexuality in order to fol
low this model. We as a student body need to be more
open-minded to the fact that there are other types of
sexuality besides heterosexuality and homosexuality.
There is pansexuality which is a sexual attraction to
people of all gender identities ,and biological sexes.
There is asexuality which is no sexual interest in others.
There is polysexuality which is an attraction to multiple
genders, but not aligning as gay and straight. There is
bisexuality, which is attraction to males and females
with a gay or straight tendency. There is transexuality which is when someone's gender at birth does not
match their psychological gender. There are many oth
ers but these are some of the most common examples.
In order to make students feel more comfortable about
who they are as a human beings, we must break free
from this binary sexuality mindset.
BARNES is a sophomore majoring in English and
secondary education. Comments can be sent to
jbarnesl5@my.whitworth.edu.

Hannah Charlton |Graphics Editor

Confessions page creates safe space for struggle
mitted anonymously. This page proves that there are to put their views out there without fear of judgment.
serious issues on campus. Alongside the funny posts This page has gotten a lot of criticism lately and as a re
are posts confessing suicidal thoughts, eating disorders sult, a Whitworth Compliments page has been created.
WHITNEY
It has the same premise as Whitworth Con
and self-esteem issues. These issues are
CARTER
fessions, but only nice comments
not unique to Whitworth's campus.
COLUMNIST
are posted. The issue I see with it
According to the American Foun
is that you take away the power
dation for Suicide Prevention, near
of having a safe place. Yeah, it's
ly
1,000,000
people
make
a
suicide
Like many on the Whitworth campus, I have recent
nice to see the compliments
ly had some late nights. Are these late nights due to attempt every year. Also, according
and the positive things about
to Bulimia.com,
my extensive and illuminating readings put
Whitworth, but our school is
as
many
as
10
per
forth by the incredible professors here at
"The issue I see cent of college women
never going to get better if
Whitworth? Or to all of the courageous con
we do not acknowledge the
versations that inform me as to my purpose with it is that you suffer from a clinical eat
struggles that some of our fel
ing disorder.
in life? No.
low students are facing. If w e
take away the
This page has created a safe
I stay up late because every night at
take away or censor this safe
place for people struggling to say
around 9:30 (sometimes later, sometimes
power
of
having
place,
then we're taking away
what
they're
struggling
with
and
pos
earlier) the Whitworth Confessions page
someone's voice, and possi
sibly find help. I have not seen a cry for
posts the submissions that they received for
a safe place."
bly their cry for help.
help on that page that has not resulted
the day. For those unenlightened folks who
Molly
Rupp
|
G
r
aphic
Artist
in
someone
stepping
up
to
comment
have better things to do with their time and
haven't read the page, it consists of a link that takes you and encouraging the anonymous poster to contact
to a third party site where "confessions" can be sub someone, even if it's just to talk. I applaud my fellow CARTER is a freshman majoring in communication.
students for that. In addition, the page allows students Comments can be sent to wcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu.

Um. What?

Coach, I can't STAND that kid.

+

SPORTS

Men's basketball
clinches NWC title
KoreyHope

sheet last weekend with 26 points, 12 re
bounds, nine assists and three steals for
both games combined.
With the outright conference title
The Whitworth men's basketball team
clinched its fourth straight outright locked up, Saturday's game didn't have
Northwest Conference title last Friday in as much at stake as other regular season
the second-to-last game of the year, with games. However, the Pirate's approach
an 86-53 win over the Linfleld Wildcats to the game was unchanged.
"We really wanted to build momen
in McMinnville, Ore. The Bucs also col
tum going into
lected an 86-67
the postseason,"
victory against
Logie said. "And I
the Willamette
thought our guys
Bearcats on Sat
came out and
urday to finish
played well."
the regular sea
Junior guard
George Valle,'16
son at 22-3 over
Colton McCargar
all (14-2 NWC).
led the Pirates
Hie
regular
Position: Guard
vvith 20 points,
season title for
Valle had a careerafter getting the
the Pirates re
high 30 points
start for only the
served a spot in
in Whitworth's
third time all
the NWC record
conference-titleseason. McCarbook. It was the
clinching win over
§ar averaged 11
second time in
points per game
NWC
history
off the bench this
that a men's bas
year, and 13.3
ketball program
points per game
had won four
as a starter.
straight outright conference tides. Whit
"I got off to a good start and that gave
man College was the only other program
me confidence for the rest of the night,"
to accomplish that feat, during the 1927McCargar said.
1930 seasons.
And it wasn't just McCargar who got
"Our guys have really bought into who
off to a good start. The Bucs built an early
we are as a team," head coach Matt Lolead again and found themselves up by
gie said. "A lot of guys have stepped up
14 less than nine minutes into the game.
throughout the year. It's a great accom
The Pirates didn't allow their opponent
plishment."
anywhere near the lead, and never
The Bucs jumped out to a 13-0 lead on
trailed for the second game in a row.
Friday, keeping Linfleld scoreless for al
Moving forward, the team is confident
most the first eight minutes of the game.
heading into postseason play.
The Wildcats eventually heated up and
"We have a tough couple of games to
pulled to within six, but it was as close
start conference playoffs against teams
as they could get to the Pirates, who ran
who have challenged us earlier this sea
away with it in the second half.
son," Valle said. "There is no easy way to
Not only was it a record day for the
get to the NCAA tournament."
Bucs and the NWC, but also for fresh
. Despite the tough competition, the
man guard George Valle, who finished .
team is peaking at the right time and
the night with a career-high 30 points on
carries a lot of postseason experience,
14 of 22 shooting from the floor in only
Logie said.
24 minutes of play.
The Bucs begin the NWC tournament
'"Ihey put an undersized player on me
against Lewis and Clark this Thursday,
most of the game so I was able to use my Feb. 21 in the Fieldhouse. If victorious,
size to my advantage," Valle said. "And the championship game will be this Sat
everything from long range was falling urday, Feb. 23, also in the Fieldhouse.
for me which really opens up the floor."
Valle has averaged 12.4 points per
Tanner Scholten | File Photo
game this season, ranking second on the
Sophomore post Taylor Farnsworth looks for a shot in the pai
nt against George
Contact Korey Hope at
team behind junior guard Dustin McCoFox at the Fieldhouse on Saturday, Feb. 9. The Pirates were defeated 89-81.
khopel 6@my. whitworth.edu
nnell. McConnell also packed the stat

StaffWriter
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FRIDAYS/SB
vs. EDMONTON OIL KINGS

vs. KAMLOOPS BLAZERS

XFINITY
JERSEY-OFF-THE-BACK
AUCTION

MIKE'S PINK LEMONADE
BREAST CANCER AWARENESS
NIGHT & J ERSEY GIVEAWAY

Bid ori yout favorite Chiefs
game-worn jersey.

www.SPOKANECHIEFS. com
< -IINI AV AIIABU Willi MIJPE Nl ID

Sponsored by:

\finity

S

Enter to win a Chiefs Breast Cancer Jersey.
The Chiefs help raise awareness and funds for the
Susan G. Komen Eastern Washington Affiliate.
Sponsored by:

for

rfc/ket*

Cil/f At

PUCK
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JANTERMRECAP
Men's basketball

Women's basketball

The Pirate men went17-2 since Dec.5, including
five wins against opponents outside of the NWC.
Whitworth built up a 20-game win streak during
December and January that was snapped against
Whitman in Walla Walla on Feb. 6.

The Whitworth women went 12-5 since Dec. 5,
and did not lose a contest at the Fieldhouse this
season. The Bucs strung together a six-game win
streak during Jan Term, and now enter the NWC
playoffs as the No. 3 seed.

a®

Swimming

Track and field

Whitworth's men and women's swimming
teams had 5 meets since Dec. 5, culminating
with the NWC C hampionships in Federal Way
Feb. 8-10. Both the men and women claimed
NWC titles. The title was the 11th consecutive
championship for the men.

Both Whitworth track and field teams opened
up the indoor season during January, with three
meets in Idaho and one meet at Washington State
University. Senior pole vaulter Chibron Tomeo
broke his own school record after clearing 15-09
at the WSU Open.

Baseball

Softball

Whitworth baseball opened the season in
Southern California, going 1-2-1. The Pirates
split a series against Cal Lutheran, going 1-1-1.
Darkness forced a tie in the rubber game of t he
three-game series. Pomona-Pitzer defeated the
Pirates 5-0 in thefinal game of the road trip.

The Bucs traveled to California and played twogames series against three opponents. The Pirates
went 1-1 against the University of Redlands before
sweeping Cal Lutheran University. The road trip
concluded with two losses to the University of La
Verne.

Men's tennis

Women's tennis

Pirate men's tennis opened up with nonconference matches against Eastern Washington
University, Lewis-Clark State College, University
of Idaho and Gonzaga University. The Bucs went
0-4. Whitworth is now in NWC play, but will
play three more non-conference matches in late
March.

%

The Whitworth women's tennis team played
only one non-conference match to begin the
season before opening up NWC play. The Bucs
lost 9-0 to Lewis-Clark State College.

Road sweep sends women into NWC playoffs
by junior forward Jamie Lyons. Unfallen shots and two forcing Willamette to commit multiple fouls.
The Bucs took advantage of fouls, going 15 for 16 at
turnovers put the Bucs back down and into a slump, but
they pulled back out halfway through the second half to the free throw line.
The Bearcats came out in the second half with more
The Whitworth women's basketball team concluded take a 10-point lead.
"It was rough in a couple spots, but we came out with intensity than before, cutting the deficit to nine points
its regular season with two wins, beating the Linfield
a win and the bench was three minutes into the second half.
Wildcats 69-53 Friday night and the
The Pirates didn't surrender the lead, and built a
encouraging," senior guard
Willamette Bearcats 66-53. With the
14-point lead with great defensive rebounds and play
Lauren Picha said.
Friday night win, the team has now
The Bucs ended strong ing tough man-to-man defense on the Bearcats forcing
advanced into the playoffs as the No.
Friday
night walking away a barrage of missed shots.
3 seed.
With steals by sophomore forward Katara Beltonwith a double-digit win over
A back -and-forth contest against
Emily Travis,'12
Sharp and junior guard Kayla Johnson, the Pirates took
Linfield.
Linfield proved to be a tough win for
Saturday at Willamette off from there.
.
the Pirates.
the Bucs were down by sev
Whitworth shot 86 percent in the seco
nd half from the
Position: Forward
"A win's a win, and this was a good
en points in the middle of foul line, and 73 percent for the game, helping the Bucs
game to build on going into tomor
Travis tallied a
the first half, struggling to to a commanding victory against the Bearcats.
row night's game[Saturday], and
career-high 21
defend the Bearcats with
After the road sweep in Oregon to conclude the reg
playoffs next week," senior forward
points in a 69-53
ular season, the Pirates now prepare for a playoff game
man-to-man defense.
Emily Travis said.
win over Linfield
The Bucs fell into a slump against Whitman in Walla Walla on Feb. 21 in theNWC
Travis led the Pirates with a sea
during the first half against tournament.
in McMinnVille,
son-high of 21 points.
Willamette, but came back
Ore. last Friday.
The Bucs shot over 50 percent
,
• . 'i
up to a strong push to end
from the field in the first half and 62
the first half and had a
percent at the free throw line, build
13-point lead.
ing a 33-22 lead in the half. Travis
Rebounds and good defense put the Pirates back into Contact Sasha Siclait at
started off the second half with a steal and Whitworth
continued to stay in the leadwith two free throws made the game and they began to get the ball rolling again, ssclaitl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Sasha Siclait

Staff Writer
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SPOTTED FROM THE CROW'S NEST

Softball: Jamie Irunner
K or ey H o p e
Staff Writer
After originally planning to at
tend the University of W ashington,
it's safe to say many Whitworth
students, athletes and coaches are
thankful Jamie Brunner eventually
decided to be a Pirate. Along with
making NWC all -conference teams
the past two years, including First
Team All-NWC in 2012, t he senior
also manages the role of fearless and
positive leader for the Whitworth
women's softball team.
Having played softball since she
was 6 years old, Brunner has seen
many different sides of the game
that most fans cannot relate to. Play
ing one sport for 15 years is long
enough to meet a many people and
build countless relationships that
will last a lifetime, she said.
"Often times, your team is an ex
tension of your family," Brunner
said. "It's been no different in my
life."
Even discounting the relation
ships that are created through the
sport, there have been opportuni
ties to travel and see new places, she
added.
Brunner played softball as well
as volleyball at Chelan High School
in Chelan, Wash., earning first team
all-conference honors in both sports
her senior year. When it came time
to decide on further schooling,
Brunner was originally leaning to
ward studying to become a doctor at
the University of Washington.
Then she visited Whitworth.
"People say when they come here,
they feel like this is where they need
to be," Brunner said. "It was no dif
ferent for me. As soon as I w as on
this campus, I w as welcomed with
open arms."
Along with a highly regarded
education and the relatively small
community and class sizes, Brunner
had no questions about her imme
diate future. She began playing softball for Whitworth when she was a
freshman, but softball-related issues
began tainting her experience with
the game and affecting her personal
life, Brunner said. She made up her
mind to quit softball after her soph
omore year.
Then, current head coach Cristal
Brown took over the Whitworth softball program. Brunner saw this as a
fresh start and a new opportunity to
love the game again.
"She ended up wanting to play
and asked for a chance to prove her
self," Brown said. "She came out and
worked hard and earned her spot."
Despite being an all-confer
ence player the year prior to Coach
Brown's era for the Bucs, Brunner
said she knew she still had to regain
her rhythm and focus in the game.
And that is exactly what she did.
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BASEBALL
NWC

ALL

LINFIELD

0-0

3-1

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

0-0

4-2

WHITMAN

0-0

4-2

GEORGE FOX

0-0

5-3

WILLAMETTE

0-0

*3-2

PUGET SOUND

0-0

4-3

WHITWORTH

0-0

4-3-1

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-0

0-3

LEWIS & CLARK

0-0

0-6

1 OS FTBALL
NWC

ALL

LEWIS & CLARK

0-0

5-3

GEORGE FOX

0-0

WHITWORTH

0-0

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-0

3-3
3-5

LINFIELD

0-0

0-0

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

0-0

0-0

PUGET SOUND

0-0

0-2

WILLAMETTE

0-0

0-2

NWC

ALL
2-0

1 MEN'S TENNIS
PACIFIC LUTHERAN

2-0

GEORGE FOX

2-0

2-2

WHITMAN

1-0

1-1

PACIFIC (ORE.)

1-1

1-1

LEWIS & CLARK

1-1

1-2

WHITWORTH

1-1

1-5

WILLAMETTE

0-1

0-1

LINFIELD

0-2

0-2

PUGET SOUND

0-2

0-2

WOMEN'STENNIS

Greg Moser | ile
F Photo

After choosing Whitworth over the University of Washington, senior
first baseman Jamie Brunner has been a two-time All-NWC selection.
In her junior year, Brunner became
a First-Team All-NWC pick while
leading the squad with 41 hits, 21
runs batted in, three home runs and
a .373 batting average.
Junior teammate Julia Johnson
agreed that Brunner's numbers were
remarkable but also explained a side
of t he first-baseman that the num
bers could not.
"She is the best team player you
could ever ask for," Johnson said.
"She's always looking to improve
and help others improve. She leads
by example and is just always a pos
itive person."
Those who know Brunner off t he
field had similar comments. The
entire Northwest Conference is
aware of her passion on the softball
diamond, but what is she like away
from the sport?
"She wants excellence on the softball field but is also a very good stu
dent," Brown said. "She has the drive
to be excellent in all areas of her life.
She is just a joy and a pleasure to be
around; you can't help but feel hap

py when Jamie is around."
The Pirates finished preseason
games on Feb. 2, and Brunner al
ready leads the team in hits and
RBI's. She also has yet to commit an
error heading into the regular sea
son Feb. 23-24 in McMinnville, Ore.,
against 5th-ranked Linfield.
Replacing Brunner will be im
possible, Brown said. But the head
coach hopes Brunner will leave a
legacy behind her to be looked upon
by future Pirate softball athletes.
And when it's all said and done,
Brunner is well aware of the game's
effect on the rest of her life,
"It's more than the memories.
It's the sense of humility because
this team, program, conference and
sport are all so much bigger than
myself. I'm a confident person, but
it's bigger than that," Brunner said.
"It always is."

NWC

ALL

WHITMAN

3-0

4-0

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

2-0

2-0

PUGET SOUND

2-0

2-0

LEWIS & CLARK

1-1

1-2

WHITWORTH

1-1

1-2

GEORGE FOX

0-1

0-2

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-2

0-2

WILLAMETTE

0-2

0-3

LINFIELD

0-2
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Note: Standings as of Feb. 17,2013

BASEBALL
Whitworth at Texas-Tyler - 9a.m. Saturday, March 2

SOFTBALL
Whitworth at Linfield - noon Saturday Feb. 23

MEN'S TENNIS
Whitworth versus Pacific (Ore.) -10 a.m. Saturday, Feb. 23

WOMEN'STENNIS
Whitworth at Puget Sound - 4 p.m. Friday, Feb. 22

TRACKAND FIELD
Crimson versus Black @ Whitworth Pinebowl - 2 p.m. Friday, Feb. 22

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Whitworth versus Lewis & Clark - NWC Playoffs - 7p.m. Thursday, Feb. 21

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Contact Korey Hope at
khopel 6@my.whitworth.edu

Whitworth at Whitman - NWC Playoffs - 6 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 21

•
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WHITPICS

AWKWARD MIDDLE SCHOOL DANCE
TOP: Students dance in Cornerstone during Friday night's annual Awkward
Middle School Dance.

Tanner Scholten | h
Potographer

BOTTOM RIGHT: Freshman Nicholas Avery, senior Jordan Scholten and
freshman Addy Koneval create an awkward scene while in the reception area
of the dance.
Tanner Scholten |Photographer

LEFT BOTTOM: A heat control issue caused a fire alarm to be set off; the
dance was temporarily halted and students had to wait outside as the building
was inspected.

Tanner Scholten I Ph otographer

LEFT MIDDLE: Students' awkward outfits varied from banana suits to iconic
t-shirts.

Tanner Scholten | h
Potographer

LEFT: Sophomores Ashton and Samantha Skinner pose before entering the
dance.
Tanner Scholten |Photographer
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AS

NICE

WHITWORTH BASKETBALL TEAMS CROWNED
NWC TOURNAMENT CHAMPS
Tickets punched to
national tournaments
Pirate men's basketball cruises to 21 -point victory
over Whitman in the Fieldhouse while women's
basketball upsets top-seeded Lewis & Clark in
Portland, Ore.
_ <•

ASWU executives
conduct mid-year selfevaluation
p. 4
Chapel service held in
Orthodox tradition p. 7

+

ABOUTUS

08 *A PATHETIC ADVENTURE'
Seattle artist sets up new exhibit of
photographs, sculptures and video in the
Oliver Gallery.

The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely by students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is tobe accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.

ONLINE AT

CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
croachl4@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
The Whitworthian incorrectly labeled Whitworth Compliments as a "spin-off" of
Whitworth Confessions on p. 3.
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200
words.
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04 LIVING WITH ADHD

the

whitworthian
.com

Going through university can be a more
difficult matter for students with Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. Students
speak about dealing with the disorder.

05 PREPARING FOR A POPE

After the resignation of Pope Benedict XVI
on account of "advanced age," the College
of Cardinals will be choosing a new pope.
Faculty discuss the significance of this time
for the Catholic Church.

07 EASTERN ORTHODOX

OPINIONS
Online content for Feb. 28-Mar. 13.

The chapel has started holding Eastern
Orthodox Vespers this semester on every
Wednesday. The services are a calm time of
prayer with a traditional feel accompanied
with singing and incense.

10 TYRONE RETURNS

Tyrone Wells comes back to Whitworth Feb.
27. He answered some of our questions
about his new album and his inspiration.

12 FEMININE MYSTIQUE

Discussing the effects of Betty Friedan's
'The Feminine Mystique' and how fiftyyears
later, it's still relevant in our society.

14 CUTTING THE NETS

Men's basketball earns pair of tournament
wins to capture the NWC tournament title.

15 MARK OF EXCELLENCE

The Mcllroy-Lewis All-Sports Trophy is
awarded to the top athletic program in the
NWC each year. Whitworth has claimed the
award each of the past five years and is in
contention to claim it once again this year.

—
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Almost one in every 20 children is affected by ADHD
according to the US National Library of Medicine
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Whitworth students navigate the pursuit of a university ed cation With ADHD
Lucas Thayer
Staff Writer
College is a demanding beast.
It t akes a student's time,' energy and
guile. For a diploma, a four-year brawl
with the beast is required. Yet some stu
dents begin the fight with a hand tied
behind their back. Adults with Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
who decide to tangle with the beast of
ten struggle with seemingly impossible
deadlines. Time and time again, ADHD
students can't keep up because their
brains won't slow down.
"One of the misnomers that you often
hear about ADHD is that they have an
inability to focus. If any thing, it's an in
ability to filter out distractions," said An
drew Pyre, director of ed ucational sup
port services at Whitworth University.
"They want to try to focus on everything
and take everything in. And that's where
the challenge lies."
Students with ADHD shouldn't feel
they are doomed to fail. In fact, these
students find themselves in the compa
ny of some of history's finest statesmen,
innovators, artists and scientists. Abra
ham Lincoln, Albert Einstein, Thomas
Edison, Napoleon Bonaparte and Benja
min Franklin are all believed to have had
some form of ADHD.
Today, ADHD affects nearly one out of
every 20 A merican children, according
to the U.S. National Library of Medicine.
Tyler McGinnis, a former Whitworth
freshman, was diagnosed with ADHD
in the first grade when his behavior be
came an issue in the classroom.
"I would just burst out in class, saying
things and doing things really sporad
ically. No hesitation. I wouldn't think
about what I was doing," McGinnis said.
Impulse control problems aren't un
common in young people with ADHD.
However, the disorder has a different
shape for everyone, and can vary greatly
from one person to the next.
In the broadest sense, ADHDis a brain
disorder characterized by hyperactivity,

impulsiveness and difficulty maintain ton University. Occasionally, Townsend
ing attention. Studies have linked ADHD receives referrals from Whitworth Uni
symptoms to a lack of norepinephrine versity if a student thinks he or she has
(NE), a chemical in the brain that helps ADHD, but isn't certain. ADHD won't
regulate awareness, according to Mayo show up in an x-ray or in a blood sam
ple. To properly diagnose a student,
Clinic.
NE shortages in different parts of the Townsend has to rule everything else
brain can lead to vastly different symp out.
"I think some people rush to judg
toms. A lack of NE in the limbic system,
which handles emotions and memories, ment," Townsend said.
When a child is acting dysfunctionally
could cause emotional outbursts and
problems remembering things. By con in school, Townsend said, some parents
trast, not enough NE in the frontal cor and physicians are quick to blame prob
tex can lead to inattentiveness and prob lems on ADHD without looking at the
bigger picture.
lems with organizing.
"We have to look at
People with ADHD
the parenting, we have
usually lean toward the
hyperactive-impulsive "One of the beautiful to look at the household,
we have to look at the
subtype, or the inatten
things about ADHD school.
It's not clean cut,
tive subtype (formerly
ever," Townsend said.
known as attention defi
is that it gives you
A daily regimen of
cit disorder, or ADD).
such a different
medicine will o nly help
Most people fall some
a person with ADHD get
where in the middle.
perspective a lot of so far, Townsend said.
There's rarely a "typical"
"Therapy and medi
case of ADHD.
the time."
cation seems to beat just
The symptoms may
medication, or just ther
change with age, as they
—CHIP GOODRICH
apy," Townsend said.
did with McGinnis. As
se or
"You're going about
he grew up, he "melmultiple ways to treat a
lowed out," and was no
problem."
longer a distraction to
Senior Chip Goodrich, another stu
his peers. McGinnis describes himself
as a good student, but he's sometimes dent with ADHD, said plenty of physical
bored by the subject matter. If he's gen activity "helps keep him sane." After his
uinely interested in something, it's dif prescription medication led to mood
ficult to pull him away. He says he has swings and anxiety, he began to look
a tendency to focus on one thing and for different approaches to manage his
block out everything else. McGinnis ad symptoms.
Goodrich said that Whitworth's ed
mits he still struggles with managing his
time well.
ucational resources department was a
McGinnis was prescribed Adderall, large part of why he enrolled.
a stimulant used to treat people with
"I picked a smaller school because I
ADHD. McGinnis still takes Adderall knew I wouldn't fall through the cracks,"
twice a day. He takes it in the morning to Goodrich said. "I'm a slow reader, so it
get going, and h
t en later in the afternoon takes me a lot more time than most peo
to tackle his homework.
ple to go through tests, or write out an
While ADHD is rooted in the brain's essay where it's coherent and concise
biology, treatment requires both medi and well-organized."
cine and behavioral therapy, said Ryan
With Pyre's assistance, he is now
Townsend, an advanced registered able to take exams in distraction-free
nurse practitioner at Eastern Washing- environments, with extra time to gather
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Consecutive NWC conference
tournament titles for the Whitworth
men's basketball team after
defeating Whitman 93-72 last
Saturday in the NWC title game. p. 14
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his thoughts. Pyre also worked with
Goodrich to develop time management
skills.
While Goodrich avoided seeking out
accommodations for his ADHD in high
school for fear of j udgment, he advises
other ADHD students to take ownership
of their disorder.
"Try and understand where your
shortcomings are with [ADHD], and
accept them. If you feel people have la
beled you in a certain way and that's not
the way you see yourself, don't let other
people define you," Goodrich said. "Ad
vocate for yourself."
From Pyre's perspective, people with
ADHD aren't lesser than "normal" peo
ple. He said he believes it might not be
a disorder at all. With treatment, Pyre
said that it's possible to have ADHD and
function normally without it getting in
the way of t heir school work, relation
ships or everyday life.
"What's better, a short story or a nov
el? They're different, and they're both
good. There's a place for both" Pyre said.
"If it interferes and impacts you nega
tively, say in your work environment,
then it's a bad thing."
Despite the difficulties Goodrich ex
periences because of ADHD, it also has
an up side, he said.
"One of the beautiful things about
ADHD is that it gives you such a different
perspective a lot of the time. You're able
to think outside the box, turn something
around, and look at a problem from a
different angle" he said. "You have the
ability to see connections where others
don't see any.
For Goodrich, ADHD is a blessing and
a curse.
"You're constantly able to see things
differently, but you're never able to stop
thinking," Goodrich said. "I literally
cannot stop and clear my head. I don't
think I've ever been able to do that. It's
not possible. I'm always, always, always
thinldng."
Contact Lucas Thayer at
lthayer!2@my. whitworth.edu

National ranking of the Lewis & Clark
women's basketball team before they
were upset by the Whitworth women
in the NWC title game last Saturday
with afinal score of76-61. p. 13

31

Percentage of Facebook users who
access the site multiple times a
day, according to the Pew Research
Center, p. 11
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World prepares for a new pope, waiting for smoke
Connor Soudani

issues to deal with."
The PeWResearch Forum conducted
Pew-Research
research in 2010 which revealed the ten
countries with the largest Catholic pop
The news shocked the international ulations. Brazil was ranked number one
community. For the first time in over 600 with an estimated 126,750,000 Catholics,
years, the leader of rou ghly 50 p ercent followed by Mexico with 96,450,000 and
of the 2 billion Christians on the planet the Philippines with 75,570,000. Colom
resigned his role in the church. Former bia and the Democratic Republic of the
Pope Benedict XVI has cited "advanced Congo were also high on the list.
This information demonstrates a shift
age" as his reason for leaving his post as
from 1910. Then, the research showed
the face of the Catholic church.
The first question for the world to that the only two of the countries men
ponder now is this: What will gointo the tioned above made the list, Brazil and
selection of the new pope and what will the Philippines, with France and Italy
taking the top two spots.
Catholics need from him?
In an interview with CNN, Rev. Wil
Karin Heller, a Catholic professor in
the theology department, said that this ton Gregory, Archbishop of Atlanta, dis
is a huge opportunity for the Catholic cussed the possibility of a pope repre
senting a larger majority, of the Catholic
church to capitalize on reform.
"I think the church really needs an population.
"I think the question is 'What does the
urgent reform of the structure of the
church and of the Vatican in particu office need?' I don't believe that the first
lar," Heller said. "Ihe strongly central- question should be culture, language,
, ized church is really a problem, but the etc., but what does the office need and
Vatican will ha ve to give up a little bit who is the candidate best qualified to
of its power and decentralize that, giv step into that position based on the
ing more power to the national bishops analysis of the needs of the time," Greg
ory said.
conferences."
However, the Archbishop said he does
Additionally, Heller called for a
change to the Catholic church's tradi not believe selection of the pope should
directly come down to
tional structure.
the issue of population
"I think the church
"In Africa and Latin representation.
would need a constitu
"The vote is not over
tion," Heller said. "Be America [the Catholic
who has the greatest
cause if the texts of the
clout, the vote is over
second Vatican council
Church] is growing,
who is in the best po
are really inspired by
but the structure is
sition to govern the
God, I think... you have
church
universally,
to give the people of
set up so that people
and that person may
God the opportunity to
take part in that power,
in Europe and North come from a devel
oping country, it may
just as the American
America are making
come from a country
people take part in the
that we don't even
power of t heir govern
the decisions."
have in focus yet,"
ment."
Gregory said.
On the other hand,
—PATRICK VAN IN WEGEN
The fact that Bene
Patrick Van Inwegen,
a Catholic professor of professor of political science dict XVI left office on
account of "advanced
political science, said
age" at 85 years old
he believes that the big
raises the question
gest challenge the new
pope will fa ce will be adapting to the of whether an age limit should now be
shift in geographical church population. placed on the office of the pope.
In the same interview on CNN, Grego
In addition, Van In wegen believes that
the Catholic population of E urope and ry mentioned the question of the Pope's
age.
the U.S. will come into play as well.
"[There is] the fact that the code of
"In Africa and Latin America [the
Catholic Church] is growing, but the canon law already has a provision for
structure is set up so that people in Eu any pope to consider bringing his ser
rope and North America are making the vice to conclusion," Gregory said. "It's
decisions," Van Inwegen said. "The Col there and he employed it, which says an
lege of Cardinals is dominated by Euro awful lot about him, but also speaks well
peans and so the choice of who is going of the provisions the law already has in
to be pope is going to be made mosdy place."
Senior Kayla Sisk, who converted to
by E uropeans. Dealing with that kind
of cha nge, depending on how long the Catholicism last year, said she felt that
[pope] is there will be one of the bigger there are certain things, in her opinion,
ct ffw -t
Staff
Writer
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• Former Pope Benedict the XVI an
nounced that he would resign Feb. 11.

• Roughly 50 percent of the 2 billion
Christians in the world are Catholic.

• The Pope cit
ed "advanced age" as his • As of 2010, Brazil was the country
with the most Catholics, with an
reason to resign.
estimated 126,750,000 Catholics,
• He is the first pope to do so in over according to the Pew Research Forum.
600 years.
• Mexico and the Philippines were
• The College of Ca rdinals will make ranked the No. 2 and 3countries with
the decision as to who will be his sue- the most Catholics, with Colombia
and the Democratic Republic of the
Congo also high on the list.

that the next Pope needs to do.
"[I w ant to see] a pope who under
stands people, because I don't feel like
we're going to get anywhere just spout
ing out what the church teaches and
doctrine necessarily without having
first empathy and understanding for the
people we're addressing," Sisk said.
In addition, Sisk draws on her faith in
Christ as a determinant in deciding the
right way to go.
"There's a very difficult line to walk
between being apathetic and under
standing people while still holding on
to the truth," Sisk said. "You don't want

Azusa Pacific University

either extreme, you want the middle
ground where you're doing both, like
Christ did."
The days continue to pass while the
world waits for white smoke to flood the
chimneys of the Vatican to announce
the selection of a new pope. The world
will soon discover if there will be a Euro
pean pope, an ethnically diverse one; a
traditional, or a progressive.

Contact Connor Soudani at
csoudanil 6@my.whitworth.edu

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT

You have
Take the next step with an
MBA from Azusa Pacific.

Earn your master's degree in business,
when and how you want.
TRADITIONAL PROGRAMS:
Our business programs allow you to earn your degree at your own pace, taking one,
two, or more classes per nine-week term. What's more, the course material centers
on your real-world experience.
• Master of Business Administration
• Master of Arts in Management
• Online Master of Arts in Management
FIFTH-YEAR PROGRAMS:
Designed for students interested in earning their bachelor's and going straight into a
master's, APU's fifth-year programs help you complete your degree in j ust one year.
Our Young Executive and Millennial programs also offer field-study trips around the world.

85

Age of Pope Benedict XVI, who has
announced his resignation due to
"advanced age." Benedict is the
first pope to resign in more than
600 years, p. 5

3,200

Number of psychiatric hospital
beds lost due to expenses, accord
ing to the National Association
of State Mental Health Program
Directors, p.12

• Millennial Master of Business Administration
• Young Executive Master of Business Administration
• Young Executive Master of Arts in Management
• Master of Professional Accountancy (launching 2013)

Learn more about APlTs graduate
business programs:
(866) 209-1559
WWW.APU.EDU/EXPL0RE/SBM
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Lockers built for off-campus students Mr
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Catherine Porter

Once students are registered they will be assigned a
specific locker that will be theirs until the end of th e
school year. Students must supply their own lock and
Construction is underway to add lockers in the the school is not responsible for any lost or stolen
Hixson Union Building for the convenience off-cam- items from the lockers.
"There are going to be 45 lockers put into the HUB"
pus students at Whitworth.
Nicole Boymook, Whitworth's new assistant dean Boymook said.
Twenty-five lockers will b e next to the post office.
for off-campus students and student success, was the
first to propose the idea with some feedback from an The other 20 will be located in the front entrance of the
HUB. The skateboard rack and the newspaper stand
off-campus student.
were moved to make space for the
"There are 39 off-campus fresh
man students this year," Boymook "At the beginning of the lockers. The newspaper stand has
been moved to info desk.
said,
While 45 lockers will allow only
year I asked students
These students often commute
a
small
fraction of students to store
from home to the school by bus.
Staying on campus for over six hours what they needed most, their belongings on campus, this is
considered a trial run. If t here is a
a day carrying around books without
and they said that they good response from students and
having a place to put them has not
there is more interest by other stu
needed lockers."
been an ideal situation, Boymook
dents, more lockers will be installed
said.
the next school year for the conve
—
N
ICOLE
B
OYMOOK
"At the beginning of the year I
asked students what they needed assistant dean for off-campus nience of more students.
Boymook said she was grateful
most, and they said that they needed
to Brian Benzel, the vice president
lockers," Boymook said.
students and student success
of finance and administration, for
The HUB contained lockers
making funds available to be used
around the post office 10 years ago,
for this project.
but they were later taken out because
"The lockers were not a part of this
the coffee shop was being redone
year's budget, sol was very pleased that it was seen as a
and the space was needed to install more mailboxes.
Boymook and Linda Yochum, administrative secre need," Boymook said.
Once the lockers are ready for use, students will re
tary of student activities, are working together to write
the policies concerning the lockers. They will only be ceive an email from either Boymook or the HUB info
available to off-campus students, considering that desk with more information on how to register for a
on-campus students have rooms relatively close to locker.
Staff Writer

their classrooms.
To get a locker, students will have to register at the
info desk in the HUB.

Residents can now report Spokane
potholes online
The city of Spokane has made a website,
myspokane.spokanecity.org/mobile,
through which people can report potholes.
The information will go to the city's street
department, which schedules pothole repairs.

City reinstates Knitting Factory's
entertainment license
After two shootings following a Knitting
Factory event, Spokane police Chief
Frank Straub suspended the concert
hall's entertainment license. Four people
were injured in the shootings. The license
was reinstated after those at the venue
agreed to work with the police to improve
communication and security.

First female president of South
Korea inaugurated
Park Geun-Hye was inaugurated president
of South Korea Monday. Geun-Hye is the
daughter of South Korea's late military ruler,
who was assassinated 18 years after taking
power.
Sources | The Spokes
man-Review, Aljazeera

Contact Catherine Porter at
cporterl 6@my.whitworth.edu

ASWU UPDATE
Instead of their usual Wednesday meeting, ASWU
members went around campus with their second semester
climate survey, through which they gauge student body
opinion on a variety of subjects.

$13,633

Visit us at the Career Fair on February 27th.
For a successful career launch, Whitworth offers graduate
degree programs designed around convenient schedules,
small class sizes and academic excellence.

Whitworth graduate degrees offered:

Call 509.777.3222 or visit
whitworth.edu/gradprograms.

$18,200
Financial Update
Students can requisition funds from two sources. The
capital budget is money that must be used for things that
would benefit students for at least five years. Money leftover
in any ASWU account at the end of the year rolls over into
capital. This started at $18,200 at the beginning of the year,
and is now at $13,633.
The unallocated fund does not have the five-year
restriction. It was at $11,300 at the beginning of the year.
LEFTF0A2013
While the actual number for spring has not yet been
calculated, pending enrollment figures, it is estimated at
$4,200.
This semester's approved requisitions from capital were
$76 for a new desk chair for the HUB info desk, $460 for UNALLOCATED
Kipos to build a hydrotonics system for Sodexo, and $1,050
for Duvall to purchase a 70-in flat screen TV to replace their
broken set in the movie room.
From the unallocated funds $100 was given to the club
formerly called Invisible Children for a leadership retreat,
$1,200 for the Jamaica service learning trip to subsidize
the cost for students, and $200 in start-up money to the
Alzheimer's Club for events this spring.
Any student can requisition funds, using the form
available on the Whitworth website. Matthew Valdez,
ASWU's Financial Vice President, encourages students to LEFT FOR 2013
come to ASWU meetings on Wednesday nights at 5 p.m. in (ESTIMATE)
the HUB Chamber sand give feedback on how they would
like the money to be spent.

I

Ready
for liftoff?

• Administration
• Business
• Counseling

CAPITAL

Teaching
Theology

$11,300
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$4,200
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The Eastern Orthodox Vespers consist of singing, prayer and incense. The new service started this semester and is Wednesdays at 6 p.m. in the Seeley Mudd Chapel.

Prayer Experience

Chapel holds new Eastern Orthodox Christian Vespers

ture makes it better to pray."
In the Vespers service, incense is used to connect the
physical to the spiritual.
"The Bible says: 'Let my prayer arise in Thy sight as
Lent on campus this year began with students mak
ing vows, participating in Ash Wednesday, and, for a incense. So our use of incense symbolizes our prayers,"
small group of students, goipg into the chapel to partic said junior Louisa Wilkinson, who is Eastern Orthodox.
"Also, it is another way we use our senses while wor
ipate in the Eastern Orthodox Vespers event.
t incense rising around
The Vespers are a wayof life for Orthodox Christians. shipping. Not only do we see he
The prayers occur at night as a way to anticipate the the candle light, but we also smell it."
The Vespers services were brought on campus to
next day, said the Dean of the School of Glo bal Com
introduce students to Orthodox
merce and Management Tim Wilkinson,
Christianity, said senior Alina
' The idea is to liste
n
who is Eastern Orthodox.
Reese, who is also Eastern Or
"Vespers is a quiet prayer, and it calms
to the words and pray thodox.
you down," Wilkinson said. "The idea is
"I jokingly say its for the hip
to listen to the words and pray the words.
the words. There are
sters out there," Reese said. "It's
There are no instruments, and so people
no instruments, and so different than a Hosanna service
participate by singing. Sometimes they
you'll attend; it's very tradition
simply listen and pray. It is re Ally differ
al."
people participate by
ent from a more contemporary feel. Al
This year is the first the Ves
most all of the words in the Vespers ser
singing.
pers
have been on campus, Tim
vice come from the Bible. The service is
Wilkinson said. The services are
theologically rich."
— TIM WILKINSON
also intended to add to the Lent
Packets containing the Vespers are
experience on campus.
dean of the School of Global
provided so students can each follow
Eastern Lent and western
along.
Commerce and Management Lent occur at different times of
"It's kind of li ke classical music, you
year. The Vespers are timed on
might not get it the first time, but it grows
campus
to
coincide
with
western lent even though
on you," Wilkinson said. "It's not as accessible as con
temporary worship services. It is more like symphony eastern Lent is several weeks away,Tim Wilkinson said.
Senior Sarah Beth Gumm attended the service last
music; you maybe have to put a little effort intobefore
it
Wednesday. She said she went because the service
you like it."
One of the characteristics of Vespers is the focus on a sounded interesting and thought it would be fun, but
she admitted she felt confused.
connection between the physical and the spiritual.
"I did not feel I could actually participate because I
"When we pray we stand," Wilkinson said. "There is
a physical connection between the physical reality and was not raised in that tradition," Gumm said. "Things I
the spiritual reality. You can't pray if you're slouched in thought would be recited were sung."
Gumm likened the confusion to a historical exam
a chair. You can't sing if you're sitting down. Our pos
ple, when Catholic services in the past were in Latin,

Madison Garner

Staff Writer

Juliana Zajicek | Ph
otographer

The Vespers are sung without instruments and
students are given packets to follow along.

and many people did not understand the language.
"You could still experience a worshipful state with
out fully understanding what was happening," Gumm
said.
She said she encourages people to attend if they are
curious or want to experience a different type of church
service.
"When a person comes to Vespers the first time, it
seems random and confusing,".Tim Wilkinson said.
"The more you come, the more you see there's reason
for it, that it's spiritual, that there's logic to it."
Contact Madison Garner at
mgarnerl 6@my.whitworth.edu
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From process to production and publication

Students gain hands-on experience in literary production through English department
Lindsie Trego

work to those I know," he said. "With a
journal, your work is going out to a larg
er audience."
Senior English major Michael
Students fill every chair in an upstairs
classroom in Westminster on Wednes Schmidt entered the contest for the first
day evenings as they gather to discuss time this year, and said he is anxiously
the literary qualities of works submitted awaiting results, as the entries were still
to "Rock and Sling," the professional lit under review at the time of print.
"I've never felt ready enough to enter
erary journal housed at Whitworth.
The meetings are attended by student before," Schmidt said. "This i s the first
assistant editors and editorial assistants, semester I've had a collection of poetry
as well as English professor and edi that's all themed the same."
His entry deals with ideas of light and
tor-in-chief of "Rock and Sling" Thorn
Caraway. The meetings often consist of dark, which he said are ideas he uses to
understand his relationship with God.
an hour of lively debate.
"I see light and dark as two different
"We're having great discussions on a
really intellectual level," C araway said. sides of God that are both good and
"Students are talking intelligently about complementary," Schmidt said.
Though he said he's never felt pre
things like the effects of line and stanza
breaks and how the diction isinteracting pared to publish his own work before,
Schmidt has participated in the edit
with the theme."
Participation with "Rock and Sling" ing process with "Rock and Sling." He
is just one avenue through which the worked as assistant poetry editor last
English department gives students op year, and has also worked as an editorial
portunities to take their lea
rning beyond assistant.
With experience working on both
theory and into application. Students
can also participate in the many con "Rock and Sling" and "Script," senior
English major John Taylor said those
tests the department
two publications
hosts, as well as
"Script," the student "Five years ago, the answer are "the pinnacle
of t he writing pro
literary journal, to
to the question of what
gram."
gain hands-on expe
He said his pri
rience in editing and
students are doing in the mary
focuses are
publishing.
literary world would have on participating
One competition
with other "Rock
the English depart
been 'Script.' Now, students and Sling" staffers
ment hosts each year
in the annual As
is the chapbook con
are interested in making
sociation
of Writ
test, which invites
ers and Writing
their own books, books
students to submit 10
Programs (AWP)
to 20 pages of original
for other people, literary conference and
writing. The winner
on promoting and
of th e competition is
journals."
putting finishing
given a cash prize, a
touches
on this
small-print run of a
— THOM CARAWAY
year's "Script."
chapbook using the
For
"Script,"
English professor and
submitted
writing
Taylor
works
with
and the spot of fea
tured reader at the editor-in-chief of "Rock and Sling" Comi as assistant
managing editors.
"Script" reading.
"Mainly to get the best book possible,
junior English and art major Matt
Comi won the contest last year with his that's our goal," Taylor said.
He said the journal will be finished by
collection of poems dealing with issues
the beginning of April, an d the "Script"
of age and family.
"I like that [chapbooks] are hand staff hopes to have a reading in mid-tomade," Comi said. "It's actually the ob late April.
In March, Taylor and Caraway and
ject that matters. The only thing that
matters in a traditional book is the four other student "Rock and Sling" par
words, the language inside. In a hand ticipants will b e traveling to Boston for
the AWP conf erence, where the group
made book, the physical book matters."
will
work to promote "Rock and Sling."
Comi entered the contest again this
"We'll be in what's called the Bookyear, but has largely shifted his focus to
submitting his works to literary journals. fair. It's a massive convention center full
"It was alittle dissatisfying to onlygive of literary journals, MFA programs, and
lately some literary bloggers," Caraway
Staff Writer
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Beth Crabtree|Photographer

Junior Matt Comi is an English and art major who won last year's chapbook
contest. He also works on "Script"as an assistant managing editor.
said. "We have a table in there, so we're
putting together marketing materials."
The group will have the chance to
meet writers, editors, publishers and
representatives from writing programs
from across the country.
Caraway said students getting in
volved with hands-on literary projects
such as chapbooks, "Rock and Sling,"
and "Script" is a relatively new phenom
enon at Whitworth.
"Five years ago, the answer to the
question of what students are doing
in the literary world would have been
'Script,'" he said. "Now, students are
interested in making their own books,
books, for other people, literary jour
nals."
He said not only are students creating

those things,, but they are creating them
well. For example, "Rock and Sling" is
one of just a handful of professional
literary journals rim by an undergrad
uate staff in the United States. Caraway
said he considers Rock and Sling to be
among a higher caliber of work than
many of the other undergraduate-run
journals.
"It's great to see well-designed stuff
throughout the department," Caraway
said. "That's the English degree in ac
tion, stucfents thinking, "Ihis is going to
be in print, and the world is going to see
it.'"
Contact Lindsie Trego at
Iwagnerl 4@my. whitworth.edu
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Seattle artist merges
family with artwork
Peter Duell

"I would say that I'm an artist who fo
cuses on everyday life," Bent said. "I'm
fascinated with bizarreness of co mmon
Zack Bent considers himself a daily occurrences that surround us."
Some of h is photographs feature his
post-medium artist, working with a va
riety of different mediums for his pieces. 7-year-old son wearing a Boy Scout
The Seattle-based artist brought his ex uniform and setting off co lored smoke
hibit, "A Pathetic Adventure," to the Bry bombs in the woods. He is seen behind
an Oliver Gallery on Feb. 19. His color a screen of orange smoke, smiling in his
photography lines the walls along with brown uniform and building a fire in a
a video and sculptures in the middle of field. Bent's wife, who is a painter, also
appears in the photographs.
the gallery.
Bent takes his com
Bent said he has al
mitment to his family
ways loved photographs,
"I'm fascinated
seriously, and makes
even though he also did
sure his work does not
painting and drawing.
with bizarreness
interfere or disrupt their
"My grandfather was
relationship.
of
common
daily
a photographer," Bent
"If I'm working no
said. "My parents were,
occurrences that
ticeably long and hard
too. I've always been
on a particular project
around photographers."
surround us."
and it begins to affect
Though Bent was ex
my family, that's where
— ZACK BE NT
posed to photography
I
draw the line and say
at a young age and ex-,
'that's enough,"' Bent
artist
pressed an early interest
said.
in it from childhood, he
Whitworth
art
lecturer, Lance Sinnewas not always set on doing it for a liv
ma likes Bent's insightful style. Sinnema
ing.
"I majored in architecture and mi- teaches ceramics and other art classes
nored in photography at Ball State Uni but as the gallery director, he also focus
versity in Indiana," Bent said. "After es on arranging and helping build the
exhibits that appear on campus.
graduating with my degree, I realized
"Zack's pieces draw my attention in
architecture was not something that fit
that they create an opportunity to ex
into my vision of what I wanted to do. I
pand and educate the Whitworth com
realized my passion is for photography."
munity in a unique way," Sinnema said.
Bent's works in the gallery focus on
Bent runs his own art practice doing
simple, everyday interactions which he
commercial photography, working al
finds profoundly interesting.

Staff Writer

EVENTS

Megan Hinzdel | Photographer

Zack Bent's "A Pathetic Adventure" is the new exhibit in the Bryan Oliver Art
Gallery that includes photos of colored smoke and Boy Scouts. The exhibit also
has three sculptures, with one of them in the art building display window.
most entirely independendy. In addition that other studies simply can't touch,"
to his practice, he teaches art classes at Bent said. "Art is a strong component
the University of Washington, where he to creativity and I love utilizing that
studied for his master's at age 30. His component to make interesting works
true passion is his independent practice. that inspire me. I'm not too sentimen
"When I find myself inspired, my ex tal about my pieces. There are some,
citement is like a fire — it's h ard to put though, that take me back to a place that
out once it gets going," B ent said. "My I love — a place that inspires me."
"A Pa thetic Adventure" will be fea
practice is kind of lik e research in that
I'm looking to find problems that I know tured in the Bryan Oliver Gallery
there are solutions to. I just have to find through April 6.
them."
Bent is passionate about art and the
Contact Peter Duell at
elements which surround his work.
pduelll 6@my.whitworth.edu
"Art gives u s a view into parts of life

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

FRIDAY. MARCH 8
THEATER:THE LARAMIE PROJECT

TYRONE WELLS CONCERT
(SEE STORY ON PAGE 10)

March 8,9,15 and 16 at 7:30 p.m.
March 10 at 2 p.m.
Cowles Auditorium

The folk-pop artist will be playing an exclusive show for Whitworth stu
dents, faculty and staff.

The Whitworth Theatre Department's spring production
is a docudrama about the death of Matthew Shepard,
who was murdered because of his sexual orientation
near Laramie, Wyo. Judy Shepard, his mother, spoke at
Whitworth about her son Fall 2011. Free admission for
students with Whitworth I.D. General admission is $8.

Feb. 27 at 7 p.m. in the HUB Multipurpose Room

HERITAGE M ONTH LECTURE: PAUL H ARVEY
Feb. 28 at 7 p.m. in the Robinson Teaching Theatre
Harvey, a professor of history at the University of Colorado will present
"Jesus in Red, White and Black."

MESSIAH IN THE P ASSOVER P RESENTATION
March 5 at 7 p.m. in Weyerhaeuser Hall 111
Evangelist Rev. Greg Savitt of Chosen People Ministries will talk about Jew
ish evangelism and give a presentation on the messiah and passover.

TUESDAY. MARCH 12
FILM: THE INVISIBLE WAR

LES MISERABLES

7 p.m.
Weyerhaeuser Hall Robinson Teaching Theatre

A pre-release screening of the movie based on the musical, which was based
on Victor Hugo's novel.

This documentary tackles the epidemic of sexual as
sault in the U.S. Military. The film is directed by Kirby
Dick, who has won awards for his documentaries from
festivals such as Sundance and the Los Angeles Film
Festival.

CAS HALEY CONCERT

March 10 at 7 p.m. in the Robinson Teaching Theatre

March 11 at 5 p.m. in the HUB Dining Hall
Haley, a reggae singer and guitarist from Texas, finished second on Ameri
ca's Got Talent.
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Q & A: Returning Heme
Tyrone Wells talks coming back to Spokane and his new album
Meghan Dellinger
Staff Writer

Content found in the "I Saw You" section are
student submissions and do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.

Tyrone Wells, a Spokane native and folk-pop
musician, is returning once again to share his
music with a Whitworth-exclusive audience. He
recently started a two-month tour for his newest
album release, "This Love," an d is traveling all over
the country to perform. Wells has released several
albums in his career, and is well-known for his song
"Time of Our Lives," which has been used in television
shows, one being "The Vampire Diaries." Wells said
he enjoys performing at Whitworth because he feels
a warm welcome whenever he visits.
Wells talked to us about "This Love" andplaying in
his hometown:

Creep So Hard
I saw you eyeballing me while I was getting dressed
in my room. You looked me up and down, even
checked out my backside for a minute or two. It's
obvious you think I'm sexy but try to tone it down a
little, okay Mirror?

Be Yourself
Please stop wearing makeup, you already look like
you.

HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN DOING
MUSIC?

The Man in My Class
I am super interested in you and I really hope that
one day we can have a conversation that lasts more
than five seconds.

"I've been doing music seriously for over 10
years. I started doing music in high school and got
more serious about it in college. But I was originally
thinking that I was going to be a youth pastor,.and
then when I was in college, I realized that I really
wanted to get into the music side of it."

WHAT'S IT LIKE COMING BACK TO
SPOKANE?
"I love it, because a lot has changed since I've been
there. But I always love coming back home and I
always feel a lot of love from the people back home."

HOWIS'THISLOVE"DIFFERENTFROM
OTHER ALBUMS YOU'VE RELEASED?

A.

"Weill tried to be more intentional about forming
the record, and then with the acoustic guitar and the
voice...I tried to simplify it a bit... There's definitely
more instrumentation going on, and I think I
approached this differently, like the core of the songs
were different."

WHAT'S YOUR FAVORITE SONG ON
THEALBUM?
sl •
"A song called 'Aria,' which is the name of our
daughter. She just turned one, a year old. She's just
really, really old, and my first child. I wrote the song
for her, and during the recording you hear a recording
of her, a recording of her talking. Not words, it's just
babbling, and it's really sweet."

{i SOT i}

Little Girl
Please stop wearing makeup and attending parties...
you look like you're 12 already.
Danny Vasquez|Photographer

Tyrone Wells, who grew up in Spokane, released
his album "This Love" in December. He will be
playing at Whitworth on Feb. 27 and the Spokane
Knitting Factory March 3.

IF YOU HADN'T BEEN DOING MUSIC,
WHAT DO YOU THINK YOU WOULD BE
DOING? DO YOU THINK YOU WOULD BE
A YOUTH PASTOR INSTEAD?
"You know, I don't know. I come from [a family]
who have worked in the church, like my grandpa is
a preacher [and] my dad is a preacher. So obviously I
love that work, but also it's not for the faint of heart.
It really demands a lot ofyou, all of you really, all that
you have to give. And so I don't know, I might have. I
do love what the church is about, and I love God. But
if I didn't do music, I don't know if I would have."

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your 'I saw you' (limited to
50 words) online at thewhitworthian.com.

FREE
or

$100 credit

towards services
« with any
New Patient Examf
II Cleaning & X-ray ^

WHAT INSPIRES Y OUR MUSIC THE
MOST?
M
ft •

"I think... [it] would be beauty. Whether it be in a
person, or in nature, or in God, or in a relationship.
"That's something that inspires a lot of what I do."
Wells will play at Whitworth at 7 p.m. on Feb.
27 in the HUB M ultipurpose Room. He will also
perform at the Knitting Factory March 3.

Contact Meghan Dellinger at
mdellingerl 5@my.whitworth.edu

DrCollinsDDS..com
Cheney

235-8451
1 1 1sc St.

Spokane

487-9000
15 E. Central

OPINIONS

Facebook: Feeding egos and
fostering envy since 2004
HAlEY
WILLIAMSON

For years, Facebook has been
the ultimate source of connection
among individuals: Now this so
cial media outlet is beginning to
stir up underlying feelings of pride
and jealousy that are easily over
looked and often not recognized.
The Pew Research Center de
cided to take a look at the world of
Facebook. They provide statistics
for everything from average daily
use to average daily photo com
ment and some of their findings
surprised me.
"33 percent of Facebook users
have been on this social media site
for over two years."
"31 percent of Facebook users
access the site multiple times a
day."
"26 percent of users 'like' an
other user's content, 22 percent
comment on another user's post
or status and 20 percent comment
on another user's photos."
By no means am I against the
connection that Facebook pro
vides among peers, family mem
bers and long distance friends.
In fact, I think it is a great way to
communicate, reach a large num
ber of people and help maintain
relationships that would normally
fade due to distance.
What I am against is the natural
tendency to compare our lives to
the fives of others with a click of
a button. At one point or another
everyone looks through some
one else's profile pictures or their
tagged pictures or even their listed
interests.
Then, they scroll through the
news feed and see the latest up-

2 4 likes
2 6 comments
53 2 friends
5,52 3 pictures

3L

0 likes
1 co mments
9 friends
3, 536 pictures

Caleb Drechsel | Gra
phic Artist

loaded pictures, or the status of
the cool concert someone is going
to just pops up and one can't help
but look and read.
It's normal, you do it, the person
next to you does it and I used to do
it.
Being able to view people's fives
can easily induce jealousy.
We wish we were surfing on the
beaches and looking cool in hip
pie clothes.
We wish we were nice enough
to ride the bus downtown and feed
the homeless and then upload
pictures for everyone to gawk at.
We wish that our family took
tons of pictures together and were
planning to travel to Australia this
summer.
We wish, we wish, and we keep
wishing. Jealousy begins to en
velop our thoughts and we are
left feeling discontent or unhappy
with the lives God has blessed us
with.
On the opposite side of the
spectrum, we can look at people's
lives and pictures displayed on

Facebook and become prideful,
viewing our lives as somehow bet
ter.
We need to stop living vicari
ously through other people's pho
tos and updates and simply live
our lives. And not only live our
lives, but also love them.
John 10:10 says "the thief comes
only to steal and kill and destroy; I
have come that they may have life,
and have it the full."
My challenge to you is to take a
break from Facebook, or at least be
conscious of why you use it.
You can even delete it, which
is something I have chosen to do.
You may begin to see the joy that
enters into your life, filling the
hole that used to be occupied by
Facebook.

WILLIAMSON is a sophomore
majoring in theology and commu
nication. Comments can be sent to
hwilliamsonl5@ my.whitworth.edu.

WHITW0RTH10UT
"Obviously Whitworth is well-known for sports
because we just got two conference titles in
one night. Track is working on its 4th win and
swimming is onto its 11th. Guys baseball and golf
have done well too. Every time I hear about a sport,
they're winning conference."
—Joe Green, sophomore

"I think we focus more on classes and less on
partying, unlike some schools that I know of.
—Rebekah Burrer, freshman

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Responsibility of media
consumption rests upon
the individuals who use it
We've all heard about being responsible consumers.
Fair trade, organic, local and free-range are now casual
additions to our vocabulary. We are encouraged to make
choices that will have a positive impact for the world. But
how often does responsible media consumption enter
the conversation? Could the TV, movies, music and news
we choose to take in make a better world? This board says
yes.
Too often, media entities are blamed for the inherent
evil that exists in society. We are all aware that there are
issues that we face and many media outlets have not been
positively influential, however, why must we always point
fingers and never accept fault? Most of us are well-aware
of the evolving role of media as technological advances
present new ways to receive news and influence news
content itself. In the same way, we must develop media
literacy to keep up with these changes and be educated
about how to interpret media.
Of course media entities play a role in the portrayal of
many issues, some good and some bad, but it's still up to
us to be wise media consumers. We choose what to watch.
In life, there are choices and it's our decision which ones
we make; the consequences fall on us. Ifwe do not wish to
infiltrate our minds with the images and videos offered to
us by various outlets, we have the choice not to. A healthy
media "diet" is up to us, not the news anchors, publishers,
etc. Just as we choose how to be responsible consumers
in other ways, it is possible to choose media intake.
So what do we do? Is the answer to throw out all of the
"junk food" entertainment and replace it with a strict
no-nonsense-information-only diet? That may be ex
treme. The answer is to find a balance and to be informed.
Find the healthy entertainment choices. The ones that
critique portrayals of stereotypes or tackle important is
sues. Know where your media entities get their money.
Six corporations own 90 percent of the media in the Unit
ed States, according to businessinsider.com. Study their
ideals. Are they a company that does it for the money, the
fights, action, and loud noises? Or do they have a com
mendable reason to do what they're doing?
So don't sit back and take the media as it is. This edi
torial board encourages you to take control of your me
dia diet and become media literate rather than blaming
what you might believe to be biased and wrong with pres
ent-day media. We have the ability to choose and shape
our media intake. It comes down to a matter of whether
or not be have the mindset and drive to utilize that ability.

In what ways is Whitworth distinct from
other colleges and universities?
"Whitworth is distinctive because, unlike other
CJiristian universities, there's a commitment to
diversity and new ideas. There's boldness in that; it
signifies that we're above reproach and seek reality
as it is. Whitworth also has a strong commitment to
serving Spokane and the world as a whole."
—Sara Morrill, junior

"Whitworth is unique in that it's working on
supporting faculty not only in becoming great
professors in the classroom, but also encouraging
them to become great scholars in whatever their
disciplines are, which transcends to students."
—Macy Olivas, senior

12 OPINIONS I SETSTFeminine mystique still fundamental 50 years later
SENA
HUGHES
Last week marked the 50th anniversary of the
publication of Betty Friedan's classic book, 'The
Feminine Mystique! Friedan took a hammer to the
glass ceiling of her time, overtly acknowledging the
cultural strain on women to be good wives, mothers
and homemakers while being stripped of the oppor
tunity to pursue their careers, goals and dreams.
The recognition of the "problem that has no
name," as Friedan coined it, was the shove that really
got the ball of the women's movement of the 1960s
rolling. Younger women, single women, college stu
dents and even teenagers and pre-teens alike were
inspired by Friedan's message. It was finally a call to
action and permission to freedom. Some women,
on the other hand, were livid that such a nontraditional and undermining ideology could catch like
wildfire—literally. Bras were burned, protests were
staged and some women walked out on families.
Fast forward half a century: I amstudying at a pri
vate university, double-majoring, learning from fe
male professors, reading books written by females,
serving in a campus leadership position, writing a

column for my student newspaper, playing intramu- tune 500 CEOs are women. We still have a problem
rals, being supported by two working parents and and it still has no name. Having been raised in an
era where I truly believe I can be anything,
wearing pants—as a
do anything and take advantage of any op
woman. Many may be
portunity, it hurts to absorb these statistics.
led to believe Friedan's
It hurts because I still understand reality and
revolutionary message
I understand that when words sucfvas busi
is quickly becoming a
ness, police officer, military, boss and coach,
blurb in a history book.
just to name a few, sue thrown into every
Women have abso
day vernacular, too many minds still equate
lutely made strides in
them with masculinity.
society. It's remark
Just last month, I had the distinguished
able when I consider
privilege of sitting with 11 other Whitworth
the immense changes
students around a table, headed by Pau
that have happened in
la Kerger, president and CEO of the Pub
such a short time in the
lic Broadcasting Service, about as high of a
scope of history. Most
profile media has to offer. Kerger remind
of the facts listed above
ed us that there is still something wrong if
were close to impos
we're putting the word 'woman' in front of
sible just five decades
titles. Should Friedan's words be fully inte
ago. Though wom
Molly Rupp | raphic
G
Artist
grated into society, Kerger would not be dis
en have accomplished
tinguished as a female president and CEO.
much, it's not fair to say
the problem has been solved. According to miss- Female professors would be professors and female
representation.org, women only hold three percent doctors. Until then, we still have a problem with no
of the powerful positions in media, advertising and name.
telecommunications today. The United States sits
90th on a worldwide list of women in the national HUGHES is a sophomore majoring in journalism and
legislature; a mere 17 percent of the U.S. House of theology. Comments can be sent to shughesl5@
Representatives is women. Three percent of For my.whitworth.edu.

Battling patients struggle under broken system
LINDSEY
HUBBART
The shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary School was
the epitome of a tragedy, and I can only pray that noth
ing close to the magnitude of it will ever happen again
in our country. The only way we can prevent thesetypes of despicable crimes is if we come together as a
society and address multiple pressing issues, includ
ing gun control and violence in the media. One criti
cal issue which been overlooked is our broken mental
health care system.
A study cited in USA Today by the National Alliance
on Mental Illness gave our country an overall grade of a
'D' on our mental health care system. No state received
higher than a grade of 'B.' According to psychiatrist Dr.
Keith Ablow, many mental health patients don't have
access to proper care. He writes, "a mentally ill young
man with a known propensity for violence, or even a

Hey. What's up.

H Tust chillin'.l
Eatin' some dino nugs.,

history of serious violence, is likely to receive just an Another 1,249 beds are in danger of being lost, as states
hour a week of counseling (if that) by a social worker." grapple with tight budgets." Another problem is that
He likely will not be able to see a professionally trained there is hardly any, if at all, communication between
psychologist for more than a few minutes, if at all. If his police departments and mental health professionals
condition progresses and he is "admitted to a psychiat regarding potentially dangerous patients.
Does this sound like adequate care for someone
ric hospital, he will likely be triaged quickly through an
often-incompetent 'tune up' of medications that might' with the potential to cause violence? Absolutely not.
accomplish nothing and then be sent back home as Dr. Ablow also lists potential ways to fix the problem,
soon as he 'contracts for safety"—simply promising a including requiring insurance companies to pay for
social worker that he won't kill anyone." Dr. Ablow lists inpatient hospitalizations and training psychiatrists in
multiple reasons why our mental health system is fail techniques beyond just prescribing medications. He
also suggests requiring mentally ill criminals to com
ing.
One of the primary reasons is that there are not mit to outpatient treatment and establishing interme
enough resources available for a patient to find the root diary units for patients who have finished an inpatient
cause of his or her mental disorder. Assuming the pa hospitalization but aren't ready to go home. However,
tient even has insurance, most insurance companies that is just a start. We cannot let the lackluster care con
will not cover the trained professionals who can do that tinue much longer or we could end up in the midst of
work, or will only cover it meagerly. Additionally, inpa another tragedy such as Sandy Hook.
tient care facilities are dwindling rapidly, and the ones
that still exist are extremely expensive. According to the
National Association of S tate Mental Health Program
Directors, "the public health system has lost more than HUBBART is a sophomore majoring in economics. Com
3,200 psychiatric hospital beds, almost 6% of the total... ments can be sent to lhubbartl5@my.whitworth.edu.

Dino nugs?
• Yeah. They're like regular
i chicken nuggets, only_ shaped '
like dinosaurs. Cool, right?
•<-& A;;;-

It's weird that regul
nugs still exist since
thought of dino nug
know what I mean?

SPORTS

Pirates lopset Pioneers for NWC title
Whitworth women take down top-seeded Lewis & Clark in tournament final
Sasha Siclait
StaffWriter

bounds, and freshman guard KC Mc
Connell had two rebounds and seven
points. Senior guard Emily Travis also
The Whitworth women's basketball continued to step it up with 13 points for
team came home with a big sweep this the Bucs.
At th e end of th e first half, Whitman
weekend, winning the Northwest Con
ference tournament for the first time and Whitworth were tied 24-24. They
remained neck and neck until the end
since 1995.
The Whitworth Pirates played a close of the game. Whitworth opened the
game Thursday night on the Whitman second half with a 3-pointer by Lahue.
Missionaries' home court, but came Whitman countered and set the tone for
the second half in which neither team
through with a 55-54 win.
" I feel like everyone stepped up in the could capture a significant lead.
A 3-pointer by Travis with just under
way we needed them to," junior forward
three
minutes remaining gave Whit
Jamie Lyons said. "Everyone did their
part on and off the court and everyone worth a lead it would not surrender at
52-50. A b ucket by McConnell doubled
showed up to win."
Head coach Helen Higgs s aid Whit the lead, and the Pirates held on down
worth stepped it up defensively Thurs the stretch. Whitman came within two
day night, and secured 23 defensive re points of tying the contest, but Whit
bounds in the contest. Multiple players man's Heather Johns converted only
also noted that defense was on point this one of two free throws at the line with 7
seconds left and
weekend for the
the Bucs held on
Bucs.
for the one-point
"I think our
victory.
biggest improve
"I felt like the
ment [from last
team was really
weekend]
was
KATARA BELTON-SHARP, '15
driven and fo
our energy. We
cused,"
Higgs
• ' ••>: :: ' ' .
'
were
engaged
said. I had the
Position:
Forward
and intense the
expectation that
Belton-Sharp
whole time and
we could win
had
a
careereveryone
was
and I'm really
very consistent
high 19 points
glad that we did."
in bringing en
in Whitworth's
Multiple play
ergy,"
Lyons
victory over
ers commented
-A. ft " w
said.
on the fact that
Lewis & Clark.
A key to the
Saturday night
victory was Whitthe Bucs started
worth's ability to
off with high en
execute its game
ergy and were able to maintain the same
plan.
intensity for the full 40 minutes.
"Our goal was to dictate the entire
Saturday night the stakes were high as
game and have high energy and I think the Whitworth Pirates took on the Lewis
we did that," junior forward Kendra La- & Clark Pioneers, who were ranked No. 8
hue said. "I was really proud of Ka tara nationally and the top seed in the NWC
[Belton-Sharp] and KC [McConnell] be tournament. Playing for the NWC cham
cause they both had great defense on the pionship, Whitworth came prepared to
post and some big shots near the end of play on the Pioneers' home court and
the game[Uiursday]."
left with a 76-61 victory.
Sophomore forward Katara Belton"Beforehand we knew they [Lew
Sharp had nine points and four re is & Clark] w ere good and a nationally

SPOTLIGHT
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Photo courtesy of Steve Gibbons
Senior guard Lauren Picha defends Lewis & Clark junior guard Katie Anderson
-during the NWC tournament final at Lewis & Clark College on Saturday.

ranked team, but we had already beat
four nationally ranked teams before
Lewis & Clark," senior guard Lauren Pi
cha said. "We were excited and prepared
to play them."
Whitworth started off th e game with
a foul and was down by three within
the first 15 seconds. Johnson respond
ed with an offensive rebound, a lay-in
and then a block on the other end of the
floor. A steal and pair of free throws by
Travis helped the Pirates regain the lead
before the 18-minute mark.
It was a close first half for both teams,
neither gained a considerable lead, but
the Pirates managed to build a six-point
lead by the end of th e first half, leaving
the score 35-29.
"I feel like throughout the 40 min
utes we dictated the game," Lyons said.
"When they came back we stepped up
and got things done."
Whitworth held strong the second
half, and never allowed the Pioneers to
take the lead for the remainder of the
game. Travis had a solid performance
once again, leading the team with 20
points.
"We had great teamwork, everyone
contributed every time we got on the
court," Travis said. "Katara came off the
bench scoring 19 points and that was a

huge game changer for us."
It was a great night for Belton-Sharp,
who also played good defense and tal
lied two assists and three rebounds.
The Bucs took off,leading by 11points
three minutes into the second half with a
3-pointer by Travis.
"We shot well from the three point
and the mini arc inside the key," Picha
said. "We did really well on rebounding
and boxing out."
Whitworth was impressive with
3-pointers for the second half, shooting
71.4 percent (5-7) from 3-point range
in the second half. Whitworth also shot
exceptionally well from the field during
both halves for an overall average of 52.6
percent.
"It was the best feeling ever to beat
Lewis & Clark and to do it ontheir home
court was an added bonus," Travis said.
Many of the Whitworth players com
mented that this was a great end to the
regular season and a big accomplish
ment for the team.
"It was unreal, amazing, and all our
hard work had paid off," Lyons said.
The win guarantees the Pirates a spot
in the NCAA Division III tournament.
Contact Sasha Siclait at
ssiclaitl 6@my. whitworth.edu

A INDIANS
FOLLOW US ON TWITTER TO RECEIVE THE
LATEST UPDATES ON WHITWORTH SPORTS

ffiBUCSPORTSNEWS
FOR MORE WHITWORTHIAN ARTICLES, GO ONLINE TO
WWW.THEWHITWORTHIAN.COM

-JOB FAIR-

The Spokane Indians Baseball Club is
looking for individuals to fill a variety
of game night positions.

MARCH 12 & 27
ANYTIME BETWEEN 4PM-6PM

SPOKANE CO UNTY

FAIR & EXPO C ENTER
MAIN E NTRANCE

RESUME REQUIRED

TO SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW.
FOR MORE

INFORMATION 3 33

C&CC

spokaneindians.com

Whitworth continues
NWG tournament
dominance at home
keep going," Gebbers said.
Freshman forward George Valle also
had a strong game, shooting 60 percent
from the floor with 16 points, three re
The Whitworth men's basketball team bounds, an assist and a block. Valle av
won the Northwest Conference tour erages 12.3 points per game this season,
nament championship last weekend, making him the second highest scoring
defeating Lewis & Clark 74-69 on Thurs freshman in the NWC.
day in the semifinal and Whitman 93-72
Junior guards Dustin McConnell and
on Saturday in the final. It's the seventh Colton McCargar also reached dou
consecutive tournament championship ble-digits in scoring on the night, with 13
for the Bucs and their ninth in the last 14 and 14 points, respectively. McConnell
NWC tournaments.
also added seven rebounds, six assists
The Pirates clinched a NCAA Division and a steal.
III Tournament berth with their victory. It
The Whitman Missionaries beat
will be their seventh straight appearance George Fox University 90-78 at home in
and their eighth all-time.
the other NWC sem ifinal, setting up a"
"It's a greatfeeling," senior guard Wade "Battle of the Whits," as it was common
Gebbers said. "Going to the tournament ly referred, in the Whitworth Fieldhouse
four years in a row is an awesome feeling Saturday. Whitman and George Fox both
for the other seniors and myself, but it beat the Pirates in the regular season, and
never gets old. And every year it's with a Whitman took the Bucs to overtime in
different team, so it's just as special."
both matchups during the year. Because
After losing the season opener to the of th at/many anticipated a closely con
current No. 1 ranked team in the nation, tested game to decide the NWC tourna
St. Thomas, Whitworth won 20 s traight ment champions.
games and was ranked as high as third at
The Pirates had other ideas. After con
the national level. Despite losing two of trolling the tip, McConnell found senior
their last four regular season games, the forward Mack Larkin in 3-point range
Pirates were the favorite heading into the
and
Larkin
conference tourna
drained it
ment.
A few min
The Buc's first
utes
later,
matchup
was
sophomore
against Lewis &
center Taylor
Clark last Thursday
Farnsworth
Mack
Larkin,'12
in the Whitworth
restored
Fieldhouse.
The
Whitworth's
Position: Forward
Bucs gained an ear
early
lead
ly lead and found
Larkin tallied 22
with
a
pair
of
m
themselves up by
points and shot
free throws,
12 points only eight
and the Bucs
10-13 from the
minutes into the
never looked
field in Whit
game. But the Pio
back.
Six
worth's win over
m
neers weren't going ft
teen first-half
Whitman.
to go away quietly,
points from
and fought back to
Larkin,
as
^
,
take the lead with
well as Geb
six minutes left in
bers making
the game. Senior guard Dexter Pearce led all four of his 3-point attempts, helped
the comeback for Lewis & Clark with 19 the Pirates build a 21-point lead at the
points and six rebounds, and was five of break. McCargar was also in double-dig
nine from beyond the arc. Gebbers coun its byhalftime, with 10 points and fo
ur re
tered with 22 points and six 3-pointers, bounds in only 15 minutes off the bench.
which included scoring 11straight points
The Bucs relied on quick and accurate
for the Bucs in the second half, and Whit ball movement throughout the game to
worth hung on for a 74-69victory.
counter Whitman's heavy defensive pres
"I've been workingon myshot through sure. Early in the first half, the Pioneers
out the week, and once you knock a cou moved into a full-court press and forced
ple down then you get the confidence to two turnovers from the Pirates. But Whit-

Korey Hope
Staff Writer

SPOTLIGHT

Beth Crabtree | Photographer

Sophomore post Taylor Faraworth throws down a dun
k during Whitworth's 9372 win over Whitman as a capacity crowd of 1,765 at the Fieldhouse look on.
worth settled down and didn't turn the cluded the final twoat the buzzer, courte
ball over again until they had a 15-point sy of a two-handed dunk from freshman
lead late in the first half. Because of their forward Brandon Loiler to cap the cham
high-pressure defense, Whitman forced pionship for the Pirates, much to the ex
an average of 22.3 tu rnovers per game citement of the Whitworth students.
Larkin led the Pirates with a ca
heading into this championship match
up. Whitworth only turned the ball over reer-high 22 points, five rebounds, three
eight times compared to Whitman's 11. blocks and two assists. Gebbers added
The Pirates also stacked the assists col 16 points, bringing his NWC Tournament
umn with their ball movement, racking total to 38 in just two games. McCar
up 16 by halftime, which bettered their gar also had another solid night with 15
season average for an entire game by points, seven rebounds and a pair of as
sists in 30 minutes off the bench.
three.
"We're playing our best ball right now
"We spend the week preparing for
Whitman's pressure since we didn't han all around," McCargar said. "And there's
n when
dle it very well last time," McCargar said. no better time to be doing that tha
"And we were able to break their press it matters the most."
Despite a large margin of victory,
and keep our composure throughout the
nearly all ofthe 1,765 people in the Fieldentire night."
Poor shooting from the Missionaries house (which has a maximum capacity
also assisted the Pirates. Whitman shot of 1,650) st ayed through the end of th e
27.6 percent from the field in the first half game to watch the trophy ceremony and
and only 38.2 percent for the game. They the Pirate squad and coaching staff do
also did not make a 3-pointer until there the traditional cutting of the nets.
The next step for the Pirates is the
were 10 seconds left in the game, and
went one for 15 from downtown on the NCAA Division HI tournament.
The field for the tournament was an
night (6.7 percent).
The second half was much of the same nounced on Monday at 9:30 a.m., check
story for both teams. Despite attempt whitworthpirates.com to see when and
ing only six 3-pointers and making none where the Bucs will playin their opening
of them in the second half, the Bucs still round game.
maintained a lead of at least 19 points
throughout. They scored 32 of their 40 Contact Korey Hope at
second-half points in the paint that in khopel 6@my.whitworth.edu

PIRATES WANTED|6 Bedroom house for rent 1 block from campus! $2,000/month
10022 N. Waikiki Ave. (Corner College) - Easy walk or bike ride to Whitworth campus and more affordable than dorms!
• 2 bathrooms • Refrigerators
• Garage
• Dishwasher
• Shed
• Washer & dryer
• Partially furnished

COST/month: 1 For 6 students: $369 each - For 7 students: $317 each
vs. Whitworth dorms: | $506 single dorms - $423 double dorms

CALL BOB NILESs (509) 821-0026

Available 5/21/13 to 5/19/14
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THE MARK OF EXCELLENCE

A look at the NWC All-Sports Trophy
Miranda Cloyd
Staff Writer
The
Mcllroy-Lewis
All-Sports Trophy rede
fines w hat it means to be
a team in the Northwest
Conference. The nature of
the award emphasizes the
importance of the school's
athletic performance as a
whole, not just as individ
ual sports teams. The only
way to earn the award is
through the combined ef
forts of all the institution's
teams.
The trophy has been
awarded to a Northwest
Conference school every
year since 1986, accord
ing to nwcsports.com.
This award was named for
two influential coaches in
NWC his tory. John Lewis
of Willamette Universi
ty coached baseball and
basketball and was also
the athletic director for 20
years. Jane Mcllroy of Linfield C ollege coached five
different sports and was
the women's athletic di
rector and a professor.
The award recogniz
es one school each year,
based on the number of
points their sports teams
collectively earned. Each
team gains points based
on their final standing
in the NWC. First-place
teams receive 18 points
each, second place gets

16 points, and so on down
the line by two-point in
crements.
Though the first
20
years were heavily dom
inated by Pacific Luther
an University, which se
cured the trophy 15 times,
more recent years have
seen a significant change
in winners^ Every year
since 1999, Whitworth
has placed within the top
five schools competing
for the award but did not
win its first trophy until
2005. Whitworth did not
win again until 2008 but
has since gained momen
tum, earning the trophy
the past five consecutive
years.
In this year's competitioif for the trophy,
Whitworth stands at sec
ond place by a margin of
one point after fall sports
points were compiled in
late November. University
of P uget Sound holds the
lead with 77 points, while
Whitworth follows with
76. Willamette is in third
place with 73 points.
While the official stand
ings have not been up
dated for public viewing,
Steve Flegel, Whitworth's
assistant director of athlet
ics for sports information,
reports that Whitworth
has now pulled into the
lead. The success of this
winter's sports contribut-

Cross the
bridge to a
great career.
Expand your career options
with the Bridge MBA at
Seattle University.
• For non-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required

The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
For more information, call (206) 296-5700
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.

ALBERS
School of Business and Economics

ed to the overtaking
of Puget Sound.
• "We had an
outstanding
winter season,
scored significandy more
points than any
body else," Flegel
said. "Our lead go
ing into the spring
is going to be signifi
cant."
Though the only
physical benefit of re
ceiving the award is
a trophy, to Whit
worth's athletic de
partment,
there

out question,"
Leetch said.
"But that's not
our only goal.
We are not
content with
just having
success with
in our confer
ence; we want
to attain suc
cess nationally."
Men's
ten
nis coach Mike
Shanks also be
lieves that this
award
speaks
volumes about
Whitworth
as

SPORTS 1 5

BASEBALL
NWC

Ah

0-0

7-1

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

0-0

7-3

GEORGE FOX

0-0

7-4

WHITWORTH

0-0

4-3-1

PUGETSOUND

0-0

5-5

WHITMAN

0-0

4-4

LINFIELD

WKKUM

0-0

4-5

LEWIS & CLARK

0-0

0-6

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-0

0-6

NWC

ALL

3-1

8-4

3-1

6-6

WILLAMETTE

.

SOFTBALL
LEWIS & CLARK
PACIFIC (ORE.)

m

3-5

3-1

WILLAMETTE

2-2

LINFIELD
PACIFIC LUTHERAN

2-2

2-2

WHITWORTH

2-2

5-5

GEORfiEFOX

1-3

4-6

PUGET SOUND

0-4

0-8

MEN'S TENNIS

an institu
is
tion beyond
a
athletics.
much greater
"We already know
meaning and
that Whitworth is the
tance.
best place on earth,
"It
signifies
academically [and]
well-rounded
ath
just the Whitworth
letic program that is
community," Shanks
continually and con
said. "To have that
sistently successful
extra pride in how
in all of its sports,"
we do in athletics,
Whitworth Athletic
it's
unparal
Director Aaron
leled."
Leetch said. "It
H e a d really signifies
ing into the
that you are
spring sports
accomplishing
s e a s o n ,
the goals that
Whitworth
are set out for
has a shot at
you."
securing
O f t e n
Haley Niehaus | raphic
G
Artist
trophy
teams are
for a sixth
recognized
for their success as an in year in a row.
"We s tand a very good
dividual unit, rather than
as a contribution to their chance, if not a great
school. The All-Sports chance, to retain the tro
Trophy changes that phy," Leetch said. "We
will never apologize for
trend.
"It demonstrates in a wanting to win. We will do
tangible way that we've whatever it takes within
got a strong athletics the confines of the game
department across the and its rules to win and we
board," Flegel said. "We're won't apologize."
The final results of the
interested in celebrating
and sustaining success in competition for the Mcll
all of our sports, not just roy-Lewis All-Sports Tro
a particular handful of phy will be determined
following the completion
sports."
Whitworth's athletic de of the spring sports sea
partment does not name son.
the trophy as its only goal;
they shoot higher, exam
ining the award's effect
and implications about
national standings.
"We want to win [the Contact Miranda Cloyd at
All-Sports Trophy] every mcloydl 6@my.whitworth.
year; that is our goal, with- edu

NWC

ALL |

WHITMAN

4-0

4-1

GEORGE FOX

4-1

4-3

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

3-1

3-1

WHITWORTH

2-1

2-5

PACIFIC (ORE.)

1-2

1-2

WILLAMETTE

1-2

1-2

LEWIS & CLARK

1-3

1-4

PUGET SOUND

;HHH

LINFIELD

0-2

0-2
0-4

I

0-4

WOMEN'S TENNIS
NWC

ALL

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

4-0

4-0

WHITMAN

3-0

4-0

LEWIS & CLARK

3-1

3-2

PUGET SOUND

2-1

2-1

WHITWORTH

3-2

3-3

LINFIELD

2-2

2-4

GEORGE FOX

0-3

0-4

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-4

0-4

WILLAMETTE

0-4

0-5

Note: Standings as of Feb. 24,2013

At UW Last Chance Meet - 2 p.m. Friday, March 1 and at Willamette Open - 9
a.m. Saturday, March

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Tournament seeding selected after press time.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Tournament seeding selected after press time.

WHITPICS

UNPLUGGED
FEBRUARY
ABOVE: Sophomore Cathy Bronson sang and played the piano for her contri
bution to the competition.

Neele Ammon | Photographer

BELOW: Lindie Bajema, senior Lauren Loudon and graduate AJlie Hymas were
the winners of this month's Unplugged.
Neele Ammon | Photographer

LEFT: Freshman Ruth Wabula soloing in the Multipurpose Room of the Hixson
Union Building.

Neele Ammon | Photographer

LEFT MIDDLE: Junior Mark Richcreek played guitar as part of the group "Oper
ation Yellow Light".

Neele Ammon [ Photographer

LEFT TOP: Junior Tom Lembeck was one of the last performers of the Un
plugged on Thursday Feb. 27.

Neele Ammon | Photographer
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Students harassed on campus
Reports of hate crimes lead to evaluation of university
procedures for reporting and dealing with harassment.
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Spring theater
production explores
Laramie residents'

p* 7

Whitworth men's
basketball advances to
Sweet Sixteen
p. 14

ABOUTUS
Hie Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely by students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
- The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
r and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com

CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

QUESTIONS?
croachl4@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
There were three errors in the Feb. 27 issue. The Whitworthian incorrectly labeled
the ASWU Evaluated story as being on page 4 on the contents page, when it was
on page 3. Mack Larkin was incorrectly labeled as a member of the class of 2012
on page 14, when he is inthe class of 2013. The Whitworthian also incorrectly
labeled the date of Unplugged as Thursday, Feb. 27 on page 16. Unplugged was on
Thursday, Feb. 21.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200
words.
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FEATURED
03 CAR BREAK-INS

12 CORE CURRICULUM

Three students have had their cars broken
into since Jan. 8. The break-ins have
occurred in the Whitworth parking lot.
Whitworth security expects the number of
attempts to increase as the weather gets
warmer.

Discussing the need for diversification of
thinkers in the Core curriculum to broaden
perspectives and shape worldviews.

07 THE LARAMIE PROJECT
The Whitworth Theatre Department
presents a docu-drama consisting of actual
interviews from the people of Laramie, Wyo.
who experienced the beating and death of
Matthew Shepard in their town.

10 GAME CULTURE
The Whitworth Gaming Club hosts a game
night every Saturday at which students dive
into games of dragons, wizards and gnomes.

13 PRIDE OF THE PROGRAM
The Whitworth swimming teams continued
a long stretch of dominance with two more
NWC titles this past season.

14 SWEET VICTORY
Men's basketball defeats Emory at the
Fieldhouse to advance to the Sweet Sixteen.

15 CROWS NEST
Junior All-American outfielder Tyler Pfeffer
helps lead Whitworth's baseball team in its
quest to return to the World Series.

04
Students harassed based ©n siituafl orientation
University evaluates its response as students deal with hate crimes on campus
Katie Knoll
Staff Writer

Later in fall semester, Gudeman said
she also found a derogatory note on her
door. In the note, Gudeman was referred
to as a "dyke" and told to "get out," s he
said.
She reported the incident, and an
email was sent out about it in her dorm.
She said because it was a single, indirect
incident, there wasn't much that could
be done in response.
Though Gudeman reported her inci
dent, she said she believes the majority
of harassment victims do not.
"If th is is happening to people, they
need to come forward...There's-nothing
the school can do if they don't know
about it," Gudeman said.

Several Whitworth students were vic
tims of bias-based harassment this fall.
Sophomore Audrey Gudeman, pres
ident of Whitworth's Gay-Straight Alli
ance, reported the issue to Associated
Students of Whitworth University on
Oct. 17.
She said she knew of cases of repeated
harassment to at least four students, and
classified three of them as felony-level
hate crimes.
Washington State Law classifies a
hate crime as a person committing a
malicious and intentional act of either
physical harm, damage to property or Campus Security
According to Whitworth's public
threatening action toward a person or
group based on his or her perception of crime log, there were four reports of ha
the victim's race, color, r eligion, ances rassment during the fall semester, and
try, national origin, gender, sexual ori one report of a hate crime. All th e re
entation or mental, physical or sensory ported incidents took place between late
September and early January, and there
handicap.
Gudeman said much of the hostility have been no new reports of harassment
was targeted at the lesbian, gay, bisexu since that time.
Marisha Hamm, manager of environ
al, transgender and queer/questioning
ment health and safety and risk man
community.
"It's manifesting in an anti-LGBTQ agement, said that reports do not always
way at this particular moment. It's hap go through security. Similar to Jordan's
pening to other people too, they're just case, incidents are often reported to res
particularly nasty to [this] group at this idence life. Hamm said security is not
time," Gudeman said during an inter always involved, unless a situation ap
pears to be criminal. She said the secu
view in November.
Freshman Julian Jordan was one vic rity department is closely involved with
tim of repeated harassment and threats. residence life, and they are able to work
He said that, upon returning from class together to find solutions for students.
one day, he found a hateful note on For example, if a student needs to be re
his door. After subsequent notes of en  located to a new living situation for their
couragement had been left by Jordan's safety, that kind of work can be done
friends, still more slurs and derogato through residence life, Hamm said.
Whether reported to security or else
ry comments were posted, including a
note which read "fuck fags." Jordan said where, the educational code dictates
someone even slid notes into his room that felony crimes be reported to the
sheriff's department, said security su
telling him to kill himself.
Jordan said he was saddened by how pervisor Jacquelyn Christensen.
Only one incident has been reported
closed-minded some people can be.
• "We are supposed to be a Christian to the police this year, Hamm said. She
university; I would expect people to be could not reveal the type or nature of the
crime. '
more mature," Jordan said.
Hamm said that the reported statistics
He also said the notes and letters he
do not reflect the reality of what is going
received were frightening.
"It made me realize people were get on, because incidents of this kind often
do not get reported.
ting closer to my only
"I can't say enough
safe zone," Jordan said.
"We are supposed
about encouraging re
Not only did Jordan
to be a Christian
porting," Hamm said.
fear for his safety, but
"The more we. know,
he said the derogatory
university;
I
would
the better we can help
treatment had a strong
prevent things."
emotional impact on
expect people to be
Officers are able to
him.
give rides to students
more mature."
"The people made
who feel unsafe, or of
me feel useless and
— JULIAN JORDAN
fer them safety advice.
broke my thick skin.
However, the primary
There's only so much
freshman
function of t he securi
a person can take," he
ty department is to re
said.
Despite his difficult circumstances, port, Hamm said.
She said that security is a vehicle of
Jordan said he felt agreat deal of support
from his peers in Stewart and student reporting to the school, or, given illegal
leadership. He said he hadn't planned to activity, the higher authorities.
report the incidents, but his friends noti
"Our goal is to encourage people to
fied a resident assistant. Jordan said that report to us. That means being present.
the RAs, RD, h is friends and the other Security wants to be out in the commu
students of Stewart provided a support nity so we can encourage reporting of all
system for him.
kinds," Hamm said.

Tanner Scholten | hotographer
P

Freshman Julian Jordanfeels he has a strong support network, in spite of
multiple incidents of bias-based harassment last fall.
New additions to campus should aid
in increased reporting, Hamm said. She
said the implementation of bystander
intervention model Green Dot, as well as
the placement of seven emergency blue
light poles around campus are two new
ways to encourage students to report.
"The blue light phones are a physical
representation that we want a safe cam
pus. That coupled with Green Dot [and
more] will increase the reporting of ha
rassment and other incidents," Hamm
said.
She said many people are afraid of
reporting things that have happened
to them; however, the university has in
place an anti-retaliation policy for those
reporting. While that does not eliminate
the threat of students being retaliated
against, it establishes a procedure for
dealing with offenders, and discourages
retaliation, Hamm said.
There are also means for anyone to
report anonymously using the Campus
Conduct Hotline, Hamm said. The hot

line is run off-site by a third party, and is
available for anyone to report incidents
with complete anonymity, Hamm said.
Reports received through the hotline are
directed to the appropriate department
to deal with them.

Investigation of bias-based harass
ment incidents

Jolyn Dahlvig, associate dean of stu 
dents, is primarily responsible for con
ducting investigations of bi as incidents
and harassment.
She said the process of investigation is
greatly determined by the wishes of the
person coming forward.
"These situations tend to be pretty in
terpersonal, so it depends a lot on what
the complainant wishes to happen. As
the victim, they get to be in the driver's
seat, determining a lot of h ow we pro
ceed," Dahlvig said. "Hopefully we can
work closely with the victim and figure
out what steps they'd like to take."
Dahlvig has conducted two investiga-
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tions this year. To gather information, she rely on the administration.
interviews involved parties and witnesses
'Are students experiencing various
of either side, as well as collecting any re forms of either harassment, microTaglated data available, including text mes gression or bias language and just kind
sages, Facebook posts or security camera of sucking it up and not saying anything?
footage.
And if that's the case, what can we do not
There are two procedures, she said— only to make them feel a sense of safety
formal and informal. In a formal griev to report, but to have the confidence in
ance process, a conduct meeting is held. the institution and the administration
If it is proven that a policy has been vio that, if reported, steps will be taken to in
lated, appropriate sanctions are then ap vestigate? We want to build confidence,"
plied. Because harassment is categorized Burnley said.
as a violation of th e Big Three, sanctions
Recommendations made by the
can range from a $50 fine to suspension.
sub-committee were presented to the
Informal grievances are typically re University Council. The council, which is
solved through conversation and medi the university's chief strategic planning
ation, Dahlvig said, and the victim can committee, is made up of 29 members,
change methods at any point in the griev including the President's cabinet and
ance process.
representatives from
She said the work
every department.
of G reen Dot, the re
Chief of Staff Rhosetcently launched by
ta Rhodes convenes the
stander intervention
University Council.
model, could be an
As part of the recom
effective model for re
mendations given by
ducing bias incidents.
Burnley's committee,
"Green Dot is doing
the council is looking
a great job of bystand
at enhancing commu
er education," Dahlvig
nication,
including
said. "It would be
improving the current
reporting
process,
great to have a bi
as-incident response
making reporting pro
group similar to
cedures, policies and
protocols clear and
Green Dot."
providing information
Dahlvig is also a
for students to know to
member of the Stu
whom and where they
dent Success Team,
Greg Moser | hotographer
P
should go for support,
which Nicole BoyRhodes said.
mook and Randy Mi"If this is happening
She said some of the
chaelis started this
to people, they need to
support systems al
year. The team seeks
ready in place need to
to provide support
come forward—There's
be better communicat
for students who are
struggling in any way
nothing the school can ed, such as the resourc
es of the counseling
—personally, emo
center and the Student
tionally,
academi
do if they don't know
Success Team.
cally or physically.
about it."
"This is a compre
Dahlvig said one of
hensive effort to ensure
the benefits of the
—AUDREY GUDEMAN
information is available
small, five-person
group is that they can
to everyone who needs
sophomore and president
it," Rhodes said.
meet on short notice
of Whitworth's Gay-Straight
to respond to urgent
The council is also
working to develop a
needs. If a student
Alliance
is involved in a bi
training process for
as-based harassment incident, for exam students, faculty and staff to provide in
ple, the SSTcan help them move housing, formation about who to report to, what
change classes or provide other help as the process is, where students can go for
needed, Dahlvig said.
help, and what bias incidents and harass
ment look like. That training could be
Action to address bias-incidents
incorporated as part of staff or freshmen
Lawrence Burnley, assistant vice pres orientations, Rhodes said.
ident for diversity and intercultural re
The training would be one method of
lations and chair of Whitworth's newly preventative action, she said.
established Institutional Diversity Com
"Sometimes we are unsure of what
mittee, was recently appointed by Pres denotes a bias incident. We can prevent
ident Beck Taylor to head a sub-com some of th ese incidents through educa
mittee of the new Institutional Diversity tion," Rhodes said.
Committee. The sub-committee exam
Kenneth Brown, director of informa
ined Whitworth's harassment policy and tion systems and member of University
existing investigative and disciplinary Council, is involved in the development
protocols.
of an anonymous online reporting sys
Along with Burnley, the sub-commit tem, one of the recommendations of
tee was comprised of Gudeman, Hamm, Burnley's sub-committee.
Dahlvig, Esther Louie, assistant dean for
He said the system needs to be appro
intercultural student affairs, and Mari- priately controlled and secure, but also
sol Rosado, coordinator for cultural pro must be easy to find and utilize.
grams in ASWU.
Brown said he thinks students will b e
The goal of the sub-committee, Burn more willing to report issues if th ey are
ley said, was to examine the strengths not required to identify themselves.
and challenges of the current policies and
"I think it's important having a means
resources, and make sure they have been of havin g people report in a way they're
clearly articulated to students.
comfortable reporting, in order to help
He said he wants students to be able to solve and mitigate. It'shard to solve things

when you don't know there's something
that needs to be solved," Brown said.
There will likely be additional chal
lenges having an anonymous mecha
nism, Brown said; however, he expects it
to increase reports.
"When you have an anonymous sys
tem, things may be reported that are not
necessarily accurate or true. We have to
be discreet about all the information we
get," Brown said. "These are things that
we need to be addressing, whether it's
difficult or not. The challenges are worth
wading through to make this a better and
safer place."
Brown was also involved in the im
plementation of the blue light poles. The
harassment incidents were not the moti
vation behind installing the poles, which
had been planned for more than a year,
Brown said, but were one reason for add
ing the poles so soon. Brown said that the
poles were not originally part of the bud
get for this year.
In addition to the new technology and
recommendations made by the sub-com
mittee, the IDC has hired consulting firm
Halualani & Associates to conduct a
multi-layered assessment of Whitworth's
diversity, equity and inclusion. They
will assess the campus environment, in
cluding general education requirements
relating to diversity, and will conduct a
campus climate survey next fall for all
members of t he Whitworth community.
The results of the survey, Rhodes said,
will help inform the development of re
lated training and education programs.
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Hate crimes were
reported on college
and university
campuses in
Washington
in 2011,
according
to the U.S.
Department^
of
Education.!

Hate crime discussed on campus

"The Laramie Project," a play centering
on the aftermath of the murder of a gay
young man, Matthew Shepard, in Lara
mie, Wyo., premiered Friday, March 8,
at Whitworth.
The play is a docu-drama, theatre
chair Diana Trotter said. The script is
comprised of r eal court tran
scripts and testimonials of
Laramie residents related to
Shepard's murder.
While the play is relevant to
the issues of bias-based harass
ment that have taken place on
campus, it was not a response to
them, Trotter said. She said the play
was scheduled for last fall, when Judy
Shepard, mother of Matthew Shep
ard, came to speak at Whitworth.
However, administration asked Trot
ter not to do the events in the same
semester.
"It was so it didn't seem like the one
semester where we're focusing on hate
crimes. I th ink it's important to the uni
versity to have a variety of different kinds
of stuff every semester," Trotter said.
She said the administration was not
against putting on "The Laramie Project,"
as some may think. They even provided
the grant for students to be able to attend
the show for free.
Following the Saturday March 9, per
formance of the play, Trotter, Terry McGonigal, dean of spiritual life, and the
cast hosted a panel discussion on hate
crime. Prompted by audience questions,
they discussed forgiveness, censorship
and the issues of hate crime on the Whit
worth campus.

Contact Katie Knoll at
kknolll 6@my.whitworth.edu

7,713

people
nationwide were
victims of biasbased incidents
and offenses that
were reported to
the FBI in 2011,
according to the
agency's Hate
Crime Statistics.

Caleb Drechsel|Graphic Artist
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WU solar panels produce clean entrgy NEWS w BRIEF
Pathorina Pnripp
Catherine
Porter flnH

r a n stand
ctflnH Tin
tn category
ratpfrnrv 3 hurricane winds. The
and can
up to
ballasts make maintenance easier and reduce the like
lihood of future leaks in the roof.
Those who worked on the solar panel project have
Whitworth is now receiving energy from solar pan
els installed on top of the Aquati
c Center. Construction also brought up the idea of installing more solar pan
began in December and was completed in January. els. If this were to happen, the solar panels would likely
The panels were officially turned on Feb. 22. So far the be put on the HUB, Landsiedel said.
The solar panels were a main project for the Sustainpanels have generated more than 2,500 kilowatt hours.
ability Committee. The committee is a mix of faculty,
It is the first systemof its size in Eastern Washington.
students, staff members and representatives across ad
Western Renewable Energy, based in Coeur d'Alene,
proposed installing solar panels to the university in ministrative levels.
"We are committed to make steps to be a car
2011. The university decided to place the panels on
bon-neutral campus," said Kerry
the Aquatic Center roof because of its flat
Breno, professor of chemistry and
surface and square footage. The process
a member of the committee.
stopped for about a year due to the tran
The committee's main commit
sition of a new director of facilities.
ment is to lower the greenhouse gas
During the summer of 2012, th e idea
emissions of Whitworth by 5 percent
was proposed again and put into ac
from 2011 to this year as part of th e
tion.
Presidents' Climate Commitment.
There are 300 panels on the roof.
"Solar panels here and in Costa
Solar energy can be produced
Rica help us make that commit
even when there is cloud cover
ment," Breno said.
age.
Along with the solar panels,
"We're excited to see what we get
the committee is working on a
through the summer," resource conservation
sustainability campaign co-spon
manager Jake Landsiedel said. "We've gotten
sored by Sodexo to be held April
Molly
Rupp
j
Graphic
Artist
pretty good energy over the past few weeks."
17-23. The campaign will educate
The energy collected will be used through
students about food, volunteering and the climate.
out the campus. Landsiedel and director of faci lities
A website that will monitor the solar production
Chris Eichorst said they expect the panels to produce
from the Aquatic Center's solar panel system is cur
enough energy to power one of the small dorms, such
rently being constructed. The website will give infor
as Stewart Hall.
mation about the amount of solar energy produced.
Partnering with a private investor made the pur
This web page is not yet open to the public because
chase of the panels possible. It generally takes up to 80
it is still being customized. When it is finished, it will
years for the panels to generate enough energy to pay
be linked to the Sustainability Committee web page
for themselves. Because the investor covered much of
found on the Whitworth page. It is projected to be ac
the cost, it will only take 10 years of solar power pro
cessible within a month. Also, there will be a dedicated
duction to pay off Whitworth's share.
screen in the HUB which will cycle through the differ
"The private investor is able to make this more feasi
ent displays so that students, faculty and visitors will be
ble," Eichorst said. "If we didn't have a partner it would
able to see how the solar panels are making Whitworth
take a lot longer to get it done."
Screws and nails were not used to keep the panels more eco-friendly.

Staff Writer

on the roof. Instead, the panels are weighed down by
concrete ballasts. That method protects the roof and
allows for easy removal if necessary. They are secure

or

$100 credit

towards services
with any
New Patient Exam?
|Cleaning & X-ray * 1

Contact Catherine Porter at
cporterl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Make your
next step a
great one!
Expand your career options
with the Bridge MBA at
Seattle University.
• For n on-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required

The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
For m ore information, call (206) 296-5700
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.

ALBERS
School of Business and Economics

Whitworth appoints new provost
and executive vice president
Caroline Simon, professor of philosophy and
associate dean for teaching and learning at
Hope College, was appointed as Whitworth's
provost and executive vice president. She will
begin her post July 1.

Financial sequester forces spending
cuts on the government
President Obama signed into effect forced
spending cuts equating to $85 billion as part
of the financial sequester. The cuts were put
in place after legislators failed to reach a deal
to avert them.
An estimated 750,000 jobs could disappear
over a period of months, according to the
Congressional Budget Office.
"This is not going to be an apocalypse, I think,
as some people have said. It's just dumb, and
it's going to hurt. It's going to hurt individual
people and it's going to hurt the economy
overall," Obama said in his press conference
on the Friday these cuts were signed into
effect.
For now, the Department of Education
estimates some 15 million college students
might feel potential results from the forced
spending cuts in the form of delayed financial
aid assistance, loss of work study programs
and cuts to Pell grants.

Sources|Wfiitworth.edu, CNN,'Aljazeera

ASWU UPDATE
ASWU voted on two issues Wednesday,
March 6. First, they voted to charter the
Filmmaking Club, which will be active this
semester. The club did not request any money.
Secondly, the issue of a requisition for
$1,100 to assist in the purchase of the four
paintings currendy displayed in the HUB
expansion was revisited. The requisition was
originally presented Feb. 20.At the time it was
tabled, pending information from ASWU's
temperature survey. The survey found that
about 49 percent of respondents did not want
ASWU to provide the money to purchase the
paintings, 39 percent did, and 12 percent
did not have an opinion. Information on
the number of students surveyed was not
provided. The body voted 12 to 2 to pass
the requisition, suggesting that a plaque or
sign be put up to explain the history of the
paintings.
Other survey results were also discussed.
Those included student reactions to UNITE,
programming ASWU has put on so far this
year, and their communication methods.
Student Success
Advocate Landon
Crecelius updated ASWU on his position,
which was pioneered this year, and what he
and his team have been working on. The team
supports students who are at a risk of failing
by partnering with them.

+
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Voices of Laramie

Whitworth Theatre presents "Laramie Project"
docu-drama about aftermath of hate crime
but the goal of W hitworth's cast and di
rector
was to accurately portray the char
Staff Writer
acters.
"The g oal that should be done with
When the lights lift a t the opening of
this
play is that you want to represent
the play, it seems as ifthe actors have for
gotten to get into costume. They stand in these people correctly and truthfully,"
strategic formations on a raised, slanted Troxel said. "We're trying to present them
platform. The first characters are intro how they really were without any agenda
duced and it becomes apparent that each or bias."
Since the characters are real, the script
person will be recognizable only by their
is
comprised
of their actual opinions.
mannerisms, accents and opinions.
"These are real people; these aren't fic
The characters tell the story of Mat
thew Shepard, a college student from tional creations, so there's a tremendous
Laramie, Wyo., w ho was murdered in a amount of responsibility," Trotter said.
Although the play addresses the topic
hate crime because of his sexual orienta
tion. After his death in 1998, New York's of hate crimes in regard to sexual orien
Tectonic Theater Project members visit tation, the main message of t he play is
ed Wyoming over the course of a year,re about ending all hate and violence.
"The point ofthe play isto help human
cording statements of Laramie residents,
ity
develop past hatred and violence,"
gathering court records, and studying
Troxel said. "That's the
media coverage. The
"No matter what your only message that really
statements then be
does have an agenda in
came the script for
view is, no matter
the play, which I think is
the play, in which the
something most people •
actors deliver the lines how open-minded or
can get behind."
word for word.
Trotter said one rea
close-minded you are,
Whitworth Theatre
son she believes the cast
Department's
pro
no matter how much has been so devoted to
duction of "The Lara
the play is because of
mie Project" opened
experience you have, the anti-hate message it
March 8. The play is a
sends the audience. She
rare experience forthe
this show has value." said
she has seen their
department because
commitment and hard
— IAN WHITLOCK
it's a docu-drama,
work cause them to grow
meaning it is factual
junior
as performers.
but has the artistic el
"I suspect that they
ements of a drama.
-Director of the play Diana Trotter, a feel the weight of this kind of work,"Trot
Whitworth theatre professor, said she ter said.
Sophomore Bryan Peterson, whose
doesn't want audience members to be
confused by the format of t he play. In most prominent roles are those of the
stead of structured acts and scenes, it is a head detective in Shepard's murder case
continuum of "moments," a collage ofthe and Rev. F red Phelps who protested at
characters' experiences and reactions. Shepard's funeral, also said he appreciat
She said it probably won't be what the ed the cast's hard work.
"We p ut in a lot of w ork - four and
audience is expecting.
Tanner Scholten | Photographer
The play provided the actors with the a half weeks of work - trying to do this
Sophomore Bryan Peterson portrays Rev. Fred Phelps, who protested atMatthew
experience of playing multiple charac right," Peterson said.
After each performance of the play Shepard's funeral. Junior Charden Wood'scharacter stands up to him and forms
ters, often within moments of each oth
there
will be an optional discussion por a band of angels to block him from the mourners.
er. Junior Ramsey Troxel portrays seven
characters in the play, but his two most tion where guest presenters will h ost a
Ballo said the cast also did not go un
prominent are Jedadiah Schultz, a Lara time for audience members to interact our own leisure time," Robinson said.
On opening night, the discussion ses changed by the production of the play.
mie resident who changes his opinions with the cast. Psychology professor Pa
"I think the cast has come together in
on homosexuality and Aaron McKinney, tricia Bruininks lead the opening night sion covered topics from the play other
one of the two men who murdered Shep discussion, and after the second perfor than just hate crimes. Junior Ian Whitlock recognizing that outside of Whitworth
mance, ASWU hosted a Whitworth staff said he was surprised by alternative top there are so many opinions and perspec
ard.
panel
in the coffee
ics, such as the death pen tives that we don't see because we are
"Playing Aaron McKinney w as inter
alty and forgiveness, that here, because we are behind the pine
esting because it would have been really shop. President Beck "The point of the play
were discussed.
cone curtain," she said.
easy to kind of play him up," Troxel said. Taylor is scheduled
"You might go into see
is to help humanity
"But the whole point of the play was to to present after the
get past hatred and not fight hatred with March 15 perfor develop past hatred and ing the show and have this
mance.
idea of what to expect,"
hatred."
Freshman Rachel
Whitlock said. "But how
The final performances of "The
Out ofsenior ErinBallo's six characters,
violence."
the show doesn't meet
Laramie Project" are March 15 and
two are most recognizable: Reggie Fluty, Robinson said the
those expectations, or
— RAM SEY TROXEL
16 at 7:30 p.m. in Cowles Auditorium.
the policewoman who first responded to discussion portion
shifts them, will change
The play is free for Whitworth students
the scene ofShepard's attack,and Rebecca on opening night
junior, actor
how you react to it. It can
with an ID, $6 for other students and
Hilliker, the head of the University of was helpful because
make it a lot more real, a
seniors, and $8 general admission.
Wyoming Theatre Department Ballo it brought other au
Children are discouraged from attend
said the main challenge of pla ying real dience members' responses to the play lot more tangible."
that she hadn't thought of before. She
Whitlock also said each person is able
ing because the play contains harsh
people is maintaining sincerity.
subject matter and profanity.
"You have to be truthful to this person also said she appreciated the honesty to take something from the play.
"No matter what your view is, no mat
that you're being," Ballo said. "You can't with which the actors portrayed the peo
ter how open-minded or close-minded
just make a compilation of you and them ple of Laramie.
"They weren't criticizing them, just you are, no matter how much experience Contact Claire Hunter at
together."
chunterl 5@my. whitworth.edu
The play has many strong messages, portraying them for us to evaluate later in you have, this show has value," he said.

Claire Hunter
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New opportunity to c@Gip©£<a as a triathlete
Christina Spencer
Staff Writer
Whitworth's first triathlon is approach
ing. Students, faculty and staff can com
pete in the three-event competition
consisting of a 500-meter swim, a 10-kilometer bike ride, and a 5K run on April 7.
The triathlon was dreamed up by junior
Aaron Kilfoyle while he was lifeguarding
at the Whitworth pool.
After he shared the idea with Todd
Sandberg, his adviser and director of Scotford Fitness Center, it picked up steam.
Sandberg described Kilfoyle as energetic
and driven, and said he is all for an event
in which a student is willing to put in the
time and effort.
"Anything that engages the community
and encourages fitness excites me," Sand
berg said.
The triathlon is sponsored by Fleet Feet
Sports, which will provide the bibs which
will be worn by participants. Kilfoyle said
the vision of the triathlon is to provide an
opportunity for students to compete in
an event that isn't the typical intramural
game or athletic event.
The Whitworth Triathlon is also a fund
raiser for the Athletic Training Club. The
club does academic fundraising for events
such as traveling to away football games
or going to conferences.
The proceeds of the triathlon will also
help support the May Term trip to Japan,
on which athletic training majors will
learn about the Eastern philosophy of
medicine.
Kilfoyle said he hopes the Whitworth
Triathlon will become an annual event
which can provide much-needed funds
for athletic training majors as well as a
cheap and easy way forstudents to bolster
their health and wellness.
The event is not just for advanced ath
letes; amateurs are welcome to participate
as well. The competition will b e divided
into four groups: beginner, intermediate,
advanced and team. So, if you are a great
swimmer, but running isn't your strength,
consider forming a team. Or you can try it
out all on your own.
Kilfoyle said a frequent misunderstand
ing he has encountered is that triathlons
are only for the athletes with previous ex-

Aquatics Center

Swimming
in Aquatics Center

Running
Biking

Hawthorne Rd.
Hannah Charlton | Graphic Designer

Whitworth's first triathlon will have participants swimming 10 laps in the Aqua
tics Center pool, biking for 10 kilom
eters
around campus, and finishing with two laps around the campus. Participants can sign up solo or compete with a group.
perience.
"The biggest hurdle we have to over
come is getting people to believe that they
can do it," Kilfoyle said.
Junior Victoria Reardon has never com
peted in a triathlon, but said she is excited
for the opportunity to do so at Whitworth.
Kilfpyle taug ht her how to swim last fall
and since then she has made a goal to
do some triathlons this summer. As a be
ginner, the Whitworth Triathlon will be a
comfortable way to try it out.
"I like this event because it gets people
moving outdoors — bes ides intramurals
— and gets people interacting with other
students outside of the classroom," Rear
don said.
Contact Christina Spencer at
cspencerl 5@my.whitworth.edu

AFFORDABLE OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING

Meyer Properties

HOWIT WORKS

The triathlon is on the Whitworth campus and will b egin in the pool
where participants will estimate their time for a 500-meter swim (10 laps).
They will be placed in a group of people on a similar level.
After the swimming portion, participants will come straight out of th e
doors of the pool to the "exchange area" where they willimmediately begin
a 10K bike ride, which will be eight laps around campus.
After that is the running portion. This course consists of two laps around
the Tennis Bubble, into the Back 40, up past Pirate's Cove and the dorms,
onto North College Road, and then through Lied Garden.
The end of the race will be a funnel finish where participants will run in
single file. Prizes will be awarded to the winners of each group.
The deadline for team registration and ordering a T-shirt is March 20.
The cost is $15 per team. Registration for solo competitors is open up until
the triathlon. Volunteers are also needed to help run the event.

GROUPBREAKDOWN

whitworthoffcampushousing.com
Now renting for 2013-2014 school year

Very nice, large duplexes in walking distance from Whitworth.
Each unit can house 4-5 students in large, private bedrooms.
Lots of street parking.
Washer and dryer provided.

$300-$330/month
per student

AVAILABLE
JUNE 1

CALL BILL for a showing at (509) 991-1212

Advanced: Participants who expect tofinish quickly and have

previous triathlon experience.

Intermediate: Participants who have limited experience

with triathlons or are inshape.

Beginners: Participants who would like a challenge and have

no experience in triathlons.

Teams: A group of three can relay through the event. Starting

time is based on the speed of the swimmer.
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"Oz: The G reat and Powerful"

'We're off to see the
wizard/ again and
again and again...
Meghan Dellinger

o
is believable in this role. He often
plays
similar roles in other films, which is per
haps why he fits the part so well.
Franco is accompanied by Mila Ku
It's a place of Munchkins, Tinkers
and Quadlings, where animals can talk, rds, Rachel Weisz and Michelle Williams
witches roam free and little orphaned as the witches Theodora, Evanora and
Glinda. The story of
girls from Kansas have a
how the Wicked Witch
habit of getting lost.
"The whole concept
(Kunis) turns evil is in
The land of Oz was cre
ated in May of 1900 in L. of looking back to the teresting at first. Theo
dora falls in love with
Frank Baum's book "The
wizard's beginnings
Oz, then feels betrayed
Wonderful Wizard of Oz."
by him later and falls
Since then, many adap
in the land of Oz is
under her sister Evantations, sequels, prequels
ora's (Weisz) evil influ
and remakes have made
something that will
ence.
their way to the big and
Yet the speed with
excite fans of the
small screen. But never
which
Theodora falls
before has anyone come
original story."
in love and then feels
up with a prequel focused
intense hatred for the
on the mysterious' "man
wizard is a little far
behind the curtain" him
fetched, making her
self — the Wizard of Oz.
character seem rather
In this newest version,
childish. Most likely
"Oz: The Great and Powerful," Sam Raimi
directs a visually well-done and pleasant Raimi did this on purpose, to show the
family movie. Raimi is often note
d for di innocence and vulnerability of Theodo
ra, but it may not translate well to the
recting the "Spider-Man" movies.
movie screen. The story of "Wicked"
James Franco plays Oscar "Oz" Diggs,
was a much more endearing tale for the
a small-time circus magician who enjoys
Wicked Witch of the West.
money and women. Franco, who usually
"Wicked" both as a book and a
plays cunning and charming characters,
Staff Writer

EVENTS

Courtesy of disney.go.com

James Franco stars as Oscar Diggs, a circus magician, in the new "Oz: The Great
and Powerful." Finley the flying monkey, voiced by Zach Braff, is his sidekick.
play, tells the tale of t he Wicked Witch
(named Elphaba) in a different light. The
story parallels well to the newest "Oz"
because both show the Wicked Witch of
the West as ugly, but misunderstood.
In the case of "Oz," the Wicked Witch
was good at one point, but turned bad.
In the case of "Wicked," the story is told
as misunderstandings and explanations
of why things happened to set Elphaba
up in the way she was in Dorothy's eyes.
With so many adaptations focused
around the same story, clearly Baum's
story was original enough to interest
people for generations to come. The
1939 Judy Garland version, the most
prominent and popular, set the stage for
contemporary versions to emerge, such
as the Sci-Fi Channel's miniseries "Tin

Man" starring Zooey Deschanel, and
now, "Oz."
In the case of the newest "Oz," Raimi
has done well. The storyline is fairly pre
dictable, but that's expected of a movie
where people already know what the
ending will be. There are a few twists to
keep viewers thinking, and the whole
concept of looking back to the wizard's
beginnings in the land of Oz is some
thing that will excite fans of the original
story.
"Oz" fits with the original tale, giving
viewers the chance to understand why
the wizard will one day say to Dorothy,
"I'm really a very good man. I'm just a
very bad wizard."
Contact Meghan Dellinger at
mdellingerl 5@my. whitworth.edu

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

SATURDAY, MARCH 16
TEDX SPOKANE

TAMRAT L AYNE A DMASSU L ECTURE
March 13 from 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in the Robinson Teaching Theatre
Admassu, a former atheist and radical communist, will share about the
"Transformation of Life in Jesus."

9 a.m. until around 2:30 p.m.
Saint George's School Founders Theater
2929 S. Waikiki Road
You know those TED Talks you always find yourself
watching when you should be working on a paper?
Well, Spokane is hosting a TEDx conference for the
second time. Local speakers will talk on topics such as
the complicated essentials to living fully and how nanoscience may some day change your life. The cost is $40,
but students can enter "futureX" when purchasing
tickets at tedxspokane.com for a $20 discount. Lunch
is included.

SATURDAY.MARCH16
LINDY HOP DANCE WORKSHOP
9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Cowles Auditorium Stage II and HUB Crow's Nest
A Lindy Hop workshop will be taught with an empha
sis on Charleston moves. The workshop is broken up
into 2-hour lessons. Cost is $20 ($15 for dance club
members) or $10 per lesson ($8 for club members).
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MISSIONS F AIR
(SEE "MISSIONS WEEK" STORY O NLINE)
March 13 & 14 at 10 a.m. in the HUB Multipurpose Room and Lied Square
Missions organizations from around the country will be sharing about God's
work in different parts of the world and the available mission opportunities.

GREAT D ECISIONS LECTURE B Y R EV. BEN R OBINSON
March 14 at 7:30 p.m. in the Robinson Teaching Theatre
Robinson, who began a youth program in Cairo and was in Egypt during the
Tahrir uprising, will speak about Egypt.

STATIONS OF THE C ROSS
March 15 at 7 p.m. in the Seeley Mudd Chapel and the Loop
The Stations of the Cross will be hosted by the Catholic Fellowship Club and
Father Hiner. They will meet in the chapel and continue to the Loop.

NIGHT O F WORSHIP
March 15 at 8 p.m. in the Seeley Mudd Chapel
The night of worship is the final event of Missions Week. It will be a night of
praise and with a time of prayer for missions.

10 A&C
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Neele Amnion |Photographer

Seniors Katie Olleman and Michael Weidemann, Chris Haleand Evan Arnold
play the deck-building game "Ascension" at Game Night, which happens
every Saturday at6 p.m. in Hendrick Hall room 120.

Into the Punpon
Game nights provide escape from school
She said the group is very open to
new members, even those who may
not identify themselves as geeks. The
Upon entering the Gaming Club group might seem intimidating at first
game night, a message on the board due to how close the members are,
written in a unrecognizable foreign she said, but attending game nights is
language tells outsiders this isn't just a good way to meet new people. Giltz
any classroom. The characters — a echoed WUtsey's sentiments.
"Come and play board games," Giltz
series of lin es, curves, flourishes and
shading that come from the role- said. "Hell, you could come and just
playing game "Palladium: Fantasy" talk. We're friendly people."
Senior English major Braden
— begin to show the subculture of the
Babcock, Gaming Club president, said
group.
"If you're in geek culture, you know the group tries to create a judgmentyou're in geek culture," said James free zone in which people can express
Giltz, junior engineering physics their interests without demeaning
major and vice president of the labels or stigmas.
"The main thing is being able to
Gaming Club. "There are all different
spend
time with people interested in
kinds of ways to identify as a geek."
He said gamers are definitely part the same things as you," he said.
Gaming
nights,
of the geek subculture,
though,
don't
stand
but that this subculture
"I have a million up in comparison
to
is generally difficult to
describe. Nonetheless, tests next week? No. Whitcon, which Giltz
describes as a "geek
the geek culture has
I'm going to be a convention" on campus.
great allure for many
its third year, the event
people, Giltz said.
gnome and kill stuff In
will
fill Weyerhaeuser
"For some reason,
with various activities
for a while."
a gigantic part of
related to gaming and
the
population
is
—
HANNAH
WILTSEY
all things geek for an
willing to embarrass
entire day on April 20.
themselves in order
junior
The gaming club puts
to show appreciation
for this," h e said. "And
Gaming Club member on the convention with
the help of the Japanese
most people find it
Visual Club and the Sciincredibly fun."
Last week, the gaming club spent fi and Astronomy Club.
Rooms will be dedicated to
the majority of th eir meeting playing
"Dungeons and Dragons" as part of anime films, "League of Legends,"
what they called a "Dungeon Delve," "Minecraft," and other activities.
which is something of an evening Whitworth's annual Larpfest is also
part of the convention.
festival of the game.
"You can come to Whitcon and
Game nights are normally designed
to give attendees the freedom to play release your inner barbarian slash
a variety of gam es, from role playing wizard slash rogue slash priest," Giltz
to board games — "Cards Against said, grinning from ear to ear.
Attending Whitcon can be a great
Humanity," "Magic: The Gathering,"
way to experience gaming culture for
"Dungeons and Dragons."
Hannah Wiltsey, junior English a day, Wiltsey said, including one of its
major and Gaming Club member, best perks: de-stressing from the busy
transferred to Whitworth this year and college lifestyle.
"It's a good way to de-stress," she
said she has found great community
said. "I have a million tests next week?
through the club.
"I got plugged in at the club fai
r," she No. I'm going to be a gnome and kill
said. "I just kind of gravitated toward stuff for a while."
the gaming club. I thought, 'Oooh, my Contact Lindsie Trego at
kind of people.'"
Lindsie Trego

Staff Writer

Iwagnerl 4@my.whitworth.edu

Whether God is calling you to serve in church ministry,
non-profit work, psychological practice, or other
vocations in the marketplace, Fuller will shape and
refine you intellectually, spiritually, personally,
and missionally—wherever you are.

Starting this fall, it's easier than ever to study at
Fuller. Enroll in one of three degree programs that
allow you to learn without leaving your context:
MA in Intercultural Studies (MAICS)*
MA in Theology and Ministry (MATM)*
MA in Global Ministry (MAGL)
Become part of our richly diverse learning communitycommitted to Jesus Christ and passionate to serve.
Apply today.
*New flexible options pending ATS and WASC approval

www.fuller.edu/flexibledegrees

Come and visit our Pasadena campus, March 18 or 25
www.fuller.edu/springbreak
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OPINIONS
EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Whitworth lacks
immunity from
incidents of hate
As much as we would like to believe that Whitworth
is a safety blanket from the outside world, crimes which
have marginalized and dehumanized others have tak
en place on campus. The mentality of bliss, which leads
some to believe that hate crimes do not take place on our
campus, is characterized by a lack of awareness.
It seems as though incidents go unreported. When re
ported, steps are taken to support the victims, but there
is little to no campus-wide discussion about preventive
measures and follow-up courses of ac tion. The admin
istration has taken some steps to tackle the harassment
through an email sent out to the student body in late Oc
tober about Whitworth's disapproval of a number of hate
incidents that have taken place during the fall semester.
The email highlighted Whitworth's community be
havioral standards and the lack of co ngruence with the
incidents that took place. It also encouraged people to
speak out against hate. However, for many students the
email and the incidents behind it passed under the radar.
A committee has now been set up to brainstorm on how
to respond to and prevent these incidents. The commit
tee also focused on making it easier for victims to report
harassment.
The actions finally being taken are thanks to the vic
tims who were courageous in reporting the incidents.
Due to the stigma surrounding the issue and the way that
victims can be made out to feel inferior and damaged,
it's a bold move to speak up. The courage it has taken for
people to speak out on these issues is something we, as a
community, need to honor. How do we honor their cour
age? First, we need to listen.
It is not OK for even one person on this campus to feel
unsafe in this way. Ignoring the problem is the best way
to ensure that it continues to occur. Harassment is some
thing that thrives in the darkness. If we are aware, if we
discuss these issues openly, if we openly express our sup
port for people who are different than we are, whether
that is in sexual orientation, race, political views or reli
gion, we help shed light.
The university is taking steps. Our question is, what are
you going to do tohelp?
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority opin
ion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five editors.

Whitworth prepares for next
steps in PC (USA) affiliation
I attend Whitworth because of its "Mind and
Heart" mission. I attend Whitworth for the unique
SENA
and irreplaceable relationships I have with fellow
students, as well as faculty and staff. I attend Whit
HUGHES
worth because its unapologetically Christian mission
is not binding, it's freeing. It frees students of all re 
ligious, ethnic, political, and cultural backgrounds
When listing objective characteristics about Whit to practice love and unity in the way I think Christ
worth, my go-to responses are words such as "small," intended for it to be practiced.
Right now, as Whitworth as a university faces
"liberal arts" and "Christian." Occasionally a savvy
listener will ask if t he school has a denominational some complex questions regarding its denomina
affiliation, to which I reluctantly but accurately an tional association, and as the PC (USA) faces anxiety
and convolution regarding its future and function, I
swer, "Presbyterian."
I'm told there was a time when carrying a repu think our community—Presbyterians, Methodists,
table denominational name may have carried more nondenominationals, and (heaven forbid) Southern
weight when describing a higher education institu Baptists alike—can set an example of wh at it truly
tion. But my general assumption is that means quite means to love, to be in community and to be active
and passionate members of the
little to the vast majority of students
of Christ.
today, including those at Whitworth.
I attend Whitworth Body
By c hoosing not to disassemble
But what even is Presbyterian?
from a denomination, especially in
It's an excellent question. When
because it's
an age where it is commonplace to
Whitworth is referred to as a "Pres
unapologetically
do so, Whitworth is setting an exam
byterian" school, it means we have
ple of ch oosing to stay in the com
a direct connection with a synod
Christian mission
munity in which they were founded.
(a broader region of Presbyteries,
Our world has enough sectarianism
which are essentially clusters of
is not binding, it's
and separation as is. And though dry
Presbyterian churches) of th e Pres
and thick, let's not let our attitude
freeing. "
byterian Church (USA). The PC
toward church polity be "indiffer
(USA) has been an active and uni
ence" as much as it is "rising above."
fied body of Presbyterian churches
since 1983, when different Presbyterian denomina We live in a capitalistic, democratic culture, which
yearns for power, control and order.
tions finally joined to form one cohesive body.
The irony is, we try to use these same methods
According to the Center for the Study of Global
Christianity at Gordon-Conwell Theological Semi to worship an omnipotent and uncontrollable God.
nary, more than 40,000 denominations existed in the Governance has its time and place, but I doubt God
world in 2011. To cu t the statistical speak, that's 15 is as concerned about the details of denominational
denominations per undergraduate student at Whit affiliation of a vibrant place like Whitworth as much
worth. Sadly, "cohesiveness" rarely describes Chris as he is about the relationships here with each other,
tianity today. Some may be aware that Whitworth is with him, and our accord as a body before Him. I be
in the process of looking to adjust its affiliation with lieve if we faithfully andlovingly five out our mission
the PC (USA), not necessarily to disaffiliate, but to to "honor God, follow Christ, and serve humanity,"
look at various options for new relationships and ex our job will be accomplished.
amine how to stay relevant with old ones.
The PC (USA) is fragmenting to a certain extent;
new movements and denominations are arising and
churches are leaving. Whitworth is seeking how to
best relate to these historically supportive bodies. As
exciting as the nitty-gritty of church politics are, let's
cut to the chase. Why should we care? As a student
who just so happens to be Presbyterian, I will forthrightly state Whitworth's denominational affiliation HUGHES is a sophomore majoring in theology
had absolutely nothing to do with my decision to and communication. Comments can be sent to
attend.
shughesl5@my.whitworth.edu.

WHITWORTH I0UT
"I think it's positive that it's bringing the
opportunity for discussion. No matter where you
stand on the issue, there's an opportunity for
discussion and learning. It was very well done
—Seth Flanders, sophomore

"I think it's good that they're trying to raise
awareness about hate crimes. It's cool that they
care about everyone, including those affected
by hate crimes and they're trying to impress
that upon students."
—Bradley Beeksma, freshman

What is your response to Whitworth theatre
department's play "The Laramie Project"?
"I'm glad they brought it here. Conversations like
that don't often happen here and when people see
the play, it'll make them want to talk about it, so I
am glad it's here. I'm glad I got to see ti.
—Amber Tooley, junior
I went on Saturday'and I think it's amazing that
they brought it here. It's good for Whitworth and
I'm happy they chose to do something that might
rusde a few feathers. It's about time Whitworth
took a stance so this may be a step in the right
direction."
—Breanna Feddes, senior

12 OPINIONS
Core curriculum needs
increase in diversification
the whitworthian
MARCH 13,2013

Chandler said. "As Christians, we
need to understand that the Kingdom
HALEY
is made up of more than just white
males from a few centuries ago, and
WILLIAMSON
that we are called to understand and
accept those most different from us."
Right now, Core 150 does focus on
other people's perspectives and worlStudents are beginning to see a pat dviews, but they are from denomina
tern that Core 150 has fallen into. By tions not far from the ones we associ
no means do I discredit the impor ate with ourselves.
tance of learning about the history of
"By doing this, we are not only emu
lating Christ, but we are cfeChristianity, and touching on
ating an environother religions and their
xq,
—-y-ji
ment where
histories.
However, I
^ mO
minorities
do believe Core has
and people
developed a pat
from
di
tern of educat
verse backing
students
1 grou nds feel
about
Chris
'welcomed
tian,
white
and
under
male thinkers
stood," Chan
and there needs
dler said. "We
to be either a
would begin to
re-integration
start sending a
of diversity into
message that they
Core curriculum
and their respective
way to promote it. The diversi
cultures and histories are
ty of which I speak includes the
just as important as Calvin or
study of other geographical re
Luther; we will be creating a
gions and their cultures, deeper
campus of open-minded and
perspectives from outside the
culturally competent stu
Christian and religious realm
dents."
as well as events which have
I am not saying that the
truly shaped the course of his
Core group needs to start
tory that do not revolve around
from scratch and re-create the
white, male Christians.
entire program, I think they
The need for a more diverse
need to take into consider
curriculum was first brought
ation the observations made
to my attention by sophomore
by students such as Chandler
Katie Chandler. After spending
and bring back the past
a few semesters at Whitworth, she took a step back Molly Rupp |Graphic Artist curriculum that explores
diversity.
and recognized the need
It is possible to do this through an
for Core to break its pattern and mold.
Chandler does not just want to shed other outlet as well, such as the Fresh
light on the subject, but bring genuine man Seminar class. Regardless, Whitawareness and a call to action. She has worth needs to proactively promote
begun to talk to faculty about the need an education that reflects the King
she sees and discovered a few things dom of God.
about the past curriculum of Core that
further drove her passion for this.
WILLIAMSON is a sophomore majoring
"In the past, Core 150 used to study in theology and communication. Com
events like the Civil Rights Movement ments can be sent to hwilliamsonl5@
and people like Martin Luther King," my.whitworth.edu.
[ then the train comes 'round' [Dead Man's Curve, an
Derailed!
lb |
• nmm®an* Fa^
S Nn ciirvivnT

Hannah Charlton |Graphics Editor

Student art should be
featured on campus
WHITNEY
CARTER

to feature that part of our community.
"I think there is a lot of student work
shown, but it's all here in the art building,
so that's kind of tough because people
don't always go in here and the people
who go in here are other artists," Skinner
said. "There is solidarity among the art
ists, but it's not campus-wide."
It would be interesting to see the art
from upperclassmen rotate every year.
Upon graduation, students could choose
to donate their pieces, so that Whitworth
could build a collection of alumni art
work. Also, I think that it would be fan
tastic if this was an expectation of the art
program; it would give people something
to. look forward to and allow students to
submit their artwork for consideration.
"[The aft] is something that people
are really proud of," Skinner said, "They
spend a lot of time on it and then usually
it just goes in their dorm room and just
sits there, and it's kind of sad, but I would
say that there's a lot of work here to be
proud of t hat people would be happy to
see."
From the courts to the classrooms and
everywhere in between, Whitworth is a
school that is overflowing with talent. I
think we are missing the opportunity to
highlight an integral part of our campus,
and I would to love tocelebrate my fellow
students and see their work on display for
years to come.

Lately, I have been exploring campus.
My dorm room desk has no longer been
cutting it for long study sessions. My ad
ventures have led to the following dis
coveries. Studying alone in Robinson is
the creepiest thing ever. I was fine with it
until I was informed that there are dead
bodies in there. The coffee shop is the
best place for people-watching. Not a
great studying place if you are easily dis
tracted like I am. And the art in the Lied
Center for the Visual Arts, also known as
the art building, proves that Whitworth is
home to some amazing artists.
I love studying in the art building.
There are incredible pieces all over, pro
duced by some of Whitworth's finest. But
why don't we get to see them more often?
This has been an issue that has come
up recently. ASWU has voted to keep
the collection in the new addition of
the HUB. What I think a lot of students
didn't know, at least I sure didn't, is that
the paintings were done by a Whitworth
professor and the subjects of the paint
ings are other Whitworth professors. I
think that it's really impressive that the
Whitworth community is able to feature
faculty art all over campus, but I think we
should be able to see some student work CARTER is a freshman majoring in com
as well. Sophomore Ashton Skinner is an munication. Comments can be sent to
art major who says that it would be good wcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu.
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Whitworth swimming competed at the Husky Invitational last November. The Bucs claimed both the men's and women's NWC swimming titles this past year.

Decade of dominance: Pirate swimming

Two NWC t itles this past season typify the Pirate's strong program consistency

dual meet in 14 years, they broke the whole.
"Every person has to be successful for
all-time record for consecutive confer
StaffWriter
ence championships, winning for the the whole team to be successful," Vacca
11th year in a row. The women's team ro said. "Even without gold medal win
Eleven consecutive men's Northwest brought their winning streak to 44 dual ners, we have a team that can dominate
Conference swimming titles, five of t he meets in a row, going undefeated in con as a whole because of our depth."
past seven women's NWC swimming ference for the sixth year in arow.
Both teams worked collaboratively
titles, 14 years without a loss in men's
Two of Whitworth's current swim to contribute to dual conference meet
conference dual meets until this year mers, junior Aaron Vaccaro and sopho wins by margins of often more than 100
and 44 straight women's dual confer more Alisa Stang have rapidly achieved points this season.
ence meet wins. That is only a snapshot success in their few years swimming at
"Your swim counts for more than just
of the Whitworth swim team's success in Whitworth.
you," Stang said. "That makes a big dif
the past decade.
"The thing that is still keeping me ference knowing that I'm having a big
The Whitworth swim program has swimming is my re
impact on how the
been dominant under the direction of lationship with my
team is doing."
"The thing that is still
head coach Steve Schadt as well as assis coaches,"
Swimmers
like
Vaccaro
tant coaches Gary Kessie and Whitney said. "Gary and Steve
Stang and Vaccaro
keeping me swimming is are trained through
Kessie. Whitney Kessie has been on staff are like, family to
for five years, Gary Kessie for nine years, me. That absolutely my relationships with my an individual, tri-facand Schadt is the veteran with 10 years makes it worth it, just
eted program run
coaches."
spent coaching at Whitworth. All th ree having that relation
by the three coach
coaches participated in the program as ship."
es. The program is
— AAR ON VACCARO
swimmers during their undergraduate
split into sprinters
Vaccaro has been
coached by Gary
careers at Whitworth.
setting records at
junior
During his time as a swimmer for Whitworth since his
Kessie, mid-distance
Whitworth, Schadt contributed to the first season on the
coached by Schadt
swim team which earned second place in team. He holds records in four events, and distance coached by Whitney Kes
the NAIA Swimming and Diving Cham including the 100-ffee. As a freshman in sie.
pionships. After graduating, Schadt was the 2010-11 season, Vaccaro set records
"We can give a little bit more individ
an assistant coach for swim teams at the in three events.
ualized training within the group," Gary
University of California, Berkeley, and
Stang also began setting records her Kessie said. "It's allowed us to push to
American University before becoming freshman year, with the best times in that next level because each athlete is
head coach at Salem International Uni the 50 a nd 100 free. Stang holds three given what they need."
versity. Upon his completion of four records for this year: the 50 free, the 100
Athletes are placed in these three
groups based on the events they choose
years at SIU, Sch adt returned to Whit free and the 100 fly.
worth to coach at his alma mater.
"[The coaches] really do believe in to focus on, Schadt says.
"It's allowed me to be more empa- every single one of us," Stan g said. "We
"If you want to serve everybody well,
thetic," Schadt said. "Being an alum of want to swim well for our coaches. It in you can't do a cookie-cutter program,"
Whitworth, you're able to walk a mile in spires us."
Schadt said. "You have to get pretty in
the swimmers' shoes. You hav e a little
While swimming can sometimes be dividualized and that's what we do. [The
more intimate knowledge of what the viewed as an individual sport, Whit swimmers] all have different needs."
real challenges are because you did it."
Swimmers have the freedom to switch
worth swimmers argue that every swim
Schadt coached the team through an mer's dedication and achievement is to other programs and experiment with
especially successful season this year. essential to the success of the team as a their strengths and skills.
Although the men's team lost its first

Miranda Cloyd

"I'm switching to sprint group next
year because I realized the events that
I want to focus on," Stang said. "That's
what's nice about our program; it allows
us to specialize in what we're best at."
These individualized programs are
evidence of the technical methods for
success. However, swimmers emphasize
the importance of t he family aspect of
being part of Whitworth's swim team.
"The most important part of my sea
son this year was building relationships,
being part of the team, being there dayin and day-out," Vaccaro said.
Coaches
attribute
the team's
long-standing success to the swimmers
themselves.
"[It] just comes from the dedicated
athletes," Gary Kessie said. "Everything
that [they] do is perfect, as far as stroke
technique and being a studious person
in the classroom. Everything that we do
is geared towards being a better person
and being a better athlete."
Looking ahead to future years, the
team is shooting for more than only suc
cess within the conference, but also rec
ognition in a national context.
"I'd like to see us making a bigger im
pact at NCAA's and the national level,"
Schadt said. "Obviously I'd like to keep
the conference streak going with win
ning more conference championships,
but I h ope to see it get more competi
tive."
The Whitworth swim team is cur
rently in the off-season, and swimmers
spend the time training on their own or
resting before gearing up for the start of
the 2013-14 season next fall.
Contact Miranda Cloyd at
mcloydl 6@my.whitworth.edu

*

Pirates down Eagles for Sweet Sixteen berth
19-point victory sets up Whitworth for rematch against Mary Hardin-Baylor
kin's head after a made basket. After Da
vis headed to the locker room early, Mc
Staff Writer
Connell stepped up to the free-throw line
for four shots; two for being fouled while
Thanks in part to the hot shooting driving to the hoop and two for the Da
hand of junior guard Colton McCargar, vis' technical foul. After he made all. four
the Whitworth men's basketball team ad attempts, McCargar and senior guard
vanced to the Sweet Sixteen of the 2013 Wade Gebbers combined to stretch the
NCAA Division III Men's Tournament Pirate lead back out to 19 points.
last Saturday, beating Emory University
McConnell tallied 17 points on 12-12
Eagles (Ga.) 86-67 in the Fieldhouse. Mc from the free-throw line, along with four
Cargar led all scorers with a career-high rebounds, a pair of assists, a pair of steals
26 points and four other Pirates finished and a block for the game. The Emory Ea
the game scoring in double digits.
gles never got backwithin 18 points of the
The Pirates opened up their scoring Bucs, who finished strong for an.86-67 fi
with a lay-up from junior guard Dustin nal score.
McConnell, followed by a 3-point basket
"We knew that whoever threw the first
from senior forward Mack Larkin. The punch wasn't going to win the fight," LoWhitworth student section was sitting gie said. "It was going to be jab after jab
down in silence until the Bucs reached and I thought we played very consistent
five points, and proceeded to erupt with tonight"
cheers and chant
The Pirates
ing after Larkin's
shot the ball
three. A quick five
well throughout
point lead arose
the game, rack
for the Pirates and
ing up a 53.2
their
offensive
percent field
Colton McCargar,'14
pressure increased
goal percent
as the half contin
age as com
ued.
Position: Guard
pared to their
"I had no idea
average on the
McCargar scored
about the fiveyear at 51.1 per
a career-high 26
point plan at the
cent. And from
points off the
beginning of the
3-point range,
bench
against
game," Larkin said. •
the Pirates ex
Emory to help the
"It was really cool
ceeded
their
to be a part of and
Bucs reach the
season average
it's always nice to
Sweet Sixteen.
of three-point
get off to a good
ers by almost 15
start."
percent, hitting
McCargar led the Pirates in the first 10 of 19 shots from downtown. McCargar
half with 18points and didn't miss a shot, made six of those 10. Also, the Bucs shot
going 7-7 from the field and 4-4 from be well from t he free-throw line, making 26
yond the arc. The Bucs also played well of their 31 attempts on the night. McCo
defensively, forcing six Eagle turnovers nnell and Gebbers combined to go 20 for
and taking a 42-30 lead into the locker 20 from the charity stripe.
room.
The official attendance count for Sat
The beginning of th e second half b e urday's game was 1,745, which exceed
gan much like the first with the Pirates ed the maximum capacity for the Fieldgoing on a 14-7 run when play resumed. house forthe second time in the last three
However, Emory resisted and put a full- games at home for the Bucs.
court press into effect, managing to cut
"Playing in front a crowd like that,
the Pirate lead to 10 with a little over five there's really nothing like it," McCargar
minutes remaining in the game.
said.
"When a team has their season on
The Pirates willhost Mary Hardin-Bay
the line, they're going to be physical and lor (Texas) in the third-round Sweet Six
strong," Whitworth head coach Matt Lo- teen game on March 16 at 7 p.m. Thetwo
gie said. "I thought we did a good job teams played once already this season on
weathering the storm."
Nov. 23in the Whitworth Fieldhouse with
Things took a turn for the worst for the the Bucs coming out on top 70-61.
Eagles when leading scorer, junior for
ward Jake Davis,was ejected after picking
up his second technical foul of the game Contact Korey Hope at
for landing an elbow on the side of Lar khopel 6@my. whitworth.edu

Korey Hope

SPOTLIGHT

Bern uradtree| rnotograpner

Junior guard Dustin McConnell slashes to the hoop for a bucket against Emory
as senior forward Mack Larkinand freshman forward George Valle look on.

Whttwokth
AN E DUCAT ION OF MIND AND HEART

More freshmen are taking the
NSSE survey than seniors so far!
There's still a chance for you seniors to catch up. Take the online
survey and let us know about your Whitworth experience.

GROUP

mi

Overall
Freshmen
Seniors

21.6%
22.3%
20.5%
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SPOTTED FROM THE CROW'SNEST
Baseball: Tyler Pfeffer
Sasha Siclait
Staff Writer
It wouldn't be a rare sight to see
junior outfielder Tyler Pfeffer lac
ing base hits into the outfield for the
Pirates, or down at the Warehouse
Athletic Facility in Spokane work
ing on his game. Pfeffer recently
made Whitworth history after being
named a First Team All-American
last season by d3baseball.com and
a Second Team All-American by the
American Baseball Coach's Associa
tion. Pfeffer was named a preseason
All-American by d3baseball.com
this year.
Being named Whitworth's first
All-American baseball player since
Dick Washburn in 1965 is a result of
a life spent playing baseball.
Pfeffer first picked up a baseball
around the age of 4 and has loved
the game ever since.
"I would play catch with my mom
and grandpa out in my yard, and
that's just kind of what got me going,"
Pfeffer said. "My mom and I used to
live in an apartment complex next to
a baseball field and we would go out
and hit everyday regardless of the
weather."
Pfeffer's mother was a huge in
fluence in his life, always taking the
time to play baseball with him in his
Greg Moser | Ph
otographer
younger years.
Junior outfielder Tyler Pfefferwas named Whitworth's first All-Amer
Since starting to play baseball at
ican baseball player since 1965 and helped lead the Pirates to an
a young age, Pfeffer has played a va
appearance in the NCAA Division III World Series last May.
riety of po sitions on the field, from
"We're all brothers and always
catcher to shortstop and now in the of guys don't have the ability to do."
It is clear that Pfeffer h as shown have each others' back, and if some
outfield for Whitworth.
During high school, Pfeffer re dedication to the game from the one on the team is in trouble some
ceived Second Team All-Greater beginning, and he continues to one will always be there to help
Spokane League his junior year demonstrate this through his ac them," Pfeffer said. "We're a very
and First Team All-Greater Spokane complishments in baseball today, tight-knit group."
Pfeffer said going to the World Se
League, along with Second Team and through his success as a player
receiving multiple awards. In the ries is his favorite memory of base
All-State his senior year.
Whitworth was Pfeffer's only 2012 season, Pfeffer le d Whitworth ball so far during his Whitworth
choice for college, and was an easy in multiple statistical categories in baseball career.
"Going to the World Series was
decision, because he admired the cluding a .379 batting average, 61
unreal," Pfeffer said.
academic excellence, is able to stay RBIs, 51 runs and 12 home runs.
After college, Pfeffer plans to go
"Tyler spends multiple hours in
close to home, and he was pursued
by Whitworth's head baseball coach, the Warehouse [Athletic Facility] into law enforcement and is current
making himself better to improve ly a health science major. As for base
Dan Ramsay.
ball, Pfeffer has big plans for himself
Pfeffer was originally spotted by the team," Ramsay said.
Pfeffer tries to go hit in the Ware and hopes to play professional base
Ramsay during his junior year play
ing for Shadle Park High School in house every day in the winter, but ball. He continues to work put every
Spokane. His presence and comfort tends to stay around campus once day and does whatever he can to get
at the plate while hitting caused the baseball season starts to roll scouts looking his way.
"Ideally I would like to play pro
Ramsay to notice Pfeffer's potential. around.
Not only does Pfeffer display an baseball, but if that doesn't work out
"It's awesome because all of my
family and friends can still watch me exceptional physical ability to play for me then I plan to go into law en
play without the hassle of traveling, the game of baseball, but Pfeffer is a forcement," Pfeffer said.
However, for the time being, Pfef
which is a huge reason why I decid strong mental player as well.
"His mental game is r eally good. fer will dedicate his time to improv
ed to stay here," Pfeffer said.
Pfeffer plays left field for the Pi He has the ability to bounce back, ing his game and playing in a Pirate
rates and is an exceptional hitter, say and if he has a game where he fails uniform.
"He is very dedicated to his hit
both Ramsay and teammate junior a little bit, he is one of the few guys
that is to bounce back the next game ting and puts in a lot of time at the
infielder Gerhard Muelheims.
"He can flat out hit," Ramsay said. and you can't even tell he played cages," Muelheims said. "He's a hard
"He has an uncanny ability to hit and poorly or had a failure in the previ worker."
more so than a lot of kids. He is re ous game," Ramsay said.
Pfeffer noted the team camara
ally good at making adjustments in
game while hitting, and he can make derie he is a part of playing for the Contact Sasha Siclait at
ssiclaitl 6@my.whitworth.edu
adjustments mid-at bat, which a lot Bucs.

Whitworth at Ohana Classic in Kaneohe, Hawaii - 7a.m.Tuesday, March 26

+

WHITPICS

THE LARAMIE PROJECT
ABOVE LEFT: Freshman Nate Strain takes on the role of Baptist min
ister, one of his 11 roles in "the Laramie Project."
ABOVE RIGHT: Juniors Andy Rowland and Emily Shick portray Lara
mie residents during one of the play's tense scenes.
RIGHT: Sophomore Austen Case performs one of her multiple roles
in the play; between 11 actors there are 70 separate roles total.
BOTTOM: The cast of "The Laramie Project" gather at the conclusion
of the production — the play runs through March 16.
LEFT: Because of the large amount of roles each actor plays and the
need for the characters to appear normal and true to life, the actors
of "The Laramie Project" do not have special costumes for the pro
duction. Here, Rowland performs in his street clothes.
Tanner Scholten | Photographer

+

Nude Pop goes west
T h e b a nd t h a t w a s b o rn a t W h i t w o r t h i s g e t t i n g re a d y t o
m o v e t o S e at t l e , b u t n o t b e f or e t h e y t o u r t he c o u n t r y .

Parking policy changes
will come into play
fall of 2013
p. 6
Bushey to leave Whitworth
soccer program
p. 13

ABOUTUS
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely by students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
•
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
croachl4@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200
words.
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10 JUNIOR ART SHOW

FEATURED
04 MERCY FLOATS
Future Whitworth freshman Carys Parker
has grown up aboard-Africa Mercy,' a
floating hospital that brings health care to
the west coast of Africa.

05 SMOOTHIES TO COME

Jamba Juice will be added to the food
service options in fall of 2013. Asa response
to student demand, Sodexo is considering
locations for a smoothie station.

SPORTS
ARTS&CULTURE
OPINIONS

09 FEMALE FILMS
On-campus film series focuses on the
perspective of women and minorities, such
as the first female Asian NYPD officers.

10 JUNIOR EXHIBITION
Junior art students take turns displaying
their work downstairs in the art building.

11 SEASON OF MADNESS

Discussing the ways that March
Madness promotes a healthy sense of
togetherness,excitement and competition.

12 DANGER OF GMO'S
GMO foods may pose health risks, but a
total ban could backfire. Is having more
food better than being sick?

13 CHANGES IN STORE
Head men's soccer coach Sean Bushey
leaves the program after 17 years while
Pirate volleyball looks to complete the
process of hiring a new coach soon.

14 CRUSADERS TOP BUCS
Men s basketball has season come to end in
the Sweet Sixteen at the Fieldhouse against
the University of Mary Hardin-Baylor.
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Future Whitworth freshman grew up on a hospital ship on the coast of Africa

Connor Soudani
Staff Writer
Many charitable organizations devote
time and money to helping a society in
need. However, not many organizations
go about it the way Mercy Ships does.
Mercy Ships gives African residents ac
cess to free medical care by using hospi
tal ships.
The "Africa Mercy" travels 1,800 miles
along the west African coastline. Among
those who live aboard this ship is Carys
Parker, whose father, Gary Parker, is a
maxillofacial surgeon.
Maxillofacial
surgery treats many diseases, injuries
and defects in the head, neck, face, jaws
and the hard and soft tissues of the oral
(mouth) and maxillofacial (jaws and
face) region. Next school year, Carys
Parker will attend Whitworth as a fresh
man, in an environment different from
the one she has known all her life.
"Like anyone, I want to fit in and be
accepted," Carys Parker said. "I don't
know how this will go when I get to
Whitworth because I don't really share
common experiences that bond fellow
people my age together. I've never driv
en a car, gone to prom or gone to a bas
ketball game."
However,, Carys Parker said that she
thought it ironic because Whitworth's
community aspect was what attracted
her in the first place.
"There's a tension for me because on
the one hand one of t he main reasons
I chose Whitworth was because of t he
strong emphasis on community, but

then there's the question of 'Will I fit in?' unique perspective.
"Whenever I started to complain, feel
and 'Will I be accepted and culturally
able to connect?; but I don't want to be overwhelmed or feel that life is too hard,
a chameleon and lose everything I have I just walk three decks down to the ward
gained here just to fit in," Carys Parker and get some new perspective," she said.
"I see how much I have and I'm remind
said.
Megan Hershey, assistant professor ed to be grateful."
As a Christian faith-based organiza
of political science, said that the rea
tion, it isimportant to
son ships such as the
examine how Mercy
"Africa Mercy," the
"I'd
say
that
despite
Ships and programs
one that Carys Parker
is on, are necessary differences, every human like it express that
aspect to its patients,
in the first place, is
being shares the desire
especially those who
problems regarding
aren't
Christians.
power of the states.
to be accepted and to be Whitworth senior BiAs a result, non-gov
ernmental organiza loved, and living here has anca Rodriguez, who
co-leads an annual
tions (NGOs) such as
Mercy Ships are faced really defined and shaped medical missionary
trip to Guatemala
with a variety of issues
that perception over the with senior Megan
to tend to.
WIngfield, said "it
"One of the prob
years for me."
comes naturally.
lems is that many Af
rican states are weak
"Part of what we
—CARYS PARKER
and the NGOs that are
want to do to show
incoming freshman
there often don't have
them God's love, is
the kind of capacity
to show them love
or support people like the state could," through ourselves," Rodriguez said.
Hershey said,
The students spend time with the
Hershey said that while NGOs do a lot children, playing with them and telling
of good work, they also face issues with them Bible stories, she said.
coordination.
"While we're doing that, we can just
"It's difficult to coordinate with all keep showing them that we are repre
these other smaller organizations on the sentatives of God's word. We can show
ground. And if y ou're an international them that through our actions."
NGO coming in, [it can be hard] to know
Mercy Ships takes a similar approach.
what's going on on the ground and to co
"Through free, basic health-care and
ordinate your work with everyone else."
transformative surgeries, Mercy Ships
Spending time on the ship and with becomes the face of love i n action," ac
the patients has given Carys Parker a cording to their website.

rCRUNCHINGh

1NUMBERS;

17

Number of years Whitworth head
men's soccer coach Sean Bushey has
led the Pirate soccer team. Bushey
resigned last week to pursue a
coaching job in Colorado, p. 13

20

Number of points scored by junior
guard Colton McCargar off the
bench in Whitworth's 71-63 loss to
the University of Mary Hardin-Baylor
last Saturday at the Fieldhouse p. 14

Carys Parker said that a theme that
has run through her time on the ships is
the idea of all people having equal value.
"Some people are physically bur
dened with tumors and cleft-lips and
other facial deformities, and they've
been told they're worthless their whole
lives. Because of what's on the outside,
people won't come close enough to see
what's on the inside," Carys Parker said.
"I'd say growing up here has helped me
to look past the outside and see what's
on the inside."
For her, this goes beyond physical ap
pearances.
"I'd say that despite differences, every
human being shares the desire to be ac
cepted and to be loved, and living here
has really defined and shaped that per
ception over the years for me," she said.
Hershey said that it is her hope that it
is not just the medical need that Carys
Parker sees from the patients who come
aboard, because Hershey said that it is a
mere slice of what is really going on.
"I think certainly someone who has
had that kind of experience would bring
some really good perspectives on issues
of capacity in the developing world, how
international nonprofits operate [and]
perspectives on faith-based NGOs,"
Hershey said. "She's going to have a
much broader sense of culture and a
much better cross-cultural experience
and training than a student who maybe
didn't interact with people of d ifferent
cultures."
Contact Connor Soudani at
csoudanil 6@my.whitworth.edu

26

Number of philosophy majors at
Whitworth. This is the al rgest num
ber of philosophy majors for the last
10 years, p. 8
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Jamba Juice station in the works for fall semester
Rebekah Bresee
Staff Writer

NEEDTDKNOW

Before the Mind and Hearth coffee shop was built, a
smoothie stand occupied the area.
Due to student interest, Sodexo and student govern
• A Jamba Juice smoothie station will be incor
ment are incorporating a Jamba Juice station to th
e cafe
porated into the Whitworth food service for next
food service for next year.
year.
"When we were in the process of adding the new
addition to the cafeteria, we asked students what they
• The Jamba Juice will accept flex dollars, and
would like to see,"Sodexo general manager Jim O'Brien
hire students to work at it, like in other Sodexo
said. "In addition to Italian and Asian food, one of the
dining services.
things was a Jamba Juice."
O'Brien and the Sodexo staff have been collaborat
• The final decision on the location for Jamba
ing with student government to turn that interest into
Juice will be determined after the site visit by a
reality.
Jamba Juice representative.
Junior Tyler Coopman is the intramural coordinator.
Although he is part of the student leadership team, he
• Both suggested locations are within the cafe.
first e xpressed his desire for a smoothie stand to So
dexo as a student.
• Construction should start in late May or early
"I knew that I was one of many who wanted a
June and take about two or three weeks.
smoothie stand on campus," Coopman said.
Coopman contacted Sodexo and presented his idea.
After Sodexo responded with the possibility of adding a
Adding the Jamba Juice to the cafe may bring about
Jamba Juice to campus, Coopman brought the idea to
other changes as well.
student leadership.
The cafe is open from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. weekdays.
"I was never officially made the representative for
ASWU," C oopman said. "I brought up the idea at a Since smoothies are a popular breakfast item, O'Brien
said he is considering having.the Jam
meeting and there was a unanimous
ba Juice open at 7 a.m. so students will
'Yes' from the team."
be able to grab a smoothie for break
Having a Jamba Juice on campus
fast.
will provide students with more vari
"I think it'll have more appeal for
ety of options when choosing a snack.
students who don't drink coffee,"
"I like that we'll have more choices
Baumgartner said.
than the coffee shop," freshman CasIf t he cafe does open earlier, So
sidy Baumgartner said. "I mean, you
"When we were in the
dexo staff is considering serving
can get things that are healthy, but
process of adding the
breakfast sandwiches at the Grill 155.
they are not the healthiest."
O'Brien is considering factors
Although Sodexo, Inc. is an indi
new addition to the
such as finances and hiring employ
vidual food catering service, it has
ees while exploring those options.
national contracts with outside busi
cafeteria, we asked
"I plan to ask Jamba Juice if the y
nesses.
typically get many customers in the
That allows the Whitworth So
students what they
morning and how that compares
dexo staff to bring in alternate dining
would like to see. In
to the rest of th e day," O 'Brien said.
options such as Jamba Juice or the
need more information before I
Starbucks coffee shop in Robinson
addition to Italian and "I
make a decision."
Science Hall.
Like other dining services at Whit
"I have been in touch with Jamba
Asian food, one of the
worth, Sodexo will hire students to
Juice and we are talking about do
work at the Jamba Juice and accept
things was a Jamba
ing a site visit to see where to put the
flex dollars.
Jamba Juice station," O'Brien said.
Juice."
"This is a good example of student
Initial conversations considered
desire being accommodated by So
placing the Jamba Juice in the new
—JIM O'BRIEN
dexo," Coopman said.
Recreation Center. However, there is
Construction should start in late
no space left in the plans to do so.
Sodexo general manager
May or the early part of June and will
Now, O'Brien said he believes the
last for two or three weeks. It will be
Jamba Juice will be located in the
open for business for the 2013 fall semester.
cafe. He is considering extending the
The cost of construction is still unknown. Part of the
counter of the Mexican food station, Ultimate Baja, and
cost depends on where the Jamba Juice will be located,
adding the Jamba Juice to that.
"It will be pretty tight in the cafe, but it'll be worth it," which will be determined after the site visit.
"We're excited," O'Brien said. "We want to keep im
Coopman said.
Another option is replacing Ultimate Baja with Jam proving the program."
ba Juice. If that occurs, popular items from the Ultimate
Baja m enu, such as quesadillas and burritos, will b e
added to the Grill 155 menu.
"We will have a better idea of where exactly the Jam Contact Rebekah Bresee at
rbreseel 6@my.whitworth.edu
ba Juice will be after the site visit," O'Brien said.

OTHER FOOD COMPANIES
AFFILIATED WITH SODEXO
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49

Percent of the workforce that is
comprised of women, according to
Time Magazine, p. 12

68

Teams participate in March Madness.
The teams are chosen from colleges
across the country, p. 11

70

Percent of food on supermarket
shelves that is processed, according
to the Center of Food Safety, p. 12

A&W
Burger King
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Blimpies
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Pizza Hut
Sbarro

Carvel
Freshens Premium Yogurt®

£3
Currito
Taco Bell®

Panda Express
AFC Sushi

Chic-fil-A®
KFC
Wow Cafe & Wingery

La B rioche Doree
Einstein Bros Bagels®
Kahala Brands
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1,800

Miles along the coastline "Africa
Mercy," a Mercy Ships mobile hospi
tal travels. Incoming freshman Carys
Parker currently lives aboard the
ship. p. 4
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New parking rules to take effect infal
Katie Knoll

Some may find the parking changes inconvenient
compared to the current system, Benzel said.
"People want to park at the front door of the building
Whitworth's parking task force, comprised of 11 staff they want to go in," Benzel said. "If they can't, they think
members and students, developed changes to campus we have a parking problem. We have more of a walking
parking over the course of several months. Facilities ser problem."
Senior Mathew Eardley is a student representative
vices director Chris Eichorst chairs the task force.
There will not be change to the parking lots, Eichorst for the task force. He conducted an assessnient of on
said, but rather redesignation of parking areas. On-cam- campus student parking needs based on occupancies of
pus students will have assigned lots near their dorms, residence halls, number of parking permits assigned to
students in each hall and the available parking spots in
and will not be permitted to park elsewhere.
each lot on campus. With that information, he helped
"The benefit is that only resident
allocate parking areas for resident stu
students can park • in those spots,"
dents.
"People
want
to
park
Eichorst said. "The downside is that
"What we realized was that there
that's the only place they can park."
at the front door of the are plenty of p arking spots," Eardley
The plan is to issue several different
said. "There are more than enough for
types of parking permits, which will
building they want to
average daily campus use. We worked
indicate where each driver is allowed
to park. There will be five categories: go in. If they can't, they with how to best use them."
Depending on the success of the
Faculty and staff, East campus resi
dent students, West campus resident think we have a parking plan, further changes could be made
as necessary, Eardley said.
students, off-campus students and
problem. We have more
"This can also be the basis for fur
evening students.
ther
We [will be able to] ob
Some of the parking areas will
of a walking problem." serveresearch.
and measure a little more effi
overlap, however. For example, many
ciently and successfully," Eardley said.
—BRIAN BENZEL
faculty and staff parking areas will b e
Some parking changes have already
shared by off-campus students. The
been made, Eichorst said, including
strictest parking will be for resident vice president of finance and
additional visitor parking, as well as
students, Eichorst said. That.is to keep
administration
several
15-minute spots recently add
resident students from parking over
ed near the Hixson Union Building.
night or long-term in areas that would
be better suited for short-term parking, and to ensure Extra racks for bike parking were also added in several
all resident students can easily find a place to park near areas around campus this year.
As part of the new plan, more parking spaces will be
where they live, Eichorst said.
Brian Benzel, vice president of finance and adminis designated for visitors in more accessible areas.
Next year's parking plan has been approved by the
tration, is also on the parking task force. He coordinates
the group's work with other departments, including se President's Cabinet and University Council. In the com
ing weeks, Eardley and Eichorst will present the plan to
curity and University Council.
Benzel said the goal of the task force's redesignations ASWU for feedback.
"I hope this is well received. We think it's a common
is to reduce the amount of traffic going through campus.
He said the philosophy of being a walking-friendly cam sense approach," Eichorst said. "I hope people don't
think they're being penalized or anything like that.
pus has been in place for several years.
We're
trying to look at it from a community standpoint."
"The campus has been evolving over many, many
years," Benzel said. "We've tried to create a pedestrian
mall; we're constantly moving parking to the perimeter Contact Katie Knoll at
kknolll 6@my.whitworth.edu
of campus. It's nearby, but you have to walk."
Staff Writer

What are you
doing after
graduation?
Expand your career options
with the Bridge MBA at
Seattle University.
• For non-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required

The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
For more information, call (206) 296-5700
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.

ALBERS
School of Business and Economics

NEWS'"BRIEF
Cardinal Jorge Mario Bergoglio
announced as the new pope
March 13 Jorge Bergoglio was elected the
266th pope, Pope Francis. Pope Francis
is the first Latin American Pope. His
family emigrated from Italy to Argentina
shortly before his birth. In his first Sunday
appearance, March 17, his remarks
showed an emphasis on social justice and
community within the Church.

Cyprus seeks solution to financial
struggles, possible bailout
The European Union and International
Monetary Fund agreed to a 10 billion euro
(about $13 billion) bailout. However, as
a stipulation of the agreement all bank
customers pay a one-off levy. This would
be 6.75 percent for people with less than
100,000 euros in their accounts, and 9.9
percent for those with more. They would
be compensated by shares in their banks.
The country will need to ratify the bailout in
order to go forward with it.

North Korea continues threats
after its latest nuclear test
Since UN sanctions on North Korea
tightened after their nuclear test in
February, Pyongyang has made a series of
threats. March 16 they h
t reated the Southern
islands. They also threatened to launch a
pre-emptive nuclear strike against the U.S.
Sources | Th
e New York Times, BBC, Aljazeera

ASWU UPDATE

• Larry Burnley, vice president for diversi
ty and cultural relations spoke to Whitworth
about the diversity committee. The committee
is working with a consultant to help assess the
university. Burnley also told ASWUthat he will
leave the university after June to take a job at
Central Michigan University.
• Yearbook editors Pam Bauthues and Linnea
Goold discussed yearbook distribution plans.
This year every student willreceive a yearbook.
• ASWU continued to discuss plans for Spo
kane Block Party, a new iteration of Springfest
that will be open to the community. The event
is themed around Unite this year and will take
place at the Service Station.
• Sports events and tournaments coordinator
Jonny Whitmore requisitioned $1,000 to allow
more students to enter the March 8 basketball
playoff ga me for free. For the previous home
playoff game, ASWU put $500 toward the tick
ets from the unallocated budget and Whit
more contributed $1,500 from his budget. He
said he would be contributing $500 from his
budget for this game. With $1,500 total, 300
tickets could be purchased for students. After
discussion, ASWU vot ed to pass the full r eq
uisition. Unallocated was at $7,500 before the
requisition.

+
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Cody Thompson, Nathan Mead, Jackson Cate and Jeff Bass, the members of Nude Pop, start a nationwide tour this month and will move to Seattle shortly after.

Nude Pop's Big Move
Spokane band that began at Whitworth plans to enter Seattle's music scene after tour
Claire Hunter
Staff Writer
Nude Pop band members Jeff Bass,
Jackson Cate, Nathan Mead and Cody
Thompson are taking a bold step. This
coming May,following a nationwide tour,
the Spokane band plans to move to Seat
tle to further their music careers.
The band members said they don't
have any concrete plans concerning the
move, and are more focused on the prag
matic details, such as jobs and a place to
live. However, they said they realize this
is a time in their lives in which they have
been provided a rare opportunity to take
risks and invest in their music.
"You just kind of have to take that leap
when you're going to do music for real,"
Bass said. "You just have to be OK with
not knowing what's going to happen next
week."
One challenge the band will fa ce is
balancing their daily lives with the band's
overall goals.
"We have to figure out a way to live,
and pursue this music, with music being
the main goal," Thompson said. "That
doesn't necessarily mean things are go
ing to be easy at all."
The band formed when Bass (guita r)
and Mead (guitar and vocals), met as
students at Whitworth in a music theory
class. Frequent jam sessions grew to in
clude song writing, and when then-Whit
worth students Cate (bass) and Thomp
son (drums) joined, Nude was created.
The band has since changed its name to
Nude Pop, which more clearly describes

He said El Ten Eleven's motivation for
their style: dream pop, but with a fusion
assisting the band with their EP c omes
of heavier bass and electric drums.
A huge step in the band's success came, from their own previous experience as a
when they competed in Experience Mu new band.
"They've been in that position before
sic Project 2012 Sound Off in Seattle. The
band members said they were grateful to and they felt like wewere something that
even take part in the competition, and could be successful, and they wanted to
n
were pleasantly surprised when they help guide us along that path," Thompso
said.
were declared the winning band.
Nude Pop first met El Ten Eleven in
"We were fortunate enough to make it
to the finals," Bass said. "But we ended up early January 2012 when they opened
for them at a concert in
winning, which was in
"We have to figure out a Spokane. El Ten Eleven
credible."
took an interest in the
As winners of the
way to live, and pursue band, and in January of
competition, they were
awarded
equipment this music, with music the next year, Nude Pop
opened for the duo in
and the chance to play
their "mini-tour."
being the main goal.
at the 2012 BumberOnce again, Nude
shoot music festival.
A year later, they That doesn't necessarily Pop will open for El Ten
in an upcoming
are preparing for a na
mean things are going Eleven
tour. The tour will be
tionwide tour with Los
Nude Pop's first longAngeles power duo El
to be easy at all."
term touring experi
Ten Eleven, as well as
— CODY THOMP SON
ence and they said it
fine-tuning their debut
will als o allow them to
EP "Splintered Selves."
drummer for Nude Pop
connect with different
El Ten Eleven has act
musicians from across
ed as a mentor to Nude
Pop. About a week ago, ElTen Eleven in the states. The tour will kick off in mido
vited the band to Hollywood to mix and March with two shows in Boise and Idah
record "Splintered Selves" through their Falls, and will conclude at the end of April
label, Fake Record Label. Cate said the in Rochester, New York.
"It's not like we're big-time now or
EP will be available* for downloading on
April 2, with an official release date April anything," Mead said. "We just have peo
ple who we admire who have decided to
9.
"They [El Ten Eleven] have just provid give us a shot with the xeperience they've
ed us with a ton ofresources and given us gained. We're not even really sure how
what we need to finish this, to push it out people are going to receive us yet."
After returning to Spokane from their
there," Thompson said.

tour, Nude Pop will prepare for their big
move to Seattle. The band members said
they are moving in hopes of b ecoming
more integrated in the Seattle music
scene, as well as pushing themselves in
new ways musically. To do so, the band
said they are committed to never settling
for "good enough."
"One thing that we always talk about is
that we're never going to stop trying our
best and growing," Thompson said.
The band members said they aren't
moving because they have had a negative
experience inSpokane — quite the oppo
site. They said they felt Spokane provid
ed them with a home where they could
experiment and mature into their own
identity without any pressure. However,
now they said they are ready to continue
their movement forward.
"We're not moving away because we
hate Spokane or anything," Mead said.
"We're thankful for the help we've gotten
over here."
Spokane was able to provide a city at
mosphere for the band, but without the
pressure to conform to the trending mu
sic scene.
"We've been able to grow and do our
own thing over here instead of being
pressured to do Seattle shows, big shows,
all the time," Thompson said.
Nude Pop has tentative plans to host a
CD rele ase party show in Spokane after
their tour with El Ten Eleven.
Contact Claire Hunter at
chunterl 5@my.whitworth.edu
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Small Department, Big Concepts
Whitworth's philosophy department, the smallest on campus, gained students in last five years
Madison Garner

are from outside of the department.
Rebecca Korf, a junior science major, is
taking a philosophy class on logic this se
"Small, but curiously powerful" is how mester.
"The professors try really hard to make
philosophy department chair and profes
sor Forrest Baird describes Whitworth's these ideas accessible," Korf s aid. "They
are really open to people who are not ma
philosophy department.
The department used to be a part of joring in philosophy."
Before coming to Whitworth, Korf said
the religion and philosophy department,
which split in 2008 to form the separate she had almost no philosophy experience.
"I saw it as a thing old
theology and philosophy
people did in an armchair
departments.
by the fireplace," Korf said.
Philosophy is the small
After taking the ethics
est department on cam
class, a required course for
pus, said Gary Whisenand,
pharmacy, she decided to
director of Institutional
take more.
Research.
"I am taking philosophy
There are only four
classes because they are
professors, but senior
challenging in a way that
philosophy major David
I don't get in my science
Whisenand said they are
classes," Koff sa id. "Those
some of the best on cam
answers I can get in a text
pus.
book or [search on] Goo
"The professors are one
Gabrielle Perez | Photographer
gle. With ethics, you can't
of the best parts of philos
just search 'How should we
"The major
ophy," David Whisenand
live?"'
said. "They are all unique
paints a picture
Philosophy is important
and bring different things.
because it influences the
They really work with stu
of philosophical
way the world functions,
dents and really engage
thought throughout Korf said.
with them."
"The ideas of philoso
Most of th e 26 philoso
the ages and I want phy have a huge influence,"
phy majors are male, with
she said. "Logic provides
18 male majors and eight
to see how it pans the basis for math. Differ
female majors as of fall
ent ethical theories have
2012. Philosophy is.one of
out."
affected how history plays
the few majors in which
male students outnum — REBECCA SOUTHWICK out. These ideas affect how
we are living today whether
ber female students, Gary
junior
or
not we realize it."
Whisenand said.
Those ideas are explored
There are no freshmen
philosophy major
in philosophy classes. Oth
philosophy majors and
only one freshman philosophy minor as er departments, such as math, focus on
of Fall 2012. B aird said almost all of t he one exact way of doing things. Philosophy
philosophy majors were converted from is more open to exploring options, includ
ing unpopular views, David Whisenand
other majors.
"Very few people come in to college ex said.
Combining a real Christian commit
pecting to study anything more than Intro
to Philosophy," he said. "We have to be re ment with intellectual openness, the phi
losophy department has five m ain goals,
cruiting all the time."
For junior Rebecca Southwick, it all said Baird. Two of those goals are critical
started sophomore year. She took two thinking and constructive synthesis.
"Often philosophy is seen as tearing
classes taught by Baird: C.S. Lewi s and
things apart," Baird said. "We t hink it is
Logic.
"Those are my two favorite classes. I important to put things back together, too.
thought maybe I should study this more," We want to do both. The critical thinking
she said. "C. S. Lewis met me where I was tears apart and the constructive synthesis
builds up."
at."
One virtue of the philosophy depart
After cl ass one day, Forrest suggested
she consider majoring in philosophy. She ment is valuing the ability to think criti
said she felt it fit her skills, since she en cally, even when you are passionate about
the other side, David Whisenand said.
joys deep philosophical thinking.
"I can honestly say studying philosophy
"The major paints a picture of philo
. "The
sophical thought throughout the ages and has changed me as a person," he said
I want to see how it pans out," Southwick virtues of the philosophy department are
important and lasting."
said.
With only 44 Whitworth philosophy
majors and minors combined, a large Contact Madison Garner at
number of students in philosophy courses mgarnerl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Staff Writer

Online this week in Arts & Culture...
The English department puts on a talent show and the future of
movie renting is in question...
at thewhitworthian.com

Gabrielle Perez | Photographer

Senior David Whisenand is one of the 26 philosophy majors at Whitworth.
The department has only four professors, but Whisenand said the professors
are one of the best parts of being a philosophy major.

FUN FACTS
• Philosophy department chair • The philosophy department is
and professor Forrest Baird has the smallest department at Whit
been known to set up his students worth, but not the smallest major.
on dates with each other, junior
• Philosophy professors Josh
Rebecca Southwick said.
Orozco and Nate King went to
graduate
school together and
• Baird said when he was applying
for a job, he asked himself where were best friends before they
he would work if he could work came to Whitworth.
anywhere. He chose Whitworth.
• The smallest number of philos
ophy majors was 10 in 2008, the
first year philosophy became its
own department.

• The Ethics Bowl team, a co-curricular activity sponsored by the
communication and philosophy
departments, was a semifinalist at
the national tournament this year.

• This year, there are 26 philoso
phy majors, the most since the
department became its own.

• After taking Core 250, students
are a quarter of the way to a
philosophy minor.

MISCONCEPTIONS

Misconception: A philosophy degree is not helpful in getting a job.
• Some potential fields a philosophy degree can lead to are business,
social services and politics, according the department website. A phi 
losophy degree is helpful for graduate schools of law, theology, edu
cation, business administration and medicine.
Misconception: Some people think philosophers only play with ideas
and constantly change their positions.
• "They mistakenly think that we don't care about the ideas," David
Whisenand said. What we are really doing is exploring ideas to devel
op them more fully."
...more misconceptions online K

whitworthian .com
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Series spotlights women, minorities in film
Meghan Dellinger

movies vary from Native Ameri
can to Hawaiian to Asian Ameri
can.
One of th e movies, "Apache 8,"
With the exception of K athryn
Bigelow, director of the recent • was shown March 7. The movie
movie "Zero Dark Thirty," women documents an all-female group
don't seem to be noticed in the of Native American firefighters
film industry much, unless it's in and the struggles they face as they
become one of the country's most
front of the camera.
Esther Louie, the assistant dean elite group of firefighters.
Louie said she was excited to
of Intercultural Student Affairs,
said only 17 percent of directors see this particular project come to
fruition. She is a movie buff her
or producers are women.
self, and said
"I'm not sure
that the viewpoint "We can't know for sure she loves to talk
about movies
and perspective of
what other cultures
with her broth
women in film is
er, who works
well represented,"
are like if we do not
as
a director in
Louie said.
have the opportunity Hollywood.
Continuing
"Sometimes
with Whitworth's
to
experience
it
we
can't travel;
"Courageous Con
we can't know
versations" movie,
personally. Film
for sure what
dinner and dis
other cultures
cussion idea from
exposes us to different are
like if we
last year, Louie
do not have the
stories"
contacted. Dayna
opportunity
Coleman-Jones,
— ESTHER LOUIE
to experience
the assistant dean
of - Student Life, assistant dean of Intercultural it personally.
Film exposes
about
showing
us to different
Student Affairs
movies from wom
stories," Louie
en's perspectives,
said.
"It's im
particularly women of racial mi
portant that we hear other peo
norities.
ple's stories. I think we forget to
"When everybody sits and
do that sometimes."
eats dinner together it makes the
Senior Marisol Rosado is also
conversation more casual," Colehelping put the film showings
man-Jones said. "We wanted to
together. Rosado said she enjoys
continue the format with a differ
the opportunity to help, as she
ent topic."
believes showing these films is
Louie and Coleman-Jones
important.
chose three movies about women
"I hope that women and men
attempting to change stereotypes.
will gain a better understanding of
Each film is directed by women as
the standards put onto women,"
well. Racial backgrounds in the
Staff Writer

EVENTS

Rosado said. "There very much
still are stereotypes and that is a
thing that all women can relate to."
Coleman-Jones said they de
cided to spread the movie show
ings out over a period of time
because they wanted to host the
event in the ABC conference
rooms, which was booked on cer
tain days for other events. They
were also thinking about the cal
endar in terms of how busy people
might be.
"We wanted to do it before May
hit," Coleman-Jones said. "With
'Courageous Conversations' we
did four movies. A lot of people
attended the first one, and atten
dance kind of petered out from
there. [So] w e wanted to spread
them out."
Although "Apache 8" has al
ready been shown, it is still avail
able to be checked out from the
library.
Two more films, "Pidgin: the
Voice of Hawai'i" and "Tea and
Justice" will both be shown in
April.
"Pidgin" looks at the Pidg
in lan
guage in Hawaii, and deals with
the issue of identity. "Tea and Jus
tice" tells the story of the NYPD's
first Asian women officers, from
their careers and personal lives to
risks and stereotypes in their job.
"The people that came [to the
first film] just really enjoyed it,
and the conversation was great,"
Coleman-Jones said. "I'm look
ing forward to [the next showing]
now, that's for sure."
Contact Meghan Dellinger at
mdellingerl5@my.whitworth.edu

THE FILMS

Both films will be shown at 4:30 p.m. in the HUB
ABC conference rooms.

Pidgin: The Voice of Hawai'i

"Pidgin: The Voice of
Hawai'i,"
April 4
An exploration of language
identity and Pidgin, the
language spoken by more
than half of Hawaii's
people, who were made to
feel ashamed for speaking
their mother tongue.

Courtesy of pidgmthevoiceofhawaii.com

Courtesy of teaandjustice.com

"Tea and Justice"
April 25
The story of the NYPD's first Asian women officers,
who joined the largely white and predominantly
male force in the 1980s.

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

TUESDAY, APRIL 2
DEBATE: WHITWORTH FORENSICS VS.
IRISH CHAMPIONS

ENGLISH ENDOWED READING: P AUL LINDHOLDT
March 20 at 7 p.m. in the HUB Multipurpose Room
Lindholdt, an English professor at Eastern Washington University, recently
published "In Earshot of Water: Notes from the Columbia Plateau."

7 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre

WOMEN MAKE M OVIES FILM SERIES
(SEE STORY ABOVE)

Members of Whitworth's award-winning forensics team
will present an international debate exhibition with the
national debate champions of Ireland.

"Pidgin: The Voice of Hawai'i" will be shown April 4 and "Tea and Justice"
will be shown April 25. Food will be provided.

April 4 and 25 at 4:30 p.m. in the HUB ABC conference rooms

SO YOU THINK YOU CAN DANCE

SUNDAY. APRIL 7
CONCERT:WHITWORTH SYMPHONY

The Whitworth Jubilation Dance Ministry will host a dance competition. .

3 p.m.
Martin Woldson Theater at the Fox
1001W. Sprague Ave.

WHITWORTH TRIATHLON
(SEE STORY ONLINE IN A&C)

Whitworth's Symphony Orchestra will perform its
spring concert at a downtown theater venue. The cost
is $5 for students and $7 general admission.

Athletes and non-athletes can participate in the biking, swimming and
running event. The cost per team or individual is $15.

April 4 at 8 p.m. in the HUB Multipurpose Room

April 7 at 9 a.m. in the Aquatics Center and around campus

+
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rotating exhibits for Junior Art Show

photos of people modeling his clothing
from
Perspectives.
Staff Writer
Strohm plans to present her favorite
Junior art students at Whitworth are photos, strung with twine on the wall,
displaying their creativity in the Junior which will give the exhibit a simple,
Art Show. Each third-year student clean feel, she said.
Dejardin will present the graphic
shows pieces of his or her choice
downstairs in the Lied Center for the design work he does for Perspectives
clothing.
Visual Arts.
Junior Matt Comi is currently
"I'd encourage people to come look
at the show because we are really displaying his screen prints and
proud of our work," junior Jo B uxton constructions made out of cloth and
wood through Friday.
said. "This is our moment to shine."
His
three-piece
series,
Buxton, a graphic design major, will
"Hieroglyphics for Early Living,"
be presenting photography along with
contains three-dimensional objects
a few screenprints. She described her
made of w ood with stretched muslin
pieces as abstract because she likes to
on top. The pieces are meant to
notice forms and make things that are
serve as a stand-in for his identity
insignificant become significant.
because he said it's not always easy to
Buxton will display her work along
communicate who you are.
with photography of two other student
"The pieces are attached to some
artists. She said each artist will display
things that I've been writing that
her pieces on separate walls of the
deal with problems that arise when
gallery.
communicating self-identity," Comi
The Junior.Art Show consists of
said.
several
consecutive
Comi's artwork leaves
"The students get
exhibits on display
much ofthe interpretation
through May, each with
to the viewer. He said
experience with
two to three artists.
the purpose of this
Each group is allowed display and have
is to exaggerate the
to decorate the gallery
problems of language.
however they choose as
to see how their
Because there is so
long as it is returned to
much ambiguity and
its original state for the pieces mix with the
misinterpretation
in
next group. For some,
other artists"
language, it is sometimes
this means painting the
necessary to use symbols,
walls. For others, this
— LANCE SINNEMA
Comi said.
simply means hanging
Another
artist
art lecturer and
photos.
displaying her work is
"It's nice because
junior Lucy Liu.
coordinator of art
the exhibit allows a lot
The freedom to choose
of free dom in how you
shows
any of her pieces to
want to display your
display gave her the
work," Buxton said.
opportunity
to
showcase her culture in
Unlike the Senior Art Show in which
each student displays his or her pieces her artwork, she said.
Liu, an international student from
together in the Brian Oliver Gallery, at
China, learned Chinese calligraphy as
the junior show each group of a rtists
will have one week to display their a young girl and plans to use it as the
base of her show.
work.
"It will be a bridge to combine
Lance Sinnema, art lecturer and
coordinator of the art shows, said the Western and Chinese culture," Liu said.
With the busyness of life, Liu said
different setup of th e Junior Art Show
she
hardly gets time to practice her
is beneficial because the student artists
must figure out how to hang and take calligraphy. The freedom of the Junior
Art Show gives her the chance to pick
down their artwork.
"The students get experience with up the hobby and use her graphic
display and have to see how their design skills to present the Chinese
pieces mix with the other artists*' culture of calligraphy.

Christina Spencer

Sinnema said.
Junior Olivia Strohm said the
possibilities are endless as to how she
will prepare the gallery for her show.
She will display her work alongside
junior Cody Dejardin. Dejardin, an
art and graphic design major, creates
clothing designs for his clothing brand,
Perspectives.
Strohm said she is passionate about
portrait photography, especially in
nature.
She also works with Dejardin to take

Neele Ammon | Ph
otographer

Junior Jo Buxton made this linoleum print for her Junior ArtShow exhibit. Buxton
will display her photography and prints in an exhibit with two other art students.

JUNIOR EXHIBITIONS
March 11-15: Christa Prentiss and
Hannah Hirano

April 15-19: Hannah Flaherty and
Becca Takle

March 18-22: Matt Comi

April 22-26: Kayla Harris, Vida
Hutchison and Lucy Liu

April 1-5: Jessica Shepherd and
Hannah Charlton
April 8-12: Jillian Shy, Jo Buxton
and Cassidy Stevick

May 6-10: Hillary Millard, Bre
Taylor and Jordan Collins

YEARS
W\SEIZE '
[ THE
ISUMMERJ

GONZAGA

The Junior Art Show is located in
the Cowles Student Gallery on the
lower floor of the Lied Center for the
Visual Arts. Junior students will be
displaying their work through May.

Contact Christina Spencer at
cspencer!5@my. whitworth.edu

April 29-May 3: Cody Dejardin and
Olivia Strohm

REGISTRATION
IS GOING
ON NOW!

m

Facebook

SEIZE THE SUMMER
AT GONZAGA UNIVERSITY

\vw\v.gonzaga.culu/summer

Session I: May 20 - June 28 | Session II: July 1 - August 9

OPINIONS
Core program promotes Season of 'Madness'
subjective faith finding spawns connectedness
JASMINE
BARNES
Whitworth University is unlike
many of the other Christian uni
versities around the United States.
Whitworth does not require a state
ment of faith on its application and
also has clubs that do not reflect
traditional Christian values. These
clubs include Gay Straight Alliance
and the Humanist Club.
For this reason, I believe that
Whitworth is a great institution
for students to choose a faith that
they can have for their entire lives,
whether that means becoming a
Christian, Buddhist, Muslim or
someone with no religion whatso
ever. Courses such as Core help stu
dents to discover worldviews which
might not fit the lifestyle they grew
up in.
For non-Christian students, Core
150 presents a history of Christiani
ty as well as a thorough explanation
of t he different and most common
denominations of the church. The
course begins with the formation
of th e Christian religion, moves on
to different influential theological
thinkers and then finishes with the
denominations present in today's
society. Different doctrines and bib
lical facts are introduced. By d oing
this, the Core team accurately de
picts what Christianity is and breaks
down any preconceived notions
students may have about the faith
based on assumptions and stereo
types.
As for Christian students, Core
150 also begins with lectures on
different religions across the world
such as Buddhism, Taoism, Islam
and Judaism. This informs students
about religions unfamiliar to them
and that they possibly would nev
er have studied or explored. Some
students I had the opportunity to
speak with went out after the lec
tures on the different religions and

researched the origins and beliefs
associated with those religions. Af
ter research, a few friends, including
myself, found ways to incorporate
parts of the other religions into our
own Christian faith.
In Core 250, the Core team pres
ents philosophical thinkers that
have atheistic perspectives about
the world. For students, this maybe
a point of view that they have never
discussed nor studied.
From Nietzsche saying "God is
dead" to Sartre saying "You could
always choose death" Christian stu
dents have the chance to hear the
ideas of pe ople who have opposite
beliefs from the Christian faith.
As you can see, Core provides
plenty of information to students
from different religious back
grounds in order for them to devel
op an individual worldview. Some
times this means that students will
lose their faith in Christ and other
times it means that students will
gain a faith. Either way, this infor
mation helps students to break
away from their parents mindsets
and develop a religion that fits the
individuals that they have become.
The information provided is given
at the best time in students lives: the
time when students are discovering
and molding the person they will be
in the future.
The Core curriculum is struc
tured to benefit students from all
backgrounds. Although there isn't
much diversity in the ethnicity and
gender of the thinkers discussed,
there are diverse perspectives,
which is helpful to all students. I
am not saying that Core is perfect
and I fully believe that there needs
to be adjustments made to the cur
riculum, however, I do believe that
it is beneficial to students and we
should be more grateful for this pro
gram, especially at a Christian insti
tution.
BARNES is a sophomore majoring
in English and secondary education.
Comments can be sent to jbamesl5@
my.whitworth.edu.

SENA
HUGHES
_L

of St. John' s, Seton Hall, Marquette, DePaul, Villanova and Providence, in addi
tion to Georgetown.
The Stonewalls website describes,
"The tifo echoes Georgetown coach John
Thompson Ill's sentiments that while the
schools forming this new league each
value their Catholic identity, it is their
long tradition of and commitment to
basketball that will bond them together."
Indeed it is a point of unity, celebration,
reverence, good and wholeness. So here
we are again. The procedural comple
tion of the bracket; the sacramental halt
on reality for three weeks. The sacrificial
burning of th e bracket when unpredict
able upsets have prevailed. The custom
ary yelling, jumping, hair pulling and nail
biting. The ritualistic cutting of the nets.
Let's dance.

If you are a basketball fan, it is holy
season. It's when we pay homage to the
greatest game ever played by sitting in
front of a television, for hours upon hours,
rejoicing in victory, grieving with heart
break, gaping in disbelief and swooning
in the beauty of it all. There is something
so utterly human and poignant about
March Madness.
Republicans and Democrats hug in
harmony. Atheists believe in miracles.
Parents let children stay up past their
bedtimes. Professors and students can all
agree that class is "optional" perhaps, in
fhe event something "historical" should
happen. Even the President makes time HUGHES is a sophomore majoring in
in his busy schedule to proceed in the Journalism and theology. Comments can
be sent toshughesl5@my.whitworth.edu.
ceremonial bracket picks.
Sixty-eight teams load buses, board
planes and inhabit locker rooms. It
doesn't matter how they got there,
what matters is that they are
there. For some, it was a fluke
shot at the buzzer of t he con
ference championship. For
others it is tradition; the
school calendar was cleared
a year prior in anticipation
of their team having higher
obligations in March. Some
schools have budgets larg
er than the gross domestic
product of underdeveloped
countries; others may have
student bodies a tenth of
the size of their opponent's.
And then it becomes
anyone's game. It gives ev
eryone a chance to go from rags
to riches; gives every Cinderel
la a chance to dance at the ball. It's
really a wonder we haven't figured out
that basketball is really the answer to all
of the world's problems. In February, a
Georgetown University fan club, known
as the Stonewalls, hung a banner in the
Verizon Center in Washington, D.C. that
read, "Basketball is our Religion." T he
banner represents and sports the logos

Molly Rupp | Gr
aphic Artist

Not if I have something to
shoot about it...

I Woah. Did that actor really have
Nonono I don't want to
explode! With my last breath to do that?;
I curse your jerk soul,
You know what, he
Marshal Mathers!
j probably did, but I think iijnsaiit's okay because this!
movie is the DOPEST.

12 OPINIONS
Caution needed concerning
genetically-modified food
the whitworthian
MARCH 20,2013

LINDSEY
HUBBART

As we walk up and down the aisles at the gro
cery store looking for our favorite foods, it is close
to impossible to avoid processed food without
genetically modified (GMO) ingredients. Accord
ing to the Center for Food Safety (CFS),- "upwards
of 70 percent of processed foods on supermarket
shelves—from soda to soup, crackers, and condi
ments—contain genetically modified ingredients."
The biggest culprits include corn, soybeans, cotton
(seen in food as cottonseed oil), canola and sugar
beets. If you glance at the ingredients list on your
favorite snacks, I guarantee that you will find one
of these products.
The CFS lists "toxicity, allergenicity, antibiotic
resistance, immune-suppression, and cancer" as
potential health impacts. In terms of t he environ
ment, genetic engineering can cause "uncontrolled
biological pollution, threatening numerous micro
bial, plant and animal species with extinction and
the potential contamination of all non-genetically
engineered life forms with novel and possible haz
ardous genetic material."
However, not everyone is in agreement on the
dangers of GMO foods. Greg Jaffe, director of bio
technology at the Center for Science in the Public
Interest, insists that we have no conclusive evi
dence of the danger of these ingredients.
In the midst of all the hype about the conse
quences of GMO products, it isimportant to under
stand why we genetically engineer food in the first
place. According to the Human Genome Project
Information site, genetic modification can make
crops "herbicide- and insect-resistant," which
helps maintain an adequate food supply. GMO
products also have "enhanced taste and quality,"
"reduced maturation time" and "increased nutri
ents, yields, and stress tolerance."
There has been much debate surrounding the po
tential benefits and dangers of GMOs.Some health
and environmental advocates have proposed a
complete ban of GMOs, as they have done in many
other countries including Australia, Japan, Ger
many, Ireland, and Switzerland, according to "The
Examiner." However, others are quick to emphasize

Caleb Drechsel | Graph
ic Artist

how important GMOs are to an adequate food
supply and reject an outright ban.
I believe that, as a society, we need to fall some
where in the middle. Even though I try.to avoid
GMOs whenever possible, I would be fearful of
banning them right now. We cannot afford to have
anything affect the food supply. Also, from an eco
nomic perspective, it would be very costly for com
panies to have to suddenly change the ingredients
of their food due to legislation.
However, I believe that we need to invest in ed
ucational measures to allow consumers to make
more informed choices about the foods we eat.
One way to go about empowering consumers
to make better choices is to put labels on all foods
that contain GMO ingredients. This measure would
allow customers to know what they put in their
mouths. Health-conscious consumers can make
the decision to purchase something else.
We have significant power as consumers. If, as a
society, we make a collective decision to shift the
demand away from GMOs, companies will have no
choice but to change their ingredients.
That is the power of the free market, and I believe
we ought to use that to our advantage to make a dif
ference in the quality of our food.

HUBBART is asophomore majoring in economics.
Comments can be sent to Ihubbartl5@my.whitworth.edu.

OTITW0RTH 1©«T
"Coexisting happens in dorm communities due
to the set up, but at the same time people often
gravitate toward friend groups who share common
beliefs."
-Rachel Witthuhn, senior
"I feel Whitworth as a structure tries to address
tolerance but it doesn't always play out in
student life."
-Hannah Hirano, junior

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Recognizable inadequacy
of female representation
in top leadership positions
The degrees are earned but the numbers suggest oth
erwise.
According to a recent Time Magazine article about
Facebook Chief Operating Officer Sheryl Sandberg, the
workforce is made up of 51 percent men and 49 percent
women. More women have college degrees than men
between the ages of 25 and 34, but women are not com
monly seen in leadership positions.
Only 4.2 percent of CEOs at Fortune 500 companies
are women. Seventeen out of 195 heads of state are
women and 20 percent of all seats in parliaments global
ly are held by women.
Even though women are qualified for those positions,
they are underrepresented, perhaps because of how
they grew up.
In the article, Sandberg said women are holding
themselves back from leadership positions and the so
ciety in which these women were raised in could be to
blame. Sandberg said that women are doing "too much
housework and child care."
"They're compromising themselves for partners and
children — even when such partners and children do
not yet exist," Sandberg said in a Time Magazine article
titled "Confidence Woman."
It is the expectation that women will be housewives
and take care of the children, but that's not all that wom
en are capable of or should limit themselves to.
So, what does this mean for women at Whitworth?
The majority of students on campus are females and
who knows what positions women will be in once they
graduate?
To the men on campus: What will you do to encourage
women to be leaders?
To the women on campus: You are the majority at
Whitworth. You a re graduating with a valuable degree
that you have spent four years earning. You s houldn't
let the odds hold you back. You've been empowered,
educated and equipped. Realize that you hold immense
power and do above and beyond what is expected of you.

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five editors.

How well do you think Whitworth
students religiously coexist?
"I'd say fairly well. Although I feel there is
judgment that comes from some students, overall,
the community is very accepting of different
viewpoints."
— Garrett Capaccioli, sophomore
"For the most part, everyone is pretty good about
things, but you do run into people who are super
religious and I just don't bring up the fact that I'm
atheist. People generally assume you're a christian.
Some people ask me why I am atheist but no one
attacks me for it. Maybe if I was more open about it,
they would."
— Patrick Price, freshman

SPORTS

Bushey t© km® Whitworth after 17 years
Longtime head of Whitworth men's soccer to continue coaching in Colorado
Tiara Pajimola

"The players that have been here have done great
things," Bushey said. "The players that are here are
good people, they are talented and I think that momen
Men's head soccer coach Sean Bushey has decided tum will move forward."
Bushey had a huge impact on many men on the
to pursue another job opportunity in Denver, Colo., af
team,
including Nostdahl.
ter 17 successful years at Whitworth University. This is
"He just instilled a lot of values and a lot of character
the second head coach resignation this year, with vol
in me," Nostdahl said. "Every year we lose players and
leyball coach Steve Rupe being the first. Athletic direc
losing a coach is just like losing another guy."
tor Aaron Leetch has a vital role in the earch
s
to replace
His impact was noticed beyond the men he coached,
the coaches.
Leetch noted.
Coaching positions are never set in stone, Leetch
"The biggest part of it for me is he has left a positive
said.
long-lasting impact and influence on so many young
"When people are that involved, you just never
men and that lives forever. That does not change,"
know," Leetch said. "It's not common or uncommon.
Leetch said. "All the successes he had on the field hail
Each person had different reasons for leaving and so
in comparison to those young men. He helped mold
we'll support their decisions to do that."
their lives and that's what's important."
The decision wasn't easy for Bushey.
Bushey will leave behind many memories including
"This isan emotional time," Bushey said. [The
"
team] his eight Northwest Conference titles and seven ap
gives so much for the program. They gave a lot of sat pearances in the NCAA tournament. He will continue
isfaction and joy to me and to give that up or to move
to coach for the remainder of the year
away from that, that's hard."
for the men's spring training season
the men's soccer team was gathered
as well as teaching multiple spring se
for a meeting they assumed was a re
mester athletic courses.
minder to stay on top of their workouts,
At the end of the school year, Bushey
when not only Bushey but also Leetch
and his family will move to Colorado.
walked through the door.
There he will take over as the director
"That normally doesn't happen,"
of coaching of the Senior Academy for
junior Anders Nostdahl said. "We
the Colorado Rush youth soccer orga
thought it was the normal meeting that
nization.
happens around this time to discuss
"It's not an easy decision but I think
spring training. He usually tells us if
it was a unique opportunity to really
we haven't been training for thecondi
go work alongside my brother," Bushey
tioning class we need to start working.
said. "The opportunity presented itself
At first h e just greeted us and then he
and it was just the right time to look
just paused for a really long time."
and contemplate it. Change is hard.
Bushey knew this was going to be
Leaving Whitworth is hard. But I feel
"It's not an easy
tough news for the team.
that there are means and mechanisms
"It's not news they were expecting,"
that will carry God's will there too."
decision
but
I
think
Bushey said. "At that point it becomes
Although the change will be hard
a shock to the system. It's a challenge
and will impact many people, Bushey
it
was
a
unique
to soak in all at once."
said his family will be united again.
And it was challenging for the men's opportunity to really
"The boys will all be together and
team including freshman Karl Muelmom will have her older son," Bushey
heims, a graduate of Saint George's go work alongside my said. "I have a core belief in who they
School in Spokane. Muelheims is a
are and what the Whitworth men's'
brother."
Spokane player who has been raised in
soccer program is and I believe in the
soccer programs, such as the Spokane
—SEAN BUSHEY
strength of that."
Shadow, under Bushey for the majority
After many years of involvement
Mens head soccer coach
of his career.
with Whitworth soccer, Bushey said
"I was pretty bummed for the team
he will still be a fan of the Pirate so
ccer
but I was excited for him," Muelheims said. "I've been program.
indirectly coached by [Bushey] since fourth grade; I
"It culminates to 17 years of all the different players
didn't expect it."
that have come through the program and you start to
During the meeting, the team was reminded of th e feel a sense of loss," Bushey said. "I'll certainly contin
philosophy that Bushey will leave at Whitworth.
ue to be a Whitworth soccer fan. [My time] here has
"He talked about Whitworth as a soccer program helped mold me into who I am as a fat
her and husband
and how it isn't designed around one person or coach," and it's been a great experience."
Nostdahl said. "When you have a good program, it'll
The soccer program and Whitworth as a school have
last through anything."
been made better by Bushe/s time as a coach, Leetch
Although the team does not get to ultimately decide said.
who is hired for the position, they will have some input
"For him to go work with his family, his brother and
based on their impressions of each candidate.
his son is something that would be difficult for anybody
"The team will be able to provide feedback," Leetch to pass up," Leetch said. "Sean is a leader not only of
said. "Thfey do have a voice in the process."
our soccer program but for our department and insti
Next ye ar's returners hope to see somebody with tution. He has been someone who has taken a program
many similar qualities to Bushey.
and built and built. That program is in such great shape
"I hope he shares the same passion," Muelheims and it's because of him."
said. "Sean definitely brings a certain element to the
game that not a lot of coaches have and it's incredible."
Nostdahl agreed.
"I'd like the new coach to keep the essence of soc
cer and have the passion close to what Sean did for the
game," Nostdahl said.
Bushey said he has confidence in the program for Contact Tiara Pajimola at
tpajimolal 6@my.whitworth.edu
the coming years.

Staff Writer

VOLLEYBALL
COACHSEARCH
UPDATE
As of last Wednesday, athletic director Aaron
Leetch had condensed the candidates for the
head volleyball coaching position to three.
Former head coach Steve Rupe resigned after
14 years in January in order to have more time to
spend teaching and with his family.
Leetch is responsible for completing the pro
cess of filling open positions. Since the group
of ca ndidates was established for the volleyball
position, three have been invited to campus for
interviews.
Leetch explained Whitworth's coach hiring
process that was used in narrowing candidates
for the volleyball job.
"When they're on campus we have a full
schedule for them," Leetch said. "The team will
have an opportunity to listen to them and their
vision and their plan but then the team will be
able to ask them very detailed questions about
their vision and their ability to lead the program."
Rupe's resignation wasn't news the women of
the team were expecting.
"We found out through an email and I whs in
shock," said senior Whitney Santos. "I had no
idea he was going to resign and I think we were
aft caught off guard by it."
As for spring training it hasn't been easy with
out a coach, Santos said.
"We're fortunate enough to have our assistant
coaches covering that [because] it makes things
easier," Santos said. "We don't really know what
we should be working on. Workouts aren't set in
stone so it's hard."
The women will miss Rupe and the way he was
as a knowledgeable coach.
"He was really organized. He had a lot of expe
rience and he's been coaching a long time," San
tos said. "He always had strategic planning and
knew about each team. He know strengths and
weaknesses about every player and I think that's
what led him to all of his successes."
Leetch said the final decision should be made
shortly. However, there isn't an identified date by
which the process will be complete.
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Whitworth ousted at home in Sweet Sixteen
up, the Pirates made up the double-digit
deficit with baskets from junior guards
Dustin McConnell and Colton McCargar.
The game remained close until there was
The Whitworth men's basketball squad less than a minute left, when the Crusad
was eliminated from the NCAA Division ers sunk six free throws after the Pirates
III Men 's Tournament with a 71-63 loss missed their opportunities to seal the
to the University of M ary Hardin-Baylor game. Allen finished with a game-high 21
Crusaders last Saturday in the Wh
itworth points and five rebounds for the Crusad
Fieldhouse. The Pirates end their season ers, while McCargar led the Pirates with
with a 26-4 record, including two NCAA 20 points off the bench. McConnell end
Tournament wins and a Northwest Con ed the game with 13 points, all of w hich
ference Championship.
came in the second half. It was only the
"Sometimes the ball doesn't bounce second time the Pirates had allowed few
your way," Whi tworth head coach Matt er than 80 points to their opponent and
Logie said. "They did everything we lost this season.
asked them to. At some point, you aren't
"At times like these, you learn that it's
going to make every shot. Give credit to about a lot more than the game," Logie
Mary Hardin-Baylor; we came in know said. "I couldn't be prouder of our effort."
ing it would be a batde and a war, and un The Pirates shot better from the field
fortunately we couldn't close it out."
in the second
The Pirates
half, but were still
opened
the
almost four per
game with a
centage points be
10-2 run, fueled
low their season
by seven points
average. Overall,
from freshman
Whitworth shot
Dustin
McConnel
1/14
forward George
below their sea
Valle. But the
son average marks
Position: Guard
Crusaders coun
in field goal, free
McConnell helped
tered with a 10-0
throw and threerun of their own
orchestrate the
point percentag
and led the last
Whitworth offense
es, while UMHB
10 minutes of
bettered its sea
with 13 points
the first half. By
son marks in
and 4 assists in 38
halftime,
the
those three shoot
minutes of play
UMHB lead was
ing categories.
against
UMHB.
stretched to nine
For
seniors
in part because
Wade Gebbers,
of nine points
Mack Larkin and
from junior guard James Allen.
Zach Payne, their careers as Pirates have
The Crusaders shot 51.9 percent from come to an end.
the field inthe first half,compared totheir
"I'm lucky to have an experience like
season average per game of 45.2 percent. Whitworth," Larkin said. "It's tough to see
On the other end of t he spectrum, the the bigger picture right now, but when it's
Pirates shot well below their season aver all said and done there will be nothing
age from the field(51.2 percent) and from but good memories from here."
beyond the arc (39.2 percent), with 34.6
Despite ending the night with three
and 31.3 percent, respectively. UMHB points, Gebbers led all players with eight
outscored the Pirates in the paint 16-2 in assists in his final game for Whitworth.
the first half. The score was 33-24 at half"The game is about a lot more than
time, tying a season-low first half point just basketball," Gebbers said. "It's great
total for Whitworth.
to be a part of a t eam like this. It's going
In the second half, the Crusaders got to be hard to say goodbye to everybody,
their lead up to 12 when the Pirates be but we're all really excited about where
gan to make a run. Sparked by aValle lay- our season went. Unfortunately, it endKoreyHope

Staff Writer
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Juliana Zajicek |Photographer

Senior forward Mack Larkinreleases a shot against the University of Mary
Hardin-Baylor as the crowd looks on last Saturday at the Fie
ldhouse.
ed tonight, but the relationships we have
made will not."
Payne came off the bench for three
points, three steals and a pair ofrebounds
in 20 minutes of action. However, Payne's
line does not give a valid indication of his
influence in this game, forcing key turn
overs with his hustle to halt a Crusader
run and provide fast break opportunities
for the Pirates late in the game.
"It's extremely emotional to take off
that jersey and those shoes for the last
time," Payne said. "Right now it's tough to
think positive, but in a couple weeks we'll
be-able to look back at the good memo

ries."
"They've meant so much to our pro
gram and to me personally as a coach
with their leadership, toughness and
determination," Logie said. "I thought
all of those things were clearly exhibited
tonight although we fell a little bit short.
I'm proud of the legacy they willleave for
our underclassmen and they should be
very proud of what they accomplished at
Whitworth."
Contact Korey Hope at
khopel 6@my.whitworth.edu
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AFFORDABLE OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
Meyer Properties
Hk

whitworthoffcampushousing.com
Now renting for 2013-2014 school year
Very nice, large duplexes in walking distance from Whitworth.
Each unit can house 4-5 students in large, private bedrooms.
Lots of street parking.
Washer and dryer provided.

$300-$330/month
per student

AVAILABLE
JUNE 1

CALL BILL f o r a s ho w i n g a t ( 50 9 ) 9 91 - 1 2 1 2

INDIANS
-JOB FAIR-

The Spokane Indians Baseball Club is
looking for individuals to fill a variety
of game night positions.

MARCH 2 7

ANYTIME B ETWEEN 4PM-6PM

SPOKANE COUNTY

FAIR & EXPO CENTER
MAIN E NTRANCE

RESUME RE QUIRED

TO SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW.
FOR MO RE

INFORMATION 9 99

C*tCC

spokaneindians.com

follow
on
Twitter
@BucSportsNews

the whitworthian
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SPORTS 1 5

1 BASEBALL
NWC

ALL

8-1

15-3

GEORGE FOX

8-1

15-5

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

6-3

13-6

WHITWORTH

4-2

9-8-1

PACIFIC (ORE.)

4-5

4-11

LINFIELD

PUGETSOUND

2-4

7-12

WHITMAN

2-7

7-12

WILLAMETTE

2-7

6-13

LEWIS & CLARK

0-6

2-15

NWC

ALL

SOFTBALL
LINFIELD

10-2

13-4

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

8-4

11-7

Senior Jessi Steele has found a home playing tennis at Whitworth after transferring from Eastern Washington.

GEORGE FOX

10-6

13-9

SPOTTED FR0I THE GROWS NEST

WHITWORTH

8-7

11-10

PACIFIC (ORE.)

8-8

11-13

WILLAMETTE

6-6

10-12

LEWIS & CLARK

S-11

10-14

PUGET SOUND

0-11

0-15

Beth Crabtree |Photographer

Women's tennis: jlessi Steele
Miranda Cloyd

immediately noticed the difference
in her love for her teammates.
Staff Writer
"We can do anything together and
have fun," Steele said. "It's fun to be
From playing tennis as a 6-year- able to have Bible study groups. It's
old girl with her dad and older good to get to know them on a little
brother to playing on Division I and bit deeper level."
Division III collegiate teams, senior
Steele has assisted the team in
Jessi St eele has been immersed in reaching its current Northwest Con
the world of tennis for a long time.
ference standing of 5-4 and sixth
Steele grew up playing tennis but place. In addition to the team as a
did not start playing competitively whole, Steele also stands at 5-4 as
until sixyears ago.At University High an individual in the NWC. St eele's
School in Spokane Valley, Steele be experience playing at the Division
gan her competitive career in tennis. I level has given her a valuable per
After graduating in 2009, Steele went spective as she now plays Division
on to play Division I collegiate ten III tennis.
nis for Eastern Washington Univer
"It's a little bit more laid back,"
sity. The difference between playing Steele said. "I'm definitely the most
at University and EWU was signifi vocal on the team because of that
cant, Steele said.
[Division I] experience. I'm always
"It was a big change," Steele said. yelling at myself."
"Practice was a
Through
her
lot harder and
years
of
experi
"She brings character to
more demand
ence, Steele has
ing. It was a lot
the court. Every practice discovered her
bigger time com
self to be a lover
she's working hard. If she's of competition.
mitment."
Steele trans
"I'm a natu
ferred to Whit frustrated, you can always rally competitive
worth in 2011. tell she's leaving it all out person and an
That
decision
aggressive play
er," Steele said.
was made due
on the court."
"When I ha ve the
to various fac
— CAYLEE LAMM
opportunity to hit
tors, primarily
a powerful shot
academic pro
teammate
I'm going to take
gram availabili
ty. Steele is pur
it."
suing a degree in health science,
Not only does Steele love compe
which EWU offers as a minor but not tition, she also appreciates a strong
challenge. She would much rather
a major.
In addition to the academic ad play against an opponent who is
vantages Whitworth offered, Steele better than she is over someone she
said she chose Whitworth due to the could easily beat, Steele said.
"The hard-hitters, I love playing
"faith-based" environment it offers.
"You just walk onto campus and those," Steele said. "Everyone on
there's this certain feeling that you the team knows that if I have to play
get," S teele said. "The first time I someone who just gets the ball back
came here when I was looking at it, that's my weakness."
Steele's teammate, senior Annika
I was like, 'I could see myself here.'"
Upon transferring to Whitworth Westre, said in addition to her com
and joining the tennis team, Steele petitive nature, Steele is extremely

reliable.
"She's very steady," Westre said.
"She has a really hard serve and
moves along the baseline well."
Steele joked that her biggest con
tribution to the team is the baked
goods she often brings to practices
and matches.
"I make cookies and scones,"
Steele said. "I really love baking so I
take the opportunity to have people
to bake for."
Sophomore
Caylee
Lamm,
Steele's teammate, would argue that
Steele's greatest contribution is the
integrity with which she plays.
"She brings character on the
court," Lamm said. "Every practice
she's working hard. If she's frustrat
ed, you can always tell she's leaving
it all out on the court."
As Steele prepares to graduate
this spring, she hopes to pass some
wisdom on to her teammates who
will return next fall.
"The real passion for the game,"
Steele said. "Being able to really get
into the game and cheer loud for
your teammates."
Jo Ann Wagstaff, Steele's head
coach, sees Steele as an invaluable
asset to the team. She said Steele will
be greatly missed.
"It's been so great to have her,"
Wagstaff said. "She's one of those
people who will think of things wh
en
I forget. She's always doing things
without being asked. We won't be
able to replace her."
Though this season marks the end
of Steele's career in collegiate tennis,
she has high hopes forthe upcoming
years. Steele plans to attend nursing
school. If she has the chance, Steele
said she will jump atthe opportunity
to help coach high school or college
tennis.

MEN'STENNIS
NWC

ALL

WHITMAN

7-0

9-2

GEORGE FOX

7-1

9-3

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

6-1

6-2

WILLAMETTE

5-4

5-6

PACIFIC (ORE.)

4-5

4-6

WHITWORTH

4-5

4-10

LEWIS & CLARK

3-5

3-7

PUGET SOUND

1-7

1-7

LINFIELD

0-9

0-9

WOMEN'S TENNIS
WHITMAN

NWC

ALL

8-0

11-2
9-2

LEWIS & CLARK

8-1

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

5-3

6-3

PUGET SOUND

5-3

6-3

LINFIELD

4-3

4-7

WHITWORTH

5-4

5-5

GEORGE FOX

2-6

4-7

WILLAMETTE

1-8

1-9

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-10

0-10

Note: Standings as of March 17,2013
BASEBALL
Whitworth at George Fox - noon and 3 p.m. Saturday, March 29

SOFTBALL
Whitworth at Lewis & Clark - noon and 2 p.m. Saturday, March 23

MEN'STENNIS
Whitworth at Caltech -11 a.m. Monday, March 25

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Whitworth versus MIT - 2:30 p.m. Sunday, March 24 in Claremont, Calif.

TRACK AND FIELD
Whitworth at Bucs Scoring/Combined Event Invite -10 a.m. Thursday, March 16

MEN'S GOLF
Whitworth atThe West Cup in Mira Loma, Calif. - timeTBA, M onday, March 25

Contact Miranda Cloyd at
mcloydl 6@my.whitworth.edu

WOMEN'S GOLF
Whitworth at Ohana Classic i n Kaneohe, Hawaii - 7 a.m.Tuesday, March 26

WHITPICS

GREEN WITH ENVY
ABOVE LEFT: A group of Arend Belles pose for pictures at the
beginning of Saturday's Green with Envy dance.
ABOVE RIGHT: Seniors Hannah Tubbs, Emily Harpel and Amy
Evans were a few of the off-campus upperclassmen who attended the
dance.
RIGHT: Sophomores Rachel Gerig and Samantha Pridemore pose at
the yearly dance organized by Arend.
BOTTOM: Junior Jordan Pittman, sophomores Caleb Bertolini,
Quincy Cooper and Jason Bilyeu jump for joy before dancing on
Saturday.
LEFT: The spring dance is held every year close to Saint Patrick's
day.
Tanner Scholten | Ph
otographer

ABOUTUS
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely by students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during lanuary
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com

CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

QUESTIONS?
croachl4@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
The Whitworthian is committed to providing the Whitworth community with the
most accurate information possible. The Whitworthian never knowingly publishes
inaccuracies. If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of
a story, send an email to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu.
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NEWS
Killer dogs attack human public displays of affection
Baldwin-Jenkins. The dogs are allowed
to roam without a handler, with tiny,
adorable badges fixed to their collars.
"Probably for the best. BJ is ground
In a controversial display of force,
zero for hand-holding. And don't get me
President Teck Baylor announced to
started on the googly eyes," Noakes said.
day he would be authorizing the use of
Tom Fiction isn't sure the adorable,
attack dogs for Whitworth Security. This
lethal attack dogs are a good idea for his
new development comes on the tail of
dorm. Theysmell, he says. And also, they
a new educational decree forbidding
ripped off his hand when he proposed to
hand holding, kissing and making goohis now ex-girlfriend.
gly eyes from across the room.
"Well, I held my girlfriend's hand as I
"We have an obligation to our stu
was getting ready to slip the ceremoni
dents and our trustees
al Spring engagement
to prevent this sort of
"Oh man, these dogs ring on her finger,"
immoral, raucous be
freshman Tom Fiction
havior," Baylor said,
said. "I mean, we've
are
trained
killers,
adding with a note of
been dating a whole
grave concern, "It's for
and they're also really two months now, so it
their own good."
seemed like the right
The dogs, trained
cute."
time. Then a big dog
by US Special Forces
came out of nowhere
—DEREK NOAKES
in Kuwait, a re just too
and ripped my hand
adorable. The six bea head of Whitworth security
off," he said, wagging
gle unit is tasked with
his little stump to
sniffing out and dis
emphasize his point.
membering any public display of affec
"What am I supposed to do with this?"
tion.
While the students are in protest
"Oh man, these dogs are trained kill
over the ravenous pack of conserva
ers, and they're also really cute," said
tive canines roaming the halls, they are
Derek Noakes, head of Whitworth Secu
also pleased by the boosted WIFi signal
rity, his hands shaking with excitement
granted by the dog's metal choppers.
at the thought of s weet, sweet justice.
And, Fiction admits, the dogs were pret
"They've had their teeth replaced with
ty cute.
an aluminum alloy. It can cut through a
"I can Skype my parents from any
forearm like it was string cheese."
where now! Well, if I could type that is,"
Whitworth is currently constructing Fiction said. "You know, because a dog
new kennels for the attack dogs, esti
bit my hand off."
mated to cost around $1.7 million. The
Chrissy Roach | Ph
otographer
new kennels will be ready to open by
Conservative canines roam the halls of the dorms, looking forcouples who
2021. Until that time, campus securi Contact Lucas Thayer at
are publicly displaying their affection.
ty has co-opted several of t he dorms in Ithayerl 2@my.whitworth.edu

Lucas Thayer
Staff Writer

Grizzly bear professor devours freshman
Barrington aroused suspicion in his stu much we can do," Margaret Thalmer,
dents. On the second day of Hurlich's director of wildlife relations, said. "Al
Political Ethics class, Barrington roared though devouring students? You cou ld
say it's a claws for
at the class before drag
Documents released last Friday con ging a freshman girl from
concern."
"I honestly thought
firm that Professor Klaus Barrington, the front row behind his
Whitworth Ad
interim Political Science professor, is in desk to be devoured.
ministration is in
he was making a
fact an 800-lb North American Grizzly
vestigating the issue
Barrington told stu
Bear.
further but since
dents that if they reported
statement about the
Jep Hurlich, junior and political sci the news to anyone, that
Barringon is not in
ence major, said he thought something he would do the same
Republican party's
direct violation of a
smelled fishy when he walked in on him things to them.
statement of faith,
fiscal
politics."
snatching a livesalmon from the stream.
it appears that the
"I honestly thought he
When Hurlich asked what Prof. Bar was making a statement
university may just
—JULIETTE PIERCE
rington was doing, the professor leaned about the Republican par
have to pray Bar
back onto his haunches to display his full ty's fiscal politics," J uliette
super senior
ringon doesn't con
8-foot height, and growled at Hurlich. Pierce said, who was in
tinue to devour stu
The political science professor, a gradu attendance on that day. "I
dents.
ate of Baylor University, then turned to think he's brilliant."
Professor Barrington met with the
go back to his cave and take a nap.
"We have a non-discrimination policy press the day after the document was re
"Did I suspect anything? Just barely," at Whitworth. As long as he hasn't vio leased to address the public's concerns
Hurlich said. This wasn't the first time lated his admission of faith, there's not in ursine. The professor's responses

Lucas Thayer
Staff Writer
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13.5

People who miss reading The
Whitworthian's "I Saw You"
section.
p. 22

6

Number of hits The
Whitworthian's website has
gotten within the last six months.
p. 98

were belligerent and inaudible.
"It's really scary that this is happen
ing," freshman Keila Turner said. "My
parents are actually thinking of with
drawing me from the university if things
aren't resolved soon."
Barrington, who was keynote speaker
at the recent Northwest Economic Sym
posium, began to claw at the walls of
Weyerhaeuser to mark his territory.
A member of the press corps accused
him of being drunk before remembering
he was, in fact, a Grizzly Bear. The crowd
became chaotic and the building was
evacuated soon after.
Friday, students took a moment of
silence campus-wide to remember the
devoured freshman.

Contact Lucas Thayer at
lthayerl2@my.whitworth.edu

5

Number of people who know
where the media office is.
p. 6

Chapel to be built for Whitworth weddings
Haley Williamson
Staff Writer
It is official. The concept of ring by spring will liter
ally leave its markon Whitworth's campus. Final blue
prints have been drawn for a chapel specifically made
for Whitworth couples to get married or engaged in by
spring of their senior year.
The idea was proposed two years ago and many vot
ed for building to take place once the new recreation
center was finished.
"I think this is a great idea," sophomore Meg Wil
liams said. "It is everyone's dream to complete ring by
spring and now Whitworth has made it almost easier
for this to happen."
The actual date of construction will start is estimated
to be around early November 2013 and it will be com
pleted before school is out for summer in 2014. This
new chapel will reside right in the middle of the grass
field in front of East and Duvall. The hope is that the
look of the stained glass windows and high archways
will fit in with the style of the two dorms already there.
"My fiance and I are already making plans to be
married in the new chapel," freshman Katie Skye said.
"Whitworth is where we fell in love and he proposed to
me on campus, so it only seems fitting to be married
here as well."
Not only will this new chapel provide a means for

completion of rin g by spring, but it will also open up
more on-campus jobs. Jffie chapel will be hiring musi
cians to play at receptions, pastors to conduct the cer
emonies as well as planners to work with the bride and
groom to be.
"My advisor knows how much I love weddings and
has approached me about seeking out a Theology in
ternship within the chapel as the pastor in order to
practice ceremonies," senior Kevin Borg said.
The local hotels are also getting their piece of th is
new project by offering discounts for an overnight stay
in a honeymoon suite after newlyweds say their vows.
"I was getting overwhelmed with all the litde details
that go into a wedding, but now Ifeel like I can breath a
little easier," Skye said. "Whitworth is offering so much
with the use of the chapel, and then with the hotel dis
counts, well everything is just falling right into place."
Many people have contributed ideas to the decor
and style of the building, including ring by spring being
engraved on the front door and having a photo booth
in the back of the building for people to capture their
wedding day on camera. Others have suggested lining
the inside walls with fake red roses and diamond chan
deliers.
No one knows thefinal plans for the look of the chap

el, but in seven months this project will break ground. Ring byspring? Of course. Whitworth plans to

Contact Lucas Thayer at
Ithayerl 2@my.whitworth.edu

break ground on its new chapel accommodating
only WU couples. Engage yourselves.

Whitworth determines appropriate dress code
Remi Omodara
Staff Writer
With the beginning of spring fast approaching, the
Board of Trustees deliberated and ultimately decided
to instill a dress code for Whitworth students. Starting
in April, students will have to adhere to specific guide
lines when it comes to the clothing they choose to don.
Yoga pan ts and flannel are said to be banned and
tank tops must adhere to the 'two-inches thick' rule
as well. Skirts will need to be at least to the middle of
the thigh and pants will not be able to hug the skin too
tightly. As for the popular plaid, students who do not
have Scottish ancestry will not be allowed to wear it.
A campus-wide email sent out by administration
spelled out the new requirements and how they will
play out on campus.
Some of the reasoning behind why this is happening
stems from the fact that Whitworth wants students to
be able to focus solely on school and not on other peo
ples' outfits.
"If students are all dressed modestly, people will
focus more on their studies," Whitworth psychologist
Gene Godio said.
Some students expressed outrage upon hearing the
news and believe that the university is relinquishing
necessary power from its students.
"It's unfair that they are treating us likewe are in mid
dle school," freshman Alice Tink said. "We are adults
and should be able to decide what we want to wear; if
I want to show up to class in yoga pants, I should be
able to."
Professors have even been equipped with rulers and
have been given permission to call out students who do
not appear to be adhering to dress code and measure
their skirt lengths, etc.
Risks run high forstudents who choose not to adhere
to dress codes. Big 3's will be administered to policy vi
olators. Off-campus students who violate will also be
asked to wear smocks, given to professors, over their
outfits until they are able to go home and change.
Mafiy students are questioning whether or not Whit
worth has thought about the economic implications of
this.

Greggyp00 Moser | Pho
tographer

Part of the new dress code also entails covering the collarbone on campus, as seen in this photo.
. "Yoga pa nts are all I wear," j unior Marsha Hedger
said. "I don't have money to replace my entire ward
robe."
A protest was held last weekend in light of the new
dress code implementations.
Guys are also having a tough time coping with the
new implementations.
"Most of my bro tanks are les
s than two inches thick,"
Collin Missimin said. "I don't get why they don't want
me to show my guns."
Although students have expressed frustration with

the new rules, administration has refused to budge and
has stated that this will give Whitworth some class and
keep students in line.

Contact Remi Omodara at
romodaral4@my.whitworth.edu

An ode t© the
column formerly
known as I Saw You

ARTS & CULTURE

Greg Moser
Staff Bawce
Today we mourn the loss of our dear friend, the Whitworthian's I SawYou column.
Though your time with us but a flash in the eons of his
tory, your legacy of creeps, loves and sightings will forever
hold a place in our hearts. Ashes to ashes, dust to dust.
I saw you, sitting there on the right side of Arts and
Culture each week; our little friend, giving us laughs with
every issue.
I saw you. Youwere there before Whitworth Confes
sions came and demolished your reputation.
I saw you. Youwere so sad and lonely, receiving only
one submission every three weeks.
I saw you. Nobody even notices your absence.
I saw you. How I miss you so.
You did not deserve a demise such as this - no, you
deserve a twenty-one gun salute and a place in the history
books.
This time video didn't kill the radio star; Whitworth
Confessions killed the I Saw Youstar.
In an age where digital confession posts are more pop
ular, we lose the tactile feedback of shoving a creepy con
fession in someone's face and waiting for their reaction.
We all know how the saying goes: you don't know what
you have until it's gone; I see that you are no exception.
I hold for you a hope that wherever you are it is a place
better than this earth, a world where your talents and
insight is truly valued.
Greg Moser | hotographer
P
Goodnight, sweet prince.
Junior Greg Moser is told the crushing news of the fate of the I Saw
You column. The crushing
sadness, anguish and rage manifested itself in the raw emotion we see above.
Contact Greg Moser at
gmoserl 4@my.whitworth.edu

Taylor Swift takes goats on scream tour

struggle for her to accept that the goats are the money
makers this time."
Staff Writer
And money makers they have been!
Swift and the goats have already performed in six
Dominating YouTube and stirring laughter across
states in the past two weeks and all shows were sold
America, Taylor Swift's 'I Knew You Were Trouble' has
out, which has never happened for Swift.
propelled goats to stardom. Therefore, Swift decided to
"The goats were absolutely incred
take the goats featured in the video
ible," Swift fan Mallory Eggers said.
on tour with her across the nation.
"Being there was surreal; people went
"Taylor is used to
"I realized that they were the
crazy when the goats were scream
things revolving
reason that the song became a hit
ing."
sensation and I thought it would be
Not only was Eggers able to see the
around her. It's been
kinda cool to have them along," Swift
goats perform live, she was able to get
said.
a struggle for her to pictures with the goats after the show.
Twenty-five percent of the pro
"I almost started crying when I was
ceeds from the tour will go to farms
accept that the goats
getting the picture taken," Eggers said.
for crippled animals across the na
" I actually got to se
e the goats close
are the money makers up."
tion. Goats, cows and chickens alike
will receive more animal therapy and
Goat paraphernalia is also being
this time."
possibly even prosthetics to make
sold online to raise money for the
their lives a little bit easier.
crippled animals. Goat hats, t-shirts
—ROBERT ALLEN
"I rarely give money to import
and water bottles alike have been
road manager
ant causes such as this," Swiftsaid.
selling rather quickly on Swift's fan
"I'm excited to help those poor little
site and Amazon as well.
"I pre-ordered the goat water bottle
animals."
While Swift realizes that bringing
and finally got it last week," Eggers said. "My friends
the goats on tour will benefit these animals, her man
are all pretty jealous."
ager says it was difficult for her not to be the center of
The goats are expected to generate 237 percent
more revenue than Swift would have generated had
attention.
"Taylor is used to things revolving around her,
she gone on tour alone, which Allen says is astound
Swift's road manager Robert Allen said. It s been a
ing. People from different countries around the world

Remi Omodara

Hannah Charlton |Photographer

have been travelling to the states to see the goats in
action.
During the last six shows, the tour has made more
money than Swift made on her last four tours com
bined, all thanks to the goats.
"We are so thankful for the goats," Allen said. "Not
only are they going to get Swift more famous, we are
saving the lives of animals everywhere."

Contact Remi Omodara at
romodaral4@my.whitworth.edu

OPINIONS
Banana Man charged with stealing letters
JASMINE
BARNES
Lately there have been rumors going around campus
about who has been stealing the Whitworth letters.
After t he email was sent out about a cash reward,
many students are trying to figure who in fact is steal
ing the letters. I was very lucky to get the opportunity
to interview an eyewitness to the theft, a male junior at
Whitworth. The young man will remain unnamed since
he has decided to be an anonymous informant because
he doesn't want to be the one to turn in the vandal.
Late one night, around 12:30 a.m., the young man
was walking backto campus after attending an off-campus get together with some friends.
"I am of legal age," he said. "So I am co
mfortable ad
mitting that I had a few drinks with my friends, but I
was far from being intoxicated"
As he was walking, the man saw something strange
in the distance.
"At first I thought I was hallucinating, but my eyes
weren't deceiving me," he said. "There was in fact a ba
nana standing on the edge of campus."
Ahead of the young man, another young man wear
ing nothing but a banana costume was hard at work
removing one of th e Whitworth letters from the sign.
The student, being brave, approached the banana man.
"At first he thought I was security and was about to
run, but when he realized I was just another student he
was relieved," he said. "He started laughing and didn't
seem at all worried that I was watching him vandalize
campus. I guess I have a trusting appearance."

Tannerius Scholten | Photographer

Mysterious banana man responsible for stealing Whitworth letters. Who is this mysterious man?
"He told me that he is planning on starting a collec
The young man had the opportunity to have a con
versation with the banana man. According to the young tion. I asked him why and he responded with a laugh
man, the banana man had a strong scent of alcohol on and a shrug of his shoulders," he said.
After the young man had a short discussion with the
his breath.
"When I asked the guy what his name was, he just banana man, the banana man rode off into the night on
yelled 'I'm the banana manj and started laughing. his longboard with one of the Whitworth letters in his
That's when I realized just how drunk this guy was," he hand held high as if it were a prize.
said.
This banana man is the sole person responsible for
the multiple vandalisms that have happened to the BARNES is a sophomore majoring in Englishand
signs and according to my informant, he is proud of secondary education. Comments can be sent to
jbamesl5@my.whitworth.edu.
that fact.

#hashtagsarethebest
HUB addition dosed,
CHRISSY
best dedsion ever made
ROACH
just feed me the same thing all the time?
That's what I want.
It is going to be so much better to use
the new addition for special events. Ju
nior Lana Dove says that it'll be a more
exclusive thing.
"We built this new thing and using
Finally.
it every day, that makes it lame," Dove
We don't have to deal with that new said. "It will be much better when we
addition anymore. I am
get to use it now. It'll
so over the extra space
seem much more im
"Having so many
and all that new food. It's
portant."
the worst.
I think Dove has it all
choices
of
what
to
eat
right. Instead of walk
Sources from Sodexo
report that Whitworth
and having such an ing into Sodexo and
will be closing down the
saying to your buddy
incredible variety is "Hey, let's go check out
new addition. From this
point on, it will only be
the addition for more
the worst."
used for special events.
options," and then
I cannot wait for this to
decide to walk to the
happen. Think of all the community we main area for a sandwich, you can save
get to build now that we will be sitting in the effort and just eat the sandwich.
such close quarters.
When you do get to eat in the new
Sophomore Justin Johnson says he is addition, it'll be like "YEAH, NEW AD
relieved at the switch.
DITION! BEST DAY EVER!" That will
"I just c ouldn't handle all of th e op clearly make the investment Whitworth
tions," Johnson said. "It was overwhelm made with your tuition money much
ing to have to decide between burgers more worth it.
and sandwiches and salads and pizza. It
This is obviously the best decision
was just too much."
that Whitworth has ever made.
I agree. Having so many choices of
what to eat and having such an incred CARTER is a freshman majoring in com
ible variety is the worst. Why can't they munication. Comments can be sent to
wcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu.

WHITNEY
CARTER

#aseditorinchiefofthewhitworthianithinkimayjustdeclarethatwecanwriteinhashtagsallofthedays #weneedtokeepupwithwherejournalismisgoing
#hashtagsarebecomingthewritingofthefuture #future
#whitworthneedstobemoreaccept#hashtags
ingofhashtagsandhavemorefunwith#yesyouknowwhati'mtalkingabout
lifebecausesometimesifgetsridicu#yoloswag
louswhenpeoplearejustboringandon#mywhitworth
lycareaboutreality
#BUCSSWAG
#hashtagsallowustoexpressour#myhair
selvesinwaysthatotherscanbarely#sadface
readandhavetroubleunderstanding
#thewhitworthianis#weneedtounderthebest
standthatthisishowso"#weneedtounder#ohwaitthat'snotarcialmediajournalistealhashtag
standthatthisishowso- scommunicatebecau#butseriously
cialmediajournalist- seit'sefflcientandtheyI h a s h t a g canonlywrite140charsprovideorganizaactersperstory
t i o n o n s o c i a l m e - scommunicatebecauIthefutured i a t h a t w e ' v e n e v - seit'sefficientandtheyofhashtagsareerhadbeforeanbiggerthanmyd t h e y h e l p u s u n d e r - canonlywrite140charhairandthat'ssayingstandwhatistrendinsomething
actersperstory"
gintherealworldbe#ilikekittens
causethey'resoeasyto#idon'tknowread
whatelsetosay#idon'tknowwhywearen'talabouthashtags
lowedtojustwriteacademices#nowmakethisstorytrendbysaysinhashtagsbecausetheyjusthashtaggingitonTwitter
seemsomuchmoreconvenient
#peoplewouldactuallyreadwhatwearewritingbecausetheywouldstarttrendingandthenthewholeworldwillbeableROACH is a junior majoring in journalism
toseewhati'mwriting
& mass communication. Comments can
#famous
be tweeted to @RoachChrissy.

SPORTS
Whitworth
to add zip
line course,
team this
spring term
Miranda Cloyd
Staff Writer
As spring weather approaches, Whitworth's recreational program prepares to
add a new activity club: the zip line team.
The zip line course will be constructed
in the loop, parallel to the Hello Walk and
stretching the length from the Lindaman
Center to the Hixson Union Building. This
will be considered a starter course and
will be added to throughout the upcoming
years.
Before the start of the season, tryouts will
be held to determine what zip-liners will
compose this year's team. Tryouts will be a
three-round process, with cuts being made
at each round. Once the final cuts have
been made, the team will be composed of
eight of Whitworth's finest men and wom
en.
_ T he team plans to start out with basic
training on zip line safety and technique.
Team captain Tyler Jezierski said he hopes
that the team will be ready to compete with
other University zip teams by fall.
"We'll spend this spring getting comfort
able," Jezierski said. "Once people kind of
have a general idea about the technical side
of thin gs, we'll start working on the more
acrobatic aspect."
According to Jezierski, the Pirates will
work to perfect all kinds of tricks, horn
hanging upside down to doing tandem ac
robatic zipping. As this is a potentially dan
gerous sport, Jezierski encourages those
who are considering trying out to take the
possible consequences into account.
"We're going to be taking some risks,"
Jezierski said. "That's what all of th e truly
successful teams do; they throw caution
to the wind in order to master incredible
feats."
According to a statement released by the
program directors, the zip line will eventu
ally be expanded to more than recreation
al uses. The university is aware that quick
transportation to and from classes is an on
going issue for students. Use of the zip line
system will become available to all students
who have gone through the provided training.
The new line system will be built up over
time, beginning with a line that will be
constructed from the the Harriet Cheney
Cowles library to the Scotford Fitness
Center this fall. According to calculations
completed in a Whitworth physics class,
this new line will cut students' travel time
on this route from five minutes down to 45
seconds.
Contact Miranda Cloyd at
mcloydl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Tamierius Scholten | hotographer
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Pirates gear up for a game agai
nst the Gonzaga Bulldogs set to take place April 27 in the Fieldhouse.

dues tace themselves for Bulldogs
Division I and Division III squads
clashing in any sport is very rare, even
Staff Writer
in an offseason setting. Four of G onzaga's top six scorers are taller than
It was confirmed last Sunday that anybody in the Pirates' starting lineup,
after the conclusion of t he NCAA Di and two Bulldog starters are averaging
vision I Men's Tournament in early more points and rebounds per game
April, the Gonzaga
than anyone on the
men's basketball pro
Pirate roster. However,
"Height
has
very
gram will travel to
Whitworth is confi
north Spokane and
dent they can put up a
little to do with
Whitworth's
Fieldstrong fight against the
house to scrimmage winning. If I've picked heavily-favored Divi
the Pirates' basketball
sion I powerhouse.
up anything in my
squad. The inter divi
"Height has very
sional matchup will
time playing college little to do with win
take place on Satur
ning," senior guard
day, April 27 at 7p.m.
Wade Gebbers said.
basketball, it's that
The Gonzaga Bull
"If I've picked up any
dogs entered the size does not matter." thing in my time play
NCAA Division I Men's
ing college basketball,
—WADE GEBBERS
Tournament ranked
it's that size does not
No. 1 in the nation.
matter."
senior guard
They're 31-2 overall
Gebbers, standing
record with wins over
at 5 feet 11 inches, has
Kansas State Univer
the numbers to back him up. He aver
sity and Baylor University, as well as a aged better than 11 points per game
West Coast Conference Championship this season, which would be good
contributed to their number one seed enough for fourth best on the Zags'
entering the tournament."
roster.
"They will be a tough matchup,"
In terms of points, Whitworth aver
Whitworth head coach Matt Logie aged more points per game as a team
said. "But our guys will b e ready and compared to Gonzaga, as well as hav
we can only hope the fans come out ing a better field goal, three-point and
and support us like they have all year. free throw percentage.
It's only a scrimmage, but it's for brag
"We are going to know what to ex
ging rights of Spokane. We won't be pect," junior guard Dustin McConnell
messing around."
said. "We are going to have to move

KoreyHope

the ball well and hit our shots when we
have them." McConnell leads the Bucs
in points per game, three-point per
centage, free throw percentage, assists
and steals. Along with running the Pi
rate offense, McConnell collected allNWC First Team honors this season.
The Bulldogs, however, are carrying
well-known players as well. Junior for
ward Kelly Olynyk was named District
IX Player of the Year this season.
He bested Division I players from
six west coast states including Wash
ington, Oregon, California, Arizona,
Alaska and Hawaii. After being re
minded of who the Whitworth Pirates
are, Gonzaga head coach Mark Few
sees the matchup as a time for his
non-starters to see playing time.
"I expect to play our bench through
out our game against Whitworth," Few
said. "Ialso expect an easy victory from
our non-starters. After all, we play at a
Division I level, not Division III."
Attendance is expected to exceed
season averages for the Pirates. Doors
will open at 6 p.m. for the game in the
Fieldhouse on Saturday, April 27.
Tickets go on sale April1 for $15and
students will be admitted free with
identification.

Contact Korey Hope at
khopel 6@my.whitworth.edu

THE END OF AN ERA
ABOVE: Junior Greg Moser reacts to the removal of the I Saw You
section because of lack of submissions due to the creation of Whitworth Confessions.

Greg Moser| Photographer
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Islands in the Inland
It's the 43rd year Whitworth will take in the sights, tastes
and sounds of Hawaii without leaving campus.

ISSUE 13
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Introducing Whitworth's
new provost and EVP _
Track and field teams
sweep Sam Adams Classic

+

ABOUTUS
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely by students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com

CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

QUESTIONS?
croachl4@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
The Whitworthian is committed to providing the Whitworth community with the
most accurate information possible. The Whitworthian never knowingly publishes
inaccuracies. If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of
a story, send an email to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200
words.
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04 BOOKSTORE SWITCH
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The Whitworth bookstore is changing hands
due to difficulties in making a profit, it will
be run by Barnes & Noble College.

11 MARRIAGE MISNOMER

Marriage is not the only way to fulfillGod's
will for our lives and there are instances
where God calls people to stay single.

05 NORTH KOREA THREATS 12 INTERNSHIP VS. JOB

North Korea's Kim Jong Un makes threats
to South Korea and the U.S., professors and
students reflect on the implications.

Internship providers should not be required
to pay interns because they offer invaluable
experiences that money cannot buy.

08 FOOD FOR ALL

13 VICTORIOUS AT HOME

Restaurants close to campus have options
for the gluten-free, lactose-free, vegetarian
and vegan crowds.

10 GETTING INTO LIT
The annual Get Lit! festival brings literature
to life forSpokanites and students with
activities such as readings and poetry slams.

Both Pirate track and field teams place first
in the Sam Adams Classic at Boppell Track.

15 CAMPUS CONNECTION

A look at the coaching careers of Ross Cutter
and Paul Merkel, two iconic Pirate coaches
who made valuable contributions to the
Whitworth athletic program.

Sign vandalism a pricey problem for Whitworth
those," Steiger said.
Steiger said that the sign remained in disrepair and
Staff Writer
people began to take the letters left on the intact half of
the sign. She said that people probably wouldn't have
Since January, there have been several incidents of started stealing the letters if th e sign had been fixed
vandalism on the Whitworth campus. Two letters were earlier.
"The crash happened on Good Friday, and they fixed
pried from the Whitworth University sign across from
Cornerstone with a crowbar on March 1. The letters it over the summer," she said.
The letters on the sign were made of solid brass at the
have not been recovered.
"It's happened before. A coup le of years ago some time. Now they are made of a more slender metal, and
kids stole some letters," security services supervisor they are backlit by LED lights.
Christensen said she thinks the format should be
Jacquelyn Christensen said. "From what I u nderstand
changed in order to deter people from taking the let
this is a recurring problem."
The letters "T" and "H" were recently stolen. Chris ters.
"It's pretty common sense. If a door gets broken into,
tensen said each letter costs $750.
The facilities department must replace the letters you lock it," Christensen said.
Changing the format of t he sign in order to drive
whenever they are stolen, said Dick Pettis, the trade su
down the cost of replacing letters would cost $20,000.
pervisor and manager of facilities maintenance.
"I've worked at Whitworth for over 18 years, and the Facilities services is considering reverting to the old
solid letters and using ground lights to illuminate
most vandalism we get is on our letters," Pettis said.
He said some people who have stolen letters have them. Possible alternative designs include cut-out steel
letters and letters engraved in concrete.
been caught before.
"The problem with those kind of letters is that they"re
"Security found people just walking with the letters,"
not brass; they're not traditional," Pettis said.
Pettis said.
Pettis said that vandals need to realize the signifi
People have also posted pictures on Facebook of
cance of the expense of their offense.
themselves holding the letters, Christensen said.
The "H" and the "T" have not been replaced yet. In
"It seems like there's some kind of status with steal
stead, the old, solid-metal letters have been temporari
ing the letters," she said.
In April 2011, a car crashed into the Whitworth sign. ly refastened. It would take a total of $2,054 to buy and
refasten both letters. The replacement of the "Founded
Junior Krisula Steiger remembers the accident.
"The car crash took half t he sign out. There were a in 1890" sign after it was vandalized cost $1,890, and it
few letters on the ground, and people started taking cost $2,934 to replace a "1" and a "0" on that sign.

Molly Daniels

Greg Moser|Photographer

The old "T" temporarily replaces the letter stolen
from the Whitworth University sign March 1.
"It doesn't make a statement about Whitworth stu
dents. It's just students making bad choices," Chris
tensen said. "The main concern is that the letters are
obviously expensive."
There are currently no suspects. There is an offered
reward of $1,000for information that leads to an arrest.

Contact Molly Daniels at
mdanielsl 6@my.whitworth.edu

New provost and EVP specializes in ethics, philosophy
Katherine Knoll

Staff Writer
Carol Simon begins next year as
Whitworth's provost and executive vice
president.
Simon is coming to Whitworth from
Hope College, where she spent 25
years as a professor of phi losophy, as
well as the associate dean of teaching
and learning.
She said she was rooted in Michi
gan, but doesn't mind the move to the
Northwest.
"I grew up in the Pacific Northwest,"
Simon said. "In many ways it's like
coming home."
Simon grew up near Portland, Ore.
She completed her undergraduate
studies at the University of Oregon and
her graduate studies at the University
of Washington.
Simon, who begins her new position
in July, said she will take the summer
months to become acquainted with
the school and the role.
"I don't expect to make any major
changes at all quickly," Simon said.
"Whitworth has a clear sense of its mis
sion. For the first several months, I'm
going to make sure I know what Whit
worth is doing, to have enough back
ground to make decisions."
Simon made her third visit to the
Whitworth campus this March. She
said she had a positive impression of
the school.
"I think it's a place that cares about
excellence in athletics, journalism,
academics and other areas, as well as

Photo courtesy of Carol Simon

contributing to the broader culture,"
Simon said.
Simon was introduced as a can
didate by the outside firm Academic
Search after she was nominated by one
of h et peers for the job. A committee
of representatives from across campus
composed the search committee that
selected Simon. In mid-February, she
was invited to campus, along with two
other candidates.
. Senior Macy Olivas was a student
representative for the committee. She
said part of h er job was to assess the
wants and needs of the student body.
"[Students want] someone on cam
pus who is visible, who understands
the culture of Whitworth, and who gets
work done, but gets it done in a very
ethical way," Olivas said.
In addition to faculty forums and
interviews, the three finalists each par-

another factor that impressed both stu
dents and faculty alike.
"I was empowered by how much
"Hie very insightful
she knows," Olivas said. "She's a wellknown philosopher. [It is empowering]
questions and comments
not only to be well-known in yourfield,
from students made me
but also to be leading in other realms,
to be leading well."
excited about overseeing the andSimon,
who specializes in ethics, has
written several books. Her most recent
academic program here at
is "Bringing Sex into Focus: The Quest
for Sexual Integrity," which was pub
Whitworth."
lished last year.
—CAROL SIMON
Simon will be taking over for Mi
chael Le Roy a s Provost and EVP. Le
Fall 2013 provost and executive
Roy left Whitworth last year after 16
years at Whitworth, accepting the posi
vice president
tion of President of Calvin College.
Barbara Sanders has been acting
ticipated in a student forum which al as interim provost since Le Roy's June
lowed students to raise questions and 2012 departure. As former associate
concerns to candidates.
provost, Sanders worked with Le Roy to
Olivas said Simon's interest in stu learn the details of the position before
dents' concerns made her a stand-out. filling the role while his replacement
"She wanted to know how she could was found.
help in any way," Olivas said. "What se
t
Though not part of th e hiring com
Carol apart was her wanting to hear mittee herself, Sanders said she was
more from students."
impressed when she met Simon during
Simon said she was excited by how the interview process.
engaged students were during the fo
"I think she's a great hire," Sanders
rum.
said. "She's bright, articulate, thought
"The community was extraordinari ful and a committed Christian scholar."
ly engaged in the selection process,"
Sanders said she believes giving
Simon said. "The very insightful ques themselves a year for the hiring pro
tions and comments from students cess was a wise decision.
made me excited about overseeing the
"In retrospect, it was the right move,"
academic program here at Whitworth." Sanders said. "Wehad that time to real
Simon said in her position as pro ly find the right person."
vost, she wants students to feel free to
communicate with her.
Contact Katherine Knoll at
Olivas said Simon's scholarship was kknolll 6@my.whitworth.edu
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BOOKSTORE CHAINS

January to November in each year.

INDEPENDENT BOOKSTORES

OTHER
Hannah Charlton | Graphic Designer

Barnes & Noble College will run WU bookstore
throughout the past few years but was
discussed more thoroughly this past
Staff Writer
year. A committee was created which
included Benzel, Loomis, two students
The Whitworth University Bookstore and other faculty members. The com
will have a new operator this fall. With mittee came together in the fall of 2012
students now purchasing books via the and met numerous times to discuss the
internet or using e-books, the univer topic and the steps necessary to address
sity decided it was time to obtain help and fix the problem.
Four companies were invited by the
in adapting to the constantly changing
university to propose their ideas to the
market.
"A lot of sch ools over the years have committee. It was narrowed down to
been grappling with doing their own two companies, both of which presented
auxiliary enterprise," said Brian Benzel, in front of the committee and represen
vice president of fin ance and adminis tatives from both continuing studies and
public relations. From this selection,
tration.
An au xiliary enterprise is an outside Barnes & Nobl e College was chosen to
business that offers services for academ be the new operator of the bookstore.
Barnes & N oble College is a separate
ic environments. Whitworth currendy
branch of the Barnes
has three: Sodexo, the
& Noble franchise,
resident halls and now
"The university feels
according to their
the bookstore.
website. B&N College
The university is
like we can stay a
comes alongside uni
under pressure to uti
player by partnering
versities in order to
lize the money that
enhance their book
students pay to attend
with a bigger
stores and to make it
Whitworth. When stu
dents buy books from
operation to get help." an experience that am
plifies students' aca
the bookstore, it brings
— ANCY OOMIS
demic and social lives.
down tuition because
B&N Colleg e operates
the money is utilized
bookstore manager
14 stores in Washing
in an area that is mak
ton, according to their
ing a profit. However,
when students buy books from an out website.
One of the main features of th e B&N
side source, it increases tuition because
the money put into buying books for College operator is the management
the store is not being reimbursed and program that is offered at its college
no profit is being made, Benzel said. By stores. A student could go through this
making the bookstore an auxiliary en program while working at the bookstore,
terprise, this problem should decrease, and receive their certificate from Barnes
although Benzel said it is a problem that & Noble. From there, they will automat
can never be fully fixed.
ically receive a job offer to manage one
"The university feels like we can stay of Ba rnes & Noble's stores. This will be
a player by partnering with a bigger op available to any bookstore employee
eration to get help," bookstore manager and can be completed while in school.
Nancy Loomis said.
Two employees from the B&N College
Loomis said that the topic of a new store at Washington State University
store operator has been mentioned have gone through this program and are

Catherine Porter

N

L

Keely Cooper | File Pho
to

Barnes & Noble College will take over management of the Whitworth
bookstore this fall. The bookstore will undergo renovations after graduation
in May. More extensive work will take place in fall of 2013.
now full time employees at Barnes & No
ble, Loomis said.
Barnes & Noble will also provide
funding for the renovation of the book
store, Benzel said. It will be closed the
week of May 27-31 and will r eopen on
June 3 operated by B&N Col lege. Only
some of th e remodeling will take place
during the summer. The more extensive
work will be done during fall of 2pi3.
Not only will the appearance of the
store change, but the bookstore website
will undergo changes as well. There will
be an announcement on the Whitworth
website when the changes have taken

Number of team national cham
pionships in Whitworth athletics
history. The title was at the NAIA
classification level and earned by the
Whitworth baseball team coached by
Paul Merkel in 1960. p. 15

Number of school records — in
shot put and discus — broken by
senior thrower Carter Comito of the
Whitworth track and field team last
weekend at the Sam Adams Classic
at Boppell Track, p. 13

effect.
Even though the bookstore will be op
erated by a new company, the current
bookstore staff will remain next year and
the years following. This new operation
will not require new management. Also,
the bookstore will not change names.
"It is not a cookie cutter store" the
bookstore assistant Jody Valentine, said.
"It will not be a Barnes & Noble store: it
will still be the Whitworth store."
Contact Catherine Porter at
cporterl 6@my. whitworth.edu

Number of bookstores Barnes
& Noble College operates in
universities and colleges in
Washington state, p. 4
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The threat of a dictator: Do we have something to fear?
that could "explode into a worse situation.'"
Senior Hannah LeTourneau, who spent the fall of
Staff Writer
2012 studying physics through International Student
Exchange Programs at Yonsei University in Seoul,
North Korea, o r the Democratic People's Republic South Korea, interpreted the situation differently. She
of Korea a s they are officially deemed, recendy made said that after studying North Korea's rocket technolo
provocative threats against the United States and South gy, she was fairly certain that even if this situation did
Korea. While North Korea has made similar threats in lead to war at some point, North Korea would not be
able to withstand any sustained
the past, the unpredictability of
their young leader, Kim Jong Un,
"Kim's current rhetoric is conflict.
"They can definitely launch
has kept the world on alert for
something but I don't think they
not unlike what we have
what could come next.
have the economic background
The statement initially issued by
North Korea said that the nuclear heard before," Clark wrote. to hold out for any kind of long
term thing whatsoever under the
threat posed by the U.S. would be
"My guess, though one
combined power of Ch ina, South
"smashed by the strong will of all
the united service personnel and
can't know another's inner Korea and the U.S.," Le Tourneau
said. "He might do something
people and cutting-edge small
intentions, is that he is
crazy, but I don't think it would be
er, lig hter and diversified nuclear
anything with a huge impact."
strike means of t he DPRK (North
appealing to his military,
Associate professor of Chinese
Korea) and the merciless oper
history Anthony Clark wrote in an
ation of its revolutionary armed
which is the center of his
email that there is a good deal of
forces."
evidence to support some addi
power."
Despite the colorful rhetoric
tional underlying motives behind
of this threat, Norman Thorpe, a
—ANTHONY CLARK
this staunch rhetoric. Clark is cur
Whitworth adjunct faculty mem
rently in China.
ber who formerly reported for the
associate professor of Chinese
"Em's current rhetoric is not
Wall Street Journal in South Korea,
unlike what we have heard before,"
said that there is something many
history
Clark wrote. "My guess, though
people are missing.
"They're not empty threats, but if you look at the way one can't know another's inner intentions, is that he
they are phrased, most of th em are stated in a condi is appealing to his military, which is the center of his
tional or reactive framework," Thorpe said. "So they're power."
Additionally, Thorpe said that while Kim Jong Un
not empty threats but they don't indicate, I don't be
lieve, that North Korea is ready to launch all out war may be trying to consolidate power locally, this tactic
against South Korea or the United States at the current isn't new.
"Domestically he is trying to consolidate power and
stage."
U.S. Defen se Secretary Chuck Hagel, according to show himself as a militarily strong leader," Thorpe said.
CNN, 'hinted at risks in reacting to North Korea, calling "So the threats are maybe a little stronger, the language
the tensions a "complicated, combustible situation" might be a litde stronger than we've heard from North
Korea in recent years, but there were strong threats
voiced under previous leaders in North Korea also."
He suggested that Kim Jong Un is in fact speak
ing to his power base and his constituency in
North Korea more than to the United
States or South Korea with his remarks
k about retaliating.
For South Korea, threats such as
these recently made from the North
produce unease, because of pr evi
ous attacks by North Korea most
recently in 2010 with the sinking
of a South Korean battleship.
However, LeTourneau said
that as far as South Korean
citizens go, the amount of
frightened reactions to
these threats is minimal.
"There's only so much
more that you can rea
sonably do, so, from
what I've seen, it's more
about constantly being
prepared rather than re
sponding too much to
a specific incident," Le
Tourneau said.
Hannah Charlton | Graphic Designer
According to an article

Connor Soudani

72

Percent of students who consider
compensation the least important
factor when considering an
internship, according to
internships.com. p. 12

80

Approximate number of performers
in the Luau. This is the largest num
ber of dancers to be involved in the
celebration. The Luau will take place
April 13 at 5:30 in the Fieldhouse. p. 7

90

NEEDTOKNOW
• The Democratic People's Republic of Korea
(North Korea), led by Kim Jong Un, mad
e threats
against the United States and South Korea.
• A statement issued by North Korea claimed
that the nuclear threat posed by the U.S. would
be "smashed" by North Korea's military and "cutting-edge, lighter and diversified nuclear strike
means."
• Similar threats have been made by North Ko
rea in the past.
titled "Threats of an nihilation normal for South Kore
ans," which illustrated South Koreans in Seoul smiling
and going about their daily lives, the writer, Jim Clancy,
made a connection.
Clancy said that after pausing in the city and exam
ining the landscape, he felt obligated to consider where
he would seek shelter in the wake of a North Korean
missile strike. After realizing that his best bet would be
in the subway system and calculating much to his dis
comfort how long it would take for him to get there, he
decided to think about something else.
Despite this history of relative inaction since the ar
mistice ending the Korean War, the South Korean gov
ernment has claimed, according to The Guardian, that
"South Korea also adopted more proactive deterrence
strategy after attacks by the North in 2010, threatening
to respond with disproportionate force to any future
provocation."
In the end, a lasting peace will be difficult to obtain,
as it hasbeen historically.
Thorpe said that North Korea most likely wants to
have some kind of peaceful relationship with the U.S.
and not have to worry about the United States as a pos
sible source of an attack. Despite this hopeful goal,
Thorpe also said that North Korea is going to want to
continue to have its nuclear capability.
"[North Korea] says that that is not on h
t e bargaining
table because of events that it's seen ni the past. It feels
safest to have [nuclear capabilities]. North Korea also
wants the United States to take its troops out of South
Korea. I don't think the United States will do that. I
think that's probably not on the bargaining table ei
ther," Thorpe said. "If sett ing those two things aside,
there's someway to work things out more peacefully,
that would certainly be to everyone's advantage, but
whether or not that will be possible, I don't know."
Clark wrote he believes that as East Asia has become
more powerful, economically and militarily, the North
Korea issue has become a problem of "face" for China.
"We als o need to remember that China is growing
more nationalistic and has reasserted its own Commu
nist paradigm," Clark wrote. "My expectation is that
China and North Korea, as Communist countries, will
continue to rally together as defenders of Marxist ide
als."
Contact Connor Soudani at
csoudanil 6@my. whitworth.edu

Percent of students who return to
college within a year after taking a
break, according to the American
Gap Association, p. 11

$2,054

Cost of buying and refastening two
LED backlit letters for the Whitworth
University sign on Waikiki. The "T"
and "H" on the sign were stolen, p. 3
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Debate promotes a cultural exchange
their style of debate and the Irish shared their style and
perspectives on debate as well as American culture.
Staff Writer
"It was a very interesting cultural exchange," Director
said. "Theirstyle is different and we had to adapt to that.
For the first time, the award-winning Whitworth foDirector said the style of the debate was more relaxed
rensics team hosted the national debate champions of
Ireland in an international debate exhibition Tuesday, in comparison to other debates.
In this debate, there was not as much response to the
April 2.
opposition. It consisted more of presenting positions
The Friends of the Irish Debate Series was formed by
Professor Gary Holbrook of Metropolitan State College and less of addressing the arguments.
"This debate was unique because it was infront of an
in 1983 to sponsor an annual debate
audience and we are used to debat
tour of U.S. univers ities for the win
ing in front of a judge or just a small
ning team and individual speakers of
group of people," Tweet said.
Ireland.
In addition to these changes, the
"For 40 years, Irish debate teams
teams were given two weeks to pre
have traveled to different locations
pare their arguments whereas only
in the U.S. to showcase a debate ex
30 minutes of preparation time is al
hibition," director of f orensics Mike
lowed for a regular debate.
Ingram said.
The resolve of this debate was:
Before arriving in Spokane, the de
"Education in the liberal arts is still
bate team had already visited schools
important."
in Denver, Colo., Sacramento, Calif.,
The Whitworth debate team's
Helena, Mont, and Portland, Ore.
stance was in the affirmative while
A frequent stop on the Irish Tour
the Irish team argued against.
of America is Carroll College in Hele
"I think it was important that the
na, where one of Ingram's friends is a
topic was relevant to college stu
staff member.
dents," Tweet said.
Ingram said his friend helped con
The Whitworth forensics team
nect Ingram with the Irish debate
argued that a liberal arts education
team so he could suggest Whitworth
Photo courtesy of Lilly Davis
better equips students to adapt to
as one of the tour stops. The team
different career fields because it en
"It was a very interesting courages them to engage in courses
obliged.
"The event promotes cross-cul
cultural exchange. Their outside their intended major and de
tural friendships, displays different
velops critical thinking.
styles of debate and provides an op
style is different and we
To refute this position, the Irish
portunity to learn," Ingram said.
champions claimed an education
The teams consisted of three
had to adapt to that."
in the liberal arts is a waste of tim e
members who each presented a sev
and money because it does not allow
—SAMUEL
DIRECTOR
en minute speech to support their
the Student to deeply engage in their
position.
chosen field and ill-equips them for
sophomore
Representing Whitworth in the de
the competition in the economic
bate Were freshman Hannah Tweet,
world.
sophomore Jonathan Kim and soph
"I a m very pleased with how the
omore Samuel Director.
debate went," Ingram said. "People ought to hear a vari
"Coach Mike picked the three of us and asked if w e
ety of ideas and perspectives."
would do this debate," Kim said.
Though each side presented solid arguments with
From Ireland, the individual national debate champi
complete evidence and support of their positions, the
on Kate Brady joined the national debate team champi
debate was more of an exhibition than an actual com
ons Liam Brophy and John Engle.
Brady, Brophy and Engle travel to high schools and petition.
"It was nice to have a civil debat
e and to hang out with
universities throughout the U.S. to present workshops
them afterwards," Director said. "I think it was a benefi
and engage in debate exhibitions.
This competition is unique because it represents and cial experience for everyone."
The Irish champions' debate tour continues as they
blends the debating styles of two countries.
travel
to Seattle and Miami before returning to Ireland.
"They [the Irish champions] came to our class before
hand and talked about their style of debate," Tweet said. Contact Rebekah Bresee at
Tweet said the Whitworth forensics team presented rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu

Rebekah Bresee

AFFORDABLE OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
Meyer Properties
www.whitworthhousing.com

Now renting for 2013-2014 school year
Very nice, large duplexes in walking distance fromWhitworth.
Each unit can house 4-5 students in large, privatebedrooms.
Lots of street parking.
Washer and dryer provided.

$300-$330/month
per student

AVAILABLE
JUNE 1

CALL BILL for a showing at (509) 991-1212

NEWSmBRIEF
Supreme Court to weigh in on gay
marriage in following months
The Defense of Marriage Act, signed into
effect in 1996, states that same-sex marriages
would not be recognized, nor receive
federal marriage benefits. Currently, samesex marriage is legal in 12 states, including
Washington. The Supreme Court decided to
discuss the law following increasing support
for same-sex marriage on the national level.

Car bomb explosionleavessixdead,
four injured in Kabul, Afghanistan
A suicide bomber attacked a NATOled convoy last Saturday on its way to
donate books to local schools. Governor
Mohammad Ashraf Nasery said it was
likely his vehicle was the intended target.
Three American soldiers, two American
civilians, and one Afghan doctor are among
the casualties. The Taliban' later claimed
responsibility for the attack.

Police investigate Craigslist ad,
4-year-old boy for sale
A Spokane parent asked for $4,000 in
exchange for a young boy identified only as
"Gavin" interned classifieds site, Craigslist.
com. The sale of a child is illegal. The
advertisement has since been removed, and
investigators have been unable to discover
the whereabouts of the child.
Sources| United Press Incorporated, Reuters,
KREM2

ASWU UPDATE
In their meeting April 3, ASWU focu sed on
Spokane Block Party and heard from Mabel
Elsom of Lutheran Community Services about
how donations could be used to help human
trafficking victims. A number of requisitions
have taken place in recent weeks, leaving
$10,200 in the unallocated account.
• ASWU allocated $1,500 total to buy student
tickets for basketball playoff games to allow
the first students who arrived to attend for free.
• An independent student group requisitioned
$200 for a prom-style dance in April.
• ASWU granted $600 to Students For Educa
tion Reform to attend a conference in Seattle.
The money will include part of the transport,
housing and food costs for 30 students.
• At the ASWU meeting Wednesday April 10,
ASWU will vote whether or not to allocate
$2,000 to bring the band He Is We t o Whit
worth for a concert.
• Finally, the Whitworth gardening club Kipos,
in cooperation with Sodexo, was given $460 to
start a hydroponics program in the cafeteria.
The produce grown in the cafeteria will later
be served to students.

ARTS&CULTURE

Vickie Puente, senior Anthony Gaspar, and junior Cassie Kaleohano-Hauanio will perform at the 43rd annual lu'au in these traditional kahiko garments.

All the Kanes and Wahines

Hawaiian Club's upcoming lu'au will break routine and return to true island tradition

performed with ancestral war chants, which will be re
worked to be more what you would see at a real Hawai
Staff Writer
ian lu'au.
"People should leave knowing, 'Wow, t hat was the
The 43rd annual lu'au put on by Whitworth's Hawai
haka,"' Gaspar said.
ian Club is going back to the basics and sticking to the
Senior Kathrine Tadeo, who willbe dancing as well as
theme of t raditional Hawaiian culture. In recent years,
serving food at the lu'au, said preparation for the event
the lu'au has brought in a fewmore modern dances and
has been intense. There have been practices every week
music. This year, tho ugh, the whole event will be of a
end since the beginning of February, and the week ofthe
more traditional style.
Senior Anthony Gaspar, president of the Hawaiian event practices are every day.
While Tadeo isa performer in the lu'au, she said sh
e is
Club, said the purpose of the change in this year's show
most excited about the food.
is to give an accurate representation of
Traditional Hawaiian food isa ma
what one would actually see at a lu'au.
"Everything
about
the
jor part of t he lu'au. Every year the
"Everything about the lu'au screams
menu stays traditional and basical
Hawaiian culture," Gaspar said. "It's a lu'au screams Hawaiian ly t he same. Two t ypical dishes in
great way to show ourselves to the Whitclude the lomi salmon and the shoyu
worth community and to the greater culture. It's a great way
chicken. The lomi salmon is flavored
Spokane community."
with chopped green onions, diced
Gaspar said that what is meant by to show ourselves to the
tomatoes and salt. The shoyu chick
"traditional" is th at they are not sacri Whitworth community
en is sweeter and covered with soy
ficing the cultural integrity of the show.
sauce.
The goal of the event is to represent Ha
and to the greater
"It is buffet-style and all-you-canwaiian culture, not to please the audi
eat so you can definitely go back for
Spokane
community."
ence with alterations and additions, he
thirds and fourths," Gasper said.
said.
— ANTHONY GASPAR
Senior Aaron Kurashima was put
In previous years, some of the dances
in charge of th e food for this year's
were modified to accomodate the vari
senior and president of
lu'au. He ordered all the food throu
gh
ous skill levels of performers, as well as
Sodexo, but will be preparing the
the limited amount of preparation time. Whitworth's Hawaiian Club
dishes along with about 16 addition
That is not so this year.
al workers. Food preparation will be
"The level of th e performances won't be sacrificed
an all day process, from 7 a.m. up until the start of the
just to put on an easier show," Gaspar said.
The songs chosen for th e dances aren't necessarily event.
However, Kurashima said that he will be cooking the
easy, but are ones everyone should be able to learn. This
kalua
pig, a favorite Hawaiian dish, in advance. The pro
year's lu'au consists ofthe most performers ever to bein
volved — around 80 dancers — and Gaspar said that in cess consists of rubbing salt and liquid smoke (a sea
a short amount of time, everyone has done well because soning) on pork shoulder and cooking it in theoven for
several hours. Then it isshredded by hand.
of a combination of skill level and dedication.
"Hawaiian food is something that everyone should try
The haka dance in particular is a traditional dance

Christina Spencer

and enjoy," Kurashima said.
The finaltouch to this aspect of the event are the slices
of pineapple on each table, which lu'au members con
stantly replenish.
The overall decoration of the lu'au will be simple
because of the huge area, said Vickie Puente, who is in
charge of decor and attire. There will be a lot of flowers
and foliage. Since the flowers are actually from Hawaii,
Puente had to make sure the flowers would be delivered
at the right date to be fresh for the event.
"I'm really proud of how the lu'au is shaping up this
year," Gaspar said.

FAST FACTS
Place: Whitworth Fieldhouse
Date: Saturday, April 13
Time: Doors open at 5:30 p.m. when the buf
fet-style dinner will be served and pre-show
entertainment will begin. Learn basic hula
steps, see a hula hoop competition, snap pic
tures in a photobooth with a Hawaiian back
drop, and play 'Ulu Maika, a traditional Hawai
ian game. The performances begin at 7:30.
Cost: $12 for students, seniors and children
12 and under; $22 for the general public.
Tickets can be purchased at the Hixson Union
Building Information Desk. Get 10 percent off
of tickets bought on or before April 12.
Contact Christina Spencer
at cspencerl5@my.whitworth.edu
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Be Our Guest
Restaurants offer eating options sensitive to
dietary restrictions close to Whitworth campus
Claire Hunter
Staff Writer
Finding foods tailored for special di
etary needs is tough, especially when
dining out. In Spokane, the-majority
of restaurants that cater to restrictions
such as gluten-free, lactose-free, vegan
and vegetarian are located downtown.
However, below is a list of accommo
dating restaurants nearby Whitworth's
campus.
Most are independently run restau
rants, started by Spokane residents who
understand the trouble it takes to dine
out with a specific diet. However, includ
ed in the list are a surprising number of
chain restaurants that recognize the
growing need for special menu items.
Diners should note that the restaurants
listed also handle wheat flour and other
gluten products in their kitchens.

Lasagna's-On-Ya

521E. Holland Ave.
1.3 miles from campus
467-9100

Dan and Jennifer Shorts opened Lasa
gna's-On-Ya in October 2010 a nd make
their fresh lasagna from scratch daily.
Iheir lasagna comes in four different
sizes (from smallest to largest): unpoco,
coppia, piccoli and grande. The takeand-bake kitchen also offers artisan
breads, salads and desserts. When plac
ing an order, gluten-free or lactose-free
lasagna can be requested for an addi
tional charge of $2 for unpoco, $3 for

coppia, $4 for piccoli and $5 for grande.
Owner Jennifer Shorts said the reason
allergy-conscious alternatives are of
fered is because there is a high demand
for them.
"I personally have friends that have
celiac [disease], so it was very easy for
me to incorporate [accommodations],"
Shorts said. "There's more and more
people for one reason or another that
can't do gluten, so I've kind of g eared
our menu to be able to accommodate
different allergies."

Beth Crabtree | Ph
otographer

The strawberry rhubarb crisp at Twigs Bistro is one of the gluten-free items on
their menu. Entrees and other items, such as pizza, can be ordered gluten-free.

Mackenzie
Pizza Co.

The kitchen is not an officially glu
ten-free facility, but customers with food
allergies or dietary needs are encour
aged to contact the manager before or
dering. That way the kitchen can accom
modate for customers' specific needs.

decision to offer such a wide range of
gluten-free items started in 2007, a nd
has increased because of Spokane's high
number of residents with gluten intoler-

Mackenzie River Pizza Co. m ay spe
cialize in pizza, as their name indicates,
but they also offer comfort food entrees
such as burgers, fish and steak. Mack
enzie River's wide selection of signature
pizzas includes gluten-free pizza crust,
which means customers are able to cre
ate a specially customized pizza with
dozens of toppings. There is also a selec
tion of ve getarian dishes, such as their
Veggie Wra p and Sequoia or Athenian
pizza, some of which canbe made vegan
if requested upon ordering.
"[Mackenzie River] recognizes that
Spokane has a diverse community of
needs, and we look forward to provid
ing an enjoyable meal [keeping in mind]
dietary needs," assistant manager Jessie
Rogers, who is a vegetarian herself, said.

Twigs Bistro

3011E. Diamond Ave.
5.6 miles from campus
483-6700

9225 N. Nevada St.
1.8 miles from campus
413-1043

9820 N. Nevada St.
1.3 miles from campus
468-9820

The Twigs n orth location was added
in August 2012 to the family of Twigs
restaurants located around Spokane,
fhe bistro is ideal for a quality dinner
with family and friends, and is able to
create delicious gluten-free appetizers,
sandwiches, pizzas, desserts and en
trees, such as their Truffle Penne or Crab
Mac and Cheese.
Executive chef Steven Stermer said
that nearly everything on the menu has
a gluten-free alternative. He said Twigs'

Find more arts and culture stories
this week at thewhitworthian.com
Impact of Pope Francis
We talked to Gonzaga University professors o f religion to find out
what is the significance of the new pope's background and how it will
affect his papacy as well as college students today.

From Paper to Silver
A look at the phenomenon of b ooks being made into films. What are
the pros and cons of adapting literature to the big screen? And what
films h ave done it well?

Red Dragon

Although Red Dragon specializes in
delicious Chinese delivery food, they
also offer dine-in for lunch and dinner.
Their extensive menu is cooked fresh
daily, and includes a special section with
19 vegetarian options. Upon request Red
Dragon will turn their vegetarian dishes,
such as their General's Battered Tofu or
Teriyaki Vegetable Stir-Fry, into a veg
an-friendly feast. Many items may be
made gluten-free if so specified.
Contact Claire Hunter at
chunterl5@my.whitworth.edu
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Feeling the Music
Student musician Seth Owens puts his faith
and relationships in his acoustic-style songs
Peter Duell

spire Owens in his songwriting and mu
sic.
"Each of t he members of m y imme
Whitworth junior Seth Owens be diate family have been inspirations for
gan singing in sixth grade and hasn't songs," Owens said. "Also, my girlfriend,
stopped since. Owens recently played Mikyah, has been the theme of four or so
a set opening for Tyrone Wells at Whit of th e 15 originals that I still perform. I
worth on Feb. 27, w hich continued his write and perform to encourage people
to think about where they are in life."
nine-year involvement in music.
Owens performs on campus, in coffee
"I started singing in sixth grade,
houses
and in other small, personal ven
prompted by a school musical produc
tion," Owens said. "I started playing gui ues. Owens said he prefers small, per
tar in eighth grade so that I could join my sonal atmospheres.
"Seth is very relaxed and humble at
church worship team."
Owens writes his own lyrics and mu shows," Johnson said. "He always talks
sic (and does some covers when he plays to the crowd and is very thankful of the
concerts), but he didn't begin writing his audience and those who helped him
acoustic-style music as soon as he start with the show."
Personal spaces allow an artist to in
ed singing. In fact, he didn't intend to
teract
with an audience in a way that
write until he had a reason.
large venues can't.
"I started actually
They allow the musi
writing music in ninth
"I write and perform
cian to know the au
grade because I had
to encourage people to dience and dig deep
some thoughts that I
er than just musical
felt m ight be useful to
notes and lyrics.
think
about
where
they
share," Owens said.
"I don't really feel
"My journey of faith
are in life."
like I'm in the spot
and relationship with
light," Owens said.
— SETH OWENS
God are definitely the
"I've only played
biggest influence on
Whitworth
shows
junior
my songwriting."
and at a few coffee
Owens places high
shops and communi
value in people and his
ty events. I hope that the questions and
relationships with them. Those who are statements in my songs prompt people
close to him make this evident.
to set aside, for a moment, the trivial
"Seth is the epitome of a good dude," concerns of d aily life and consider the
junior Ethan Johnson, one of Owens deeper and more difficult topics of real
housemates said. "He cares a lot about
ity."
the people in his life. He is very inten
Owens is a full-time student at Whit
tional with his music. His messages re worth, majoring in marketing and
flect what he believes."
minoring in Spanish. He plays shows
The people who are closest to him in during the year, but they tend to be spo
StaffWriter

EVENTS

Greg Moser | hPotographer

Junior Seth Owens plays an opening set for Tyrone Wells at Whitworth Feb. 27.
radic. The last time he performed was at "I've played in and with small bands,
Whitworth and he is already planning such as Lucky T ongue and ThirstyperfecT. Most of my music experience has
his schedule for next fall.
ip
As of now, h e said his next show isn't been either on my own or with a worsh
scheduled until September, where he team for the church my parents pastor in
Coeur d' Alene."
will play at the University of Idaho.
An album is currently in the works
"I hope to play at local venues
throughout this spring and summer for Owens. He said he already has some
though," Owens said. "My performance very basic recordings, but now wants to
make a higher quality album.
schedule is pretty random."
Owens is a musician, but looking into
The biggest struggle for him is one
that many, if n ot all, musicians face as the future he places something that he
they first get started. The population is sees as more important before his mu
sic.
simply unaware of him and his music.
"My greatest ambition for the future,
"I'll have two shows in the same week
and then none for a month or more," though, is to be a good husband and fa
Owens said. "I'd like to play shows as of ther," he said. "As a career, I want to be a
ten as possible, but it's hard when your marriage and family counselor after re
ceiving my master's degree in that disci
name isn't quite recognizable in town."
Owens has, however, played in the pline. I'll always have music, but I do not
Spokane area with some established foresee it being a full-time gig."
musicians.
"I've opened for Tyrone Wells and Contact Peter Duell at
Matt & Toby [of Emery]," Owens said. pduelll 6@my.whitworth.edu

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

APRIL 5-21
THEATER: TREASURE ISLAND
Thurs.-Sat. at 7:30 p.m. and Sun. at 2 p.m.
Spokane Civic Theatre
1020 N. Howard St.
This stage adaption based on the classic book by Robert
Louis Stevenson follows Jim Hawkins as he searches for
a pirate's buried treasure. The student price is $18.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17
READING: JOHN MUIR.THENATURALIST
8 p.m.
Music Building Recital Hall
Jim Hunt, a professor emeritus of history at Whit
worth, will speak about John Muir, who was an Ameri
can naturalist and advocate for preserving the wilder
ness that became the U.S. national parks.

THE CLOTHESLINE PROJECT
April 6-28 at River Park Square in downtown Spokane
Women affected by violence can decorate a T-shirt that expresses their
emotions and have it hung on a clothesline for display.

GET LIT
(SEE STORY ON PAGE 10)
April 9-14 at various locations and times
See our story for a calendar of event highlights for Eastern Washington
University's annual festival that celebrates literature.

WHITWORTH'S HAWAIIAN CLUB LU'AU
(SEE STORYON PAGE 7)
April 13 at 5:30 p.m. in the Fieldhouse
Traditional Hawaiian dancing, food and games fill a night that will feel just
like being on the islands at a real lu'au.

FAITH AND REASON LECTURE SERIES
April 16-18 at 7 p.m. at Conzaga University
The second part of a series of lectures on "Biology and the God of Abra
ham." Talks will include topics such as Darwinism and biological teleology.

10 AM
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Literary Dive
Students explore literature through readings,
slams and workshops in annual Get Lit! Festival

CONTEXTUAL I FLEXIBLE I FULLER

Lindsie Trego

"I think [students who have
attended in the past] are delightfully
surprised for the big names the festival
Thousands of literature and writing attracts," Sheets said. She compared
enthusiasts have gathered this week attending readings of big-name writers
to hear from nationally-recognized to attending concerts of popular
writers as a part of the Get Lit! Festival, musicians.
In addition to attending the
put on by Eastern Washington
University. During the festival, which readings that will occur as a part of the
started Tuesday and goes through festival, students can attend writing
Sunday, Spokanites will have the workshops, in which local authors
opportunity to attend readings and teach small groups about different
panels, participate in poetry slams and facets of writing. Some workshop
topics include revising, building story
take part in writing workshops.
One of the main highlights from setting and writing graphic novels.
Students can purchase workshop
the festival is "An Even ing
tickets for $20 on the Get
with Joyce Carol Oates" on
"These are
Lit! website and will need
Friday at 7 p.m. at the Bing
to bring a valid ID.
Crosby Theater. Oates, an
people who are
Another way students
award-winning author, has
can get involved in the
in love with
received such honors as
festival is through the
the National Book Award.
college poetry slam,
language,
who
"These are people who
which will take place on
are in love with language, are there to share
Thursday at 6 p.m. in the
who are there to share
Kress Gallery at River
their love of
their love of language,"
Park Square. In the slam,
professor of English Vic
college students from
language."
Bobb said. "You don't get
across the area will have
much better than Joyce
— Vic BOBB
the chance to compete
Carol Oates."
with their originallyThe festival features professor of English
crafted poems. Students .
major Northwest writers
can register for the slam
with
Pulitzer
Prize
finalists, New York Time s bestsellers at 5:30 p.m. that night.
Both Sheets and Bobb said the
and National Books Critics awardfestival
serves as a reminder for
winners among them. Some of the
students
of the ample opportunities
writers involved include Kim Barnes,
the Spokane community provides for
David Shields and Major Jackson.
An Inland Northwest faculty reading them to get extra-curricular learning.
"This is aplace ofrich opportunities,"
will also be part of the festival and
Bobb said. "The fact that they're free
will include a reading by Whitworth
assistant professor of English Nicole sweetens the deal."
Tickets are available in the
Sheets.
"I'm really looking forward to it — Whitworth bookstore for Whitworth
especially Kim Jones, who teaches at students to obtain in order to attend
University of Idaho," Sheets said. "She the readings and poetry slams free of
writes non-fiction and memoir, which charge.
Staff Writer

is my jam."
The festival isa great opportunity for
students to get off-campus and head
downtown, Sheets said.

Whether God is calling you to serve in church ministry,
non-profit work, psychological practice, or other
vocations in the marketplace, Fuller will shape and
refine you intellectually, spiritually, personally,
and missionally—wherever you are.
Starting this fall, it's easier than ever to study
at Fuller. Enroll In one of three degree
programs that allow you to learn without leaving
your context:
MA in Intercultural Studies (MAICS)*
MA in Theology and Ministry (MATM)*
il MA in Global Ministry (MAGL)

Become part of our richly diverse learning community—
committed to Jesus Christ and passionateto serve.

Contact Lindsie Trego
at lwagnerl4@my.whitworth.edu

Apply today.
'New flexible options pending ATS and WASC approval

LIT EVENTS

College Poetry Slam

Thursday, April 11 at 6 p.m.
Kress Gallery (Third floor of River
Park Square Mall)
Registration to perform is at 5:30
p.m.
Kim Barnes and Jonathan Evison
Reading

Thursday, April 11 at 7 p.m.
Bing Crosby Theater
Joyce Carol Oates, Jaimy Gordon
and David Shields Reading

Friday, April 12 at 7 p.m.
Bing Crosby Theater

Writing Workshops

Saturday, April 13
Red Lion Hotel
The first session of workshops
run from 9:30-11:30 a.m. and
the second session goes from
3:30-5:30 p.m. The cost is $20 for
students with current ID.
In Conversation with Major
Jackson and Robert Wrigley

www.fuller.edu/flexibledegrees

FULLER

THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

Saturday, April 13 at 7 p.m.
Bing Crosby Theater

Pasadena • Colorado • Northwest • California Coast
Northern California • Southwest • Texas • Online

For the full Get Lit! schedule and
more information go to:
outreach.ewu.edu/getlit

THEOLOGY | PSYCHOLOG Y I INTERCULTURAL STUDIES

I

f

OPINIONS
Gap year gives students
better grasp of the world
tion that is the most opposite to your
comfort zone or wherever you live be
cause it should be an experience that
WHITNEY
is totally new to you.
CARTER
Apparently, students who take
COLUMNIST
gap years are happier. The Amer
ican Gap Association reports that
During senior year of high school "Students who have taken a gap year
and throughout your time in college, overwhelmingly report being satisfied
you are faced with a ton of de cisions with their jobs."
Also, according to the American
that will greatly impact your future.
Do you apply here or there? Stay at Gap association, they are less selfish
this school or transfer? Do you at and have a better sense of w ho they
tend college right away or wait and try are as a person as well as what is im
portant to them.
something new?
They also say that 90 percent of gapOne of my favorite journalists,
Nicholas Kristof, writes for the New year students return or attend college
York Times and recently posted on within a year, which surprised me.
The college advice site, College
Facebook and Twitter about the pos
itive outcomes of taking a gap year in Confidential, recommended a gap
year that would consist of working
between high school and college.
for students whose
"You can accept
families cannot af
and then defer en
"Like I said, I don't
ford their expected
trance for a year, and
family
contribu
regret my choice to
then use the time
tion.
to learn a language
attend college after
"I spent part of
or travel or work or
my gap year work
volunteer," Kristof
high school. However, ing on a farm in
writes on Facebook.
"It's silly to study a
a gap year in the future France, and my
sons have taken
language on campus
now looks like a more gap years in China,"
when you can do so
Kristof writes. "It's
abroad."
feasible option."
much cheaper than
Taking a gap year
a year in college—
was something I
you may well learn
considered and quickly dismissed be
cause of my parents and my own no more and you can also work and earn
tions that after high school you go to some money and get some job expe
college and after college you get a job. rience."
Like I said, I don't regret my choice
I listened to the fears of missing out on
scholarships, not connecting with my to attend college after high school.
peers and possibly becoming com However, a gap year in the future now
placent and never actually attending looks like a more feasible option.
I found that there are organizations
college.
I am still certain that I made the to assist with gap year activities and
right choice by attending college, but funding. It's something that I willkeep
I do think the gap year option should in mind as I continue at Whitworth.
have received a little bit more atten
tion and consideration on my part.
A gap year does not only apply to
the time between high school and
college, a gap year can also be during
college.
You can take a year off an d travel,
volunteer in another country or even CARTER is a sophomore majoring in
work. Kristof recommends a variety of communication. Comments can be
options, but advises choosing an op sent to wcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu.
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do something with my keys? Um. You put them where?
Urn. Your womansatchel. I hat
Yeah. 1
I DUt
hem back in
Yeah,
put tthem
your womansatchel.
J'^n^wonian'DorftTfeei" bad. it's
Must ONE more thing invented by
U
men.

it

Molly Rupp | Graphic Artist

Marriage not the only
method to please God
of them in mighty ways. He took them
where they were, without the pressure of
having to get married and they were able
HALEY
to pursue God without that distraction. I
WILLIAMSON
am by no means saying that marriage is
COLUMNIST
bad and everyone should be single; I just
do not think that society and our culture
Everything in society directs us toward should put so much emphasis and pres
marriage. Either something special will sure on the idea of m arriage as the end
happen when you get married or perhaps goal for everyone.
Romans 12:2 says, "Do not conform
you have to travel here or experience
any longer to the pattern of th is world,
something magnificent.
But what about the people that God but be transformed by the renewing
of you r mind. Then you will be able to
specifically calls not to get married?
The Bible says, "Then the word of th e test and approve what God's will is - His
good, pleasing, and per
Lord came to me: 'you
fect
will."
must not marry and
"We're living in a
We're living in a cul
have sons or daughters
culture that's making ture that is making it
in this place! Jeremiah
hard to trust God's plan
16:1-2. In 1 Corinthians
it hard to trust God's
because each day we are
7:8, Pau l says, "Now to
told what to do, where
the unmarried and the
plan because each day to invest our hearts and
widows I say: it is good
for them to stay unmar
we are told what to do, how to live. Thisconcept
goes beyond marriage
ried, as I am."
and understanding that
where to invest our
Why does everything
God can call someone to
have to point to the di
hearts and how to live." be single their entire life.
rection of 'when peo
It is all about trusting
ple get married,' when
God to take care of every
that might not be the
path an individual is supposed to take? aspect of our life, and we can do that by
Throughout the Bible, there are examples looking at the way He worked and moved
of individuals who never got married, in the fives of those in the Bible.
many who were called to live single lives:
individuals such as Jeremiah, Paul, Dan
iel, Mary and Martha, the disciples and,
of course, Jesus were all unmarried.
These were individuals from both the
Old and New Testament that were either WILLIAMSON is a sophomore majoring in
directly called by God to stay single, or journalism and theology. Comments can
God's plan simply lead them through life be sent to hwilfiamsonl5@my.whitworth.
being single by default. God used each edu.
Hey, maybe that girlcowboy can
Wow. This is the most backwards
help us.
you've ever been. This is a purse.
YOU have a MANpurse, and you
WHAT IS
' aid be grateful I show myself in J HAPPENING
lie with you while you wear it. 1 11 DON'T EVEN
explain fliis more later, but we're
can exp
WKNOW YOUjjunnini

Whatever. Let's
ask for directions,

12 OPINIONS I ZstSsS"
Internships offer invaluable
experience; payment is a plus
LINDSEY
HUBBART

M

Internships have become an integral part of the
college experience. They offer students an excel
lent opportunity to enter the workforce while still
in school, thus allowing them exposure to different
careers.
The reality is that most internships are unpaid.
The most important aspect of an internship is ex
perience.
Anya
Kamenetz
criticizes the unpaid
internship model in
a New York T imes
article titled "Take
This Internship
and Shove It."
She claims
that the op
portunity cost of
an unpaid internship
is
too
great, because students must pay for cost
of living and give u p the wages they could
make in a paid position. She also claims
that "unpaid internships are not jobs, only
simulations."
Thus, they do not prepare students well
enough for real jobs, she says. In a later
interview with John Stossel of Fox Busi 
ness Network, she claims that businesses
need to follow minimum wage laws when
hiring interns.
However, regardless of pay, internships great
ly benefit the student. According to CNN, so me of
the major benefits include the chance to try out dif
ferent careers, to network among future employers,
bond with mentors and learn about the intricacies of
daily life in the real world.
Further explaining the benefits of internships,
Steve Cohen writes in the Wall Street Journal that
"the most valuable purpose is exposure. Interns get
to see the real work that real people do, and to see
how disparate pieces come together to make an or
ganization function."
As students begin to think about careers of inter

est to them, this kind of exposure is incredibly valu
able.
Internships can also significandy enhance one's
resume.
According to Melissa Benca, director of career
services at Marymount Manhattan College, "intern
ships have become key in today's economy." Em
ployers want to see that students have relevant work
experience, so they will certainly check to see if the
student has completed an internship.
Since internships have become so important, I
believe that more businesses need to allow as many
students as possible the opportunity to complete
one.
If we require all employers to pay their interns,
they will offer fewer internships because many com
panies, particularly smaller ones, cannot afford to
pay additional wages. Fewer opportunities would be
detrimental to students.
Additionally, an essential aspect of the free mar
ket economy is the ability for two people to enter
a contract.
If a n intern signs a contract to work
for free, the government should not
be allowed to prevent him or
her from doing so. Interns are
perfectly capable of decid
ing for themselves whether
or not to take on an unpaid
internship. According to a
study by Internships.com,
"72 percent
Dt op
of students
consider
compensa
tion to be the least
HayIeyNiehaus| Graphic Artist important factor
when
consider
ing an internship."
Thus, students will l ikely choose to apply for and
take on unpaid internships.
If they feel exploited by working for free, the
n they
have every right to turn down the internship and ei
ther find a paid one or a job. In the words of John
Stossel, "Butt out, federal bullies. Grown-ups can
take care of ourselves."

HUBBART is a sophomore majoring in economics.
Comments can be sent to lhubbartl5@my.whitworth.
edu.

WHITW0RTH10UT
"I definitely think that it frames different
worldview perspectives through a Christian
one and introduces students to various other
religious histories or foundations. With each
section, they do a good job summing up what a
Christian thinks and how to act on it."
—Izze Ginley, freshman

"Yes; it inspires critical thinking even if there's
a lot of memorizing. There's still opportunity
to engage in what we believe and work to
understand how that inspires action. You also get
to meet a lot of professors."
—Taylor Blake, senior

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Liberal arts education
proves important for
well-roundedness
Due to the rising competitiveness of the workforce and
the lack of abundant jobs for bachelor's degree holders,
many believe that a liberal arts education is a waste of
time and money. However, a recent international debate
exhibition by Whitworth's forensic team points to reasons
why liberal arts is still important, which is the position
that this board upholds.
First and foremost, members of society need to be
well-rounded. Liberal arts degrees give people the ability
to see life from various stances and understand different
viewpoints on important matters. A liberal arts education
also makes people more adaptable. Many students end
up working outside of t heir degrees because they have
backgrounds in other areas and can effectively do multi
ple jobs. Employers are also looking for people who have
skills in liberal arts such as effective communication and
adaptability.
However, this board acknowledges that there are
some negatives to a liberal arts education. One argument
against liberal arts is that people are wasting money on
a degree that won't produce high return. They say the
costs essentially outweigh the benefits. Some also argue
that this type of education forces students to learn about
things that are not particularly in line with their interests
and can be seen as superficial because it doesn't allow for
an in depth understanding of issues.
While these arguments pose beneficial perspectives,
this board believes that a liberal arts education cannot
be proven unimportant based on this evidence. One may
not dive deeply into certain subjects, but the lack of top
expertise in a subject doesn't mean it isn't useful knowl
edge. Not only does this type of education make one an
open-minded citizen, it allows for increased understand
ing of others.
While many see liberal arts as an unnecessary educa
tion in today's society, many things point to the conclu
sion that a liberal arts education is still important. It fos
ters well-roundedness and sends people into society with
knowledge of different perspectives and life outlooks. Lib
eral arts education allows for a development of the mind
and heart and Whitworth does this well.

Editorials in the "In the Loop"section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five editors.

Do you think the Core program adds value
to tne university? Why or why not?

"I think it does, but at the same time it should be
an optional class for multiple reasons. It's timeconsuming, it's not major specific and also it's only
Whitworth specific."
—Zach Autry, senior

"Its intent is good. It's important to educate
students about different worldviews but it does
tend to scare students away and they form a
negative opinion of the Christian church. It should
be continued, but Core should be changed and
grow with more feedback."
—Heather Billings, junior

SPORTS

Track mi field sweeps Sam Adams Classic
Tiara Pajimola
Staff Writer

Women's track
Sophomore Christina Dobbins helped lead Whitworth to an overall win at the eighth annual Sam Ad
ams Meet last Saturday with a team score of 73.5. Dob
bins won the long jump with a distance of 17-5 1/4, h
te
high jump with a clearance of 5-2 1/2, and was part of
• sisig
the winning 4x400 relay team crossing at 4:15.80.
Dobbins felt good about her performances and those
of her team despite the weather they encountered.
"For the most part I actually felt we got pretty lucky
because right when the meet ended it started to rain a
lot harder," Dobbins said. "Everyone did really well and
stepped up and competed regardless of the weather."
Dobbins remains fifth in the national rankings for
the high jump.
Freshman Kerry Wright was among the four individ
uals who won their respective events. Wright threw a
137-11 to win the javelin.
"It was a little windy so it didn't help when throwing
the javelin," Wright said. "For the most part it was de
cent compared to what we thought it was going to be
so it was good."
When it came to the overall team performance,
Wright was pleased with their effort.
"We came out to compete and I think we are all ready
for conference," Wright said.
Wright remains at the No. 1 position in the national
ranking for javelin at the Division III level.
Freshman Maddye Dinsmore was also a part of the
winning 4x400 relay.
"I feel like [our performance] was a big step in the
•
----- - • Juliana Zajicek |Photographer
right direction," Dinsmore said. "We all went out very
Sophomore Christina Dobbins hand the baton off to freshman Joey Hope during 4x400 relay last Saturday
powerful against Gonzaga and we had good splits."
Dinsmore was also content with her own perfor at Boppell Track. Whitworth won the race with a time of 4:15.80 to edge Gonzaga.
mances as well as herteam's overall performance.
"I think we did a great job given the weather," Dins
"It's been awhile since I've had a [personal record] in and is now positioned in third place in the Division III
national rankings.
more said. "We got a lot of [personal records] and discus so I was very happy," Comito said.
"It felt great," Shea said. "It's something that I've
school records and national marks so it was awesome."
Comito took first place in both shot put (58-6 3/4)
and discus. He holds both been working on for a while."
The women will continue this Saturday, April 13, at
Shea said he competed in one of the few opportuni
school and track records and
World War #5 hosted by Sporemains first in the national ties while the sun was out.
kane Falls Community College.
"There was about a 10-minute window of su n and
rankings. He hopes to build
that was when I had my good throw," Shea said.
upon
his
early
success
later
in
Men's track
Weather conditions the team endured didn't have a
the season when it counts, he
major impact on their performance and drive.
said.
Carter Comito,'13
Senior Carter Comito broke
"I think that's one thing we do really well as a team;
Also contributing to the
his own school records at the
team success were the five oth we control the things we can control and the rest is
eighth annual Sam Adams Clas
er individuals who won their whatever," Shea said. "I thought everybody did really
sic last Saturday leading Whit
school discus and
events. Freshman Nate Stenson well not letting [the weather] get to them."
worth to an overall win with
Acosta crossed the finish line in first for the 800-meshot put records
cleared 6-6 in high jump, soph87 points. Comito competed in
and won both
omore Joseph Green cleared ter run with a time of 1:56.36.
the opening field events while
15-1 111 P°'e vault, and soph"I felt good under the conditions," Acosta said. "I'm
events last
the sun was out and before the
Saturday at
omore Chase Wright threw usually a pretty strong finisher but I had a bigger kick
sideways rain, hail, wind began.
_ ,
207-5 m the javelin. Jumor than usual in that race because I had a slower first half.
"I threw early in the day and
Boppell Trac <.
Keegan Shea won the hammer However the weather didn't change how I prepared for
it was really sunny so it wasn't
event and senior Steve Acosta it."
too bad when I competed,"
Whitworth will compete in World War #5 at Spokane
claimed Whitworth's sole track
Comito said. "I felt really good."
Falls Community College this Saturday, April 13.
win in the 800-meter race.
Comito's previous record in discus was set at the Buc
Shea competed in the hammer and not only
Scoring Invite with a throw of 193-1. He broke that by won the event, but broke his previous record set earlier Contact Tiara Pajimola at
more than 10 feet throwing 203-5.
this month at the Buc Scoring Invite. Shea threw 195-7 tpajimolal 6@my. whitworth.edu

SPOTLIGHT

online articles this week in sports...
volleyball coach hired, baseball, softball, golf and tennis articles
thewhitworthian.com and (aBucSportsNews
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1 BASEBALL
NWC

ALL

LINFIELD

15-3

22-5

GEORGE FOX

13-3

20-8

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

7-8

16-11

PUGET SOUND

6-7

11-16

WILLAMETTE

6-9

11-17

PACIFIC (ORE.)

6-9

9-18

WHITMAN

7-11

12-16

WHITWORTH

5-10

10-17-1

LEWIS & CLARK

5-10

8-22

1 SOFTBALL

Keely Cooper |File Photo

Merkel Field was named after former Whitworth student-athlete and coach Paul Merkel. Thebaseball field
was renovated this past off-season. Merkel's name is displayed on the outfield scoreboard.

CAMPUS CONNECTION
Ross Cutter and Paul Merkel
players making itinto national semi
final spotlight. The tennis team also
Staff Writer
had victories over big-name schools
such as Oregon State and Washing
Ross Cutter
ton State, and gave the University of
Washington a healthy scare in a dan
Whitworth athletics has had more gerously close 4-3 loss, he said.
ups and downs than a monitor dis
"There were just some great play
playing a healthy heartbeat — from ers when I got the job," Cutter said.
a national championship in 1960
Cutter continued to coach for
and 45 Northwest Conference titles more than 30 years, instilling
in just the last 10 years, to almost be team-building traditions such as in
ing dropped from all sports compe viting a campus figure, such as welltition in their conference almost 50 known professors or administrators,
years ago.
to handle the ceremonial opening
Notable among the history of of th e game balls with a few words
Whitworth athletics are Ross Cut of encouragement before a home
ter and Paul Merkel, both of whom match, or urging his players to take
coached at Whitworth.
their opponents to Graves Gym for
Cutter first got a job as a physical a soda after their match, no mat
education professor at Whitworth ter how hard-fought or heated the
College in 1958,
match may have
and then found
been.
"I
just
kind
of
fell
into
himself coach
The team's suc
ing tennis for
cess drew a huge
the job."
the Pirates in his
part of the student
— Ross CUTTER
second year with
body to matches,
the school.
especially their
"I just kind of former Whitworth tennis coach barn-burner
at
fell into the job," in talking about how he came to home
against
Cutter said.
the University of
The dean at be the Whitworth tennis coach Washington, Cut
the time was Alter said. Each one
in 1959. He held the job for
vin Quail, who
of the team-build
was also the
ing activities all
more than 30 years.
coach of the ten
the way up to the
nis team in 1958.
success that Cut
Quail, having a significant amount ter brought to this program, played a
of responsibility on campus already, small part in bringing the Whitworth
told Cutter he would coach the team community closer together, he said.
beginning the next year.
Whitworth's Cutter Tennis Courts
"This wa s the middle of my first are named in honor of Cutter's con
year," Cutter said. "I'm not going to tributions to the school.
say I won't."
So, the Cal-Berkeley grad took Paul Merkel
over the Whitworth tennis program
in 1959. Although he claims not to
Paul Merkel was the coach of
have had a tennis background fit Whitworth's first and only nation
for c oaching, Cutter saw great suc al championship team. Merkel
cess in his first few years as its head, lettered 11 times in football, bas
which included a couple of tennis ketball, baseball and tennis while
KoreyHope

earning two degrees at Whitworth.
Beginning in 1955, Mer kel coached
Whitworth baseball and played oth
er major roles for Whitworth until
his retirement in 1990, according to
The Spokesman-Review.
It wasn't until the 1972 seas
on that
Pirate baseball joined the North
west Conference. Merkel saw the
program he formerly coached win
a total of five NWC championships
in the program's first 12 years in the
conference. That record was bested
only by Linfield's eight consecutive
titles from 1959 to 1966, the longest
such streak in 85 years of Northwest
Conference baseball, according to
the Northwest Conference website
archives.
On top of his accomplishments
with the baseball team, Merkel's
significant work behind the scenes
ensured that Whitworth would con
tinue to have an athletic program.
When the school was still a part of
the Evergreen Conference in the
1960s, Pirate athletics were about to
be dropped from all sports compe
tition due to failure in reaching the
minimum number of sports needed
to stay in the conference, according
to The Spokesman-Review.
Merkel, Whitworth's athletic
director at the time, decided the
school would form a swim team to
save athletics. Merkel put a swim
team in place and coached it him
self, on top of b eing a large part of
the baseball program as well as the
athletic director. Merkel died Aug.
24, 2002 at the age of 80.
Though his time at Whitworth
has come and gone, his name re
mains a part of Whitworth athletics.
Whitworth's baseball field is named
Merkel Field in remembrance of
Merkel's services to the university.
Contact Korey Hope at
khopel 6@my.whitworth.edu

NWC

ALL

LINFIELD

20-2

28-5

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

15-7

22-12

WHITWORTH

13-9

19-15

PACIFIC (ORE.)

10-10

15-15

GEORGE FOX

12-12

15-21

WILLAMETTE

9-11

13-17

LEWIS & CLARK

7-15

13-19

PUGET SOUND

0-20

0-31

MEN'S TENNIS
NWC

ALL

WHITMAN

9-0

12-6

GEORGE FOX

9-1

11-4

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

8-1

10-5

WILLAMETTE

6-4

6-9

LEWIS & CLARK

5-7

6-11

WHITWORTH

4-6

5-12

PACIFIC (ORE.)

4-7

5-9

PUGET SOUND

1-9

2-12

LINFIELD

0-11

0-11

WOMEN'S TENNIS
NWC

ALL

WHITMAN

10-0

13-3

LEWIS & CLARK

11-1

15-4

PUGET SOUND

7-3

13-3

LINFIELD

6-5

7-9

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

5-5

7-8

WHITWORTH

5-5

6-8

GEORGE FOX

2-8

5-11

WILLAMETTE

1-9

1-13

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-11

3-13

Note: Standings as of April 7,2013

Whitworth at Spokane CC at Indian Canyon -1 p.m. Saturday, April 13

WHITPICS

WHEELS ON CAMPUS
LEFT: Sophomore Samantha Keating's transportation of choice is longboarding.
Beth Crabtree | Photographer

ABOVE: Freshman Ellie Larson is part of a group of rollerb
laders that take
advantage of Whitworth's pathways.
Juliana Zajicek |Photographer

BELOW RIGHT: Junior Trevor Zajicek rides to the loop on his unicycle.
Gabrielle Lee | Photographer

BELOW LEFT: Heelies, a rare sight around Whitworth, are worn by junior Andy
Rowland.
Megan Hinzdel | Photographer

Cross the
bridge to a
great career.
Expand your career options
with the Bridge MBA at
Seattle University.
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• For n on-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required

The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
For m ore information, call (206) 296-5700
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.
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reformed
evangelical
ecumenical
Expanding our ties
Board of Trustees votes to widen Whitworth's
denominational relationships and change wording in
the student handbook.

p. 3

Speaker to share what she
does to help sex slavery
victims in India
p. 7
Women's tennis headed to
NWC playoffs
p. 14
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ABOUTUS
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely by students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during lanuary
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.

14 WOMEN'S TENNIS
Whitworth clinches NWC playoff i
berth with commanding home
victory over Pacific Lutheran.

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com

CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

QUESTIONS?
croachl4@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
In issue 13, The Whitworthian incorrectly stated that the "residence halls are an
auxiliary enterprise" on p. 4. The residence halls are completely administered by
Whitworth University and its staff.
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200
words.
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OPINIONS

11 IMAGE ON THE INSIDE

Health Center personnel work to connect
more with students through Wellness Fair,
travel clinics and increased support.

We as a collective society should look
beyond outer appearance and focus on who
people are on the inside.

06 TAKING STOCK

12 BITTERSWEET BALANCE

Whitworth Student Investment Group
develops students' skills in finance as they
invest their $110,000 portfolio.

Life is full of ups and downs, but that's what
makes it worthwhile. If it was all one or the
other, we wouldn't be appreciative.

07 FOLKESTRA

13 BRUINS BEST BUCS

Hey Marseilles, the folk/pop band from
Seattle, incorporates orchestral elements
into their sound.

08 GET UP AND RUN
There's a whole bunch of community runs
coming up in the Spokane area, but are you
ready to take them on?

George Fox wins a four-game series against
Whitworth in a pivotal NWC Softball match
up with playoffs just around the corner.

15 CROW'S NEST
Freshman Kerry Wright has enjoyed success
throwing the javelin at Whitworth after
transferring from Portland State University.

+

WU Health Center personnel
seek to connect with students
The advertising put together by junior Hillary
Millard contributed to the success of flu clinics,
Dettmann said. Communicating information bet
ter to students is something the staff of th e Health
Director of health services ICristiana Holmes has Center is attempting to improve.
been working to expand the services of the Health
"We d on't always do a good job of le tting stu
Center and provide students with opportunities to dents know what resources are available," Holmes
take control of their own health.
said.
One of the steps Holmes has taken to accomplish
The Wellness Fair is one method the staff of t he
this goal is collaborating with Off-Campus Pro Health Center uses to reach out to students.
grams and Service Learning to create a travel clinic
The latest Wellness Fair, Tuesday, April 8, al
for prospective study abroad students.
lowed students to connect with resources provided
"We r ecognized a need for helping to connect on campus such as the Fitness Center, health advo
with students who have health needs and provid cates and Sodexo.
ing them with health plans for trayel," Holmes said.
"The health advocates we have on campus work
Travel clinics began last fall in preparation for through the department and did the majority of the
Jan Term 2013 programs. At a clinical visit, a stu work for the fair," Holmes said.
dent meets with a nurse to go over any medical
The Health Center staff continues to look for
concerns, address country specifics and discuss ways to expand the Wellness Fair in addition to oth
travel preparation.
er methods of reaching students.
"Some students who have never traveled before
"Sometimes I consider us to be a best kept se
have not thought of basics such as immunizations cret," n urse practitioner Linda Torretta said. "The
they may need," Holmes said.
students just need to know we're here."
Through the travel clinics, nurses receive infor
Holmes said she wants to establish a "health pro
mation about the student, which then allows them motions area" where students can get meaningful
to make a personal health plan for travel.
and timely information.
"I want students to see that
She also said she hopes to col
health readiness is an integral
laborate with counseling and set
"Hopefully we are
part of studying abroad," said
up more support groups.
Charles Tappa, associate direc helping students stay
"We need to do more to sup
tor of Off -Campus Programs. "We
port students in a variety of ways,"
in class, stay up on
want students to get the most out
Holmes said.
of their study abroad experience
Part of the issue of getting infor
their academics and
and health readiness is essential to
mation out to students is that the
achieving that."
Health Center is currently under
not get ill."
Tappa said changes in activity
staffed.
—KRISTIANA HOLMES
level, diet and environment associ
Torretta is the only nurse practi
ated with travel can quickly tire the
tioner on staff. The Health Center
director
of
health
services
body, making it more vulnerable to
is accustomed to operating with a
illness. The goal of the travel clinic
half-time nurse practitioner as well.
is alert students to these changes so that they can
"It has been a challenge to meet the needs of the
prepare themselves fortheir study abroad program. students when we are not fully staffed," Dettmann
"I don't want to send someone on a trip and then said.
have to bring them home early for a health-related
Torretta said finding a part-time nurse practi
condition," Tappa said.
tioner has been difficult due to a shortage of experi
The Health Center was at the last two Study enced nurse practitioners in the area.
Abroad Fairs so that students will associate health
Being the only nurse practitioner, Torretta is the
readiness with travel from the moment they first only staff member who sees to all the patients and
start considering their study abroad options.
can examine, diagnose and treat them.
Holmes is beginning to connect the travel clinic
"Anything that can be taken care of in a regular
with the Costa Rica program as well. Presently, the doctor's office can be taken care of here," T orretta
Health Center provides services to prepare a stu said.
dent to travel to Costa Rica, but they hope to pro
The staff of th e Health Center is held to confi
vide more long-term medical services in the future. dentiality under the Health Insurance Portability
The Health Center staff saw increased success in and Accountability Act. They can not disclose any
the flu campaign and clinics this year.
information without written permission from the
"This was the first year in probably six years that student.
we dispensed all the flu vaccine," registered nurse
Both Dettmann and Torretta said the Health
Leann Dettmann said.
Center is a safe place.
A record 300 flu vaccines were given on campus
"When we talk about what goals and objectives
this year. Both Dettmann and Holmes said there we want to achieve as a department, we constantly
Beth Crabtree | Pho
tographer
were only a few cases of flu seen at the health cen talk about the students," Holmes said. "We want to
Freshmen Emily Rollins (top) and Kailley Grantham
ter this year.
accommodate the students."
(bottom) play with a puppy at the Well
ness Fair. Health
"Hopefully we are helping students stay in class,
stay up on their academics and not get ill," Holmes Contact Rebekah Bresee at
Advocates worked together to put on the fair, one of the
said.
rbreseel 6@my.whitworth.edu
ways the Health Center tries to connect with students.

Rebekah Bresee

Staff Writer

National ranking at the Division III
level of freshman javelin thrower
Kerry Wright. Wright's throw of 149
feet this year is the best nationally
and a Whitworth school record, p. 15

+•

Number of wins by the Whitworth
women's tennis team in a 9-0 victory
over Pacific Lutheran that guaran
teed the Pirates a spot in the NWC
tennis playoffs, p. 14

Percent of 17-year-old girls that
are dissatisfied with their bodies,
according to the National Institute
on Media and the Family, p. 4
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WU professors featured at APA philosophy conference
Molly Daniels
Staff Writer
Professors at Whitworth are required
to stay updated in their field while they
are teaching. Kathleen Storm, the Assis
tant Provost for Faculty Development,
said professors are expected to engage
in activities that promote community
and scholarship.
While professors are not required to
attend conferences, Storm said involve
ment in such activities can be beneficial.
"In addition to helping someone re
main current in one's field, involvement
in a professional guild can offer oppor
tunity to be an influential voice in the
discipline," Storm said.
Whitworth professors of philosophy
Joshue Orozco and Nathan King said
that participation in conferences is ef
fective because it promotes collabora
tion, healthy criticism and the pursuit of
knowledge and truth.

King's paper focused on religious skep
ticism.
"Skepticism is the idea that we
shouldn't believe or disbelieve; we
should merely withhold judgment," King
said.
King said he wanted to critique exist
ing skeptical arguments and come up
with a stronger argument.
"As I'm a Christian, I sought to re
spond to the argument and see if Chris
tianity can stand against skepticism. I
hope the kind of work I'm doing can
show how Christianity can withstand in
tellectual scrutiny," King said.
In his paper, King tried to construct a
better argument for skepticism. He then
responded to the skeptical argument
and attempted to show why it failed to
sufficiently threaten theism.
"Whether we should give up our be
liefs depends on how rational it was to
hold them in the first place. If it was ra
tional, adding in evidence might not af
fect belief to the same extent," King said.
He said in his paper he tried to give
examples as to how Christianity can be
rational.
To prepare for com
menting on the paper,
Orozco spent time dis
cussing it with King.
"About two months
in advance we got
together and talked
about what he was go
ing to say and defend
in his paper," Orozco
said.
Orozco's comments
focused on showing
ways in which King's
skeptical
argument
could be resisted and
ways King's argument
could be improved.

The APA and t he Society of Christian
Philosophers
The American Phil
osophical
Associa
tion: holds three major
conferences a year;
each conference is
distinguished by re
gion. Orozco and King
attended the Pacific
Division conference in
March.
"It provides venues
where the profession
can get organized and
disseminate
ideas,"
Orozco said. "It also
sets some standards
for professional con
duct."
Simon Puzankov | Photographer
The association con
Reasons for Participa
tains smaller individu
"We work to try to
tion
al subgroups that align
King presented pa
with certain values.
get a richer and fuller pers
at two previous
These subgroups hold
their own meetings
understanding of who conferences in 2012
and 2010. He said that
during the conference.
we are and challenge
Christian philosophy
One of the groups is
has been an up-andthe Society of Christian
one another in our
coming
phenome
Philosophers, which
non
over
the
past 50
publishes the journal
pursuit of truth."
years, and he sees his
"Faith and Philoso
involvement with the
—JOSHUE O ROZCO
phy." Both King and
APA as a way to push
Orozco are members
professor of philosophy
research and knowl
of that group and were
edge forward.
invited to participate
"It's important for Christian philoso
in one of the group's events during the
phers to deal with intellectual problems
conference.
to the church," King said.
He said he hopes that projects like
King's Paper
King was invited to present a paper, this can help people understand reli
and Orozco was asked to comment on it. gious disagreement. In addition, he said

171

Number of sex slaves from brothels
in India Smita Singh helped rescue
over 5 years,p. 7

300

Record number of flu shots given out
this year by the Whitworth Health
Center, p. 4

Simon Puzankov | Photo
grapher

Professor of philosophy Nathan King explores religious skepticism in his
work. King presented a paper on the subject at the APA conference.
that he values the comments offered by
Orozco.
"Getting good criticism of one's work
is like the equivalent of someone telling
you that you have food in your teeth,"
King said. "There are firings Iwould have
been blind to without criticism."
King said he thinks good criticism
promotes growth and development.
"Criticism needn't be off-putting or
painful. Given the right kind of interac
tion it can be extremely helpful," King
said.
Orozco said being involved with the
Society of C hristian Philosophers is an
opportunity for those committed to
Christianity to explore views and pres
ent challenges.
"We work to try to get a richer and
fuller understanding of who we are and
challenge one another in our pursuit of
truth," Orozco said.
Orozco said it was a good opportunity
to discuss a philosophical paper with his

10,000

Number of high-performing teachers that leave the 50 largest school
districts each year, according to Chris
Eide, Executive Director of Teachers
United, p. 3

colleague.
"To b e able to do that with him in a
more public setting, and I think that
models the sort of community we ought
to have at Whitworth," Orozco said.
"Collaborating is critical for the sake of
pursuing truth, and it embodies what I
think we should be doing on campus."
Orozco said that there aren't many
times when Christians try to present the
strongest argument against belief.
"Part of what it is to be educated is to
be an individual who approaches one's
most critical commitments in an intel
lectual and virtuously responsible way,"
Orozco said. "It doesn't mean just sitting
with beliefs and not challenging them
for fear of being wrong,"
King said he plans to continue being
involved with both the APA and the So
ciety of Christian Philosophers.

Contact Molly Daniels at
mdanielsl 6@my.whitworth.edu

$110,000

Size of the stock portfolio managed
by students in the Whitworth Student Investment Group, p. 6
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Student group grows profits, experience
Lucas Thayer
Staff Writer
The members of the Whitworth Student Investment
Group (WSIG) gather twice a week to discuss the future
of t he economy. The 30 members break into groups to
research stocks, talk of the financial news and manage
their $110,000 stock portfolio. It isn't a simulation. The
money is real, as are the risks.
The club is open to all majors. Club chair Austin Vierra said newly admitted members aren't allowed to begin
making big decisions right away.
"We have a big responsibility to manage that much
money, and you need to know what you're doing before
you're allowed to have a vote," Vierra said. "It's not hard
to lose a lot of money on the stock market if you don't
know what you're doing."
For the most part, the members are in charge of
teaching each other how to invest on the open market.
Their goal is educational, not just fiscal.
"Our goal is to make a return, and we want to try to
outperform the market. At t he same time, our goal is
ultimately a learning process, to be able to apply these
things to the real world," Vierra said.
Vierra said he believes it's a good way for people to be
informed of how to handle their own finances.
"We don't have a finance program at Whitworth. I
think this really is showing that there's a latent desire in
the student body to really push for a finance program to
become a reality," Vierra said.
The studies of economics and finance are two distinct
fields, but are somewhat closely related. Economics is
the study of how goods are produced, consumed and
distributed. The study of economics establishes as
sumptions that businesses can use to operate compet
itively. Finance deals with the actual logistics and fine
details of carrying out exchanges on the open market.
Since there isn't a finance major at Whitworth, the
group's founding members had to learn to invest on
their own, Vierra said. From there, they went on to teach
others how to invest.
Learning to invest is a valuable skill for an individ
ual of any major, said Brian "Duff" Bergquist, executive-in-residence for the Whitworth School of Global
Commerce & Management and the group's adviser.

Social Networking Leads to Arrests
in Professor Assault

Senior Annika Westre, sophomore Joy Attaway
and sophomore Ashley Sievers applaud after a
presentation during the WSIG meeting April 9.
"Next semester there's a few more finance classes
being offered. We're hoping for a minor down the road,
and eventually a major," Vierra said.
Currently, WSIG's portfolio is one-tenth the size of
the portfolio of Gonzaga's student investment group. In
the future, Vierra said, the group aims to receive funding
from the school to have its own research lab.
The group was started last year by a several students
who taught themselves how to navigate the stock mar
ket with guidance from Bergquist. They presented their
charter to two trustees for approval, who then provided
the money for investment. Now the group operates free
ly on the free market.
The group only handles buy and hold orders, the
most basic type of investment. Members assess a stock
to determine if the it will yield the desired amount.
"Any gains that we make in the market, we get to re
invest those and we get to use those how we choose,"
Vierra said. In the past, the group used its profits to fund
research on campus and to buy new software.
Considering the recent state of t he economy, Vierra
said he would guess an overall stagnant market, with
minor increases in health.
"Is it a good time to invest? From a true investor's
standpoint, you shouldn't really care what the market's
doing," Vierra said.

Contact Lucas Thayer at
Ithayerl 2@my. whitworth.edu
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Spokane

Two more suspects have been taken into
custody regarding the assault on David
Warner late last month. Warner, Professor
of American studies at WSU, suffered severe
injuries from a physical altercation after
trying to break up a fight between several
students on March 30. The altercation
was caught on a surveillance camera, but
the assailants couldn't be identified. Two
students were taken into custody on April 11
following an anonymous tip.

Senators Agree to Begin Gun Safety
Conversation
Four months after the Newtown, Conn.,
shootings, the U.S. Senate passed a motion
to begin the discussion on limitations to gun
ownership. Senate members turned out in
support of discussing background checks
for gun sales and harsher penalties for illegal
gun sales. The vote was 68 to 31. While the
Senate voted to approve the conversation,
the vote does not reflect any changes to law;.

Former British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher dies at age 87
Following several years of illness, the former
Prime Minister of Great Britain passed
away the morning of April 8. "The Iron
Lady" of British parliament was known for
her great will and conservative policies
during her time in parliament and as PM.
Her economic policies had a lasting impact
on the economic future of Britain, leading
to polarized opinions within the UK. Her
funeral will be held April 17 at Thatcher's
private residence.
Sources|KREM-2 Local News, The New York
Times,The Guardian
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ASWU UPDATE
• International Justice Mission club reported
on their efforts to get Whitworth affiliated with
the Workers Rights Consortium, which gives
the university third party reports on vendors
they are using. They have proposed starting a
United Students Against Sweatshops group to
hold Whiworth accountable for responding to
the WRC reports.
• Mathew Eardley and Chris Eichorst updated
ASWU about parking changes to take place in
fall.
• ASWU voted to charter a Students for Life
club. The club proposes helping Whitworth
be more mother and baby friendly, and bring
conversation about abortion.
• ASWU voted to pass Caleb Kruse's requisi
tion for $1,500 to supplement the funds from
the budget he is already using to bring He is
We to perform at the Spokane Block Party.
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Taking Down Trafficking

UNITE and Partners International to bring speaker who helps sex slavery victims in India

gets glossed over," Carrillo said. "I encourage students to
check [the lecture] out and see the value and th
e cultural
perspective Smita can bring."
After th e presentation, there will be a question and
Smita Singh helped rescue 171sex slaves from broth
answer panel with Singh, MollyHough (another associ
els in India over five years time. Singh willshare the sto
ate director of UNITE), Carrillo and a pastor who did his
ries of some of those girls — as wellas explain the work
biblical dissertation on the biblical response to human
she does — in a lecture at Whitworth next Tuesday.
trafficking.
Singh works with International Justice Mission and
Evans said people will see multiple levels of the issue:
Partners International to rescue girls from sex slavery.
the tangible ways to help victims of trafficking on an in
She is a woman doing real things, changing real lives,
ternational level, the local perspective, and what they
and being a part of an active world, said junior Audrey
can do to help.
Evans, associate director of UNITE.
Partners and UNITE planned the event together. Ev
Junior Bethany Carrillo, an intern at Partners Inter
ans said Partners heard about UNITE and wanted to
national, said Singh serves as a good spokesperson for
work with Whitworth. The twoorganizations met, brainthose affected by trafficking.
stormed, and chose to bring Singh.
"On this specific topic [of human trafficking] it's rare
"What she is doing shows th
e collaboration with indi
to have someone so in the trenches of the issues and in
viduals, which resonates with UNITE and what we want
Courtesy of Partners International
the brunt of it all and very hands on," Carrillo said.
Smita Singh, creator of Mahima Care Home in India to do," Evans said. "We believe in what shedoes. She fo
Singh created Mahima Care Home, which serves as a
for rescued sex slaves, will speak about human cuses on the process, not just rescuing the people and
care rehabilitation center for girls rescued from sex traf
forgetting about aftercare."
trafficking at Whitworth on Tuesday.
ficking.
By attending the lecture, students will be able to learn
After healing, the biggest issue in protecting and re
about Singh's process.
habilitating the rescued girls ispreventing re-trafficking, Whitworth's anti-trafficking club, donates money to
"We can learn how we can follow
our passions, wheth
support the home.
according to the Partners International website.
er that is anti-human trafficking or something else," Ev
Singh
will
sh
are
stories
about
Mahima
Care
Home
According to the Partners' website, "To acco mplish
ans said. "Students can take values they learn and apply
this, Smita and her team recognized the need for mod when she speaks at Whitworth next week.
"She will be talking about her stories and what re it to their passion."
ular programs that took a rescued child from healing to
The lecture will b e April 23 in Robinson Teaching
rehabilitation to education and vocational training in covery looks like once the girls have been rescued, both Theatre at 7 p.m.
financially
a
nd
emotionally,"
Carrillo
said,
adding
that
order to reintegrate girls into society."
Contact Madison Gamer
The Mahima Care Home isthe first Christian aftercare Singh's lecture brings a face to the ministry.
at
mgamerl6@my.whitworth.edu
"We
hear
about
human
trafficking
a
lot
and
it
kind
of
program licensed by the Indian government. UNITE,

Madison Garner

Staff Writer

Six Years Plaf ing 'Folkestra'

How Hey Marseilles members became like family and how they identify with their music

Peter Duell
Staff Writer
Six years ago, Matt Bishop, Nick Ward and Philip Kobernik met at a house par
ty. Today, after countless hours
of music rehearsal, laughter, fighting, traveling and ev
erything in between, the three — along with three oth
ers — have established themselves as a Seattle six-piece
band.
The three others are Samuel Anderson on cello, Jacob
Anderson on viola and Colin Richey who holds it all to
gether on drums.
Direct Current wrote of t heir sound, "The sweeping,
orchestral pop of Seattle's Hey Marseilles finds an even
larger, more colorful canvas with "Lines We Trace" [the
band's latest album], a grand, often theatric
al melding of
folk, chamber pop and artful modern cabaret leanings."
Matt Bishop, lead vocalist and guitarist, has coined a
term for his band's style of music.
"At its core, our music is just pop with unique orches
tral elements," Bishopsaid. "We call it folkestra. With our
first record, we were inspired by traditional folk instru
mentation and arrangements, but we're trying to make
solid pop songs."
The g roup is scheduled to play i n cities across the
country and in Toronto during their six-week tour this
summer. From city to city, the band finds that its au
dience size varies. They sold out the venue when they
played in New York City and serenaded the 13 who
showed up in Birmingham, Ala.
"Seattle is our favorite place to play," Bishop said.
"Other cities like Boston and New York City are enjoy
able for us, too. They're similar to Seattle in that people
appreciate culture in those cities."
With all the traveling, it seems the group has meshed
well through the years.

Courtesy of Hey Marseilles

Seattle six-piece band Hey Marseilles released their new album "Lines WeTrace" last month. The band will
play with The Cellar Door and Terrible Bu
ttons April 19 at 7:30 p.m. in the HUB Multip
urpose Room.
"We're all like family to each other," Bishop said. "We
know when to push buttons and when to givespace. But
six years together must be a testament to the fact that
we're doing something right."
The Hey Marseilles band members are intentional
and genuine about their music, even though their six
years of experience in the music industry has not always
been a smooth sailing endeavor. The amount.of hours
rehearsing and dollars spent on travel, instruments, and

other general expenses is large,but worth it tomake mu
sic.
"Music is us," Bishop said. "We do it for the same rea
son anyone pursues creative passions. We love music
like anyone else, so having the ability to write and play it
is something we don't want to pass up."
Contact Peter Duell
at pduelll6@my.whitworth.edu
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Ready for Running

Getting prepared for community runs takes more than a strong mind

Christina Spencer

interests you.
If th e goal is simply to have fun and
Staff Writer
finish t he race, intense preparation isn't
Spring is here and th
e promise of nicer absolutely necessary. Junior Shauna
weather means Spokane community Maple ran Bloomsday last year and said
she trained minimally.
runs are abundant.
"When race day came it was so
Perhaps the thought of running a race
seems intimidating and you don't know exhilarating that the training didn't
where to begin. Here are ways to pre
pare matter because running with thousands
as well as tips for both beginning and of people is good motivation," Maple
said.
advanced runners.
As far asmethods forpreparing, Abbey
said it is useful to include periodization
Prepare Properly for a Race
in one's training. Periodization simply
How you prepare depends on where means varying the types of training over
you are starting and what your goals are. certain periods of time, whether that is
Elizabeth Abbey,a marathon runner and conditioning training aimed at building
nutrition and personal health lecturer endurance or high intensity training
aimed
at
building
at Whitworth, said
muscle
strength.
"I
look
at
training
like
the biggest problem
"Generally at the
she sees in runners
a staircase, taking one beginning of the season
is
injury
from
you try to work up and
increasing mileage
step at a time. The best increase the overall
too quickly during
of vol ume, but
preparation.
training plan follows the amount
the intensity is low,"
"You need a few
Abbey said. "Then as
runner."
months of time
you get closer to the
[for
preparation]
— JO RDAN JENNINGS
event you decrease
because you don't
volume and really
want toincrease total
assistant track coach
increase the intensity.
mileage by more
Also, try to take a
than 5-10 percent
recovery
week every
per week or else risk ofinjury increases,"
three weeks or so. That prevents the
Abbey said.
Jordan Jennings, assistant track coach body from stagnating, which will cause
at Whitworth, said the No. 1 physical your body to no longer improve as it
injury he sees in beginners is iliotibial becomes more used to a workout.
Two types of runs that Jennings
band syndrome (ITBS), in which a
helpful for training are
band running from the pelvis to the said are
fartlek runs and
shinbone becomes inflamed and causes
tempo
runs.
knee pain. ITBS, a result of o veruse, is
When
fartlek
common in long distance runners.
running,
the
To prevent that, Jennings suggested
runner switches
adequate warm-ups and cool-downs,
up the speed or
as well as stretching and rolling out
intensity
as he
your muscles. For any level of runner> it
or she desires.
is important to listen to your body
That
could
and be more cautious than not.
mean
alternating
"I look at training like a

staircase, taking one step at
a time," Jennings said. "The
best training plan follows
the runner."
Progress is possible if
one prepares properly.
Abbey stressed the importance
for beginners to set realistic goals.
If you have never run a race before,
start by combining walking with
light jogging. S he said three to
four days of training each week,
with at least two days of aerobic
exercise, is ideal for beginners.
On days off, Jenn ings said
it's good to do some type of
cross-training. That could
be basketball, dance,
climbing or
whatever

' 30-second sprints with 1-minute runs.
Jennings described tempo runs as 'mile
repeats.' To do this, run at 20-30 seconds
off your projected race day pace. In
other words, running at the effort level
just below maximum intensity.
Practical Tips for Runners

Several tips can help runners prepare
before crossing the starting line.
Running up hills is helpful because
they force you to use proper running
form. Jennings said many beginners
don't use proper form and that causes
them to run below their potential.
As far as nutrition goes, Abbey said
it's not necessary to carbo-load —
eating an overly abundant amount of
carbohydrates — for shor ter races such
as a 5K or e ven Bloomsday. In general,
50-60 percent of one's dietary intake
should be from carbs, which is enough
for a short race. Only for longer runs,
such as marathons, might it be necess
ary
to eat a few more carbs than usual.
"Before the race, keep your intake
fairly light" Jennings said. "I like tohave
toast with a little peanut butter."
Before, after and during the race
itself, it is necessary to stay hydrated.
However, Abbey said it isn't essential to
drink at every rest station, especially for
shorter races. Drinks with electrolytes,
such as Gatorade, are needed more for
longer races. Jennings said that if you do
drink Gatorade, balance it out with an
equal amount of water.
Abbey said after a run it's good to
have a snack within a half hour. Try to
keep a 4:1 ratio of car bs and protein. A
couple glasses milk afterward is a good
idea as well.
Abbey said there should be "no
surprises on race day." It's smart to
resist trying new foods and shoes right
before a race because they could upset
your body and cause your performance
to suffer. Even different shirts than you
are used to could give you trouble if they
unexpectedly rub or stick to you.
Abbey and Jennings both said
it's important to get a good
night's sleep the night before
the race.
Abbey and Jennings each
shared some of their personal
preparation and race day tips.
Abbey said she packs small
snacks such as gummies or
energy gels in a pocket to
reduce wasted time.
Jennings said he likes to
drink a cup of co ffee 3045 minutes before a race
to get him energized.
Whether you are
interested in running a
local 5K, Bloomsday,
or a
marathon,
perseverance is key.
Jennings said his
main wish is for
people to enjoy
the run; that
could take time,
HayleyNiehaus | Graphic Artist
though. That is

RUN LOCAL
Community Fun Run
5Kin Spokane Valley
Saturday, April 20
$14; $10 without a T-shirt
Spokane River Run
50,25,10,5K trail run in Spokane
Sunday, April 21
$10-$85
Recycle Run
AM run in Spokane
Thursday, April 25
$13-$28
CHASE Strides for SNAP
5I< run in Spokane
Sunday, April 28
$10
Lilac Bloomsday Run
12K run/walk in Spokane
Sunday, May 5
$17-$35
Liberty Lake Trail Run
8-mile trail run in Liberty Lake
Saturday, May 11
$35-$40
Breakthrough for Brain Tumors
5Kin Spokane
Saturday, May 18
$20-$35
Retro Run
5l< run in Airway Heights
Saturday, May 18
$25-$35
Spokane Troika Half Marathon
Half marathon in Spokane
Saturday, May 18
$210 individual/ $255 team
Includes biking and swimming
Windermere Marathon & Half
Marathon
26.2 miles and 13.2 miles in
Spokane
Sunday, May 19
$105-$115 for marathon
$95-$105 half marathon
* The range of prices means
there is a variety of options for
the length of the race or wheth
er you want to buy a T-shirt or
not. Some also have an early
discount price and a normal
price.

why it is necessary to have your goal in
front of you.
"As soon as you start training
consistently it gets easier," Jennings said.
"Just give it time. Running becomes
addictive."

Contact Christina Spencer at
cspencer15@my.whitworth.edu
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REVIEW:
Calling Christians to consider media usage
"iPod, YouTube, Wii Play: Theological Engagements with Entertainment."

Lindsie Trego
Staff Writer

'footprint' in your everyday life?"
In questioning readers this way, Lay
tham invites them to not simply take his
With each new fad that enters our cul opinion at face value, but consider the
ture, it seems a new debate of the same implications of mass media for them
rhetoric begins: Should Christians par selves.
While "iPod, YouTube, Wii Play" en
ticipate in the trends or dismiss them as
courages the reader to consider the
secular, worldly, or even sacrilegious?
Keeping in mind contemporary issues, Laytham definitely isn't quiet
trends in entertainment, such as Twitter, about his own opinions on entertain
ment media. He questions the use of
iPods and Oprah Win
multimedia lesfrey, that is the ques
"Laytham questions the
sons in Sunday
tion D. Brent Laytham
class
takes up in his book
extent to which American School
rooms, rock mu
"iPod, YouTube, Wii
Play: Theological En culture centers itself around sic in worship,
and video games
gagements with Enter
entertainment
media,
as escapist enter
tainment."
tainment.
The book is a far
posing questions such as,
His own ap
cry from the "If it's
proach
can seem
not Christian, it's not 'Does God or entertainment
outdated, as he
good" argument, using
as
instead a challenging have a bigger 'footprint' in sometimes
sumes
that
the
yet decisive approach
your everyday life?'"
ways of the past
to the question of ho w
were somehow
much secularism is too
more holy than the ways of the present.
much.
Laytham comes across, at times, as
The format of t he book follows Laytham's inquisitive approach. He inserts completely ignorant of both certain
technologies and technologically-driv
questions for the reader after every few
en subcultures.
paragraphs to break the chapters up.
Though Laytham admits in a couple
Early in the book, Laytham questions
places that the questions Christians in
the extent to which American culture
our culture face are not new, in oth
centers itself around entertainment
er places he presents the questions as
media, posing questions such as, "Does
somehow uniquely located within the
God or entertainment have a bigger
culture of today.

EVENTS

In that way, the book seems to both
admit and perpetuate the fallacy that
new technologies and trends present
new problems for society.
For example, in questioning the use
of U2 music in church services, Laytham
asks whether that refocuses "our unity
from love of God to love of U2."
The risk of idolatry of musicians in
church, however, is hardly a new pos
sibility. Was the risk not the same with
artists such as Thomas Chisholm (who
wrote many popular hymns such as
"Great is Thy F aithfulness") in the late
1800s to early 1900s, or Reginald Heber
VtihHvgtiif'
ttttiuh frith
(who brought us "Holy, Holy, Holy") in
I ft r t. 11 I A N M ! N I
the early 1800s?
Laytham also questions the effect en
tertainment culture is having on church
communities as a whole, considering
trends such as mega-churches, contem
porary worship styles, and delineation
of generations during services.
D. Brent Laytham
In those facets, he argues, church has
Courtesy of barnesandnoble.com
grown to reflect society's idea that larger
audiences, loud and exciting music, and
separating the young from the old all re
sult in better services.
While Laytham's ideology may be
debatable on some points, he doesn't is worth the read if for no other reason
frame the book in a way that expects the than to make readers think about the
reader to agree with his every thought.
ways in which media affects their faiths,
The book's negative qualities are re their lives, and their thought processes.
deemed by Laytham asking readers to
respond to his claims with claims of
Contact Lindsie Trego at
their own.
All in all, "iPod, YouTube, Wii Play" Iwagnerl 4@my. whitworth. edu
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ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

THURSDAY, APRIL 18
APRILUNPLUGGED

7 p.m.

HUB Multipurpose Room
The last monthly talent show of the year. See or do
a variety of acts from dancing to poetry. First and
second place win a prize. It's free to watch and free
coffee and tea will be served.

HEY MARSEILLES CONCERT
(SEE STORY ON PAGE7)

April 19 from 7:30 p.m. to 11 p.m. in the HUB Mul tipurpose Room

Performances by Seattle bands Hey Marseilles and The Cellar Door, and
Whitworth alumni band Terrible Buttons.

EARTH DAY FESTIVAL

April 20 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Main Avenue between Division and Browne

Street fair with arts and crafts, music, food vendors, information about our
planet and other eco-friendly activities.

SO YOUTHINK YOU CAN DANCE

SATURDAY. APRIL 20
WHITCON
J a.m.
rhe Loop, Dixon Hall, and Eric Johnston Science
Center upper computer lab.
rhis event is a celebration of geek culture. Play video
*ames and table top games, participate in dungeon
Jelves, dress up for costume contests, dabble in anime
snd Japanese culture. Cost is $2.

April 20 at 8 p.m. the HUB Multipurpose Room

Whitworth students will show off their dance moves in a dance competition.

SMITA SINGH LECTURE ON HUMAN TRAFFICKING
(SEE STORY ON PAGE 7)
April 23 at 7 p.m. in Robinson Teaching Theatre
Smita Singh, founder of a care home for girls rescued from sex slavery, will
lecture on the work she does. A Q & A p anel will follow the presentation.

JAPAN WEEK
(SEE STORYON PAGE 10)
April 20-28 at various locations around Spokane
A celebration of Japanese culture through art, food and dancing.

: the whitworthian
|
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From Karate to Manga
Spokane celebrates Japanese culture in annual event with dancing, food and ceremonies
Meghan Dellinger
Staff Writer
Japan Week has been an annual recurrence in Spo
kane for more than 20 years with martial arts demon
strations, movie showings, "cosplay" costume contests
and, of course, lots offood.
Starting Saturday, April 20, Japa n Week will include
various Japanese cultural activities. Events occur all
around Spokane throughout the week and end on Sun
day, April 28, with a Japanese Garden Festival, a service
at a Buddhist temple, an open house for kimono view
ing, and a showing of "SevenSamurai" at the Magic Lan
tern Theatre.
Doug Heyamoto, who has helped with Japan Week
events for about 15 years, said he attends as many activ
ities as possible.
"Probably my favorite is the opening ceremony.
There's just a lot of e nergy at the opening ceremonies;
it's a great wayto kick off [Japan Week]," Heyamoto said.
"I love the food too.There are a lot of different things that
go on that display the traditions of Japanese life."
The opening ceremony this year will be held in River
Park Square at noon. Events include Japanese drum
ming, singing and dancing by students from the Mukogawa Institute and martial arts demonstrations. VIPs
such as the mayor ofSpokane and the mayor of Spokane
Valley often make an appearance.
Gene Nelson has been on the Japan Week committee
for about 10 years, specifically helping with many of the
martial arts demonstrations such as Karate and Judo.
However, he said he enjoys all of the events throughout
the week.
"This is an exposition on Japanese cultural norms, to
allow Spokane access to various Japanese cultures," Nel
son said. "I enjoy allthe many different aspects."
Some of the most frequently offered activities during
Japan Week are the different movie showings at the
Magic Lantern Theatre, where a total of 10 movies will
be shown.
Jonathan Abramson, the manager and co-owner of
the Magic Lantern Theatre, said the movies chosen for
Japan Week allhad a few things in common.
"They're pretty well-known Japanese films that show
the culture well," he said. "People will get tosee some of
the most famous Japanese films, and some really good
contemporary films."
Another big event is the "Day ofRemembrance," held
Monday, April 22. The event commemorates the in
ternment of more than 120,000 Japanese people during
World War n, with speeches given by people who were
part of the incarceration as well as veterans.
Heyamoto helps quite a bit with the "Day of

EVENT HIGHLIGHTS
Opening Celebration
Saturday, April 20from noon to 2 p.m. at River Park Square
Japanese drumming, singing, dancing and martial arts
demonstrations.

[33

Pay tribute to 120,000 people of Japanese ancestry who were put in
internment camps during World War II.

KuroNekoCon Cosplay Fashion Show and Dance
Friday, April 26 from 7:30 to 10 p.m. at Spokane Falls
Community College
Costume contest and dancing. Cost is $5.

Lesson in Manga
Saturday, April 2 7 from 2 to 3:30 p.m. at the
North Spokane Library (just east of Division
and Hawthorne)
Local artists teach Japanese comic art.

"Seven Samurai"
Sunday, April 28 from 8:30 to 10p.m. at Magic Lantern Theatre.
A Japanese adventure drama about the Warring States Period
of Japan. Cost is $5.
For the full schedule of events, go to japanweekspokane.com

Remembrance," especially since his uncle will b e one
of th e speakers this year. He said many organizations
collaborate on this event, including Washington State
University, which has a large collection of 2,000 to 3,000
images of o ne person's experience in the internment
camps.
"[The 'D ay of R emembrance'] cements that part of
time when many Japanese-Americans in the Northwest
region were interned in the war,"Heyamoto said.
Nelson said he encourages Whitworth students to not

125
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Day of Remembrance
Monday, April 22 from 7 to8:30 p.m. at Spokane Falls Community College
(3410 W. Ft. George Wright Dr.)

Hannah Charlton I Graphic Designer

only come be a part of the events, but to help put Japan
Week together next year.
"The Japan Week C ommittee is a volunteer opera
tion," he said. "We're always looking for people inte
rest
ed in being involved." Those interested in volunteering
can e-mail russ@spokanekendo.com.
Contact Meghan Dellinger
at mdellingerl 5@my.whitworth.edu

AFFORDABLE OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
I .

su.ft.

GONZAGA

Meyer Properties
www.whitworthhousing.com

Now renting for 2013-2014 school year
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REGISTRATION
IS GOING
ON NOW!

Very nice, large duplexes in walking distance from Whitworth.
Each unit can house 4-5 students in large, private bedrooms.
Lots of street parking.
Washer and dryer provided.
SEIZE THE SUMMER
AT GONZAGA UNIVERSITY

Ki Facebook *@CUSum,»erS».uon f

per student

AVAILABLE
JUNE 1

\v\\ w.gonzaga.odu/summer

20 - June 28 | Session II; July 1 - August 9
'

$300-$330/month

CALL BILL for a s h o w i ng a t (509) 9 9 1 - 1 21 2

OPINIONS
Physical appearance should
not be focal point of women
is not being spent empowering them to challenge
themselves academically, dream big about their fu
tures, take up new hobbies, create art and learn to
SENA
love who they are as individuals. Then we wonder
HUGHES
why the National Association for Anorexia Nervosa
and Associated Disorders reports that approximate
ly 90 p ercent of the more than 8,000,000 people in
the U.S. struggling with an eating disorder are wom
en.
I was 4 years old and it was anaverage day of pre
Is this an issue for females only? In short, no. Men
school. My mom dropped me off in the morning, as are also bombarded with unnecessary pressure re
was routine, and my teacher greeted us outside. The garding appearance; though women still take the
first thing she did was comment'to my mom on how brunt of it. Fifty-six percent of tele vision commer
beautiful I was. Mymom's response? "Yes, and she's cials aimed at a female audience will advertise a
beauty product, compared to just
smart too."
3 percent of those aimed at men.
That day my mother wasn't try
Not only is an unhealthy weight
ing to be an extremist and deny
placed on the physical appearance
her young daughter the accolade
of a woman, but it also continues
of being called beautiful. Rather,
to preach the message that women
she wanted to emphasize that my
are to be judged by both men and
identity was not just in my physi
women alike for their beauty.
cal appearance, but in my whole
Do not get me wrong, I believe it
God-created self.
is absolutely necessary to tell our
She's referenced that story
little girls and our grandmothers
again and again as my sisters and
alike that they are stunning. It is
I have grown up to reiterate the
natural to crave that compliment.
same message: yes, you are beau
But in an effort to empower wom
tiful, but you are more than just
en, the world needs to know that
your outer beauty.
it is wrong when it comes down to
Such a viewpoint feels awk
beauty. Some people are tall, some
ward, or perhaps radical in culture
people short, some thicker and
today. It's safe to attribute this to
some thinner. Some have darker
the enormous magnification of a
skin, some have lighter skin, some
female's physical appearance in
have curly hair and others have hair
stilled in our society.
that is stick straight. Those are not
The National Institute on Media
the traits that define who we actu
and the Family reports that more
ally are.
than half of 13-year-old girls are
When we look inside and see the
unsatisfied with their bodies. By
Molly Rupp| Graphic Artist intelligence, the creativity, the talent,
age 17, t hat increases to 78 percent.
and the heart of someone, we willsee
These girls' fears and insecurities are
legitimate. Beauty and appearance matter in this true, natural, God-given beauty. I believe that when
we can begin to see everyone in that light, our world
culture; perhaps more than anything else.
The NIMF also indicates that one in three articles will begin to be just a little bit brighter.
in leading magazines for teen girls focus on appear
ance, while 50 percent of a dvertisements targeted
at them will appeal to beauty enhancement. That HUGHES is a sophomore majoring in journalism and
means the significant amount of time spent telling theology. Comments can be sent to
girls what it takes to be gorgeous and glamorous shughesl5@my.whitworth.edu.
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EDITORIAL: I N T H E L O O P
Internet should be
made accessible to
people in all nations
In 2011, the United Nations declared that access to
the Internet is a basic human right. While this board be
lieves there are more basic needs, such as food, shelter
and water, we do not dismiss the fact that the Internet is
something humans should be able to access without re
strictions.
Some governments, such as China, put restrictions on
Internet use. China uses filtering software to detect cer
tain words when a resident uses the Internet.
According to about.com, if the search word is banned,
the software will break the Internet connection, so the
user cannot access information related to a certain term.
This board believes that it is not only unfair to deprive
people of such a necessity, it is an infringement on per
sonal rights as well.
Here, we are lucky. In the U.S., residents have the free
dom to do almost anything they want on the Internet. We
can go on Facebook, we can watch YouTube videos and
we can search anything on Google.
Let's face it. The Internet has become the new digital
age library. We can virtually find any inform
ation we need
with a simple Google search. Restricting what a person
can learn about online is akin to the government banning
books when it does not agree with the book's content.
Similarly, being blocked completely from Internet access
is similar to denying someone a library card. An individu
al's right to information cannot be taken away.
The reason this board brings up the issue of Int ernet
freedom is simply a reminder of our privilege. Sometimes
we complain if die Wi-Fi at Starbucks is weak or if ou r
house's connection goes out momentarily. Even at Whitworth, WhitStudent fails to work at times.
But we should look past these minor glitches and real
ize the value of having anoption to use the Internet (even
if it can be a hassle sometimes). We should appreciate
that we have access to the Internet at all.
If t he connection goes down because of a technical
error and not because the government shut it down, we
should know we're in a good place.

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised offive editors.

Do you think entertainment poses a
problem for keeping God at the forefront
of life for Christians?

"It depends how you take it in. Aslong as
you're not letting it affect you, it's okay. It's all
about how youfilter it and let it affect your
actions. It's not the media itself. To a certain
extent, it's what you do with it, how it changes
your thoughts and affects your life. There s
always a limit."
—Katie Chandler, sophomore

"I don't think so. If their faith is strong, any
sort of entertainment should not impact their
relationships with God. If anything, recently I
saw "Ihe Passion of the Christ' and it had a large,
positive impact on my relationship with God
because I empathized with Jesus."
—Jovan Gavrilovic, sophomore

"I would say no. It depends on your priorities.
If your top priority is God, you won t let things
like media and entertainment sway you. We re
called to be in the world, but not of it. If you re
committed to God first, you won t let simple
things sway you."

"I think it's all dependent on your choices of
what you choose to watch or listen to. If you can
have God at the front of your life while listening
to Eminem, that's cool. It's about knowing
yourself."
—Kristin Bennett, freshman

—Jack Dunbar, senior
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'Bittersweet life'
balance essential
for worthwhile
time on earth
HALEY
WILLIAMSON

Community calls for
additional assistance
JASMINE
BARNES

HayleyNiehaus | Graphic Artist

The same questions would remain,
what would be worth fighting for and
pouring your all into if ev erything just
turned out wrong?
That is why we need a bittersweet life
because it makes life worth living for.
When life is hard, it makes us want to
Life is s upposed to be bittersweet. It strive, grow and change.
When hard times come, we know
can be compared to eating. If you only
eat sweets, you will eventually get sick, there will be a better day; we can put our
ruin your appetite and upset your stom hope in the fact that the bitterness won't
last forever.
ach.
That notion that this bitterness won't
When it comes to bitter food, it takes
some time to get over the bitterness. last forever gives people a reason to keep
Once you do, it can become bearable. moving and living.
Then, when life is good, we want to
However, a healthy diet has to have
continually pursue
both sweet and bitter
that passion or feel
foods.
"When
life
is
hard,
it
ing and see what else
The same is true of
life. You can 't have a
makes us want to strive, God has in store.
These times of joy
life that is only full of
grow and change. When make the hard times
good moments and
bearable because we
happy
memories.
hard times come, we
know what happiness
It also can't be only
and sweetness tastes
composed of times
know there will be a
like.
when you are bitter,
When those times
better day; we can put
sad or hurt.
of sweetness come
If we lived a life
our hope in the fact that around, they are
only composed of
more likely to be ap
sweet things, it would
bitterness won't last
preciated and taken
get old and we would
as a blessing and not
lose appreciation of
forever."
just an everyday oc
the little things that
currence.
bring joy. We w ould
We can't live life only pursuing the
also lose sight of what we are living
for because nothing would have been good or only focusing on the bad. Life
is meant to be bittersweet, with the bal
fought for.
If everything is always good, and you ance of God's faithfulness and goodness.
know it always will be good, how do you
figure out what is worth fighting for?
What should you put your heart into or
invest in if no matter what, it will work
out for the best?
Then turn the scenario around and
imagine what life would be like with only WILLIAMSON is a sophomore majoring
the bitter? It would be discouraging and in journalism and theology. Comments
can be sent to hwilliamsonl5@my.whitdifficult if everything led to pain and sor- worth.edu.
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you study per day and how you are go
ing to approach the test itself.
Always remember to sleep. Sleep
is the most important part of your
success in college and your ability to
maintain your mental health.
Take online quizzes to figure out
your learning style and your personali
As all students know, college is diffi ty in order to figure out the best way to
cult. It is especially difficult to balance approach your learning.
Keep in mind that grades are not
social life w ith classes while still get
ting the appropriate amount of sle ep. everything. The purpose of college is
Currently, I do not think Whitworth is to learn things that will help you with
making enough resources available for your future career.
Next time you don't get the grade
students to be successful. Some stu
dents, including myself, believe that you wanted on a test, focus on the fact
we are on our own to figure out how to that you still gained knowledge from
that experience.
manage our fives.
Don't be scared to ask for help. Just
Although Whitworth has the Stu
dent Success Program, it's exclusive to because I do not believe that there
are enough resourc
students who are on
es readily available
the verge of failing,
"Keep
in
mind
at Whitworth, a little
currently failing or
investigating can get
dealing with life is
that grades are not
you to the help you
sues.
everything. The
need.
Academic advisers
Organization is also
are mainly there to
purpose of college is
key to success. Always
help with registration
keep a planner. Write
and class and future
to learn things that
out your goals for the
planning. The coun
seling center offers will help you with your week, month, year,
etc.
emotional support
future career."
Always be taking
to students up to six
notes during class.
free visits per year.
It is tough to find some resources on Even if it is something you find easy,
campus that can assist students with writing it down will help you ot stay fo
problems currently happening. I think cused and make the knowledge stick in
that Whitworth should start, or at least your head. Then when it comes to test
let Students know about, more pro time, you can review your notes as a .
grams that help with life management. way of studying.
Although I haven't offered all the
For instance, Whitworth's Career
Services Center has many resourc advice needed for success, I hope this
es for students. Workshops for time helps students begin the process of be
management, study skills, note taking coming more successful.
and even personality tests could be
Student success is all based on effort
more accessible. Knowing about, and and determination. Anyone is capable
ultimately taking advantage of, these of doing great things if they just put
things would be incredibly beneficial their mind to it.
to the student body and could improve
student performance.
Until more things are made avail
able, I decided to give a few tips to stu
dents from a book about college suc
cess titled "Your College Experience" BARNES is a sophomore majoring
by Gardener and Jeweler.
in English and secondary education.
First of all, design an exam plan. Comments can be sent to jbarnesl5@
Exam plans include which chapters my.whitworth.edu.

SPORTS
Pirates battle Bruins for playoff position
Whitworth drops home series against George Fox with two games to play
KoreyHope
StaffWrfter

threw the final five innings for Whit
worth and allowed only two hits with
seven strikeouts to earn the victory.
The final score was 5-1.
The Whitworth softball squad lost
"We were happy to get a win, but we
three of four games against the visiting
knew that we needed to win at least
George Fox Bruins on Senior Weekend
one on Sunday to keep our spot in the
last weekend. The losses dropped the
conference playoffs," junio r outfielder
Pirates into a tie for third in the North
Makenzie Hope said.
west Conference, making the doubleSunday's doubleheader was much
header that was played on Tuesday,
more sloppy defensively from both
April 16 against Willamette a deciding
sides, as the teams combined for 12
factor in Whitworth's playoff bid.
errors on the day. Game one was a
Coming into the weekend, the Pi
back-and-forth affair and needed extra
rates (14-12 NWC) n eeded two victo innings to be decided.
ries in four games against George Fox
It was 5-5 in the top of the eighth
(15-13 NWC) to secure a spot in the when sophomore pinch-hitter Rachel
Northwest Conference Tournament. Sundquist hit an RBI sin gle to right
The Bruins managed to win three, put field, which eventually proved to be
ting pressure on the Pirates in their fi the game-winner. The Bruins took
nal two games.
game one by a score of 6-5.
As of Sunday, Whitworth was guar
Game two was the polar opposite
anteed a spot in the NWC Tournament
of game one
at
Linfield
as George Fox
April 20-21
hit two home
if they won
runs including
both games
a grand slam
against Wil
from freshman
lamette
on
shortstop KayJamie
Brunner,'13
Tuesday.
la Anderson, all
If they split
part of a n eightBrunner had four
the doublerun fourth in
header, Pa
RBIs and five hits
ning. The Bruins
cific Univer
would tack on
in Whitworth's
sity
(14-12
four more runs
four-game series
NWC), who
in the next two
against George Fox
played a douinnings to earn
over the weekend
bleheader
the 12-1 victory
at Marks Field.
against Puget
after the eightSound Tues
•B tun mercy came
day,
need
into effect after
ed to lose at
five innings of
least one to the Loggers (2-24 NWC)
PlaY'
,
,„
for Whitworth to have a chance at the
"We didn't execute this weekend,
NWC Tournament.
senior outfielder Heather Hesselgesser
The Whitworthian production oc said. "We h ad runners on and didn't
curred Sunday night before the games score, and we also didn't have the fire
on Tuesday, but thewhitworthian.com we had in middle of the season."
and whitworthpirates.com will have
The four seniors on the Whitworth
Tuesday's scores and playoff informa Pirate squad (Hesselgesser, Brunner,
tion.
catcher Jessica Ross and outfielder Na
In game one of Sa turday's double- talie Evers) were the seniors represent
header against George Fox the Pirates ing the Bucs on Senior Day at Marks
fought back from a 4-1 deficit to make Field.
it a one-run game heading into the
The seniors will have played two
seventh inning.
more games at their home field,
Senior designated hitter Jamie though, as the Pirates played Willa
Brunner hit her fifth home run, a two- mette in two make-up contests after a
run shot, for Whitworth in the come rainout earlier in the season.
Whitworth will have reached the
back effort.
But the Bruins tacked on an in playoffs for the second time in the past
surance run in the top of th e seventh six years if the y beat Willamette twice
and junior pitcher Allyssa DenDekker on Tuesday, April 16.
"We're going to bring it to Willa
closed out the game for George Fox.
mette on Tuesday and hopefully we
The final score was 5-3.
Game two saw more solid pitching can get it together and get to playoffs,"
from the Bruins, and this time it was head coach Cristal Brown said. "And
junior pitcher Erin Hento. Hento en make a litde bit better of a showing in
tered the sixth inning with a 1-0 lead playoffs, too."
Check thewhitworthian.com and
and only allowed two hits up to that
whitworthpirates.com for the results
point.
Then, the Pirates exploded for five and recap of the doubleheader against
runs in the sixth inning, including Willamette and the Pirates' playoff fate.
back-to-back RBIs from Brunner and
senior center fielder Heather HesContact Korey Hope at
selgesser.
Sophomore pitcher Megan Fisher khopel6@my.whitworth.edu
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Greg Moser|Photographer

Freshman outfielder Brittany Connor rounds second base and heads to third in a
game against George Fox last Saturday at Marks Field.

Azusa Pacific University SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT

You have
Take the next step with an
MBA from Azusa Pacific.

Earn your master's degree in business,
when and how you want.
TRADITIONAL PROGRAMS:
Our business programs allow you to earn your degree at your own pace, taking one,
. two, or more classes per nine-week term. What's more, the course material centers
on your real-world experience.
• Master of Business Administration
• Master of Arts in Management
• Online Master of A rts in Management
FIFTH-YEAR PROGRAMS:
Designed for students interested in earning their bachelor's and going straight into a
master's, APU's fifth-year programs help you complete your degree in just one year.
Our Young Executive and Millennial programs also offer field-study trips around the world.
• Millennial M aster of Business Administration
• Young Executive Master of B usiness Administration
• Young Executive Master of Arts in M anagement
• Master of P rofessional Accountancy (launching 2013)

Learn more about APU's graduate
business programs:
(866) 209-1559

WWW.APU.EDU/EXPLORE/SBM
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AZUSA PACIFIC
U N I V E R S I T Y
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Pirates secure spot
in NWC playoffs
Miranda Cloyd

ner, sophomore Morgan McDivitt, came
out on top in a close match at No. 2 dou
bles, winning 8-6. As a doubles team,
Wingfield and McDivitt are 8-3 for the
In a double-win weekend, the Whit- conference season.
worth women's tennis team beat the
Wingfield's victory in doubles gave
University of Puget Sound and Pacific her momentum going into her match at
Lutheran University to secure its spot in No. 4 singles, during which she took the
the Northwest Conference Tournament. two-set win, scoring 6-2, 7-5. Wingfield
The Pirates took a 7-2 win over UPS last took the match point with a volley at the
Friday followed by a 9-0 sweep of PLU net shot to the far corner of h er oppo
last Saturday.
nent's court.
In the match against UPS, the Pirates
"I had more energy because it was the
started out with a 3-0 sweep in doubles. start of t he weekend," Wingfield said. "I
Cheers of excitement were loudly heard didn't have too tough of a time with her
from players and also by spectators fill [opponent Marissa Friedman]."
ing the bleachers
Following
at the Whitworth
their victory over
Tennis Center.
UPS, the Pirates
Sophomore
hosted PLU. T he
Saryn Mooney
team needed to
and
freshman
win by at least
Megan Wingfield, '13
Taylor Pena, at
three match vic
No. 1 doubles,
tories in order to
took the win
secure its spot at
Wingfield played
8-4. While they
the NWC tour
at No. 2 doubles
were confident
nament,
head
and No. 4 singles,
in their ability
coach Jo Ann
earning four
to win, the team
Wagstaff said.
victories against
went in know
After anoth
Puget Sound and
ing it would be
er 3-0 sweep
a .tough match,
Pacific Lutheran.
in doubles, the
Mooney said. In
team was more
addition to her
than
halfway
victory in dou
to their goal.
bles, Mooney won in two sets at No. 1 Mooney and Pena, at No.1 doubles, con
singles, scoring 6-3, 6-1.
tributed to the sweep with an 8-2 win.
"She didn't have a whole lot of pow  Having played the same team earlier in
er," M ooney said. "I usually rely on my the season, Mooney and Pena went into
opponent to get my own power, so I just their doubles match knowing it would
had to stay consistent."
be a challenge, Mooney said.
Senior Megan Wingfield and her part
"Last time we were stunned by them,

Staff Writer

SPOTLIGHT

Beth Crabtree | Photographer

Senior Megan Wingfield and sophomore Morgan McDivitt congratulate each
other during a doubles match against Pacific Lutheran Saturday.
but [this time] we were a little bit more
prepared," Mooney said. "Our main idea
was to stay consistent and be aggressive
when we can, but not be stupid."
Moone/s first set at No. 1 singles was
close, ending in a tie-break of 7-3. The
difference was greater in the second set,
in which Mooney beat her opponent
6-1. After Mooney's win, the team was
ahead by enough points to secure their
spot at the NWC Tournament.
Wingfield and McDivitt, playing again
at No. 2 doubles, had a long match that
ended in a close victory of 9-7. Wingfield
and McDivitt love playing together and
hardly have to communicate anymore
because they know each other's strate
gies so well, Wingfield said.
Wingfield went on to another close
match in singles competition, in which

she came out on top with a score of 7-5,
6-4. Her match was the last to finish,
bringing the team to its final score of 9-0
over PLU. Wingfield's stra tegy through
out was simply keeping the ball in the
court, she said.
"I usually like to be aggressive, but if
I [was] too aggressive with her I [ended]
up making the mistake first," Wingfield
said.
The team will have a non-conference
match against Lewis-Clark State on
Wednesday, April 17 at the Whitworth
Tennis Center. The rest of the week will
be spent preparing for the NWC Tour
nament next weekend in Walla Walla,
Wash.
Contact Miranda Cloyd at
mcloydl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Men's tennis defeats Puget Sound to end season
Miranda Cloyd
Staff Writer
' Th e Whitworth men's tennis team ended their sea
son with a loss and win, to finish with a record of 5-7
for the conference season. Last Friday, the Pirates
met Pacific Lutheran University in Tacoma, Wash.,
and were bested with a 5-4 loss. The Pirates followed
the loss with a 9-0 win over Uni
versity of Puget Sound.
The match against PLU b egan with a 3-0 sweep
in doubles. Winning all three doubles matches had
been uncommon this season and gave the team a
confidence boost, senior Cameron Williams said.
Williams and freshman Drew Brigham took the 8-5
win over their opponents at No. 1 doubles. While the
pair struggled with returns, they were extremely suc
cessful serving, Brigham said.
"Our serves were solid," Brigham said. "We didn't
get broken in that match."
Williams went on to secure victory in his match at
No. 1 singles, winning 3-6, 6-4,6-4. His match was the
sole victory in singles, but in spite of the victory, he
said he was not pleased with his play.
"I had problems getting my groundstrokes in the
court," Williams said. "I was making a lot of unforced
errors."

played him," Brigham said. "It was a challenge for the
After the loss, the Pirates went on to meet UPS for first half of both sets."
The match not only marked
a 9-0 sweep to complete the
the end of the team's season,
season.
but also the end of two players'
Williams and Brigham
tennis careers, seniors Williams
again came out on top with
and Micah Spaun.
an 8-3 win. They decided to
"As soon as it was over, there
try a different strategy than
Cameron Williams, '13
was just this sigh of relief and
usual, in which both players
stayed at the baseline instead
not knowing what to think,"
of coming to the net during
Williams said. "It was very ex
Williams earned
fp
their opponents' serves, Wil
citing to have ended on the note
four victories over
that it did."
liams said.
the weekend at
"Normally we're a pretty
Spaun played at No. 6 singles
No. 1 doubles and
aggressive doubles team but
against UPS a nd took his final
No. 1 singles to
we took a more conservative
win 6-1, 6-2.
end his collegiate
approach," he said. "It took
"It was definitely sad that I
the pressure off of u s to make
would be walking off th e court
Whitworth career.
j
a big shot. We just put the ball
for the last time," Spaun said.
in play and let them miss."
"It's been an amazing four
Brigham's match at No.
years. I feel very blessed to have
2 singles ended in a two-set win, both scoring 6-3. been a part of the team."
Brigham's strategy was to remain consistent in long
points because that was where his opponent would
make mistakes, he said.
Contact Miranda Cloyd at
"He definitely played better than the last time I mcloydl 6@my.whitworth.edu
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Women's track and field: Kerry Wright
Tiara Pajimola
StaffWriter

Freshman transfer Kerry Wright
is the No. 1 thrower in the nation for
Division III javelin after a rocky start
to the beginning of h er college ca
reer. She had the dream of Division
I track and field her whole life, but
that dream changed after one se
mester at Portland State University.
Wright has been a part of track
and field since the second-grade.
In elementary school, Wright joined
the Westside Track Club in Portland,
Ore., where she was born and raised.
In her early years, Wright did a little
bit of everything — competing in
sprints, high jump, long jump and
shot put. In middle school, Wright
began participating in the javelin.
Wright continued to throw the jav
elin at Sunset High School in Port
land, Ore. along with shot put and
discus.
High school was when Wright fell
in love with javelin, she said. Wright
attributes Dani Maier, her high
school javelin coach, as the reason
for her success with javelin.
"She built me up and she was
Juliana Zajicek | Photographer
able to give me the best opportuni
ty," Wright said. "I was determined Freshman Kerry Wright has found a home with the javelin event at
to be the best athlete I could be and Whitworth after transferring from Portland State University.
she was willing toput in that time to
"Academically, spiritually, athlet thrower and he couldn't agree more.
help me reach that point. She gave ically... in every aspect, Whitworth
"She is a very friendly and out
me so much confidence and she felt like family," Wright said. "Whit going person," Comito said. "She
taught me so much."
worth opened my eyes to knowing works hard and was part of the team
Wright improved by about 20 feet what I wanted put of college and this right away. She belongs here."
per year throughout high school, school encompassed that change."
Wright is now focusing solely on
starting at a mark of about 80 feet as
Within the first couple days of the javelin at Whitworth and already
a freshman and improving to 140-3 new semester, Wright immediately holds the school record of 149 feet,
by her senior year. She qualified for began practice at full force, and just which is the top mark in the nation.
state in 2012 as a senior at Sunset like that, she was part of the family.
"I never could have imagined this
and placed fifth.
"I can't describe it," Wright said. as a freshman," Wright said. "It'sa lot
Wright was accepted into Port "Toby i s that one person who will of hard work and I've put in so much
land State Univer
always be there time but there is still a lot that can
sity and made the
"She's in a position to for you no mat be fixed and perfected. I'm not at my
team for track and
ter what.' All the peak yet I hope, so staying humble
be a four-time national coaches, everyone and competing for the glory of God
field.
is my main focus. If everything else
"We had four
champion and honestly is just there for falls into place, that's just the icing
hour
practices,
you and always
six days a week,"
I can see her throwing there for you to on the cake."
Despite her No. 1 ranking,
Wright said. "I had
talk to. My team
about 20 feet further." mates made me Schwarz sees much more in Wright's
the dream of Div i
sion I but I realized
feel at home and I future.
— TOBY SCHWARZ
"She's in a position to be a fourthat I wanted more
felt like I was part
time
national champion and honout of the college
of
the
team.
They
HEAD COACH
experience besides
welcomed me like esdy I can see her throwing about 20
I'd been there the feet further," Schwarz said.
track and it con
As far as academics, Wright thinks
sumed my life [at that level]. I wasn
't whole year."
able to do anything with friends and
Head coach Toby Schwarz knew school is going well.
"The professors here are very per
it just d idn't feel like the right fit. I that this was the kind of acceptance
knew that kind of program wasn't she would feel coming to Whit sonable, they always ask me about
track," Wright said.
what I wanted."
worth.
Athletically and academically,
From her experience during that
"Whitworth is just that way,"
semester, Wright knew she wanted a Schwarz said. "For her, I c ould tell Whitworth ended up being a good
change. She contacted Whitworth's she felt very guarded from what balance for Wright.
"I know that I'm learning a lot
head track and field coach Toby she experienced in the fall. Coming
Schwarz and visited the school. She from that it seemed that this was too more here and it's going to pay off in
watched practice and met the team, good to be true, but she had faith the end," Wright said.
and when everything was sorted out and she trusted and it turned into
Contact Tiara Pajimola at
and situated, she knew exacdy what the perfect situation."
Senior Carter Comito is a fellow tpajimolal 6@my.whitworth.edu
she wanted to do.
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I B ASEBALL
NWC

ALL

LINFIELD

15-3

26-5

GEORGE FOX

17-4

24-9

WILLAMETTE

9-9

14-18

PACIFIC (ORE.)

9-9

12-18

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

8-10

18-13

PUGET SOUND

8-10

13-19

LEWIS & CLARK

6-12

9-24

WHITMAN

7-14

12-19

WHITWORTH

5-13

10-20-1

SOFTBALL
NWC

ALL

23-3

31-6

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

18-8

25-13

PACIFIC (ORE.)

14-12

19-17

WHITWORTH

14-12

20-18

LINFIELD

PACIFIC (ORE.)

15-13

18-22

WILLAMETTE

10-16

14-22

LEWIS & CLARK

10-18

16-22

PUGET SOUND

2-24

2-35

NWC

ALL

1 MEN'S TENNIS
WHITMAN

12-0

15-6

GE0RGEF0X

10-1

12-4
11-7

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

9-3

WILLAMETTE

7-4

7-9

LEWIS & CLARK

5-7

6-11

WHITWORTH

5-7

6-13

PACIFIC (ORE.)

4-8

5-10

PUGET SOUND

1-11

2-14

LINFIELD

0-12

0-12

WOMEN'STENNIS
NWC

ALL

WHITMAN

12-0

15-3

LEWIS & CLARK

11-1

15-4

PUGET SOUND

7-5

13-5

WHITWORTH

7-5

8-8

LINFIELD

7-5

8-9
7-10

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

5-7

GEORGE FOX

4-8

7-11

WILLAMETTE

1-11

1-15

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-12

3-14

Note: Standings as of April 14,2013
BASEBALL
Willamette atWhitworth - noon and 3 p.m„ Sat urday, April 20

SOFTBALL
NWC Playoffs TBA - Check thewhitworthian.com for updates

MEN'S TENNIS
Season over

WOMEN'STENNIS
Lewis-Clark State at Whitworth - 3 p.m., Wednesday, April 17

TRACK AND FIELD
Whitworth atWhitworth Twilight Event -2 p.m., Thursday, April 18

MEN'S GOLF
Whitworth at NWC Championship -11 a.m., Saturday, April 20

WOMEN'S GOLF
Whitworth at NWC Championship -11 a.m., Saturday, April 20

LARPING

WHITPICS

TOP: Two alliances fight each other in the large nations battle that covered the
Loop.
Simon Puzankov |Photographer

BELOW: Duvall fighters rush into battle at the beginning of the LARPing event on
Saturday afternoon.
Simon Puzankov j Pho tographer

BOTTOM RIGHT: Senior Daniel Thomas announces Mac, Baldwin-Jenkins, Arend
and East as winners of the nations battle.
Juliana Zajicek |Photographer

BOTTOM MIDDLE: Sophomore Nathan Fosket defends himself from attack after
he had been hit three times.
Juliana Zajicek |Photographer

BOTTOM LEFT: Duvall and Mac face off as the fighting becomes sparse near the
end of the nations battle.
Neele Amman |Photographer

LEFT: The fighters of Mac take their places before the initial rush into the nations
battle.
Neele Ammon |Photographer

whitworthian
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The Meaning of Life
A humanist, a Buddhist, a pragmatist and a Christian
give their perspective on the point of living.

Q

ISSUE 15
APRIL 24,2013

Whitworth's connection
to the Presbyterian Church
(USA) and other groups
Men's golf earns spot on
national stage
p. 13
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ABOUTUS
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely by students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
Whitworth hosted a panel
during Missions Week to address
women's roles in ministry. We
were intensely disappointed by
the composition of the panel.
Neither of the pastors were
women and both of the theology
students were women. Pastors
represent religious authority,
therefore the panel was imme
diately tipped in the favor of
patriarchy and complementarian
theology because women were
not represented in the pastoral
role. Theology students are not
authority figures. This gave the
impression that women studying
theology should not be taken
seriously. There was not a single
representative that was a profes
sor of theology, male or female.
This type of panel is problem
atic. More thought should be
given to providing positive exam
ples for students and community
+

members. It is understood that
in order to develop interest in a
field, young women especially,
need to see positive role models
succeeding in that field. If
Whitworth's panel discussion on
women in ministry provides only
one non-student female (a mis
sionary) what message are we
sending to our female students
who may desire to pursue min
istry as a pastor? The resounding
message from the dominant
portion of the panel was that we
should re-examine our call to
theological pursuit and instead
focus on something more tra
ditionally associated with our
gender. Is this a message that
Whitworth should be sending to
its students and members of the
community?
Abbey Cook and Shelby Blake

10 STUDENT RESEARCH

FEATURED
04 STUDENTS FOR LIFE

Student starts a pro-life club on campus to
work for a more welcoming environment for
students with children.

11 CALL IN CRISIS

In times of tragedy, people call on God to
bless America but at other points in time,
they leave him on a 'shelf!

06 LITERARY SCHOLARSHIP 12 ROLE OF PARTISANSHIP

The English department sponsors
students to present their writing in literary
conferences.

09 ORIGINAL MUSIC

Music professor performs his concerto with
fellow Whitworth professor and students for
the Coeur d' Alene Symphony.

10 STUDENT RESEARCH

Whitworth students and undergraduates
from the Spokane area share research in
subjects from biology to literature.

Partisanship is necessary for political
discussion aimed at dealing with problems
in society.

13 NWC CHAMPIONSHIPS

Both Whitworth golf teams compete in the
NWC Championships and the men's team
clinches a spot in the national tournament.

15

CROW'S NEST

Student-athlete siblings Dustin and KC
McConnell bring an uncanny work ethic to
the Pirate basketball and tennis teams.

NEWS
WU develops new relationships with religious groups
Molly Daniels
Staff Writer
Last we ek, the Board of Tr ustees decided that Whitworth will remain affiliated with the Presbyterian
Church (USA). In addition to maintaining a relation
ship with the PC(USA), the university will start devel
oping relationships with other denominations and
Presbyterian organizations, as well as refining theolog
ical language that describes the religious identity of the
university.

Importance of Partnerships
Dean of spiritual life Terry McGonigal said partner
ing with organizations outside ofWhitworth is import
ant because of the benefits those relationships provide
for both the students and the organizations.
"Our first responsibility is the education of the stu
dents. Thisis the wayin which the university also serves
churches," McGonigal said.
He said that churches often look to Whitworth for
certain resources, such as ministry interns. Whitworth
also has connections with many non-Presbyterian
churches in Spokane.
"We are thrilled that our students are involved with
a variety of ch urches in Spokane. We're glad to have
these relationships, and we want to deepen them," Mc
Gonigal said.
Professor of theology Keith Beebe said Whitworth
will not be exclusively related to the PC(USA) in the fu
ture, but will instead maintain its reformed and evan
gelical identity and expand its interests by exploring
new relationships.

Presbyterian Churches Leaving the
PC(USA)
The PC(USA) is the oldest and largest of the nation's
three most prominent Presbyterian organizations. Ac
cording to the PC(USA)website, more than two million
people worship in the 10,000 churches affiliated with
the PC(USA).
Some churches have left the PC(USA) due to the re
cent positions that the organization has taken on cer
tain social issues. Beebe said there have been chang
es made to the Book of Order—a set of dir ections for
Presbyterian church government, worship and rules
of dis cipline—to make it more flexible. The PC(USA)
changed their definition of marriage to include samesex marriage, and it has approved the ordination of ho
mosexuals.
"Underlying issues give rise to others. The more con
servative side sees this as symptomatic and having to
do with the authority of scripture," Beebe said.
Whitworth alumna Amy Erickson '12 is an intern at
First Presbyterian Church in Colorado Springs, Colo.
The church left the PC(USA) and joined another Pres
byterian association, the Evangelical Covenant Order
(ECO), in April 2012. Erickson was at Whitworth when
the decision to leave the PC(USA) was made.
"The body of elders had a session, and they decided
to recommend to the congregation that they leave the
PC(USA)," Erickson said.
Erickson said that her congregation's reason for leav
ing the PC(USA)was that they thought the views it pro
moted were a distraction from what the church valued.
"We thought that being in this organization isn't
helping us perform Christ's mission," Erickson said.
The elders held a straw vote to determine if the con
gregation supported the idea of leaving, and the ma
jority of the congregation was in agreement with the
motion. In late April there was an official vote to leave
the PC(USA).
Some church members worried the church would
not be able to keep the property on which it was built,
but the church reached an agreement with its former
presbytery.

"The church was part of the Pueblo Presbytery, and some choose not to join another organization. They
they owned the land. They used the gracious dismiss may decide instead to function independently, which
al policy so we didn't have to buy the property. The means that new denominations are now being created
church still has to pay dues based on headcount, but under Presbyterianism.
"Some students here are a part
eventually they won't have to pay
•of th ese new denominations, and
anymore," Erickson said.
we want to support these students,"
She said she knows of other cas
McGonigal said.
es in which presbyteries were less
McGonigal said one of the prob
willing to compromise with depart
lems is that Whitworth has not
ing churches.
changed its financial aid policy
Erickson said that she thought
toward Presbyterian students. He
PC(USA) entities such as
the process went well overall.
gave the example of the Samuel
"It's never easy to go through this
presbyteries, churches
Robinson Scholarship Association.
kind of divorce, but it was easier be
and the Association of
"One of the requirements is that
cause the whole congregation was
Presbyterian Colleges
the
student must be a member of
on board. This kind of th ing often
and Universities
a PC(USA) Church. If the student's
splits the church," Erickson said.
church has left the PC(USA), th ey
Erickson said she still recogniz
do not qualify for the award," Mc
es the benefits of the PC(USA) and
Gonigal said.
that her congregation's decision
was not meant to make a statement
Making Connections
against the organization.
"There wasn't an 'us vs. them'
Whitworth University is cur
mentality. We know that there
rently working on several different
are so many faithful people in the
connections with Presbyterian or
PC(USA). We just knew that we can
ganizations, including some local
be more effective for Christ—and
and regional Presbyterian church
do what we feel to be best for min
es, as well as the Presbytery of the
istry—by partnering with other or
Inland Northwest and the North
ganizations," Erickson said.
Puget Sound Presbytery, which are
affiliated with the PC(USA),McGo
ECO and EPC
nigal said.
"We've always had these won
Beebe said five to seven church
derful relationships, but they
Organizations such as the
es leave the PC(USA) each week.
weren't as targeted and specific as
Those churches will often join a
Evangelical Presbyterian
we intend them to be moving for
more conservative organization.
Church and the Covenant
ward," McGonigal said.
ECO, founded in 2012, and the
Order of Evangelical
Whitworth is now trying to make
Evangelical Presbyterian Church
Presbyterians
those relationships more benefi
(EPC), founded in 1981, tend to
cial to both students and the com
take more traditional stances than
munities.
the PC(USA) does on social issues.
"We're trying to help the stu
"ECO and the EPC are the most
dents with specific connections for
viable options. Other ones tend to
summer ministry internships," Mc
be smaller and much more conser
Gonigal said.
vative," Beebe said.
Beebe is an ordained pastor, and
Defined
Whitworth
he said that he has been asked by
Theologically
some pastors in Spokane to speak
to congregations about the idea of
McGonigal said that over the
leaving the PC(USA).
Whitworth is reformed,
past year, the school has been us
He said he talked about dealing
evangelical and ecumenical,
ing input from current students,
with conflicts and how the con
affirming ties with other
faculty, staff, alumni, board mem
gregation could think about the
Christian organizations
bers and other friends of th e uni
current state of th e denomination.
versity to develop language that
He said he also told the congrega
describes Whitworth theologically.
tion about the history of previous
They came up with seven words:
controversies in the Presbyterian
Christian, reformed, evangelical,
Church.
ecumenical, global, missional and
"A year and a half ago, a number
Presbyterian. In the next year, th e
of leaders in the more conservative
university will pursue an ongoing
part of the denomination left to
dialogue about what those words
form a new one," he said. This new
mean. There may be Prime Time
denomination became the ECO.
Hannah Charlton | Graphic Designer
discussions, panels or lectures to
Beebe said that a number of ot her
conservative churches have left the
talk about the meaning of those
words.
PC(USA) and joined the EPC.
"If you take any of these words out, you don't have
"If a church doesn't like what's going on in the de
nomination, they have several choices. They can stay in a complete theological description ofWhitworth," Mc
the denomination; they can go to the EPC, which has Gonigal said.
been around for about 30 years; they can go to ECO,"
Students will have to take into account the relation
ships Whitworth has with various outside organiza
Beebe said.
Erickson said her church has not changed signifi tions, as well asthe changes being made in Whitworth's
religious affiliation, if they are to have a correct under
cantly since becoming part of ECO.
"It's not that different, but in the long term it gives standing of ho w the university relates to these seven
the church a lot more freedom, more accountability words.
and healthier relationships with other churches we're
Contact Molly Daniels at
partnering with," Erickson said.
McGonigal said that as churches leave the PC(USA), mdanielsl 6@my.whitworth.edu
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Students gather around the garden to enjoy thefresh produce harvested at Whitworth's community garden at the "Do ItYourself" theme house harvest
festival Sunday, Sept. 23. Kipos is now partnerin
g withSodexo to grow food in the dining hall through use of a hydroponic system.

Kipos and Sodexo collaborate on hydroponic gardening
NEEDTOKNOW

in water (water that the roots of a plants Gonzaga in the beginning of the year,
are steeped in), then there is no need for and saw that they had hydroponics sys
soil. That means the plants can be grown tems lining all the windows. The lettuce
anywhere there is sunlight. And there's grown in the hydroponic enclosures was
being used in the cafeteria's food.
Soon, the Sodexo cafeteria will re plenty of sunlight in Sodexo.
"I said, 'Hey, Sodexo caters for us,
The hydroponics initiative was the
ceive a brand new addition to its new
addition. Next year, food won't just be brainchild of junior Alden Welsch, an too,"' Welsch said. "So, we should do this,
too."
served, but will also be grown in the din applied physics major
Welsch and Bing
who first started exper
ing hall.
"The goal of this
ham put together a
Kipos, Whitworth's community gar imenting with hydro
dening club, is in the process of bu ild ponics and aquaponics project is to get people proposal, and ex
plained their idea to
ing a hydroponics enclosure in Sodexo's in his home. Another
Jim O'Brien and Dan
student,
new addition. The enclosure will y ield Whitworth
started on thinking,
King, Sodexo manag
fresh herbs and spices, which Sodexo junior Craig Bingham
'Where does my food ers at Whitworth.
had developed a sim
will incorporate into the daily menu.
"By the looks on
"The goal of this project is to get peo ilar interest in hydro
come from?' and
their faces, we weren't
ple started on thinking, 'Where does my ponics and sustainable
if they were on
food come from?' and thinking about it living during his time
thinking about it in a sure
board or not," Welsch
in a more holistic way," Kipos president studying abroad in
said. "They're very for
more holistic way."
Costa Rica.
Dana LeRoy said.
ward-thinking about
This year, Welsch
LeRoy also said he hopes the project
—DANA LE ROY
what they want to do
will show students that people can grow and Bingham live in
with the HUB. They
food themselves, even if they don't have a house off campus
Kipos president
were very cooperative
complete with its own
a lot of land available.
on working with us on
All of the parts for the enclosure were aquaponic ecosystem.
sourced from a local hardware store, Rather than flooding the roots of plants both budget and logistics."
The enclosure will cost roughly $800.
with the labor provided by members of with nutrients, small fish lived in the wa
Kipos. The enclosure will be ready by the ter that the plants were being raised in. ASWU provided approximately half the
The waste from the fish fed the plants, funding for the raw materials, with the
first week of May, LeRoy said.
The concept behind hydroponics and the plants put oxygen back into the other half provided by Sodexo.
The first year will be trial and error, Le
is rooted in basic agricultural theory. water for the fish.
The Sodexo connection didn't occur Roy said. However, he said, there's room
Plants need water, sunlight and a combi
nation of minerals found in soil to grow. to Welsch until Jan Term. Welsch was to expand if it does well. Members of
If those mineral nutrients are dissolved inspired when he dined at Sodexo at Kipos have considered plans for hydro-

Lucas Thayer
Staff Writer

224

Undergraduate students from the
Spokane area who will present
their research at the Spokane
Intercollegiate Research Conference
on April 27 p. 10

1973

The year of senior art major Matthew
Eaton's Kawasaki G3 motorcycle. He
refurbished it to run on both gasoline
and an electrolysis hydrogen genera
tor for his senior art project, p. 4

$5,000

Fundraising goal for the Relay for
Life feeder event that will take place
Friday, April 26 at 5 p.m. in the Fieldhouse. p. 4

• Hydroponics is a method for
growing plants without soil by sub
merging the roots direcdy in nutri
ent-enriched water.
• A hydroponics enclosure is being
built in the new addition of Sodexo.
• Herbs and spices will be grown
in the hydroponics enclosure and
used in the food at Sodexo.
• The enclosure should be finished
by the first week of May.
ponic gardens in the dorms, although no
formal proposals have been made.
Welsch plans to transfer to Washing
ton University of Saint Louis next year o
t
join the engineering program, so he will
be unable to experience firsthand the
fruits of h is labor when classes resume
in the fall.However, he said he hopes the
hydroponics initiative will continue to
grow after he's gone.

Contact Lucas Thayer at
lthayer!2@my.whitworth.edu

2 MILLION

Number of people who worship at
the at the more than 10,000 Presby
terian churches affiliated with the
Presbyterian Church (USA) p. 3
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Students present at literary conferences
Rebekah Bresee

considerably larger than the NUCL.
"There were 500 papers submitted at the Utah confer
ence and only 200 were accepted," Weber said.
• After presentations, students are encouraged to en
Five s tudents had the opportunity to present their gage in a question and answer session with their peers
academic papers at two literature conferences this past who presented similar topics at the conference.
"It is a rare chance to learn under what circumstances
month through the sponsorship of the English depart
ment. At these conferences, students present their own a piece is written," Eldredge said.
Both Eldredge and Weber said this was their favorite
scholarly papers or creative works in front of a n orga
part of the conference.
nized panel of peers.
Other events at the conference included a keynote
"The conference can be really inspiring to attend," se
nior Blaine Eldredge said. "You are around a great deal speaker and a reception time, which allowed students to
connect with each another, as well as pro
of creativity."
fessors from other schools, journal editors
To honor an
Eldredge presented a personal essay
and publishers.
and a collection of poetry at the Northwest
undergraduate's
"If you haven't published anything and
Undergraduate Conference for Literature
you are interested in publishing some
at the University of Portland on April 13.
pursuit of
thing, the conference is a good place to get
The NUCL is a regional conference open
that support," Eldredge said.
to college students and honors or ad
scholarship is
For Whitworth students to attend a lit
vanced-placement high school students.
amazing."
erature conference through the English
The University of Pordand offers prizes
department, their paper submissions need
and a scholarship on behalf of NUCL.
—BLAINE ELDREDGE to be approved by the English department
"I love the ideas of the conference," El
first. The faculty chooses which works
dredge said. "To honor an undergraduate's
senior
should be sent to conferences. Cater said
pursuit of scholarship is amazing."
Senior Diana Cater and junior Jessica Weber also at professors take into consideration who has attended
conferences before when selecting papers to be submit
tended the NUCL.
An English and biology major, Cater presented a re ted. They want to make sure that many students can ensearch paper discussing Randy Shilts and non-fiction 'gage in this experience.
If a paper is accepted by the conference, the English
science narratives.
"I was looking for a way to combine both of my disci department then sponsors the student to attend.
"When professors take note of y our work, they en
plines in a research paper," Carter said.
At the conference, students are given 15 minutes to courage you to do more with it," Cater said. "I probably
present the main points of t heir papers. Students are wouldn't have applied without the encouragement of
encouraged to use any method they believe will best my professors."
Though it is a literature conference, it is not limited
represent their paper. For example, Cater used visual
aides to help the audience understand the concepts of to English majors. Both the NUCL and the NULC accept
research papers such as argumentative scholarly papers
her paper.
"It is a struggle to reformat your paper in a way that's on literature and analytical papers of the contemporary
logical for someone who is listening to understand," We culture as well as creative works such as original poems,
original essays and fiction.
ber said.
"After the conference this year, I am really excited to
This is Weber's second year attending the NUCL. She
presented two literary critical essays at the conference enter my work into a public space," Eldredge said.
this year. Weber also shared one of th ese essays at the
National Undergraduate Literature Conference held Contact Rebekah Bresee at
April 4-6 in Ogden, Utah. As a national conference, it is rbreseel 6@my.whitworth.edu
Staff Writer

NEWSINBRIEF
Social Networking Leads to Arrests
in Professor Assault
As of Friday, April 19, both suspects in the
Boston Marathon bombing had been found.
The two brothers were seen walking close to
each other and acting suspiciously in security
camera footage released by the FBI. The
older brother was killed in a shootout with
members of t he Boston Police Department
Thursday, April 18. The younger brother was
taken into custody Friday as Massachusetts
citizens celebrated. Representatives from
the Islamic community have distanced
themselves from the Muslim suspects in
custody, condemning the terror attack and
saying they fear backlash against the Islamic
community. President Obama praised the
efforts of t he authorities who worked every
angle to help in the pursuit of these suspects.
However, Obama also said that we still need
to figure out how these men did it, why they
did it and if they received any help.

Town of West, Texas recovers from
fertilizer plant explosion
The explosion of a fertilizer plant on the
night of Wednesday, April 17 rocked the
small community of West, Texas. At least
14 were reported dead after the blast, a
majority of them first responders, with
more than 200 others injured. More than 50
homes in a four block radius were flattened
by the explosion. It was later found that the
plant contained more than 1,350 times the
amount of ammonium nitrate that would
have caused federal oversight. Ammonium
nitrate, a chemical used in the production of
fertilizer, is attributed with the cause of the
blast.
Sources|CNN and CBS

What are you
doing after
graduation?
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ASWU UPDATE

• President Beck Taylor spoke to ASWUabout
two decisions made by the Board of Trustees.
They made changes Whitworth's denomina
tional connections (see page 3). They also
changed the wording ofWhitworth's cohabita
tion policy to remove a statement that defined
marriage as between a man and a woman (see
"Board of Trustees decides on denomination
al relationships, student handbook" online at
thewhitworthian.com).
• Jack Dunbar and other students who went
on the service trip to Jamaica thanked ASWU
for the $1,500 requisition that they used to
lower the cost of plane tickets for the trip.
• Bryce McCandless and Ruthie Wabula pre
sented to ASWU about the LS350 project,
which will support Community Health Evangelism's work in Ethiopia.
• Samantha Pridemore requisitioned for
$1,900 t o purchase 100 Spokane Block Pa rty
T-shirts and 200 tank tops to be sold as a fund
raiser. ASWU passed the requisition but with a
reduced number of ta nk tops (100), bringing
the cost down to around $1,180.

+

ARTS&CULTURE
The majority of col
lege students, 76 percent,
are searching for their
personal
philosophy,
according to a nation
al study done by UCLA's
School of E ducation and In
formation.
A personal philosophy is a belief
about life that can have a large imp
act on
a college student's experience, from im
pacting their major to future career paths.
That belief can be a religion, a philosophy
or a mix of both.
"A view on the purpose to life should
be included in any developed personal
philosophy," Whitworth sophomore and
philosophy major Sam Director said. "A
personal philosophy dictates what your
view on life is."
The following four views on thepurpose to
life come from individuals who live by those
perspectives.

Christianity
One man's teachings,
life, and ultimately death
and resurrection became
the foundation of the Chris
tian religion.
Instead of seeking personal en
joyment or worldly things, the pur
pose to life under Christianity is to
live for Christ, the Lord and Savior
of th e world. Christianity is a way
of liv ing that comes from a per
sonal commitment to Christ, said
Roger M ohrlang, Whitworth
professor of biblical studies.
"Everything we do is to be
an expression of our love for
[Christ] and our love for oth
ers," Mohrlang said.
Mohrlang became a Chris
tian in college, which shifted
the direction of where he
thought his life was going, leading him instead to Bible
translation and teaching the New Testament.
"As a Christian academician, I want to teach my sub
ject well to the glory of God," M ohrlang said. "But on
a deeper level, I pray that God will be working in the
hearts of my students through my teaching, to bring
them to Christ, and to strengthen their own commit
ment to him."
Mohrlang's purpose in life is centered on Christ, he
said.
"Though I have often fallen short of my ideals, my
deepest desire is to live t he whole of m y life wholly
for Christ — th at is, to see Christ doing his work fully
through me," Mohrlang said.

about what you want, look hard at your experiences,
and make a decision in what you think will create the
best results, MacMullan said,
"Then you have to start testing it, and be willing to
say 'I thought this was the right way to go, but it didn't
turn out," MacMullan said. "Then you are back to the
hypothesis stage, but you are one step closer to some
thing that might work."
Pragmatism places a high value on one's experience.
Experience is all there could be and all that we have to
work with.
"Instead of trying to fit experience to ideas, we
should instead tailor our ideas to as best as possible
explain and make sense of our experiences," MacMul
lan said.
Because experiences vary from individual to indi
vidual, two pragmatists can be faced with the same de
cision and come to different conclusions.
"The thing they will agree on is there is no one right
way ahead of time they must follow, and that our no
tions of everything emerge out of our experiences,"
MacMullan said.
One of th e key pragmatist thinkers, William James
(born in the 19th century), described pragmatism as a
hallway in a hotel. Open one door and there is a theol
ogy student trying to make,sense of God. Open another
door and there is a chemist trying to solve a problem.
They both use pragmatism, but in various ways. That
can occur because pragmatism allows for flexibility in
beliefs.
"Since reality itself is constantly changing, our the
ories, our ideas, our beliefs about reality also

"We crave things but once we get them, the bloom is
off the blossom so to speak and we get bored of it and
crave something else," Vielle said.
In Buddhism, the cause of suffering is connected to
how we think, because we ignore the impermanence
of life. The problem is that people get attached to their
desires and believe they cannot be happy unless they
possess those things.
"Because everything in life changes, the objects of
our desires inevitably change and that's when this suf
fering occurs," Vielle said.
To cease suffering, one must end the attachments,
reaching Nirvana. Reading, applying the Buddha's
teachings to everyday life, and verifying for ourselves
that it is true helps individuals reach Nirvana, Vielle
said. By changing how one thinks, one can end suffer
ing and reach understanding.
"Buddhism is a path leading to understanding one
self," Vielle said. "It's not so much about becoming a
holy person or having some mystical experience. It's
learning to see things clearly, understanding the rea
sons why one suffers and with that insight being at
peace with oneself and the world."

Humanism

While Christians can adopt humanist ideals, gener
ally humanists do not believe in a supreme being or life
after death.
With no life after death, one emphasizes improving
this life, humanist celebrant Ray Ideus said.
For a humanist, there is no set pur
pose in life to strive for.
"You do not need a purpose to
life," Ideus said. "You just are. You just
came into being and that's all. If you
want to have a purpose in life, then OK."
Ideus said those who believe you must
• have the supernatural in your life to have pur

pose have not looked at other perspectives
and that the humanists in the meetings he at
tends are full of more happy people than you
could believe.
For Ideus, he finds purpose
in helping people.
"I want to leave this world
a little bit better than when
I came," Ideus said. "I don't
worry about what the world is
going to do after I die, because
Madison Garner I Staff Writer
after all it got along very well
before I was born."
have to be flexible — not chuck them out the window,
Whether students are firm in their beliefs, un
not think whatever you feel like, but you need to have
sure of their beliefs, or somewhere in between,
flexibility built in," MacMullan said.
MacMullan said he uses pragmatism in his daily life. learning and thinking about other beliefs is
"Experience has led me to see that just being selfish beneficial.
"Wrestling with hard questions is nec
does not actually lead to my own flourishing," Mac
Mullan said. "I learned respecting my obligations as a essary to be happy whoever you are,"
dad and husband are absolutely important to me hav MacMullan said, "Because if you are
blindly following, you are not really
ing a meaningful, happy life."
living your life and someone else is
living it for you. I think that is con
trary to both the good of be ing a hu
man and the curse of b eing a human,
Paul Vielle, a minister's assistant at the Spokane which is to be self-aware."
Buddhist Temple, is a Shin Buddhist and places a lot of
importance on life having meaning.
"Life wi thout purpose is meaningless," Vielle said.
"With Buddhism, the point is not to live simply for the
sake of living. The purpose to life is to become a buddha, to attain the same level of wisdom as the Buddha
had."
Buddhism views man as inherently ignorant. Before
one can reach the wisdom of B uddha, one must first
overcome ignorance and gain understanding.
One component of that understanding is recogniz
Contact Madison Garner at
ing that life is characterized by suffering, which oc
mgarnerl 6@my.whitworth.edu
curs in the form of physical pain, observing pain
HayleyNiehaus | raphic
G
Artist
in loved ones and when we experience feelings
Hannah Charlton |Page Designer
of unsatisfactoriness.

PURPOSE

WHAT GIVES LIFE MEANING?

Pragmatism
Pragmatism is a philosophical perspective in which
one applies the scientific method to inquiry, using the
method to make decisions, said Terrance MacMullan,
a professor of philosophy at Eastern Washington Uni
versity who specializes in pragmatism.
Under pragmatism, the purpose to life will look dif
ferent for each person.
"It's ultimately going to be the idea of le ading as
fruitful, as consistent, as meaningful to you, a life as
you can possibly live," MacMullan said.
To use pragmatism in making a decision, you think

Buddhism
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Pieces if Their Perspectives

Senior art majors display their work in a final exhibit titled "Real Eyes - Real ize - Real Lies"
Christina Spencer
Staff Writer
The gallery in the Lied Center for the
Visual Arts is filled with a variety of ar t
from photography to sculpture to screen
printing to digital art, all handiwork of
the graduating class of art majors. The
senior art exhibit is now on display in
the Bryan Oliver Gallery.
Senior Josh de Groot came up with
the theme for this year's exhibit, "Real
Eyes - Real ize - Real Lies." He said it was
a phrase he and his friends used to say in
high school.
"We chose this title for the show with
the idea of 'the artist's perspective,"' de
Groot said. "As artists we see things dif
ferently than most people."
Senior Matthew Eaton, a 3D and
sculpture artist, said the theme is also
interesting in that the three phrases can
be put together into one statement say
ing, "With your real eyes you can realize
the real lies."
Eaton's senior piece is a 1973 Kawasa
Tanner Scholten | Photographer
ki G3 motorcycle that he refurbished to Senior Matt Eaton modified a 1973 Kawasaki G3 m otorcycle to combust hydrogen in addition to gasoline, which
run on both gasoline and an electrolysis significantly increases its fuel efficiency. It is on display now with other seniors' art pieces in the Bryan Oliver Gallery.
hydrogen generator, a type of generator
that separates hydrogen from oxygen in
of caricature figures of all the senior art
water to create hydrogen gas.
Installing an engine into a bike may majors surrounded by colorful, geomet
seem daunting to some, but Eaton ric cardboard shapes.
LeMieux said she decided to do this
said it's actually quite simple. In fact,
he taught himself by downloading the project, titled "The Best Ship We've Got,"
plans online. Eaton described his mo because she wanted to honor the class
mates she has been with for the last four
torcycle as a circuit.
"All you need is an electrical coil that years. In a photography class last semes
is put in distilled water and baking soda ter, she took pictures of ea ch senior art
and a current will run through it," Eaton major. It wasn't until about a month be
fore the senior exhibit opening that she
said. "That's electrolysis."
Originally from San Diego, Eaton said began using the photos to create carica
his homesickness for the ocean was a tures.
Each figure took around three to four
motivation in dreaming up the idea of a
hydrogen-focused society. The name of hours to complete. LeMieux said she
his bike is SeaCiety, a pun on the idea of drew the basic shape of the person in
Adobe Illustrator and then put them
a society based around the water.
Along with a love of water, Eaton has in Photoshop to add more detail. Sur
prisingly, the hardest part of th e whole
a passion for youth min
thing was cutting out
istry. His dream is to be
"I like having
the foam mat board that
come a youth pastor and
went around the figures
have his own garage to
human elements in since
it was so tedious,
restore motorcycles, as
Simon Puzankov| Photographer
Senior Janelle LeMieux's piece depicts each of her fellow senior art majors. She
well as continue sculpt
my photographs; I she said.
Senior Susan Vander created the caricatures using a mix of photography and graphic design.
ing.
Eaton said he got the think it brings more Kooi's passion is pho
tography. Last year, she
idea for a motorcycle
Her other photo in the show, "Dub of life.
meaning and life to studied abroad in the
shop while driving one
lin's Gallery'; is an example of her at
Two of her paintings — both on wood
British Isles and said she tention to captivating atmospheres. It
day to skateboard with
them."
— in t he show represent the tragedy of
carried
her
camera
ev
some students from
is of an outdoor art gallery on a Dublin the forest fires in Colorado Springs last
erywhere to document street at sunset. Because dusk was fall
— SUSAN VANDER KOOI
Young Life m inistry. He
summer. The smaller one depicts two
the trip. Two of the pho ing, Vander Kooi said it was a little tricky
began thinking about
skeletons and a tree, representing the
senior
art
major
tographs
from
her
trip
how easy it is for ado
to shoot in such low light, but getting the idea that one's physical body may be de
were chosen to be in the right light is important.
lescents in the skate and
stroyed, but your spiritual body hopes
bike subculture to get caught up in ne
ga senior show.
"The fight usually inspires me to take for a new, recreated life, she said.
The
first
is
a
photo,
titled
"To
Find
tive influences, and wondered if he'd be
pictures when it hits that perfect point,"
"They represent the thoughts about
Rest" of her friend Janae Brown. Vander Vander Kooi said.
able to teach youth how to fixbikes.
what happens when fire affects both nat
Eaton aspires to make a difference in Kooi said Brown wasn't posing in the
She also said that she prefers to cap ural organisms as well as human struc
society through his handiwork. Senior photo and that in general she likes to ture people in her pieces.
tures," Hammerstrom said. "There's a lot
keep
her
photography
natural
to
docu
Janelle LeMieux also said she dreams of
"I like having human elements in of la yers behind it all, as well as some
impacting her community, but through ment the real environment she encoun my photographs; I think it brings more spiritual elements."
ters. Her photography almost has a pho- meaning and life to them," Vander Kooi
graphic design.
The senior art exhibit is open until the
"You can do so much with it and get tojournalistic feel, she said.
said.
closing reception May 18.
In fact, Vander Kooi said that se
tting is
the word out through your design," Le
Senior Lauren Hammerstrom also in
important when taking photos; it has to corporated the human element into her
Mieux said.
Contact Christina Spencer at
be
a
place
that
has
atmosphere.
Her piece in the show is a collection
pieces, but with a focus on the fragility cspencerl 5@my.whitworth.edu
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Professor composes for CDA Symphony
Claire Hunter

curred to me this idea about the baroque
concerto
and how maybe an approach
Staff Writer
using a core group of a trio [would be
interesting]."
Music professor fTrent Edstrom's
The concert by nature will be a fairly
original composition "Concerto #2 for uncommon event, because it features a
Jazz Piano & Orchestra" will be featured completely new piece of music.
the first weekend of May at the Coeur
"It's really exciting when there is a
d'Alene Symphony's season finale con new piece written because orchestras
tend to play the same pieces over and
cert.
Joining Edstrom, who will play piano, over," Baldwin said. "So when there is a
is Philip Baldwin onviolin. Baldwin is the new work it's always exciting, especially
Whitworth Orchestra director and violin when something is beautiful."
The event partners Edstrom's jazz con
professor. Additionally, three Whitworth
students will play instruments: senior certo with Beethoven's Third Symphony,
the second musical
Timothy Angel, ju
piece to be featured at
nior Rachel Means
"It's really exciting
the concert.
and freshman Haley
"Most conductors
Kovach.
when there is a new
don't mix the two
The concert will
piece is written because [styles of jazz and
host a full orchestra
although
complementing
a
orchestras tend to play Iclassical],
personally feel like
jazz trio, and both
groups will work to the same pieces over and there's not a lot of dif
ference." Edstrom said.
gether with a bit of
"Jazz can be very artful
over."
ifnprovisation.
music. To me it makes
"Part of my inspi
— PHILIP BALDWIN
sense to program jazz
ration for that [set
up] was Bach, who Whitworth Orchestra director and classical together."
At Whitworth, Ed
wrote concerti grossi
strom specializes in
where there would
and violin professor
jazz, piano, composi
be a core group of
soloists in the midst of a larger orches tion, music theory and improvisation.
His past original compositions include
tra," Edstrom said.
Edstrom composed his piece when "and there was fight," a 14 minute piece,
Coeur d'Alene Symphony Orchestra di which was performed by the Whitworth
rector David Demand commissioned Symphony Orchestra and the Coeur
him to create an original concerto last d'Alene Symphony three years ago.
Part of the creative process for Ed
spring. With litde creative restrictions,
Edstrom began his work sketching out strom's "Concerto #2" included letting
the piece flow in a way that came most
his ideas during the summer.
"It can be a daunting process because, naturally to him.
"I don't really have a particular pro
other than knowing an approximate
length, there's really no other parame cess when I compose," Edstrom said. "A
ters," Edstrom said. "At some point, it oc lot of it is just trying being open to the

EVENTS

$

V 1A

Courtesy of Coeur d'Alene Symphony

Brent Edstrom, Whitworth professor of music, composed "Concerto #2 for Jazz
Piano & Orchestra" that he will play with the C
oeur d'Alene Symphony May4.
direction that the piece wants to go. It's
not always a linear process, so you don't
usually start with the first measure and
finish several hundred pages later."
Baldwin, who is also head violinist
and assistant conductor with the Goeur
d'Alene Symphony Orchestra, said his
involvement with the premiere is pre
paring the orchestra part of the perfor
mance. Baldwin saidhe looks forward to
the concert because of Edstrom's ability
to write a piece that is a balanced fusion
of jazz and classical.
"He's a fantastic player," Baldwin said.
"So it's a lot of fun to watch him do what
he does."
Tickets are available by calling the
Symphony office, on the Coeur d'Alene
Symphony's website or at the door on
performance nights.

FAST FACTS
Place: Salvation Army Kroc Cen
ter at 1765 W. Golf Course Road
in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.
Time: Friday, May 3 at 7:30 p.m.
and Saturday, May A at 2 p.m.
Cost: $8 for students, $15 for
seniors and $20 for adults.
Tickets can be purchased at
cdasymphony.org.
Contact Claire Hunter at
chanter15@my. whitworth.edu

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

SATURDAY. APRIL 26
OPERA: DOWNTON ABBEY

SECOND CHANCE PROM

April 27from 9 to 11 p.m. in the HUB Expansion/Crow's Nest

7:30 p.m.
Bethlehem Lutheran Church
2715 5. Ray St.
Northwest Opera presents two operas. The first is Un
Bel Diva," which is based on Joseph Hayden's one-act
opera. The other is a musical parody of the PBS hit
series. Cost is $10.

Student dance to re-experience the high school dance with college friends.
Come as a date, a group or alone.

SATURDAY, APRIL 27
READINGS: JACKSON & SITTSER

MR. W HITWORTH

2 p.m. & 7 p.m.
Auntie's Bookstore
402 W. Main Ave.
Whitworth professor of communications Gordon
lackson will read from a book of quotes he compiled.
Professor of theology lerry Sittser will read from his
book about redemption, "A Grace Disguised."

SPOKANE INTERCOLLEGIATE RESEARCH CONFERENCE
(SEE STORY ON PAGE 10)
April 27 all day across campus
Students across Spokane will present their research. President Beck Taylor
will be a keynote speaker.

April 30 at 7:30 p.m. in HUB Mul tipurpose Room

A pageantry of Whitworth men representing their dorm compete to be
crowned Mr. Whitworth.

WARREN PEACE

April 25 at 8 p.m. at the amphitheater behind East

Whitworth students perform music for other students. Weather permitting,
the performance will be outdoors. The event is free.
+
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CONTEXTUAL I FLEXIBLE I FULLER

Neele Ammon | Ph
otographer

Senior Megan Smith did a study on cl
ams and another on stinging nettle and
will present at the Spokane Intercollegiate Research Conference on April 27.

Research Rendezvous

Students present at multi-disciplinary conference

the committee overcomes some of the
difficulty that comes from hosting a
Staff Writer
multi-disciplinary conference, Ojennus
said. Because not every academic dis
After months of passing out doses of cipline is represented on the commit
benadryl, watching clams dig, collect tee, it would be difficult for committee
ing data, collaborating with classmates, members to judge the qualifications of
writing and editing papers, and creat each project that is submitted.
Disciplines represented at the con
ing presentations, senior biology major
Megan Smith's hard work will fin ally ference will range from biology to his
come to a climax. She, along with 223 tory, from literature to economics.
"The most important thing is to al
other undergraduates from the Spo
kane area, will present her research at low the students to present at a profesthe Spokane Intercollegiate Research sionablevel conference," Ojennus said.
"That's something that's not always
Conference on April 27.
Smith has been working on two proj available to undergrads in particular."
The ability to experience the work
ects forthe conference. Thefirst, a study
on the effect of light on the digging be that goes into preparing for an academ
havior of clams, which she took on solo. ic conference is one of t he best parts
The other, on which she worked with of SIRC, said junior English major Ana
two other students, examines whether Quiring, who participated in the con
stinging netde works as an antihista ference lastyear and will again this year.
"It was agood experience [last year],"
mine when taken orally.
she said. "I did a
"We had a pretty
"The most important
paper on Virginia
complicated proj
Woolf, and I learned
ect," Smith said.
thing is to allow the
a lot about prepar
"When we actually
ing for an academic
collected the data,
students to present at
conference."
we would have
Quiring
will
a professional-level
around 20 study
present a paper
participants com
conference."
she wrote on mod
ing in at one time."
em British writer
After complet
— DEANNA OJENNUS
Graham
Greene,
ing the studies and
assessing the data, chemistry professor and chair of as a part of a spe
cial session called
student
partici
SIRC organizing committee
"Imagining England
pants put together
in Modem British
abstracts for their
Fiction." Two other English students,
projects and submitted them to SIRC.
At that point, "the applications come sophomores Shannon Ritchie and
pouringin," said Deanna Ojennus, chair Maggie Montague, will also present
of the SIRC organizing committee and during this session.
Aside from student presenters, the
professor of chemistry at Whitworth.
Applications come from not only Whit conference will feature Beck Taylor as
worth students, but also from students the keynote speaker at 9 a.m. in Rob
at Gonzaga University, Eastern Wash inson Teaching Theater. Student pre
ington University, t he Institute of Sci sentations will commence at 10:15 a.m.
ence and Technology at North Central and will be held throughout campus.
The event is free and open to the
High School and Spokane Community
public, and non-participating students
College.
When submitting an abstract, stu are encouraged to attend, Ojennus said.
"It's a cool opportunity between dis
dents must have sponsorship from a
faculty member at their school, Ojen ciplines and between schools to share
nus said. The sponsoring faculty mem what we're learning," Quiring said.
A finalized pro gram — including lo
bers are asked to give their seals of ap
proval that projects are up to par for a cations, times and abstracts for the stu
dent presentations — will be available
professional-level conference.
"The philosophy of SIRC is to allow on the SIRC website the morning of the
as many students to present as possi event.
ble," Ojennus said. "We rely heavily on
the judgment of the faculty sponsors."
Contact Lindsie Trego
By using the faculty sponsor system, at Iwagnerl 4@my.whitworth.edu

Lindsie Trego

Whether God is calling you to serve in church ministry,
non-profit work, psychological practice, or other
vocations in the marketplace, Fuller will sh ape and
refine you intellectually, spiritually, personally,
and missionally—wherever you are.

Starting this fall, it's easier than ever to study
at Fuller. Enroll in one of three degree
programs that allow you to learn without leaving
your context:
:

MA in Intercultural Studies (MAICS)*
MA in Theology and Ministry (MATM)*
MA in Global Ministry (MAGL)

Become part of our richly diverse learning communitycommitted to Jesus Christ and passionate to serve.
Apply today.
'New flexible options pending ATS and WASC approval

Come and visit our Pasadena campus this summer:
www.fuller.edu/summervisits

©

FULLER

THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

Pasadena • Colorado • Northwest • California Coast
Northern California • Southwest • Texas • Online
THEOLOGY | PSYCHOLOGY | INTERCULTURAL STUDIES

OPINIONS
Times of tragedy spark national
request for God to bless America
and then some religious extremists will arise and
call the entire atrocity the wrath of God. Looking at
the middle of the spectrum, it is religion, spirituality
SENA
and this idea of a good, divine power that actually
HUGHES
works as a force of unity within the American people
COLUMNIST
in crisis.
However, this response is more nationalistic than
' r4li 1
it is spiritual. It's a call to a God who is clear
ly on our
side. The God that America worships is draped in
Last week, bombs went off at one of the most cel red, white and blue.
We sing for him to bless us, forgetting that we're
ebrated and iconic athletic competitions in our na
tion, leaving three innocent people dead and many already the wealthiest and most prosperous people
injured. Several months ago, 20 elementary school that have ever lived. We pray earnestly when bombs
children and six educators were shot on an aver go off in Boston and change the channel when it
age school day. More than eleven years ago, several happens everyday in Gaza.
As a p erson who is both American and of Chris
planes were hijacked and flown into prestigious and
recognized buildings; thousands of lives were lost in tian faith, I don't disagree with calling on God in
response to horrific events. The evil and the pain of
the act.
When we read statements such as these, we get the atrocities at hand cannot be belitded. We should
knots in our stomach. We cringe. We feel heavy. We hurt when we hear about innocent people dying at
the will of another's decision.
crave meaning, depth and an
As an American, I whole
swers.
"Christians are called to heartedly support our lack of
Facebook newsfeeds and
religious establishment and
public press releases alike ex
something higher than
consider it essential to the
plode with "prayers for...," "God
government and way
bless...," "In God we trust...," and
just asking for God's favor American
of life.
with Bible verses referencing
No one needs to be expected
hope, healing and God's protec
when catastrophe hits
to pray or practice faith in or
tion.
der to receive basic safety, and
American soil."
The First Amendment to the
rights. But as a devout believer, I
U.S. Constitution reads, "Con
do not think God should be kept
gress shall make no law respect
ing an establishment of reli gion or prohibiting the on a shelf and pulled off when we need Him.
Christians are called to something higher than
free exercise thereof."
Our culture elevates this clause. On the whole, just asking for God's favor when catastrophe hits
the American people are very dedicated and loyal to American soil. Imagine a world where we prayed for
the philosophy that individuals have the freedom to our brothers and sisters in the Middle East, in Asia,
believe what they will, without the influence of gov and in Africa with the same eagerness and hurt as
we do during the comparatively-occasional emer
ernment.
Whether it's a Mormon on the election ticket, or gency here at home.
I think that is a convicting and challenging first
the petition to change the definition of marriage,
citizens get heated because we love our freedom of step in what it really means to trust on God in the
religion. Our mantra of 'believe whatever you want, face of evil.
just don't impose it on me) is the crux of our toler
ance gospel. And yet when crisis hits, it all goes out
the window. We pray, read scripture and sing hymns
along with our businesses, schools, media and polit HUGHES is a sophomore majoring in journalism and
theology. Comments can be sent to
ical leaders.
Several will still protest any religious presence, shughesl5@my.whitworth.edu.
:

WHITWORTH I0UT
"To make a concrete difference in someone
else's life. When you invest time in someone
in a loving fashion, you see the positive results
of investing in other people. I think that's
worthwhile and it gives life meaning."

EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP
Proactive political
discussion necessary
to prevent tragedy
After the Sandy Hook shooting, news coverage quick
ly transitioned from the events at hand to gun laws and
mental health. And rightly so. When something such as a
shooting occurs, it is logical to look for ways it couldhave
been prevented. However, what accompanied coverage
were complaints that the discussion always turns to gun
control in situations such as this one. While most of th e
complainants express concerns about restrictions on per
sonal gun use, they bring up an excellent point.
We always talk about gun policy, or mental health or
national defense after issues such as this one. Unfortu
nately, this is often the only time we talk about things. It is
a time when everyone is emotionally-charged. Along with
this, because the impetus is such a time-sensitive topic,
any efforts to improve are at once often more extreme
than necessary, and likely to stall as soon as the event
fades from the public's agenda.
By allowing our politics and policies to be reactive in
stead of p roactive, we lose incredibly important oppor
tunities to prevent harmful and painful events. Reactive
policy making can be thought of at a smaller level as well.
While Whitworth has many measures in place to make the
university a comfortable place for students, most of those
measures have been the response to painful incidents. It
is difficult to plan ahead when we live in anage where lit
erally anything is possible, but this board believes it isim
portant to put policies in place that will aid in preventing
malicious acts in the future. As a n ation, let's talk about
gun control and gun rights. Let's talk about mental health,
and maybe start to weigh the cost of improving education
and reducing poverty with that of maintaining large num
bers of p eople in our prisons and jails. Let's talk about
these things in a time when we can respond reasonably,
listen to one another and pursue with persistence better
solutions. Let's talk about these things before the wake of
tragedy.
Tragedies and other terrible events will continue to oc
cur. If the only time we take on h
t ese issues is for the brief
moments after a tragedy as we attempt to make sense of
it all, we will miss opportunity after opportunity to move
beyond conversation to transformation.
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five editors.

What do you believe is essential to give
life meaning?
"I'd say selflessness and love. The whole
point to life is loving other people, not just in
relationships but in friendships as well. Without
love, life would be meaningless."
—Nicholas Lee, junior

—Dana Le Roy, sophomore

"I would say a sense of purpose. Finding
something you really enjoy and working hard
at it as well as having some type of faith and
something to drive you forward."
—Regan Steinert, junior

"Living for something that you think is important
and doing things everyday to work toward that
goal. For instance, if you're a Christian, it means
spreading the gospel message. That would give
life meaning because you're working to further
God's kingdom."
—Danyelle Meyer, sophomore

T

12 OPINIONS I SKEST"
Partisanship needed
for strong democracy
in the issues and interest in elections.
Without these characteristics, which
are most often seen among party-af
filiated citizens, our democracy could
fail. Democracies require engaged and
committed citizens in order to survive.
Of cour se, partisanship can become
Our society is currently experiencing dangerous under certain circumstanc
a rampant disenchantment with the es. First of all, we need to be weary of
two-party political system and a rapid the 'my party, right or wrong' mental
adoption of the 'independent' label. ity. There is no such thing as a perfect
Whenever I admit that I associate my party. They all make mistakes. Thus, we
self with a particular political party, must make honest evaluations of the
I tend to get either a blank stare or a party with which we affiliate ourselves
skeptical look. While I do not advocate and not blindly accept our party's state
blind allegiance to one party, I be lieve ments and positions. Critical thinking is
that there is a role for partisanship in a key for maintaining a strong democra
cy, and we must not lose sight of that.
healthy democracy.
Partisanship can also become dan
Our country was founded by men
coming together with strong ideas gerous when we let it trump aspects of
as to how to govern our country. The our lives that are more important. Pol
itics is one of my
founders
did
passions, but I am
not enter the
careful of never
Constitution
letting it dam
al Convention
age relationships.
with the goal of
This is not to say
everyone be
that we should
coming friends
not engage in de
and being able
bate with friends;
to gloat about
rather, we should
their
'bipar.
participate in retisan'
efforts.
They
fought
*••••••••*•• •••••••••• spectful discus
sions and put the
hard for their
HayleyNiehaus | Gr
aphic Artist relationship above
beliefs, almost
ideological differ
to the point of
ences.
the convention
Despite the potential downfalls of
falling apart. Despite the bickering, and
I would argue perhaps even because partisanship, it still plays a critical role
of it, they created one of the greatest in our democratic republic. If we want
documents in human history. Their to change our government and society
disagreements forced them to face the for the better, we have to get involved.
issues head on and create compromises Joining a political party and standing
up for our beliefs as a group, rather than
that satisfied all parties.
Nancy Rosenblum, Harvard profes falling into a state of ind ifference, is a
sor and author of "O n the Side of t he great way of m aking necessary chang
Angels: An Appreciation of Parties and es to improve society. With an engaged
Partisanship," said political parties have and passionate population consisting
received negative reputation and we of differing political parties, we can
have placed undue value on indepen confront the pressing issues we current
dents. She claims that independents ly face and make a positive impact.
"are the least interested in politics, the
most politically ignorant, the lightest
voters." Is this what we want out of our
democracy? I would much rather see HUBBART is a sophomore majoring in
vigorous debate from both sides of the
economics. Comments can be sent to
political spectrum, heavy engagement lhubbartl5@my.whitworth.edu.

LINDSEY
HUBBART

lAlright, choraliers; I'd like to take this!
•opportunity to thank our wonderfulJ
^director, Mr. Lester.j
*
LYEAAAAH! Give itj
• up for the Lesterlj

+

Caleb Drechsel | G
raphic Artist

Romantic comedies hurt
real-world relationships

to "I love you" These concepts impact
viewers greatly because they can shape
their views of marriage. The happy end
ing in these movies does not come from
a long-lasting marriage, but from the
wedding. Chicago Now calls this the
"happily-ever-after-effect."
According to a 2009 s tudy produced
I love romantic comedies, but I also
recognize how far they are from reality. by Routledge Taylor & Franc is Groups,
They end well and the right girl always "Films depict male characters as fre
ends up with the right guy. Horror mov quently performing exaggeratedly ro
ies present the opposite. The people mantic gestures such as the scattered
you like die or are put in grave danger rose petals, and bouquets of roses . Fe
as they are fraught with violent attacks. male adolescents may be led to believe
There is a common perception that hor that such behaviors are the norm."
Should I expect my significant other
ror movies negatively impact society.
Studies have shown that horror mov to chase after my taxi to profess his love
ies can cause anxiety, bed-wetting and like Matthew McConaughey in "How
other stress responses in children and to Lose a Guy in 10 Days"? This movie
adults alike. According to the Univer depicts that when he stops you from
sity of Michigan, movies have an effect moving on with your life, you've found
on our hormone level. Children under the one.
Routledge Taylor & F rancis Groups,
five have the hardest time because they
have trouble separating fantasy from re who conducted this study, also reports
ality. The same could be said for teens that movies focus on the behaviors that
and young adults when it comes to ro make the relationship. This makes it
mantic comedies. Studies have shown seem that behaviors are the most im
that seemingly harmless romantic com portant aspect, rather than factors such
edies are warping views of relationships as communication and trust.
A study done in Australia polled
and marriage. According to Deseret
News, although these movies are not 1,000 people and almost half said that
intended to be realistic, their effects are "rom-coms, with their inevitable happy
endings, have ruined their view of a n
real.
According to Deseret News, "scholars ideal relationship."
Horror movies are bad for kids be
of c ommunication theorize that expo
sure to media like romantic comedies, cause they can't yet understand what is
especially for young people, can shape and is not real. For adults, it is easier to
expectations about both romance and understand that the on-screen horror
marriage, shifting adolescent percep antics are not real, but accept those an
tions a bout what love is like andhow to tics in the romantic comedy genre.
show it."
Most romantic comedies move at a
much faster pace than actual relation CARTER is a freshman majoring in
ships by focusing on immediacy. They communication. Comments can be sent
quickly shift from "Hi my name is..." to wcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu.

And for our pianist, Mrs. Wright.
. Woop WOOPIl ,
[Best pianist EVER!]

WHITNEY
CARTER

She was gracious enough to show I
up this morning, even though, as I
many of you know, her catpassedl
•A ^^Baway Ias t£A i gi11

B |H

WWIJDUUUP

Randall the CAT!,
Hn <• Dude, did you evenV M
/ hear what'lie said? m Sm

•And thank YOU, Gary.®
[For...the announcements!'
lYou're CRUSHING iti

SPORTS
Conference golf season
culminates in Oregon
Pirate men punch team ticket to the
Division III National Championships
Sasha Siclait & Korey Hope
StaffWriters

Men's Golf

is ranked No. 13 for Division III schools
on golfstat.com.
Five of t he 12 players who made first
and second team all league are from
Whitworth. Junior Jesse Salzwedel and
Lyle Rudnicki both made First Team AllNWC and DeGroff, Plopper and Oliver
Rudnicki made Second Team All-NWC.
"The team played very consistent and
we got contributions from all five play
ers," head coach Warren Friedrichs said.
"It was really a just a team conference
win."
Whitworth will be going to Destin,
Fla., to compete in the National Cham
pionships for NCAA Division III May 1417.
"We had a great season, a lot of fun
and a hard working team and they de
served it," Friedrichs said.

The men's golf team competed this
weekend in Woodburn, Ore., at the NWC
Championship taking the conference ti
tle and will advance to compete in the
national tournament.
After day one of the tournament,
Whitworth came in second with a score
of 297, behind Linfield's 295. This is a
solid ranking season for Whitworth as
they are now ranked No. 21 nationally in
NCAA Division III.
"The course had a lot of holes in the
grain, but overall we all played really
well," junior Stephen Plopper said. "We
put ourselves in good position and we all
played at a consistent pace."
Women's Golf
Plopper was Whitworth's leading scor
er for day one with a 72 and even par. He
The Whitworth Women's golf team
was in a four way tie for the second place took third at the Northwest Conference
player amongst all of t he nine teams in Championships at OGA Golf Course in
the tournament. Plopper averages a 77.3 Woodburn, Ore., last weekend. While
third is not high enough to advance into
and five over par for the season.
Freshman Lyle Rudnicki was Whit the national tournament as a team, three
worth's second leading scorer on day Pirates came home with top 10 finishes
one with a 74 and plus two over par in the 38-golfer field.
Senior Emily Guthrie shot a sev
and senior Joey DeGroff said Rudnicki's
en-over par 79 on day one and a nineshort game was "unreal."
over par 81 on day
In second place and only two shots
two to finish sec
back after day
ond overall. She
one, the men's
finished
behind
golf team set
George Fox se
themselves up
nior Kelsey Mor
in a good posi
rison, who carded
tion for round
Emily Guthrie, "13
rounds of 75 and
two of t he two77 for an eightday
tourna
Guthne, a First
over par weekend.
ment.
Team All-NWC
GuthIt
was
"Going into
selection, finished
rje's last conferthe first round
second overall at
ence-play round
we wanted to
the NWC Champiof her career, but
put up solid
onshipsinWoodmay not be her last
scores to put
„
round in general,
ourselves in the
bum,
Ore.
Guthrie could re
running, take
ceive a invitation
some pressure
to compete in the
off us in the
national tourna
next round to
just follow," freshman Oliver Rudnicki ment as an individual with her perfor
mance this season. She finished 12th
said.
Sunday, the men's golf team beat Lin- at the weather-shortened NWC Spring
field out for the first place spot by five Classic, which was her worst showing of
the season. Guthrie finished no worse
with a total score of 593.
Lyle R udnicki was Whitworth's lead than fourth place in any other match on
ing scorer for day two and had a total of the year.
Freshman Chelsea Bayley was the
74 and four over par.
"I think we came out on fire and did next highest finisher for the Pirates,
what we needed to do," DeGroff said. coming home in seventh place overall.
"We played our game and didn't con After a 15-over par 87 on day one, Baycentrate on how other teams were do ley finished with a much lower five-over
ing. We just focused on things that we par 77 on Sunday. The freshman's top 10
finish was her third of the year, after fin
could control."
Overall, multiple players said the ishing ninth at the Ohana Classic in Ha
team met their goal of w inning confer waii and taking first overall at the NWC
ence and making it to nationals. Whit Spring Classic earlier this month.
worth has an average score of 76.41 and

SPOTLIGHT

Juliana Zajicek |File Photo

Freshman Yvonne LaCoursiere follows through on her shot during the fall sea
son at the Whitworth Invitational Sept. 30.
Sophomore Nicole Lomax was the
third top 10 finisher for the Bucs, com
ing in just behind Bayley, tying for eighth
place. Lomax played only one match be
fore the NWC Championships, accord
ing to the Whitworth athletics website.
It was the dual meet against Commu
nity Colleges of Spokane on April 13th,
when she shot a 12-over par in the oneround match. Lomax showed no sign of
inexperience last weekend, starting off
Saturday with an eight-over par 80 and
finishing the tournament with a 13-over
round of 85.
Freshman Yvonne LaCoursiere was
the fourth and final Whitworth golfer,
coming home tied for 26th and carding
rounds of 89 and 95. This was slightly

REGISTRATION
IS GOING
ON NOW!

uncharacteristic of LaCoursiere; both
rounds exceeded her average round
mark on the year.
Bayley and LaCoursiere both golfed
in 10 matches this year, which led the
squad. And with Guthrie the only senior
on the team (Emily Travis has junior el
igibility), the Whitworth women's golf
team will return next season with more
experience and few new faces.
Check whitworthpirates.com in the
coming weeks for updates on Emily
Guthrie's national tournament fate.

Contact Sasha Siclait or Korey Hope at
ssiclaitl 6@my.whitworth.edu
khopel 6@my.whitworth.edu

SEIZE THE SUMMER
AT GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
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_____
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Lutes end Bucs' season in NWC playoffs
Pacific Lutheran avenges first loss to Bucs with Sunday elimination game
KoreyHope

Staff Writer
The Whitworth Softball team took
third place in the Northwest Conference
at the playoff tournament last weekend
in McMinnville, Ore. The Bucs end the
season with a 23-20 record overall and a
17-14 mark in the NWC.
The Pirates went 1-2 in the double
elimination tournament last week
end, beating Pacific Lutheran in their
first game on Saturday before losing to
seventh-ranked Linfleld and getting
knocked out of the tournament by PLU
Sunday morning.
The Bucs came out strong against the
Lutes (18-10 NWC) in their first game
of the weekend, putting up four runs in
the top of the first. They led 6-1 heading
into the fourth, and junior first baseman
Julia Johnson hit a three-run homer as
part of another four-run inning. The Pi
rates won the game with an 11-2 victory
in five innings. Sophomore pitcher Riley
Fritz pitched all five innings and gave up
seven hits with just one earned run.
"We were thrilled to start out that
Beth Crabtree | Photographer
way," senior designated hitter Jamie Junior Makenzie Hope runs toward third base as Willamette relays the ball back
Brunner said. "But we tried not to get to the infield in a two-game series on April 16 at MarksField.
too amped up after big wins, just like we
don't want to get down after losses. It's fourth inning, and only registered two the season.
important to stay even-keeled, especial hits in the game against Linfield junior
PLU be at Pacific in Saturday's elim
ly in a playoff tournament."
pitcher Shelby VanderBergh. Linfield se ination game, so they faced-off against
Whitworth played a second game Sat nior third baseman Karleigh Prestianni the Pirates again on Sunday for a chance
urday, this time against seventh-ranked went 3-3 with four RBI's an d two runs to play Linfield for the NWC To urna
host school Linfield. The Pirates gave up scored for the Wildcats. The RBI's p ut ment title.
a six-rim second inning and a six-run her conference-leading total up to 57 on
The Pirates took a 3-0 lead into the

bottom of the third, when the Lutes
followed with seven runs, including a
grand slam from junior shortstop Lindsey Matsunaga. PLU scattered two runs
over the next three innings to bring their
lead to 9-3. Brunner collected her 54th
hit and drove in her 48th RBI of the sea
son in her final at-bat, raising her career
hit total to 168, a Whitworth school re
cord.
"I couldn't have asked for a better way
to go out," Brunner said. "It was an hon
or and a blessing to play with this team.
We are likesisters and a family and that's
something we get to keep forever."
Brunner and fellow senior Heather
Hesselgesser combined to break five
school batting records including hits
(Brunner, 168), runs scored (Brunner,
121), RBI's (He sselgesser, 119), doubles
(Brunner, 41) a nd walks (Brunner, 65).
Brunner also committed only 5 errors in
143 career games with 336 putouts. The
Pirates will lose four seniors to gradu
ation this year: Brunner, Hesselgesser,
Jessica Ross and Natalie Evers.
"Our seniors were unbelievable this
year," junior right fielder Makenzie Hope
said. "They all set a certain tone and ex
ample that everyone else followed. We
are going to miss the leadership and
humor from all four of th em next year,
without a doubt."

Contact Korey Hope at
khopel 6@my.whitworth.edu

Pioneers eliminate Whitworth in tennis playoffs
opponents off-guard with high lobs while McConnell
used her diverse strategies to keep the other team
Staff Writer
running, Lamm said.
"Once KC and I figured out our game, we were pret
Lewis & Clark College ended the Whitworth wom ty competitive," Lamm said. "We are both base-liners,
en's tennis team's season last Friday when the Pirates so we started both of us back and kept the ball deep. It
traveled to Walla Walla, Wash., for the Northwest worked well and threw off their game a little."
Conference Tournament. The Pioneers knocked the
Freshman Taylor Pena and sophomore Saryn
Pirates out of the single-elimination bracket in a 5-2
Mooney claimed an 8-4 win over
defeat.
their opponents at No. 1 doubles.
The match began under difficult cir
"I was really
The two found success in patience
cumstances. Senior Jessi Steele had a
and taking advantage of their respec
blessed with this
test for a nursing program that morning
tive strengths, Pena said.
that could not be rescheduled, she said.
"Saryn plays better at the baseline
opportunity
to
The test was taken three hours away
and I play better at the net," Pena
from the match, so head coach Jo Ann
have these last two said. "That dynamic works really
Wagstaff requested that LCC's coach
well."
years playing for
agree to push the match back by one
The doubles matches concluded
hour. He refused, Steele said.
with the Pirates up 2-1 over the Pi
Whitworth."
The timing was close, and Steele
oneers. As c onference tournaments
did not make it in time. Having nev
are played first to five points instead
—JESSI STEELE
er played together before, sophomore
of the usual nine, the Pirates needed
Caylee Lamm and freshman KC McCosenior
to win three singles in order to clinch
nnell were placed together at No. 3 dou
the win.
bles, Lamm in place of Steele.
"We felt really, really good," Wag"I felt [Lamm] would do great; I wasn't worried staff said. "[LCC] swept us in doubles last time, so we
about that," Steele said. "1 was upset that it was likely were very excited."
my last college match and I wasn't going to be there."
In spite of the momentum brought by doubles, LCC
In the end, the match concluded in an 8-4 defeat. swept singles, winning the first four singles matches
Despite the defeat, the pair was pleased with the way in two sets each. Because that brought LCC to five
they played, Lamm said. Lamm was able to catch her points, No.5 and No. 6 singles did not get to complete

Miranda Cloyd

their matches.
Pena, who played at No. 3 singles, was de
feated 6-2,
6-2. Pena was challenged by the very long rallies in
the match, she said.
"I just knew that I h ad to go for a lot, otherwise
she'd put it away," Pena said. "I'm working on being
more precise and hitting with more power."
Steele, at No. 2 singles, concluded her tennis ca
reer with a loss of 6-2, 6-1. Steele's opponent had very
powerful shots that Steele could only try to be defen
sive against, she said.
"I tried different styles of game and she would just
hit winners on me," Steele said. "She was hitting ev
erything on fire. There was nothing I could really do
to be much better."
For seniors Steele, Megan Wingfield and Annika
Westre, this marks the end of th eir tennis careers at
Whitworth.
"I was really blessed with this opportunity to have
these past two years playing for Whitworth," Steele
said. "I will continue supporting and coming to
matches in future years."
The Pirates end their season having scored the
third highest number of points in the Northwest Con
ference this year. Their standing of 7-5 placed them in
fifth for the season.

Contact Miranda Cloyd at
mcloydl 6@my.whitworth.edu
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BASEBALL
NWC

ALL

18-3

29-5

GEORGE FOX

17-7

24-12

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

11-10

21-13

WILLAMETTE

11-10

17-19

PUGET SOUND

10-11

15-20

PACIFIC (ORE.)

10-11

13-21

WHITMAN

7-14

14-19

WHITWORTH

6-15

11-22-1

LEWIS & CLARK

6-15

9-27

LINFIELD

1 SOFTBALL

Greg Moser | Photographer

Siblings Dustin and KC McConneli bring determined work ethic to the Pirate basketball and tennis teams.

SPOTTEDFROM THE CROW'SNEST

Dustin and KC McConneli

While both McConnells have been successful in bas
ketball and tennis this year, they said there is no com
Staff Writer
petition between them. The siblings are simply proud of
each other's accomplishments, they said.
"Determination" is defined by the Merriam-Webster
"She's done an unbelievable job," Dustin said. "I think
Dictionary as "firm or fixed intention to achieve a de it just has to do with her unbelievable work ethic. She is
sired end." In the case of brother-sister duo, Dustin and definitely very deserving of all the success she's had and
KC McConneli, women's basketball coach Helen Higgs I think she'll continue to do very well."
and men's tennis coach Mike Shanks, as well as team
The good example that Dustin has always set for KC
mate Drew Adams, said the McConnells are the living challenges her to get better and better, she said.
definition of determination and work ethic.
"It doesn't really surprise me that he's done that well
Dustin, a junior, is a starter on the men's basketball because I see how hard he works," KC said. "He deserves
team and was named First Team All-Northwest Confer every bit of it. I've never seen somebody work that hard."
ence. Dustin plays tennis at No. 5 singles.
The work ethic that Dustin and KC spok e of about
KC, a freshman this year, made a name for herself by each other was echoed and expanded upon by coaches
playing in all 28 basketball games last season, as well as as well as a teammate and friend. Since coaches are un
playing No. 3 doubles and No. 6 s ingles for tennis. KC able to officially orchestrate conditioning workouts, KC
earned honorable mention for the All-NWC team after has taken it upon herself to make them happen, wom
this basketball season.
en's head basketball coach Helen Higgs said.
Dustin and KC grew up in Clarkston, Wash., and have
"She's a leader," Higgs said. "They call her 'Captain
been playing sports for as long as they can remember. Conditioning! She's very focused, very driven."
The McConnells' parents are physical education teach
Although the extended basketball season interfered
ers In Clarkston. Sports became a central activity around with the tennis season and took away from Dustin's time
which many family outings revolved, Dustin said.
on the team, his work ethic quickly became obvious,
"We used to go hit as a family so I've had a racket in Shanks said.
my hand for quite a while," KCsaid. "We've always done
"He beats some of t he guys that have been playing
a million sports; basketball and tennis just kind of stuck. longer just because of h is determination," Shanks said
When KC began looking at various universities, ulti "His speed around the court and his good determina
mately her decision was made independently of Dustin, tion is what makes [his opponents] press harder than
they normally would and then make mistakes.
he said.
"I wasn't going to try to influence her one way or the
Drew Adams, a freshman who also plays both basket
other," Dustin said. "I knew how I felt about Whitworth ball and tennis, grew up in Clarkston and has known the
and felt like it would've been a great fit for her as well. I. McConnells since birth, he said.
"[The McConnells] are always working," Adams said.
wanted it to be her decision."
The challenge of balancing two collegiate sports is in "They're both really humble; they don't try to bring
evitable, but the way the two sports complement each themselves any attention which is really cool for how
other provides knowledge and skills beyond what one good of athletes they are."
While both sports' seasons have come to an end, the
game can teach, both McConnells said.
"Basketball is such a team-oriented sport," Dustin McConnells will spend the off-season staying in shape
said. "Tennis has a little more of an individual aspect. I and preparing for next year's seasons.
kind of like that, how they complement each other and
can help you in both situations."
Playing two sports keeps things interesting and var Contact Miranda Cloyd at
mcloydl6@my.whitworth.edu
ied, KC said.

Miranda Cloyd

NWC

ALL

LINFIELD

25-3

36-6

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

18-10

27-17

WHITWORTH

16-12

23-20

PACIFIC (ORE.)

16-12

21-19

GEORGE FOX

15-13

18-22

LEWIS & CLARK

10-18

16-22

WILLAMETTE

10-18

14-24

PUGET SOUND

2-26

2-37

1 MEN'S TENNIS
NWC

ALL

WHITMAN

12-0

18-6

GEORGE FOX

11-1

14-5

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

9-3

11-8

WILLAMETTE

7-5

7-10

LEWIS & CLARK

5-7

6-11

WHITWORTH

5-7

6-13

PACIFIC (ORE.)

4-8

5-11

PUGET SOUND

1-11

2-14

LINFIELD

0-12

0-12

WOMEN'S TENNIS
NWC

ALL

WHITMAN

12-0

17-3

LEWIS & CLARK

11-1

16-5

PUGET SOUND

7-5

13-5
8-10

LINFIELD

7-5

WHITWORTH

7-5

8-10

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

5-7

7-10

GEORGE FOX

4-8

7-11

WILLAMETTE

1-11

1-15

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-12

3-14

Note: Standings as of April 21,2013

BASEBALL
Whitworth at Whitman - noon and 3 p.m., Sa turday, April 27

SOFTBALL
Season over

MEN'S TENNIS
Season over

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Season over

TRACK AND FIELD
Whitworth at NWC Championships -2 p.m., Friday, April 26

MEN'S GOLF
Whitworth at NCAA Division III National Championships - May 14-17

WOMEN'S GOLF
Season over

WHITPICS
S O YOU THINK YOU CAN DANCE?

V«r
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TOP: Senior Kyle Darbonne demonstrates dances he learned from Youtube clips at Saturdays
"So You Think You Can Dance?" competition.
Beth Crabtree | Photographer

TOP RIGHT: Freshman Bethy Mack performs a contemporary solo for the competition.
Beth Crabtree | P
hotographer

RIGHT: Graduate Chelsea Chamberlain dances in Saturdays competition in the HUB Multi
purpose Room.
Beth Crabtree |Photographer

BOTTOM RIGHT: The judges, freshman Jessica Grubbs, senior Darrien Mack and professor
Nicole Sheets, discuss the "Hula Girls" performance.
Simon Puzankov | Photographer

BOTTOM LEFT: Freshman Jennifer Rudsit performs her piece for the competition.
Beth Crabtree |Photographer

Under the stained
glass ceiling

Whitworth students
show off their ink

Students and staff discuss the complex
issue of women's participation in

The Whitworthian staff
names athletes and
coach of the year
P» 13-15

Christian ministry.
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p. 8-9

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 103, ISSUE 16
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage for the
Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization composed
entirely by students which produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper and
thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant information in
an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while informing, entertaining and
providing a forum for expressing the interests of the Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. Ihe content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas expressed
in Ihe Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and student editors, and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students of Whitworth University
(ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff or advertisers. The Whitworthian
is paid for through advertising and subscription revenue and in part by student activity
fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual creators and
not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and expression as
guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
croachl4@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
In issue 15, The Whitworthian incorrectly labeled a News Brief on p. 6. The headline
incorrectly labeled the brief as a social media article, when it was about the Boston
Marathon. On p. 14, the article incorrectly labeled the league standing of the Whitworth
women's tennis team as 5th, when the team qualified for the NWC playoffs with a thirdplace finish.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the Whit
worth community. Send letters to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200 words.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
On Tuesday, April 30th 2013,1
received an email from ASWU An
nounces with the title "Prayer Vigil
for Victims of Abortion." It contains a
section heading "Why" that states "To
pray for all those affected by the trage
dy of abortion and to ask God's mercy
and forgiveness." Near the bottom of
the email, the author includes a quote
by Mother Teresa: "Any country that
accepts abortion, is not teaching its
people to love, but to use any violence
to get what it wants."
My immediate reaction to this
message was one of disbelief and
anger—and not only at the tragic
misuse of commas. These two quotes
in juxtaposition do a great deal of
implying without just coming out and
saying something directly. What is
being said? The message I receive is
this: "we should pray for the murder
ers who abort, and ask God to forgive
them their sins."
Calling abortion a crime, a sin,
and casting quiet judgment on the

act is an outrageously reductive way
of inviting a community, of inviting
God, into any context wherein people
are hoping for the redemption and
restoration of all things. Instead of re
ducing the issue into a crime, instead
of dividing women and men into
saints or sinners, I propose that you
invite the Whitworth community into
a conversation. Let us hear the stories
of those who choose abortion. Let us
move into understanding and away
from judgment. After all, according to
lesus, we are—each of us—murderers.
We have killed if we have been angry.
We are, each of us, adulterers.
Having named our condition, we
can move into a holy ground of humil
ity and compassionate listening, and
we can become each others' storytell
ers. In other words, we must find the
courage to make "their" stories our
own. But first we must set down our
stones.
Michael Schmidt, senior

FEATURED
05 HONORING A FRIEND

Senior class honors Taylor Fenters with
an endowed scholarship in his name as
their parting gift to the university.

06 PRIVACY PROBLEMS

A problem with the directory system
temporarily changed students' access
level of directory information.

07 CHANGING VIEWS

After spending time at Whitworth, three
students talk about how their viewpoints
on various issues have changed.

10 INDIE BOOKSTORES

Independent bookstores in north
Spokane may be just the thing to pull at
the heartstrings of bibliophiles.

11 WHY WHITWORTH

The university provides quality that
cannot be accurately measured by
looking at statistics.

12 POWER OF MUSIC

Music has the ability to connect people
to strangers, find themselves and
temporarily escape reality.

14 TWO-SPORT TALENT

Senior student-athlete Emily Guthrie has
been named The Whitworthian Female
Athlete of the Year.

15 FIELD DOMINANCE

Senior track and field student-athlete
Carter Comito has been named The
Whitworthian Male Athlete of the Year.
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Simon Puzankov|Photographer

Juliana Zajicek |Photographer

Tanner Scholten |Photographer

Mike Sardinia, '87, attended Whitworth on academic and football scholarships.
Now, he's a professor of biology at Whitworth,

lames Edwards, '67, had to adjust to
the chilly Spokane winters when he
first attended Whitworth.

Karla Parbon, '00, helped establish
Jubilation Dance Ministry. Now, she is
an adviser for the program.

Rebekah Bresee

1963 to 1967. He majored in history
attended Whitworth from 1996 to 2000.
Growing up in Spokane for most of and minored in English and religion.
Whitworth has changed
her life, Parbon was set
in multiple ways since he
on leaving to attend Oral
was a student, he said.
Roberts University in
"In the 1960s English
Oklahoma, she said.
and history were especial
"It was about March
ly excellent areas of study
of my senior year in high
at Whitworth," Edwards
school that I had a huge
said. "There were some
tugging to go to Whit
real deficits in compari
worth," Parbon said. "Ev
son with today, however.
erything fell into place
There was no Core pro
after I made my decision."
gram, very few women's
English lecturer Ade
sports as far as I remem
line Grow visited her
ber, and no Jan Term trips
brother, who was attend
or Central America study
ing Whitworth, and sat
center."
in on one of Engl ish pro
Tanner Scholten | hotographer
P
Attending chapel was a
fessor Vic Bobb's classes.
requirement in the 1960s.
Grow said she fell in love
"Because of my
Edwards said he enjoyed
with Whitworth.
experiences, I
chapel.
Grow majored in En
Parbon said that stu
glish and minored in math
wanted to teach
dents also used to be re
during her undergraduate
quired to attend Forum,
years from 2005 to 2009.
where not only
an event held in Cowles
In contrast to Sardinia,
the mind but the Auditorium in the middle
Parbon and Grow, the
of the afternoon, which
ology professor James
convictions were consisted of seminars and
Edwards said he was not
lectures by various speak
planning on attending
valued."
ers.
college until peer pressure
Whitworth also used to
persuaded him to apply.
—ADELINE GROW
have a ski team, which Ed
"I was inYoung Life and
English lecturer
wards participated in. The
my leader told me Whit
team competed against
worth would, be a good
WSU, University of Wash
fit," Edwards said.
He said he found the Christian envi ington and the University of Oregon.
ronment to be compatible with his be
Grow said she has noticed more sup
liefs. Edwards, used to warm Colorado port of sporting events since her days of
winters, said he struggled to adjust to the attendance.
gray skies of Spokane.
"We're way bigger than we used to be,"
Edwards attended Whitworth from
Sardinia said. "The student population

Whitworth alumni come back, teach fir red and black

StaffWriter
The phrase "Once a Pirate, always a
Pirate" rings true for select Whitworth
faculty and staff members. Several pro
fessors received an education within the
same classrooms students use today.
Some have only been alumni for a
few years; others graduated more than
40 y ears ago. No matter how long ago
they graduated, they all have returned
with a similar purpose: to provide their
students with the same experience they
had when they were Pirates!
"I had .made the decision that I
wouldn't teach if I couldn't teach at
Whitworth," biology professor Michael
Sardinia said.
Sardinia said his sister, along with
a few academic scholarships and a
football scholarship, motivated him to
choose to attend Whitworth.
An undergraduate from 1983 to 1987,
Sardinia majored in biology and chem
istry and minored in theater.
He was involved in a few theatrical
productions and spent a Jan Term tour
ing with a theater group. He also played
football for three years.
Director of the dance minor and Jubi
lation Dance Ministry adviser Karla Par
bon is another Whitworth alumna who
returned to teach.
"I came back to Whitworth in 2008
and started teaching dance classes," Par
bon said.
While she was a student, Parbon
helped establish Jubilation at Whit
worth. She majored in psychology and
minored in women's studies while she
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Issues left for this year's
Whitworthian.

9

Number of girls featured in the film
"Girl Rising." p. 11

used to be half the size."
Parbon said one of her favorite things
about Whitworth was that it was a small
er university. Grow said that the small
community was one of the most enjoy
able aspects ofWhitworth.
Sardinia said he loved his classmates
and continues to keep in touch with
them to this day.
Each the professors said that the rela
tionships developed with faculty mem
bers had the largest impact on making
their Whitworth experience enjoyable.
"I felt that these people had my best
interests in mind," Grow said. "I was
viewed as a person, not just a student."
Parbon, Sardinia and Grow were
taught by professors who are still cur
rently on staff such as Leonard Oakland,
Pamela Parker, Martha Gady and Forrest
Baird, to name a few.
"It's strange to be a colleague of some
one that Was you r professor," Sardinia
said.
The professors said the relationships
they developed with their professors
and the faculty was a major influence on
their decisions to return to Whitworth.
"Because of m y experiences, I want
ed to teach where not only the mind but
convictions were valued," Edwards said.
"Some of the most whole people I met
were professors."
The other main reason these alumni
said they came back to teach was be
cause of the students.
"The students here are so driven and
respectful," Grow said. "They are fun to
engage in conversation with."
Contact Rebekah Bresee at
rbreseel 6@my.whitworth.edu
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Years Coach Sean Bushey spent
coaching the Whitworth men's
soccer team. p. 13
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NEWS 05
Senior class endowment honors memory of student
the whitworthian

MAY 8,2013

Fenters had been struggling with a Fenters in a way the senior class thinks
rare form of cancer common in children. he would support, senior class coordi
Staff Writer
He was diagnosed with cancer when he nator Kelly Schlect said.
"We have been in contact with the
was 13 years old and was considered
family and they are
The basis for this year's graduating relatively old to have
supportive of it too,"
class gift will be an endowment in re contracted it. When
Schlect said.
membrance of Taylor Fenters, who Gadey met Fenters
All the Spring Break
passed away during his sophomore year during freshman year,
trips will be affected
at Whitworth. The endowment will help he was in remission,
by this gift, includ
Gadey said.
fund Spring Break mission trips.
ing those to Jamaica.
Fenters came back
An endowment means money is
Senior Jack Dunbar
raised for a project but not all of the for his sophomore
has gone on multiple
money is spent directly on that project. year in which he and
Spring Break trips
Instead, annual dividends will be put Gatiey were room
taking more than 50
into the project in order to fund he
t proj mates. His head hurt
students to Jamaica.
ect continually, director of al umni and and he had hip pains,
Those trips primarily
parent relations and annual giving Aar but the doctors did
help Jamaica Chris
not think that it was
on McMurray said.
tian School for the
Senior Curtis Gatley, a close friend of the same thing, Gat
Deaf, a K-12 boarding
Fenters during his time at school, was ley said. Fenters went
school for the deaf. At
with him for the later stages of his battle home Thanksgiving
that site the students
with cancer. Gatley first met Fenters on Break and did not
help with construc
come back to school.
move-in day, in 2009.
tion. They also help
"We had Freshman Seminar together At that time Fenters
Photo courtesy of Diana Cron
at an orphanage site,
and very quickly became best friends," was
given
three
Taylor Fenters
with newborns to age
months to live, Gadey
Gadey said.
eight, and help take care of the infants.
Gatley said he got a phone call on said.
"Life i s about living in community,"
Gadey spent the next three months
homecoming weekend from Fenters
with Fenters and on Jan. 18, 2011, Dunbar said. "It's not about you but
saying that he was going to Seatde.
about serving others, Taylor did that."
"Twenty minutes later we were onthe Fenters died of cancer.
Dunbar has heard from others in his
The senior class is honoring Fenters'
road with a few friends," Gadey said.
Fenters took many pictures and vid life with itsgift. The endowment given by class who are excited about the gift.
"We had the opportunity to construct
eos of this trip, Gadey said. On days that the senior class will be in Fenters' name,
he misses his friend, he looks through the official tide being "The Class of 2013 monuments," Dunbar said. "Buildings
those photos. They are memories he Taylor Fenters Service Endowment." The will turn to dust. Investing in people will
endowment is a way t o commemorate never go bad."
cherishes, Gadey said.

Catherine Porter

McMurray has been an active partic
ipant in securing the outside donor for
this year's endowment. In order to have
a successful endowment, money from
other areas must be supplied. The se
nior class alone, in previous years, has
only been able to raise about $10,000
to $12,000. The donor then is needed to
match what is made in order to have a
substantial endowment.
The donor for this year's gift is trustee
emeritus Dick Cole, along with his wife
Liz Cole. A trustee emeritus is a faithful
and long-serving trustee who can come
to any meeting but is no longer an active
trustee, McMurray said. In order to be a
donor, he had two conditions, he said.
The first was that the project had to be
an endowment, and the second that the
money needed to motivate many se
niors to participate in the fundraising.
"I am proud of them for honoring
Taylor's life and legacy," McMurray said.
"Choosing a gift that will bless Whit
worth and leave a legacy that will bless
their class as they are alumni. The most
memorable part of an endowment is
that we will always have this fund."
The deadline for seniors to make con
tributions to their gift is Thursday, May
16 at 5 p.m. Contributions can be made
at the Info Desk, over the phone or on
line.

Contact Catherine Porter at
cporterl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Clearing the air about cigarettes, smoking at Whitworth
Lucas Thayer
Staff Writer
After two decades of research, the link
between smoking tobacco and various
forms of lu ng, heart and mouth cancer
are more than proven.
Still, many students on campus
choose to smoke, whether it be pipe to
bacco, shisha (wet tobacco smoked from
a hookah), cigarettes or cigars.
At Wh itworth, smoking not only af
fects health, but interactions with oth
ers. The habitual cigarette smoker is
often avoided by non-smokers. Soph
omore Henry Johnson said he doesn't
smoke as much as he used to, although
other people still sometimes identify
him by his habit.
"I remember last year, somebody said
they remembered me because I was
that one kid with guns on his shirt that
smelled like cigarettes," Johnson said.
Johnson picked up the habit during
his sophomore year of hig h school, al
though lately he said he has een
b cutting
back. Johnson said at a smaller school

70

Percent of students in a voluntary
survey said tattoos do not carry a
negative connotation, p. 8

like Whitworth, it's harder to break a bad
reputation. At Whitworth, it's only nat
ural for smokers to congregate, he said.
"If you are a smoker, you first will find
the other people that smoke, and then
you will engage them at some point, be
cause — and I feel likea lot of other peo
ple feel the same way too — you don't
feel as judged," Johnson said. "It's not
something you do behind closed doors.
You always feel more comfortable in
groups of anything."
Johnson, like many other smokers
on campus, said he feels the scrutiny of
other students at Whitworth. Freshman
Elisabeth Ersek said she doesn't under
stand why others judge.
"I especially get [looks] from visit
ing moms and their kids, that's a big
one, because they go out of their way to
make you know that they're giving you a
glare," Ersek said. "Smoking is not as big
of a deal as everybody makes it out to be
.
There are so many things that people do
to themselves that are unhealthy every
day and that they don't give a [expletive]
about."
Of the 35 million Americans who try to

85

Percent of people who fail to quit
smoking when they try to do it alone.
p. 5

quit smoking every year, 85 percent who
try to quit on their own fail, according
to the National Institute on Drug Abuse.
While many smokers wish to quit, some
are content with their habit.
"The first time I smoked a full ciga
rette, I really liked it," freshman Amy
Youngs said.
She said that given the chance to go
back and do it over,she wouldn't change
her mind about picking up the habit.
"It's more of a stress kind of thi ng. It
helps me calm down," Youngs said.
Youngs said she has been the recip
ient of dirty looks, but that it's her per
sonal decision to continue to smoke.
She said that as long as she keeps a re
spectable distance, there's "no room for
judgment."
Johnson said if he could go back and
do it over again, he is sure he wo
uld have
never picked up that first cigarette.
"Most people don't want to be smok
ers, but we've been foolish enough that
we've gotten ourselves in this situation,"
Johnson said.
He said the judgment often makes
quitting more difficult.

203-5

Greg Moser | h
Potographer

Amy Youngs said it's her decision to
smoke, and others shouldn't judge.
"It's harder for us to quit because we
get more stressed out, more agitated,
and it throws us back in this vicious cy
cle."

Distance thrown by senior Carter
Comito in the discus at the North- from
west Conference Championships.
His mark ranks him first in the nation
for Division III. p. 15

Contact Lucas Thayer at
lthayerl2@my.whitworth.edu

$4,633.60
Amount of money requisitioned
ASWU to create a disc golf
course, p. 6
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Student privacy compromised by directory
ConnorSoudani

Dean's List or in the Commencement program at grad
uation, according to the directory hold request form.
StaffWriter
"If in fact they do this, if somebody like a third party,
like a prospective employer or somebody from student
Due to a flaw in the Whitworth directory, for an un loans would contact us and ask for information, we're
known period of time students were able to log in o
t the going to say, 'We don't have anythirig on that student'
faculty-level directory. The information systems depart so it can be very detrimental for a student to put this on
if they don't realize the ramifications," Carruthers said.
ment solved the glitch Friday, May 3.
On the faculty/staff version, when searching for stu "Now it's very important, too, because if you have some
dents, a student could find the usual name, phone num body who has a stalking issue or an ex-boyfriend who's
ber, email, student box number and major of almost any trying to get in touch with some of our coeds on cam
student in the system, hi addition, unlike the student pus, we definitely want them to have the ability to hide
version, the faculty/staff version allowed access to stu their information. So, it is useful and necessary, but it
dents' dorm name and room number. They could also shouldn't be viewed as a catch-all just to get stuff off the
intranet just because it really has far-reaching effects."
find phone and home addresses for professors.
Disclosing room information is not something resi
Tom Ryan, who works in information systems, said
the access capability was not intentional and that they dent assistants and resident directors generally do.
Ballard, Cornerstone and McMillan resident director
do not know how long the problem existed.
Under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act Matthew Baker said that resident assistants are told not
(FERPA), "scho ols may disclose, without consent, 'di to give o ut information such as room and cell phone
rectory" information such as a student's name, address, numbers.
"Not all RA's know w ho is a student and who is not
telephone number, date and place of birth, honors and
awards, and dates of attendance," according to the De so it is a safer bet to say if that person is someone you
don't know, it's better to not give out
partment of Education.
A subsequent clause states that
"Schools may disclose, that information, as far as what room
someone lives in. [This is] also to pro
schools must tell parents and stu
without consent,
tect that student's wishes as far as,
dents about directory information,
'Yes, this is my room but I don't want
and allow them a reasonable amount
'directory' information just anyone knowing that J live here,"'
of time to request that the school not
Baker said. "There can be some parts
disclose directory information.
such as a student's
in some person's story in history that
Schools must notify parents and el
makes them want to be more private
name, address,
igible students annually of their rights
about that and so we want RA's to re
under FERPA. The actual means of
notification (by special letter, inclu telephone number, date spect that privacy before just giving it
away without someone giving you that
sion in a PTA bulletin, student hand
and place of birth."
consent."
book or newspaper article) is left to
Due to the far-reaching ramifica
the discretion of each school.
—FAMILY EDUCATIONAL
tions of a directory hold request, the
Records manager William CarRIGHTS AND PRIVACY ACT
question turns to the possibility of a
ruthers said the information on a
more selective system in which stu
student's profile is often obtained
through the student's application, where it is download dents could pick and choose which specifics aspects of
ed to a student's record. If s tudents make any changes, their personal information were displayed on the direc
they can submit an address change form that will update tory. However, administrators said it's not that simple.
Interim Provost Barbara Sanders said that while pick
new cell phone, home phone and address information.
Carruthers confirmed that no exists law that requires ing and choosing may be conducive to a student's pref
them to prevent students from having access to other erence, the question is whether that process is even an
option in this system.
students' room locations.
"While [all options in regards to student profile infor
"There's nothing in the regulation that says we have
to keep that private," Carruthers said. "Having said that, mation] are probably legitimate options, one needs to
that doesn't mean you have to publish everything you consider the time and resources involved in being able
know, but it does mean that FERPA allows us to give a to make those play out," Sanders said.
Registrar Beverly Kleeman said the administration is
student's address out, unless that student has placed a
working with the data warehouse to see if they can pre
directory hold on their record."
The university sends out an advisory to students vent student phone numbers from being shown if th e
through email each year, giving them direction on how student does not want it to appear there.
"Bill [Carruthers] has had people ask him about that
to opt out of the directory before the information goes
ey could
up on the intranet, Carruthers said. Students can also in the past and all he's been able to say is that th
submit a directory hold request at any time during the put the directory hold on, because that's really the only
capability that we have right now to block that phone
year. Making said request, however, comes at a cost.
After the request is processed, the student will not ap number," Kleeman said. However, Kleeman said that
pear in a search on either the student or the faculty/staff the directory hold blocks everything, and due to the
version of the campus directory. The downside is that a ramifications, the hold is not the ideal way to handle it.
student who submits a directory hold request becomes
'invisible' from a third party's standpoint. This means Contact Connor Soudani at
that students can not have their name printed on the csoudanil 6@my.whitworth. edu

NEWS<<<BRIEF
Governor Jay Inslee signs 'Good
Samaritan' law for underage
drinkers in Washington
Washington passed a law allowing underage
drinkers to call for medical help without the
risk of prosecution for drinking. Washington
is the 13th state to pass a "Good Samaritan"
law. A similar law was passed in 2010 for drug
overdose cases. The goal ofthe lawis to prevent
deaths by removing fear of prosecution as a
factor when minors decide whether to call 911
during a medical emergency. The legislation
passed 72-24 in the House and 44-3 in the
Senate, according to the Spokesman Review.

Air strike on Syria attributed to
Israel by Syrianofficials
Three military sites in Syria were hit Sunday,
according to the Syrian foreign ministry.
The attack foEows a strike on missEes next to
the Lebanon border Friday, U.S. a nd IsraeE
officials said. As of Sunday Israel had not
confirmed the strike. Syria's foreign ministry
has accused Israel of w orking with "terrorist
groups." The attacks come in a time of internal
conflict for Syria, which has seen fighting
between rebels and the government of Syria's
president, Bashar Al-Assad.
Sources|The Spokesman-Review, BBC, A1 Jazeera,
The New York Times

ASWU UPDATE
• Director of campaign planning Tad Wisenor updated ASWU on a presentation he gave
on the Robinson Science Building and Whitworth's focus on "place making."
• Greg Orwig, vice president for admissions
and financial aid, explained an addition to
the Act Sixprogram. There wiE be eight Act Six
scholars next year instead of 10, and 20 addi
tional students wEl be part of a new program,
caEed Act Six Academy. Students in Act Six
Academy wiE receive the pre-coEege training
offered to Act Sixstudents, a smaE scholarship
and other support.
• ASWU approved a $4,633.60 requisition
from the capital budget to provide suppEes for
a nine-hole disc goEcourse in the Back 40.The
requisition was made by intramural coordina
tor Tyler Coopman, who wEl be working with
facifities services on the placement and instal
lation of the course.
• ASWU approved an addition to the bylaws
of their constitution that provides for a closed
executive session, attended only by voted
members, for situations when the information
being discussed cannot be shared with the
student body.
• ASWU also made changes to their Financial
Standard Operating Procedures. There wiE
now be a requirement that .two students who
are not involved in ASWU are on the budget
committee. They also approved a clause that
Spring Break trips would not receive funding
from ASWU.

ARTS&CULTURE

Smoothies
in the Shade

Blend h ealth and refreshment
for a frozen summertime treat
Christina Spencer
Staff Writer
Neele Amnion | hotographer
P

Senior MasonVigil, freshman AndreaHunter, and international student Matt Hancock reflectonperspectives.

Shifting Worldviews

Three students share how college has broadened their views

Madison Garner
Staff Writer
Whitworth's mission of a n education of m ind and
heart sometimes takes the form of changing students'
worldviews. Three students said their worldviews
changed as a result of their time at Whitworth, in ways
such as increased global awareness and seeing issues
in a broader picture to gaining greater tolerance.

Global Awareness

which individuals see issues in a bigger view.
The two biggest things that influenced his change in
perspective were growing older and maturing, as well
as many professors challenging him to think through
his beliefs and see the larger picture, Vigil said.
"It's definitely the Whitworth professors and Whit
worth in general that has really helped me develop and
push uie into that post-conventional phase," Vigil said.

Tolerance

British international student Matt Hancock said col
lege increased his tolerance and open-mindedness.
For freshman Andrea Hunter, her time in college Hancock said where he is from, many people think re
so far has increased her understanding of global per ligion is a problem.
spectives. She came to Whitworth not completely sure
"People outside of America have preconceptions
where she stood on many issues, but
about religious Americans because they
now has a greater sense of wh ere she
are on the TV] and you see the Westboro
"I
think
[my
global
stands, she said.
Baptist Church," Hancock said. "That's
The way of life for people in African perspective change] mainly the perspective we have on reli
countries is something Hunter said she
gion in America. It's very extreme."
will progress
did not fully understand before.
Hancock lives in a dorm among
"My African Life and Culture class
Christians who support homosexual
throughout
college
showed me we don't really understand
marriage, legalization of marijuana and
Africa as g eneral people," Hunter said.
with the nature of who are pacifists, he said.
"We assume they are primitive and liv
"It's made me realize there isn't one
ing in tribes and fighting people all the
this school."
way to worship God or follow Christian
time and that is not the case at all. What
ity," Hancock said.
— AND REA HUNTER
happened is Europeans ruined them
On political issues, Hancock said he
and they are trying to build their soci
is often more supportive of America
freshman
ety back up."
while some of his friends in Britain ex
Multiple lectures and classes have
press disdain toward America.
helped to increase her global awareness, Hunter said.
"When someone posts on Facebook about Obama
The classes that made the biggest difference were her thinking about arming Syria rebels, there's a lot of ansociology and psychology classes. They helped her un ti-U.S. sentiment about how there must be oil there,
derstand the root of global, she said.
that sort of thing, very bullish," Hancock said. "[My
"I think [my global perspective change] will p rog experience at college] made me more tolerant of how
ress throughout college with the nature of this school," people really think in America."
Hunter said.
Hancock said he now sees social issues from other
perspectives more often. Part of this came from his ex
perience on the debate team, where he sometimes did
General Picture
not get a say on what he debated.
"Because I am talking from perspectives I never even
Senior Mason Vigil said college broadened his per
considered, I feel more open-minded toward them,"
spective on issues.
"Going to college and getting older and maturing a Hancock said.
Hancock attributes his worldview changes to experi
lot, I loo k at things in a much bigger picture now and
see how my decisions affect people in a more general encing many different viewpoints at Whitworth..
"It was through living every day in the shoes of other
way," Vigil said.
In high school, Vigil said he believed things because Christians at Whitworth," Hancock said. "No one can
of w hat his friends and family believed. That line of really pass judgment until they experience what you
thinking is called conventional thinking — when in guys experience. I came to Whitworth for a year, I do
dividuals act because they have been told to do so by what other people do, and [my perspective] changed a
lot."
family, Vigil said.
"At that stage in my life, I was at a conventional level
of thinking, which developmentally and maturity-wise
was the level I was supposed to be at," Vigil said.
During his four years at Whitworth, Vigil said he has Contact Madison Garner at
been moving toward post-conventional thinking, in mgarnerl 6@my.whitworth.edit

There is a sweet, satisfying and delicious refresh
ment for the warmer weather? A smoothie is a
healthy choice for heavenly tastes as well as nutri
tional benefits.
You have a lot of freedom to be creative and mix in
a variety ofingredients when making smoothies. You
can even sneak in various seeds and spices that can
make your smoothie even healthier.
Pumpkin seeds and cinnamon have been shown
to reduce inflammation and blood pressure levels,
according to livestrong.com. The site also says chia
seeds have a high fiber content, which promotes reg
ular elimination and detoxification. Coconut water is
"an all-natural way to hydrate, reduce sodium, and
add potassium to diets," according to WebMD. Those
are just a fewexamples of simple ingredients that can
make a big impact on one's health.
Whether you use fruits or veggies, a nd no mat
ter if you're aiming for energy, recovery or simply a
yummy treat, there is so much experimentation to
be done. Here are a few recipe ideas to bolster your
creativity:

Protein

serves 1
1 scoop chocolate protein powder
1 cup milk (chocolate, if you want)
Vz ta blespoon peanut butter
% medium banana
1 scoop of ice

Coffee

serves 1
1 cup coffee (cold, brewed strong)
1 banana
8 oz. low fat vanilla yogurt
2 tsp. granulated sugar
1/4 cup ice (cubed)

Fruit
serves 2
1 cup frozen strawberries
3A cup milk (or water)
3A cup pineapple juice
'/2 cup vanilla yogurt

Veggie

serves 1
3A cup carrot juice
% cup avocado
1 tablespoon fresh lemon juice
V> cup water
1 tablespoon freshly grated ginger
1 pinch of cayenne pepper
Bre Taylor | Graphic Artist

Contact Christina Spencer at
cspencerl 5@my.whitworth.edu
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ophomore Kari JohnSon got her tattoo ol the word
"shalom" in cursive because of a class about the
subject she took last year at Whitworth's Costa
Rica campus.
"1 had been thinking for a while, and 1 ke pt go
ing back and forth," Johnson said. "1 think [when) leaving
that class ... that's when 1 th ought, 'That's what 1 w ant.
That's what 1 want for my first tattoo."'
Tattoos may be more popular on Whitworth s campus
than at first appearance. In fact, a little less than half of
Whitworth students surveyed have a tattoo, and 46 per
cent of students said they would get one, according to a
voluntary survey of 100 YVhitworth students.
Johnson plans to get at least two more tattoos at some
point.
"It's true that they're addictive," Johnson said. "1 want
ed [the tattoos] to be meaningful, something that was a
story and not just pretty."
Senior Taylor Powell said she also got her tattoos with
meaning behind them. Although Powell got her first tat
too when she was 18, the decision to get a tattoo came
when she was younger.
"I was probably around 13," Powell said. "It was right
after my grandma passed away and 1 kne w that 1 wanted
to get something for her. It's one of those
expressions of art that i get to live with. "It's
t
'It's true that
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they're

addictive. I wanted
're them.
worth it
in the
end."painful, but
addictive
)y
Yes,
they're
'owell has two tattoos. One is a rose
r ,
[the tattoos] to
which her grandmother's ashes are
ixed in with the ink. The other is a
be mea
meaningful,
eart symbol with the word "love"
something that was
vritten inside it.
somethin
Powell would also like to get an
aa story ai
and not just
other tattoo, she said. Although
some people may still judge her
pretty."
based on the assumptions that
"
tattoos are rebellious, she doesn't
_
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care, she said.
sophomore
"It's not on your body and you
soph
don't have to look at it," Powell
said. "They're mine, not anybody else's."
Although 70 percent of students in the volun
tary survey said tattoos do not carry a bad con
notation, several students responded firmly in
the opposite direction. A number of answers
included references to gangs or jail, and some
also said that tattoos defile the body, which is
an argument that has been made by some re
ligious people for years. However, many others
stated they think tattoos are art or a form of ex
pression.
Keith Wyma, an associate professor of phi
losophy, said he believes tattoos aren't as
much of an issue as some people make them
out to be. Wyma got his own tattoo, an P.thio
pian cross, when the Whitworth Ethics Bowl
team won a national championship. He told
the team that if they won, he would get a tat
too. When the team succeeded in their goal,
Wyma kept his promise.
"[The team] was very pleased that I no w bear
on my body the marks of their victory," he said.
1 guess you could call it a coach's incentive."
Wyma's family and church tradition raised Contact ,\U
him to believe tattoos were unacceptable. But incifillin^i'i
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lem differently, he said.
1 came to think they're just not a hig
il l think they're theologically weighty,"
rut a picture on your body, so what?"
e believes the negative connotations
e significantly less today than they were
a kid, Wv ma also said that the stereoentirely gone away.
ill cares if you have a tattoo, but people
ai look professional," he said. "As th e
d generation gets older, they may not
t stuff."
., assistant director of Career Services,
ire becoming more acceptable in the
general. However, he also said students
isitions where thev must represent a
rganization may still need to cover their
job because of possibly offending peo• of the need to appear professional,
c it's bec oming more acceptable, but it
s on vour industry and the type of tat. "You also have to ask yourself, do you
work for a place that is not accepting of

Senior Cassi Curtis agrees that the
aereotypes with tattoos still exist. Curtis
las three tattoos herself, one of w hich
vas recently acquired.
"1 think that visible tattoos instantly
get a negative connotation. It's seen as
t rebelliou s thing or a gang affiliation,"
the said." 1 just think people have a realv jaded perspective on who gets tattoos
ind what they get tattoos of."
Curtis also grew up believing tattoos
vere immoral. She said her mother got
me when Curtis was around 10, and in
espouse her whole family sat down to
alk about how they used to view tattoos
md how their views were changing.
It was still kind of a taboo [subject],"
• nderstood [tattoos] and appreciated
e ! thought about it, the more I thought,
0 do this.'"
hat most of her fellow students seem to
attoos, a lthough older people might

Meghan Dellinger | Staff Wr
iter

\ gotten really positive feedback. I think
enerational thing, like our parents' age
tapprove of tattoos]," Curtis said. "But
meraiion is more kind and accepting

1 whether tattoos are seen as an act oi
mbol of bei ng in a g ang, or something
e wearer, Curtis said she loves gettin g to
:oos.
Jtin of self- expression. It's really interIn' people choose to put on their own
• said. "[Tattoos are] great conversation
ise so many of mine are about my faith,
m about the gospel."

Cabrielle Perez | Phot
ographer

TOP: Senior Cassi Curtis uses her religiously-themed tattoo to start conversations about the gospel, she said.
BOTTOM: Sophomore Kari Johnson chose the content of her at ttoo after taking a cla
s s on the subject of shalom.
Greg Moser | Phot
ographer

LEFT: Sodexo employee Aden Coleman, '09, said more than 30 hours were spent tattooing his back piece.
n Dellinger at
in, 'rhitworth.edu
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Browsing Bookstores
Shop northside independent bookstores
Lindsie Trego
Staff Writer
When it comes to Spokane, books
and Auntie's Bookstore have come to
be more or less synonymous. With the
store's multiple locations and local in
famy, Auntie's has become an import
ant point of pilgrimage for the liter
ary-minded of Spokane.
While Auntie's is nothing short of a
one-stop shop, other small indepen
dent bookstores in the area may be just
the things to pull at the heartstrings of
Spokane bibliophiles. These stores have
Main Street charm manifested in char
acteristics ranging from a teeny-tiny
staff to overwhelming (but oh-so-exciting) spilling-over shelves.

Book Traders

Monday - Saturday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
907 W. Garland Ave.
It seems no one is sure how long Book
Traders, a long and lanky Garland book
store, has been around. Store employee
Rod Wells said he fondly remembers his
first visit to the store in 1951, when he
moved to Spokane from Colville.
"It's gotten bigger since I came in
here the first time," Wells said. "We have
70,000 books in here roughly, all used
books."
Soon-to-be owner and current man
ager Erin Johnson said she describes the
store as an explosion of books.
"We have no shelf space available
ever," Johnson said. "What someone has
done is we take the more popular au
thors as far as paperbacks go, and we put
them in boxes with the authors' names
on them, then we put the boxes on the
floor and on the shelves. So we have
stacks of boxes everywhere."
Book Traders, as the name suggests,
also trades used books for store credit.

EVENTS

Cal's Books

Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
2174 N. Hamilton St.

What sets Cal's apart is its namesake:
Cal himself. Cal Emerson, owner and
operator, said he tries to make his store a
familial place, which he does by making
friends with many of his customers.
"People get to know me really well,"
Emerson said. "I trade used books and
deal used books, so people who read a
lot know they can save a lot of m oney
here."
He said he creates an atmosphere
where people can relax and enjoy perus
ing his shelves.
"Besides that there's a lot of books
here, I have some of my photographs
on the wall," Emerson said. "I play soft
background music pretty much all day
long."
Cal's books also accepts used books
for store credit.

Monkeyboy Books

Tuesday - Friday 10 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sunday 12:30 p.m. - 5 p.m.
123 S.Wall St.
While most independent used book
stores have an eclectic charm, the own
er of M onkeyboy Books said she takes
pride in keeping her shelves organized.
The new sense of organization is what
customers have commented on most
since she bought the store, said Marina
Drake, the French transplant who ac
quired the store in December.
"Before it was a man that owned the
store, so maybe there's a feminine touch
that people appreciate," Drake said.
Her pride in appearance extends to
the quality of the books in the store, she
said.
"We are pretty selective on the condi

Megan Hlnzdel | enotograpner

Book Traders, a used bookstore in the Garland district, houses so many books
that the store has begun to use cardboard boxes to organize popular titles, soonto-be owner and current manager Erin Johnson said.
tions of the books," Drake said. "We like
high quality books."
Monkeyboy specializes not only in
run-of-the-mill used books, but also in
hard-to-find rare and out-of-print edi
tions.

The Book Parlor

Monday - Friday 10 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
1425 W. Broadway Ave.
Note: The store is connected to Indaba
Coffee. Books may be bought through
Indaba Monday - Friday 7a.m. - 7p.m.
and Saturday 9 a.m. -6 p.m.
The Book Parlor's missional goals
make the store a unique addition to this
list. A m inistry of the Salem Lutheran
Church across the street, The Parlor is a
non-profit that works to benefit its com
munity.
"The majority of the books that we
stock are Christian spirituality, church
ministry, Christian living-type books,"

store manager Casey Laughary said.
"But we also have novels, children's
books, young readers' books, and other
books that you wouldn't find in a typical
Christian bookstore."
At the center of the store's mission is
its goal to be a safe public space to the
residents of th e West Central neighbor
hood.
"We're a bookstore, but we also exist
to benefit the neighborhood," Laughary
said. "In the area itself, West Central,
there isn't a lot of pu blic spaces. There
especially weren't when we first started.
People can come in and relax, and get a
cup of coffee at Indaba."
Another allure of The Book Parlor is
its textbook buyback program, which is
open to all college students.
The store also accepts used books as
tax-deductible donations.

Contact Lindsie Trego at
lwagner!4@my. whitworth.edu

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

BROADWAY UNBOUND

FRIDAY,MAY10
" R EADING:SCRIPT

May 10 at 7p.m. inCowtes Auditorium
Student dancers, musicians and actors will perform at this end-of-the-year
taste of Broadway. Cost is $3.

4 p.m.
Campanile
Script, the Whitworth student literary journal, will put
on a reading for the launch of this year's issue. Student
writers will read their published works, including poetry,
fiction and non-fiction. The journal also features student
artwork. In case of rain, the reading will be in the HUB
•P ABC Conference Rooms.

WHITWORTH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA CONCERTO
May 11 at 3 p.m. in Cowies Auditorium
Concerto Competition winners will perform alongside Whitworth Symphony
Orchestra.

PIRATE IDOL AND THE W-CLUB DANCE
Courtesy of Script

May 11 at 7:30 p.m. in the HUB
The winners of each Unplugged will compete in a culminating battle of
talent. Following the competition, W.FM will host a club-style dance.

OPINIONS
Privilege can become
a catalyst for change
While I am still struggling with the
guilt, I have realized that is not the
message that I want to take from the
movie. Yes, I am privileged. I was
raised in a loving family, I have nev
er struggled to meet my basic needs, I
attended a private elementary school
This week, the film "Girl Rising" and some of the best public schools in
aired on Whitworth's campus. The the state, and now I am at a wonderful
film documented the lives of girls university. I do not need to feel bad
from different countries as they strug about being blessed in these ways. My
gle to obtain an adequate education education is not diminishing anyone
and be recognized as equal members else's education. Rather, if used prop
of society. It features nine girls from erly, my education can become a cat
countries including Cambodia, India, alyst to improve others' opportunity
Nepal, Egypt, Peru, Ethiopia, Afghan for education.
istan, Haiti and Sierra Leone.
While I believe this is an incredibly
I had a strong gut reaction to the valuable cause, I'm not trying to ar
gue that everymovie. At certain
one must now
parts, I could feel
"If used properly, my
stand
behind
my heart racing with
education can become
it. Instead, I be
anger. At others, I
lieve that we
wanted to cry. There
a catalyst to improve
need to exam
were parts where a
smile crept across someone else's opportunity ine how we use
our
privilege.
my face when I could
for education."
Even though we
see the girls over
all come from
coming significant
obstacles. I can still clearly see the im drastically different walks of life, we
ages of the girl from Haiti standing in all attend Whitworth now, which
a dump dreaming of going to school, gives us an incredible opportunity to
the girl from Nepal trapped in the evil become successful. Therefore, we are
kamlari (indentured servitude) sys all privileged. Rather than telling our
tem, the girl from Peru dealing with selves that we don't deserve this ad
her father's death while passionately vantage, we can use this blessing to in
writing poetry and many others. After turn make dramatic social change in
seeing those images, I know I can't our world.
Our privilege becomes dangerous
just sit back and wait for change. I
have to take action. However, I'm not when it allows us to become com
exacdy sure what that action entails placent. We have all been blessed
yet. I just know that I cannot stand the with numerous and unique gifts that
allow us to go out into the world and
thought of not doing anything.
I also walked away from the movie do something. Regardless of whether
with a feeling of guilt. What makes me that is fighting for education quality,
deserving of an education, particu feeding the hungry, pushing for envi
larly at a high-caliber private school ronmental protection or another im
such as Whitworth? I complain about portant cause, our privilege gives us
going to class. I complain about the the ability, as well as the responsibili
piles of homework I have to do. I com ty, to take action.
plain about not getting enough sleep.
But in this film I saw girls who would
give anything to be in my place right HUBBART is a sophomore majoring in
now, or at least have the opportunity economics. Comments can be sent to
Ihubbartl5@my.whitworth.edu.
to get a basic education.

LINDSEY
HUBBART

= ?

Caleb Drechsel | Graphic Artist

Quantifiable factors fail
to communicate quality

higher the tuition, had some appeal,
as if th ose are the things that make a
school "good."
As I finish up year two here at Whit
worth, I am willing to argue that so
much of w hat I love about this place
and so much of what I have experienced
I have recently seen the posts of high here will never fit in statistics, rankings,
school seniors rolling in on Facebook reports, tours or promotional materials.
That is not to say Whitworth does not
wondering, contemplating, fretting and
panicking about the notorious college excel in those areas, but I know my"why
decision. They wonder if they should Whitworth" as I sense is common for
attend big schools, small schools, pri many students, isn't in the numbers.
Whitworth is the 2 a.m. conversations
vate schools, public schools, schools
close to home, or schools as far away as with hallmates and the lazy Friday af
ternoons spent lounging on the grass in
possible.
I chuckle a little bit as I read the an the Loop. Whitworth is the times when
ger of those students, but not because my professors don't just say hi, but ac
their feelings aren't legitimate. Indeed, tually stop and check in with me when
it is a big decision to choose where you I run into them across campus, and
will s pend the next four years of yo ur those moments in class when I am fi
life. I remember those feelings of indif nally able to articulate what I longed to
ference, frustration, and excitement. I my whole life, but didn't have the tools
remember the sting of a rejection letter to do so until the said moment.
No school is perfect. There isstill hurt
and the satisfaction of a n acceptance.
I re member restless nights of wonder and conflict and final exams are a real
ing how on earth I would ever get to the thing too.
But I think it's important for usas stu
bottom of what seemed to be the abyss
dents to remember the immense bless
of factors, feelings and fears.
But now I chuckle because I know ing we have in being able to attend an
the deep relief and joy that comes once institution with quality administration,
the decision is made, freshman move- faculty, staff and fellow students.
Whitworth is a phenomenal example
in day is over and community has blos
of n ot only selecting a school on rep
somed all around me.
I recently told a struggling high utation and numbers, but on overall
school senior that I have never been quality of life. It is that value that makes
more thankful for the rejection letters I Whitworth quintessentially Whitworth.
received.
Somehow the idea of a "name," a rep HUGHES is a sophomore majoring in
utation of a school, held a lot of weight. journalism and theology. Comments can
The lower the acceptance rate, the more be sent to shughesl5@my.whitworth.
famous the alumni, and let's face it, the edu.

SENA
HUGHES
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EDITOR S NOTE:
Music has power to establish a
Students responsible for
connection and allow for escape holding Whitworthian

community. I feel a sense of belonging and relat
ing to others present at certain concerts, especially
at small venues. People fall in love with music for
personal reasons and then take a step further and
decide they want to connect with the band on a real
level by attending a live concert. Then, you stand
there, shoulder to shoulder with people that have
poured themselves into the same music for similar
or different reasons. The band plays three chords,
There is a tremendous amount of power in mu
sic. Influence and inspiration lie in all aspects and and the same feeling is stirred inside everyone. Be
fore you know it, everyone is singing and dancing
areas of music from reading the lyrics, going to con
together. Strangers and friends alike know the role
certs, hearing rhythms, finding spiritual and deep
the music has played in their lives
er meanings, understanding the band's
and understand the power it can
story to appreciating the individual
have.
use of instruments and personally
A couple weeks ago I stood at
creating.
a small venue in Seattle listening
Music plays a powerful role in
to the Local Natives, and it was
people's lives in multiple ways. For
then
I realized how much I love con
example, personal connection, con
certs. Going to concerts is what my best
nection with a larger community and
friend and I do together. It has become our
the ability to escape into the music.
thing because we both understand the pow
The first idea revolves around person
er music holds, and we love to dance
al connection. Everyone has listened
and sing. Being surrounded by
to a song before and thought 'that
people singing and dancing gave
is my life' or 'this is exactly how I
so much more depth to the mu
feel.' Lyrics can explain emotions
sic, it made it come alive. Being
that one may not be able to put
able to witness bands become
into words. Deep songs, espe
so hyped and energized be
cially those explaining signifi
cause they are feeding off the
cant parts of life, make people
energy of the crowd is incredible.
feel they are not alone.
Finally, whether it is being
Some connect with the lit
played or listened to, music can
eral words, others look to find
Molly Rupp| Graphic Artist become an escape. It allows peo
a spiritual meaning and some
ple to retreat behind their instru
pay attention to the instru
ments, or behind their voices to
ments and the beauty that lies
in creating music. People may then be inspired to create beautiful sounds. They can put everything
create their own music, sharing their emotions and aside and pour into music. Through hearing others'
stories through this form of expression in hope that stories in songs about the good, bad, lonely, past,
present, grace-filled, beautiful moments, they can
it will touch someone the way it touched them.
Personally, I find a deeper, spiritual meaning and put themselves into the song and escape.
The power of music in individuals' lives is too
personal connection to Mumford and Sons. Yes,
their music is now popular and everyone knows often overlooked. Take advantage of the music
the lyrics to their songs, but to me they are not just around you. Let it touch you personally, allowyouranother big name band. Listening to their song self to stand in a sea of strangers and feel connected
"Awake My Soul" and hearing "in these bodies we through a song and use it to escape the world when
necessary.
will live, in these bodies we will die, where you in

HALEY
WILLIAMSON

vest your love, you invest your life," makes me step
back and look at my life to see where I am investing
my love. Is it in God or is it things of this world?
Music also allows people to connect to a larger

WILLIAMSON is a sophomore majoring in jour
nalism and theology. Comments can be sent to
hwilliamsonl5@my.whitworth.edu.

WHITW0RTH10UT
"I'm working as a service crew member at a
camp. I'm excited about the opportunity to
humbly serve God."
— Emily Miller, sophomore

"I'm going on a road trip with friends down to
California."
• Caleb Nixon, junior

historically accountable
After spending several hours sitting on an uncomfortable
library stool and sifting through hundreds of Whitworthian
archives, it hit me.
The Whitworthian lasts forever.
Now that may sound silly at first, seeing as hundreds
of Whitworthians fill the post office recycle bins every
Wednesday, but it really is true.
The Whitworthian holds part of Whitworth's history.
It hit home for me when I realized that every single per
son who was on the Whitworthian before me spent more
than enough hours crafting a newspaper that was probably
just carelessly tossed in the trash. And that happens today.
Students are throwing away the information that will be
come history.
Just to clarify, I was sifting through the archives looking
for the history of Prime Time, which was a lot harder than it
should have been (I don't spend several hours sitting in the
library looking through old Whitworthian issues for fun).
But it got me thinking, hoping and praying that 20 years
from now, some student doesn't look at the Whitworthians
I produced and become frustrated that I didn't cover the in
formation they're looking for.
So, why should you, as a student totally removed from
the production of The Whitworthian, care? Well, we need
someone to hold us accountable.
Why wasn't an article written about the start of Prime
Time? I have no idea. The Whitworthian is meant to be the
voice of the students. While it is completely student run, 10
students shouldn't solely hold the power as to what is pub
lished; our goal is to cover information that is important to
all students.
We don't get a lot of feedback. I hear a snide comment
here and there about how nobody reads the newspaper,
but other than having slight factual errors corrected, I hear
nothing else.
I challenge students next year to be more than compla
cent. Take responsibility. Take action. Hold The Whitwor
thian accountable. Make sure that information important to
you is being written about, because maybe 20 years down
the road, some student may be looking for information that
nobody fought for coverage of.
Chrissy Roach, editor-in-chief
ROACH is a junior majoring in journalism. Comments can be
sent to croachl4@my.whitworth.edu

What is the one thing you are most
excited about doing this summer?

"Beaches, getting on water, getting on the river
and ocean."
— Nic Steitz, freshman

"I'm going on a backpacking trip with my
parents. We're going to Canada and I've never
been to the national park up there. It should be
fun."
— Molly Smith, freshman

SPORTS

COACH OF THE YEAR
Bushey Ieiw®§ a legacy
Successful men's soccer coach ends
Whitworth career on a high note
Tiara Pajimola

experience that can be learned as life les
sons. He's going to be missed in more
StaffWriter
ways than just a soccer coach."
Jarrett agreed that the makeup of this
After a y ear of m any decisions and a team and their immediate togetherness
final choice to resign, men's head soccer was a main contributor to their success.
coach Sean Bushey has been selected as
"We're all about improving each other;
The Whitworthian Coach of th e Year by no one isselfish," Jarrett said. "Everything
The Whitworthian sports staff. Last fall, we do is for the better of each other. We
Bushey led the men's soccer team to a 16- push each other and really the main fo
3-3 season culminating with their eighth cus is moving forward as a team."
Northwest Conference title and seventh
Bushey is known for his enthusiasm
appearance in the NCAA tournament.
and passion about the game and about
"This season ended up being one of my his players.
most enjoyable," Bushey said. "We came
"If there 's one word for it; it'd be pas
together so quickly after having lost so sionate," Jarrett said. "He loves seeing us
many starters from the previous season; improve and if we're not doing it right on
it was awesome to witness. It was fun to the field the first time, he's passionate to
make us do it right the
be a part of and it was
"We played soccer;
next time."
fun to see their suc
Selisch echoed Jarcess."
Whitworth men's soccer. ret's sentiments.
Having lost seven
"It's the same pas
starters and a total of
I'm proud to havebeen a sion
for everything
nine seniors the pre
and he's always on
part of that."
vious year in 2011,
point," Selisch said.
coming together as a
— SEAN BUSHEY
"He has enthusiasm
team was an accom
on the sidelines and
plishment,
junior
head mens soccer coach
he always lets us
Sam Selisch said.
know where we're
"Everyone worked
supposed to be. He
together, no one dis
liked each other and we allgot along," Se just pushed us so hard and I love that
lisch said. "We're so personal with each about a coach. He never gives up."
Perhaps one of hismost commendable
other and we hang out all the time on an
d
actions this season was during their final
off the field."
Bushey's way of coaching this team home game against Whitman. Bushey
checked in his second team with the
went noticed by his players.
"He helped our chemistry," Selisch confidence that they'd do the job just the
said. "I've never been on a team as close same.
"You could tell he was confident and
as this one and I think that played a part
in our success this year. There's some we were too," Selisch said. The whole
thing about that brotherhood of working team was brought together in that mo
hard and going through the same things; ment; no one person stood out, the team
you feelfor each other. The uniqueness of stood out. Wewere all there."
For Bushey, winning and losing was al
this team is the togetherness of it."
Bushey's success on and off th e field ways extra. His favorite memories simply
may be well-known but something that happened when he was around his play
people may not be aware of is his impact ers and around soccer.
"We watched Barcelona together in
on his players, freshman Samual Jarrett
Robinson Teaching Theatre during train
said.
"It goes beyond soccer," Jar rett said. ing camp. We began the tradition of sing"He's soinspirational and he has so muc
h

•n

this week on

Simon Puzankov | Photographer

Bushey finished his Whitworth career with his seventh appearance in the NCAA
tournament. He will continue his career as Director of Coaching of the Senior
Academy for the Colorado Rush youth soccer organization.

ing the Barcelona anthem. To h ear the
team belt it out was moving...it is one of
the things that happens off the field that
is pretty neat," Bushey said. "Certainly
going to the NCAA tournament is always
special and just watching how we played
and performed at the climax of our sea
son and though we lost, we played soc
cer; Whitworth men's soccer. I'm proud
to have been a part of that."
Bushey will end his career at Whit

worth with 17 successful years as the
men's head soccer coach under his belt.
With eight NWC crowns, seven appear
ances in the NCAA t ournament, and a
culminating record of 209-86-35, Bushey
is a well-deserved Whitworth Coach of
the Year.
Contact Tiara Pajimola at
tpajimolal 6@my. whitworth.edu

tliewhitwortliicin.com
- Crow's Nest, Track Resurfacing
- Baseball, Track and Field, Men's Golf National Tournament Preview
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Guthrie became a figurehead for both the women's goif and basketball teams during her time at Whitworth. She will pursue a career in nursing after ACL surgery.

Guthrie finishes two-sport career strong
surgery and try to play on her injured
fully it worked out."
Along with playing golf a t a high lev leg under the supervision of a specialist,
Staff Writer
el for the Pirates, Guthrie also played a and didn't miss a match the entire sea
huge role for the Whitworth women's son.
Hundreds of collegiate athletes make basketball team. As a freshman she
"I just wear my brace and it doesn't
it to a national stage every year. Whit- played in16 games for the Bucs, with that hurt at all," Guthrie said. "I was amazed
worth's Emily Guthrie is one of the few number increasing in each of t he next because it didn't hurt and very thankful
to appear in two national tournaments two years. She led the Pirates in scoring at the same time."
in two different sports. Guthrie, a senior her sophomore year, as well as earning
In her four years playing both bas
basketball player and golfer, has been Second-Team All-NWC h onors. In her ketball and golf for the Pirates, Guthrie
named Female Athlete of the Yearby The junior year, Guthrie started every game didn't fail to fill her trophy case.
Whitworthian sports staff.
In her career, she gathered two NWC
and led the team in free-throw percent
Head golf coach Warren Friedrichs age, 3-pointers made and attempted and titles, two First-Team All-NWC spots,
played a major role in bringing Guth assists. She also tied
two
Second-Team
rie to Whitworth. As soon as the golfer with a teammate for
All-NWC positions,
"She has the personal
showed she was looking at Whitworth, 10 blocked shots and
five All-NWC Stu
Friedrichs immediately got back to her averaged more than integrity and persona that dent-Athlete
of
, an d Guthrie came to the school on a vis 11 points and four re
the Week awards,
represents
Whitworth
so
it.
five All-NWC Stu
bounds per game.
"When I did come to visit, Iknew right
dent-Athlete of the
During her senior
well."
away that this is where 1 wanted to go," year, Guthrie started
Week
Honorable
Guthrie said.
— WARREN FRIEDRICHS
Mentions, four na
the first 19 games be
Her ability on the golf course was fore tearing her ACL
tional tournament
never in question, but when Friedrichs in practice, sidelining
head golf coach
appearances (twice
learned she helped lead her high school her for the rest of the
as an individual if
basketball team to a runner-up finish at season.
she qualifies in golf
the state level, he promptly introduced
"Her leadership was shown through in this year), Medalist honors for. both
her to Helen Higgs, th e head women's her team by them wanting to win for the NWC Fall Classic and the NWC Tour
basketball coach for Whitworth. Guth- her," Higgs said. "It was almost extra mo nament her freshman year and a NWC
rie* who once aspired to play basketball tivation for them. They cared about her Player of the Year award.
at a Division I level, was excited about enough to want to win for Emily. None
She also holds the Whitworth wom
1 the opportunity of being able to play
of t hem took it upon themselves, they en's basketball record for 3-pointers
both golf and basketball at a collegiate knew if they all fought a little harder and made and attempted in a career. And
level.
each of them did a little more, they could with the NCAA Division III National Golf
"I didn't want to give golf up, so it was get it done. It's pretty rare when some Tournament coming up on May 14-17 at
a huge blessing to get to play both in col body gets injured and that is the effect it the Sandestin Golf and Beach Resort in
lege," Guthrie said. "Did I think I would has on the team."
Destin, Fla., her career resume may not
ever get to do both in college? No. Did I
Guthrie's injury did not affect her golf yet be complete. The tournament field
want to do both? Absolutely. And thank season. The senior decided to put off
was expected to be named Monday, May
KoreyHope

6; however, due to The Whitworthian
production schedule, results were not
available at press time. Check thewhitworthian.com for updates.
All accolades aside, simply being able
to balance two sports with academics
and a social life can be a very challeng
ing task. Senior Emily Travis is in the
same boat as Guthrie, because she also
played both basketball and golf for the
Pirates.
"Most of our friends were in sports
so it wasn't too hard socially, but it was
definitely a challenge to get used to,"
Travis said.
Guthrie agreed with her teammate
and roommate, saying she will n eed to
find something to do with herself when
golf finishes u p in mid-May.
"Learning how to deal with time and
be properly organized took some time,"
Guthrie said. "But now I'm just so used
to it. I 'm going to need another hobby
after Whitworth."
Guthrie, a kinesiology and nursing
major, plans to apply for nursing school
next spring, after surgery for her torn
ACL.
"She is a great athlete, has good fun
damental skills and is a competitor. You
can see it on the basketball court and
on the golf c ourse," Friedrichs said. "I
couldn't be happier with her career;
she's done us proud. She has the person
al integrity and persona that represents
Whitworth so well. She's a special one."
Contact Korey Hope at
khopel 6@my.whitworth.edu

Comito becomes national fixture for the Pirates

All-American headed to NCAA Championships for fourth consecutive year
Miranda Cloyd
StaffWriter
As a thrower whose career had only
just began his senior year at Mead High
School, Carter Comito rapidly earned
his way to record-breaking successes.
Comito has been selected by The Whitworthian sports staff as The Whitworthian Male Athlete of the Year.
Comito, a senior, throws shot put and
discus and has dominated the field in
both events. He chose Whitworth be
cause of an academic scholarship. He
had not originally intended to partici
pate in track and field, Comito said.
"The coaches told me that I had a lot
of potential, but my technique was real
ly bad when I first started," Comito said.
"There was a lot of room for improve
ment."
Comito has taken the initiative to im
prove in giant strides, head coach Toby
Schwarz said.
"You don't get as big as he is, as stron
g
as he is, as good as he is just by natural
ability," Schwarz said. "He's put in a lot
of time and effort in the weight room
and that speaks to his work ethic."
The improvement Comito has accom
plished shows in his time at Whitworth.
Comito has set new records in both dis
cus and shot put and broken his own re
cords as well.
"His only competition is himself, hon
estly," Schwarz said. "When you become
really good, what do you do now? That's
a good challenge; those are challenges
you want to have as a coach."
Comito holds the No. 1 spot in the
Northwest Conference for shot put, with
a throwing distance of 58-9 1/4, just over
eight feet further than the second place
competitor. His first place ranking in
discus was secured as well when he won
with a distance of 203-5. The nearest
competitor trailed Comito by nearly 50
feet.
"He's one of the best in the world,"
Schwarz said. "Past athletes have done
great t hings to pave the way for Carter
and he's paving the way for future ath
letes. Carter keeps raising the bar and
setting a new challenge."
In national NCAA Division III rank
ings, Comito holds second place in
shot put, with the No. 1 distance edging
Comito by less than a foot. Comito ranks
first in discus with a lead of nearly 20
feet
Comito is hoping to take his third
consecutive national championship ti
tle in the discus competition later this
month, he said. In addition to his na
tional rankings, Comito stands at 24th in

Simon ruzanKov | noiograpner
v

Comito set school records in the discus and shot put this year. The senior's
career may not be over, as he hopes to compete in the 2016 Olympics.

the world for collegiate discus throwers, these people and put them on a pedesSchwarz said.
tal. He is that elite athlete, but he's CarComito's personal accomplishments ter; that's all we know him as."
Comito's person
and his response
ality
compe
to them have af
"You don't get as big as tition within
and outside of
fected many peo
he is, as strong as he is, it makes him a lead
ple, Schwarz said.
er worth following,
Teammates
have
as good as he is just by sophomore runner
been impressed by
Brianne Wright said.
Comito's ability to
natural ability."
"Obviously every
maintain
humility
one is going to look
and approachability
— TOBY SC HWARZ
up to him because
through his incred
head track and field coach
he's really talented,"
ible success, junior
Wright said. "That's
thrower Keegan Shea
natural. But he also
said.
It puts a human side to those elite works really hard, he's a nice guy, he's
athletes," Shea said. "We tend to idolize really humble; that makes people look

up to him even more."
Aside from being well-known for his
success, Comito is known by teammates
of all events simply because he is friend
ly and down-to-earth, Wright said.
"Everyone does group off [with ath
letes of their own events], but Carter ac
tively seeks hanging out with other team
members," Wright said. "He's unique in
the sense that he seems to branch out
the most."
As a team captain, Comito has been a .
leader among throwers and set an exam
ple for team bonding across the span of
various event groups, Shea said.
"From the get-go, [Comito] was a
leader within the throwing unit, but as
we've gone along he's really connected N
well with kids in other event groups,"
Shea said. "He's just a really personable
guy and downright friendly. He's made
himself available to everyone on the
team."
Although Comito's time at Whitworth
is coming to a close, his name will be
one which is recognized for decades to
come, Shea said. Comito said he plans
to continue throwing beyond college in
order to make it to the Olympics.
"Ideally, I'd like to be at Rio De Janei
ro in 2016," C omito said. "I have three
years and I definitely need to improve,
so hopefully I can do that."
His journey through the Whitworth
athletic program has helped him to grow
in many ways beyond those of physical
accomplishment, Comito said.
"I've become a better thrower, but
I've also definitely grown up a little bit,"
Comito said. "The coaches have taught
me about life, not just about sports. It's
definitely been a great experience, definitely four of the best years of my life. I'd
like to say thank you to the team and the
coaches; I couldn't have done any of it
without them."
*
Comito's legacy will stretch far be
yond his short time at Whitworth,
Schwarz said.
"I wish I could have him for ten more
years," Schwarz said. "We're blessed to ,
have Carter and Carter is blessed to have
a university that supports him."
Comito competed this past weekend
at the Vandal Jamboree in Moscow, ID,
contending with 56-4.75 and 192-07,
respectively. Comito will throw at the
NCAA Division III Championships on
May 23-25 in Lacrosse, Wis. The Pirate rv
men are hoping to overcome the odds
and win the national championship as
a team.
Contact Miranda Cloyd at
mcloydl 6@my.whitworth.edu
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S P O KA NE BLOCK PARTY
ABOVE: Sopho more Clint Bosma serves gelato during the
Block Party on Saturday afternoon.
Megan Hinzdel | Pho
tographer

TOP RIGHT: Whitworth's student a cappella group, the Pine
Tones, performed during the event at the Service Station.
Tanner Scholten | Photographer

RIGHT: Junior Conner Walsh and sophomore Connor Otheim
joust in the outdoor portion of the event.
Tanner Scholten | P
hotographer
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